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PREFACE.

The purport and scope of the following work are essentially

what its title implies. In submitting it to the public it is hardly

necessary to enlarge upon the vast importance of the Petroleum

Industry of the present day, and it only remains to offer a few

observations upon the materials of which the book is composed.

" If we acquire eminence," says Tissot, in the preface to his

Essay on Diseases incident to Literary and Sedentary Persons,

" by publishing new truths, so, on the other hand, we make

ourselves useful by collectfng those which are known for the

benefit of the persons to whom they are necessary ; and surely

one is as good as the other."

To make himself useful—to bring together into one compre

hensive volume the many valuable researches upon Petroleum

scattered through so many publications—has been the aim of

the editor in compiling this volume, and for that purpose he

has gathered materials from all available sources. It has been

a laborious task, and in writing the preface—the portion of a

book which the reader as a rule first notices, but which is

generally the last written—the editor confesses to a feeling of

satisfaction that his work is about accomplished.

The present treatise is mainly based upon the admirable Ger

man works, " Das Erdoel (Petroleum) und seine Verwandten,"

von Prof. Hans Hoefer, and " Das Erdoel (Petroleum) und

seine Verarbeitung," von Dr. Alexander Veith. These books

have been used with the permission of the authors as well as of

the publishers. Both authors are widely and favorably known

in the United States, as well as in England, and the recorded

researches and experiences of such men must, in the estimation

of all educated persons, have value, and cannot fail to be espe

(iii)
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cially welcome to that class of readers who are professionally

engaged in this great and growing industry.

Regarding the additions made by the editor, his acknowl

edgments are due to the " Report on Petroleum," by S. F.

Peckham ; " A Practical Treatise on Petroleum," by Benjamin

J. Crew; Report of the Bureau of Statistics of Pennsylvania,

1892 ; " A Text-Book of Gas, Oil and Air Engines," by Bryan

Donkin ; " Liquid Fuel," by E. A. Brayley Hodgetts, and to

numerous American and foreign journals and Transactions of

Societies, for which due credit has been given whenever pos

sible.

In conclusion, the editor desires to express his thanks to

the publishers who, by supplying him with books and jour

nals, and by the lively interest they have taken in the work,

have greatly facilitated his labors. As is their general custom,

they have caused the volume to be supplied with a copious

table of contents, as well as a very full analytical index, which

will render reference to any subject in the book prompt and

easy.

W. T. B.

Philadelphia, November 14., 1894.
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PETROLEUM:

ITS ORIGIN, OCCURRENCE, PRODUCTION

AND TECHNOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

History of Petroleum—History of the Petroleum Industry in

the United States, Galicia, Roumania, Russia, and other

Countries.

WITHIN the memory of comparatively young men, petro

leum, from being a medicinal curiosity, has advanced to be an

almost indispensable article of consumption ; and from a few

barrels, which, in 1859, were collected by slow and painful pro

cesses, the annual production has increased to many millions

of barrels, and is still increasing. It may safely be said that

no other branch of commerce has ever in so short a time at

tained such enormous proportions. Forty years ago the value

of petroleum was unrecognized, and the vast sources from

which it was to be derived, although separated from us only by

a thin crust of rock and soil, were unsuspected. With careless

and unsuspecting feet we traveled over hidden treasures more

valuable and wonderful than the gold mines of California. Now

the extraction, refining and transportation of petroleum forms

a branch of industry involving the employment of vast amounts

of capital and thousands of busy hands. Inventive brains have
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been set at work and stimulated to contrive appropriate

ratus for furnishing by it the most economical and be

light. Ships rendered no longer necessary for chasin

whale by the introduction of an oil cheaper and more av;

than whale oil, have been freighted with the rival oil, an

with it to the markets of the world. All this has hap

since 1859.

Petroleum has been known from the earliest historic pe

but was used for different purposes from to-day. The

notices of it we find in the Bible, it being stated in the S<

Book of the Maccabees, Chap. I., " that when the Jews

led into Persia, they found pits in which the priests cone

the sacred fire they required for their sacrifices." After 1

years their grandchildren—contemporaries of the prophet

hemiah—searched for the concealed fire and found an oil w

when poured upon the hot sacrificial stone, burst into a J

flame. The Jews enclosed these pits, and designating t

holy, applied to them the term nephtar or nephtoj—a plac

expiation or forgiveness—from which the word naphtha is

rived. Hofer1 states that Herodotus (about 450 B. C), n

tions that " eight days' journey from Babylon stands a

called Is, the present Hit, on a small river of the same na

which discharges its stream into the Euphrates. Now

river brings down with its waters many lumps of bitun

which is collected and used in Babylon for building purposi

Diodorus, Dio Cassius, Strabo, Plutarchus and Quintus Cur

Rufus make similar statements.

Semi-fluid bitumen was used in the construction of Ninei

and Babylon to cement bricks and slabs of alabaster, and

grand mosaic pavements and beautifully inscribed slabs u.<

in the palaces and temples of these ancient cities, many

which were of enormous size, were fastened in their places w

this material. It was also used to render cisterns, and silos

the preservation of grain, water-tight, and some of these stru>

1 H. H5fer, Das ErdSl, 1888.
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ures of unknown antiquity are still found intact in ancient cities

of Egypt and Mesopotamia. Asphalt was much used by the

Egyptians for embalming corpses, as well as for the manufac

ture of peculiar black vessels, and as an excellent mortar.

While Greece procured its bitumen from the island of Zante, it

was found in large quantities in Syria and Mesopotamia.

In 1 8 1 1 Dr. Nicholas Nugent visited the West Indies, and on

his return to England wrote an account of the famous pitch

lake of Trinidad, near the mouth of the river Orinoco.1 From

1820 to 1830 remarkable activity was manifested in the investi

gation of the nature and occurrence of bituminous substances.

The Hon. George Knox read a communication to the Royal

Society of Great Britain, in which he noticed the wide distribu

tion of these substances in nature. In 1824 Reichenbach dis

covered paraffin in the products of the destructive distillation

of wood,2 and in the following year Gay Lussac analyzed it.3

In 1826 the Hon. John Crawfurd was sent by the British gov

ernment as ambassador to Ava, and in his journal4 describes

the petroleum wells of Rangoon, furnishing many details regard

ing the method of their operation and the amount of their pro

duct. Boussingault investigated the bitumen of Pechelbronn in

Lower Alsace, and compared its peculiarities with those of bit

umens from other localities.* His work on these substances

became very celebrated, and gave rise, in France, to further in

vestigations of both solid and liquid bitumens. Boussingault

continued his general researches and, in 1837, published a

classical paper on the subject.6 Virlet d' Oust about the same

time propounded the first theory regarding the origin of bitu

mens ;' and the asphalts of the Dead Sea,8 of Pyrmont,3 and near

Havana, Cuba,10 were examined. Hess wrote on the products

of dry distillation, and Reichenbach, in conjunction with Lau-

1 Trans. GeoL Soc, London (1), i, 63. 2 Phil. Magazine (2), i, 402. * Ann.

China, et Phann. (2), i, 78. ' Journal of Embassy to the Court of Ava, 1834.

5 Constitution of Bitumen, Phil. Jour. (2), ii, 487. "Ann. Chim. et Pharm. '2),

lxiv, 141. 'Bull. Soc. Geol. France ( 1 ),iv, 372. 8Journaldes Savants, 1855, 596.

•Rozet. Bull. Soc. Geol. France (1), iv, 372. 10 Taylor & Clemson, Phil. Mag., x,

161.
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rent, continued his researches upon paraffin.1 In 18,

Benjamin Silliman described, in the American Joi

Science, the oil spring of the Seneca Indians near Cu

York.

The decade from 1840 to 1850 was remarkable for t

ber of travelers who, in different parts of the world, not

occurrence of bitumen, and also for several elaborate re;

upon the geological occurrence and chemical constitute

different varieties. Travelers visited the far East, an

China,' and gave descriptions of the Naphtha springs of

the fire-worshipers of Baku, and the fire-wells of Chir

this country, Percival,5 in Connecticut, and Beck, in Nev

called attention to the fact that bitumen was of frequent

rence in thin veins traversing the metamorphic and e

rocks of Connecticut, New York and New Jersey.

Notwithstanding its wide geological distribution, pet

is obtained only in few countries to such an extent as t

the basis of a flourishing industry, the United States of

ica standing in the front rank in this respect. Of great ii

ance also are the oil regions of the Caucasus (Baku) ;

Galicia. Considerable quantities of oil are also obtaii

Roumania as well as in Germany (Alsace).

The Petroleum Industry in the United States.

In the United States the commencement of the inc

dates from the period between 1850 and 1859, though

ously contrived pits lined with roughly-hewn logs, in th

producing region of Pennsylvania, indicate that long befoi

discovery of America by the white race, the existence c

oil was known, and that it was gathered in this crude

Similar pits or shafts have been found in Ohio(Mecca) a

Canada. Hofer* attributes these pits to a prehistoric

which inhabited those regions before the Indians, and possi

•Jour. f. okononi. Chemie, \iii, 445. 3 Pottinger; \V. Robinson; Ains

'Kranier: Persia. 'Humboldt: Asie Centrale, ii. 519: Cosmos, i, 23Z

Jour. Sc. (.3) xvi, 130; Am. Jour. Sc. (1) *iv, 335. "Das ErJoel, iSSS.

\
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a considerable degree of culture. Peckham,' however, states

that the curbed pits on Oil creek, Pithole creek and other trib

utaries of the Allegheny have been proved to be of French

origin, and that it is not unlikely that the old shaft at Mecca,

Ohio, was also made by the French. In 1629, the Franciscan

missionary Joseph de la Roche d'Allion wrote a letter in which

he mentions the oil springs in what is now the state of New

York, and on a map of 1670 a "Fontaine de Bitume" is located

in the neighborhood of the present village of Cuba, New York.

The early use in this country of the word " petroleum " is

shown by "A General Map of the Middle Colonies of America,"

etc., by Lewis Evans, Philadelphia, 1755, on which by this term

the existence of petroleum in the present States of Pennsylvania

and Ohio is indicated. The frontispiece exhibits a portion of

this map copied from the one in possession of the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania. About the middle of the last century,

Peter Kalm published in Swedish a book of travels, in which

was a map, on which the springs on Oil creek were properly

located. This book has been translated into English, and an

edition was published in London in 1772.

In 1750, the French commander at Fort Duquesne wrote to

General Malcolm that by invitation of the Chief, he had at

tended the annual religious ceremony of the Senecas, at which

the oil covering the surface of a small stream entering the Alle

gheny was ignited, at a given signal, by the application of a

torch, the Indians, at the sight of the flames, giving forth a tri

umphant shout that made the hills and valleys re-echo again.

George Henry Loskiel, in his " History of the United Breth

ren among the Indians in North America," 1788, translated by

Christian Ignatius La Trobe, London, 1794, speaks of petroleum

as follows :

" One of the most favorite medicines used by the Indians is

the fossil oil (petroleum) exuding from the earth commonly

with water. It is said that an Indian in the small-pox lay down

in a morass to cool himself, and soon recovered. This led to

1 Report on Petroleum.
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the discovery of an oil-spring in a morass, and since th

many others have been found in the country of the De

and Iroquois. They are observed both in running and s

water. In the latter the oil swims on the surface, and i

skimmed off. But in rivers it is carried away by the

Two have been discovered by the missionaries in th

Ohio. They are easily found by the strong smell the

and even those in rivers and brooks may be smelt at a d

of four or five hundred paces. The soil in the neighb

of these springs is poor, cold, loamy, or covered with

Neither grass nor wood thrives on it, except some sma

pled oaks. It does not seem to proceed from a vein of

for no coals have as yet been discovered in the neighbc

of the springs, but strata of sandstone only. And in the

borhood of the coal pits on the banks of the Muskingu

the least sign of an oil spring has hitherto been discc

though the Indians have made a most diligent search.

"The oil is of a brown color, and smells something li

When the Indians collect it from a standing water the

throw away that which floats on the top, as it smells sti

than that below it. They then agitate the water violentl

a stick ; the quantity of oil increases with the motion

water, and after it has settled down the oil is skimmed 01

kettles and completely separated from the water by b

They use it chiefly in external complaints, especially in a

ache, toothache, swellings, rheumatism, dislocations, etc.

bing the part afflicted with it. Some take it inwardly, ;

has not been found to do harm. It will burn in a lamp.

Indians sometimes sell it to the white people at five guir

quart."

Towards the end of the 1 8th century, some salt-digger

deavored to procure, if possible, a larger supply and 1

quality of salt, and for this purpose drilled holes in the gn

some of which reached a considerable depth. But inste,

finding, according to their expectations, an abundant st

of good brine, the latter was in many cases rendered usele
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the presence of bitumen. They then endeavored to utilize the

bitumen, but without success, except the use of small quantities

for lubricating and medicinal purposes. Among the parties

actively engaged in the manufacture of salt was a Mr. Kier,

who bored a well for brine at Tarentum, on the Allegheny

river, and obtained oil that looked like brandy with the water,

and this was allowed to flow into the canal leading to Pitts

burgh. Mr. Kier's son, Samuel M. Kier, was a druggist in

Pittsburgh, and his wife being sick, as was supposed with con

sumption, her physician prescribed " American oil." It helped

her, and her husband was led to compare it with that obtained

from his father's well. Concluding, as they possessed the same

odor, that they were the same thing, he submitted them to a

chemist, who pronounced them identical. Mr. S. M. Kier soon

after commenced to bottle American oil for sale, and after a few

years, supposed to be about 1855, m company with Mr. Mc-

Kuen, he first refined petroleum from his father's wells at Tar

entum. The oils were treated like the crude oils obtained from

coal, and were made into burning oils and heavier oils, that were

sold to the woolen factory at Cooperstown for cleansing wool,

for which they were found very valuable.1 It may not be un

interesting to introduce here some notices from the " Oil, Paint

and Drug Reporter," regarding the first five gallons of petro

leum brought into commerce, such details being of historical

interest, because they mark the commencement of the vast pe

troleum industry, and illustrate its marvelous progress during a

period of scarcely thirty years. These five gallons of petro

leum were, so to say, the opening wedge, the basis of the great

commerce which was to follow.

Although attempts had been made at different times and in

various countries to utilize petroleum for illuminating purposes,

all efforts in that direction had proved a failure, the oil being

everywhere rejected on account of its extremely disagreeable,

nauseous odor and the sooty, smoking flame. These almost

insurmountable objections had invariably excluded its use, and

1 S. F. Peckham, Report on Petroleum.
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only after the appearance of the first five gallons of pe

in the New York market the troublesome petroleum, dec

to that time, underwent such alterations that it could t

without danger and became of commercial importance.

1859, the national wealth of the United States was ther

creased more than fifteen hundred millions of dollars,

five gallons of petroleum were distilled in Allegheny, Peni

nia. Nervin, Mackeown & Co., Samuel M. Kier and Dr. ]

had for some time sold petroleum under the name of tn

salve and Seneca oil, which were used for medicinal pur

When it was found that petroleum would burn in lamps,

later on sent to New York. It was used with some succ

storage cellars and foundries, where its odor and smoke co

some extent, be tolerated. A sample in a tin can was fun

the Hudson Mills; on opening the box it was found, accc

to report, that the can had leaked and the straw in which

packed was thoroughly saturated with petroleum. It dit

such a penetrating, nauseous odor that the box had t

thrown into the street. This happened in November,

Notwithstanding this failure experiments were continued

the first shipment of oil, consisting of two barrels conta

84^ gallons, arrived in New York, December 12, 1857.

account of the smell and to prevent the oil from transu

through the wood, the barrels inside were coated with sh

solution, or glue. These precautions, however, proved in

quate, and a special store-house had to be rented in \\

street. The second shipment of five barrels, containing 21

gallons, arrived December 18, 1857, and the third shipmei

five barrels, containing 2\0]/z gallons, December 23, of

same year. These three shipments constituted the total sal

petroleum in 1857, and appear as the first entries in reports

official statistics of the petroleum commerce.

Of this oil, which was purified in a distilling apparatus

scarcely one barrel capacity, Gessner says: "In 1857 A.

Ferris introduced in the New York market a lamp oil, cal

'carbon oil,' which had previously been distilled, but inc
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rectly treated. The oil was recommended as non-explosive—

a quality upon which special stress was laid—and as being

cheaper than all other illuminating materials. Nevertheless it

was difficult for this new product to gain favor. Its unbearable

odor and the danger from fire discouraged its use to such an

extent that the oil obtained from the distillation of bituminous

coal, such as the boghead and bituminous shales, proved a

successful rival of it on account of its security from fire."

These events were rapidly succeeded by the discovery of

crude oil on Oil creek, and after the construction of suitable

burners by E. Miller, of Meriden, Connecticut, and Col. Jones,

the use of petroleum also increased. The practical sense of these

gentlemen caused them to send out an army of agents, who vis

ited the city and country stores and by a sample lamp explained

its advantages, how to lower and raise the flame, and also gave

information regarding the occurrence of the oil. While in a

few places the introduction of the oil was to some extent suc

cessful, many bitter complaints were received from other local

ities, so that a premature and disastrous end seemed to threaten

the enterprise. The complaints were of three kinds: I. The

lamp burnt with success for a short time only ; the flame then

commenced to get weaker, the wick becoming coated with a

carbonaceous crust and the lamp evolving an offensive smell

until it went out on its own account, even when still half full of

oil. 2. The color of the oil, which, when first distilled, was

orange to lemon-yellow, changed in a short time to dirty dark

brown, so that the oil was no longer suitable for keeping in

glass. 3. The complaints referred to the intense smell which

filled the house when burning the oil. But notwithstanding

these complaints, curiosity prompted people to buy this new

oil of such strange origin. It was discussed by the daily jour

nals, and scientists were invited to visit the newly-opened

depot, 184 Water street, New York, to inspect the oil and take

samples of it for chemical analysis.

In December 1857, the first barrel of oil was delivered to

Messrs. Stout and Hand of Brooklyn at 70 cents per gallon and,
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hence, this firm may be considered as having sold

barrel of illuminating oil in the United States. The q

oil being limited and the consumption increasing, notv

ing the defects of the oil, the price rose to two dollars t

before the development of the Oil creek region, this \

being at the same time an incentive to search for oi

localities. It became now absolutely necessary to imj

quality of the oil so that the complaints regarding co

and incomplete combustion should no longer appear

The defect of the flame diminishing and becoming exti

w as, according to views prevailing at that time, attrib

want of volatile substances. Hence it was endeavor

move this defect by mixing the petroleum with othe

oils. After many experiments a remedy was final

in commercial distilled rosin oil, which when mixed

petroleum not only kept the flame at the same height,

parted to it greater intensity. The inventor patented t

ture for illuminating purposes. It consisted of 40 gall

bon oil (petroleum) of 440 to 480 B. and 5 gallons ro.<

1 8° B., and had a high burning point which, at a tin

almost all other illuminating agents of a similiar natun

constant source of danger, was the most important facte

introduction. The mixture was at first effected by tal

necessary quantity of petroleum from the barrel, adc

rosin oil, and stirring with a stick. The mixture effectec

manner was, however, incomplete, the heavier rosin oil

to the bottom with a change in the temperature, and ht

mode of mixing had to be changed. Tagliabue, who

gaged in the manufacture of apparatus for the oil trac

structed an apparatus suitable for the uniform mixing of

fluids ; but the sale of the product did not increase, 1

agreeable smell being always the principal impedimen

use, and a radical removal of this defect became nec

For this purpose a wooden holder lined with zinc pla

having a capacity of about 20 barrels w as procured and

in the cellar of 191 Pearl Street, to which location the b
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had been removed from Water Street in consequence of com

plaints of merchants in the neighborhood to whom the stench

from the carbon oil business was intolerable. And, indeed, the

complaints were well founded, because there was stored not

only Oil creek oil, which diffused a terrible smell, but also Cana

dian petroleum from Enneskillen, which when being transported

to New York could for several days be smelled through the entire

length of the state. The petroleum to be purified was brought

into the above-mentioned holder and a hot solution of caustic

soda poured into it. The caustic soda solution was prepared

in a " Mott kettle," an apparatus consisting of an iron stove

with an open iron kettle on top. The addition of caustic soda

solution was continued until no more precipitate formed, the

mixing being managed by one workman by means of a pole.

The precipitate formed was discharged through a cock. In

this petroleum kettle we recognize the first agitator, and hence,

the first attempt of refining petroleum. The success of this

method was satisfactory in so far that the smell completely dis

appeared and the color became lighter ; but the straw-yellow

color of the refined petroleum changed in a short time to brown

which gave rise to fresh complaints.

The most productive well, the oil of which contributed most

to the development of the petroleum commerce, belonged to

Irwin & Peterson and yielded daily from two to ten barrels ;

according to calculations, the income derived from the well

amounted, in 1858, to about $10,000. In order to still further

increase the production it was concluded to sink a shaft to the

source of the well, it being supposed that about 350 to 400 feet

below the surface of the earth a stream of oil would be found

which, in order to gain the entire supply, would have to be

pumped out and conducted into reservoirs. A steam engine

and all other necessary apparatus was procured, and a number of

experienced miners were engaged to drive the shaft through the

intervening strata and rocks. In carrying on the work they

passed through a vein of coal 6 feet thick and a bed of excel

lent brick clay. At a depth of 200 feet, many difficulties were
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encountered, which were chiefly caused by water. The

sity of constantly pumping out the water and the occurrt

fire damp rendered the prosecution of the work both exp

and dangerous. There being apparently no prospect c

cess, it was concluded under these circumstances to stop 1

work, and the entire tract was sold to the Tarentum Oii

and Salt Co., which continued the work, and after

through a stratum 6 inches thick, struck, August 29, 185

water and petroleum. From this day dates the actual petr

industry of the United States.

About the time when interest in the introduction of Ii

Peterson's oil was at its height and the oil brought a high

Peterson associated himself with Dale of Allegheny for th

pose of building a refinery upon ground belonging to Pet

not far from a well yielding salt-water and petroleum,

were joined by Dr. Koch, a German chemist, and erec

very simple structure, which they fitted up with a plant f

distillation and storing of petroleum. The most suitable

tion for the refinery was a hill at the foot of which was a s\

The latter was utilized for setting up the reservoirs, whicl

constructed by driving, in a circle of about 30 feet in diai

staves closely together into the ground and intimately j<

the projecting portions by means of iron hoops. The dis

apparatus itself consisted of two wrought iron retorts,

holding ten barrels. These retorts were connected by 1

of a conduit with the above mentioned reservoirs, and

them the distillate was pumped for further treatment int

culiar movable holders, which were perhaps the first am

apparatus constructed in this manner. Exactly egg-shap

cast iron, about 8 inches thick, each of them weighed s(

thousand pounds. In order to effect a mixture of their

tents, these holders, which were large enough to hold th

filiate in the retorts, were set in rapid motion by means of

iron bars secured in ears on the exterior. Besides these

fying apparatuses, there were others which served for filt<

They consisted of boxes with perforated bottoms which
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filled with animal charcoal and placed above the reservoirs.

The petroleum thus purified was brought into barrels and

stored in pits, to prevent leakage and consequent loss.

In 1857, a company of New Haven stockholders organized

under the name of " The Seneca Oil Company." They leased

the property of the Pennsylvania Rock Oil Company on Oil

creek, and engaged E. L. Drake to go out to Titusville and

drill an artesian well for oil. Drake arrived in Titusville about

May 1, 1858. He commenced operations by attempting to

sink a shaft in one of the old timbered pits, previously men

tioned, but water and quicksands continually thwarted him, and

he finally resorted to the expedient of driving an iron pipe

from the surface to the solid rock. On account of the men he

had engaged for drilling securing another job, the work was

suspended until the following season, when Mr. William Smith

and his two sons were engaged, they having had large experi

ence on salt-wells. ^ These men arrived at Titusville about the

middle of June, bringing with them all the necessary tools for

drilling. After many vexatious delays, they were fairly under

way by the middle of August and had drilled 33 feet, when on

the 28th of August, 1859, the drill struck a crevice, into which

it fell six inches. The following day being Sunday, Smith vis

ited the well in the afternoon and found the drill-hole full to

within a few feet of the top, and on fishing up a small quantity

in a tin cup, it was found to be petroleum. Such is the story

of the first petroleum well.'

After Drake's success, wells were drilled in the valley of Oil

creek from Titusville to Oil City, on French creek from Union

City to Meadville and Franklin, and on the Allegheny at Tidi-

oute. The production increased far more rapidly than the de

mand, and the market becoming soon glutted, the price of the

oil fell to almost nothing. But the exhaustion of some of the

wells led to better prices, and to cover the daily increasing de

mand, new wells were drilled. During this feverish activity in

Pennsylvania, wells were drilled in Ohio and West Virginia.

1 S. F. Peckham, Report on Petroleum.
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Operations in the latter state were interrupted dur

but were resumed in 1864. In 1865, operations \v

fully undertaken at White Oak, which resulted in

the most extensive and best known West Virgin

From i860 to 1865, wcHs were successfully drilled

and at other localities in Washington county, O

1870 to 1880 the region between Tidioute and Oil

constantly become of less importance, on account

duction decreasing to a considerable extent. Other

ever, were discovered in accordance with C. D. An|

theory." Wells had been put down near the junc

Clarion and Allegheny rivers as early as 1863 and

very little notice had been taken of them at the tir.

was not until 1868 that a successful well on the

Parker's Landing attracted attention and led to th<

ment of what is called the " lower country," lying

Armstrong and Clarion counties. In studying the n

sitions of the most productive wells., Mr. Angell had

in the " upper country," that a narrow belt extendi

from Scrubgrass, on the Allegheny river, to Petroleu

on Oil creek, included many of the best wells in th

In the "lower country," he projected a similar belt,

direction nearly parallel with the first, and extending

Petersburg, in Clarion county, through Parker's La

Bear creek, in Butler county. Subsequent developm

firmed the correctness of Angell's belt theory. Tl

have shown that the oil rock lies in belts or in long ar

areas, having a general northeast and southwest extens

not more than 30 rods in width, but several miles ii

that the sand-rock is thickest and most productive <

axis of the belt, thinning out towards its borders, t

surface being level and the under surface curved upw

the center ; that the present configuration of the surfai

relation to the form, extent, or direction of the " belt'

facts established, and their successful application ab

demonstrated by the remarkable success attending
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operations, have given a certain degree of accuracy to the de

velopment of oil territory that it never possessed before. On

the other hand, they have led to very exaggerated views, some

enthusiasts affirming their belief that the line north i6° east,

upon which Angell achieved his first success, governed the di

rection and extent of territory containing oil from Canada to

Tennessee.1

Canada and South America.

The oil territory of Canada lies in the county of Lamberton,

in the western part of the province of Ontario, and principally

in the township of Enneskillen. Indications of surface oil had

there been observed by the earliest settlers, but instead of add

ing any value to the land in the township, seriously detracted

from it. The dark oily liquid with its disagreeable odor was

not then a marketable product. The streams of water were

polluted with its nauseous taste, and where wells were dug, the

same manifestations were observed to such a degree as often to

condemn them. In 1857, these surface marks attracted the

attention of more skillful and better informed men, and a man

by the name of Shaw, who dug an ordinary well, as for water,

struck, after several days digging, a tremendous flow of oil,

which ran in a stream into the creek. The usual phenomena

attending such a discovery followed ; land was bought, and

more wells were dug, and oil flowed ; they gathered what they

could and wasted the remainder; fortunes were made and lost,

and after a time, in 1864, the town of Oil Springs contained

3.000 inhabitants. The territory in which oil in paying quanti

ties is found contains about 200 square miles, and within this

range, Petrolia, Bothwell and Oil Springs have produced nearly

all the oil. The latter has the largest wells, though Petrolia

now produces more than nine tenths of the amount at present

obtained. The petroleum of Canada contains sulphur, and is

difficult to refine ; but the refining process has been so much

improved, that at present Canadian oil supplies a large demand

throughout the British possessions.

1 S. F. Peckham, Report on Petroleum.
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Argentine Republic.

In this country petroleum springs and bituminous slat

long been known to exist in the province Selta, near Mc

Towards the end of 1889, there were in operation

neighborhood five productive wells, and it is intended to

large refinery. At the present time, the oil is used for th<

ufacture of gas. In the province Selta, about 23 miles

Mendoza, a field stretches up-hill, which from the v<

mountains is known as Cachenta. According to Stelzn

crude oil found here belongs to the rhetian formation,

occurrence, known at the present time only in the <

Sehnde, Hanover. Four wells were drilled here, and 1

struck at a depth of 656 feet.

The first well yielded little oil, in the last years 5

per day; the second well scarcely anything; the thi

barrels per day of a slightly thick oil, at a depth of 25

and the fourth a greater quantity of good oil, with a y

300 barrels per day, at a depth of 377 feet. The oil

peculiar, though not disagreeable odor, which may perh

due to a small content of combinations of sulphuretted '.

carbon. With the light falling upon it, it shows a slight

ish fluorescence, while with transmitted light its color i.

brown. At 70. 250 F. it is viscous. It freezes at 320

quiring the consistency of butter without separating p;

nor could a separation of paraffin be observed at a

temperature. In petroleum ether the oil is soluble v

residue ; its flashing point lies at 1 130 F., and its burning

at 1 940 F. Its specific gravity at 62.6° F. is 0.9032.

boiling point is the same as the flashing point. Subjecte

normal distillation in Engler's apparatus, the oil yielded :

Per cent,
by volume.

Per ce
by wci^

Essences (up to 3020 F.)

Illuminating oil (3020 to 5900 F.;

Residuum

6.4

27.6

66.0

4.0

21.9

73-9

The fractions boiling at over 5900 F. consisted of:
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Calculated to
residuum.
Per cent.

Calculated to
crude oil.
Per cent.

Mixed oil (solar and gas oil)

Heavy oils, very paraffin-like

Residuum

70.00

10.00

14.8

51.8

74.0

The heavy oils showed an ointment-like consistency, the

paraffin appearing in crystalline scales in the receivers. As

regards the chemical nature of the Argentine oil, Engler and

Otten found hydrocarbons of the series C„H2„ + 2 and C„H2„.

Refined in the ordinary manner, an illuminating oil equal to

the best Pennsylvania oil was obtained. The railroads of the

Argentine Republic use the crude oil as fuel.

The petroleum residuum is very rich in paraffin and cannot

be worked for lubricating oil.

On the other hand, from the residuum are obtained a soft

paraffin with a melting point of 950 F. and a hard paraffin melt

ing between 1360 and 1 390 F. The total content of paraffin,

determined by Zaloziecki's method, amounts to 55.75 percent.,

calculated to residuum, and to 25.7 per cent. calculated to

crude oil.

Bolivia and Peru. The occurrence of petroleum in Peru and

Bolivia has been known since the sixties. According to a re

port by the mining engineer, F. Hurss,1 in Bolivia petroleum

occurs in as great an abundance as in Pennsylvania. The three

principal wells are at Cuarazuti, Plata and Signiracada (between

Oran and Pilcomayo) in a circuit of about 58 miles, and form,

it is said, an oil-creek 6 inches deep and 7 feet wide. The mass

of oil issuing from these wells is so great that Hurss considers

boring superfluous. Besides the three wells above mentioned

there are, in the same region, eight others which are claimed

to have been jtrst as productive as those of Cuarazuti.

The oil fields of Peru are said to have been known for many

centuries. They are located in the coast region of the ocean

and stretch from Cape Blanco to the Tumbez river, a distance

of about 120 miles.

1 Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1868, 14, 728.

2
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In the year 1867 oil was for the first time struck near

by boring to a depth of 130 feet, and since that time pe

has been obtained on a larger scale. According to a

the first shipment of 30,000 boxes of petroleum has 1

been made to Japan, and as the export trade is growii

eral refineries for the production of illuminating oil ha'

established.1

Venezuela. From the reports of the Consuls of the

States the occurrence of considerable petroleum spr

Venezuela has for some time been known. The spri

located in the neighborhood of the Maracaibo Lake

northern part of Venezuela. The occurrence of oil is

be very extensive, stretching over a surface of about 6o<

One of the largest springs recently discovered yields, ac

to E. H. Plumacher, the commercial agent of the United

4 gallons per minute, or 240 gallons per hour, or 5,760

during the 24 hours of the day. The petroleum is said

very good quality, being of 0.0830, which is the requin

sity in the British markets of the petroleum imported fr

United States. If such be the case this petroleum find

be of great future value, it being located in the imi

neighborhood of the sea so that it can be directly shipp

The government has granted to the National Pel

Company the sole right for twenty-five years of work:

wells. The Company owns over 100 shafts, and machir

boring and refining purposes. The drills are driven by

power, and in the refinery 2,500 gallons of petrolei

month were at first produced.

To assist the domestic industry the Government has

a high duty upon importations of Russian and Americ

minating oils.

Africa.

In Egypt petroleum occurs, according to Robert In

the neighborhood of Gemsah and Djabel-Said, a re£

•Chemiker- und Techniker-Zeitung, 1891, No. 10.
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which the occurrence of oil has for some time been known.

The crude oil obtained by boring is of a dark brown color and

has an odor evidently due to combinations of sulphuretted

hydrocarbon. Its specific gravity at 6o° F. is 0.934. The oil

is thick, possesses great lubricating power, and remains fluid at

a low temperature, from which it may be supposed not to con

tain any hard paraffin. Mixed with chemicals a product of

0.850 to 0.950 specific gravity is obtained.

The loss from washing with acid amounts to more than 50

per cent. From this fact and the absence of illuminating oil,

the purification does not seem to be profitable. On the other

hand, the crude oil by itself possesses a high value as a lubri

cant, and might also be suitable for fuel. Kast and Kunkler1

have recently subjected the oil to a thorough examination

and confirm the fact that, in consequence of its slight content

of volatile oil, it is not suitable for the fabrication of illumi

nating oil, but furnishes an excellent material for lubricating

oils. Oil in large quantities is also said to occur in South

Africa. L. Campbell Johnston2 reports having found in the

Orange Free State infallible indications of the presence of heavy

oils.

Australia.

In the year 1889, the discovery in South Australia of pe

troleum springs supposed to be of great value created quite a

sensation, the wells, according to the Oil, Paint and Drug Re

porter of May 15, 1889, being located in the neighborhood of

Yorktown on the extreme point of the peninsula of York, be

tween the Spencer and St. Vincent Gulf, and were discovered

by A. Tocchi, who had for some time examined the region in

the hope of finding oil. The Government of South Australia

granted him the exclusive right of 90,000 acres of land to

search for oil. Nothing more has, however, been heard of

these discoveries.

1 Dingier'* polyt Jour., 278. 1 Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, 1889, April 3.
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New Zealand.

In this part of Australia petroleum has been found

i860, in various regions, but researches regarding quanti

quality have been made only in recent years. The fi

ploration for oil was made at Waiapu, on the East coast

province Auckland, and the next at Maunthai, on the Eas

Considerable quantities of good oil were found, but on

depth of iooo feet. The oil from the first-mentioned

closely resembles Canadian oil. After a few distillatio

refining with acid and lye, about 65 to 67 per cent, of g

luminating oil with a specific gravity of 0.844 at 590 F. v

tained. The crude oil from Maunthai has a slightly

color, is almost transparent, and has a specific gravity o

at 6o° F. It contains very little soluble paraffin, and by c

tion a yield of 80 per cent, illuminating oil is obtained,

burns quite well in ordinary lamps. A yield of only

cent, of illuminating oil gives an excellent product of

specific gravity.

Russia and the Caucasus.

Next to the oil regions of North America the petroleur

of Russia and the Caucasus are of the most importance.

Although the petroleum industry of Baku in its pres<

tent and great development belongs to the most modern

the working and use of Caucasian naphtha and ga:

course in their simplest form—have been known from ti

memorial. Six hundred years before the Christian ere

was a resort for the fire-worshipers of Persia and the Ca

the inflammable gases issuing from the ground being m;

of in their ceremonies, and every year thousands of p

traveled to the temples on the peninsula Apsheron to v

the holy or eternal fires.

Even at the present time surface-naphtha is found ii

places in the vicinity of old temples, and it may be su

that such occurrences were not unknown to the inhabitai

pilgrims of that time. The first trustworthy statements 1
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ing the occurrence of naphtha in that region are furnished by

Masudi, who died in 950, and by Katib-Tschebabi. Interest

ing is also Marco Polo's report, who visited Baku in the thir

teenth century. He describes the use of naphtha for various

purposes, and states that it was transported by means of cam

els to Bagdad. " It is not good to use with food," he says, " but

'tis good to burn, and is also used to anoint camels that have

the mange." He further states that " at Baku is a fountain of

oil of great abundance, inasmuch as a hundred shiploads might

be taken from it at one time." From these statements we learn

that the trade in Russian petroleum is not a new thing. Dr.

Oscar Schneider states that in an old naphtha pit a stone with

an Arabian inscription was found, according to which the re

spective pit was worked in the year 1003 after the Hedschra

(1600 according to our chronology), and was rented for that

purpose from the son of Mohammed Nurrs, Allah Jar. Up to

the end of the seventeenth century we find no further refer

ences to the naphtha wells ; but at that time a detailed descrip

tion of them, as well as of the eternal fire, was given by Kiimp-

fer, who travelled through the Apsheron peninsula. A few

years later the same region was visited by Lerche, Gmelin and

Hanway. "On July 30, 1737," says Lerche, "I travelled five

versts1 along of the inextinguishable fire of Balakhani to the

black oil wells. While this region was under Persian rule there

were fifty-two such black oil wells, but now only twenty-six

remain uninjured. From these wells the naphtha is poured

into large, deep stone-pits, and from there transported in leather

bags upon 'arbas' (two-wheeled carts) to Baku." ' According

to Lerche's statements the naphtha was used for fuel, and as a

remedy for rheumatism and scurvy. From the statement of

Jonas Hanway, 1754, we learn that "the Persians load the

naphtha in bulk in their wretched vessels, so that sometimes

the sea is covered with it for leagues together. When the

weather is thick and hazy the springs boil up the higher, and

the naphtha often takes fire on the surface of the earth, and

1 1 verst = 3SOi feet. 'Victor Ragosin, "DieNaphta und die Naphtaindustrie."
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runs in a flame into the sea in great quantities to a

almost incredible. In clear weather the springs do not

above two or three feet; in boiling over, the oily si

makes so strong a consistency as by degrees almost

the mouth of the spring; sometimes it is quite clo:

forms hillocks that look as black as pitch, but the spriri

is resisted in one place breaks out in another. Som

springs which have not been long open form a mouth

ten feet in diameter. The people carry the naphtha by

into pits or reservoirs, drawing it off from one to anoth

ing in the first reservoir the water or the heavier p

which it is mixed when it issues from the spring. It is i

ant to the smell, and is used mostly amongst the pooi

of the Persians and other neighboring people, as we u;

lamps, or to boil their victuals ; they find it burns bes

mixture of ashes. As they obtain it in great abundanc

family is well supplied."

Pallas in describing, in 1793 to 1794, the Kouban

sus) naphtha region, says that there, and especially in

(i. e., the naphtha valley) the naphtha floating upon

water or collecting in pits is used for heating pi

Reinipp states that the region about Baku must be ex

rich in mineral oil, because Balakhani, a small district, 1

from Baku, had 25 open oil springs, the daily yield of

which amounted to from 50 to 80 poods.1 The Khan

reserved the entire output for himself, and caused fifteer

be dug in a house, into which the oil was poured ar

which it was sold. According to Gmelin the price of a

(about 17 lbs.) was 5 kopecks/ and the yearly income

Khan of Baku from this source amounted to about

rubles.3 The output of naphtha in the Apsheron p(

varied very much according to whether the region was

possession of Persia, Armenia or Russia; and only ii

when Baku and the surrounding district came into the

1 I pood = 36 pounds avoirdupois. * 1 kopeck = about 73 of a cent,

ble = $0.7779.
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sion of Russia, the revenues derived from the naphtha com

merce, which formerly belonged to the Khan, were declared

imperial property. However, this decree was not immedi

ately enforced, because, up to 1820, no charge was exacted for

working the springs.

From 1820 to 1834, the monopoly of working the springs

was farmed out every four years to the best, or perhaps the

favorite bidder, the government limiting the selling price of the

crude oil. From 1834 to 1850 the government itself worked

the springs to some extent, the annual income from this source

amounting to between 75,000 and 80,000 rubles. From 1850

to 1872 the springs were again farmed out to private parties,

the revenue derived from the leases increasing steadily up to

1867 from 111,000 to 162,000 rubles per annum, while from

1867 to 1872 the yearly income amounted to about 136,000

rubles, with an output of, at the utmost, 350,000 poods. Dur

ing the last term of the lease the selling price of the pood

of crude oil was fixed by the government at 45 kopecks. In

1 86 1, Witte & Co. built on Holy Island a factory for working

ozocerite, which they procured from the island of Tschelekon.

By distillation about 60 per cent, paraffin and 8 per cent, oil

were obtained, but, after working for several years, the enter

prise was abandoned. In Baku itself, the first refinery was

built in 1863, by one Melikoff, but lacking capital for the ex

tension of the plant, he was forced to hand it over to a com

pany in order to save the enterprise. The establishment of

other refineries soon followed.

Up to 1 872 the development of the industry was, however,

hampered by the existing monopoly. In that year, in pursu

ance of recommendations of a commission appointed by the

government, the territory upon which there were surface indi

cations was divided into plats of 25 acres each, and sold to the

highest bidder by sealed proposals. By this time the field had

attracted much attention, and the parcels were disposed of at,

in some cases, enormous prices. For instance, 257 cisterns, 5

pits, 12 natural springs, the bore-hole in the government Baku,
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22 cisterns in the Dagestan district, as well as 86 pit

natural springs in the government of Tiflis, which

were appraised at 552,240 rubles and were sold in 4c

brought 2,957,967 rubles, hence more than five t

valuation. Some of the parcels were appraised at oi

each and brought from 2500 to 3450 roubles each, w

group in the peninsula of Apsheron the valuation of w

1 14,562 rubles, 925,000 rubles was paid.

Thus the real birth of the industry may be said to c

the year 1872, when the lands passed into private ha

its development progressed more rapidly. The produ

refineries was, however, so bad, and the market so limi

there was not enough energy engaged to bring on a

the industry. The government had placed an ex<

which, under the circumstances, was unbearable, an

time, previous to 1878, the operators were upon the

ruin. No work was done except to fill contracts pr

made. At Nishni-Novgorod there were in store more t

and a half millions of poods, almost 200,000 barrels, uns

the price had gone down from 3.50 rubles to 1.30 rui

pood. The government then removed the excise tax

industry commenced largely to develop, so that at pres

equal in importance with that of the United States.

Up to 1872 very primitive methods for obtaining the :

were in use. Pits resembling water-wells were dug, ii

the naphtha collected, and it was then dipped out by

horse-power, and conducted through gutters into subte

cisterns. In that year the first well was bored accordin;

American system, whereby the production was largely inc

and at the same time the Noble Brothers came forwa

their improved system of transportation.

The total extent of the Caucasian naphtha fields is

known. According to official statements it is estim

about 30,000 square versts, of which, 6,000 square verst

the Kouban district and in the peninsula Taman. The

oil region in the Caucasian territory is the peninsula of Ap
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which, together with the neighboring district, comprises about

2,000 to 3,000 square versts, of which only about 12 square versts

are worked. The principal field is at Balakhani, 9^ miles north

of east of Baku, covering a territory of, say 3 ^ by 1 ^ miles.

Two miles south of Baku, is a small field at Bebeabat, on which

there are some 25 wells. The cost of sinking wells ranges

from $5,000 to $7,500. What can be obtained for such an

expenditure may be illustrated by the result of boring the

Droobja well, which cost $7,500—the total amount of oil poured

forth by this well in six months of 1883 being, according to the

lowest estimate, 55,000,000 gallons, and according to the

highest, 125,000,000 gallons. Had the oil been in England,

it would have realized a million sterling. At Baku the bulk of

it was lost. Not only this, however, but this Droobja fountain,

which was from 200 to 300 feet high, produced much more

sand proportionately than the average Baku well, although all

wells there produce immense quantities of sand with the oil.

Some one-story buildings, about 1 5 feet high, within a hundred

yards of the well, were completely buried out of sight in sand

from the well, and an area of probably 10 acres around the well

was covered from 1 to 15 feet with sand. The Mining Com

pany, which owned the well, not only lost their oil, but were

ruined by the damages they had to pay the surrounding well-

owners for flooding them with sand and oil.

The great Markoff fountain, bored in 1887, spouted oil and

sand 400 feet high—a veritable volcano. On windy days the

oil spray was carried eight miles away. The Markoff fountain

was situated not far off the Droobja, which pessimists had

prognosticated erroneously would drain the whole area. On

this occasion, the Russian government, which had been angered

by the waste of oil from the Tagioff fountain—which spouted

2,700,000 gallons a day the previous year, and endangered the

town of Baku by raining oil upon it, although three miles away

—gave permission to the other Baku firms to lynch the

"gusher" at the owner's expense. Accordingly they sent

their best engineers to the spot, and after several unsuccessful
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attempts the well was finally capped over, and a stop

the disgraceful waste of oil. All the same, no law <

prevent any foreigner or Russian repeating the same >

tion to-morrow. Large firms, like Noble Brothers,

manage to have good engineers and the best appliance;

spot to check a "gusher" at the outset, and allow the

to flow as they want it. But the native firms bore hee

and for want of " caps " at the right moment, all contro

over the well, and it belches forth millions of gallon:

forming rivers that flow away to the Caspian Sea or si

the earth again.

According to United States Consul James C. Chamb

port," the production of crude petroleum in Russia, i

was over 45,000 barrels, of 40 gallons, for every da)

year; i. e., the amount of crude used was over 45,000

per day—and no one knows how much was lost, but thei

doubt that the loss was at least 20 per cent., and that t

ual amount of crude taken from the ground during tl

was nearer 55,000 barrels per day than 45,000. Of

20 per cent, allowance of oil wasted will seem to an An

very liberal ; but if the manner in which oil is conducted

servoirs from wells, the construction of reservoirs, and th

number of flowing wells are considered or understood, t

timate will not appear so liberal. In 1887, the amo

crude oil wasted was undoubtedly much greater than

previous year, because of the number of flowing wells ai

great productiveness of some of them.

In recent years no new territory has been discovere

very little effort has been made to find any, notwithst;

the fact that the theory advanced by some of Baku's ci

scientists, that the complete exhaustion of the present devc

territory is very near at hand, seems to be gaining supp<

One of these scientific gentlemen now says that the Balal

Sabunchi territory will not last more than three years, in

opinion, it is said, he is backed by some of the people r

1 Reports from the Consuls of the United States. No. 92, April, 1888
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the heaviest financial interests in the trade. However, on the

other hand, Professor Mendelejeff and Mining Engineer Torokin,

assert that, according to their calculations, there is sufficient

oil in this region to supply all refineries in Baku for 100 years

to come.

Attention has recently been drawn to the Sundhenski

naphtha region in the Northern Caucasus. This territory has

been known for a long time, and on account of its favorable

situation (east from Wladikawkas, between the Sundscha river

and the principal direction of the Caucasus) may be destined

to replace the disappearing oil-wealth of Baku. No borings

have thus far been made, and only four natural wells, not very

deep, are worked at Grosenensk, Brahmsk and Benojewsk. In

the year 1889, 170,000 poods of naphtha were obtained, while

in 1890, after deepening the wells, the output amounted to

350,000 poods. In 1889 the average daily production of a

well was 300 poods, and after deepening the well, 600 poods.

These conditions are analogous to those found in the Baku

industry.

With an apparently unlimited supply of crude oil, a great

refining capacity and a profitable market for refined oil, it is

clear that the limited transportation facilities of the railway are

the chief obstructions to a rapid increase of export. Since

December, 1886, railway transportation has entirely governed

the price of oil at Batoum. Refined oil for Caspian Sea ship

ment, during 1886, brought an average price, free on board at

Baku, of about i,*ff cents per gallon, while the same quality of

oil, free on board cars for Batoum, averaged 2A cents per gal

lon. At the beginning of 1887 the railway company had 1250

tank cars in service, and there were no private tank cars on

the road. The price for refined oil, free on board cars at

Baku, then reached 3^ cents per gallon, a premium of almost 2

cents per gallon on tank car capacity. This encouraged refiners

to put cars of their own upon the railway, and permission was

granted them by the department of the government controlling

the railway to place over 4,000 private tank cars upon the road.
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But even these measures were insufficient for the ever-

ing quantities of refined oil. In 1887 the Batoum t

aggregating about 23,000,000 gallons, was about full,

monthly receipts were probably 3,000,000 to 4,000,000

in excess of the shipments. A pipe-line for crude oil f

Caspian to the Black Sea has been proposed, but it will

ever get any further than talk. The advantage of such

line is evident, as it would increase not only the carryir

city but also the production of oil.

There are a number of tank steamers in the Batou

with an annual carrying capacity to ports for which 1

chartered of about 90,000,000 gallons. About 35,000,1

Ions of oil are shipped in cans and cases, while the railv

deliver about 1 50,000,000 gallons, so that the tankag

full, the difference, or 25,000,000 gallons, will have to

ported in barrels to keep up with receipts.

The export of petroleum and petroleum products am

according to Engler:

From Baku. From the Unil

Barrels. Barrel

In 1884 ' 6,079,384 12,230,1

In 1885 7,622,344 13,681,1

In 1886 8,094,283 13.756,

In 1887 8,828,068 14,114,

In 1888 13,091,079 «3.77°.

In 1889 16,700,000 14,671,.

From a recent report of the Executive Committee of

troleum Bourse at Baku, it appears that, though the

petroleum industry has succeeded in increasing the s

Russia in supplying the foreign market at the exp

American competition, this success has been more than

by the lower prices obtained. In 1891, the share

United States in supplying the markets of the world w

troleum amounted to 70 per cent., and that of Russia to

cent., while at the present time, that of the former is

cent., and that of the latter 34 per cent. This increase

export trade, however, has not improved the condition

Russian petroleum industry. The great decline in the ]
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petroleum is shown by the following figures: In 1888, the

proceeds of the Baku works for the 32 millions poods exported

amounted to 10.2 millions rubles after the deduction of 6.4

millions rubles for freight from Baku to Batoum. In 1892, ex

portation rose to 51 millions poods, but the proceeds of the

Baku works from this entire quantity amounted only to 3.3

millions rubles after the deduction of \2]4 millions rubles for

freight to Batoum. Hence petroleum brought only about I of

the price paid in 1888. The Russian petroleum companies are

now endeavoring to improve their condition, partially by an

agreement with the Standard Oil Company, as well as by

cheapening the freight by means of a proposed pipe-line from

Baku to Batoum, and an understanding with the Trans-Cauca

sian Railroad Company.

A Belgian journal, the "Bulletin du Mussce Commercial" of

January 20, 1894, gives the following statistics regarding the

consumption of American and Russian petroleum in various

countries : —

Of the total consumption ofpetroleum there was used,

Of

American Russian

Origin.

In Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands . . 90 per cent. 10 per cent.

100 ti

99
U

38 u

0
it

77 " n
14

69 « 3«
M

38 " 62
tt

7i " 29 M

75 *' *5
U

During the last ten years there has also been a consider

able reduction in the price of American petroleum, as shown

by the following figures from publications of the Bureau of

Statistics at Washington. The average price per gallon of re

fined petroleum of 700 Abel in New York was :
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Cents.

In 1883 8.14 In 1889

In 1884 8.28 In 1890.

In 1885 7.86 In 1891

In 1886 7.07 In 1892

In 1887 6.75 I In 1893

In 1888 7.50 1

According to a report by Special Agent Joseph 1

the production of petroleum in the United States,

amounted to 48,412,666 barrels, valued at $28,932,

in 1892, to 50,509,136 barrels, valued at $25,901,4

largest amount—54,291,980 barrels—was produced

The production in other countries is given as follow

(Baku), 1893, 33,104,126 barrels; Austria-Hungar)

816,000; Canada (1891), 755,298; Peru (1890),

India (1891), 146,107; Germany (1892), 103,323

( 1 891 ), 70,000; Japan (1890), 48,027; Argentine

(1891), 21,000; Italy (1891), 8085; Great Britain

1526.1

Galicia.

As compared with the two immense centres of the p

industry—the United States and Baku—all other coi

the globe occupy a more or less subordinate posi

Austria-Hungary the most important deposit of petrol

an industry corresponding to it, occurs in Galicia. Oi

have flowed in this region from time immemorial, an

has been collected and used by the inhabitants of the

Under the name of " mountain balsam " it was used a

edy for rheumatism, etc., and later on it was also empl

lubricating purposes.

The first scientific references regarding the occur

petroleum in Galicia, we find in Hacquet's " Recent Ph

cal Voyages in the years 1 788 to 1 789." In 1835, the s

Zcuschner found reports, two hundred years old, regai

occurrence of petroleum in this region, but in the f

' lUmliurgrr lWr»cn Zcitung.
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years, up to 1845, they are only short official reports from the

imperial inspectors of mines at Drohobicz and other places.

In 1 8 10, Josef Hecker and Johann Mitis obtained petroleum in

the Drohobicz district, and made a trial of the distilled and

crude oils, which was obtained from dug wells and afterwards

treated in stills, but having worn out their still in 181 8, their

works were closed. According to Heinrich Walter, experiments

in illuminating with Boryslav petroleum were successfully made,

more than 70 years ago, in Prague. The commencement of an

actual petroleum industry in Galicia, however, dates from the

year 1848. In that year some Hebrew business men submitted

to the druggist Miskolcz, of Lemberg, a sample of a thick oily

fluid, which, according to their statement, they had collected

from the surface of stagnant water. Professors Ignaz Luka

siewicz and Pzeh analyzed the fluid and found it to be petroleum.

They introduced it as a remedy for various diseases. They

subjected it to dry distillation, and applying the term oleum

petrae to the distillate, brought it into commerce under that

name. In 1853, A. Schreiner and L. Stiermann, two Hebrew

business men of Drohobicz, by boiling petroleum made a super

ior article of grease. Companies were then formed which were

capable of carrying on the business in a more rational manner,

by digging wells or shafts, and thus gave impulse to a great

industry. In i860 to 1867 the East Galician wells were the

most productive, the region about Kolomea, Peczenyczyn and

Sloboda-Rungurska especially being the centre of numerous

borings.

In Middle and East Galicia, in the region about Boryslav

and Drohobicz, an abundance of crude oil containing paraffin

was found in the year 1862, and gave rise to a considerable

ozocerite industry. In recent years a remarkable phenomenon

has occurred in Galicia : the East Galician wells have gradu

ally failed, while boring experiments in Mariampol, Krosno,

Ustrziky, etc., have given results scarcely surpassed at first in

Baku or in the United States. The firm of Bergheim and Mac-

Garvey—Canadian borers—have been especially favored by
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luck, they having szrzzk in their terrh:xy Sif-reral ■m«-~~g -shich

daily produce fron: sec to *Sco barrels of cel. Ir recent years

modern ref.nerits hart been erected, "smch —»-——-'-*-"y have

ruined the smaller estahlishmerrrs-

Considering the cifhcuit ccrcri'.-ns wii-h the Gilician pe-

troit-um industry bad to combat. especiiZy the wa=t cj capital,

the lack of intelligent prcfcssional persini, the iniilinoe of the

workmen, and last but not least, the cverghe"~-g htfuence

of Russian and American competition, as "» ell as the absence

of any kind of protective tariff, it may be said that it has not

only gained a secure footing for the present, but that its pros

pects for the future are still brighter.

Rcumania.

Up to a short time ago the petroleum industry ot Roumania

was of a very subordinate nature. The oil wells occur mostly

on the southeast foot of the Carpathians, there being five prin

cipal locations where petroleum is obtained. The total yield

of petroleum in Wallachia amounts to over 19.S00.000 lbs. The

oil contains much paraffin and is used for many purposes.

The Roumanian oil territory extends through the districts of

Prahova, Dimbovitza and Bureu, where petroleum has been

known since the commencement of this century, and been used

for lubricating purposes. The oil was originally collected, as

in other localities, from the water of the springs, with which

it flowed from the crevices in rocks. In recent years borings

have been made, since the primitive deposits of oil are only

found in the older formations. At present the wells are at a

depth of from 150 to 375 feet There are two kinds of crude

oil—heavy and light—the latter yielding about 60 to 70 per

cent, of illuminating oil.

Glodeni, near Targovesti, may at the present time be con

sidered the richest oil district in Roumania. A pipe line, about

Cl/t miles long, has been finished to the nearest railway station,

thus doing away with the expensive transport by wagons.

New discoveries have been made near Campina, and since work
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is also more energetically carried on in other districts, it may

be expected that the Roumanian oil industry will gradually

gain in importance. Besides a large refinery has been erected

in Bucharest, the product of which, it is supposed, will be al

most sufficient for the home demand.

Germany.

In Germany, there are three districts in which petroleum oc

curs in such quantities as to allow of its being worked on a

large scale. One district is in the direction of Hanover to

Brunswick (Verden, Wietze, Steinforde, Hanigsen, Edemissen,

Oedesse, Sehnde, Oberg and Oelsburg), the second in Alsace

(in the 111 valley near Altkirch and in Lower Alsace at Pechel-

bronn, Lobsan, Schwabweiler. and Hagenau), and the third on

the west side of the Tegernsee.

The oil was formerly obtained in a primitive way by digging

pits in which it was allowed to collect. In the 1 8th century

shafts were first dug in Alsace. The oil was exclusively used

for wagon grease. In Germany, like in all other countries

where oil occurs, the rational production of petroleum by bor

ing and its refining for illuminating purposes were commenced

only after the attainment of the splendid results, in the United

States, in the production and utilization of Pennsylvania petro

leum. Borings were first made towards the end of the fifties in

Hanover, soon afterwards in Alsace, and later on on the Tegern

see: at present, boring companies are everywhere engaged to

open new deposits.

The Alsace oil district is of the most importance in regard

to productiveness, the average daily yield being from 150 to

200 barrels, while the Hanoverian fields (Oelheim) produce

daily 50 to 60 barrels ; the product of the Tegernsee region

is very small. According to the very interesting work of

Le Bel, " Notices sur les gisements de Petrole a Pechelbronn,"

the first deep shaft was caused to be dug, in 1735, by Eyriny

d'Eyrinys, a Greek physician, residing at Pechelbronn. In the

3
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year 1785, the family of Le Bel obtained posses

Pechelbronn petroleum fields and erected quite a lar

Scotland.

According to a communication by D. K. Stenars i

nal of the Society of Chemical Industry, 1887, in boi

tuminous schist at Broxburn, a thickly-fluid oil of sr.

ity 0.842 was brought to the surface from a depth <

In the same vicinity, at a depth of 918 feet, a brown

cific gravity 0.830 was found, which congealed 1

Distilled in the usual manner it yielded :

Light naphtha (0.700 spec, gr.) 5-° F

Heavy « (0.730 spec, gr.) 5-2

Illuminating oil (0.802 spec, gr.) 34- 1 '

Intermediate oil (0.840 spec, gr.) 10.5 '

Lubricating oil (0.865 sPec- &•) '^7 '

Paraffin (melting point 1040 F.) J2-5 '

Loss 16 0 '

1 00.0 •

The absorption of bromine being considerably Ies;

ordinary varieties of petroleum, the oil may be con

contain but a small quantity of olefines.

The brine occurring together with the oil has

gravity of 1.095 ano" contains 14.4 per cent, of non-vc

stituents, consisting chiefly of sodium, potassium, calc

nesium, and traces of ferric chloride. Many bor

Broxburn emit at intervals considerable quantitie

From one bore-hole gas issued once a month for sev

which when ignited formed a bright flame 20 feet h

joint occurrence of petroleum, salt and gas at Bro>

interest, since in other localities petroleum comes to t

under similar circumstances. The oil district at Bi

very likely quite extensive and might be worked wii

the crude oil could be raised by means of pumps,

on account of its large content of paraffin, the oil unf<

becomes solid at a temperature of 60.S0 F., which \vi

the working of the field within a conceivable time.
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Italy.

In Italy, near Piacenza, in the valley of the Rhiglio, there are

at present three borings yielding an extremely clear and pure

oil. There is also a very productive boring at Veleja.

Burmah.

The occurrence of petroleum in Burmah has been known for

a long time, but it seems that only lately attention has been di

rected towards its utilization.

In a letter from Rev. J. N. Cushing, dated Toungoo, Septem

ber 14, 1 88 1, appears the following in relation to the Burmah

oil wells :

" There are only two places in all Burmah where petroleum

is produced to any extent, viz. : Arracan and Yenangyoung,

in Upper Burmah. The production of the wells in Arracan is

very small. Within a few years a company has been formed to

work them as an experiment, but I have never seen any state

ment of the results, and think they must be inconsiderable.

Yenangyoung (Earth-oil river) is a large town on the Irra-

waddy about 400 miles north of Rangoon, and the oil-wells lie

about 3 miles east of the town among some low and very bar

ren hills, the chief vegetation of the unproductive soil being

several varieties of cactus. There seemed to be a good deal of

light, soft sandstone, through which here and there ran layers of

dark rock resembling granite. The roads were in some places

worn into the hills to a depth of 10 feet, the fierce torrents

formed during the rain washing out all loose soil.

" When I visited the wells they were about 200 in number,

although some were not yielding oil. These were upon

ground as highly elevated as any, and occupied an area of

about 100 acres. They were of various depths, the deepest

being about 160 cubits (240 feet). I do not think that the

number of wells has greatly increased since my visit, for before

that petroleum had been found only in that locality, although

search had been made for it in adjacent localities."

As regards the future of the Burmah oil fields, it depends, ac
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cording to Fritz Noetling's report,' on the method of working

and the geological nature of the country. The prevailing

mode of digging shafts by hand is of little use, since the oil-

carrying stratum lies too deep, and at present can only be su

perficially utilized

To increase the yield it will be absolutely necessary to go

deeper, which considering the quite considerable depth of the

stratum, can only be accomplished by boring according to the

American or European method.

Japan.

The knowledge of petroleum in Japan is of great antiquity.

In more recent times wells have been bored for obtaining it,

but the yield appears to have been small, since, in a very

elaborate report made by United States Consul-General Van

Buren, in 1880, no mention is made of any domestic production

of petroleum, although Con3ul Stahel of Hiogo shows that the

imports of American refined petroleum into Japan have in

creased from about 1,000,000 gallons in 1872, to nearly

18,000,000 gallons in 1880.

The techno-chemical industries of Japan are still in their

infancy. As regards the petroleum industry, Japan is still de

pendent on imported oil. American boring experiments have

thus far not succeeded. In tertiary districts borings, sometimes

yield water containing petroleum, but the content of the latter

is so small as to be of no value. Prof. Fesca, for instance,

found in 1888, in Mabara (province Kazusa), such water which

had an odor of petroleum and even burned on the well, but it

was impossible to distil the oil off in the laboratory. Petro

leum is at present obtained in five provinces. The crude

petroleum is subjected to a very primitive refining process,

and is .consumed in the district where it is obtained. The

principal supply is imported from the United States, though

since 1888, a considerable quantity of Russian petroleum re

fined in Baku is brought to Japan via Hatoum.

1 Supplement to the Burmah Gazette.



CHAPTER II.

DIVISION AND NOMENCLATURE OF BITUMEN.

The bituminous bodies occurring in nature may be gaseous,

liquid, or solid. They consist mostly of carbon and hydrogen,

oxygen in larger quantity entering only occasionally into the

combination.

All bituminous bodies belong to the same process of forma

tion ; the heavier bodies—the last-named members of the series

mentioned below—are mostly formed partly by partial evapo

ration and partly by chemical conversion from the lighter bodies.

The fluid and solid bitumens are distinguished from mineral

coal by their solubility in oil of turpentine, benzol, ether, etc.

Petroleum (earth oil) also dissolves solid bitumens; when

the first evaporates, the latter are again separated, a process

which has also taken place in nature.

The bituminous bodies may be divided as follows :

I. Oases I. Earth gas (natural burning gases) .

2. Rock oil (Steinoel) and naphtha (very mobile, very

volatile, water-clear).

3. Earth oil and petroleum (fluid, quite volatile, colored).

4. Earth-tar, mineral tar and maltha (viscous, brown-

black).

5. Mineral wax (Erdwachs) (kneadable, yellow to

brown).

6. Mineral pitch (kneadable, black, in very thin layers,

brown) .

7. Asphalt (brittle, black).

II. Fluids (earth oils) •

III. Solid bodies .

The fluid bitumens, to which the general term " earth oils "

may be applied, will here be chiefly discussed, but they are so

closely connected with the other forms that the latter will have

to be taken into consideration, particularly when their connec

tion with the occurrence of petroleum can be established.

(37)
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Mixtures with mineral coal. a. With brown coal {lignite) .

Dysodile, jet. b. With black coal. Cannel coal, bog-head

coal, foliated coal, torbanite.

Mixtures with inorganic masses {rocks), a. Oil rocks, for in

stance, oil schist, oil sandstone (with petroleum or maltha), b.

Asphalt rocks, for instance, asphaltic limestone, asphaltic sand

stone (with asphalt, partially also maltha). From these mix

tures the bituminous portion can frequently be extracted by

the previously-mentioned solvents, and determined by evapo

rating the latter.

Nomenclature. The term earth oil may be applied either to

the entire group of fluid bitumens, or only to the colored vari

eties which occur most frequently and possess the ordinary

degree of mobility, while the viscous varieties may be desig

nated maltha or mineral tar, and the very mobile ones rock oil.

To distinguish it from refined oils, the natural earth oil is

also called crude oil.

The term petroleum, which means rock oil, is in many lan

guages used as a synonym for earth oil ; it is, however, also

generally employed to designate a certain distillate (illuminat

ing oil or kerosene) obtained from the crude oil, and, there

fore, it would seem advisable to use the term only in the latter

sense.

Naphtha (of Persian or, more correctly, Median origin, de

rived from nafata = to exude) is locally used, for instance in

Galicia and Russia, in the same sense as earth oil or petroleum,

while the term was originally applied to water-clear and very

volatile derivatives. In the United States, and partially also in

Europe, very volatile distillates of petroleum are also called

naphtha.

Naphtha was long since mentioned by Dioscorides and

Strabo, and Pliny speaks of it as bitumen liquidum candidum,

while Agricola, in the middle of the sixteenth century, mentions

naphtha jlos bituminis and liquidum bitumen, nunc vocatur pe

troleum.

Other designations for earth oil or petroleum are : Ropa,
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ropianka (Slavonian, used in Galicia) ; pekureti (Roumanian) ;

mineral oil, crude oil (English) ; bitume liquide, huile de

naphte, p'ctrole (French) ; Erdoel (German—within a few years

the Germans have also used the word " petroleum") ; yenan

(Burmah) ; sekinoyn (Japanese)—the rock oil is called seki-

schitsa ; shi-yu (Chinese).

In the literature of the Greeks and Romans, maltha or min

eral tar is mentioned by Dioscorides as pittolium (m~a~pitch),

by Pliny as pissaphaltus, and as maltha (from .""'-tf^soft wax).

In French it is called bitume visqueux, bitume glutineux, poix

mineral, mineral graisse.

In Galicia, especially in Boryslaw, the transition of maltha to

mineral wax is called kendebal.

Mineralogically the mineral wax is chiefly represented by

ozocerite; the mineral wax is called naphtgil, neftgil, on the

shores of the Caspian Sea, especially at Baku ; gumbed in

America; goudron mineral (French); brea (Spanish.)

The various synomyms for asphalt are, according to Zincken,

as follows: Judenpech (German) ; bitume compacte (French) ;

smola (Slavonian) ; hemar and kofer of the ancient Hebrews;

chumal (humar) of the ancient Arabs, and elhumar of the

modern Arabs ; kupru also amaru and ididu of the Assyrians ;

mur also aschir—burning water—of the oldest Babylonian

people ; abu thdbun—the asphalt of the Syrians, which was

contaminated with sand, and dug on the shores of the Dead

Sea ; dore—kioei—teire—kisa of the Japanese. Some of these

terms refer partially also to mineral pitch.

In the neighborhood of Baku occurs an earthy asphalt,

called kirr, kar, katrau, kitrau, katirau, which contains some

mineral wax.

The minerals called albertite and grahamite belong to the

group of asphalts.



CHAPTER III.

PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM.

Petroleum is oily, thinly- to thickly-fluid, seldom water-

clear (rock oil, naphtha) or yellow, mostly brown to black, and,

according to its color, more or less transparent.

Mineral tar or maltha is viscous, gummy, black or brown-

black, and can be drawn into threads.

Both have an unctuous feel and a fatty lustre.

Density. While mineral tar has a density of 0.9 to 1.0, that

of petroleum varies between 0.73 and 0.97 (from Terra di

Lavore). As a rule light-colored oils are specifically lighter

than dark oils.

B. Redwood has made a series of determinations of densities,

which he gives in his pamphlet' in chronological order. By

grouping, however, the figures of his table according to the

density, the connection between the latter and the color will be

immediately recognized, though the samples are derived from

the remotest regions. The following table shows that, generally

speaking, the density is less the lighter the oil is.

Cantor Lectures on Petroleum and its Products, 1886.

(40)
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Density.1 Color.

0.777, Straw-yellow.

0.787, Straw-yellow,

0.810, Reddish-brown.

0.818, Reddish-brown.

0.828,

0.829,

0.835,

0.836,

0.843,

0.852,

0.865,

0.866,

0.888,

0.900,

0.910,

0.913.

o-933.

0-935.

0.942,

0.945.

o-957.

Brownish.

Amber-color.

Dark brown.

Dark reddish-brown

Dark brown.

Dark red brown.

Dark brown.

I Dark brown.

Chestnut-brown.

Dark brown.

Black.

Brownish-black.

Dark brown.

Deep dark brown.

Brownish black.

Black.

Black.

Odor, etc.

Strong, disagreeable.

Agreeable.

Slight, agreeable.

Slight.

Agreeable.

Slight, agreeable.

Slight, agreeable.

Slight, agreeable.

Slight.

Acrid.

Slight, agreeable.

Slight, agreeable.

Scarcely perceptible,

somewhat viscous.

Disagreeable.

Disagreeable.

Slight, agreeable,

viscous.

Viscous.

Very slight, viscous.

Disagreeable.

Tarry.

Place of Derivation.

Persia.

Near Milan (Italy).

Bradford (Pennsylvania).

MudvolcanoKyouk Phyon(Bur-

mah).

New Zealand.

India.

East Borongo (Arakan).

Russia.

Hanover.

South America.

Canada.

Minbyin (Burmah).

West Baranga (Burmah)

South America.

Wyoming (U. S).

Oelheim (Hanover).

Assam (India).

India.

Russia.

Wyoming (U. S).

Barbados (Central America).

In the different petroleum regions the density varies as

follows :

Density.

Region.

From

Author.

To
Aver

age.

Galicia,

West Galicia,

East Galicia,

Wallachia,

Moldavia,

Hanover,

Baku,

Canada,

Pennsylvania,

! O.779 (Klenczany).

0.762 (Klenczany).

0.750 (Ropianka).

0.80

0.84

0.780

0.8484

0.757

0.902 (Harklowa).

0.910 (Harklowa).

0.950 (Plowce).

0.82

0.86

0.940 (Wietze).

0.890

0.8750

0.875

Nawratil.

I Strippelmann.

I Olszewski.

Kraemer.

Gulischambaroff.

0.81.

0.85.

0.868.

0.8617. 1

0.8045. , Sadtler.

The density of petroleum sometimes varies considerably in
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in the same region within narrow limits. Thus Dr. Kraemer

mentions that at Oelheim (Hanover) two borings of nearly the

same depth and at a distance of only 65 feet from each other

yielded petroleum of 0.88 and 0.905. One and the same bed

nearly always gives in the neighborhood of the outcrop an in

ferior oil of greater density than deeper down. In Pennsyl

vania, where there are three oil beds, one below the other, the

oil also becomes specifically lighter with an increasing depth.

Thus :—

1st oil sand (upper) 0.8750 to 0.8484.

2d oil sand (middle) 0.8235.

3d oil sand (lower) 0.800 to o.jjjj.

The vertical distance from the first to the third oil sand is

about 250 feet.

As a rule the specifically lighter oils furnish a greater yield

of illuminating oil, though exceptions have been known. Thus

Nawratil's investigations of Galician oils proved that the quan

tity of illuminating oil (distillate of from 3020 to 5720 F.) is

greatest (50.4 per cent.) with a density of 0.83, and decreases

with specifically heavier as well as specifically lighter crude

oils ; with a density of 0.90 it amounts to 28 or 29 per cent.,

and with a density of 0.78 to 34 per cent. However from this

decrease no constant relation between density and yield of il

luminating oil can be recognized.

The density of petroleum also does not furnish a sure clue to

its content of paraffin, though, as a rule, the latter increases

with the density.

In the practice the density of petroleum is generally deter

mined by means of the aerometer, and indicated by degrees

Baume (0B.).

The following table of equivalence may be acceptable to the

reader :—
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Table of the Specific Gravity corresponding to each degree of Bauml's hydrometer,

also the number of Pounds contained in one United States Gallon at 6o° F.

1

Specific
gravity. Inone

gallon.
1 O

1
Specific1 gravity. Inone

gallon.
Specific gravity.

c s
1

A

1
0 _o

c "3
=2 j A

Deg. Deg. Pounds. Deg. Deg. Pounds. Deg. Deg. Pounds.

10 1.0000 8.83 32 0.8641 7.20 54 0.7608 6-34

II 0.9929 8.27 33 0.8588 7-'5 55 0.7567 6.30

12 0.9859 8.21 34 0.8536 7.1 1 56 0.7526 6.27

13 0.9790 8.16 35 0.8484 7.07 0.7486 6.24

14 0.9722 8.10 36 0.8433 7-03 1 58 0.7446 6.20

'5 o-965S 8.o4
3l

0.8383 6.98 1 59 0.7407 6.17

16 0.9589 7-99 38 o.8333 6.94

6.90

1 00 0.7368 6.14

'7.
0.9523 7-93 39 0.8284 1 61 0.7329 6.1 1

18 0.9459 7.88 40 0.8235 6.86 1 62
0.7290 6.07

'9 o-9395 7-83 41 0.8187 6.82 63 0.7253 6.04

30 0-9333 7.78 1 42 0.8139 6.78 64 0.7216 6.01

21 0.9271 7.72 43 0.8092 6.74 65 0.7179 5-98

22 0.9210 7.67 44 0.8045 6.70 66 0.7142 5-95

»3 0.9150 7.62 45 0.8000 6.66 67 0.7106 5-92

24 0.9090 7-57 46 0.7954 6.63 68 0.7070

*5 0.9032 7-53 4Z
0.7909 6.59 ! 69 0.7035 5.86

26 0.8974 7.48 48 0.7865 6.55 ! 70 0.7000 5-83

27 0.8917 7.43 49 0.7821 6.52 7,5 0.6829 5.69

28 0.8860 7-38 50 0.7777 6.48 80 0.6666 5-55
29 0.8805 7-34 5' 0.7734 6.44 85 0.65 1 1 5.42

30 0.8750 7.29 52 0.7692 6.41 90 0.6363 5-30 ,

31 0.8695 7-24 i 53 0.7650 6-37 95 0.6222 5..8

1

Memoranda.

One United States gallon of pure water=231 cubic inches,

contains 58,318 grains (or 3779.031 grammes)—8.331 pounds

avoirdupois.

One imperial gallon of pure water=277.276 cubic inches,

contains 70,000 grains for 4536.029 grammes) — 10 pounds

avoirdupois.

One cubic foot of pure water at 600 F. contains 1,000

ounces=62.5 pounds avoirdupois.

To reduce imperial gallons to United States gallons, divide

by 1.2.

To reduce United States gallons to imperial gallons, multiply

by 1.2.

To reduce United States gallons to cubic feet, divide by 7.5.
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To reduce cubic feet to United States gallons, multiply by 7.5.

To find the number of pounds avoirdupois in one cubic foot

of any substance, multiply its specific gravity by 62.5.

To find the degree Baume corresponding to any specific

gravity :

140
i3o=^B°

sp. gr.

To find the specific gravity corresponding to any degree

Baume :

140
—*^ = sp. er.130+B0 V *

Since the volume changes according to the temperature, the

temperature at which the density has been found should be

placed alongside the density-figure. With the assistance of the

expansion coefficient the density-figures for other tempera

tures can then also be determined. The densities are generally

referred to 140 R.^17.50 C. For the practice sufficiently ac

curate results are obtained by taking 0.001 change of density

for i° R., the correction being added with oil of a temperature

over 1 40 R., and subtracted with oil below 140 R. Thus for

instance the density of a crude oil of 200 R. has been found as

420 B. - 0.8139, which corrected would be (6x0.001 0.006)

0.8145.

These corrections are of importance, especially in the refining

process, for the accurate determination of the commencement

and ending of the kerosene fraction.

The expansion coefficient varies, according to investigations

by W. Markownikoff and W. Ogloblin, with petroleum from

different regions, it being in an inverse ratio to the density.

This agrees also with experiments made with North American

oils, which gave the following results :

Density at 15° C. (590 F.) Expansion coefficient for every 1° C.

Below 0.700 0.00090

0.700 to 0.750 0.00085

0.750 to 0.800 0.00080

0.800 to 0.815 0.00070

Above 0.815 0.00065
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In Pennsylvania the oils of various densities run into one

tank, the result being an average oil ; hence it is customary to

allow an expansion coefficient of 0.00072 for i0 C. (0.004 f°r

io0 F.)

From the subjoined table, compiled by Dr. H. Gintl, the

above-mentioned relation between the expansion coefficient

and the density may also be recognized :

Region.

West Virginia (White Oak).

" (Burning Spring)

Pennsylvania (Oil Creek)

Canada (de Vest)

Bunnah (Rangoon)

Russia (Baku)

Density.

o° C. 50° C.

0.873

0.841

0.816

0.870

0.S92

0.954

East Galicia 0.870

West Galicia 0-855

Roumania (Plojesti I.) 0.862

" (Plojesti II.) 0.901

Italy (Parma, Neviano de Rossi) 0.809

Hanover (Oberg) 0.944

Alsace (Pechelbronn) 0.912

France (St. Gabian) 0.894

Zante 0.952

0.853

0.808

0.784

0.851

0.861

0.920

0.836

0.852

0.829

0.869

0.772

0.914

0.880

0.861

0.921

Expansion

coefficient.

0.00046

0.00081

0.00082

0.00044

0.00072

0.00071

0.00081

0.00077

0.00080

0.0C073

0.00096

0.00C66

0.00073

0.00069

0.00067

A detailed table of expansion of West Virginia Natural Oils

has been calculated by J. Schubert.'

For practical purposes a knowledge of the expansion coeffi

cient is of importance, especially for calculating the so-called

expansion—spaces in the packages in which the oil is shipped.

Optical properties. Color, transparency and lustre have pre

viously been mentioned. It remains only to be stated that

water-clear petroleum is of rare occurrence, for instance, in

Persia and at Smith's Ferry, Pennsylvania. Transparent oils

are distinguished by strong refraction of light and possess a blue

flourescence, and the dark varieties a green fluorescence, which

is frequently quite intense.

1 S. F. Peckham, Report on Petroleum, p. III.
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As far as at present known, petroleum does not turn the

plane of polarization of a ray of light.

The action of light upon the color of petroleum deserves also

to be mentioned, that of white, blue, and green light being

strongest, and that of yellow, red and black, weakest. By the

action of light ozone is formed, which frequently appears by an

exposure of a few hours only. By this change the illuminating

power of the oil is reduced.

Volatilization. By exposure to the air petroleum volatilizes

partially, whereby it becomes denser, less mobile, finally viscous

or solid. This explains the fact previously mentioned that pe

troleum from a greater depth is specifically lighter, and also

that in the neighborhood of the outcrop it is frequently so vis

cous that it can be directly used as wagon grease, maltha or

mineral tar having formerly been frequently employed for that

purpose. Hence the only sure conclusion which can be drawn

from the quality of the outcrop is that at a greater depth oil

specifically lighter and, as a rule, richer in illuminating oil,

may be found.

The volatility of petroleum renders its storage in tight and

well-closed vessels necessary, and to avoid losses it should not

be stored for a long time. In regard to this Nawratil has made

some interesting experiments with a thinly-fluid crude oil from

Blich near Gorlice, West Galicia, the specific gravity of which,

fresh from the well, was 0.800. Kept in an open porcelain dish

at the ordinary temperature for one month, its specific gravity

was 0.895, and it was thickly-fluid. The fresh oil contained 9.3

per cent. light oils (distillate up to 21 20 F.,) while after several

days' transport in a tight oak barrel it contained only 0.5 per

cent., of these constituents. Hence there was a considerable

loss, especially for the producer of the crude oil.

The gases evolving first from petroleum are very inflam

mable and mixed with air form an explosive combination.

Hence great precaution against fire has to be used near the

wells as well as in the store-rooms.

The great volatility of certain constituents of petroleum also
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explains the difference in chemical analyses of petroleum from

the same well, if the greatest care has not been exercised in

taking and preserving the samples.

According to experiments by Dr. H. Gintl regarding the

volatility of crude oil at the ordinary temperature of a room

(6i° F.,) the evaporation amounted:

In I week to 25 per cent.

" 2 weeks " 30.6 "

"3 " " 33-6 "

"4 " " 34-3 "

"5 " " 34-7 "

"6 » " 35.0 "

« M II U . U

Petroleum volatilizes the more readily the richer in hydrogen

and the poorer in carbon it is.

Boiling point. With an increasing temperature vaporization

becomes of course greater, until at a certain temperature gas

bubbles appear, and at a still higher temperature the oil com

mences to boil. This boiling point varies and for most Ameri

can crude oils lies, according to N. Tate, between 1040 and

122° F. On the other hand, according to Bailey and

Schwarzenbach, Pennsylvania crude oil evolves gas bubbles at

89.60 F., and commences to boil at 134.60 F., while for Ca

nadian crude oil these values are about 40 higher. With both

varieties of oil, the difference in the two above-mentioned tem

peratures is 770 F.

Crude oil from
Boiling point Specific gravity

at 62.60 F.

0.8175

0.8010

0.8235

195-8 0.8590

0.8710

0.9075

1
0.8990
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However, according ro Engier. the boiling points of Pennsyl

vania crude oils are much higher, and are given together with

those of other varieties ~f petrcieum in the table on preceding

page.

The boiling point rises with the progress of vaporization, and

hence is in a reverse ratio to the density. After storing there

will, therefore, be considerable variations in such determina

tions of a petrileum from the same -rcn.

Pkysidijgziol prJ0cr?u-s. Petrrieum has an aromatic odor

disagreeable to many persons. Some varieties, for instance,

Canadian. South American and U est Indian crude oils, have,

however, an offensive odor which appears to be due to a small

content of sulphur.

Water shaken with crude oil acquires the odor of the latter.

The vapors arising from petroleum are in some regions, for

instance in Pennsylvania, considered beneficial for persons

suffering from lung troubles, but. according to Poincare, work

men employed in distilling crude oil complain frequently of

irritation of the mucous membrane of the nose. Investigations

by Poincare showed that guinea-p-gs kept in such an atmos

phere died in one or two years, and rabbits suffered from

somnolence and loss of appetite.



CHAPTER IV.

CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION OF PETROLEUM.

Petroleum consists essentially of various hydrocarbons be

longing mostly to the methane series (CH2„ + 2) or also cor

responding to the type CdHh, both groups being indifferent to

mineral acids. In the oils of one region there is a decided

preponderance of the members of the one or other type, in

addition to which there frequently occur in very small quanti

ties members of the aromatic series, and here and there com

binations of nitrogen and oxygen. The inorganic portion is

also exceedingly small.

Petroleum has been frequently subjected to analysis. It has

been stated that gold in small quantities has been found in the

ashes of crude petroleum and in the residuum of petroleum

stills. Sulphur exists in small and varying proportions in

almost every variety. It is. frequently noticed in the exit pipe

conveying the gas from the stills in refineries, in such quanti

ties as sometimes to effectually close the pipe. Metallic arsenic

also, it is said, has been noticed to condense in the goosenecks

of the retorts in which the bituminous limestones of Lobsan

are distilled.

In the subjoined table most of the elementary analyses

known are given, for which we are chiefly indebted to St. Claire-

Deville (D.), Boussingault (Bo.), Baumhauer ' (B.), Gintl

(G.), S. F. Peckham (P.), Gulischambaroff (Gn.), Markownikoff

and Oglobin (M. O.)

Wells of the same region in close vicinity to one another

frequently yield entirely different oils.

The subjoined table shows that Peckham and Markownikoff

and Oglobin could not establish a content of oxygen, while the

former found nitrogen.

4 (49)
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•j

c. H. O. N.
E.•3

2
<

85.3 12.6 2.1 _ D.
82.3 12. 1 5-7 D.
80.4 12.7 6.9 — D.

844 II.5 4-' — D.

86.2 II.4 »-4
— D.

86.1 12.7 1.2 D.
85.6 9.6 4-6 D.
85.7 I2.0 a-3 D.
88.3 II. I 1.1 D.

79-5 I3.6 6.9 Bo.
85.5 14.2 0.3 G.
86.2 13-3 o.5 D.
88.7 12.6 0.4 D.
86.9 11.8 '•3 D.
86.1 12.7 ... — D.

81.9 12.5 5-6 — D.

84.0 ■3-4 1.8 — D.
86.4 12.2 1.4 I).
82.6 11.8 5.6 D.
82.6 12.5 4-9 D.
83.0 12.2 4-8 D.
85-3 11.6 3-' G.
86.0 13.0 1.0 Gn.
80.5 ■3-35 — MO.
87.1 1322 — MO.
86.89 13.18 - - MO.
85.3 11.6 3-' D.
83.8 12.7 3-5

— D.
83.6 14.0 *-4

- D.
87.1 12.0 0.9 — B.

83.5 12.9 3.6 — D.

84.3 '3-4 2.3 — n.
84-5 ■3-5 3.0 — n.
82.0 M-8 3-a — D.
84.9 '3-7 *-4

— D.
84.2 13.1 a-7 — L).
86.316 13.071 0.2300 P.

84-3 14.1 1.6 — D.

83.2 13.2 3-6 — D.
83.6 12.9 3-5 — D.
86.622 12.929 — — P.
85.200 13-359 0.5400 P.

86.934 II.817 _ 1. 1095 P.

Locality.

Galicia, West. . . .

" East
Hanover, Odesse.

Oberg

" Wiette
Msace, Pechelbronn •

Schwabweiler. .

France, St. Gabian

Italy, Neviano de Rossi .

" Sala
" Piedmont

2ante
Roumania, Flojesti

Russia, Baku

0.809

Benkendorff's
wells

Circassia *
Bunnah, Yenanyoung. . . .
Giava, Tjtbodos Fanggah.
Java. Rembang

China, Fu-chu-fu

Canada, Bothwell
*' Petrolea

Pennsylvania, Oil Creek..

( >hic

Mecca . .

West Virginia-

*' ' * Scotia well . .
•* ** Cumberland ..

California, Hayward Petroleum

Co

0.950
0.874
0.770
0.923

0.860

0.857
0.870
0.730
0.880
0.887

0.840 I

0-857 I
0.897 i

Remarks.

\ From a depth of 39 feet ;
f gummy, transparent.

Black, gummy, liquid.

Bluish, fluorescent.

Black, gummy.
I Amber color, very fluid ;
f from pliocene day.
Fluid, pale, fluoracenL

Black, fluid.
Black, gummy.

Average of Baku oil.

Further: 0.064 Sand, aoo
ash. O was established
in distilling.

Black, g

Fluid, slightly
fluorescent.

From a depth of 606 feet.

From Devonian
Black,

554
656

! ( From Devonian sandstone
\ at a depth of 835 feet.
From a depth of 114 feet.
Greenish.

Nitrogen.

This constituent was established by Peckham1 not only in the

oils mentioned in the table, but also in other California crude

oils. He found in oils from

Pico Springs 1.0165 Pcr cent-

Canada Lago 1.0855 "

Maltha Ojai Ranch 0-5645 M

1 Report Geol. Surv. California. Geology 2, 89.
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That nitrogen does not exclusively occur in American oils,

but also in other oils, and may have escaped the notice of some

analysts, is proved by the fact that, according to Dr. Feodor-

wicz petroleum from Siary, West Galicia, contains ammonia,

and St. Claire-Deville1 established the presence of nitrogen in

maltha from Pechelbronn, Alsace. Delesse2 found 0.154 per

cent. of this constituent in elaterite, and 0.256 per cent., in

maltha from the Trinidad pitch lake. In elaterite from the

Odin pit in Derbyshire and from Montrelais, Henry' found 0.15

and o. 10 per cent., nitrogen, and Strohmeyer4 0.66 per cent.,

in asphalt from Bentheim. Mr. Carnegie5 reports that a gas

well near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, immediately after being

opened, threw out crystals of ammonium carbonate. Hence

conclusions drawn as to the genesis of petroleum from the ab

sence of nitrogen in it are no longer tenable, and the less so

since the presence of nitrogen will probably be established in

other crude oils as well as in American. Kraemer and Bou

cher' have, however, failed to find it in German crude oils. In

what combination nitrogen occurs in crude oil is not yet known,

but it would seem that, together with carbon and hydrogen, it

forms nitrophenols.

Oxygen and its Combinations.

{Acids ofpetroleum. CHm-jOt, and phenols.}

The elementary analyses given above show a content of

oxygen as high as 6.9 per cent. The correctness of such high

figures is, however doubted by some, for instance, by Dr.

Kraemer. But on the other hand, it may be said that pe

troleum, especially when heated, gradually absorbs oxygen

from the air, and the high percentage may be due to the fact

that the sample had for some time been exposed to the air and

no longer corresponded with the fresh material, which was per

haps entirely free from oxygen. That petroleum as well as dif-

1 Comp. rend. 66, 442; 68, 485. * De 1' Azote et des Matieres dans l'Ecorce Ter-

restre, pp. 172, 173. 5 Jour. d. Chim. med., 1825. 'Neues Jahrb. f. M., 1862

833. 5 Iron and Steel Inst., 1885. "Ber. deutsch.-chem. Ges., 20, 595.
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ferent distillates from mineral coal etc., readily absorb oxygen

and then form the so-called acids of petroleum has been demon

strated, among others, by the investigations of E. Schaal, who

proposed to use this property for technical purposes.1

It has been shown by experiments—among others also by

Dr. Kraemer—that in petroleum in which the acid has been

neutralized, acids are again formed by the absorption of oxygen,

and, therefore, samples fresh from the wells intended for ana

lysis should be well protected from the air.

The oxygen occurs especially in the acid and phenol-like

combinations. The former (CuH»0>) were first thoroughly

investigated, particularly in the Roumanian oils, by Hell and

Medinger who, however, did not succeed in definitely deter

mining their constitution. For the establishment of the phenol,

we are indebted to Markownikoff. The latter, with the assist

ance of Oglobin, established the presence of quite considerable

quantities of oxygen in the distillates, as well as in the light

and heavy crude oils of Baku. Generally speaking, they found

that this constituent quantitatively increases with the specific

gravity and the boiling point, so that in benzine it amounts

only to about 0.79 per cent., but in the fractions of from 4280

to 4460 F. to 5.21 per cent. The oxygenated product obtained

from the crude oil or its distillates, which were decomposed by

the sulphuric acid, however without the possibility of establish

ing oxygenated sulpho-derivatives, are chiefly neutral, though

of an acid character. Of the previously mentioned acids of

petroleum, these investigators determined undecanaphthene

acid (GHi»C02H) and dodecanaphthene acid (CioH2iCO,H),

the latter being identical with that prepared by Hell and

Medinger.

The Baku oil, which, on the whole contains only 0.2 per

cent. acid (fatty and acetic acids) seemed to be poorer in this

constituent than Roumanian and Galician crude oils.

Dr. Kraemer,-' who especially investigated the German earth

oils, found the content of acid in 1,000 cubic centimeters of

' German patent No. 32,705. * Sitzber. Ver. z. Bef. des Gewerbefleisses, 1885, 296.
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crude oil expressed in cubic centimeters of normal acid, as

follows :

The latter quantity, based upon Hell's formula, would cor

respond to 0.5 per cent, of the crude oil. According to later

researches, the content of acid in oil from Alsace amounts to

0.136 per cent, and in oil from Oelheim to 0.081 per cent.

From a fraction boiling at a lower temperature an acid of the

formula CuHmOi was separated, and from one boiling at a higher

temperature an acid of the formula CuHmOj.1 The separated

acids are colorless oily fluids boiling at about 5720 F. and

without doubt are identical with those examined by Hell and

Medinger, and Markownikoff and Oglobin. Dr. Kraemer ar

rives at the conclusion that they belong to the ordinary fatty

acids, and are not poorer by 2H, as was supposed by the other

investigators named. Besides acids and phenols, Dr. Kraemer

also succeeded in determining other oxygen combinations in

German crude oil.

The absorption of oxygen by the distillates of crude oil also

explain the well-known fact that an illuminating oil loses burn

ing power by being for some time exposed to the air.

Although the acids of petroleum have the same composition

as the fatty acids, they vary very much in their properties.

According to Dr. Kraemer, the former are carbonic acids of the

naphthenes.

Oxygen has also been established in some mineral waxes

belonging to the paraffins, Johnston having found in an elaterite

up to 3.8 per cent.

Pebal and Freund 1 determined phenols in Galician crude

oil, Markownikoff and Oglobin 3 in Caucasian, and Kraemer

and Bottcher' in German crude oils.

The solvent action exerted by petroleum upon metals is

'Sitzb. Ver. z. Bef. d. Gewerbefleisses, 1886, 553. '■'Annal. d. Chem. u. Pharm.,

115, 21. 5 Ver. deutscb. Chem. Ges., 19, 349. * Ibid., 20, 596.

From Tegemsee

From Alsace . . .

From Oelheim . .

5.20

14.20

22.04
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dependent on the presence of free acids. Dr. Stevenson

Macadam1 concludes that paraffin oil dissolves considerable

quantities of lead and zinc. Engler refers to Dr. Macadam's

experiments, and maintains that lead, tin, zinc, copper, mag

nesium and sodium, are attacked by petroleum only under the

influence of air or oxygen, when acid compounds are formed.

Petroleum washed in caustic alkalies and distilled in carbonic

acid has no solvent action on metals.

Sulphur.

In the table of elementary analyses, it has been mentioned

that Markownikoff and Oglobin found 0.064 Per cent, of

sulphur in the crude oil from the Benkendorff well near Baku.

O. Hesse has shown the presence of sulphur in Syrian and

American asphalt to the amount of 8.78 and 10.85 Per cent,

respectively, and one sample of California petroleum examined

by F. S. Peckham contained a sufficient amount of sulphur to

form a deposit in the neck of the retort.2 An oil from the

Kirghish steppe is said to contain 1.87 per cent, of sulphur

and to be purified with great difficulty. It is well known that

Canadian oil contains sulphur. Nawratil' found sulphuretted

hydrogen in crude oil from Pagorzyn, Galicia, while Dr.

Kraemer established its presence in German crude oils with the

exception of Tegernsee oil, and supposes that it is contained

in the oil in the form of thiophene-like combination. The petro

leum of Terra di Lavore (Italy) * contains as much as 1.30 per

cent, sulphur. The Pennsylvania and West Virginia oils are

remarkably free from sulphur. Bottger separated from a dis

tillate of Pennsylvania crude oil, boiling between 1 3 1° and 1490

F., a white body of the composition C5H10SO3.

Even very small quantities of sulphur, for instance, like those

contained in the German crude oils, impart to the oil a very

disagreeable odor, which can be removed from the distillates

only with great difficulty. From this the conclusion may be

1 Stowell's Petroleum Report, 1878, No. I. 2 Report on Petroleum. 3 Dingl.

pol. Jour., 246, 423. * Engler, Dingier pol. Jour., 250, 316.
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drawn that the sulphur is not fixed by gypsum, as has been

supposed by some, but by volatile combinations.

Inorganic Admixtures.

These are always present, but only in very minute quantities.

N. Tate1 has shown the presence of phosphorus and arsenic in

various crude oils. Arsenic is also said to be present in

bitumen from Lobsan, Alsace.2 Markownikoff and Oglobin3

determined the average content of ash of Benkendorff petroleum

(Baku) as 0.09 per cent., and found lime and iron predominat

ing in it ; further, alumina and copper, as well as traces of silver.

Generally speaking, these results agree with those of Lidow,4

according to whom the content of ash of petroleum amounts

to o. 1 1 per cent. The analysis of the ash gave

Ferric oxide

Lime

Insoluble matter

The large content of iron leads to the conclusion that it was

not present originally but is formed later on—perhaps during

storage in iron vessels—by solution in the acids formed by the

action of the air.

According to Mr. John Tunbridge, gold may be found in the

ashes of crude oil and in the refuse of petroleum stills.

The Hydrocarbons.

It may here be mentioned that a complete quantitative anal

ysis of petroleum has thus far not been made, and therefore

only the series of hydrocarbons present can be given, as well

as those which predominate and, qualitatively, the separate

members of each series.

The following series may be designated as occurring in pe

troleum, the most predominant being indicated by larger type :

'Hirzel. Steinoel und seine Producte. p. 52. 'Ann. d. Mines (4) 19, 669,

!Chem. Centrabl. 1881, 609. 4 Jour. Russ. phys. cherh. Ges., 1882, 323.

76.71 per cent.

548 "

16.07 "

it

98.26 "
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2.1 C.H„.

3- UH,«.

5-. r-.K,_t.

CJifc—8.

C„H- .—ic.

I. Methane {Marsh Gas or Paraffin ).

Series: CJH.^-2.

( Saturated Hj drocarbims. )

In many crude oils, for instance in those of Galicia, Ger

many, Pennsylvania, Canada, Zarskiji Kolodzi (Government

Tiflis;, the members of thib series form the most essential part.

Schorlemmer,1 in Kngland, Pelouze and Cahours,: in France,

C. M. Warren,' V. H. Storer* and C. F. Chandler,4 in this coun

try, Lackowicz,' in Austria, and others, have published re

search^ on thib series, especially as regards its importance for

the constitution of crude oil.

At the ordinary temperature the methane series is repre

sented in the crude oil by gaseous, fluid and solid members,

the former as well as the latter being capable of dissolving in

the fluid. The gaseous members separate from this solution

when the temperature is somewhat increased, or the pressure

decreased, and the solid members when the temperature is de

creased.

With the molecular attraction, the value for n in the general

formula C„Hto-f-2 rises as well as the boiling point; hence they

are smallest in the gaseous, and greatest in the solid members.

According to Schorlemmer and Chandler, the following com-

1 /'rot. Mandiettter Phil, Soc., March II, 1863, etc.; Jour Chem. Soc. of London,

2H, 3011, etc.; I-Ofidon Chem. Newt, II, 225; Trans. Royal Soc., (5) 14, 168; Ann.

d. (.hemic u. I'liarm., 127, 311. 'Ann. Chim. et Phys. (4) I, 5, Compt. rend., liv.

I, 50, 124; 54, 505; 57, 62. "Mem. Am. Acad, of Arts and Sciences (N. S.) 9,

10; Am. Jour, of Science (2) 39, 327; 40; 41 ; 45, 262; 46. 'Am. Chemist,

1872, No. 11 j 1876, No. 77. *Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., 14, 1620.
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binations of the methane series have thus far been determined

in Pennsylvania crude oil.

Name.
Formula

(CH.,,,+2).

Gaseous

Methane

Ethane 1

Propane 1

Butane

fluid:

Pentane

Hexane

Heptane'

Octane

Nonane

Decane

Endecane

Dodecane

Tridecane

Tetradecane

Pentadecane

Hekdecane

Octodecane
>

>

Solid:

Paraffin (myricyl)

Paraffin (ceryl) . .

CH4

C^Hg

C1H10

C6Hli

C,H,6

Q.H|8

CllHJi

Q;[H26

C13Hje

Cl5H3'

C16H:u

C^H^

COTH<2

^-.'3^48

c.

75.00

80.00

81.81

82.80

83-33

8372

84.00

84.21

84.38

84.51

84.61

84.70

84.78

84.85

84.90

84.94

85.04

85.11

85.18

85-23

85.26

85-31

II.

25.00

20.00

18.19

17.20

16.67

16.28

16.00

•5-79

15.62

1549

'5-39
'5-30

15.22

'5-'5
15.10

15.06

14.96

14.89

14.82

14-77

14.74

14.69

Boiling

point
CC.

fjas

30

69

97-5

125

'36

\i

198

216

238

280

Specific

gravity.

370

o-559

1.036

0.600

0.628

0.664

0.669

0.703

0.741

0-757

0.765

0.776

0.792

From the normal members given in the above table,

Schorlemmer succeeded in isolating from American crude oil

the following isomerides, which, with the same composition

and specific gravity as the former, show a slight difference in

the boiling point :

Formula. Boiling point °C.

Isopentane C5H]2 30

Isohextane C6H14 61

Isoheptane C,H16 91

Isooctane C8Hla 118

It may be mentioned that in American illuminating oil, the

1 First discovered by Ronalds. * The heptanes of Pennsylvania oil were thor

oughly investigated by Morgan. Ann. d. Chem. u. Pharm., 117, 304.
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members GH^ to C^H* inclusive are present, and, according to

Biel, also Ci.H,, and C„HM.

In Galician crude oil the members of the methane series

predominate, according to Lackowicz ; he isolated pentane and

isopentane (present in the proportion of 1:3) normal and

secondary hexanes, heptane, nonane and decane. Beilstein

and Kurbatoff showed the presence of pentane, hexane and

heptane in the readily liquefying portions of the crude oil from

Zarskiji Kolodzi (Government Tiflis), the oil, unlike the Baku

oil, consisting chiefly of members of the methane series. Ac

cording to Dr. Kraemer, the distillates of German crude oil up

to 3020 F. belong chiefly to the methane series, which series,

according to C. F. Chandler, is entirely absent in Italian oil.

Warren also succeeded in isolating isomerides of the methane

series in Pennsylvania crude oils. The results of these very

careful investigations are given below, the specific gravities

referring to o°C.

I. Naphtha Group. II. Beta-Naphtha Group.

Formula.

C(H10

CSH12

C6HU

( 8H18

C»HM

Boiling

Point

°C.

?

30.2

61.3

Specific

Gravity.

0.6001

0.640

0.676

904 I 0.718

"9-S . 0.737
150.8 0.756

Vapor

Density.

2. 1 10'

2-538

3053

3-547
3-992

4.600

Formula.

C,H„

C,HU

Boiling

Point

°C.

8 to 9

37-°
68.5

98.1

127.6

Specific

Gravity.

Vapor

Density.

0.6 1 1

O.645 2.514

0.689 3-038

o-73° 3-55'

0.752 3.990

This table shows the boiling points of the analogous members

of the II group to be 70 to 8° C. higher than those of I, and,

that in the one as well in the other, with one atom of carbon

the boiling point is increased 300 C. This law has been par-

1 According to Ronalds, Jour. Chem. Soc. of London (2), 3, 54.—Bull. Soc.Chim.,

1 866, 135; formerly also established by l'elouze and Cahours, who gave the boiling

point somewhat above O^ C.—Ann. Chim. et. Phys. (4), I, 5.
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tially confirmed only as regards the isomeric members by the

above-mentioned investigations of Schorlemmer. Nevertheless

Warren's careful investigations deserve due credit.

The determinations by Pelouze and Cahours, of the boiling

points, specific gravities and vapor densities, are, according to

Warren, not to be relied on, the methods used by them having

not been sufficiently accurate.

The presence of paraffins in petroleum has long been

known. For a time there existed a doubt whether they should

not be classed with the ethyl series (CUH2„), whose content of

carbon and hydrogen they closely approach in consequence of

the high value for «, and it has only in recent times been finally

decided to place them in the methane series.

Reichenbach, after having discovered, in 1824, paraffin in

coal tar, established its presence ten years later in petroleum.1

Buchner separated it in 1820 from the petroleum of Tegernsee,

but its identity was first established later on (1835), by V.

Kobell. Further investigations also showed its presence in the

petroleum of Baku and Amiano (Parma). Rangoon oil (Bur-

mah), which is of the consistency of goose-grease, and possesses

a slight, not disagreeable odor, and a greenish brown color,

contains according to Gregory, Warren de la Rue and H.

Miiller3 up to 11 per cent, paraffin, and Java oil, according to

Bleckrode,1 even up to 40 per cent. Paraffin, according to

Perutz,* occurs also in the petroleum from Taiakeiana (District

Porbolingo, East India), but the latter determinations require

further confirmation. Galician oil contains generally 3 to 5

and up to u per cent, paraffin, Alsace oil, according to

Kraemer, 0.5 per cent., but Oelheim (Hanover) oil only incon

siderable quantities of it. On the other hand, the Sehnde oil

(Hanover) contains, according to Bussenius and Eisenstueck,

considerable quantities of it, as well as the oil from Turcomania

and Central Africa, according to Livingstone.

1 Schweiger's Jour., 9, 133. 1 Vohl found 6.071 per cent, paraffin and 4.605 per

cent asphalt. 'Wagner, Hand-buch der Chem. Technologie, 12 Aufl., 970.

* Industrie der Min. Oele, 88.
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Dr. H. Gintl gives the content of paraffin in the following

oils: Bukowina, 12.4 per cent. ; Boryslaw (Galicia), 6.07 ; Red

Sea, 5.2; Baku, up to 5.06 ;; Canada, according to X. Tate,

3.0; Roumania, 2.23. In Galicia, it is claimed, the eocene oils

have been found free from paraffin, which is present only in oils

from cretaceous and miocene strata.

For some time it was questioned whether paraffin was a con

stituent of American oils, but Zuirek found up to 2 per cent.,

in it, N. Tate between 2 and 3 per cent., and Bolley and

Schwarzenbach 0.7 per cent., in Pennsylvania crude oil, while

according to Kerl5 some New York oils contain as much as 2.5

per cent. American paraffins have also been studied by Gold

stein,' Stenhouse,5 Odling,* Herman,7 Morgan,' Schorlemmer"

and others.

Notwithstanding that paraffin has been known for a long time,

its manufacture on a large scale was commenced only in 1856.

The product thus obtained does not possess a constant compo

sition, it being a mixture of various solid and highest members

of the methane series. For this reason the melting point of

paraffin varies very much ; the higher the melting point, the

more valuable the paraffin is. Melting point and specific

gravity stand in direct, approximately arithmetical proportion

to one another.

Schorlemmer considers paraffin a mixture of primary and

secondary hydrocarbons, while Morgan discusses the possibility

of the presence of even a tertiary series. In consequence of

this extraordinary diversity, the separate paraffin-individuals

are difficult to separate by fractional distillation.

Solid paraffins are white, waxy, crystalline fatty substances,

without odor or taste. Their specific gravities vary between

0.869 and 0.943, a"d their melting points between 100.40 and

141.8° F., the latter, according to Anderson, being that of

1 Kick-Gintl. Techn. Wurterbuch, 6, 618. 2 According to Rossmassler, most Baku

oils contain little or no paraffin. 3 Kerl-Muspratt, Techn. Chemie, 3. Aufl. 5. 987.

* Ber. deutsch. Chem. Ges. 12. 689. Jour. Chem. Soc. of London, 36. 765. 1 Bull.

Soc. Chim. de Parii, 1878, 189. « Proc. Royal Inst., 8, 16. 7 Rep. B. A. A. S., 1875.

"Ann. Chem. 1'harm., 177. 312. "Jour. Chem. Soc. of London, 28. 3011.
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Rangoon paraffins. When heated for several days the paraffins

absorb oxygen and turn brown. They are insoluble in water,

but readily soluble in ether, petroleum, oils of turpentine and

olive, photogen, benzol, chloroform and disulphide of carbon ;

boiling absolute alcohol dissolves about 3 per cent. From

some solutions they separate in the form of a jelly and from

others in a crystalline state. At the ordinary temperature they

are not attacked by alkalies, acids and chlorine ; the latter,

however, attacks them after acting upon them for some time at

a higher temperature ; bromine and sulphur act in a similar

manner. The paraffins cannot be saponified like the fats;

when melted with them they separate on cooling. However,

when melted together with wax, stearic and palmitic acids and

resins, intimate mixtures are formed.

For some time it was questioned whether the paraffins were

originally present in the crude oil or whether they were formed

during distillation, since the latter, considering the high tempera

ture at which the paraffins pass over, might be destructive.

However, Sadder' several years ago called attention to semi

solid mixtures rich in paraffin which deposited in the derricks,

pipes, etc., these observations having been confirmed and aug

mented by S. F. Peckham, especially in the Bradford district,

so that at present there can be no doubt of the paraffins being

originally present in the crude oil. Such observations may be

further augmented by every one having to do with petroleum, as

may be shown by the following example. If the amber-colored

petroleum of Klenczany (Galicia), which is rich in vaseline, be

allowed to stand a few months at the ordinary temperature, a

solid mass remains behind, which consists chiefly of paraffin

closely resembling the mineral wax of Boryslaw (Galicia).

Even within recent times the assertion has been made that

the paraffins are originally present in an amorphous state in

crude oils, and acquire a crystalline structure only by distilla

tion. However, most investigators do not agree with this

opinion, and as a proof to the contrary a nearly white, partially

'Am. Chem. Jour., I, 30.
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transparent paraffin may be mentioned which was found in a

fine-grained sandstone, together with petroleum, near Soszmezo,

(Transylvania), and in a polarized light plainly shows the twin-

striation. The gray to greenish-gray sandstone does not show

the slightest action of a higher temperature, and for geological

reasons, the action of a heat of about 6980 F. (the boiling point

of CwHrn) cannot be supposed.

Paraffins are also found fossil, there being an entire series of

organic compounds which consist either exclusively of them or

chiefly of mixtures of them. Their melting points, which in

the subjoined enumeration are added in brackets, vary accord

ing to the predominating paraffin-individual or according to the

other admixtures. Of these organic compounds may be men

tioned : Urphelite (melting point 102. 2° F.) ; hatchetine ( 1 14.80

to 1 1 6.6° F.); ozocerite (132.8° to 1490 F.) ; chrismatite

( 1 3 1° to 1400 F.) ; zietrisikite (1790 to 1940 F.) ; scheererite

(nearly 21 2° C.) Of these the ozocerite or fossil wax is of

considerable technical importance, it being obtained from

several thousand shafts in Boryslaw (Galicia). It also occurs

in this country in the Sanpete valley in Utah.

2. Ethylene (Olefine) Type: C„H2„. (Constant quantities of

C = 87.51, H - 14-29-)

A. Actual Ethylenes ( Olefines).

It has previously been mentioned that many crude oils con

sist chiefly of methanes, and that the presence of the latter can

be established with absolute certainty. Such, however, is not

the case as regards our knowledge of the presence- of the

ethylenes. To be sure where C.Hi preponderates in petroleum,

as in the Baku region, the composition agrees with the members

of the ethylene series ; but not the chemical behavior, and,

therefore, the ethylenes will have to be separately considered.

Although in several crude oils the presence of ethylenes has

been established, it seems that quantitatively they become

chiefly of importance in the heavier oils only. In small quan

tities they were found by Tuttschew 1 in Galician oil, by Beil-

1 Jour. f. prakt. Chem., 93, 394.
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stein and Kurbatoff in oil from Zarskiji Kolodzi (Government

Tiflis), and by Warren 1 and Chandler in Pennsylvania crude oil ;

in larger quantities by C. F. Chandler, S. F. Peckham in California

crude oil, and by Warren de la Rue and H. Miiller, especially

in maltha from Rangoon, they preponderating in the latter.

According to Lackowicz the ethylenes are wanting in Galic-

ian petroleum, and he conjectures that where found they are

formed by distillation. Dr. Kraemer also points out that by

pressure and heat the components of petroleum, especially

those boiling at a high temperature, are decomposed to aro

matic bodies, and that by gasification, hydrocarbons of the ethy

lene series may be formed. Schorlemmer, and partially also

C. F. Chandler, have shown in American crude oil the presence

of the following members of the ethylene series, which may be

gaseous, fluid or solid at the ordinary temperature :

Name.
Formula Boiling Point

°C.
Specific Gravity.

Gaseous :

Gas 0.978

c,n. —18

Fluid:

C4H, +3
—

CjH,, 35 0.663

C6H12 69 —

C-H„ 95

QiHie 104 —

140 —

CjoHjo 160 —

l95 0.782

Ci2H24 216 —

C13H26 235 0.791

C16H32 275

Solid:

C H —

C«HM — —

375
—

Warren has also shown the presence of two isomeric groups

in North American crude oil ; the one comprising the fluid

members he called the pittolium group and the other the par-

1 Mem. Am. Ac. 9. Am. Jour. Science (2) 40.
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affin group. Of the former he established the four members

given below ; the paraffin group comprises mostly solid bodies

of the methane series, and, therefore, need not be considered

under the ethylenes.

Hence for one atom of carbon the boiling points rise about

200, while in Schorlemmer's series no conformity can be ob

served.

B. Naphthene Group (Hexahydroaromatic Hydrocarbons.')

Hydrocarbons of the type C„H2„ were first found in Baku

crude oils by Beilstein and Kurbatoff,1 and later on by Schuetz-

enberger and Jonine.' These hydrocarbons, however, do not be

long to the ethylene series, since they do not add bromine and

are indifferent toward concentrated mineral acids, showing in

this respect great similarity to the paraffin members. The

authors mentioned above considered them hydrogenized hy

drocarbons of the aromatic series (C„Hl0—6), and according to

that would correspond to (C2H„—6+ H6).

Benzole C6H6 Hexahydro-benzole C«H1*

Toluole C-H8 Hexahydro-toluole C?H14

Isoxylole C8H,0 Hexahydro-isoxylole C8H16

Recently Le Bel' has also accepted this opinion.

Markownikoff and Oglobin continued these investigations,

but at first considered them entirely new combinations, which

they called naphthenes, and established the presence of the

members mentioned below, of which the first two were more

closely investigated by them. Of the naphthenes, derivatives

analogous in many respects with those of the fat series might

be produced. The chlorine derivatives were especially used

by the last-mentioned chemists for further determinations.

1 Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., 13, 1818, 2025. 2 Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., 1880.

2428; Bull. Soc. Chim., 1880, 673. 3 Engineering, 42, 579.

Formula. Boiling point 0 C.

174.9

195.8

2l6.2

235.0
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Name. Formula. Boiling Point at °C.
Specific

Gravity at °C.

Octanaphthene .

Nonanaphthene

Decanaphthene

118 to 120

135 to 136

160 to 162 0.795

180 to 195 0.849Endecanaphthene

Dodecanaphthene

Tetradenaphthene

Pentadenaphthene

196.5 to 197 0.8655 (at 40)

240 to 241 0.8390

246 to 248 0.8294

The boiling points, which vary essentially from those of the

ethylene series with the same composition, do not rise so

rapidly as in the latter, their course being not regular either in

one or the other. Markownikoff has recently abandoned his

standpoint, since further investigations, especially of the so-

called octanaphthene, which he made with the assistance of J.

Spady, proved it actually to be a hexahydroxylole.1 This

view is also supported by the results obtained by M. Kono-

waloff1 in bromizing nonanaphthene.

According to Markownikoff and Oglobin, the portion of the

so-called naphthenes in Baku oils amounts to at least 80 per

cent. They further showed that American oils also do not

consist exclusively of saturated hydrocarbons—which, how

ever, has never been maintained—but contain small quantities

of naphthene and naphthylene.' They also found naphthene

in Hanover oil. Lachowicz established the presence of hydro-

genized hydrocarbons, especially of hydrotoluole, in Galician

petroleum, and, according to him, Galician crude oil, as regards

the content of naphthene, stands between Baku and Pennsyl

vania oils.

According to Le Bel4 the crude oils of Becherelli and

Tschungnelek (Crimea, Russia) closely resemble the Baku oils.

Dr. G. Kraemer" was at first inclined to consider the

1 Ber. d. Deutsch. Chem. Gesel., 1887, 20, 1850. ' Jour, der Russ. Phys.-Chem.

Ges., 1 887 ( 1 ) , pp. 255 to 257. 3 Schuetzenberger and Jonine established the C„ H21'

combinations in question in American oils. 4 Engineering, 42, 579. 5 Sitzbr.

Ver. zur Beforderung des Gewerbefleisses, 1885, 292.

5
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naphthencs a mixture of methanes with aromatic bodies, but

in one of his most recent articles published jointly with W.

Bottcher,' he acknowledges the existence and independence of

the hexahydrides of the aromatic series. The two authors

mentioned above found that in the more strongly resinified,

denser Oelheim oil, most of the naphthenes occur in the portion

indifferent towards mineral acids (methane and naphthene),

while in the lighter oils from Tegernsee and Pechelbronn, there

is a decided preponderance of methanes.

In the crude oils of the Pechelbronn flowing wells, of

Schwabweiler, of Oelheim and of Tegernsee, Engler showed

the presence of mesitylene and pseudocumol in the form of

nitro-derivatives and bromo-derivatives. He did not search

for the other members of the benzole series, his object being to

establish the presence of such aromatic bodies in German oils,

as their presence proves that petroleum must have been formed

by dry distillation.

All chemists who have investigated the naphthenes, now

declare them to be hexahydrides of the aromatic series

(CDHto—6+He).

3. Benzole Series : C„H2n + 6. (To the group of the aromatic

Hydrocarbons. )

The specific gravity of the members of this series is about

0.86; the most important are:

Name.

1

Formula. C.

1

H.
Boiling Point

CC.

1

1

C6H6 92-3 7-7 82

C,H8 9'-3 8.7 in

QHio 90.6 9-4 •39

C,H,, 90.0 1 0.0 148

1 C10HIt 89.5 10.5 ■75

The benzoles are quite widely diffused in petroleum, though

1 Ber. deutsch. Chem. Ges., 20, 590 to 598.
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they are always present only in very small qnantities. Thus,

for instance, Pawlesky found in the benzine obtained from

Galician petroleum about 4 per cent. benzoles and paraxylol.

Since, however, the yield of benzine from Galician oil is at the

utmost about 10 per cent., the content of benzoles referred to

crude oils is about 0.4 per cent. Engler determined the con

tent of pseudocumol and mesitylene in American petroleum as

0.2 per cent.

Besides these normal series, isomeric bodies are also found in

petroleum or its distillates. Of these combinations the follow

ing have thus far been established :

Benzole was found in Galician distillates by Palewsky 1 and

Lachowicz ; in Baku crude oil, by Markownikoff ; in crude oil

from Zarskiji Kolodzi (Goverment Tiflis), by Beilstein and

Kurbatoff ; in Rangoon oil, by Warren de la Rue and H..

Muller, and in Pennsylvania oil, by Schorlemmer.

Toluole was found in all oils given under benzole by the in

vestigators mentioned there.

Xylole was prepared from Rangoon oil by Warren de la Rue

and Muller, and from Pennsylvania crude oil by Schorlemmer.

Isoxylole (boiling point 14i° C) was established in the distillates

of Galician crude oils by Palewsky and by Lachowicz, in Cau

casian crude oil by Dr. Kraemer, and in Baku crude oil by

Markownikoff. Paraxylol (boiling point 1 370 C.) was obtained

by Palewsky from Galician distillates.

Cumol was found by Warren de la Rue and H. Muller in

Rangoon oil, S. F. Peckham also mentioning isocumol. Pseu

documol (boiling point 1660 C.) was found in Caucasian oil by

Markownikoff and Oglobin, and in oils from America (very

likely Pennsylvania), Alsace, Hanover, Galicia and Italy (Terra

de Lavore) by Engler.2 Mesitylene (C9Hij, boiling point 1630

C.) was established in Galician crude oil by Lachowicz, and in

crude oils from America, Alsace, Hanover, Galicia and Italy by

Engler. Markownikoff found it in Baku oil. The above men

tioned benzoles also occur, according to Schultz and others, in

coal tar.

1 Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges. 18, 1915. 2Ber. deutsch. Chem. Ges. 18, 2234.
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Besides the above-mentioned aromatic combinations, there

are also found in the fractions of Caucasian petroleum, boiling

between 2480 and 420.80 F., durole, isoduro/e, dietkyltoluole,

isocambylbenzole and other combinations after the type CuHm.

According to Beilstein and Kurbatoff, aromatic hydrocarbons

are also said to be present in the Hanover crude oil and, ac

cording to Schorlemmer,1 also in Candian oils. Pelouze, War

ren, N. Tate, M. Murphy, C. F. Chandler, Bolley and Schwarz-

enbach searched in vain for benzoles in Pennsylvania crude

oils.

4. Oilier Series of Hydrocarbons.

Besides the previously-mentioned hydrocarbons, the pres

ence of others in the fractions boiling at a high temperature

has been partially established, and partially conjectured for

more or less good reasons. They are of no special importance,

on account of their rarity and the extraordinarily small quant

ities in which they occur.

A. Acetylene Scries: CH*.—2.

From the behavior of some fractions of the Baku oil towards

certain reagents (potassium permanganate, nitric acid, mercuric

iodide), Mendelejeff inferred the presence of hydrocarbons of

this series. Later on they were also found in very small quan

tities by Markownikoff and Oglobin.'

B. Camphene Series: (C H„.—4J

According to investigations by the two last-named chemists,

this series is present in very small quantity in Baku oil.

Boussingault' produced from the maltha and asphalt of Pechel-

bronn, at 5720 F., fractions which he called petrolene, and con

sidered as the fluid part of all asphalts (the solid part he called

asphaltine). He gave it the formula CioHu, whereby he placed

1 London Chem. News, II, 255; Trans. Royal Soc. (5) 14, 186. 'Chem. Centr.

Matt, 1881, 609; lier. deutsch. chem. Ges. 18, 2234; Chem. Industrie, 1882, 5, 189.

'Ann. Chim. Phys., 61, I41; 73, 442.
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this body in the camphene series, especially amongst the

terpenes. He determined the boiling point—536° F., and the

vapor-density 9.415. Warren in a private communication to

Prof. Dana1 points out that the vapor-density could only be

8.49, and that petrolene is a mixture consisting chiefly of ethy

lenes.

Volkel2 subjected tough bitumen from Travers (Switzerland)

to distillation in iron cylinders, and obtained six fractions

whose contents of carbon and hydrogen were nearly the same,

but whose boiling points were between 1940 and 4820 F., and

the densities (at 590 F.) between 0.784 and 0.867.'1 The tem

perature and volume weights rose gradually. He arrived at the

common formula CeHio, and considered the fractions as poly

meric bodies of CnHw, for which reason they would have to be

placed in the camphene series. In this case also we have very

likely to do with mixtures.

Nendtwich' claims to have found solid petrolene in maltha

from Pecklenicza near Murakoz (Hungary). Kraemer conjec

tures that small quantities of terpenes or polyterpenes must be

present in heavy petroleum, since the viscous condition of the

fractions of heavy oils boiling at high temperatures can only be

thus satisfactorily explained. They may partially be originally

present in the petroleum and partially be formed during distil

lation.

The above-mentioned investigations allow of the conjecture

that the camphenes may be present in greater abundance in

maltha and asphalt. Further careful investigation is, however,

necessary to definitely settle this question.

C. Combinations rich in Carbon.

Markownikoff and Oglobin have separated in the fractions

boiling at over 4100 F., very small quantities of hydrocarbons

'Dana, System of Mineralogy, 730. 'Annal. Chitn. Phys., 87, 143, 1862.

"The densities are throughout greater than those of the members of the ethylene

series of the same boiling point, nor do they correspond with the napthalene series.

' Haidinger's Berichte, 3, 271 ; Jahrb. geol. Reichs-Anst. 7, 743.
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of the type C„H2u-8. In the fractions boiling at 4640 to

4820 F., they obtained, however, not only C„Hu—a member

of that series—but also combinations of new series : C0Hj„—

10 (CnHii and CnHu), and C„HJn-i2 (CuH„). All these

hydrocarbons belonging to the isologous series of CnHJn-6,

do not directly combine with the halogens, and for this reason

cannot be classed with the benzole series, but must be put in

new series.

Kraemer' also separated in the distillates of 3920 to 5720 F.,

from petroleum of Tegernsee and Oelheim very small quantities

of naphthalene (GoHs) in crystals, which must be classed with

the last-mentioned type CH,.„-i2. Whether this naphthalene

was originally present, which is very likely, or has been formed

by the action of various reagents, has to be decided by further

investigation. The volume-weight of the fractions between

4820 and 5000 F. was=o.92 and that of those at 5720 F., even

so much as 1.016.

Warren de la Rue and H. Muller a considerable time ago

established the presence of naphthalene in maltha from Ran

goon.

In distilling residuum obtained from Pennsylvania crude oil

in red-hot iron retorts, a yellowish-brown, viscous substance

passes finally over which congeals on passing out from the re

tort-pipe and, prior to 1873, was used as a lubricant for the

necks of rolls in rolling mills. From these substances Professor

Henry Morton3 has separated very small, acicular, greenish-

yellow crystals, which he called thallcne (viriditte) and which

might be isomeric with anthracene.

According to Truax, however, it does not exist ready formed

in the petroleum, but is formed by destructive distillation.

According to Hamilton4 this substance is called petrocene and

corresponds to the formula CnH». According to H. W.

Tweddle, petrocene is, however, at the same time the raw

1 Sitzb. Ver. z. Bef. des Gewerbefleisses, 1885, 299. 2 Mem. Am. Acad., 9.

3 Am. Chem., 3, 106, 162; 7, 88. * Jour. Chem. Soc, London, 32, 867; Zeitschr.

f. Paraffin, 1878, 59.
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material from which the thallene has been separated. Accord

ing to Graebe and Walter1 petrocene is identical with the

picene (C»Hh) of brown coal (lignite) tar, which has been

examined by Burg. L. Prunier and R. David,' also examined

the distillate first observed by Prof. Morton, and independent

of paraffins with uncommonly high melting points (up to 1850

F.), separated from it a considerable number of other com

binations rich in carbon—anthracene, phenanthrene, chrysene,

chrysocene and pyrene—whose content of carbon varies between

88 and 96 per cent. All these substances appear, however, to

be formed by destructive distillation.

Divers and Nakamura isolated a solid body with a melting

point between 5360 and 5450 F., and of the composition

(CiH3)„. Le Bel and A. Munz 3 examined the black coloring

matter of the semi-liquid asphalt of Pechelbronn. They gave

it the name asphaltine. It is obtained in brittle black scales

from solution in carbon disulphide, and its coloring power

compares with aniline. It is not volatile.

Solubility and Solvent Powers of Petroleum.

These have been thoroughly investigated in Baku oil by

Markownikofif and Oglobin. Petroleum dissolves slightly in

water, but also absorbs the latter, the quantity absorbed being

the greater, the lower the temperature of the distillates is. In

alcohol the greater portion of the oil dissolves, the resinous

parts remaining behind ; ether dissolves all. Salts and metallic

oxides are also absorbed by the oil, but after boiling for some

time with sodium, it is no longer colored by the oxides of iron

and copper. Petroleum is also capable of dissolving iodine

and sulphur. The solvent power of petroleum as regards

metals has previously been mentioned (p. 53) and explained.

Changes in Petroleum by Exposure to the Air.

The changes petroleum experiences by exposure to the air,

'Ber. deutsch. Chem. Ges., 14, 175. 'Bull. Soc. Chim., Paris, 31, 158, 293;

Ber. deutsch. Chem. Ges., 12, 366, 843. • Bull. Soc. Chim., Paris, 17, 156.
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and which may be accelerated by a higher temperature, may

consist partially in evaporation and partially in the absorption

of oxygen.

The most essential facts relating to volatilization have been

given on p. 46. By this process the oil, in consequence of the

escape of volatile hydrocarbons, becomes constantly denser and

changes to maltha. The latter occurs either as an accumula

tion on the surface of the ground, or in sand or porous sand

stone.

If the oil contains paraffins, the latter will finally remain be

hind as a solid mass, mineral wax (ozocerite) having thus

been formed. It can accumulate in considerable quantities

only under the above-mentioned conditions, namely, volatiliza

tion without oxidation, and a considerable content of paraffin.

Mineral wax becomes the more solid, the more chances the

fluid constituents have to escape. The kendebal of Boryslaw

is the transition-stage between petroleum and mineral wax; if

exposed to the air for some time it loses weight and is con

verted into mineral wax.

In the absorption of oxygen, two different processes may

take place :

a. The absorption of oxygen takes place with splitting off of

water, which is promoted by pressure and heat. A portion of

the hydrogen of the oil combines with the oxygen of the air

to water, which escapes, while the hydrocarbons become richer

in carbon, and the methanes may be converted into ethylenes,

or generally into combinations of the type CHt„, and also into

aromatic bodies.

b. The oxygen forms new combinations with the hydrocar

bons, which may be present partially as phenols and partially as

acids. This process is called resinification of petroleum.

These processes of oxidation, either by themselves or in con

nection with volatilization, increase the density of petroleum,

and contribute towards the formation and separation of solid

bodies. Asphalt, a viscous or solid and brittle body, consisting

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, is the final product of all
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these processes, which have locally contributed in various

degrees to its formation, and for that reason its composition

varies, the content of oxygen being, for instance, between 23

and scarcely 1 per cent.

Techno-Chemical Examination of Petroleum.

The technical examination of petroleum extends only to

the determination of the quantity of the separate distillates

passing over at different temperatures, without further entering

into their chemical nature. In the practice it is customary to

distinguish among the distillates three different groups, viz. :

I. Light oils 1 distilling over up to 3020 F.

II. Illuminating oils distilling at 3020 to 5720 F.

III. Residuum.

The quantities of these fractions vary very much ; in work

ing on a large scale they are, according to Engler, as follows :

I

Pennsylvania. Galicia. Roumania. Alsace. Baku.

__| _

Light oils 10 to 20

Illuminating oil 60 to 75

5 to 10

Per Cent.

3 to 6 1 4 , 5 to 10.6

55 to 65 60 to 70 35 to 40 32 to 53.5

30 to 40 25 to 35 55 to 60 36to 60

For a more complete table we are indebted to the investiga

tions of Dr. H. Gintl :

1 American light oils comprise chiefly the members C5H12 to CgHlg, and the illu

minating oil CH,, to C^Hjj of the methane series.
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The supposition that the yield of illuminating oil decreases

with an increase in the specific gravity is, generally speaking,

correct only as regards the manufacture on a large scale in one

region.

I. Light Oils. These are variously subdivided and named

according to their boiling points. In some places the terms

"ether" and "benzene" are also used without the fractions

corresponding with these bodies, they being only partially

used for the same purposes. The term naphtha is also used,

but in some regions this term is employed as a synonym for

petroleum. To avoid confusion it is advisable to prefix the

word " petroleum," which may, however, be omitted in business

circles. The light oils are divided as follows :

1. Petroleum ether (keroseline, rhigolene, Sherwood oil). Boil

ing point : i04°to I58°F. Density: 0.65 to 0.66. Use: Sol

vent for resins, caoutchouc and oil ; as a local anaesthetic in

surgical operations, and for the production of cold.

2. Gasoline (canadoI). Boiling point: 15 8° to 1760 F.

Density : 0.64 to 0.667. Use: For the extraction of oils from

acids etc., freeing wood from fat, for air-gas machines and as an

illuminant in lamps of special construction.
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3. C-petroleum-naphtha (petroleum-benzine, safety oil, Dan-

forth oil). Boiling point : 1760 to 2120 F. Density : 0.667 t0

0.707. Use : For the removal of stains, for the adulteration of

petroleum, in large quantities for firing purposes, and as an il-

luminant in lamps of special construction.

4. B-petroleum-naphtha (ligroine). Boiling point: 1760 to

2480 F. Density : 0.707 to 0.722. Use : For burning in lamps

of special construction, in the preparation of illuminating gas,

in painting in place of oil of turpentine, it drying more rapidly

than the latter.

5. A-petroleum-naphtha (Putzoel, polishing oil). Boiling

point: 25 8° to 3020 F. Density: 0.722 to 0.737. Use: For

cleaning parts of machinery, as a substitute for oil of turpen

tine, for thinning oil-paints, varnishes, etc.

The fractions mentioned under 3, 4, and 5 are sometimes

comprised under the term petroleum-spirit. Density: 0.667 to

0.737. Boiling point : 1 760 F. to 3020 F.

The division given above is a modification of that originally

complied by R. Wagner, in order to make it more generally

acceptable by taking into consideration the division into gaso

lene, C-, B- andA-naphthas customary in Pennsylvania. Besides

the boiling points are at nearly equal graduations.

II. Illuminating oil {petroleum, kerosene). Boiling point:

302° to 5720 F. Density: 0.753 to 0.864. To make it a

commercial article, it is treated with sulphuric acid and an ex

cess of the latter neutralized with soda. Its use is well known.

III. Residuum (tar). Boiling point: 5720 F. or above:

Density : varying, over 0.83. By a further increase in the

temperature are obtained :

I. Heavy oils, which pass over with continued distillation,

and, according to their density, are divided into

a. Lubricating oil. Density : 0.7446 to 0.8588.

b. Paraffin oil. Density : 0.8588 to 0.959.

Paraffin is separated in scales from the heavy oils, especially

Irom the last named. It is used for candles, as an insulating

material, etc. The use of lubricating oil is indicated by the

word.
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2. This remains as a solid body in the still, and is

used for firing.

In consideration of its technical importance, the salve-like

product known as cosmoline, vaseline, petrolina, etc., which

may be separated from the residuum of some oils, may here

be mentioned. R. Wagner' declared it a mixture of paraffins

with the fluid member heptane, while Moss' considered it a

mixture of readily fusible paraffins. Miller 3 agrees with Wag

ner, he having shown it to be a mixture of paraffin with vola

tile oils. Engler and M. Bohm * arrive at the same conclusion

in regard to the Galician and American products.

Cosmoline serves as a vehicle for salves, for the preparation

of pomades, rouges, etc., as well as for a protection against

rust and oxidation for all metals and their alloys, for oiling

machines, etc.

The relative proportions of the separate fractions vary ac

cording to the different localities, even oil of the same well

yielding different results, according to whether fresh oil or oil

stored for some time has been used for analysis. The result of

the latter is also influenced by the manner in which it is exe

cuted, and especially by heating.

It remains to be mentioned that the density of distillates of

the same temperature from different crude oils may vary ; those,

for instance, of Baku oil being throughout specifically heavier

than those from Pennsylvania oil, because in the one there is a

preponderance of hydrocarbons of entirely different series from

the other. Generally speaking, the Pennsylvania petroleum is

the generic type, the Baku oil forming an exception.

According to S. F. Peckham,5 the average percentage of

commercial products obtained from crude petroleum (specific

gravity = O.8oo) from Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio and

West Virginia is a follows :

1 Dingl. pol. Jour., 233, 515. 2 Jahrb. f. reine Chemie, 1876, 471. * Deutsch.

Ind. Ztg., 1 875, 1 8. 4 Dingl. pol. Jour., 262, 468. 5 Report on Petroleum, p. 1 65.
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Gasoline 1.5 per cent.

C-naphtha 10.0 "

B-naphtha 2.5 "

A-naphtha 2.5 "

Illuminating oil 54.0 "

Lubricating oil 1 7.5 "

Paraffin 2.0 "

Coke and loss 10.0 "

100.0

To avoid confusion, it may here be mentioned that in work

ing on a large scale the yield of illuminating oil from Pennsyl

vania crude oil amounts to about 75 per cent.

To Dr. Kraemer we are indebted for an examination of the

petroleum of most regions, whereby the fractions above 4820

F. passed over under a decreased air-pressure. The results of

the analyses were as follows :

Fractions obtained up to 0 F.

T3
C

Crude oil from "S
482° 572- Over 572°

Per Den- Per Den- Per Den-

cent, sity. I cent. , sity. cent. 1 sity.

%2

Pi

Per

cent.

Tegernsee 0.812 20.04! 0.726I

Alsace o.888i 1.30 0.720

Oelheim 0.885 0.74 0.750

Pennsylvania 0.8141 14.34 °-725

West C.alicia 0.842 14.21

WiUachia 0.857! 14.32

Baku 0.880 0.630.762

Koban 0.930 2.30I

26.12

"6-37

1 1.05

25-35

'6-93

22.59

21-73

10.60

0.782'

0.778

0.8051

0.81 1

0.81 1

14.02 0.825 35.91 0.856 3-°7
17.071 0.824 47.88 0.903 16.28

9.75 0.852 73.91 0.910 3.92

13.75! o.820| 40.99; 0.850 5.57

'3-3° 1 47-58 8.95

'3-86 ; 39-Si' 9-72

15.551 0-825] 57-97! 0-903 4-i2

3-20i 64^ 9.50

In the lighter oils, like those from Tegernsee and Pennsyl

vania, considerable quantities of dissolved non-condensed

gases of the methane series were established.

In more recent times, Engler also examined various varieties

of oil ; a few of his analyses are given below :
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Crude Oil Krom
Density

at

Quantityin...

Distillates up to : F.

6a.6 °r

266 302 338 374 410 446 482 5.8 554 S7* 573

(iJalicia) ...
Bibicybat ....

0-8235 j

0.8590 J

0.8710 j

c.c. 16.0 10.5

g. 11.3 7-«
C.C. 16.0 7.0

10.25

7.6
6-5

6.5
53
6.5

5-'
475

6.5 7.0 6- 75

5-5
5-0

6.0
5-6

5-5
4-7
4-75

3-5

£5 1*'

S 3M

5-3 5-6 3.8

Ba^achani
g- 11.0 5.7
cc- 3-75 4-75

g- »-7 3-4

4-9

5.0 5.0 3-5
3>»
5-5

4.1 4.2
5.35 5-o

4-3 4-»
4-5 6.6

3-5 5-3
5.25 6.0

4- »

(Baku) 5-5
4-3
4-4
3-3

7-o

Pcvhelbronn . .

0-9075 J

0.8990 J

c.c. 3.0
4-o 5-6

7-3
5-9
4-o

3-4

4- 1

7°

4-6
10.3

to {«■•(Alaace). . . .
g 2.2

5-4
41

4-75
3-»

5-8

5-°
4-3

9-7

15 (»•(Hanover) .
2.6 4.8

5-o

4-3

c-c=Cubic Centimetres. g.=Grammes.

A. Nawratil has rendered great service in making us ac

quainted with the crude oils of West Galicia, he having de

termined, commencing with 1040 F., the fractions of 18 different

samples comprising most localities of this region. From this

valuable series of investigations, the two crude oils differing

most in specific gravity and the limits of value found will here

be given :

OwJe Oil
*1

i 5 : - F.

Orex 9
tit 3*» ST* en T?3 75" = IT 3

Ai-N '
>p. p.

Jt-Jj «-» ♦t 5. 3 ... k.a 0.05

Kjrtwa,.. JOrf * 9~ --

— C43 -•-—5

- i "
a

ti> *-->

•-- — — —

"0
5.3
•jo

*>a U-4 1^7- --

.-.»-*

X-O

**
---•<« a-*»S — —

* , Ma. ,\~"i3 ' »- C J-* *.3 • i 3.3 >3 4.3 4-- 0-05 : 1
-i . Sr. te. — -- —t -■•if 3 --IjT .-.I53 —

i: v«. Jwajan 1 3>. }■- '
:}.«

"
rf.- 3°- 7

--*«5

I- 1 5-5
Ml. *r ■a-'OJ .-.*=* — —

rttfaot t^e u Srwscvs in th« syec. -ic grav-.res of th« fractions

a: t'rse save 5c:v.vrar.:-« oi thi rvv =c*c extreme varieties of

w v' X' o.'. \a'v as s;jci x> tv« ractrcss »t rviiu oil compared

t>so$e r«-*\>.jLtji ol. Tbese ccrrvarsces lead to the

^ OuVskvcis. is- va" c. icfcvwsr. in a general way

c* > "« V »V"V*?r t'v C ••■Jc „*.". ;'\ ocvsrr cs metroas.
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Calorific Value of Petroleum.

Dr. H. Gintl gives for various districts the calorific values

(the absolute heating effects) of petroleum. Since the quanti

tative composition of the oils, even of one and the same region,

varies, these calorific values give only a general idea, which is,

however, of some importance, as the values quite agree. For a

better comparison the combustion-heat of methane and ethy

lene, which has been determined by the calorimetric method, is

added :

Petroleum from Units of heat.

West Virginia 10. 1 80

Pennsylvania 9-963

Java 10.831

Baku 11 .640

Fast Galicia 10.085

West Galicia 10.231

Roumania 10.005

Methane (CH,) 13.065

Ethylene (C,H4) 11.850

The calorific value of crude oils is, therefore, nearly three

times as large as that of dry wood substance, about four times

as large as that of air-dry pine, or nearly 1.5 times as large as

that of excellent Moravian coal (with 8.28 per cent. ash).

Massive coal being, however, about 1.5 times denser than crude

oil, both fuels occupy about the same volume, but in conse

quence of comminution, coal requires more space than crude

oil, which might be of importance as regards steamships, etc.

The steamers running on the Caspian Sea and the Volga, as

well as the refineries of Baku and the railroad from Baku to

Batoum, have for some time used for firing the very cheap

residuum remaining in the distillation of crude oil. Its calorific

value is given as nearly twice that of good coal.

Gases accompanying Petroleum.

Gases which burn when ignited always occur together with

petroleum, and hence, special precautions against the dangers

of explosion and fire have to be taken in the immediate neigh-

/
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borhood of the wells. In the oil regions and their vicinities of

North America and Baku, the gases issue from the ground,

frequently without petroleum, in such quantities that they can

be used for technical purposes, and hence deserve special con

sideration.

The natural earth gases issuing from the petroleum wells of

Pennsylvania have been examined by Fouque, Ronalds, Le-

febre, Sadtler, Ford, Hay, Fulton and others, those of New

York by Wurtz, of the peninsula Apscheron (Baku), which,

according to Abich, have a temperature of 69° F., by Schmidt,

and those of the peninsulas Kertsch and Taman (Asow Sea)

by Bunsen. All these investigators found a decided prepon

derance of methane and its nearest homologues in them.

Further details are given in the following table, which might be

still more enlarged :
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The analyses 13 to 16 refer to the same gas well, but the

samples were taken at different periods (October 28 and 29,

November 24, and December 4, 1884). Analyses 17 and 18

also refer to the same well at different periods (October 18 and

25, 1884). These analyses, showing remarkable changes in the

composition of the gases, are in many respects of great interest ;

while the one series (13 to 16) shows in the course of time

with a steady decrease in methane, a steady increase in ethane

and hydrogen, in the other series the reverse is partially the

case, the only agreement which can be recognized being that

the quantities of methane and ethane are in a reverse ratio.

The natural gases from Murraysville, Speechley, and Fre-

donia II have recently been analyzed by C. Phillips', who took

the samples directly from the wells he examined—

1. Gas of the Fredonia Co.

2. " " Sheffield Co.

3. " " Wilcox well.

4. *' '* Kane well.

5. " from Speechley.

6. " of the Murraysville well.

—and found :

I. 2. 3- 4- 5- 6.

1

' 9-54 9.06

0.30

trace

9-41

0.21

trace

9-79
0.20

trace

4.51

0.05

2.02

0.28

trace

CO,

H ...!

90.64 90.38 90.01

trace

O.02

95.02 97.70

The hydrocarbons CnHm contained :

23-48

76.52

23.18

76.82

22.93

77.07

25.06

74-9478.17 76.64

Ammonia as well as carbonic oxide could not be established.

1 Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Penna.
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Whether nitrogen was present in a free or fixed state was not

closly examined into. Its determination was effected by con

ducting the gas over red-hot copper oxide. That the large

amount of nitrogen cannot be referred to atmospheric air

(somewhat decomposed) is proved by the small quantities of

carbonic oxide and by the presence of oxygen in traces only.

With this agree also analyses 1, n, 16 and 19 of the table

previously given. Phillips mentions expressly that ammonia is

not present in the natural gases examined by him.

Engler examined the following natural gases of Pechelbronn

(Alsace). I. The salt-water gas No. I., which continuously

issues from the ground together with salt water and is used for

heating purposes in the laboratory; II. the salt water gas No.

2, and III. the gas which issues together with the oil from the

wells.

Constituents.

I. II II. III.
1

|

I. 2. 5. 6.

ii

Marsh gas

OA-forming gas and define

Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide

Oxygen

Nitrogen (residue)

Per cent, by volume.

73-6 74.2 73-4

: 4.0 4.1 4.0

2.2 2.0 2.2

3-0 3.0 3-2

17.2 I6.7 17.2

68.2
7H

77-3

3-4 4.8 4.8

2.9 3-6 3-6

3-7
H

3-4

4-3 1.8 2.0

16.9 8.9 9.0

In the salt water gas No. 1 (I) free oxygen and hydrogen

were searched for in vain. Engler supposes that the oxygen is

derived from the air, which was originally in contact with the

oil and gradually yielded its oxygen to the latter, so that only

nitrogen remained behind. In II. and III. the oxygen and

nitrogen were referred directly to atmospheric air.

The high content of carbonic oxide in the Pechelbronn nat

ural gas is remarkable, and, according to Engler, supports the
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hypothesis according to which petroleum has been formed by

dry distillation, and is opposed to the supposition of a process

of fermentation. Natural gas has for a long time been used in

various localities for technical purposes ; for the longest time

perhaps in the district Tsien-Luon-Tsing, China, where, accord

ing to Imbert, it issues together with the brine from wells up to

3000 feet deep, in such quantities that it is used not only for

illuminating purposes, but also for evaporating the brine. Baron

von Richthofen states that in the province Sz'-tschwan the gas

is at the present time used for the same purposes. Such exha

lations of gas have been frequently observed to accompany the

occurrence of salt; thus as early as 1786 the gas was used for

illuminating the salt-mine Ludovica at Szlatina (Hungary).

The gas is, however, most extensively used in the eastern

parts of this country, especially in Pittsburgh, where it issues

in enormous quantities from many wells. It is chiefly used for

fuel and but seldom for illuminating purposes, its illuminating

power being somewhat less than that of ordinary illuminating

gas.

By experiments on a large scale it was found that in firing

boilers 83 per cent, of the theoretical heating effect is utilized

(of the best Pittsburgh coal 64 per cent), 100 liters of gas

weigh 64.86 grammes and possess about 790,000 units of heat,

hence about seven times as many as the Siemens gas.

A committee of the " Engineers' Society West Pennsylvania"

determined by direct boiler experiments the evaporating power

of best Pittsburgh coal as 9 kilogrammes (19.8 lbs.) of water,

and that of natural gas as 20.31 kilogrammes (44.68 lbs.) re

ferred to 1 kilogramme (2.2 lbs.) of fuel. Hence the calorific

value of natural gas is 3.36 times greater than that of coal.



CHAPTER V.

OCCURRENCE OF PETROLEUM.

Primary and Secondary Deposits.

A GREATER natural accumulation of petroleum in the crust

of the earth or on its surface is called a deposit, and may be

either penary or original, or secondary or shifted.

Petroleum, as will be shown later on, is of organic origin, and

hence could only be formed where organisms were present.

For this reason it cannot have originated in the massive or

eruptive rocks, just as little as in the oldest azoic (archaean)

strata. The seat of the formation of petroleum can, therefore,

be located only in strata more recent than the archaean, which

also agrees with all assured facts known at the present time.

The primary or original deposits of petroleum may, there

fore, belong to the strata of the Silurian age up to those of the

present time. It is a remarkable fact that they are wanting, or

are of no technical importance, in the strata carrying larger coal

measures.

In the primary deposit the organisms accumulated, and con

ditions prevailed which promoted the process of transformation

and permitted an accumulation of the product of transformation

—the petroleum. It could, therefore, be only a sedimentary

deposit. Besides the organisms, inorganic masses, such as

debris, sand, mud, or the hard portions of animals, were sepa

rated, so that the oil formed later on exuded through this col

lection of strata, which in time might also have hardened and

been partially transformed. The primary deposit is, therefore,

an impregnated stratum or deposit, according to whether it

retains the plate-form or the latter passes over into the lenticu

lar form. Both types, which differ geometrically only, are found

in nature.

(85)
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Sand, debris, coarse-grained sandstone, conglomerate, espe

cially when poor in cementing material, porous limestone, and,

in general, rock with many and large pores or many cracks and

fissures, will absorb the oil in greater quantities and, when

opened, yield it more rapidly than compact varieties of rock.

H. Romer some time ago showed the presence of up to 17

per cent, of lime in the oil-bearing sandstone of Oedesse

(Hanover). Br. Walter also points out that the oil-bearing

Ropianka sandstones are rich in lime, and supposes that the

number of pores is increased by the lixiviation of calcium car

bonate. These strata are in fact rich in calcite veins. These

indications deserve further consideration, since they may pos

sibly be of advantage for the practice.

J. F. Carll's investigations prove that the oil-sand of Pennsyl

vania contains A of its bulk of crude oil, and he supposes that

under pressure this capacity may increase to J.

The occurrence of oil in the Carpathian menilite schists must

be considered an original deposit, as well as a great portion of

the North German finds in the Jura and Wealden strata (accord

ing to H. Credner).

In these original deposits the oil frequently stands under a

higher pressure, especially in consequence of included gases

formed during the processes of transformation, so that in drilling

the heavy string of tools may be ejected from a deep bore-hole.

In consequence of this internal pressure the oil endeavors to

escape in all directions. If the vicinity of the original deposit

consists of porous rock, the oil will penetrate the latter, and

the size of the deposit will thus be increased. By this process

it may, however, happen that the oil is distributed over such

large masses of rock that its flow in a shaft or bore-hole decreases

to such an extent as to render the working unprofitable. The

gases penetrate the rock with more ease and for a greater

distance, and in nearly every oil region are therefore considered

a good indication of the speedy opening of an oil deposit.

By the above-mentioned wandering or migration the oil is

afforded more chances to evaporate, so that in consequence of
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these processes a formerly productive deposit may become

simply bituminous rock. The formation of the latter, however,

may also have been due to the fact that but few organisms

capable of forming oil were deposited in it, or that the pro

cesses on which transformation depends were not favorable.

This explains partially why the same group of strata may be

only locally oil-bearing.

The processes by which the original extent of a primary

deposit of petroleum may be enlarged have been mentioned

above ; in such a case it will frequently be impossible to deter

mine the original limits of the deposit. However, the enlarged,

as well as the original, deposits must show the type of a sedi

mentary deposit, the surrounding porous rocks being also

deposited in strata.

However, the pores of solid rocks alone do not afford much

opportunity for migration to the oil, and the less so the

smaller they are, this view being justified by experiments with

rocks into which water was forced by means of high pressure.

If we take into consideration that the pores of rocks are fre

quently closed by the specifically heavier water—the so-called

rock-moisture—and further that the entering oil experiences

considerable loss of pressure in consequence of capillarity and

friction, which have to be overcome, an enormously high pres

sure would have to be supposed to make the further migration

of the oil in the pores of the rock possible.

The conditions are, however, more favorable in loose masses,

sand, debris, etc., the interspaces being larger than in the more

compact rocks, and therefore readily penetrable.

The escape of the oil standing under internal pressure from

its primary deposit through fissures communicating with the

latter is very possible, and the more so the wider these fissures

are and the greater their number. The oil enters these fissures,

fills them, and according to the pressure, ascends frequently to

the surface, forming there an oil well. This occurrence in

fissures, as, for instance in some localities in Ohio and West

Virginia, constitutes a secondary or shifted deposit; it fills
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b*r-dr.g* ar*d *:rr.:lar disturbances of the oil bed may be recog-

ti zsyi from ii.'/vt of the adjoining strata running in an analogous

mzr.Trtt, -which for the practice, particularly in drilling, is of

ip^oial importance. With such an occurrence the risk in

vrarcbing for oil is much smaller, and the possible success,

after the expenditure of time, labor and capital, can be calcu

lated with greater certainty than with the vein-like occurrence

of oil, a* may be seen from the accompanying sketch, Fig. I .

Fig. i.

The original deposit A B C is concordant with the dead

roc k -strata S .V, S, accompanying it. From the outcrop of the

latter a picture of the trend or bearing of the deposit after it

lias he rn found, may be made, for instance, at B, through the

nhttft D It, since its trend must be parallel to a b c. If then at

/: a borc-hole be commenced, its depth £ F can be quite
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accurately determined. This depth is not only a guide for the

preliminaries of time and money, but under certain conditions

also determines the mode of working, etc. Besides, when the

deposit is not found after the bore-hole has reached a certain

depth, and a study of the geological conditions shows that

there is a disturbance, for instance a fault, between B and F, it

is then known that the deposit does not extend thus far, but

has previously dwindled away.

With a vein-like occurrence of the oil the technical questions

are quite different. At G an oil well corresponding to a cleft

has been discovered, and the latter has been exposed. Hence

a bore-hole is commenced at K in the hope of reaching the oil-

cleft (the oil-vein) at J. The latter, however, at a certain

depth turns round, a change which could not be foreseen even

by the most thorough geological investigation. The bore-hole

misses the cleft, and no result is attained if the primary deposit

is at such a depth that it cannot be reached with the drill. If

such unfortunate incidents happen in searching for oil, a terri

tory is frequently abandoned as unprofitable, although it may

contain considerable quantities of oil.

From the foregoing explanations the importance of correctly

deciding the question whether the oil occurs in a primary or

secondary deposit will be understood.

In the fissures the oil, if there be sufficient pressure, may

rise to the surface, where it can be determined, and, under

suitable conditions, extensive accumulations may be formed on

the surface near the oil wells, as, for instance, the pitch lake

of the island of Trinidad. If, however, the outcrop of these

fissures K, Fig. 2, is covered with loose masses of rock (debris,

sand, etc.,) the oil spreads out in the latter and forms accumu

lations like water undrground. In Canada such accumulations

are called surface wells. If, however, the oil passes out from

the rock-fissure K in a declivity covered with conglomerate D,

Fig. 3, it will run down along the bottom of this covering, and,

on the foot of it, as an oil-spring Q, such occurrence having to

be taken into consideration in searching for oil. These accu
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mulations of oil near the surface thus form a secondary deposit,

which, however, differs essentially from the vein-like type pre

viously discussed as being similar to a bed.

Fig. 2.

When the fissures K, Fig. 2, cross a bench or a group of

strata of very porous rock C D, the oil may accumulate in it.

Such secondary deposit shows the bed-like type of the rock-

bench, and frequently cannct be distinguished from an original

Fig. 3.

deposit. Thus, for instance, the rich Pennsylvania oil deposits

which belong to the sandstones and conglomerates imbedded

concordant to the schist are by many supposed to be not pri

mary, but secondary deposits.
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Petroleum occurs also in small hollow spaces in the eruptive

rocks. But this occurrence being of a very subordinate nature

is only of scientific interest. Thus, small quantities of oil have

been found in the diorite of Gaspe, Canada, in the melaphyres

and similar eruptive rocks of Central Scotland, in the basalts

at the foot of the Etna, and in Auvergne. The content of

bitumen of many northern granite boulders which were found

near Kiel (Dorfgarden, Pappenberg,) is well known. Small

quantities of bitumen are carried here and there by granite in

Cornwall (Poldice) and in Auvergne (Charnalier, Clermont) ;

by the greenstone trachyte of Parad (Hungary), the melaphyre

of Bohemia (Rybnik, Semil), and of the Palatinate of the Rhine

(Oberstein).

The massive rock, during its eruption either traversed an oil-

bearing or bituminous rock, or crossed a coal measure, which,

by reason of the high temperature and consequent destructive

distillation, yielded petroleum-like products. Such occurrences

must also be classed as secondary deposits.

Deposits of petroleum may, therefore, be :—

I. Primary (impregnated beds and strata).

Every secondary deposit presupposes the existence of a

primary deposit; the yield of one, however, cannot be judged

by that of the other. If the primary deposit was, for instance,

located in slate-clay, which is capable of absorbing and main

taining large quantities of oil, and this slate-clay was later on

crossed by fissures, the superfluous oil might pass into them

and accumulate, so as to form productive secondary deposits,

while in the primary deposits but small quantities of oil are

yielded by strongly bituminous schist.

There are many erroneous ideas regarding petroleum de

posits. The expression "subterranean oil reservoirs" is ex-

II. Secondary

1. In fissures.

2. Superficial.

4. In eruptive rocks.

r
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plained to mean that in the crust of the earth there are large

caverns filled entirely or partially with crude oil, and even in

literature is frequently found nearly the same sketch of such a

lenticular cavern, which is said to be filled on the bottom with

water, in the centre with petroleum, and on top with gases.

Such caverns may exist, but their existence has never been

established, and it is about time that this " hereditary wood

cut" should disappear from literature.

Oil Lines.

It is a fact recurring in various regions that the productive

oil wells are disposed in a certain direction, and that the pro

ductive territory lies in long narrow areas. Thus, for instance,

the lower oil territory of Pennsylvania, south of Franklin, is 2

miles wide and 35 miles long. This peculiarity as regards the

above-mentioned region was first observed, in 1867, by C. D.

Angell. While investigating the occurrence of petroleum, he

studied the relative positions of the most productive wells, and

upon this basis erected the so-called " belt-theory," which

rapidly reduced the risk in searching for oil from about 25 per

cent, mis-drills to from 3 to 5 per cent.—certainly an extra

ordinary success.

A line laid in the centre of such a productive oil territory,

stretching in the main in one direction, is called an oil-line; it

indicates the way in which later bore-holes or shafts have to be

disposed in order to secure the greatest probability of success.

In the United States the oil-lines were first drawn upon the

basis of simple experience. In many other regions it might

also be advisable to see whether the most productive wells do

not correspond to a line, and in such case to arrange the next

borings in the continuation of this line. In a region not yet

opened the oil-line—in case the existence of one can be sup

posed—will have to be drawn upon a theoretical or hypothetical

basis ; the better founded the latter is, the greater the prob

ability of success.

To connect two or several points where oil has been found
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by a straight line, and declare that to be the oil-line, as has un

fortunately been repeatedly done, is not only useless, but may

divert attention from the proper way and bring a territory into

discredit.

The extension in definite directions, which can be accurately

shown in several oil regions, may be connected, 1st, with the

extension of the oil-bearing stratum ; 2d, with an anticlinal, and

3d, with a displacement.

These cases will here be discussed in detail.

1. Oil-line corresponding to the oil-bearing stratum.

a. The deposit belonging to a stratum stretches in the form of

a plate in courses and dips.

If an oil-bearing group of strata E, Fig. 4, which crops

Fig. 4.

out on the surface at e, stands quite steep, the borings will

rapidly assume great depths the further they are from e e. The

operations will, therefore, be chiefly carried on in courses of the

oil deposit E e, as indicated in the sketch by dots which mark

the borings. If this is sketched in a map an oil-field stretching

in length corresponding to the courses of the strata is obtained

without an actual oil-line being in this case present, because

this arrangement of the working has nothing to do with the

distribution of oil, it depending only on the slighter difficulties

and expense of labor and money.

This linear arrangement of the workings will be the more
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pronounced the steeper the strata, and the deposit imbedded

concordant with them, stand. If the latter assume a vertical

position, Fig. 5, the oil may be found in a very narrow tract

corresponding to the size of the deposit in the direction of the

bearing of the stratum. If the latter is a straight line, the oil-

line sketched in the map will also be a straight line, no matter

how undulating the surface of the ground may be. Any bends

in the bearing of the deposit, which have to be considered in

sinking the bore-hole or shaft, will be recognized from the

conformable bends of the strata accompanying it, so that in

this case a thorough study of the stratum will be of great ad

vantage in the working.

As regards the oil-line and the working, the conditions re

main the same as explained above ; in case with a vertical

position of the deposit the strata incline towards right and left

and become more level, thus forming an inverted fan. In this

case a pronounced oil-line is also present.

b. The deposit corresponding to a stratum possesses a linear

extension. Beds of sandstone and conglomerate need not

always show the form of a plate, but with a comparatively

small width and thickness may stretch to a considerable length

in one direction. Thus, for instance along rivers, the beds of
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sand and debris, by the cementation of which the above-

mentioned rocks are formed, can frequently be traced, with

slight interruptions, for many miles. Many geologists of the

United States are inclined towards explaining in this manner

the Pennsylvania oil-lines.

If E, Fig. 6, be such linear deposit, the workings above

ground must be arranged in the same direction, otherwise they

will be without result ; they must follow the oil-lines, which in

this case do not always coincide with the bearings of the strata.

Fig. 6.

B

E. Oil-deposit. B. Bore-holes.

Such accumulations of debris and sand may also have been

formed along a coast, and in them, as well as in analogous

formations along running waters, the oil may also appear in

secondary deposits, because, like the conglomerates and coarse

grained sandstones formed from them, they possess between

the separate fragments apertures readily penetrable by the oil.

In fact, as previously suggested, the secondary deposits resem

bling beds can only be formed in such rocks containing many

fissure-joints. Hence the expression " without sand (which

also includes sandstone and conglomerate), no oil" is justified

for many regions ; the more so since these rocks, when opened,



allow the o3 to ooze out or 2ct out more readily and more

rapidly, as, for instance, day-slate. In the latter it may also be

frequently observed that the oil contained in them in a primary

deposit is obtained in more abundant and profitable quantities

only from the imbedded sandstone seams.

2. Oil-lines corresponding to anticlinals and folds.

It has previously been mentioned that C. D. Angell in his

belt-theory pointed out the occurrence of oil-lines in Pennsyl

vania. It became then necessary to explain them ; some, and

amongst them especially members of the Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania, for instance, Lesley, Carll and Wrigley, suppose

that the oil-lines correspond to ancient coast lines or river beds,

after which, during the Devonian period, the oil-sands were

deposited (Fig. 6). H. Hoffer,1 in 1876, pointed out that in

Canada, Ohio and West Virginia the principal quantity of oil

has without doubt accumulated on the anticlinals, and that,

since the principal direction of the strike of the upper, as well

as of the lower, oil regions of Pennsylvania runs with almost

mathematical accuracy parallel with the anticlinals of the

Chestnut and Laurel Ridges, these occurrences might also

belong to gentle anticlinals.

Later on J, (.'aril and C. Ashburner, members of the Pennsyl

vania Geological Survey, admitted the favorable influence of the

antic linal* in many cases, but in comparison with the more

prominent importance of the pctrographical character of the oil

strata, considered them only of secondary consequence.

The anticlinal theory was first taken up and advocated by

practical men, but later on was vigorously defended by Prof.

J, (', White, Dr. II, M. Chance, and others. It was also quite

successfully applied to the occurrence of natural gas, especially

by Prof. White, who by reason of his investigations of the loca

tion of the mo«t prominent gas-wells in Pennsylvania, as well as

in West Virginia, comes to the conclusion that every one of

them is located Immediately on, or in close vicinity to, an anti

clinal axis, and that the gas zones are only about 1300 feet

1 1>1«> IVtiuU-uivilmlintiir Ntirilamerika's.
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wide ; further, that all borings in the synclinals yielded little or

no gas, and in many cases large quantities of saline water.

On the other hand, C. Ashburner states "a great many wells

have been drilled in the synclines which have found gas."1

Prof. E. Orton, Director of the Geological Survey of Ohio,

has recently entered into the discussion, so to say, in an im

partial manner.* He is not only thoroughly versed as regards

the occurrence of petroleum and natural gas in Ohio, but has

also repeatedly studied the Pennsylvania districts. He sees in

the disturbed structure of the rock-strata a paramount and pre

dominating influence upon the formation of oil and gas de

posits, and lays stress upon the fact that in this respect he is

opposed to Carll and Ashburner. In the supplement to the

report above mentional he proves by a series of examples that

the largest quantities of oil and gas in Ohio stand in close rela

tion to the monaclinal fold, summit-like saddles and anticlinals.

He finds coincident proofs, especially in all the gas and oil

wells of Northwestern Ohio. In correspondence with these

disturbances the productive gas and oil wells arrange them

selves in so-called gas and oil lines, of which the Findlay mono-

clinal may at present claim to be of the greatest importance.

In the head of this monoclinal the productive gas wells are

found, while the oil wells correspond to the steep leg of the

fold. Upon the basis of this Findlay Lima fold, a very pro

ductive gas-well, was opened at St. Henry, while in the same

region (Mercer county) bore- holes had been sunk without suc

cess in several places outside the extent of this fold. In this

case the anticlinal theory, therefore, achieved a decidedly prac

tical success in showing the prospector after many unsuccess

ful attempts the productive territory.

Orton' also refers to the gas and oil-bearing Berea grit, which

cannot be connected with the petrographic composition of the

strata, otherwise the entire region over which these homogen

eous strata are distributed would have to be productive, while,

' Oeology of Natural Gas. 1 Preliminary Report upon Petroleum and Inflam

mable Gas. * Preliminary Report upon Petroleum, etc.

7
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in fact, oil and gas have been found only where a disturbanc

in the natural bed of the strata could be shown. This is evi

dently a proof of the predominant influence of disturbances o

the strata upon the greater content of oil and gas in the samt

series of strata, and for this reason Orton recognizes this factoi

as especially favorable, in which he differs from the Pennsylvania

Geological Survey.

In the occurrence of oil in Pennsylvania the following fact de

serves special attention. In the lower oil region (Butler and

Clarion counties) the linear extension appears most plainly; in

its most southwestern part it corresponds to the bearing ib/0

(N. 22° E) and curves gradually towards N E to 4, (N 6o°

E). To this comparatively rapid and sharp curve also corre

sponds in the same degree the curve running between Ebensburg

and Williamsport, which on the west slope of the Alleghanies

divides the Devonian from the Carboniferous and runs parallel

with the Silurian lying somewhat to the east—hence a consider

able anticlinal (Plate I). By inclosing all the more important

oil occurrences in Pennsylvania inclusive of the adjoining Alle

ghany district of New York in two lines, the result will be an

oil-zone about 1 5 miles wide, which runs in conformity with

the previously mentioned boundary between Ebensburg and

Williamsport, and generally speaking also with the elevations

of the Alleghanies.

If we are not satisfied to accept these facts as a mere coinci

dence constantly recurring, they certainly prove a connection

between rock-structure and oil-bearing, and in addition it may

be remarked that in Pennsylvania the folds of the strata actually

run parallel with the previously mentioned boundary curve, and

further they do not lie horizontal, but flat, inclined towards

southwest.

Under otherwise equal circumstances the oil will be present in

greater abundance in rock, and flow more abundantly from it, the

more hollow spaces the rock possesses and the larger the latter

are. Coarse-grained sandstone and coarse conglomerates are

certainly an excellent oil-sponge, especially when the cementing
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material quantitatively recedes. If such rocks further contain

many small fissures, their absorbing and yielding capacities are

considerably increased. Such fissures, however, were formed

by the flexures of the strata at their turning points, on the axes

of the anticlinal and synclinal, while the connecting legs were

least bent and broken.

When a complex of strata consisting of alternate beds of more

elastic and of more brittle, less solid rocks are thrown into folds,

it may a thousand times be proved in nature that the brittle

rock strata, for instance limestone and conglomerate, are split

asunder on the turning points of the folds, while the tougher

strata, for instance shales, can follow these turnings without

splitting. If, however, the bending exceeds a certain limit,

whereby the duration of deformation is of essential importance,

the tougher upcast strata—in Pennsylvania the schists and shales

—are also broken and the oil can then ascend in the cracks ex

tending to the surface and flow out, whereby large quantities

of it are withdrawn from the conglomerate reservoir.

Hence there must exist a definite belt of anticlinals and syn

clinals, inside of which the flexures of the strata have been so

great that on their turning points the conglomerate strata were

split asunder as much as possible without fissures extending to

the surface having been formed in the schists and shales ; in

consequence of which the absorbing and yielding capacities of

the conglomerates were increased to the maximum though the

oil could not escape. If the flexures were too small, i. c. if the

strata were folded not at all or too little, no cracks were formed

in the oil-rock, and the latter when opened by boring would

yield less oil. If, on the other hand, the flexures were too large,

the greater part of the oil had run out before the deposit was

opened by man.

That gas occurs chiefly in the anticlinals and more seldom in

the synclinals is explained by H. H. Chance1 by the collection

of water in the latter, they being the deeper portions of the

'The Anticlinal Theory of Natural Gas. Trans. Am. Inst, of Mining Engineers,

1886.
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porous strata, and the consequent displacement of the gas ; but

where water is absent the synclinals may also carry gas. Mr.

Chance will no doubt permit the application of his view to the

distribution of oil inside of a folded complex of strata.

Let us briefly sum up these discussions. By itself the dip of

a stratum whether anticlinal or synclinal cannot be declared to

be oil-bearing, there being necessary also a porous rock that

absorbs and yields the oil. Where such rock is bent to a cer

tain degree it will be richest in oil. Generally speaking the

anticlinals of porous rocks are richer in oil than the synclinals.

The explanations given above refer to the conditions in

Pennsylvania and adjoining districts. That elsewhere the

structure of the strata may also be of essential importance, is

shown by the investigations of the occurrence of petroleum in

the Carpathian mountains by C. M. Paul and E. Tietze.1 They

arrive at the final conclusion that " one thing seems to be cer

tain in the latter respect (in regard to special kinds of compli

cation in the position of strata or disturbance) that the pros

pects of striking oil by boring are better on the elevation of

strata-saddles than in the depth of strata-basins, the conditions

prevailing, among others, at Boryslaw, Bobrka, Mrasznica,

Orow and Ropianka, being at least favorable to this view."

The conclusions of these investigators are confirmed by a

fact in the Galician territory. At Pokar near Skole, Galicia. the

oil occurs in the menilite slate, which dips 400 to 500 S W and

in separate strata is rich in fish remains, and in higher strata in

imbedded hornstone or chert. The productive shafts are

throughout put down to the above-mentioned slate, but only

those gave satisfactory results and have been productive for

several years which are located in a secondary anticlinal which

runs towards S W, hence crossways to the principal bearing of

the strata—and in this direction also dips down. The principal

saddle of melinite slate is destroyed, this occurring frequently in

the Carpathian mountains.

Special attention may here be called to such small lateral

1 Jahrb. Geol. Reichs-Anst., 1879, 302.
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saddles, which are placed more or less crossways to the princi

pal bearing of the strata and which are plainly perceptible only

in detailed maps.

The facts previously mentioned confirm an actual concentra

tion of oil along the anticlinal ridges ; related to this, but not

identical with it, is the phenomenon recurring in many regions

that the natural oil-springs issue forth along the anticlinals,

which, however, does not prove an actual concentration of oil

in the latter, because the outflow of oil may be due to the fact

that the anticlinal fissures extend to the surface, while the syn

clinal may be closed on top, thus preventing the oil from reach

ing the surface.

A few cases of this kind may here be mentioned.

In Ohio and West Virginia the oil issues from fissures cor

responding to the anticlinal axes. The occurrence of oil in

Kentucky and Tennessee corresponds to the anticlinal parallel

to the Alleghanies, which divides the carboniferous formation

into two coal fields.

As regards the North German occurrence of oil, Bunsen,1 as

far back as 1 839, has shown that the most important localities

of oil and maltha lie in a nearly straight line, which running

from southeast to northwest connects the localities, Wietze,

Haenigsen and Oedesse.

The Carpathian mountains in the Bukowina, which form the

continuation of those in Galicia, have been investigated by

Bruno Walter. He showed that all natural oil springs in that

country belong to the lower chalk strata, especially to the

Ropianka strata, and lie in three lines parallel to the Carpathian

mountains, which correspond to anticlinals.

The favorable influence of the anticlinals as regard the Rou

manian oil regions has been shown by Paul and Olezevvski.

The favorable influence of the saddles of the folds upon the

oil-bearing strata of Apscheron (neighborhood of Baku) is also

well known, and we will here quote H. AbichV remarks re-

'3. Jahresber. Verein f. Naturkunde in Cassel. S. 12. 2Jahrb. geol. Reichs-

Anst., 1879.
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garding this region : " Wherever at Apscheron naphtha in a

fluid or inspissated form spontaneously issues forth immedi

ately from the old tertiary formation, and the presence of larger

accumulations of bitumen at a greater depth is, according to

experience, probable, the stratification is in the form of an

elliptical, mostly flat arch, which is either closed or anticlinally

opened in the direction of its longitudinal axis."

On the northern declivity of the Caucasus the anticlinals also

exert an extremely favorable influence. From a Russian of

ficial document' we quote as follows : " With the distance from

the mouth of the Kuban the effects of the upheaving forces be

come more and more apparent. Oil springs appear on the

elevated points in the anticlinal dips, as well as mud volcanoes,

bitter springs and sulphur springs. This relation between oil

springs and mud volcanoes is so constant that the latter may be

used in searching for the former. The springs on the elevated

lines yield a far more fluid product than those of the mono-

clinal dips. The general distribution of the springs in this re

gion is closely connected with the direction of the upheaval of

the sedimentary strata."

In regard to the trans-Caspian oil region Dr. Hj. Sjogren" has

recently shown that both of the larger oil localities—Neftjanaja

gora and Buja-Dagh (with up to 1300 F. hot brine springs)—

visited by him, lie upon the ridges of two anticlinals, the struc

ture of one of which is symmetrical and of the other unsym-

metrical.

According to Zincken, petroleum occurs about 29 miles

SS W of Chokand, Russian Turkestan, on the anticlinal axis of

upheaved chalk strata. At Khatan, Bellouchistan, oil occurs,

according to R. Townsend' on the summit of an anticlinal, as

can be readily recognized from the profile of this region given

by him.

H. B. Medlicotr repeatedly refers to the fact that not only in

1 Apercu des Mines du Ministere du Domains de l'etat, 1879. 'Jahrb. geol.

Reichs-Anst, 18S7, S. 47. ' Report on the Petr. Expl. at KhtUn; Rec GeoL Surv.

of India, 1SS6, 19, 204. 1 Note on the occurrence of Petroleum in India: Rec. Geol.

SurT. of India, 1SS6.
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Khatan, but also in the Punjab, Assam, Arakan and Burmah,

the occurrence of petroleum coincides with disturbances in the

structure of strata, without, however, indicating them more

closely for the different regions. C. Zincken,1 on the other

hand, expressly characterizes this disturbance, at least for the

Punjab, as an anticlinal, this connection being also shown by

B. S. Lyman- for many oil-wells of Japan.

We have seen that along the strata-saddles there is either a

considerable concentration of oil that is especially productive

when mined, or that many natural oil springs correspond with

these saddles, which is of great interest to the prospector.

Without denying that in some instances the basins may carry

oil, in most cases the anticlinals will offer the most promising

field to the prospector.

3. Oil-Lines corresponding to a Displacement.

That petroleum occurs also in fissures as a secondary deposit

has previously been mentioned. The course of many fissures

runs to a considerable extent in a definite direction, in which

case the oil-finds will also extend in the same way. Instead of

a fissure along which displacements of the two portions of rock

divided by it have taken place, there may also be an entire

tract of fissures which, with a narrow width, frequently runs a

considerable distance. Since moreover, such fissures or tracts

of fissures stand very steep to vertical, there can for technical

reasons be only a very narrow width for striking oil. The bor

ings or shafts must, therefore, arrange themselves in the bearing

of the fissure, and thus mark an oil-line.

Strongly arched anticlinals will also give rise to the formation

ol tracts of fissures, in which case the oil-line has to be referred

to the one or the other.

An illustration of what has been said above is obtained if, in

^'8- 5> P- 94. EE represents with any position of the strata, a

fissure or tract of fissures.

'Oeol. Horiz. Foss. Kohlen, etc., S. 114. 'Oeol. Survey of the Oil Lands of

Japan, Tokio, 1877 and 1878.
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An example of the linear arrangement along displacements,

which has been discussed above, is given by the occurrence of

various bitumens, especially of asphalt, along the Jordan fissure,

which for many miles stretches from .V to 5.

Brine with Petroleum.

Much stress has been laid by some upon the fact that brine

and petroleum frequently occur together. From such occur

rences it has, on the one hand, been attempted to draw con

clusions as to the genesis of petroleum, and, on the other, brine

springs have been considered guides in searching for oil.

While it is true that brine springs frequently issue from fissures

along which oil may also circulate, it has to be taken into con

sideration that these two fluids do not always occur together,

and that the brine would prevent the egress of the oil into the

fissure of the spring. Hence, brine springs are, as a rule, of no

importance for the prospector, except that, under certain local

conditions, they may draw attention to a zone of disturbance in

which petroleum may also ascend.

It may further be pointed out that an influx of brine is fre

quently met with in coal-fields, for instance, in England and

Scotland, without any theoretical conclusions or rules for pros

pecting being drawn therefrom.

In Pennsylvania also brine is generally met with only in the

carboniferous strata, especially in the sub-carboniferous over

lying the oil-bearing Chemung strata, though sometimes also in

the conglomerates of the Devonian strata. Hence, since the

original sources of brine and oil are frequently completely

separated one from another, it is plain that these two fluids

cannot be brought into close genetic relation.

An analysis of such brines, if they are not connected with a

rock-salt bearing group of strata, might be of scientific interest.

It would show in many cases that though there is a preponder

ance of sodium chloride, the sulphates, which are present in

considerable quantities in brines derived from rock-salt bearing

strata, are frequently entirely absent. Hence such brines can

not be referred to the occurrence of rock salt.
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Since petroleum is found in many localities without water, or

with water of ordinary composition, it is plain that the specula

tions which would connect the occurrance of oil with deposits

of rock salt, must be supported by further proof. Moreover

there are brine springs, like those in the vicinity of the Palati

nate melaphyre region (Nauheim, etc.,) which are not con

nected with deposits of salt.

Natural Gases and Petroleum.—Flowing Oil Wells.

Petroleum is always accompanied by natural gases, and

where the latter appear in larger quantities oil also is frequently

found, so that in many localities the striking of gas is consid

ered a good indication of finding oil in the near future. In

such case the gases result from the same process as the petro

leum, they being the lowest members of the series of hydrocar

bons which constitute crude oil. Since the gases penetrate the

pores of the partition-rock with greater ease than the oil, they

are found in the level strata of the oil deposit as forerunners of

the latter, and are also more widely distributed than the oil.

Hence in sinking a shaft or in drilling, the use of a safety-lamp

is recommended, and may, in many cases, be absolutely neces

sary.

The natural gases are absorbed or dissolved by the oil, and

to a greater degree the greater the pressure is. When a deposit

of oil rich in gas is opened the pressure prevailing in it suddenly

falls, and the gases in endeavoring to escape force the oil up

wards in the bore-hole in accordance with the over-pressure of

the gas, so that it rises even to the surface where it overflows or

ascends into the air as a flowing well or oil fountain.

Descriptions of such flowing wells have previously been

given. They have been drilled in every larger oil region, and

generally increased the eagerness for prospecting in the vicinity,

though sometimes they have proved fatal to the lucky finder, as

exemplified in the case of theDroobja well mentioned on p. 25.

If the pressure under which the oil issues forth were depend

ent on water, oil wells would have to be supposed to act in a
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similar manner to artesian wells, and that after an oil region is

exhausted water would finally break through. Both of these

propositions, however, are contradicted by facts.

Since hydrostatic over-pressure does not constitute, as, for in

stance, in the case of artesian wells, the impelling force of such

wells, but the over pressure of gas, and the latter is emptied to

gether with the oil, in consequence of which the gas-pressure in

the deposit itself decreases, the life of such flowing wells is

very short, it lasting perhaps a few hours or a few days. The

oil then flows quietly from the mouth of the bore-hole, but

later on does not reach up to the latter and has to be pumped.

Sometimes the overflows of oil are intermittent, they taking

place in pauses of several minutes or hours. When the deposit

is opened by the drill, a jet of oil shoots up into the air, which,

however, becomes constantly less in height until the oil reaches

up only to the mouth of the bore-hole. The weight of the col

umn of oil in the bore-hole is now equal to or smaller than the

momentary gas-pressure at the lower end ; if the latter be the

case the column of oil gradually sinks in the bore-hole until the

equilibrium is restored. During the eruption of oil, the oil de

posit had been emptied, especially inclose vicinity to the bore

hole. The hollow-spaces which have thus been emptied are

gradually filled by portions of oil standing under still greater

pressure and exerting a lateral force, whereby the pressure is

again increased, and finally becomes greater than the weight of

the column of oil in the bore-hole, so that the persistent ca

pacity of the latter and its friction on the sides of the bore-hole

are finally overcome, and a fresh eruption takes place. Thus

the intermission between two overflows will mainly depend on

the pressure under which the oil stands in the deposit, on the

resistance which the oil meets with in its movement inside the

deposit (size and number of the small hollow-spaces) on the

depth and tubing of the bore-hole, and on the density of the

oil.

Eruptions ofgas without oil or accompanied by only a small

quantity of it may also take place. The eternal fires at Baku
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have been known for a long time. In Pennsylvania natural gas is

extensively used for heating and illuminating purposes, especi

ally in the large manufacturing establishments and in the house

holds of Pittsburgh. Such an occurrence is always closely con

nected with that of petroleum, a porous rock being required as

a reservoir, and the anticlinals and synclinals, especially the

former, also exert a favorable influence. The productiveness

increases with the size of the reservoir and the pressure pre

vailing therein, the geology of petroleum being, in this case,

also that of natural gas. In Pennsylvania, as well as in all other

regions, the gas-bearing strata are the same as the oil-bearing

(conglomerate and coarse-grained sandstone).

Of interest as regards general geology is the Sheffield well,

which lies in an anticlinal axis 2^ miles east of Sheffield, and,

since 1875, supplies that city with light and heat. In drilling a

crevice with brine was crossed at a depth of 418 feet, but the

flow was not stopped. The "gas-sand" (conglomerate) 45

feet thick was reached at a depth of 1350 feet. The flow of

gas which was quite considerable at first decreased rapidly and

finally stopped entirely—the bore-hole was frozen up.

This phenomenon is explained by the well-known fact that

by the increase in the volume of a certain quantity of gas the

temperature is lowered in consequence of the very high pres

sure being diminished. In the conglomerate the gases stood

under very high pressure which suddenly was considerably di

minished, so that in consequence of the rapid lowering of the

temperature of the surroundings—the brine—connected there

with, heat was withdrawn to such an extent that the brine

froze.

The gas sometimes occurs in its deposit together with water.

The gas is absorbed by the water and, as is the case with pe

troleum, flowing wells, which later on become intermittent, may

be formed. The absorbing capacity is much assisted by salt in

solution. Hence if 20 cubic feet of salt water absorb 1 cubic

foot of marsh gas at atmospheric pressure, the same quantity of

salt water would, according to Henry's law, absorb at 150
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pounds or I o atmospheres 10 cubic feet, or 50 per cent. ; and at

450 pounds or 30 atmospheres 30 cubic feet or 1 50 per cent. If

the bore bole is 500 meters (546.81 yards) deep a pressure of

about 50 atmospheres would correspond to such a column of

water, and, in case brine is present, the absorbing capacity

would be 50 cubic meters, i. e., 1 cubic meter brine contains

2.5 cubic meters gas. That such or a similar condition will

soon prevail in the bore-hole may be reasonably supposed, and

hence considerable subterranean reservoirs and a large flow of

brine would be required for the escape of sufficient gas at the

mouth of the bore-hole to supply a smaller manufacturing town

for several years with light and heat. If, however, instead of

brine, water is present which absorbs marsh gas to a far less de

gree, the yield of gas will be considerably less.

The conditions will be more favorable when the deposit—the

reservoir—is filled by gas alone. The gas is as a rule confined

in the reservoir under greater pressure, which, among others, is

dependent also on the possibility' of escape, even if in small

quantity. Although no direct measurements of the tension of

gas recently unlocked have been made, other observations lead

to the conclusion that it must be very great. Thus it has been

repeatedly reported that in striking a gas deposit the heavy

tools have been hurled even from very deep bore-holes, and a

conclusion as to the magnitude of the gas-tension may also be

drawn from the considerable height attained by oil and water

fountains.

The pressure under which the gas escapes from bore-holes

already in use has been directly and accurately measured in

but few cases. The most carefully observed pressures and pro

ductions have been made in Ohio." In the Findlay field the

actual product of wells varies from 80,000 cubic feet, at the

Adams well, to 12,080,000 cubic feet, at the Karg well. The

closed pressure at the wells of this district is about 375 pounds

to the square inch. In the first wells it registered 450 pounds.

1 Jos. U. Weeks. Natural Gas. Abstract from " Mineral Resources of the United

Mate*, Calendar Year 1885."
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In none does the limit now exceed 400. It has been found

that all wells of a district, great and small, attain finally the same

pressure, some reaching the maximum or average pressure

sooner than others. The Karg well in the Findlay district

reaches it in \ minutes ; the smaller ones may require hours.

The actually observed productions of four wells in this district,

as given by Professor Orton, are as follows :

No accurate statements of production and pressure of Penn

sylvania gas wells have been obtained. The estimated produc

tion of some of the " gassers" of the Murraysville district is 30,-

000,000 cubic feet a day. The partially open pressure in this

district is from 1 50 to 200 pounds. In the Wilcox district the

closed pressure reaches 575 pounds and there remains station

ary. In some parts of Butler county it is 250 pounds.

In Allegany county, New York, the closed pressure is 450

pounds. In Illinois a pressure of 400 to 450 pounds was re

ported at the Litchfield well when first drilled, but this has

been reduced to 125 pounds. At Urbana the pressure at one

well is but 10 pounds; at a second, 25 pounds.

When the pressure exceeds a certain limit, the gases will be

liquefied. Hence the question has been frequently raised

whether the natural gases are not accumulated in this state in

their deposits. If such were the case it would be possible for

a single comparatively small subterranean reservoir to yield for

many years immense quantities of gas. That with the answer

to this question the hopes regarding the duration of this mod

ern fuel are closely connected requires no further explanation.

To solve this question, which is also of great scientific inter

est, it will be necessary to subject the various natural gases

directly to compressing experiments. Although marsh gas

(CH.) constitutes the principal portion (60 to 80 per cent.,) of

Karg well .

Cory well . .

Briggs well

Jones well.

Cubic feet.

12,080,000

3,318,000

2,565,000

1,159,200
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natural gases, the experiments made with it by Faraday, Dewar,

Cailletet and K. Olszewski furnish only a basis for conjectures

that in mixtures of gases the proportions may be considerably

changed. Thus, for instance, natural gas contains ethane

(CM*) and propane (C.Ht), the former up to 28.9 percent,

and the latter up to 2.0 per cent. Ethane is liquefied at 350

C. (95° F.) under a pressure of 42.5 atmospheres. In a Penn

sylvania deposit of gas at a depth of 500 meters (546.81

yards) the temperature cannot be above 250 C. (770 F.),

the waters discovered at such depths showing, as a rule, a

somewhat lower temperature. Hence considerable less pres

sure would suffice for the liquefaction of the ethane. Since a

pressure of 50 atmospheres corresponds to a column of water

•500 meters high, and one of 40 atmospheres to a column of

petroleum of the same height, it may be accepted as a fact that

ethane and propane also exist as liquids, the latter being lique

fied at atmospheric pressure at a temperature of —250 C. to —

300 C. (— 1 30 to —22° F.,) and at a normal temperature at

quite moderate pressure. There are, however, no results of ex

periments to what degree these liquid hydrocarbons and any

accompanying petroleum are capable of dissolving the methane

(CH,), especially with regard to the high pressure.

To liquify methane at about 250 C. (770 F.) in the gas-

deposit, an enormous pressure would be required, because K.

Olszewski's most recent researches show that at 54.9 atmos

pheres and a temperature of—81. 8° C. this gas reaches the criti

cal point and liquefies at 49.0 atmospheres and a temperature of

—85.40 C. From these low temperatures it may be supposed

that at a temperature of 250 C. (770 F.) at least several hun

dred atmospheres would be required for the liquefaction of

methane, in case it were present by itself.

Independent of water, which may contain salt, and of pe

troleum, natural gas may occasionally be accompanied by other

interesting substances. Thus S. A. Ford observed in the out

let-pipe of a gas well in Pennsylvania a soft gray-white sub

stance consisting of calcium chloride, which almost obstructed
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the pipe. Another gas-well threw out, immediately after being

opened, crystals of ammonium carbonate.

In loose and plastic ground the outbreaks of gas cause erup

tions by which mounds resembling volcanoes are formed, from

the craters of which the gases at first issue with great vehe

mence. A spark caused by two rock fragments knocking against

one another during the eruption may ignite the gas and the

column of fire thus originated increases the external resem

blance to an actual volcano. Such mud volcanoes or salscs are

frequently found in the vicinity of and in oil territories, several

of them occurring in Trinidad, also in the Caucasus, especially

on its western and eastern ends.

A more detailed description of these mud volcanoes or salses

would be out of place here, they being not related to actual

volcanoes.

Some Peculiarities in the Occurrence of Petroleum.

The fact that the oil of a deposit is denser and of less value

near the outcrop has been previously mentioned and explained.

Hence, we have here to deal, as in the case of many ore de

posits, with a region of oxidation in the vicinity of the outcrop.

This also agrees with the observation that heavy oils contain, as a

rule, no gases, and light oils many of them. Thus, for instance,

large quantities of gas escape from the light oils of Schwabweiler

and but little from the maltha (mineral tar) of Pechelbronn (Al

sace), which belongs to the same geological horizon.

It has further been pointed out that several deposits—in

Pennsylvania frequently three—may be below one another, and

that the lowest deposit generally carries the best and lightest

oil. With a nearly horizontal position of the strata, as in

America, several such deposits may be opened by one boring.

If, however, the separating intermediate layers are of great

thickness, or the strata arc very much tilted up, opening the de

posits by means of one bore-hole will have to be given up.

This is, for instance, the case in the Austrian Carpathian

mountains, where several—three or four—levels of petroleum
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are known, which belong to different formations, viz. : i. Chalk

(Ropianka strata). 2. Eocene (upper hieroglyphic strata). 3.

Oligocene (melinite slate) and 4. Neogene (saliferous clay.)

The oil sandstones and conglomerates generally are, on their

fresh fracture, of a brown color—in the most different shades ac

cording to the quantity and quality of the oil contained in them

—and darker than the same kinds of rocks free from oil. On

exposure for some time to the air they acquire a lighter color in

consequence of the volatilization of the oil, though occasionally

small dark dots and stains of resinified oil may be recognized.

As regards the dependence of the productiveness of a deposit

on meteorological factors, especially pressure of air and quan

tity of rain, we have no results of direct observations. In the

Caucasus and at Apscheron the summer season, it is claimed,

has been found more productive than the winter season. In

Galicia the productiveness of the wells is said to be less in dry

seasons. In ©elheim, on the other hand, the assertion is made

that the production of the wells decreases with an increase of

surface water, and as regards the occurrence of maltha near

Wietze (Hanover) the most productive months are, according

to Eck,1 August, September and October. However, all these

experiences require more careful, controlling observations, em

bracing a longer period of time, before they can be introduced

into science and conclusions drawn from them.

The temperature of the crude oil from a newly opened de

posit is throughout such as may be expected with due regard

to the depth of the deposit and the geothermal grade.

Distribution of Bitumen in the various Strata of the Geological

Formations.

The summary given below is not claimed to be complete,

and, hence, no far-reaching conclusions should be drawn from

it in regard to strata perhaps poor in petroleum.

In many regions the determinations of the age of bitumen-

'Zeitschr. f. Berg-, Hiltten- u. Sal.-Wesen im preuss. Staate, 14, 349.
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bearing strata are either entirely wanting or doubtful. In the

summary are many gaps, which it would be desirable to have

filled up as soon as possible ; but even in its present form it

shows that petroleum and other bitumens closely allied to it are

not confined to certain formations. Even the richest occurrences

which have up to this time been worked on a large scale, do

not belong to the same formations. Thus, for instance, in the

miocene strata are found the rich oil-strata of Apscheron

(Baku), Taman, Roumania and partly of Galicia (Boryslaw),

while the eocene carries oil in Galicia, Hungary, Roumania

(partly), Italy, Koordistan, in Hit (Bagdad), which was cele

brated 500 years B. C, in Belloochistan, and especially in the

East Indies. On the other hand, the richest oil horizon in

Galicia and Bukowina belongs to the chalk formation. The

oil occurrences in Brunswick and Hanover belong to the vari

ous formations of the mesozoic group. The principal oil de

posits of Eastern North America, especially of Pennsylvania,

belong to the paleozoic group, the Devonian system.

I. Cenozoic.

1. Alluvium.

Exudations and effusions of petroleum are found in alluvial

strata, but such occurrences are in secondary deposits. How

ever, the exudations of oil in the coral reef of Djebel Zeit in

the Red Sea belong to a primary deposit.

2. Diluvium.

Germany: Hanover: Petroleum at VVietze, Steinforde, Ween-

zen, Verden ; maltha at Haenigsen, on the Fissenberg ; petro

leum at Linden.—Petroleum between Heide, Mehldorf and

Hemming (Sleswick-Holstein).—Austria-Hungary : Petroleum

at Raczsindol (Slavonia).—Canada: Enneskillen. In diluvium

also the oil occurs almost exclusively in secondary deposit.

8
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3. Tertiary.

France : Unimportant occurrence of petroleum and asphalt

in sand and clay at Dak in the Landes (Pyrenees).—At Dallet

not far from Clermont Ferrand (in crevices), maltha and as

phalt ; also a few miles east of Clermont (Department Auvergne)

in basalt trap. Maltha in basalt trap near Pont du Chateau

(Dept. Est).—Asphaltic limestone at Barja Bagnols Arr.

Alais (Dept. Gard).—Italy : Petroleum in the Emilia (from

St. Colombaro to Faenza).—Several of the occurrences of pe

troleum and gas in Japan may belong to the tertiary per

iod.—Dutch India : All occurrences of petroleum belong to the

tertiary formation.—New Zealand : At Waipawa (Auckland)

petroleum in crevices of brecciated trachyte.—California : In

many places petroleum and asphalt, the most important locality

being the coast range from Santa Clara to San Diego.

a. Pliocene.

Roumania : According to Pilide and also to Olszewski all oc

currences of oil in Wallachia belong to the pliocene formation ;

the most important localities being: Colibasi, Plojesti, Buzeu,

Baicoiu, Tintea, Campina, Telega, Droganese, Pekuretzi;

chiefly in sandstone.—Turkey : Asphalt in masses up to 10 feet

thick at Selenitza (Albany), in sandstone accompanied by mal

tha and soft asphalt.—European Russia : Petroleum and min

eral wax on the island Tscheleken (Caspian Sea) in sandy-

clayey strata (according to Sjogren perhaps miocene).

b. Miocene.

Switzerland: Asphalt of the Canton Waadt in strata of sand

stone and lime.—Italy: Petroleum on the north declivity of the

Apennines between Padua and Bologna (partly pliocene) in

clay and sandy marl. Asphaltic limestone from Ragusa at

Niszemi, Sicily (Province Syracuse).—Germany: Petroleum,

asphalt and maltha in Alsace (Hirzbach, Hirsingcn, St. Croix,

Echery, St. Bilt, Roderen, Mutzig, Mohlsheim, Biblisheim,

Pechelbronn, Schwabweiler, Lobsann, etc.), chiefly in sand and
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sandstone.—Asphalt and maltha at Ehingen (Wiirtemberg).—

Austria-Hungary : Galicia : Mineral wax and petroleum at

Boryslaw, Dzwiniacz and Starunia. Asphalt in small quantity

is found on the west and south foot of Monte Promina (Dal-

matia).—Hungary: Petroleum at Recz, Kowac, Garbonac,

Dragomer, Soosmezo.—Routnania: Petroleum at Moinesti,

Campeni, Taslau, Comonesti, Majonesti, Ohna, Solanti, Pocura;

mineral wax at Slanik, Zietrisikit on the mountain Zietrisika

(Moldavia).—European Russia: Petroleum, earthy asphaltum,

kirr and earth gases in large quantities in the peninsula Ap-

scheron (at Baku) and upon the Holy Island (Caspian Sea) ;

at Umachan-Jurt (north foot of the Katsch-Kalykowsky

chain) ; Peninsula Taman (Asow Sea).—Transcaspia: In larger

quantity at Neftjanaga-gora and Buja-Dagh in sand strata.—

East Indies: Petroleum at Padouk-Beny (District Thayetmyo)

in sandstone and schists.— Venezuela: Petroleum at Maracaibo

and Punto D'Acaja in shale, limestone and sandstone.—

Trinidad: Petroleum and asphalt in shale, limestone and sand

stone, besides the well-known pitch lake in which the bitumens

collect.

c. Eogene.

Italy: Asphalt at Rocca d' Arce, Roccasecca, etc. (Pro

vince Caserta) in limestone and sandstone.—Petroleum at

Roccamorice and Albataggio (Province Abbruzzo ulterio) in

limestone.—Germany: Petroleum at Tegernsee (Bavaria), de

rived, according to v. Gumbel, from the nummulitic strata.

Asphalt in nummulitic strata at Sonthofen, on the Kressenberg,

at Reichenhall, Frechenwand on the Eibsee, at Grunten.

Upper-Eocene (O/igocene.)

Italy: Petroleum at Vergato, Pietra Mala (Province Pia-

cenza).—Austria-Hungary : Galicia (mostly shales) ; Petroleum

at Schodnica, Koziowa, Pohar, B6brka.—Hungary: Petroleum

at Smilno, Szinna, Maramaros, Jod, Dragomer.—Routnania:

According to Cobalcescu, the oil-bearing strata of Moldavia be

long to this formation.
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3. Lower-Eocene.

Austria-Hungary: Galicia: Petroleum in sandstone at Schod-

nica, B6brka, Sloboda rungurska.—Hungary: Earth oil in

sandstone at Konyha, Saczal, Maramaros, Zibo, Udvarhely,

So6zmez6.—Roumania: Petroleum at Moinesti (Moldavia),

according to Olszewski.'—Koordistan: Petroleum in several lo

calities.—Turkey in Asia: Petroleum at Hit (Bagdad).—East

Indies: Mineral pitch at Sulgi (District Ihilam) in sand;

Petroleum at Panoba (District Kohat) in crevices of num-

mulitic limestone ; asphalt and petroleum, sometimes in con

siderable quantities in the nummulitic limestone of the district

Rawalpindi, viz., at Dulla, Boari, Churhut, Gunda, Lundigar

and Ruta Otur; Petroleum and natural gas at Yenan Douny

(District Prome) and Toungboje.—Petroleum in Khatan

(Belloochistan).—Petroleum in larger quantities in Arakan,

Assam and Upper Burmah (for instance, Rangoon). Accord

ing to H. B. Medlicott," these three territories may be middle-

tertiary.

II. Mesozoic Group.

4. Chalk.

Spain : Asphaltic sandstone in the Province Santander, Dis

trict Escudo.—Asphalt in the province Soria, at St. Leonardo

and Casarejos.—Asphalt in the province Saragossa at Torrela-

paja.—Italy : Petroleum in the Neapolitan district (Tocco,

Manopello, Guardagreli, Chieti, Rionero di Molise, Tirriolo,

Squillace, Gerace, Zacarise). Austria-Hungary : Galicia:

Petroleum in sandstone at Ropianka, Mrasznica.—Bukozvina :

Petroleum at Kimpolung, Dichtenitz, Putna, Krasna and other

localities.—Hungary: Arva, Liptau, Komarnik, Mikowa, Luch,

Przolina, Sooamezo.—European Russia : Petroleum at Telaw

and Douchette (southern slope of the Caucasus).—Russian

Turkestan : Petroleum in the district of Namangan, further at

Chokand.

1 According to Paul, miocene. '' Record, geol. Survey of India, 1886, 19, 202
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a. Senonian.

Germany: Petroleum at Darfeld (District Munster) ; clay

containing maltha at Badenstedt (Hanover).—Petroleum in the

chalk between Heide, Mehldorf and Hemming (Sleswick-Hol-

stein.)

b. Cenomanian.

Syria : Petroleum and asphaltum in sandy marl under ceno

manian limestone on the eastern slope of Djebel el Dahr.—

Palestine: Petroleum and asphalt in limestone on the shore of

the Dead Sea ; asphaltic limestone in Antilebanon, at the

sources of the Jordan, and at Hasbeya.

c. Gault.

Switzerland : Asphalt in Val de Travers and other localities

in the Canton Neufchatcl (in secondary deposit).

d. Neocomian {including Wealden).

Portugal : Oil sandstone asphaltic sandstone in the Province

Estremadura.—France : Asphaltic sand- and limestone at Pyri-

mont, Volant and Challonge near Seyssel on the Rhone, De

partment d' Ain (content of bitumen 8 to 9 per cent.)—Aus

tria-Hungary : Silesia: Asphalt and petroleum in very small

quantities in small cavities of the limestone in the vicinity of

Skotschau, Grodischt and Bielitz.—Galicia : In the Ropianka

strata at Ropianka, Mrasznica. All occurrences of oil in Buko-

wina.—Germany : Petroleum in small quantity at Hordorf

(Brunswick) in black clay.—Hanover: Petroleum at Klein-

Oedesse in limestone and sandstone with coal and bituminous

shale ; petroleum at Hoheneggelsen, Linden, Oelheim ; petro

leum and maltha between Oelheim and Badenstedt in clay, at

Ahlfeld and Delligsen.—The occurrences of oil in the Argen

tine Republic (Selta, Jujuy) and in Bolivia belong partially to

this formation.
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5. Jura.

a. Upper-Jura.

Portugal : Asphalt at Torres Vadeas, Serra de Cabeco in

schistose limestones.—France : Asphaltic limestone at Orbag-

noux, Diablerets, Chavaroche, Pyrimont (Department l'Ain).

—Germany : Asphaltic limestone near Vorwohle in the Wint-

jenberg and in the Waltersberg near Eschershausen (Bruns

wick). Petroleum at Haenigsen (Hanover) in marl. Petro

leum at Linden. Maltha and asphalt at Limmer in limestone,

marl and marly limestone.

b. Middle Jura.

Germany : Petroleum at Reitling (Brunswick) in gray sandy

clay.—Petroleum at Wietze, Steinfoerde, Weenzen, Verden, in

dark grenish clay; at Linden (Hanover).

c. Lower Jura.

Germany : Petroleum at Klein-Schoppenstedt and Schon-

ingen (Brunswick), in dark clay.—Petroleum at Weitze, Stein-

forde, Weenzen, Verden (Hanover), in dark greenish clay.—

Austria-Hungary : Black petroleum occurs sporadically in the

Grestner strata of Lower Austria.

6. Rhaetic.

Germany : Petroleum and asphalt at Sehnde (Hanover), in

clay.—Austria-Hungary : Asphalt in schistose beds of the

chief dolomite at Seefeld (Tyrol).—Argentine Republic : Petro

leum in bituminous schist at Mendoza (Province Selta), ac

cording to Dr. Stelzner.

7. Trias {Upper).

Austria-Hungary : Insignificant exudations of asphalt and

maltha in the vicinity of the Raibler strata at Bleeberg and

Raibl (Carinthia).
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III. Paleozoic Group.

8. Byas.

European Russia : Petroleum at Sukkowo (Zechstein, Gov

ernment Kasan), at Michailowka, Kamischli, Schugorowa,

Sarabilkowa, Jakuschkino, Nowo-Semekino (Government

Samara).

9. Carboniferous.

France: Petroleum at Gabian (Department Herault).—Ger

many ; Petroleum in very small quantities in the coal measure

of Wettin on the Saale (Province Saxony). —England : Petro

leum in the coal measure of Derbyshire, in sandstone at Shrop

shire, at Dawley and Dingle, at Coalbrookdale near New

castle.—European Russia : Asphaltic limestone in the penin

sula of Samara and at Ssyrau, both on the Volga.—Pennsyl

vania ; Gas wells at Pittsburgh.—Ohio (East)/ Gas at East

Liverpool, Nefif, Wellsburg. Oil at Macksburg—Kansas:

Considerable gas wells in the eastern part of the State, for in

stance at Iola, Fort Scott, Kansas City, Rosdale.

IO. Devonian.

European Russia : Petroleum in larger quantity on the Uchta

(Government Archangel).

a. Upper Devonian.

Pennsylvania and New York : The most productive oil and

gas wells of North America (Counties: Allegheny, McKean,

Warren, Venango, Clarion, Lawrence, Beaver, Armstrong, But

ler).—Ohio and West Virginia: (Counties: Noble, Washing

ton) Petroleum.

b. Middle Devonian.

Larger quantities of natural gas in Western Pennsylvania and

Ohio. Earth oil in Tennessee and Kentucky.—Indiana ; Oc

currences of oil of slight importance.
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c. Lower Devonian.

Canada : Petroleum at Enniskillen in considerable quantities,

and at Gaspe in small quantities.—Indiana : Occurrences of

oil of slight importance.

1 1 . Silurian.

European Russia : Asphalt at Baltischport (Esthland).

a. Upper Silurian.

Austria-Hungary : Petroleum, maltha, and asphalt in trifling

quantities in small cavities of the lime-stone of Central Bohemia

(for instance, at Slimenetz, Kuchelbad).—Illinois : Unimport"

ant occurrences near Chicago.—Ohio : Natural gas at Fremont.

b. Lower Silurian.

New York : Petroleum at Gulderland, near Albany ; Water-

town.—Ohio : Larger occurrences of oil and gas at Findlay,

Bowling Green, Lima, Corey ; gas wells in Hancock and Wood

counties.—Kentucky and Tennessee : Larger occurrences of oil

in the Cumberland territory.—Canada ; Petroleum on the is

land of Grand Manitouline ; at Packenham ; at Riviere a la

Rose.—Missouri: Petroleum and asphalt in the lead and zinc

region (Oronogo, Joplin, Ratis, Newton County).



CHAPTER VI.

ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM.

The opinions of scientists, geologists, and chemists regarding

the origin of petroleum, and the bitumens related to it, differ

very much, not taking into consideration the views of many lay

men. Of the latter only one, that of a Pennsylvania "oil-man,"

may be mentioned on account of its originality, according to

which the American petroleum is the urine of whales which has

found its way from the polar circle through subterranean passa

ges to Pennsylvania.

In discussing the interesting question regarding the origin of

petroleum, the subject naturally divides itself into several details,

the question thus resolving into several, viz. :

1. From what ; and

2. By which process has petroleum been formed ?

3. How did the petroleum deposits originate?

Formation of Petroleum {Original Material).

The opinions prevailing up to the present time, which em

brace nearly everything feasible, presume for the formation of

petroleum, either

A. Inorganic substances, or

B. Organic substances, and in the latter case :

a. Carburetted hydrogen gases.

b. Plants.

c. Animals.

d. Plants and animals.

A. Emanation Hypothesis ; Inorganic Origin.

The origin of petroleum from inorganic combinations has

chiefly been advocated by chemists, who have also described

(121)
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the processes they claim to have taken place therein. The

argument for a purely chemical origin of petroleum was first

brought to the serious attention of scientific men in 1866 by

the French chemist, Berthelot. He supposed that by the recip

rocal action of carbonic acid and alkali metals in the interior of

the earth acetylides are formed which, in the presence of hydro

gen, are converted into acetylene (CjH2), from which petro

leum and tar-like products are formed. Later on (1869) he

endeavored to strengthen his hypothesis by experiments.

H. Byasson (1871) supposes that aqueous vapor and sul

phuretted hydrogen, carbonic acid and iron at a white heat,

have reacted upon each other, and in this manner he has ob

tained in his laboratory a liquid combination, resembling pe

troleum. He provides the requisite conditions in nature by

assuming that sea water penetrates the terrestrial crust, carry

ing along substances containing carbonic acid, especially marine

lime, and at a great depth comes in contact with metallic iron at

a white heat, or also with pyrites.

M. Mendelejeff ( 1877), one of the most prominent chemists

of modern times, proceeds from the supposition that the fiery

liquid in the interior of the earth contains metals, especially

iron, combined with carbon. Through fissures water reaches

these metallic carbides whereby metallic oxides and hydrocar

bons are formed. This opinion was shared by the geologist

Abick, who studied only the Caucasus oil regions, which appar

ently furnish many vouchers for the correctness of this emana

tion hypothesis. Mendelejeff, it is said, has recently succeeded

in producing in this manner hydrocarbons resembling petro

leum.

Cloez, in 1877, succeeded in obtaining hydrocarbons re

sembling certain constituents of petroleum as the result of the

action of dilute sulphuric acid on the carbides of iron and man

ganese such as occur in spiegeleisen. In 1878 he produced

similar combinations by the reaction of boiling water upon a

carbide richer in manganese, and he regards his results as a

sufficient basis for an hypothesis by which to account for the

origin of petroleum.
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A. von Humboldt (1804) also advocated the emanation

theory, without however expressing an opinion of "how" pe

troleum is formed. He observed a petroleum well issuing

from metamorphic rocks in the bay of Cumana and re

marked : " If it may be supposed correct that further

eastward near Cariaco, the hot and submarine waters are

sufficiently abundant to change the temperature of the gulf at

its surface, we cannot doubt that petroleum is the product of

distillation at an immense depth, issuing from those primitive

rocks beneath which lie the forces of volcanic commotion."

Rozet (1835) also supposes that the asphalt in Pyrmont

emanates from a great depth from which it has reached its pres

ent deposit by sublimation. He connects this process with

basaltic eruptions at a distance (Java, Burgundy, in the

Vosges ) .

S. W. Prott (1846) connects the occurrence of petroleum at

Bastenes, a village in the south of France, with the ophite erup

tions of the Pyrenees. Parran (1854) also asserts "that

during the Tertiary period an asphaltic epoch took place to

which it is convenient to recall the numerous eruptions of

trachytes and basalts which characterize that period, and have

probably acted by distillation upon the masses of combustibles

hidden in the bosom of the earth." He deduces the occurrence

of asphalt between Mons and Auzon from the distillation of

deeper strata, the inferior cretaceous, or perhaps the carbon

iferous, formation, which contain combustible substances.

Thore, in 1872, published a paper on the occurrence of

petroleum in the water of St. Boes (Basses-Pyrenees) and ar

rived at a similar conclusion to Prott. He asserts that the

greater part of the deposits of petroleum is related to the erup

tive rocks (ophite), which may be considered the principal

cause of its formation, or, at least, of the appearance of mineral

oil.

The investigators above mentioned supposed that the oil-

forming process takes place at a great depth, partially in the

pyrosphere, that the hydrocarbons formed are forced upwards
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through deep-reaching fissures where they condense to fluids and

remain either as an accumulation in the fissures, or spread out

in the porous rocks they met with in ascending. We have thus

to deal here with emanation hypotheses. The occurrence of

petroleum together with cavities and hot springs might be re

ferred to as an apparent confirmation of these hypotheses.

However, this process would have to take place at the present

time also, if the requisite agents have not been exhausted.

Hence, according to the emanation hypotheses, it might be

expected that an oil territory cannot be exhausted, since it would

constantly receive a new influx from a great depth. These

sanguine expectations are unfortunately contradicted by exper

ience in many localities, especially in the hitherto most import

ant oil regions, namely those of Pennsylvania.

That, independent of the above-mentioned reason, the ema

nation and similar hypotheses are untenable, is proved by the

following statement :

The oil derived from a very great depth would have to show

a higher temperature than can be supposed from the increase

in the heat of the earth, which, however, is not the case. On

the contrary it might be said that the petroleum, having been

imbedded for a long time in the strata traversed by the supply-

fissures, has acquired their temperature. But, when this old

supply is exhausted, fresh quantities of oil would gush from the

deep in consequence of the pressure which forced the oil up

ward from an extraordinarily great depth, and these fresh quan

tities of oil would possess a much higher temperature, which,

however, does not agree with experience.

To quote the hot springs in proof of the correctness of these

hypotheses, as was repeatedly done in the discussion of the

conditions prevailing in the Caucasus, is inadmissible in con

sideration of the low temperature of the petroleum opened up,

which scarcely exceeds that of the soil by 2° or 30. These

facts rather prove that the scat of the petroleum formation must

be located at a slighter depth. Moreover, the thermal and oil

springs of that region are not genetically connected.
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According to these emanation hypotheses, petroleum might

be expected to occur wherever deep-reaching fissures are

shown to exist, the more so since there is no reason to suppose

that metallic carbides are evolved locally only in the interior of

the earth. However, this supposition is not correct, the Alps,

for instance, being traversed by extraordinarily deep-reaching

fissures without petroleum occurring in them.

One of the greatest known faults in Europe, outside the Alps,

is the Eifel fissure, which is, however, destitute of oil. C. M.

Paul and E. Tietze have also referred to the fact that though

the petroleum of the Carpathians may occur in fissures, the

most important faults are totally destitute of oil. They further

lay special stress upon the fact that " in the Caucasus also it is

not the region of the great downcast in the south of the moun

tains which appears to be exclusively distinguished by the oc

currence of petroleum, but that, independent of the larger and

better known occurrences on both ends of the chain (Baku,

Taman), petroleum is frequently found on the northern slope

of the same."

In Pennsylvania the petroleum does not occur in the Apal-

lachians, where the disturbances are greatest and consequently

reach most deeply into the interior of the earth, but west of

them, where the anticlinals are extraordinarily shallow.

Another objection to these emanation hypotheses is that pe

troleum very frequently occurs in sedimentary regions destitute

of any kind of volcanic action. It may only be mentioned that

eruptive rocks are entirely wanting in the oil regions of Penn

sylvania, New York, Canada, Galicia, etc. On the other hand

considerable quantities of petroleum or exhalations of carbu-

retted hydrogen gases are scarcely ever found in the neighbor

hood of volcanoes active at the present time. The occurrence

of petroleum in eruptive rocks has, on account of its rarity and

the small quantities found, been of scientific, but never of in

dustrial interest.

In the Carpathians, the most productive oil regions arc situ

ated on the north side—in Galicia—which is free from eruptive
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rocks, while on the south side, where extensive eruptions have

taken place, petroleum does not occur in the neighborhood of

the eruptive rocks, or at least only in very small quantities.

The erroneousness of the proposition that the origin of petro

leum is due to processes which have taken place at a great

depth by the reaction of inorganic substances, is also proved

by the fact, that up to the present time, petroleum has nowhere

been found in the Archean strata,1 which were formed at a

period when no living being inhabited the earth, although they

are also suitable for the reception of this fluid and are frequently

traversed by faults. However, this fact supports those hypothe

ses which deduce the petroleum from organisms.

It has been endeavored to strengthen the emanation hypo

thesis by the fact of the association of mud-volcanoes (salses)

with the occurrence of petroleum. These mud-volcanoes, how

ever, are in no way connected with genuine volcanoes, the mate

rial thrown out by them being taken only from the underlying,

mostly loose strata, as has been shown by thorough microsco

pical examinations of organic remains by M. von Gumbel.

In the Carpathians one of the occurrences of petroleum is

fixed on shale (fish-shale), while the porous sandstones directly

beneath it are destitute of oil. If the petroleum had actually

sprung from the deep, it would have very likely impregnated the

porous sandstone, and not the shale, difficult to penetrate, lying

above. Moreover, there is a series of occurrences of petroleum

and other bitumens whfch forces us to the conclusion that these

hydrocarbons also have been formed within fixed strata, which

will be referred to later on, so that as far as they are concerned

the supposition of emanation is inadmissible.

J. L. Piedboeuf points out that the condensing points of the

separate combinations of petroleum lie between O0 and 3000 C.

(320 and 5720 F.). Now, if they had ascended in the form of

vapors from the deep, they would have been condensed at va-

1 Older observations from two points in South America are very doubtful, especially

also whether the oil, even if it occurs in the Archean strata, is a primary deposit.
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rious temperatures prevailing there, and hence could not occur

as a mixture within one stratum.

Moreover, the absence of carbonic oxide in the gases accom

panying petroleum, as shown in several localities, speaks against

the supposition of a higher temperature in the evolution of pe

troleum. The above-mentioned facts regarding the occurrence

of petroleum in nature speak so decidedly against its origin

from inorganic substances, and against the emanation hypothe

sis connected therewith, that these suppositions have no ground

to stand on.

Closely related to the previously discussed views are those

which, though they acknowledge condensed carburetted hydro

gen gases in petroleum, do not touch the mode of origin of the

latter, and hence do not express themselves either for or

against the inorganic origin. Thus only half an explanation is

given.

The most conspicuous representative of this theory is M.

Coquand, who has so fully written upon the occurrence of bitu

men in Roumania and Albania. He is of the opinion that in

consequence of chemical reaction, petroleum, mineral tar and

asphalt have been formed from marsh gas (CH,). He found

mud volcanoes associated with the occurrence of petroleum in

Sicily, the Apennines, the peninsula of Taman and the plains

of Roumania, and concluded that mud volcanoes produced pe

troleum and other forms of bitumen by converting marsh gas

into more condensed hydrocarbons.

Grabowski in an article on the origin of ozocerite advances

similar opinions. He says : " Very little is known about the

mode ot its formation. It appears to me very probable that it

is a product of the oxidation and condensation of the petroleum

hydrocarbons. * * * By this hypothesis the formation of

petroleum may be reduced to an oxidation of marsh gas, and

thus the close connection between ozocerite, petroleum and

coal may be explained in the most simple manner."

C. H. Hitchcock has supported similar views.

That mineral tar, ozocerite and asphalt may be formed from
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petroleum by evaporation and oxidation has been previously

explained, but this fact has nothing in common with the origin

of petroleum from marsh gas, the latter connection being an

unproved supposition. The occurrence of marsh gas together

with petroleum, as shown partially by mud volcanoes, does not

prove the formation of the latter from the former, just as little

as it proves the formation of coal from marsh gas, which also

frequently occur together. Since the methane series is repre

sented in petroleum by so many, and even the lowest, members,

it should not be strange to a chemist that the first member—

marsh gas—also occurs in it, which, however, immediately

escapes when the great pressure under which it stood in the in

terior of the earth's crust ceases.

As far as these attempts at explanation presuppose the

emanation hypothesis, the objections made to the latter also

apply partially to them.

Many authors refer to the frequent association of brine with

the occurrence of petroleum, and to hydrocarbon inclusions in

many varieties of rock salt, for instance, in the salt of Wieliczka.

They quote Dumas, H. Rose and G. Bischof as having, based

upon their investigations, laid down a hypothesis that the pe

troleum was or might have been formed from these gas-inclu

sions. This supposition is based upon an error, and to remove

it a brief resume of what these three prominent chemists have

published on these questions may here be given.

J. Dumas,1 who first examined the gas-inclusions in the

Wieliczka salt, simply confirms the presence of an inflammable

gas which must be included in a strongly compressed state in

the clouded rock salt. He, as well as J. C. Poggendorf, calls at

tention to the frequent occurrence of such inflammable gases

together with deposits of rock salt or brine springs, without,

however, drawing any conclusions as to the genetic relations

between them, and far less as to those between rock salt and

petroleum. H. Rose" refers to Dumas' investigations of the

'Ann. cbim. phys., 43, 316, through Poggendorff's Ann., (1830) g. F., 94, 600.

* Poggendorff's Ann., (1839) 48, 353.
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Wieliczka salt, and continues them, without, however, arriving

at a final result as to the composition of this gas. It very

probably consists of hydrogen and carbonic oxide, but it can

not be with certainty determined whether an olefiant gas or

a similar hydrocarbon is present. He is of the opinion that

the included gas is condensed, and either in a liquid or solid

state. Not a word is mentioned regarding the origin of petro

leum or of its deposits.

G. Bischof 1 gives Bunsen's analysis of the gas included in the

Wieliczka salt, which shows it to consist chiefly (84.6 per cent.)

of hydrocarbon, and points out that it must be included in a

strongly compressed state. He does not draw any genetic con

clusion, nor does he mention a word about a connection of

these gas inclusions with petroleum.

Hence there is no reason for ascribing to J. Dumas, H. Rose

and G. Bischof, a hypothesis according to which petroleum is

formed from inclusions of hydrocarbon in rock salt.

Ochsenius and Dr. E. Pfeiffer have endeavored to explain

the relations between the formation of petroleum and the

simultaneous occurrence of brine. Dr. Pfeiffer ' refers to the

thorough and long-continued preservation of timbering in salt

mines, and is of the opinion that trunks of trees and similar

organic remains have been covered by a flood of salty mud,

whereby entirely abnormal conditions of decomposition have

been created. The formation of a petroleum free from oxygen

may be explained by combinations of iron absorbing oxygen

present in the mud.

K. Ochsenius' who claims priority for a similar hypothesis,

is of the opinion that in an isolated basin of the beach, the sea-

water might have been concentrated to the strength of mother-

lye, and then broken through the bar. If this mother-lye

reached parts of the sea with a luxuriant fauna and flora, all life

was destroyed at one stroke, and the dead bodies, especially of

innumerable large and small animals, becoming covered by the

'Lehrb. chem. physik. Geologie 2, Aufl. I, 742. "Nature, 1882, S. 246. " Nature,

l»2,\35o.

9
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clay and debris carried along, became subject to a peculiar

process of putrefaction, which finally yielded the hydrocarbons

of petroleum.

Petroleum deposits are known to occur in the neighborhood

of, and in the same geological, horizon as salt deposits, for in

stance on the northern foot of the Carpathians (Boryslaw).

For such occurrences these hypotheses deserve further atten

tion and examination. But even where such simultaneous ex

istence of the two different occurrences cannot at present be

established, it is nevertheless conceivable that the salt-deposit,

not being sufficiently protected against destruction by dissolu

tion, later on disappeared.

Both hypotheses last mentioned and here inserted, which at

tempt an explanation of the relations between deposits of pe

troleum and salt, also abstain from any admission which bases

emanation upon marsh gas.

B. Organic Origin.

In regard to the origin of petroleum from inorganic combina

tions, there are so many and essential doubts that all such

hypotheses need no further be considered. The larger number

of geologists, who have been occupied in studying the question

of the origin of petroleum, have arrived at the conclusion that

it has to be referred to organic substances ; though opinions

differ as to whether vegetable or animal remains have yielded

petroleum by their decomposition.

a. From plants and mineral coal.

Those who presuppose a vegetable origin consider petroleum

as derived partly from marine plants (algae), partly from bog

plants (peat deposits), partly from land plants, and partly also

from mineral coal, which essentially is nothing but changed

vegetable remains.

In the east of North America, in the principal petroleum re

gions, only marine formations are found under the carboni
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ferous strata, which also carry the oil, and hence the derivation

of the latter from land plants or coal measures is excluded.

According to L. Lesquereux, the Pennsylvania petroleum

has been formed from marine algae. He is of the opinion

" that petroleum is the result of the decomposition of marine

plants, as coal is the result of terrestrial vegetation."

This Devonian fucoid slate which is predominantly found on

the shores of Lake Erie lies between the corniferous limestone

and the actual oil zone (Chemung group).

Independent of the fact that in modern times many remains

which were formerly considered fucoids have been found to be

tracts of mollusks, it may be mentioned that genuine fucoids

have been found not only in the oil-bearing strata of Pennsyl

vania, but also in those of the Carpathians. While, however,

in America, the fucoids occur frequently in certain strata, in the

Carpathians they are present only in certain oil-levels, and at

the same time in such small quantities that it is inconceivable

to accept them as the source of the petroleum. Similar fucoid

remains are found as frequently in the same strata of the Vienna

sandstone on the north foot of the Alps, for instance at Waid-

hofen on the Ybbs, without the slate being bituminous, and still

less oil-bearing. This proves without doubt that the fucoids

have nothing to do with the formation of petroleum. As far as

known, there is not a rock in Europe carrying, of organic re

mains, only fucoids, which is bituminous or oil-bearing.

Such hypotheses have frequently been supported by refer

ence to the immense accumulation of sea-weeds in the Atlantic

and Pacific oceans, known as the Sargasso Sea. However, it

has been shown by the investigation of the S. S. " Talisman"

(1883), that these so-called accumulations do not exist, and

that only isolated fragments of dead seaweeds already in a state

of decay, and brought together by the winds and currents, are

found, which has also been confirmed by O. Kunze.' The

dredgings by the above-mentioned vessel showed the bottom of

the Sargasso Sea to consist of a very fine mud of a pumice-

1 Zincken, Geol. Horiz. foss. Kohlen, etc., p. 119.
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like nature, with pumice debris, and of volcanic rock, so that

the decaying sea-weeds appear not to have reached the bottom

of the sea.

It is well known that Mohrand others have sought to deduce

the formation of coal measures also from such accumulations of

seaweeds sunk in the water. Although this hypothesis has

been abandoned as untenable, and needs no further to be con

sidered, it must be acknowledged that algae, by a gradual

change under the exclusion of air, hence a sort of dry distilla

tion, may be converted into coal. For the formation of petro

leum from algae an analogous process would have to be sup

posed, and hence petroleum and coal would have been formed.

However, in Pennsylvania, coal deposits, which in consideration

of the immense quantities of oil, should be quite extensive, are

found neither in nor below the oil-bearing strata. Neither

Lesquereux nor other geological observers reports the occur

rence of accumulations of coal in the Devonian fucoid strata.

T. Sterry Hunt, to be sure, mentions a certain black band met

with here and there on the base of the Hamilton formation

in Ontario, but the so-called bituminous slates are entirely

wanting.

It has also been claimed that petroleum has been formed by

the decomposition of peat plants. The principal advocate of

this hypothesis is E. W. Binney, who observed in an English

peat-bog that the lower layers of the peat were compacted into

a sort of bituminized mass. This has been described by Mr.

Binney as follows : " The only remarkable feature connected

with the upper bed of peat at Down Holland Moss is the

western portion of it being covered up with a bed of sand, and

being probably sometimes subject to an infiltration of sea water.

* * * These circumstances, added to the fact of petroleum

being found most plentifully at the edge of the sand, led to the

conclusion that it is produced by the decomposition of the upper

bed of peat under the sand." Binney supposes that petroleum

is the result of slow combustion in the peat, and has been pro

duced by a process partly analogous to that which takes place
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in the distillation of wood in closed vessels, when, owing to a

total absence of oxygen, the combination of hydrogen and car

bon in the form of hydrocarbons is effected. t

It is singular that this formation of petroleum has been ob

served only where sand occurs, and where Binney presumes

the action of sea water. Deposits of sand have been shown to

exist in many continental peat-bogs without petroleum being

formed. Thus it would appear that the actual cause must have

been the infiltration of sea water, which, however, might also

have carried along animal organisms, so that the formation

of petroleum might be referred to them.

The process of the gradual change of the peat supposed by

Binney takes place in every bog, as in Down Holland Moss,

without any petroleum worth mentioning being found. And

even if these facts, which are opposed to Binney's hypothesis,

did not exist, lignite, and from it other mineral coal, would

have to be formed by the same process, and these are not found

in, or better under, the oil regions of Pennsylvania, Galicia,

Hanover, Alsace or Baku. Hence Binney's supposition is

inadmissible.

G. P. Wall and Kriiger' (i860) also claim the formation of

petroleum to be due to the decomposition of woody fibre, and

refer to their observations of the occurrence of asphalt in Trini

dad, which Wall describes as follows: "The asphalt is almost

invariably disseminated in the upper group of the ' New Parian '

la South American tertiary group). When in situ it is con

fined to particular strata, which were originally shales contain

ing a certain proportion of vegetable debris. The organic

matter has undergone a special mineralization, producing bitu

minous, in place of ordinary anthraciferous, substances. This

operation is not attributable to heat, nor to the nature of dis

tillation, but is due to chemical reaction at the ordinary tem

perature and under the normal conditions of the climate. The

proofs that this is the true generation of the asphalt repose not

only on the partial manner in which it is distributed in the

1 Proceedings Geol. Soc. of London, May, i860.
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strata, but also on numerous specimens of the vegetable matter

in process of transformation, and with the organic structure

more or less obliterated. After removal by solution of the

bituminous material, under the microscope a remarkable altera

tion and corrosion of the vegetable cells becomes apparent,

which is not presented in any other form of the mineralization

of wood. A peculiarity attending the formation of asphalt

results from the assumption of a plastic condition, to which

property its frequent delivery at the surface is partly referable ;

where the latter is hollow or basin-shaped the bitumen accumu

lates, forming deposits such as the well known Pitch lake."

The change of the wood structure in a tertiary stratum is not

astonishing, since it is well known that analogous changes take

place in the transformation of woody fibre into mineral coal.

But from these changes it cannot be concluded that petroleum

or asphalt has been formed from woody fibre.

Reference may here be made to the investigations of T.

Rupert Jones. He examined the asphaltic sand or rock of

Trinidad and found that when it is boiled several times in spirits

of turpentine it loses its bitumen and resolves itself into loose

orbitoides and nummulina;, with a few other foraminifera. On

treating this residue consisting of animal remains with acids, a

small proportion of green-black sand and a very few rounded

grains of quartz remained behind. According to these investi

gations the bitumen of Trinidad is accompanied almost exclu

sively by animal remains.

So long as we are not in the possession of further detailed

observations in that locality, it is preferable not to consider it

any further, since with our present knowledge the question

whether the asphalt occurring there is of vegetable or animal

origin cannot be accurately answered.

J. P. Lesley1 (1865) expresses the opinion that the oil ap

pearing together with many vegetable remains in the subcar-

boniferous conglomerate of Kentucky is of vegetable origin,

1 The Existence of Petroleum in the Eastern Coal-field of Kentucky, Am. Philos.

Soc, 1865.
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though in the same article he admits that petroleum may also

have been formed from animal remains.

Peckham is also inclined to deduce many petroleums, espec

ially those free from nitrogen, for instance, Pennsylvania petro

leum, from the decomposition of plants (fucoids).

A number of investigators are of the opinion that the forma

tion of petroleum is closely connected with that of mineral coal,

or that the former originated from the latter. Kobell also

shared this opinion, but presumed that the coal must have lost

all its bitumen, so that anthracite is to be considered the residue

of distillation. This view was opposed by Reichenbach1 by

him pointing out that the distillate obtained from coal is 'entirely

different from that of petroleum, and referring to the absence

of paraffin and eupione in the latter—an objection which lost

its force by the discovery of these substances in Rangoon tar.

As is well known, the presence of paraffin in most petroleums

was later on established. Reichenbach, in 1834, obtained by

destructive distillation of coal, with a very small quantity of

water per cent.) an oil resembling oil of turpentine and

the petroleum of Amiano, Italy. He therefore supposed that

our mineral oil is nothing but turpentine oil of the pines of for

mer ages, existing in a finished state in the coal, and separated

from it by the action of subterranean heat.

Daubree submitted fragments of wood to the action of super

heated steam, and changed them into lignite, coal or anthracite,

according to the temperature. He also obtained thereby liquid

and volatile products resembling natural bitumens and possess

ing the characteristic odor of the petroleum of Pechelbronn,

Alsace. He remarks, bitumens are probably derived from

vegetable substances ; as they appear not to be a simple pro

duct of dry distillation, but to have been formed with concur

rent action of water, and perhaps under pressure, graphite be

ing the final product of these substances.

It may be here mentioned that bitumens related more or less

to petroleum have been observed, though only in rare cases, to

1 Neues Jahrb. der Phys. u. Chem., 1833, S. 19.
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be inclosed in and dripping from coal measures. The best

known instance is found in the coal measures of Shropshire,

England. It is said that in the commencement of the 18th

century three barrels of petroleum were collected daily at

Wombridge, near Broseley, and that in the pits of Dawley and

The Dingle, the miners had to be protected from the dripping

petroleum by boards. It may be remarked that the petroleum

did not always drip, as is generally stated, from the coal meas

ure, but from cracks in a coarse-grained sandstone inside of the

coal formation ; this applies especially to the frequently quoted

Wombridge (Coalport) instance. Cases are known, as, for in

stance, *in Flintshire (Buckley mountain) where a fluid, resem

bling petroleum, drips from cannel coal ; but bituminous shales

full of innumerable fish remains occur directly with the coal, so

that not only the dripping oil, but also the bitumen of the

cannel coal, are referable to animal remains.1 In the lignitic

brown coal of Koflach (Styria) a small quantity of dark brown

liquid bitumen has also been recently collected by M. Karner.

Dr. E. Rohrig mentions a similar find at Fissenberg near

Oedesse, where petroleum was found in the coal of the weald

clay. Strombeck has also deduced the petroleum of the North

German plain from this occurrence of coal.

If petroleum is actually a product of distillation of coal, it is

very strange that it occurs very seldom in and together with

coal measures, and then almost invariably in minute quantities

only. Productive oil finds are entirely wanting where coal

measures occur.

In Pennsylvania the coal fields are at a distance of several

miles from the oil regions, and lie above the latter. Now since

products of distillation do not descend but ascend, these two

organic substances cannot be brought into genetic connection.

The existence of a coal measure below the Devonian oil strata

of Pennsylvania and New York has never been proved, every

indication of the occurrence of it in these deep strata being

wanting. These facts may probably be the reason why the

1 Davies, Earthy and Other Minerals, 1884, p. 209.
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derivation of petroleum from coal has not been advocated by

any American geologist or chemist.

On the other hand, no petroleum, or at least not in quan

tities worth mentioning, is found in the anthracite and bitumi

nous coal fields of North America, so that as far as the United

States and Canada are concerned the conclusion has been ar

rived at that coal and petroleum almost entirely preclude one

another. Moreover, this proposition has not been directly con

tradicted by observations made in other parts of the globe.

Thus, for instance, von Hochstetter,' whose opinion is also

shared by Castendyk'-' and Windikiewicz,3 deduces the petro

leum of the Carpathians from dipping coal measures. C. M.

Paul and E. Tietze' who have contributed largely to our knowl

edge of the entire geology of the Carpathians, give overwhelm

ing reasons for opposing this view.

East Galicia produces at the present time most of the oil.

North of the Carpathian zone the cretaceous strata directly

over the Silurian and Devonian strata have been denuded by

the deep beds of the Dniester and its tributaries. On the

north side of this portion of the Carpathians, in the Bukowina

and the territory of the river Vissos, dyas and trias strata desti

tute of coal measures are imbedded directly over the mica

schist, so that there is no just reason for supposing the exist

ence of coal formations or of coal measures below the East

Carpathians.

Neither has there been found a trace of carboniferous strata

in the northwestern upheaval of the older sedimentary rocks.

On the other hand, the strata of productive coal measures are

opened up in the spurs of the western portion of the Silesian-

Galician Carpathians, in the region of Karwin and Moravian-

Ostrau, and the supposition that they dip below the Carpathian

sandstone cannot be excluded. But here no oil is found, the

nearest place, Klenczany, where it occurs being 20 miles to the

east of Karwin.

'Jahrbgeol. Reichs-Anst., 1865, S. 206. 'Oesterr. zeitschr. f. Berg-Huttemv.,

■*73» S. 365. "Jahrb. fiirB ergakad. 1875, S. I. ' Jahrb. geol. Reichs-Anst.

'879. S. 300".
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Hence in the Carpathians also mineral coal in the lower, and

petroleum in the higher strata are entirely precluded. The

North German occurrence of oil has also been deduced by

various authors from the coal measures of the underlying car

boniferous formation. Independent of the fact that it is doubt

ful whether the carboniferous formation below the occurrence

of oil carries coal measures, a source, a material being conse

quently presupposed the existence of which has not been proved,

it is incomprehensible that the products of distillation in

ascending did not condense in the thick dyas, trias, and still

more recent sandstones, though they are even better oil-sponges

than the shales and similar rocks in which petroleum and

asphalt frequently occur. Independent of its occurrence in

seams and reservoirs connected with them, bitumen, in Ger

many, is imbedded in several primary deposits lying one above

the other, as shown by the investigations of H. Credner and

Erb. The fact that these deposits mostly belong to the shale

and similar strata, which hold the oil firmly fixed, explains the

slight productiveness, notwithstanding the fact of the first indi

cations being favorable.

It may further be mentioned that neither the coal measures

in Austrian Silesia nor those in the west of North Germany

carry oil.

The supposition of petroleum being derived from coal is also

opposed by some of the reasons advanced against the emana

tion hypothesis, with which in many respects it has to be

classed. Since oil does not occur in coal measures, but in

rocks, especially in sandstone, at a great distance from them, it

could be there only in secondary deposit. However, this sup

position is opposed, as regards some occurrences, by many

doubts, which will be explained later on.

All arguments being against the supposition that petroleum has

been formed from coal, the term " coal oil " frequently applied

in American literature to the crude oil cannot be approved.

Another objection against the formation of petroleum from

coal, which formerly was frequently advanced, consists in that
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the oil produced by dry distillation of coal or bituminous shale

contains, besides saturated, many non-saturated, hydrocarbons,

members of the benzol series, acids (phenol, cresol, etc.),

ammoniacal combinations, anthracene, etc., which are wanting

in petroleum. However, B. Kerl in discussing this question

referred to the investigations of J. A. Le Bel, according to

which the non-saturated hydrocarbons are slowly changed in

contact with water, so that the supposition that the' same was

later on the case with the non-saturated hydrocarbons of the

distillates is justified.

This remark of B. Kerl applies to all non-saturated hydro

carbons, independent of their origin.

b. From Animals}

This hypothesis, according to which petroleum is derived

from the decomposition of animal remains, gains constantly

more advocates with the increase in our knowledge of the geo

logical relations of petroleum.

Leopold von Buch, in the thirties, deduced the considerable

content of bitumen of the Suabia upper lias slate from the

abundance of animal remains enclosed in it.

Bertels was the first to advance the opinion that the petro

leum of the Caucasus has been formed by the decomposition of

mollusks.

Miiller is of the opinion that innumerable remains of animals

collected on the bottom of the former sea, and covered by mud,

gradually decomposed, and thus formed the petroleum, which

collected on the bottom of the sea and penetrated the overlying

strata.

Prof. J. D. Whitney refers to the extensive marine infusorial

rocks of the Pacific coast, especially of California, and suggests

that the remains of infusioria which are so abundant in them

are the source of the California liquid and solid bitumens.

T. Sterry Hunt in discussing the question of the genesis of

petroleum ascribes also great importance to animal remains.

1 Hofer. Petroleumindustrie Nordamerikas, 1877,8.83.
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He points out that at Packenham, Canada, the Trenton lime

stone contains large orthoceratites, the chambers of which are

sometimes filled with several ounces of petroleum. Petroleum

runs from the fossil corals of the bird's eye limestone at Riviere

a la Pose, Montmorency county, Canada. In the sub-Devonian

corniferous limestone, the most productive oil level of Canada,

the cells of the corniform fossil corals (zaphrentis) are fre

quently filled with petroleum, as well as the cells of heliophyl-

lum and favosites in certain strata at Bertie, opposite Buffalo.

The same author mentions several other occurrences in lime

stones containing animal but no vegetable remains, in which,

according to his explanations, petroleum has originated. Al

though Hunt only speaks of petroleum as having been formed

from organic matter buried in the rocks of the earth's crust, in

view of the fact that only animal remains are present in the

above quoted cases, there can be no doubt about their nature.

C. Knar, in 1866, published an article on " The theory of the

formation of asphalt in the Val de Travers, Switzerland," in

which he expressed a decided opinion in regard to the animal

origin of nearly all bitumens. His conclusions are :

" I. Asphalt (limestone impregnated with bitumen) is due

to the decomposition in a deep sea of beds of mollusks, the de

composition taking place under a strong pressure and at a high

temperature.

" 2. The free bitumen is also formed by the decomposition of

certain mollusks or crustaceans in a sea of little depth, and at

a high temperature, but under an insufficient pressure to make

this bitumen impregnate the shells.

" 3. Petroleum is due to the decomposition under water of

mollusks, a decomposition which has taken place at a temper

ature too low to transform it into bitumen (asphalt), but under

pressure more or less considerable.

"4. The beds of white limestone formed also by the accumu

lation of fossil shells, and which contain neither asphalt nor

petroleum, have been formed under such conditions that the pro

ducts of the decomposition of the animal organic matter have

been evaporated.
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" 5. Finally, combustibles only, or pyroschists (bitumes

fixes), have been formed by the decomposition of plants, while

all of the preceding are of animal origin."

Peckham supposes that the petroleum of California, Texas,

West Virginia, etc., in which the presence of nitrogenous com

binations has been established, are of animal origin.

C. Zincken,1 in 1883, in his general observations regarding

the origin of petroleum, arrived at the result " that in most

cases its origin has to be ascribed to animal remains." He

says: "The bituminous shales, limestones, and marls, which

have to be considered the seat of the petroleum production,

contain, besides the remains of fishes and mollusks, the fats of

non-fossilizable animal organisms, in which the present sea is

so rich, and of which the former may have carried still greater

quantities.

" According to a communication from the geologist R. Leuc-

kart, among the non-fossilizable animal forms, leaving behind

such fat may be classed : Infusoria, including noctilucines,

actinia, soft polyps, medusae ; worms, including gephyreae,

naked snails, cephalopods without shell ; possibly also minute

crustaceans with soft shells, such as daphnia, cyclops, immense

quantities of which inhabit the sea. The remains of fat-yield

ing animals, immense quantities of which accumulated for

thousand of years upon the bottom of the sea, were covered

and preserved by a deposit of masses of clay and lime-mud

carried along by floods ; a process which, according to circum

stances, may have been frequently repeated.

" The calcareous shells of many mollusks, etc., were proba

bly dissolved by the carbonic acid of the water, so that only the

soft animal body remained behind, and contributed to the

deposit of fat-yielding animal substance, by the decomposition

of which petroleum has been formed. The content of car

bonic acid in former seas might have been still larger than that

of the present sea."

According to O. Fraas the bituminous deposits (asphalt,

1 Geol. Horiz. d. foss. Kohlen, etc., S. 121.
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etc.,) occurring in Syria are derived from the animal world of

the cretaceous sea. To this investigator we arc also indebted

for a very interesting observation of a petroleum occurrence in

an older coral reef on the shores of the Red Sea, which pro

jects above the present level of the water. He writes:1

"It did not occur to me to think of any other origin of the

oil than from the decomposed organic bodies in the reef itself

and in the lagoon. The reef next to the sea seems to be per

meated with bitumen ; the oil runs out drop by drop, and being

specifically lighter than the sea water floats upon it. Only a

portion of the gases evolved by the decay of the innumerable

animals living in the lagoon escapes into the air, the other

being condensed to the so-called heavy hydrocarbons which

deposit themselves in the dead reef, where they experience fur-

thur condensation and coagulate to drops which collect in the

pits of the reef. The occurrence of sodium chloride together

with the bitumen is a further proof of the common origin of

both from the lagoon immensely rich in salted and at the same

time organic substances."

This description reminds one involuntarily of the occurrence

of petroleum in the corniferous limestone of Enniskillen, the

most productive territory in Canada.

Paul, Tietze, V. Uhlig' and several others advocate the ani

mal origin of the petroleum of the Carpathians, and H. Cred

itor that of the petroleum of North Germany, the latter locat

ing the place of its origin in the strata of the white jura which

are rich in marine shells, but destitute of plants.

J. L. PiedbceuP has recently declared himself also in favor of

the formation of petroleum from animals. The latter were in

habitants of slowly drying-up seas (Dead sea), and dying on

account of the increasing content of salt, their excrements and

dead bodies were covered by substances sinking to the bottom.

In their transformation the organic masses yielded ammonium

carbonate, carbonic acid and hydrocarbons, the first being con-

1 An* item i Hionl. ' Yorkommen u. Entstehung Jes Erdols. 3 Zeitschr. deulsch.

CkvI. lie*., |S«4. S, * lYuvlcum Central Europas, Dusseldorf, 1883, S. 45.
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verted by the action of calcium and magnesium chlorides, as

well as of calcium sulphate, into readily soluble ammonium

chloride and sulphate with the formation of lime and dolomite.

It may here be mentioned that in some localities, for instance

in the Carpathians, petroleum may occur in a primary deposit

without the accompaniment of limestone or dolomite ; in the

above mentioned oil territory these rocks are entirely wanting,

and there is no reason to suppose that they have been carried

away later on.

The hypotheses of Ochsenius and Pfeiffer, which actually

belong here, have already been mentioned.

The formation of petroleum from animal remains acquires

greater probability from the forcible arguments presented above

in favor of its organic, though not of its vegetable, origin. As

a solid support for this hypothesis a series of facts may be

mentioned.

1. Petroleum is found in primary deposit with remains of

animals, without, or only with insignificant, remains of plants :

in the fish-shales of the Carpathians, and in various limestones

of the boundary region of Canada and the United States, which

have been studied by T. Sterry Hunt.

2. Shales, which on account of their great content of bitu

men are, or have been, used for the production of oil and

paraffin, are also rich in animal remains, but poor in vegetable

remains or entirely destitute of them ; for instance, the lias oil

shales of Suabia and Steierdorf.

Many other shales rich in bitumen, for instance the copper

slate of Mansfield, whose content of bitumen amounts to up to

22 per cent., also bear an abundance of animal remains, but no

vegetable remains, or only very rarely so.

3. Rocks rich in vegetable remains are, as a rule, not bitumi

nous; the reverse is, however, the case when the vegetable

remains are accompanied by animal remains.

4. By the transformation of animal remains hydrocarbons

analogous to those of petroleum may be formed.

5. 0. Fraas observed petroleum running from a coral reef
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on the shores of the Red Sea, which can be of animal origin

only.

That petroleum may have been formed from animal organ

isms has not been directly denied by chemists, but it has fre

quently been stated by them that in that case the oil would

have to show the presence of nitrogen combinations. Now ni

trogen has, on the one hand, been actually found in the petro

leum, mineral tar and asphalt of several localities, and, on the

other, it may be permissible to suppose that the small quantities

of ammoniacal or general nitrogenous combinations formed

might have readily escaped into the air or been dissolved in

water. This proposition is fully confirmed also by a series of

analyses of gases accompanying petroleum, so that this objec

tion to the animal origin of petroleum, which has been a favor

ite one of chemists, may be considered dismissed. Peckham

found nitrogenous combinations in all North American oils, and

ascribes their origin to animal remains ; however, he did not

succeed in establishing the presence of such combinations in

Pennsylvania oil, and therefore supposes it to be of vegetable

origin. But many recent analyses of the natural gases of this

region have shown an extraordinarily high content of nitrogen

(up to 27.87 per cent.), which considering the small quantities

of free or fixed oxygen cannot be referred to atmospheric air.

Hence, it would appear that during the very gradual decom

position of the animal remains, the greater portion or even the

entire quantity of nitrogen might have escaped either in a free

state or in a gaseous form as CXH,N, combination. Thus far

nothing is known regarding the progress of analogous processes

of decomposition which have taken place in nature at a com

paratively low temperature.

The objection might be made that it is strange petroleum

is found only in certain regions, although strata with animal re

mains are of such frequent occurrence. To explain this fact

one is forced to assume that as a rule—for the animal as well

as the vegetable origin—the conditions for the formation or ac

cumulation and preservation of the petroleum were unfavorable.
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these resulting only under the most favorable conditions. Na

ture had to make provision that the hydrocarbons formed

could not escape, and if they did so later on their accumulation

had to be rendered possible.

Experience has shown that animal remains, as far as they are

of an organic nature, when transformed in the strata of the

earth, leave behind no carbon or at the best only very small re

sidues of it. It may, for instance be mentioned that in the

separate layer of the Riabl strata, the inorganic frame of the

trias cuttle fish (Acanthoteutis) can be frequently recognized,

while a piece in which the bag, head and arms are indicated is

seldom found. In the vicinity fishes and crustuceans are found

of which the hard portions alone are preserved, while of plants

(Voltzia, Pterophyllum) clear black—consequently carbon

aceous—impressions are preserved. This shale is bituminous

and therefore permeated with petroleum. Equivalent shales in

the northern limestone Alps—the Lunz strata—contain only

impressions of plants in an analogous state of preservation as in

the Raibl strata, but are not bituminous. It is therefore obvious

that in this case the bitumen has to be ascribed to the animal

remains and not to the vegetable remains, since to suppose the

contrary would be against nature.

Since plants by their decomposition in the strata of the earth

leave behind either a carbonaceous residue or only their im

pression, but in the latter case also no bitumen, as shown by the

testimony of many slates and fine-grained sandstones, cases ana

logous to the Raibl strata may be abundantly augmented by

any geologist.

Plants leave behind either a carbon skeleton or this may be

entirely wanting, the plant bearing strata being in the latter

case non-bituminous. If it is supposed that plants leaving be

hind a carbonaceous residue can be converted into petroleum,

the hypothesis connecting the occurrence of the latter with coal

deposits would be entitled to consideration ; but, as above-men

tioned, it is opposed by observations. If, however, such a

decomposition of the vegetable substance takes place without

10
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a carbonaceous residue remaining behind, but simply an im

pression, bitumen is always wanting. Empirically, animal

remains, as a rule, leave behind no or only slight carbonaceous

parts they may under favorable conditions result in an accumu

lation of bitumen, but as a rule, the hydrocarbons formed will

escape without locally concentrating.

A peculiar phenomenon remains to be mentioned, namely,

the occurrence of cannel coal, which is in great demand as a

gas coal by reason of its large content of bitumen. It is almost

invariably found accompanied by animal remains (especially

fishes) so that its large content of bitumen has to be ascribed

to them and not to the vegetable remains of the coal.

Thus Newberry' reports that the Ohio cannel coal frequently

contains an abundance of remains of aquatic animals, such as

mollusks, fishes, amphibia and crustaceans, and he is forced to

assume that the cannel coal is a lagoon formation in which, be

sides animal remains, macerated parts of plants were deposited.

On pp. 174 and 175 of the same report he again refers to

cannel coal and bituminous shales as carrying an abundance of

bivalves and crustaceans, but especially estheria.

The gas shale of Nurschau, which received its name from its

large content of bitumen, and which has become universally

known through the thorough investigations of Dr. A. Fric,3 con

tains an extraordinarily rich fauna of reptiles, amphibia and

fishes, of crustaceans, insects, etc.

Davies1 who especially studied the occurrence of cannel coal

in Flintshire and neighboring districts of England, in his con

clusions regarding the characteristics of cannel coal, lays partic

ular stress upon the fact of its always appearing with fishes.

C. Zincken* points out as a characteristic of paper-coal or

papyraceous lignite (Dysodil) that it contains remains of in

sects, fishes, frogs and other animals "to which is due the con

tent offat frequently found."

1 Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, Part I., p. 125. JUeber die Wirhet-

thierfauna in der Vorzeit Bohmens. a Earthly and other Minerals, p. 229.

' Physiographic der Braunkohle, 1 79.
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Many more examples proving the appearance of bitumen in

coal and lignite and in bituminous shales being due to the

presence of animal remains might be quoted.

Hence the supposition that bitumen has been formed by the

decomposition of animal, and not of vegetable substances, is

the only one in accordance with nature.

In conclusion Engler's1 recent investigations of this subject

may be given. After several experiments on a small scale

which referred to the investigation of the products of decom

position of fats when heated under pressure, Engler proceeded

to the execution of these experiments on a large scale.

In the Riebeck mineral oil factory at Webau, 492 kilogrmmes

(1082.4 lbs.,) of menhaden oil were subjected in a Krey appa

ratus to distillation under pressure. Distillation commenced

with a pressure of 10 atmospheres and a temperature of 6080 F.,

and ended with a pressure of 4 atmospheres and a temperature

of 7520 F. About 60 per cent., of distillate of specific gravity

0.8105 was obtained. It had a brownish color with greenish

fluorescence and a disagreeable odor reminding one of acrolein.

Of saponifiable parts about 5 per cent., remained behind. The

determination of the quantities of the separate fractions resulted

as follows :

Up to 257° F. 257° to 302°. 3020 to 3470. 347° to 3920. 392° to 4370.

Cubic centimeters . . 21.5 8.0 10 6 9.5

Grammes 15.5 5.5 7.5 5 8

4370 to 482°. 4820 to 5270. 527° to 5720. Over 5720.

Cubic centimeters. 10.5 11 10.5 13 \ residue.

Grammes 9 9 8.5 i3_Hoss.

Hence principal fractions :

below 302°. 302 to 5720. over 572°.

Per cent, by volume 29.5 57.5 13

Per cent, by weight 25.9 58.0 16.1

Specific gravity 0.712 0.817 —

Since the determination of the gases could not be made in

Krey's apparatus, distillation for this purpose was effected in

' C Engler and S. Seidner : " Ueber die Zersetzung der Fettstoffe beim Erhitzen

inter Drunck." Compare, Dingl. Polyt. Jour. 1889, 271.
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closed tubes, the result, by determining the loss being 8.9 per

cent, gases. After washing with water and purifying with acid

to remove the non-saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons and

other admixtures, the distillate obtained from the menhaden oil

was subjected to several distillations and in the separate frac

tions pentane, hexane, normal and secondary heptane, normal

octane and normal nonane were established according to their

characteristic properties.

The loss in distillate by treatment with ordinary and fuming

sulphuric acid amounted to about 37 per cent., and from this it

could be inferred that it contained olefines and aromatic hydro

carbons.

If from a mixture containing paraffin hydrocarbons, olefines

and naphthenes the olefines are removed by ordinary sulphuric

acid, the specific gravity, refractive power and refractive expo

nent of the remaining oil will decrease ; but if the naphthenes

present are then taken out with fuming sulphuric acid, the

first two quantities decrease, but the specific refractive power

increases. In the absence of naphthalene the latter remains

unchanged or decreases. This being presupposed. Engler and

Seidner obtained results from which the presence of naph

thenes, thoughonly in small quantities, in the distillate of men

haden oil appeared probable.

To prepare an illuminating oil from the distillate, the latter

was first subjected to distillation, and the fractions between

2840 and 5720 F. caught. After refining this fraction in the

ordinary manner a product was obtained which could not be

distinguished from ordinary commercial petroleum, and pos

sessed all the properties of a good illuminating oil. Its specific

gravity was 0.8025, its flashing point 8o° F., and its medium

intensity of light 13.2.

Since it is known that fish oil consists chiefly of triolein, the

latter, for controlling purposes, was synthetically prepared and

subjected to a similar distillation, the results obtained corres

ponding with those of menhaden oil.

To obtain an idea of the behavior of not only the fat, but of
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the entire animal substance, when distilled under super-pres

sure, Engler had formerly subjected in Oehlrich's refinery

marine animals, dried fishes and mollusks to distillation at a

pressure of 16 atmospheres.

The distillates obtained, however, differ in their entire compo

sition so much from petroleum that there can be no doubt that

petroleum could be formed only by accumulated masses of animal

bodies having passed first through a process of putrefaction,

'u'lureby the nitrogenous substances were destroyed and removed,

the fat alone remaining behind, which was in later epochs con

verted into petroleum by pressure and heat, and perhaps by the

first alone. That petroleum is not of vegetable origin is proved

by the absence of carbonaceous residue in the localities where

petroleum occurs, which would absolutely be the case if its

origin were due to vegetable remains. Because if we take

cellulose (C,H10O5) as the representative of the crude materials

of petroleum, then with its composition of 44.4 per cent, car

bon, 6.2 per cent, hydrogen, and 49.4 per cent, oxygen, a

residue would remain after parting only with a small portion of

the elementary substances under the formation of water, which

would be so poor in hydrogen and so rich in carbon that

without a separation of carbon a formation of saturated hydro

carbons, or even of hydrocarbons of the series CDH,„ could no

longer be considered possible. It is, however, entirely different

with animal fats or fatty acids formed by the splitting off of

glycerin. By eliminating from the latter the total oxygen with

the hydrogen belonging to it as water, carbon and hydrogen

still remain behind in a proportion (87 per cent, carbon and 13

per cent, hydrogen), which comes remarkably close to the total

composition of our crude petroleum.

Proceeding from his classical experiments, Engler shows that

the formation of petroleum may be due to the fact that after

the putrefaction of the bodies of marine animals all the nitro

genous organic substances, etc., were destroyed, whereby the

nitrogen was carried away as ammonia or ammoniacal salts,

and the fatty substances consisting chiefly of trioleate, tristearate,
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and tripalmitate of glycerin remained behind. By the pres

sure of deposits of sedimentary strata and perhaps also by the

gases formed during putrefaction and by heat, this fat suffered

an initial splitting into the acids (oleic, stearic and palmitic

acids), and into glycerin, the latter being washed away as such

or converted into acreolin. The fatty acids, under the same

pressure and heat, were finally decomposed, hydrocarbons and

water being formed. The appearance of carbonic acid and car

bonic oxide in his experiments, Engler considers only an

incidental phenomenon (because only slight traces of these

gases occur in petroleum and the gases accompanying it), but

the appearance of water as the principal phenomenon. The

less carbonic acid and carbonic oxide are formed, the more

regularly, according to Engler, the process of the conversion of

fatty acids into petroleum progresses.

Based upon the results of Engler's experiments, the hydro-

carburetting process from the fatty acids may also be explained

in a different form. The transformation of the glycerides of the

fatty acids into the hydrocarbons of petroleum might also have

taken place by the fats suffering decomposition under pressure

into glycerin and fatty acids. The glycerin was next decom

posed into acreolin and water. The acreolin condensed to

benzol, water being simultaneously split off, a reaction charac

teristic of the aldehydes and ketones. The fatty acids, on the

other hand, underwent far-reaching splitting into hydrocarbons

and carbonic acid, the former being dissociated under the pre

vailing pressure and heat, whereby the hydrocarbons character

istic of petroleum were formed. The second product of the

splitting of the fatty acids—the carbonic acid—was reduced by

the hydrogen molecules, which were in a nascent state during

the dissociation of the hydrocarbons, and by the most volatile

hydrocarbons, carbonic oxide being formed, so that the appear

ance of carbonic acid and of carbonic oxide in nature, as well as

in Engler's experiments, may be considered an absolute factor

in the formation of petroleum from fats. The partial or entire

absence of these gases in natural gas may be due to their absorb
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tion and convertion into carbonates by masses of earths,

earthy alkalies, etc., surrounding the petroleum.

c. From plants and animals.

Several geologists and chemists consider petroleum of both

animal and vegetable origin. A few of them may here be men

tioned. Prof. Lesley connects the formation of Pennsylvania

petroleum with the " vastly abundant accumulations of Pale

ozoic sea weeds, the marks of which are so infinitely numerous

in the rocks, and with the infinitude of coralloid sea animals,

the skeletons of which make up a large part of the limestone

formations which lie several thousand feet beneath the Venango

oii-sand group." Ashburner also ascribes a vegetable and ani

mal origin to petroleum. Newberry (1859) asserts that the

oil has been separated from vegetable and animal remains at the

transitory stage of the organisms which is called bitumization.

Prof. E. B. Andrews, however, calls attention to the fact " that

if the oil were formed with the bitumen of the coal, we should

expect that wherever there is bituminous coal there would be

corresponding quantities of oil, which is not the case."

N. S. Shaler1 supposes animal as well as vegetable origin, and

regarding the first refers to certain Devonian limestones, and

the latter to the Devonian black shale of Eastern America.

E. Orton1 is also of the opinion that petroleum occurring in

shale and sandstone is of vegetable origin and that occurring in

limestone of animal origin.

Peckham endeavors to prove that the quality of petroleum

varies according to its origin ; thus bitumen which forms asphalt

but contains no paraffin is of animal origin, while that which

does not form asphalt, but contains paraffin, is of vegetable

origin.

Harper ascribes the formation of the Hanover petroleum to

the decomposition of large masses of organic bodies of the ani

mal and vegetable kingdoms, especially to those of the De

vonian and carboniferous formations. Strippelmann holds a

■Stowell. Petr. Rep., 1877. 7i P- 6-
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similiar opinion. He considers " that the formation of petro

leum is without doubt connected with the Silurian, Devonian

and carboniferous formations and the decomposition of masses

of vegetable and animal substances accumulated in unknown

depths is still in progress under the cooperation of greater heat.

From this seat of production and its collecting spaces, the latter

of which belong chiefly to the more recent formations, the pro

ductive oil regions have been filled and are still filled partially

by condensations of gas and partially by capillary attraction."

According to Dr. Kraemer petroleum is the product of dry

distillation of organisms of pre-carboniferous epochs. The

process of transformation has taken place (and perhaps takes

place to-day), where folds and piling up of the earth's crust

gave rise to mountains.

2. Process of Formation.

As will be seen from the explanation given in the preceding

sections, there can be no doubt of the organic origin of pe

troleum. It has been frequently suggested that the process of

transformation has been effected by distillation, but in this

respect also, opinions are diametrically opposed to one another.

Some suppose for this distillation temperatures similar to those

employed in the destructive distillation of coal ; others consider

the presupposition of a high temperature either unnecessary or

as being in conflict with the chemical composition ; while others

again combine high and lower degrees of heat.

Daubree's experiments with fragments of wood exposed to

the action of superheated steam showed the possibility of the

formation of volatile and liquid products resembling natural

bitumen at a relatively low temperature, though above 2020 F.

Those who presuppose a high temperature for the formation

of petroleum, refer cither to the neighborhood of volcanoes,

which, however, can be but very seldom established, or to the

terrestrial heat at great depth. In either case it becomes nec-

cessary to suppose, besides the scat of formation exposed to a

high temperature, a considerably cooler condensing sphere
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located nearer to the surface of the earth. As previously men

tioned, Piedboeuf advances reasons deserving attention for ob

jecting to the separation during the formation of petroleum.

Dr. Kramer is of the opinion that this process cannot be

identical with the processes of distillation employed by us

(distillation of coal, manufacture of gash "Certain differences

in the petroleum and the distillates of fossils presuppose a dif

ferent process. It is remarkable that the oxygenous constitu

ents, especially the phenols, which are essentially components

of coal tar, are either entirely wanting in petroleum or present

only in very small quantities, and that nitrogenous constituents

cannot be established with certainty. Of still greater force is

the fact that in all pyrogenous decompositions there is obtained

besides the distillates a residue-coke remaining in the retort,

while petroleum must have formed without such a residue, coal

in no form having been found in localities where oil occurs."

(The doubt about the absence of nitrogenous combinations has

already been refuted.)

" Regarding the question of temperature at which the final

transformation into petroleum has been effected, the well known

experiences in dry distillation may also be referred to. We

have seen that the light oils—photogen and solar oil—of brown

coal tar, which is obtained at a comparatively low temperature,

although much richer in aromatic hydrocarbons than even the

specifically heaviest petroleum, are in this respect far behind

the light oils of stone-coal tar, which chiefly consist of aromatic

hydrocarbons. Now since stone-coal tar is obtained at a much

higher temperature than brown coal tar, it follows that the for

mation of petroleum must have been effected at a still lower

temperature than is required for the production of brown coal

tar. However, the lower the specific gravity of petroleum the

poorer in aromatic hydrocarbons it has been found to be, and

the lower it may be supposed the temperature of the formation

must have been, if not, what is very likely possible, the con

centration of heavy hydrocarbons took place later on. Since

petroleum at a higher temperature, or when its vapors are
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conducted through red-hot pipes, is decomposed to gaseous

hydrocarbons, the causes of the observed differences in its

composition may be reasonably attributed to a time later than

its formation."

If from a chemical standpoint Dr. Kramer lays stress upon

the fact that the temperature at which petroleum has been

formed must have been lower than that at which brown coal

distillates are produced, we have to agree with him from a

geological standpoint also, though his observations are based

upon the behavior of vegetable remains. Since no traces of

the action of a former red heat have been found in any petro

leum region, even where the oil is still in primary deposit, nor

where shales which are readily reddened by heat and otherwise

changed, for instance by the disappearance of the few black

remains of fish scales, etc., carry or accompany oil, we are

forced to the conclusion that petroleum must have been formed

at a decidedly lower temperature than even the most moderate

red heat. The possibility of such process of transformation at

a quite low temperature is proved by O. Fraas' observations at

the coral reef at Djebel Zeit, in the Red Sea. An analysis of

this petroleum would be of great scientific interest.

Since the petroleum of the Carpathian fish-shale contains

paraffin, though only in small quantities, and since it occurs in

primary deposit which shows no sign of the action of a red

heat, it follows that the formation of paraffin is also possible at

a lower temperature than red heat.

The above mentioned oil, bearing fish-shale, is like the coral

reef of Djebel Zeit, a proof of the possibility of petroleum being

formed from animal remains at a relatively low temperature.

It is also very probable that the same factors have been active

in all other oil regions, the only exception being the sporadic

inclusions of oil in eruptive rocks which are of no technical im

portance, and which may have been formed by destructive dis

tillation of broken through coal strata.

E. Orton 1 also arrives at the result that the transformation

1 Preliminary Report on Petroleum and Inflammable Gas, 1887, p. II.
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has taken place at a relatively lower temperature—at all events

below 3920 F.—and he therefore calls the process spontaneous,

instead of destructive distillation.

Whether in the formation of petroleum from organisms water

has co-operated is still an insolved question, which has scarcely

ever been discussed.

Daubree alone presupposes its presence necessary, his syn

thetic experiments having been made with the use of super

heated steam. In view of the general distribution of water,

especially in organisms also, its presence in the transformation

of the latter into petroleum can scarcely be doubted.

Another point in question is to what extent is it necessary to

presuppose an increased pressure in the transformation of the

organisms. In view of the overlying sedimentary rocks it may

be supposed that the oil-bearing strata stood formerly under a

greater pressure than at present. That chemical action is also

augmented by this greater pressure is well known and, hence,

the formation of petroleum could be the more readily effected

at a comparatively low temperature.

In the primary deposits the spheres of formation and con

densation were situated in the same locality. Hence the light

hydrocarbons formed could not be condensed by a lower tem

perature than that of their formation, their becoming liquefied

being rendered possible only by standing under greater pres

sure, which is conditional on the degree of resistance the gases

met with in their endeavor to escape, hence is dependent on the

primary oil deposit being tightly closed on all sides. That

petroleum in its deposits frequently stands under a high pres

sure has been confirmed in many localities.

G. Kraemer and W. Bottcher1 also have recently arrived at

the conclusion that the formation of petroleum must have taken

place under great pressure.

These few observations may suffice to justify the assumption

of a higher pressure in the formation of petroleum.

It is well known that the various petroleum regions yield dif-

1 Ver. deutsch. chem. Ges., 1887, S. 595.
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ferent crude oils, this being best illustrated by the fact that the

crude oil of Pennsylvania yields 70 per cent. of illuminating oil,

while that of Baku yields only about 30 per cent.

That in the same oil deposit the density of the oil decreases

to a certain limit at a greater depth has been observed in many

localities, and can, as previously mentioned, be explained only

by the fact, that the petroleum nearer to the earth's surface has

been changed and become denser by evaporation and oxida

tion, this also being very probably the reason why the first oil

sand of Pennsylvania yields a denser crude oil than the second,

and this again a denser than the third, the lowest oil sand.

In Klenczany (West Galicia) yellow petroleum, rich in par

affin, and dark petroleum, poor in paraffin and of little value,

occur at a slight distance (about 3280 feet) from each other.

The difference in the oils of the various states of North

America, for instance, Pennsylvania, New York, California, etc.,

caused Peckham to suppose for some a vegetable, and for others

an animal origin, though the proofs given are not sufficient.

Dr. Kraemer' says: "The evaporation and the superheating

of the petroleum, together with a resinification taking place later

on under the influence of the oxygen of the air and sulphur, are

the causes of the great differences in petroleum observed at the

present time. The more recent the formation of the petroleum,

and the less its deposit has been changed, the more insignifi

cant these differences appear." The latter proposition might

be objected to, while the first, independent of the presupposed

volcanism during these processes, mentions, in many respects,

important factors of the transformation.

While Peckham seeks the difference in the material of origin,

Kraemer finds it in processes acting upon the finished oil.

There is no doubt that a difference in the petroleum had to

be conditional on the fact whether, for instance, remains of

saurians, or of fishes, or of coralloid animals, were employed in

its formation. These differences can, therefore, be sufficiently

1 Sitzb. d. Ver. z. Bef. d. Gewerbefl., 1885, S. 311.
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explained by animal remains alone, without supposing, like

Peckham does, entirely different materials of origin.

However, the difference in the quality of ciude oil can be

explained not only by the difference in the raw material and

the variety of processes which have subsequently acted on the

petroleum. There are other self-acting factors, such as tem

perature, duration of the process and the pressure prevailing

thereby, the rock material which was encountered by the oil in

a state of formation as already formed, which may also have

co-operated in bringing about this difference in quality, as is

well known to every chemist who has studied, for instance,

the chemistry of coal tar. To decide in a given case to which

of the above-mentioned factors the differences in quality are

due, will frequently be a fruitless effort.

It may be mentioned here that coals of the same geological

age and alike in nearly all other respects, for instance the coal

of Wigan and of Newcastle, yield different tars, that of the first

locality being rich in phenol and benzol, and that from the

latter, in naphthalene and anthracene.'

3. Origin of oil deposits.

Having discussed the formation of petroleum, the next ques

tion refers to the formation of its deposits, those local accumu

lations by which it becomes of technical importance.

It is a fact established in various petroleum regions that pe

troleum may also occur in fissures. That the oil has not been

formed in them, but occurs in a secondary deposit, needs no

iurther explanation.

If the mouth of such a fissure, in which the oil ascends, is

covered with debris or sand, the latter are actually filled with

petroleum.

If such a fissure crosses a porous stratum, the pores of the

latter will be filled with petroleum. The accumulation of oil

extends with this stratum and has the appearance as if, in this

1 Dr. G. Schult*. Chemie des Steinkohlentheers, 2. Aufl., S. 22.
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case, we had to deal with a primary accumulation resembling a

deposit.

The above mentioned deposits as well as those previously

described are only secondary. They are found, as well as both

kinds combined, in several localities, for instance, in Canada.

Regarding the question of the formation of petroleum these

secondary deposits are, however, of as little importance as oil

reservoirs above ground ; they suggest only a seat of origin.

Those investigators who locate the seat of origin in the red-hot

depths of the earth moreover deny the presence of a primary

deposit, since according to that opinion no accumulation can

take place in the retort—in the seat of origin—but only in the

cooled receiver, namely in the fissures leading to the surface

and the porous rock strata connected with them.

Hence, independent of the practical importance, it is of

theoretical interest to inquire whether primary oil deposits

exist. This can only be decided by observation. Since the

origin of petroleum, like that of coal, from organic remains has

to be accepted as settled, it has first to be determined by ob

servation whether an accumulation of petroleum corresponds to

a deposit, i. e., to a concordantly imbedded layer of strata. It

must further be shown that the oil (or bitumen in general) oc

curring therein has not been transported from the exterior, but

has been formed in this deposit.

A few localities may here be mentioned in which primary pe

troleum deposits have been established: In the same localities

secondary deposits may, of course, have been formed, as soon

as the oil had a chance to escape from the original deposit.

Peckham says in regard to the petroleum of California and

Tennessee that it has without doubt been formed in the shales

from which it issues.

T. Sterry Hunt is of the opinion that the oil-bearing Niagara

limestone, especially at Chicago, Illinois, is a primary deposit.

To the same author we are indebted for a very interesting ob

servation in the township of Bertie, which is on the Niagara

River opposite Buffalo. He says: " Here in a quarry are seen
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massive beds, slightly inclined, composed of a solid, crystalline

encrinal limestone, which appears not only destitute of petro

leum, but, from the water by which it is impregnated, to be im

permeable to it. In some of the beds are large corals of genus

Heliophyllum, the pores of which are open but contain no oil.

Two beds, however, one of 3 and one of 8 inches, which are in-

terstratified with these, are in a great part made up of species

of Heliophyllum and Favosites, the cells of which are full of

petroleum. The layer of 3 inches was seen to be twice inter

rupted in an exposure of a few feet, thus presenting lenticular

beds of the oil-bearing rocks." These facts prove without

doubt that the petroleum occurs here in primary deposit, since

the presence of a fissure along which the oil could have been

transported, could not be established.

Hunt arrives at the same result in regard to the limestones

carrying corals and oil of Canada. He says : " The absence of

oil from the unfilled cells of corals in the adjacent and inter-

stratified beds forbids the idea of its introduction into these

strata either by distillation or infiltration." The same observa

tions apply to the Trenton limestone of which he gives ex

amples in Ontario.

The occurrence of oil in Kentucky, which appears in a con

glomerate and sandstone filled- with broken and already macer

ated vegetable remains (?) on the base of the coal formation is,

according to J. P. Lesley, also in primary deposit.

According to E. Orton the oil in northwestern Ohio is also

deposited in its original seat of formation.

The asphalt of Trinidad is, according to G. P. Wall, in situ

in certain strata of the upper Newer Parian group.

Bright and Prestwich consider the petroleum of England as

formed in the limestones and shales. Concerning the origin of

the petroleum of Shropshire, Arthur Aiken says : " The thirty-

first and thirty-second strata are coarse-grained sandstone en

tirely penetrated by petroleum, are, both together, 15^ feet

thick, and have a sandy bed of shale-clay about 4 feet thick in

terposed between them. By certain geologists this reservoir
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of petroleum has been supposed to be sublimed from beds of

coal that lie below, a hypothesis not easily reconciled to pres

ent appearances, especially as it omits to explain how petroleum

in the upper of these beds could have passed through the

interposed bed of clay so entirely as to leave no trace behind.

It is also worthy of remark that the nearest coal is only 6 inches

thick, and is separated from the above beds by a mass 96

feet in thickness, consisting of sandstone and clay strata without

any mixture of petroleum." Moreover, these facts do not allow

of the assumption that the oil has been forced upwards either

in the form of gas or in liquid drops. There is but one ex

planation, and that is, the oil is in primary deposit.

A. Andreae, by reason of his thorough study of the occur

rence of petroleum in tertiary strata, arrives at the conclusion

that the oil of Upper as well as Lower Alsace is in primary

deposit. The brackish water petrifactions, as well as the other

geological conditions, point towards the accumulation of the

organic material in a lagoon or a delta ; the transformation of

the organisms into petroleum has been effected under the ex

clusion of air and great pressure.

Concerning the occurrence of bitumen at Seyssel on the

Rhone, France, D. C. Davies says : " The chalk formation con

tains three beds of bituminous chalk 10 to 13 feet thick, and

have interposed between them deposits of white chalk not im

pregnated with bitumen, 3 to 50 feet thick. The impregnated

beds are in some places highly crystalline and consist in others

of the remains of shells accompanied by some fish teeth. The

bitumen occurs in gcodes, cavities, and in beds, and forms 8 to

10 per cent, of the entire mass."

Now, since some limestone beds are bituminous, and others

free from bitumen, and the occurrence of a fissure for the con

veyance of the bitumen has not been observed, the oily sub

stance can, in this case, be only in primary deposit.

Regarding the occurrence of mineral tar at Limmer, Hanover,

H. Credncr is of the opinion that it is of animal origin as well

as in the original deposit. Regarding the North German finds,
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Eck says: "We have every reason to believe the mineral tar

occurring in the clays of the lias and of the brown Jura, and in

the rocks of the Wealden formation, to belong originally to

these strata."

In the Carpathian zone an oil level belongs to the fish-shale,

which, as indicated by its name, carries remains of fishes. Be

low and above it is sandstone which contains no oil, notwith

standing it is a porous rock, while the fish-shale is difficult to

penetrate by fluids. In this case the introduction of petroleum

from the exterior is, therefore, entirely excluded, and it must

have been formed in the shale bed. The fact of the frequent

occurrence of fish remains in this shale and the entire absence

of vegetable remains furnisfies another proof of the animal origin

of petroleum.

In Galicia it may also be frequently observed that in a fish-

shale group the oil is preponderantly fixed in one or more

beds. There may be two causes for this phenomenon, which

have to be determined for each particular case ; such inter-

stratified oil beds correspond either to a special concentration

of fish remains, or to the interstratification of a porous rock,

for instance, sandstone.

H. B. Medlicott' refers to the fact that all occurrences of pe

troleum in the Punjab belong to the eocene and only to one

geological horizon in this group of strata, and he, therefore, re

cognizes it as a primary deposit. The occurrences of petro

leum in Khatan (Belloochistan) show,according to R.Townsand,'

the same genetic character.

The occurrence of oil, gas and bituminous shales (pyro-

schists according to T. S. Hunt), by the distillation of which

considerable quantities of oil may be obtained, also proves the

formation of bitumen in a primary deposit, because these shales

are not readily permeated by fluids and have above and below

them more permeable and more porous rocks, such as sand

stone, limestone or dolomite, which would have more readily

' Note on the Occurrence of Petroleum in India (Record Geol. Surv. of India) 19,

*>t. 'Rep. Petr. Expl. at Khatan, Record of Geol. Surv. of India, 19, 204.

1 1
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absorbed the oil. If some bitumen is found in the more porous

rocks—generally in fissures—it is mostly in such close vicin

ity to the shales that it can be traced to them.

The bituminous shale can be concordantly interstratified in a

shale free from bitumen, and in this case also the bitumen can

be only in primary deposit.

The oil shales contain either animal remains only or besides

them also vegetable remains. That the latter is only of passive

importance in the formation of bitumen has previously been

mentioned.

Of shales especially rich in oil may only be mentioned:

Those of the Lothians in the British coal formation, with

ostracodes, fishes, coprolites, etc. ; the shales of the upper lias

of Suabia and Franconia, which are extraordinarily rich in ani

mal remains, among them the well-known saurians, fishes, and

cuttle fishes (ink-bag and frame of loligo) ; the oil slate 78 to

98 feet thick, which at Steierdorf is concordantly interstratified

in a tract of shale overlying the upper vein.

The bitumen of the Ohio shale, which in the eastern part of

Ohio attains a thickness of up to 650 feet, being uniformly dis

tributed through the entire group of strata, can only be of

primary nature. The same applies to the Heldenberg, Clinton,

Niagara, corniferous and other limestones of the Eastern por

tion of North America. Hunt has made a calculation showing

the amount of petroleum which the oil-bearing dolomite of Chi

cago holds to the square mile for every foot of thickness in the

stratum. " If we apply," says E. Orton, " a like calculation to

the rocks of the Ohio shale, we shall find the total amount of oil

enormously large. We may take, for example, the Waterlime

stratum, which is notably and almost universally petroliferous.

Estimating its petroleum content at one-tenth of one per cent.,

and the thickness of the stratum at 500 feet, both of which

figures are probably within the limits, we find the petroleum

contained in it more than 2,500,000 barrels to the square mile.

The total production of the great oil field of Pennsylvania and

New York to January, 1885, is 261,000,000 barrels. It would
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require only three ordinary townships, or a little more than 100

square miles, to duplicate this enormous stock from the Water-

lime alone. But if the rate of one-tenth of 1 per cent, should

be maintained through a descent of 1,500 feet at any point in

the State, each square mile would, in that case, yield 7,500,000

barrels, or nearly one- thirtieth of the total product of the entire

oil field. These figures pass at once beyond clear comprehen

sion, but they serve to give us some idea of the vast stock of

petroleum contained in the earth's crust. If petroleum is gen-

ally distributed through a considerable series of rocks in any

appreciable percentage, it is easy to see that the aggregate

amount must be immense. Even of 1 per cent, would yield

75,000 barrels to the square mile in a series of rocks 1,500 feet

deep, but this amount is nearly one-tenth of the greatest actual

production per square mile of any of the leading Pennsylvania

fields.

"It is obvious that the total amount of petroleum in the

rocks underlying the surface of Ohio is large beyond compu

tation, but in its diffused and distributed state, it is entirely

without value."

The facts given above prove that bitumen, and especially pe

troleum, occurs also in primary deposits.

We thus arrive at the following conclusions :

1. Petroleum is of animal origin ; saurians, fishes, cuttlefishes,

coralloid animals, etc., especially have authentically contributed

to its formation, though soft animals without solid frame, of

which no authentic, determinable remains are left behind, may

also have co-operated.

While coal has been formed by the transformation of vege

table substances, petroleum and the allied bitumens originated

from animal substances.

2. It is still an unsolved problem whether petroleum could

be formed from animal remains only under special conditions ;

neither is the nature of these conditions known.

3. Petroleum has been formed in all ages of the earth's his

tory of which animal remains exist. The Archean strata are

free from petroleum.
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4. Petroleum could accumulate and be preserved in the

original deposit only, if during its formation it was shut off

from escape.

5. The formation of petroleum has been effected without the

co-operation of an uncommonly high temperature, and

6. It has taken place under higher pressure, the influence of

which upon the chemical process is not known.

7. The deposits of petroleum are partially original (primary)

and partially secondary ; the latter may be or were connected

with the former.

Concerning the formation of natural gas the same materials

and similar processes as for the formation of petroleum may be

presupposed. The accumulation of both also took place in the

same spaces, frequently in such a manner that the gas occupied

the higher, and the oil the lower sections of the same rock

stratum. No process being known by which petroleum can be

formed from natural gas, while the separation of the latter from

the former—even at the ordinary temperature—is a well-known

fact, it is very probable that petroleum is the primary, and gas

the secondary product.

That ozocerite, maltha and asphalt have been formed

partially by vaporization and partially by oxidation of petro

leum has been previously explained.



CHAPTER VII.

BORING CONVEYANCE—TRANSPORTATION.

When the use of petroleum was limited and before its great

value was recognized, very primitive methods for obtaining it

were in vogue. At first the oil collecting on the surface of the

water was skimmed off and purified by heating and straining.

Later on, especially in regions where natural segregation took

place to a limited extent, shallow pits were dug in which the

oil issuing from the lower rock strata collected, and was kept

for use. The North American Indians and the Persians of the

Caucasus were in the habit of laying cloths in the pits which,

when soaked full of oil, were wrung out, or they dipped the oil

out with earthen pots.

With the increasing consumption of the oil the shallow pits

were gradually changed to deep wells (30 to 100 feet), from

which the oil was ladled by hand or animal power. After

Drake's success in Titusville, Pennsylvania, the digging of wells

was replaced by boring, which has now been almost everywhere

introduced where petroleum occurs.

The oldest traces of obtaining oil by mining are found in

Japan, where from a very remote period wells have been dug

and tunnels have been run into hillsides for oil. Some of these

abandoned drifts have caved in and large trees are growing

upon them. In relation to the manner of working these wells,

B. S. Lyman in his Reports on the Geology of Japan, 1877, says :

" The present mode of working is very simple, a method that

has probably grown into its present form in the course of cen

turies of experience, and is now apparently practiced in all the

oil regions with little or no variation. The digging is all done

by two men, one of whom digs in the morning from nine

o'clock in the morning until noon, and the other from noon un

(165)
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til three. The one who is not digging works the large blowing

machine or bellows that continually sends fresh air to the bot

tom of the well. The well is timbered with larger pieces at the

corners and light cross pieces, which serve also as a ladder for

going up or down. The oil is skimmed from the surface of the

water and drawn up in buckets."

In Galicia, wells were dug as for water, and, in some instances,

such wells were united at the bottom by galleries into which

the petroleum filtered from the rock.

In the United States several different methods for obtaining

oil were employed before wells were drilled. In the Ohio oil

districts shafts were found, of the sinking of which there are

various traditions ; but since the curbed pits on Oil creek, Pit-

hole creek, and other tributaries of the Allegheny have been

proved to be of French origin, it is not unlikely that these old

shafts in Ohio were also made by the French. An unsuccess

ful attempt to obtain oil in this way was made at Mecca, Ohio,

about 1864, and another attempt to sink a shaft to the Venango

oil sand was made in 1865 in the bend of the Allegheny river,

on the east side, below Tidioute.

Prof. Silliman, in 1833, thus described the method for ob

taining Seneca oil at the famous spring at Cuba : " A broad,

flat board, made thin at one edge, like a knife, is moved fiat

upon, and just under the surface of the water, and is soon cov

ered by a coating of petroleum, which is so thick and adhesive

that it does not fall off, but is removed by scraping the instru

ment upon the lip of a cup."

J. D. Angler, of Titusville, worked the springs on Oil Creek

for some years prior to 1859. He found the springs logged up

6 to 8 feet square, and as many feet deep. He arranged a sort

of sluice box with bars that held the oil while the water flowed

on beneath. In this way he obtained 8 to 10 gallons of oil per

day, which he sold at Titusville for medicine and for lighting

saw mills and derricks of salt wells.'

In Germany, like everywhere else, oil was obtained in a very

1 S. F. Peckham, Report on Petroleum.
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primitive manner. Pits about to 10 feet long, 3 to 3^ feet

wide, and 10 to 20 feet deep were dug, and the upper portion

timbered. The oil collecting on the surface of the water was

skimmed off and kept in wooden vessels. In Alsace the oleif-

erous sand was brought into pits containing water, and after

thorough stirring the oil collecting on the surface was skimmed

off.

In Roumania the mode of obtaining oil is still very primitive.

Shafts from 164 to 550 feet deep are sunk, and the oil is hauled

up in wooden buckets. The ventilation of the shafts, which lie

quite close together, is effected by means of large bellows.

The average yield per 24 hours of each shaft is from 300 to

1000 viadra,1 this quantity keeping up for years. By rational

drilling a considerable increase in the yield of oil might be

obtained. At present only Theiler Brothers drill successfully in

some localities according to the Canadian system. It is said

that a short time ago they had obtained a daily yield of 25 to

30 barrels from three borings 520 to 575 feet deep, in a territory

in which formerly more than 100 shafts were worked with but

slight success.

The inhabitants of the Caucasus, the Persians and Tartars,

formerly obtained the oil by digging pits about 10 feet deep,

and protecting the sides from falling in by wicker-work. The

naphtha collecting on the bottom was ladled out with earthen

pots or bottles of sheepskin, the latter serving also for keeping

and transporting the oil. Later on a better method was

adopted. Funnel-shaped cisterns from 7 to 65 feet deep were

dug. The sides of these cisterns were in the form of steps to

facilitate the throwing up of the earth. When an oil-bearing

stratum was struck, a cavity was made in the bottom of the cis

tern, which served as a collecting basin for the naphtha. In

1830, 82 such pits or cisterns were in use in the peninsula

Apscheron ; in 1862, 220, and in 1872, 415. They were

emptied by means of leather bottles (burdjuk) secured to

ropes. The cisterns had to be frequently emptied, otherwise

1 1 viadra -3.7434 gallons.
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the influx of oil would be injured, and had to be occasionally

cleansed from the accumulation of mud. In the twenties, the

daily yield of the separate cisterns varied between 8 and 140

pud, but according to Abich's statement, 70 pits at Balakhani

produced in 1856, 250,000 pud. When the news of Drake's

success penetrated to the Caucasus, Colonel Norvosiljoff caused

borings to be made in the Kubany district near Kudako. The

experiment showed such good results that Mirsojeff, a rich

Armenian, who rented the crown pits in the Apscheron penin

sula, also made drilling experiments, the success of which forms

the basis of the present large Russian petroleum industry.

Artesian Wells.

In the petroleum industry artesian wells form the transition

to the present deep borings. Although they have not been

especially employed for obtaining oil, their use is as old as the

primitive methods previously mentioned. In China the Jesuit

missionaries found artesian wells in full operation. These wells

were drilled for brine and natural gas, the latter being frequently

accompanied by petroleum. It may be interesting to give an

extract from Abbe Hue's work on China, describing the

Chinese method of drilling wells:

"The wells are usually from 1 500 to 1800 feet deep, and only

5 or 6 inches in diameter. The mode of proceeding is as fol

lows : If there be a depth of 3 or 4 feet of soil on the surface,

they plant in this a tube of wood surmounted by a stone, in

which an orifice of the desired size of 4 or 5 inches has been

cut. Upon this they bring to work in the tube a rammer of

300 or 400 pounds weight, which is notched and made a little

concave above and convex below. A strong man, very lightly

dressed, then mounts a scaffolding, and dances all the morning

on a kind of lever that raises this rammer about 2 feet and

then lets it fall by its own weight. From time to time a few

pails of water are thrown into the hole, to soften the material of

the rock and reduce it to pulp. The rammer is suspended to a

rattan cord not thicker than your finger, but as strong as our
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ropes of catgut. This cord is fixed to the lever, and a triangu

lar piece of wood is attached to it, by which another man, sit

ting near, gives it a half turn, so as to make the rammer fall in

another direction. At noon this man mounts on the scaffold

and relieves his comrade till the evening, and at night these two

are replaced by another pair of workmen. When they have

bored 3 inches they draw up the tube, with all the matter it is

loaded with, by means of a great cylinder which serves to roll

the cord on. In this manner these little wells or tubes are

made quite perpendicular and as polished as glass. When the

rock is good the work advances at the rate of two feet in 24

hours, so that about 3 years are required to dig a well."1

In Europe the first artesian well was drilled in 11 26, at

Lillers, in the department Pas de Calais, France. However, on

a more extensive scale, artesian wells appear to have first been

drilled in Modena and in Austria. The term artesian well is

derived from the county Artois, the soil of which is especially

suitable for drilling such wells.

In the United States the first artesian well was drilled in 1 809,

and furnished, besides a very large volume of gases, a great

quantity of oil. Prior to 1858, a great many wells had been

drilled for brine in the valley of the Ohio and its tributaries,

with such additional improvements as rendered them very

effective for this purpose. Steam, horse and hand power had

been employed in drilling with equal success, the tools and

general manipulations of the well being essentially the same.

The drilling of wells with hand-power was accomplished by

means of a spring-pole. For this purpose a straight tree, 40 or

50 feet in length, was selected. After the branches were re

moved, the butt was secured in the ground in such a position

that the pole extended at an angle of about 300over the spot at

which the well was to be bored. To the smaller end the tools

were attached, and by the elasticity of the pole, as it was al

ternately pulled down and allowed to spring back, they were

lifted and made to strike at the bottom of the well.2

'Travels in the Chinese Empire, 1300. Harper's ed., 1855. 5S. F. Peckham,

Report on Petroleum.
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The success which attended the drilling of artesian wells gave,

indirectly, rise to the drill. The drilling of the first petroleum

well by Colonel Drake has already been described.

Drilling for Petroleum.

Prior to drilling it is absolutely necessary to acquire as thor

ough a knowledge as possible of the geology of the soil, in

order to determine, on the one hand, the point where to sink

the drill, and, on the other, to what depth drilling might have to

be done to attain the desired result. These two factors serve

as the basis for the choice of one or the other of the customary

drilling systems, it not being the same whether by a drilling

system chosen at will a slighter or greater depth is to be at

tained in a soft, for instance, a slimy or sandy soil. A drill

which may be very suitable for a soft soil and a slight depth

would perform but poor work in drilling through a hard soil

and to a greater depth. The principal drilling systems in use

are the rotatory, percussive and free-fall systems. There is

more or less difference in the drilling and auxiliary tools, as well

as in the execution of the drilling operation itself.

I. Drilling Tools.

A. For the Rotatory Method.

The screw auger, Fig. 7, is used for slight depths ; the

diameter does not exceed 4 inches, while the diameter of the

stem should be at least 1 inch.

The common earth or clay auger, Fig. 8, may be used for

slight depths and for penetrating soft rock, clay and sand. A

stout stem is required.

The drill with diamond or steel crown consists of a hollow

rod through which a continuous supply of water is forced down

to keep the crown cool and to carry off the debris formed by

the erosion of the strata by the crown. The water flows

through channels cut in the face of the crown, rises on the out
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side of the core-tube to the surface, and is collected in settling

ponds where the sediment is deposited. For soft rock steel

crowns are used, while for harder rock the crown is provided

with black diamonds (Fig. 9.).

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

The method of cutting hard rocks employed by the ancient

Egyptians remained a mystery for a long time. However, a

solution of this question seems to have been found by the re

searches of Flinders,1 who through various finds at Gizeh came

to the conclusion that the Egyptians used precious-stone drills.

He states that granite broken from a drill-hole at Gizeh showed

marks which can be explained only by the use of solid points

of precious stones. Hence the diamond drill can no longer be

considered a modern tool, and Fauck's statement that it was

employed in the stone and bronze ages seems plausible.

For deep drilling the diamond drill was first employed in the

United States, but it was improved by Captain Beaumont, an

Englishman. However, this improvement embraces only the

• Flinders, "The Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh."
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machinery of the drilling operation, the drill itself remaining es

sentially the same as employed for a long time by Leschot in

Switzerland. The boring rods are tubes of drawn steel, 2

inches outside diameter and ty& inch in thickness, in lengths of

5 feet. To the lower end of the rods is screwed the core-tube,

15 feet long, the diameter of which corresponds to that of the

drill-hole (2^ to 3 inches). The drilling crown is screwed to

the core-tube and contains eight or more black diamonds.

Only a small portion of the diamonds projects above the edge

of the crown in which they are imbedded, otherwise they might

readily break out. Fig. 9 shows the arrangement of the dia

monds, as well as the channels between them for the passage

of the rinsing water and for carrying away the debris.

By utilizing the inventions of Koebrich, Olaf Terp and

others, the Well Works Co. of Aurora, 111., has succeeded in

arranging the boring machinery so that the drill alternately

exerts a rotatory and percussive effect. The advantage of this

invention consists in the use of a feed-cylinder, Fig.

10, suspended to the stirrup a, which for drilling

with the use of water serves for regulating the feed

for the hollow stem. The water enters at c and is

discharged at b, or with the valve closed, by lifting

the piston d, through the apertures f.

The great cost of the diamond drill has thus far

been a hindrance to its general introduction, though

in some cases it cannot be employed on account

of local conditions. However, by comparing the

rapidity and quantity of effect of a diamond drill

with that of a free-fall drill worked by steam-

power, it will readily be seen that the cost of the

former is completely compensated by its advantages. Thus

the average daily performance of a free-fall drill with steam-

power is about 5 feet, and if a hole 1800 feet deep has to be

drilled, 360 working days would be required for the purpose.

The average performance of a diamond drill is about 30 feet

per day, so that for a depth of 1800 feet only 60 working days
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are required. By now taking the operating expenses at $20.00

per day, it will be seen that with the use of the diamond drill

the expenses will be $6,000 less.

Olaf Terp's emery core-tube method, which has been

patented in every country, is essentially nothing but a diamond

drill. In place of the diamond crown the drilling crown con

sists of a copper cylinder encircled by a layer of corundum

5 ^ inches high. The upper portion of the copper drilling

crown is provided with a core-catcher, while the lower part is

furnished with coarse-grained emery so firmly fixed that it

will stand strong friction and high pressure. Since corumdum

is but one degree less hard than the diamond, it will be readily

comprehended that such a drill is capable of penetrating all

softer rocks.

B. Percussive Drills.

The ordinary percussive drill is in the form of a chisel, Fig.

1 1, and serves only for slight depths. By using a screw-auger

or clay-auger for drilling through solid strata, a depth of 600

feet may be reached. When using the chisel-auger it is neces

sary to clear the bore-hole of debris by means of the instrument

shown in Fig. 12. For the chisel as well as for the clay-auger,

the same kind of boring rods are used. They are of different

degrees of strength, according to the depth of the hole for which

they are required. At one end is a male screw and at the other

end a female screw, for the purpose of connecting them to

gether. To impart to the rods a rotary motion the instrument

shown in Fig. 13 is used. It is so arranged that it can be con

veniently taken hold of and secured at any height to the rods.

The lifting and lowering of the rods is effected by means of

an ordinary crane having a lifting capacity of about 10,000 lbs.

To reduce the stoppages for the withdrawal of debris the

system of Fauvelle was introduced, but it is now very little

practiced. The system answered tolerably well when applied

to shallow borings, but was found to be attended with great

disadvantages when applied on a large scale. The chief prin-
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ciple upon which it was founded was the injection of a current

of water which by descending through a central tube should

wash out the debris created by the cutting tool at the bottom.

To the series of percussive drills belong also the system with

jars. Figs. 14, 15, 16, and 17, on iron or wooden rods (Can

adian system) or on a cable (American or Pennsylvanian

system). The jars are two peculiarly constructed pieces of

metal so formed that, as indicated by their name, a sudden jar

will be imparted to the tools at every upward and downward

motion as the drilling progresses, serving to loosen the centre

bit if by chance it should become wedged in the hard rock.

Fig. 14 shows them closed, or with the upper wing resting

upon the lower one, the improved rounded wing in front con

cealing the central slot from view ; and Fig. 1 5 shows another

pair, where both wings are made alike and the links are open.

The two sets are precisely alike in principle, and vary only in

details of construction, Figs. 16 and 17 represent sections of

the jars shown in Fig. 14. The jars form the transition from

the percussive drill with solid rods to the free-fall drill, the

system permitting greater rapidity for the percussive weight

than is possible with a solid connection.

C. American or Pennsylvanian and Canadian Systems.

The first step of an oil miner, after having located his well

and made the necessary arrangements by purchase, lease, or

royalty, for the territory on which the venture is to be made,

is to make his contracts for what is termed the " carpenter's

"g." This part of the expense comprises all the wood work

over the mouth of the well, affording shelter for the workmen,

and the appliances necessary to the convenient handling of the

well-driller's tools.

The illustration, Plate II,' will enable a mechanic to con-

1 This plate forms one of the illustrations of the Geology of the Oil Regions of

Wirreu, Venango, Clarion, and Butler Counties, Pa., etc., by John F. Carll, of the

!"«ond Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, and is here republished in reduced size

through the courtesy of the Board of Commissioners of the Geological Survey. The

description of the details with illustrations are from the same volume.
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struct a first class rig, although he may never have seei

well. Fig. 1 (Plate II) shows the side elevation,

(Plate II) the end elevation, and Fig. 3 (Plate II) the %

tal projection. The most conspicuous part of the arranfi^

is the derrick, Fig. 1 (Plate II), a feature in the landscapi

out of sight in the oil regions. This is a tall pyramid

structure about 75 feet in height and 12 feet square at thfi

Fig. 4 (Plate II) shows a plan of the foundation timbers!

rig. The dimensions of the timber depend very much I

cumstances. While the illustration is drawn for sawed tf

it is generally cheaper to hew it from timber felled n

well, in which case it will necessarily vary somewhat in

The mud sills, a, which are generally sunk in trenches

gains cut into them for the reception of the main sill

sub-sills e and e1 ; / represents the derrick sills and f the.£

rick floor sills. After all the timbers have been placed in

proper positions and levelled up, the whole foundation is

locked together by driving in the keys or wedges h.

The derrick stiles are connected by the girths ff, and brg

by the diagonals gg at frequent intervals ; hh is a ladder rei

ing from the base to the top of the structure; g represents

derrick floor, and j the corner stones or blocks. The sara

post k and the jack posts / and o and knuckle post r are do

tailed into the sills and held by keys h. The braces If are

in gains and keyed up, no mortices or tenons being used

the structure. The derrick contains the bull wheel bb, *

crown pulley jj, and crown pulley block jf, for hoisting a

lowering the drilling implements ; also the walking beam y, \

band wheel m, and the sand pump pulley ii.

The engine V is bolted to the engine block b, which res

upon the cross sills a', and is braced by the brace c. The stea

pipe kk connects the engine with the boiler. By means of tl

driving pulley, which carries the belt 00, motion is commun

catcd to the band wheel m, and through it to all parts of tl|

machinery. The throttle valve // is operated by a groovo

vertical pulley, from which an endless cord or wire mm, callet
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the telegraph, extends to the derrick and passes around a

similar pulley nn fixed upon the headache post z, also called a

"life preserver." As its name indicates, the headache post is

designed to save the driller a headache, or perhaps his life, in

case the wrist-pin should break or the pitman fly off of it while

drilling, thus causing the derrick end of the walking beam to

drop under the great weight of the suspended drilling tools, and

endangering the safety of all within reach. This post is set

upon the main sill immediately under the walking beam, so

that if such an accident occurs the walking beam can fall but a

feu inches and do no harm. The pulley nn and that fixed

upon the headache post being thus connected, the movement

oi one communicates a like motion to the other, and the driller

by placing his hand upon the derrick-pulley can operate the

throttle valve and start or stop the engine, and decrease or in

crease its speed at pleasure, without leaving his position. The

reverse link pp is also operated from the derrick by the cord

qq, which passes over two pulleys, one fixed in the engine

house and the other in the derrick. The band wheel m re

ceives its motion direct from the driving pulley of the engine,

to which it is connected by the belt oo. On, or near, the end

of its shaft o, is the bull-rope pulley «, and to its other end is

fastened the arm or crank o'. In this arm a number of holes

are drilled for the reception of the adjustable wrist-pin which

thus may be easily moved from one hole to another to regulate

the length of the stroke required in drilling or pumping.

As the band wheel communicates motion through the pit

man q to the walking beam while drilling, to the bull wheels

bb, by the bull rope rr, while running up the tools, and to the

sand-pump reel by the friction pulley w, while sand-pumping,

and as these movements are all used separately and at different

times, it is necessary that the machinery be so constructed in

its different parts that connection may be quickly made or

broken, and one kind of motion substituted for another at

pleasure.

The sand-pump reel w is put in motion by pressing on the

12
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lever v, which is joined by the connecting bar u to the upright

lever t. This brings the face of the bevelled pulley w into

contact with the face of the band wheel. It is simply a

friction pulley, and can be thrown in or out of gear, no matter

at what speed the band wheel may be revolving.

For a fuller illustration and explanation of the details of

Figs, i to 3 (Plate II) we annex figures representing a com

plete set of irons belonging to a carpenter's rig.

Fig. 1 8.—Walking-beam stirrup.

Fig. i 8. Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

Fig. 19.—Bolts for securing this by a wooden cap to walk

ing beam.

Fig. 20 and Fig. 20a.—Boxes for band wheel shaft.

Fig. 2 1 .—Band-wheel shaft, arm and flanges.

Fig. 22.—Centre irons for walking beam and samson posts.

Fig. 23 and Fig. 23a.—Bolts for securing the saddle to walk

ing-beam.

Fig. 24.—Derrick or crown pulley.

Fig. 25.—Walking-beam hook, to hold temper screw.

With the rig built, and the boiler and engine set up, the
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Plate II) was first put down to the bed rock, through the sur

face clay or gravel constituting the unconsolidated deposit of

drift lying above the upper stratum of rock. Where it became

necessary to go down several hundred, instead of several feet

before the rock was reached, as is often the case in valleys, a

pipe was driven down through the soft formation. This is the

general practice now ; the first section of a well from the sur

face of the ground to the first solid rock consisting of a driven

pipe eight inches in diameter or larger. This is necessary to

keep the earth from caving and choking the well, or the surface

water from seeping into it and giving trouble. The drive pipe

is put down in exactly the same way as piles are driven; the

derrick serving as support for the pipe, and as a guide for the

heavy maul as it goes down. This pipe has to be cleared out

in the same manner as the bore that is afterwards carried

down through the rock.

The hole through the rock is now begun. If the driven

pipe is long enough, the work is started and carried on regu

larly ; but frequently there is not room to start off with a full

string of tools, as they require at least 60 feet before they can

begin their work. In such cases the upper part of the bore has

to be made by "spudding;" the auger or drill being suspended

on a rope running up over the pulley at the top of the derrick,

and raised and lowered by the skillful manipulation of the end

of the rope in the hands of the driller, it having first been car

ried around the bull wheel, which is kept in motion by the

engine. This is continued until the regular string of drilling

tools can be used. There are four principal tools, properly so

called, used in the process, viz., the centre bit, the auger stem,

the jars and the sinker bar. In a well that is being drilled

these tools hang in the order named, the centre bit being the

lowest. This is a bar of iron, Fig. 26, a few feet long, with a

sharp steel cutting edge on the lower end. To this is attached

the auger stem, Fig. 27, which is simply a round bar of 4-inch

iron from 28 to 40 feet in length. Then come the jars, which

have already been described on p. 175. The fourth piece, to
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which is attached a long cable reaching up to the surface, is

the sinker bar, Fig. 28, resembling the auger stem, but only

from 14 to 16 feet long, and used simply to give additional

weight to the other tools.

The jars form very important parts of the drilling tools, they

being the connection between the drill at the bottom and the

cable above. Carll's explanation of the manner in which the

jars perform their work will, perhaps, help to an understanding

of their function :

" Suppose the tools have been just run to the botton of the

well—the jars are closed—the cable is slack. The men now

take hold of the bull wheels and draw up the slack until the

sinker-bar rises, the play of the jars allowing it to come up

thirteen inches without disturbing the auger-stem. They watch

for the coming together of the cross-heads, which will be

plainly indicated by a tremulous motion communicated to the

cable and by the additional weight of the auger-stem. When

the jars come together they slack back about four inches, and

the cable is in position to be clamped in the temper-screw.

" If now the vertical movement of the walking beam be

twenty-four inches, when it starts on the up stroke the sinker-

bar first moves ; it rises four inches, the cross-heads come

together with a sharp blow, and the augcr-stem is picked up

and lifted twenty inches. On the down stroke the auger-stem

falls twenty inches, while the sinker-bar goes down twenty-four

inches to telescope the jars for the next blow coming up. This

is the theory of the movement, but, of course, in practice the

spring of the cable in deep wells and the weight of tools may

make many modifications necessary."

The string of tools—the bit, the auger-stem and jars, with

the sinker-bar—are more than sixty feet long and weigh very

nearly a ton. The cable holding the string of tools runs up

over the pulley at the top of the derrick down to the large

wheel at its foot. Upon this wheel it can be coiled to draw the

tools out of the well, whenever it is found necessary to sharpen

or replace the bit, or clean the bore of the pulverized rock at
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the bottom. This cable is fastened at the end of the walking-

beam already described. By the upward and downward swing

of this walking-beam, amounting to two feet or more, the tools

are lifted and dropped at the bottom of the hole. The con-

Fig. 30. Fig. 31. Fig. 32.

netting link between the walking- beam and the cable is the

temper-screw, Fig. 29. It lowers the tools a little at every

stroke. With the old fashioned temper-screw a great deal of

time was spent in readjustment, for it had to be screwed up

thread-by-thread by tedious revolutions of the clamps. But
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this delay is now obviated. The nut through which the screw

passes is cut in halves, one-half being attached to the left wing

of the screw frame, the other half to the right wing. An ellip

tical band holding the set screw CFig. 29a) passes around the

nut. It is riveted securely to one of the halves, and the set

screw presses against the other half to keep the nut closed.

The wings are so adjusted that they spring outward and open

the nut whenever the set-screw is loosened. To " run up" the

screw the driller clasps the wings in his left hand and loosens

the set-screw ; he then seizes the head of the temper-screw in

his right hand, and, relaxing his grip upon the wings, the nut

opens, when he quickly shoves the screw up to its place, and

again grips the wings and tightens the set-screw, the whole per

formance occupying less time than it has taken to describe it.

The debris resulting from the drilling operation is held in

suspension at the bottom of the well, water being poured into

the well for that purpose. When a considerable quantity of

broken rock has accumulated, the tools are withdrawn, and a

"sand pump" inserted which removes the liquid mud and

sand from the well. The sand pump descends into the well

by its own gravity, and to prevent it from attaining a too great

speed, it is checked by pressing the lever v. Fig. 1 (Plate II).

backward, so as to throw the friction pulley w against a post or

curved piece of sheet iron set behind it in proper position to

act as a brake when the wheel is pressed against it. The

sand-pump line is coiled upon the shaft x, Fig. 1 (Plate !!)■

It passes direct from the shaft over the pulley ii, and thence

down inside the derrick to the well mouth, where it is secured

to the bail of the sand pump.

Sometimes a tool called a reamer is inserted in place of the

centre-bit, which reams out the hole and removes any irregu

larities. The tool is shown in Fig. 30, and a bottom view of

the same in Fig. 30a.

The Canadian system of drilling differs from the American

chiefly in that rods are used instead of a cable.
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D. Free-fall Drill.

The most simple and successful free-fall drill is Fabian's,

Fig. 31, as it can be used in all cases, it being suitable for

bore-holes with the smallest as well as the largest diameter.

However, Kind's boring instrument, Fig. 32, with self-acting

free-fall tool, is older and historically of greater importance

than Fabian's drill. Since the drill can be liberated by a

peculiar self-acting contrivance, Kind's apparatus does good

service in boring at great depths. The disk a is lifted by the

resistance of the water in the bore-hole and the fangs d

are pressed together by the ring c, allowing the tool to fall

down free. The disk a is connected by means of the guides b,

and the screws 00, with the ring c and the wedge s. In lifting

the tool, the water presses from above against the disk a,

thus preventing the opening of the fangs d. When the

highest stroke is reached, i. e., the moment the bore-rod strikes

the spring-pole, the water in going down presses below the

disk, the forcible stroke and back-stroke of the spring-pole in

creasing the rapidity of the movement of the tool. At the

same time the impact of the standing water against the disk a

becomes more violent, whereby, at the commencement of

the descent, the fangs d are opened, allowing the tool g to

fall down free. Since during the further descent of the upper

portion of the tool the water pressure from below continues,

the fangs remain open. At the lowest stroke they catch

the head c, and close immediately when the ascent begins,

because the water pressure now acts from above. The guide-

wedge n is carried in a slit. The broad guides kh are held

together by the guide-wedge «. The wedge s, which is also

connected with the rods b, is pressed during the ascent be

tween the fangs thus preventing the premature release of

the tool.

The rods for the suspension of the tool, and for the transmis

sion of blows to it, were of oak ; and this alone would constitute

one of the most characteristic differences between the system of

tools introduced by Kind and those made by the majority of
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well-borers. However, like the disengagement of the tool in

tended to comminute the rock, it depends for its success upon

the bore-hole being filled with water. The presence of a

column of water is, however, not always to be commended, es

pecially when the borings have to be executed in the carboni

ferous strata.

E. Fauck's Boring System with Free-fall Drill.

The principal constituents of this system are as follows: The

drilling chisels, Figs. 33 and 34, which are made of best cast

Fig. 33. Fig. 34. Fig. 35.

steel in numbers of from 2.4 to 24.4 inches cutting width. The

side edges are curved towards the centre of the bore-hole. The

double keying, b, serves for connecting the drill with the upper
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portion of the disengaging rod. The connection is rapidly

broken by means of special wedges, which are driven in the

holes, a, Fig. 35. The collar, a, Figs. 33 and 34, serves for con

veniently taking hold of the drill in case of breakage. The

boring rod, Fig. 35, serves to increase the weight of the drop-

tool, thus giving greater effect to the stroke.

The reamer, Figs. 36, 37 and 38, is inserted between the

boring rod and the drill when the tubing is to be carried below

the drill-hole by enlarging the latter. The body is of wrought

iron, and is provided above with a spindle, a, and below with a

Fig. 36. Fig. 37. Fig. 38.

socket, b, for a double key joint. In the centre are two cutting

jaws, c, of best crucible steel, which can be readily replaced by

others of different dimensions. When introducing the tool in

the bore-hole, the cutting jaws are tied together with wire (Fig.

37), which is carried over the edge of the drill. The latter on

striking the bottom of the bore-hole cuts the wire, and the

cutting jaws separate below the tubes. The contrivance for

holding the cutting jaws lies protected in the interior of the ap

paratus, and will be understood from Fig. 38.
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The free-fall tool consists of two parts, viz., the drop-tool

and the socket. The so-called catch-wedge, c, Fig. 39, slides

up and down in the two longitudinal slits of the socket. It

connects the wrought-iron drop-tool, a, with the socket, b. The

catch-wedge, c, Fig. 40, is held below by another wedge, c„

which, in its turn, is secured by a conical pin, c2. On the

lower end the drop-tool is provided with a collar, e, and spindle,

f, for joining it to the boring rod by means of a double key

joint. The collar, g, serv.es for taking hold of the tool in case

of breakage.

The wrought-iron socket is connected with the boring rod by

means of a ferrule on the screw-bolt h and collar i. The slits

d are enlarged to wedge-points k, the cushions of which are

formed of inserted steel segments /, Fig. 41. Below the slits

widen to the so-called safety-lock Fig. 39. When letting

down the boring tools in the bore-hole, the catch-wedge rests

in this safety lock, and in case the drill, on its way down, sticks

fast, strikes the upper grooving, whereby the drop-tool is pre

vented from being caught on the wedge-cushion above, and

from causing damage by suddenly dropping down.

F. Fauck's Self-acting Free-fall Drill.

The self-acting free-fall drill, Fig. 42, is arranged for diam

eters of from 11.81 to 19.37 inches, and for depths of over

1,000 feet. The apparatus consists of the chisel a, free-fall

tool e, and frame d. Instead of one, the free-fall tool has

two catch-wedges. The lower one,/", of these catch-wedges is

immovable and intended for guidance and suspension in the

safety-lock, while the upper one, g, the actual catch-wedge,

turns in steel bands. The catching of the drop-tool is effected

in the ordinary manner, and the self-acting detachment by the

pressure of the lower oblique plane of the rail h against the

catch-wedge. The upper continuation of the socket of the

free-fall tool forms a longer rod i of square cross section.

It is guided in the upper portion d' of the frame and takes the

latter along when the boring rod is turned round. On top it is
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provided with the screw k, which serves for connecting it with

the boring rods. The frame, which consists of four round iron

rods c and the connecting pieces d and d', is slightly raised

during the descent of the instrument, the turning of the boring

rod being also effected during this time.

The boring rods, Fig. 43, of square wrought iron, are each 16

feet 4 inches long, and are screwed together by conical male

screws a and female screws b. The upper collar c below the

male screw a serves for the lift-pulley, while the key catches

under the lower collar d. A diameter of ^ inch gives the rods

sufficient solidity for attaining a considerable depth and spring,

as well as for the transmission of the turning of the boring rod

to the free-fall tool. For exceptionally great depths it is bet

ter to give the rods a diameter of about 1 inch.

The boring transmission, Figs. 44 and 45, is arranged in ac

cordance with the following points :

1. Good spring of the beam as principal condition.

Fig. 44.

2. As high a stroke as possible, from 3 to 4^ feet.

3. High position of the stirrup of the beam for emptying the

bore-shaft.

4. A beam stirrup which can be laid back without moving

back the entire beam.
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5. Such an arrangement of the parts, that all drilling opera

tions can be effected one after the other by the driller from

a convenient point.

6. Use of a simple steam engine without reversing gear for

all contrivances.

According to Fauck, these requirements may be fulfilled by

the following arrangement :

The pulley a is set in motion by the steam engine and drives

the principal shaft, upon which it is keyed, in the indicated

direction. From this shaft the power for the different boring

operations is obtained by pulling various levers.

When drilling is to commence the cog-wheel c is engaged by

means of a lever with the wheel d. The latter serves also as a

Fig. 45.

crank pulley, and at different distances from the axle has four

holes so that the stroke of the boring beam can be changed at

will from 3 to 1 y2 feet. The transmission to the beam e, Fig.

44, is effected by the iron connecting rod f. The point of ap

plication of the latter, however, is not rigid, but is formed by

a bearing shiftable in a frame g. The beam consists of stout

T-irons joined together, and no pushing back being required, is

firmly fixed at //. A counterbalance i is placed on the rear

part of the beam and can be shifted at will. By means of this

counterbalance the boring tools are not only balanced but even

forced upward, the effect being that the tail end of the beam

strikes forcibly upon the spring-post, thus causing a rebound.

The boring chain m (Fig. 44) running over the beam-head / is
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secured to the drum n (Fig. 45), and during drilling is gradu

ally slackened by means of a self-acting temper-screw consist

ing of the worm-wheel and worm /, and by turning the hand-

wheel q. The beam-head has the form of the segment of a

circle, the effect of this being that the boring chain always re

mains exactly in the centre of the bore-hole. If the chain is to

be used for other operations, the bolt is taken out, the segment

of a circle turned back, and the bolt again inserted.

To withdraw the drill, the socket s (Fig. 45) which sits loose

upon the principal shaft b, upon which are keyed the cog-wheel

/ and the brake n provided with a friction cone, is pushed by

means of a lever against the friction socket v, which is fast upon

the axle, whereby the cable of the hoisting drum w is moved

in the direction of the arrow.

To lower the drilling tools the reversing lever is pushed for

ward. The lever lifts the movable bearing (Fig. 44) of the

short shaft g which carries the cog-wheel / engaged with the

large cog-wheel z (Fig. 45), and the wheel u. The latter is

pressed against the grooves of the friction socket v and the

hoisting drum w is moved in the opposite direction of the ar

row. The lowering of the drilling tools is effected with still

greater rapidity than withdrawing them, and the tools can be

stopped at any moment by the brake a, Fig. 45.

The movement of the cable of the sludger drum b is effected

by pressing down the sludger lever, whereby the movable bear

ing d (Fig. 45) of the sludger drum, which is connected with

the lever c (Fig. 44) is lowered, and the wheel e is pressed

against the wheel f (Fig. 45), which sits upon the principal

shaft. In lowering the sludger, and while it is in operation,

the friction serves at the same time as a brake.

Figs. 46 and 47 show Fauck's self-acting free-fall jars with

and without the use of water for rinsing. The boring rod a

(Fig. 46) with the drill b is connected by means of a double

key a' with the drop-tool c which is movable in the socket d.

Guides serve the head of the frame f with screw e and frame

kk, as well as the rails gg and the ring The key d of the
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drop-tool can be turned in the bearing hh, which can be

stopped by the pins h'h'. In descending, d is turned by the

portion d' of the slit d", and in ascending c" is caught by the

slit d" of the socket. In Fig. 47 the wing a encloses the bor

ing tools and is connected with the rod c by b and V. S is

Fiu. 46.

the bore-hole. The jar d is connected with the shaft / ; it has

two grooves for the reception of the slides ce, which are con

nected with the coupling-box g, and pass through the guide h.

The spring 0 presses g and h together.

'3
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II. Auxiliary Tools.

Tubing of Bore-holes.

The tubes, Fig. 48, serve for the simplest kind of tubing.

They are somewhat wider on the upper end than on the lower,

so that one piece of tubing can be readily pushed into the

other. The joints are then riveted.

The tubes with conical ends shown in Fig. 49 are of stout

sheet iron, and may be recommended when the tubes are to be

forced down with great pressure from above.

Fig. 48. Fic. 49. Fig. 50.

The tubes shown in Fig. 50 are of wrought iron, and are

only used when the water rises on its own account from the

bottom of the bore-hole, and is to be prevented from mixing
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with the upper water, as is frequently the case in drilling for

oil. There are three kinds of these tabes. Fig. 50, A, is

similar to ordinary gas-pipes, one end being sufficiently wid

ened to serve as a socket-joint, Fig. 50, B. The tubing shown

in Fig. 50, C, is contracted on one end so that it can be

screwed into the next tube.

Sinking the Tubes.

This is effected as follows : A crib is constructed of wood,

cast iron or wrought iron, which also serves for the first tubing

of the bore-hole. When made of wood it is either round or

hexagonal or octagonal ; often a square box suffices. If made

of cast or wrought iron, it is simply a stout pipe. A shaft about

1 8 feet deep is first dug, in which the crib, Fig. 5 1 , is placed per

pendicularly, if possible upon solid rock, so that it is exactly

beneath the point of application of the beam. But, if in conse

quence of water-bearing strata, the condition of the soil is such

as to render the digging of a shaft impossible, the crib, when a

water-bearing stratum is reached, is placed in position and

driven. If in the drilling operation, which now begins, the crib

has not reached a more solid stratum, the first tubing is placed

in position. For this purpose several lengths of tubing are

riveted together and suspended in the bore-hole. The upper

end is held by a pair of pipc-clamps projecting sufficiently

above them to permit the convenient riveting of the next length

of tubing. The pipe-hanger, by means of which the first sec

tion of tubing has been lowered into the bore-hole, is now re

moved and screwed on to the fresh length of tubing. The

whole length of tubing is then raised a few inches whilst the

clamps are removed from the lower part. When the tubing

has been sufficiently lowered, the clamps are reapplied, and the

operation of riveting another length of tubing is repeated.

While being lowered the tubing is turned, and this turning

should be continued as long as the tubing will move before re

sorting to driving. Wrought iron tubes when driven must be

handled carefully by means of a ring made of wrought iron
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from I y to 2 inches in height and ^ inch thick, or driven with

a pipe-dolly. The ring or the dolly is screwed into the lower

most boring rod, and worked at the same rate and in a similar

manner to the chisel, due regard being had to the depth at

which the driving is being done, as the weight of the boring

rods will materially affect the strength of the blow delivered.

Cast-iron tubing may be driven hard with a monkey, or forced

down by screw-jacks or hydraulic pressure.

If after the boring operation is finished the tubing is to be re

covered, it will be necessary to have recourse to cutting in case

the lower end of the tubing sits so fast that it is impossible to

remove the whole without tearing. For this purpose various

tools have been constructed, but only the simplest and most

suitable shall here be described.

The stout annular pieces a and b, Fig. 52, are connected by

the bolts c, c; d shifts into a corresponding opening of the an

nular piece b by the raising of the key /, whereby the cutting

wheel g is pressed against the wall of the tubing. The pin s

carries the key /. The upper annular piece a is provided inside

with a gas pipe thread for 2-inch tubing, but the key / with a

thread for correspondingly slighter rods. In cutting, the rods

are screwed in with a female screw, the tubing being turned at

the same time until cut through.

The withdrawal of the tubing is best effected by wedging a

riveting clamp in the upper end of the tubing and lifting the

latter by it. If the tubing sticks fast the lower portioa is first

cut off and lifting is then continued. If still unsuccessful, stout

boring rods are brought into requisition. The lower end of the

rods is provided with a screw with left-handed thread. A

wooden cylinder, Fig. 53, wider in the centre, is stuck upon the

lower round end of the rods, and the latter screwed in the

female screw s inserted in the wood. If now the wooden cylin

der reaches a certain point in the tubing, the rods are fastened

and coarse sand and gravel poured into the tubing. On raising

the rods the conical cylinder is firmly squeezed against the

tubing, and in this manner the latter is withdrawn without

damage.
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In case the tubing does not stick too fast, its withdrawal may

also be effected by means of the instrument shown in Fig. 54.

The two legs a a are connected below with the hooks b b, and

above with the boring rods. The wedge d is provided on the

upper end with jars which can be brought into activity by means

of the sludger cable. The legs are of sufficient length for the

jars to find room between them. After inserting the instrument

in the tubing to be raised the wedge is keyed by means of a

wedge and the jars.

In the United States lining tubes are cut out as follows : An

expanding cutter-head, in which the circular cutter-heads are

first tightened, is lowered into the bore-hole and then put into

action by turning the boring rods at the surface.

Among the auxiliary tools may also be mentioned the instru

ments used to withdraw broken or defective tools. They are

of all kinds and devices, from the delicate grap designed to pick

up a small piece of valve leather, or a broken sucker-rod rivet

from the pump chamber, to the ponderous string of pole tools

containing tons of iron, which, at a depth of 1,500 feet or more,

can unscrew a set of stuck tools, and bring them up piece by

piece, or cut a thread upon the broken end of a sinker bar, or

an auger stem, so that it can be screwed fast to and loosened

by the use of "whiskey jacks" at the surface.

In conclusion we furnish to our readers a diagram, Fig. 55,

of the drilling operation, which exhibits also the different strata

through which the drill passes. These may be classified under

three general heads : 1 . What may be termed the surface

drift, composed of alluvial soil, beds of gravel, sand of loose

texture. This division may have a depth of only a few feet in

some places ; in others, in the valleys, it may be two or three

hundred feet thick. 2. The water-bearing rocks, at the bot

tom of which, where the drill has reached this point, a " seed-

bag" packing is placed to prevent the inflow of water into the

well. 3. The rocky strata in which little or no water is found.

These comprise one thousand or fifteen hundred feet of the

whole depth of the well. A well was dug at Titusville through
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Fig. s5.
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3300 feet of rock, where water had to be poured in at the top

to moisten the drilling and allow of the working of the sand

pump.

Use of Torpedoes.

In 1862, Colonel E. A. L. Roberts conceived the idea of

exploding torpedoes in oil wells, for the purpose of increasing

the production. Having applied for a patent, in the fall of

1864 he constructed six torpedoes, and early in 1865 he vis

ited Titusville to try his first experiment. The risk of damag

ing the wells prevented their owners from allowing the tests to

be made, but Colonel Roberts finally persuaded Captain Mills

to allow him to operate on the Ladies' well, on the Watson

flats, near Titusville. The explosion of two torpedoes caused

this well to flow oil and paraffine. This result produced great

excitement and led to the filing of several applications for

patents and as many law suits for infringement, which were all

finally decided in favor of Roberts. The complete success of

the torpedo was not established, however, until December,

1866, when Colonel Roberts exploded one in the Woodin well,

on the Blood farm. This well was a " dry hole," and had

never produced any oil. The result of the operation was to

secure the production of twenty barrels a day, and in the fol

lowing month a second torpedo was tried, which brought up

the production to eighty barrels. These results established

beyond a doubt the usefulness of the invention, and immedi

ately a demand for it sprang up throughout the oil region.

The mode of operation in adding to the yield of oil is probably

to be explained by the complete disintegration of the oil-bear

ing strata in the vicinity reached by the terribly explosive force

of the nitroglycerine employed, by which the petroleum is set

free from the thousand small cavities in which it has been con

fined. According to Prof. S. F. Peckham's opinion, the

crushing effect of the explosion of a torpedo in such rock as

the Bradford oil sand is comparatively limited. He says :

"The generation of such an enormous volume of gas in a
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limited area, the walls of which are already under a very high

gas pressure, and which is held down by a motionless column

of air of 2000 feet (the use of water tamping has been aban

doned) must be followed by an expansion into the porous rock

that drives both oil and gas before it until a point of maximum

tension is reached. The resistance then becomes greatest

within the rock, and reaction taking place, oil and gas are

driven out of the rock and out of the well, until the expansive

forces originally generated by the explosion are expended.

By this reaction the pores of the rock are completly cleared of

obstructions, and the pressure of the gas within the oil rock

continues to force the oil to the surface until it is no longer

sufficient for the purpose."

The value of torpedoes in individual cases is unquestioned,

but as a whole their value to the oil interest is doubtful, as

shown by numerous cases, the yield of one well being frequently

increased at the expense of another. The use of torpedoes is

at best a destructive method which yields rapid results, but

often accompanied by great losses. In close sand torpedoes

arc of very little use ; such at least being the opinion of those

whose long experience well qualifies them to judge.

The explosion of the torpedoes is effected either by percus

sion or electricity. The usual method of employing them in

the Pennsylvania oil regions is thus described : " When a well

is ready to be ' shot,' word is sent to the Torpedo Company,

and the canisters arc prepared in sections of about 10 feet in

length and five inches in diameter. These sections arc made

conical at the bottom, so that they will rest securely on top oi

each other. The nitroglycerine is carried in cans, that are

placed in padded compartments, in a light spring wagon, which

is often driven over the roughest mountain roads with great

recklessness. Arrived at the well, one of the sections is sus

pended by a cord that passes over a pulley and is wound upon

a reel. The nitroglycerine is poured into the canister, until it

is filled, and then it is lowered by the cord to the bottom of the

well. Another section is filled and lowered in like manner.
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until the proper amount is put in place. A charge of 100 lbs.

of nitroglycerine will do the work of a ton of gunpowder. A

cap is 'adjusted to the top of the last section, and upon it a

Fig. 56.

weight is dropped down through the well after the cord lower -

■nggtheT nitrogylycerine has been withdrawn. A few seconds

after the explosion a fountain of oil, water, mud and pebbles
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shoots up through the well mouth to the top of the derrick and

above it, saturating it with oil, and scattering a shower of

broken stones in every direction."

Fig. 56 represents the torpedo in position.

Generally speaking, the cost of drilling wells can never be

determined with perfect accuracy. The expenses vary not only

with the system used, but the geological formation, the question

of wages, etc., have also to be taken into consideration. Much

of the work is done by contract, and the contractors are, of

course, reticent about disclosing the actual expense. Carll, in

his report for 1880, gives detailed figures, which he says were

furnished him by a large producer in the Bradford field, as

representing the cost of a well drilled in December, 1878:

Carpenter's rig complete $350 00

Belt, bull rope, engine, " telegraph," steam pipes and fittings to connect

boiler and engine ICO 00

Boiler (20-horse power), engine (15-horse power), on ground 750 00

Contract for drilling, contractor to furnish fuel, tools, cable, sand pump, line,

etc., at 65 cents per foot, say 1500 feet 975 00

Casing, say 300 feet, at 80 cents per foot 240 CO

Tubing, say 1600 feet, at 20 cents per foot 320 00

Torpedo (almost universally used before tubing) 100 00

Packer 25 00

Working barrel 8 00

Casing head 3 00

Tecs and elbows to make tank connections 5 00

One twenty-five barrel tank 25 CO

One two hundred and fifty barrel tank 110 CO

Tank house 25 00

Expense of tubing and packing well 20 00

Expense for hauling, tubing materials, etc., etc., say 50 00

Total cost of well, flowing $3,106 00

In the above well no " drive pipe " was used, a short wooden

conductor, set by the rig builder, being all that was required.

In localities where from 100 feet to 280 feet of drive pipe cas

ing, costing $1.80 per foot, is required, the cost of a well is in

creased accordingly.

If the well is to be pumped, the following items are to be

added :
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Fifteen hundred feet of sucker rods, at 5)3 cents per foot $82 50

Valves for working barrel 7 00

Polished rod 2 50

Stuffing box 1 50

Adjuster 5 00

Tees, elbows, etc., say 2 00

$100 50

The necessary tools and implements for handling the tubing

and sucker rods are :

Luge pulley block $11 00

Tubing elevators 9 00

Three pairs of tubing tongs 10 00

Tubing cable 25 OO

Sucker rod rope II 00

Sucker rod wrenches and elevators 3 00

$69 00

For the United States Census of 1880, and again for that of

1890, careful statistics were laboriously collected at consider

able expense on this and other features of the petroleum industry.

For the census of 1890 the records were made for 1889. The

cost would seem to have been for rigs about $300 per week ;

labor drilling about $500; boiler and engine about $500; pul

leys, ropes, etc., about $75 ; casing and tubing about $400; a

total amount of about of $1,775.

Collection of Crude Oil.

After the commencement of the drilling operation, the con

struction of collecting reservoirs in the immediate neighborhood

of the derrick should be immediately proceeded with. Until

lately, this was but seldom done in the Caucasus. Even at the

present time, in many places, the bore-holes are surrounded by

earthen walls for the collection of the free-flowing oil, and the

soil is penetrated by ditches, in which the naphtha collects and

then runs into a pit. When the oil cannot be pumped with

sufficient rapidity into reservoirs, a naphtha lake is formed.

Such naphtha lakes formerly served, instead of reservoirs, for
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storing the oil, the latter being carried in barrels upon camels

or two-wheeled carts to the refineries.

In recent years, immense reservoirs, with a capacity of over

88,000 cwt., have been erected, especially in the Balakhani re

gion, and are filled directly by means of pumps from the

naphtha lakes or from the wells. These cylindrical reservoirs

of sheet iron riveted together are placed without foundation

upon the ground, and are provided with a flat, conical roof of

sheet iron. The naphtha remains in the reservoirs for some

time for the deposit of mud, sand and water, and is then con

ducted by means of pipe lines to the refineries.

In the United States the oil is pumped from the mouth of the

well into tanks ; the latter are either of wood with a capacity of

about from 250 to 600 barrels, or of iron with a capacity of

about 2,500 barrels.

In Galicia the crude oil is brought directly from the pits to

the refineries by means of wagons. However, in recent years

larger reservoirs have also been erected in the neighborhood of

the wells from which the crude oil is transported by wagons or

railroad to the refineries. The most recent boring enterprises

in Western Galicia are in this respect provided with all modern

improvements, they being furnished even with small pipe lines

for conveying the oil to the nearest railway station.

In Germany the crude oil is conducted into smaller reser

voirs in the immediate neighborhood of the wells, and after

settling conveyed to the refineries, which, as a rule, are located

but a short distance from the wells.

Transport of Crude Oil.

Facility of transport is one of the most important factors in

the development of the mineral oil industry, and it may be said

that the price of the oil and the prosperity of the industry are

almost solely dependent on it. This is very clearly shown by

the oil regions of Galicia, Roumania, and partially also of Ger

many. These countries possess large natural stores of crude

oil, but the means of transportation are difficult and insufficient,
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so that they cannot find a suitable home market for their pro

ducts, which are of good quality, and cannot prevent the im

portations of foreign producers provided with better means of

transportation.

The Americans were the first to understand that the markets

of the world could be conquered only by the proper solution of

the problem of transportation. They created astonishing and

standard contrivances in this direction by which they have ob

tained their object, so that up to the present time their products

have encountered but slight competition.

Primitive methods. In Burmah the crude oil is placed in

glass jars and transported in them about the country. The

breakage of the jars and muck occasioned by the leakage is

mentioned as one of the disagreeable adjuncts of the production

in the neighborhood of Rangoon.'

In this country the Seneca oil of early days was transported

in barrels or packed in bottles. During the first years of the

excitement in the oil regions oil was transported in 40 and 42

gallon barrels, made of oak and hooped with iron. To prevent

the oil from penetrating the wood the inside of the barrels is

coated as follows : The barrels are first thoroughly washed,

usually with a jet of steam, dried and heated. Hot glue is then

put in and distributed over the whole surface. Then by a tube

a pressure of about 20 lbs. per square inch is applied through

the bung, and the glue is forced into the pores of the wood.

Great difficulty has always been experienced in the transporta

tion of crude oil in barrels, due to the fact that such oil invari

ably contains a trace of water, usually as much as 1 per cent.,

which, acting on the glue, causes the barrel to leak, and conse

quently a loss of oil. To remedy the difficulty and also to de

crease the labor of handling the oil, early in 1866, or possibly

in the latter part of 1865, tank-cars were introduced upon rail

roads entering the oil regions. Those first introduced consisted

of an ordinary flat car, upon which were placed two wooden

Report on Petroleum, by S. F. Peckham.
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tanks shaped like tubs, each holding about 2,000 gallons, or

4,000 gallons to a car.

In the meanwhile transportation by water had assumed large

proportions, quite too large for the volume of water usually

flowing in Oil Creek, and the novel expedient of " pond

freshets" was resorted to, to which allusion is made in the fol

lowing terms in Henry's " Early and Later History of Petro

leum."

"Arrangements were made with the mill owners at the head

of Oil Creek for the use of their surplus water at stated inter

vals. The boats were towed up the creek by horses, not by a

tow-path, but through the stream, to the various points of load

ing, and when laden they were floated off on a pond freshet.

As many as 40,000 barrels were brought out of the creek on

one of these freshets, but the average was between 15,000 and

20,000. At Oil City the oil was transferred to larger boats.

At one time over 1,000 boats, 30 steamers, and about 4,000

men were engaged in this traffic. At times great loss occurred

from collisions and jams. During the freshet of May, 1864, a

jam occurred in Oil City, resulting in the loss of from 20,000 to

30,000 barrels."

In many places in India the transportation of oil is effected

by means of camels, each camel carrying on its back two iron

tanks filled with oil.

Tank cars. In 1871, the wooden tanks placed on ordinary

flat cars began to disappear, their place being supplied by the

boiler iron cylinder car of the present time. They are now

used in transporting crude, illuminating and lubricating oils

and other petroleum products, also residuum and spent acid.

Fig. 57 shows the form of tank-car now in general use. The

heads are made of inch flange iron, the bottom of \ inch,

and the top of inch tank iron, and they weigh about 4,500

lbs. The tanks are about 24 feet 6 inches long and 66 inches

in diameter, and hold from 4,500 to 5,000 gallons each. They

are provided with an expansion dome and a man-hole, the latter

being used for filling the tank. During the transport the man
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hole is closed with an iron cover which is screwed to a flange

on the tank. In the United States about 10,000 of such tank-

cars are in use, while Russia has about 4000, about 2000 of

which belong to the Nobel Brothers. The Russian cars traverse

three regions, from which they go further into foreign countries.

Fig. 57.

1. The crude oil districts (Balakhani, Sabuntschi, etc.,) from

which, besides in pipe lines, the crude oil is transported in

tank-cars either to the refineries (Baku, Tschormy Gorodok,

etc.,) or—what is done to a still greater extent—to the

harbor of Batoum, where the crude oil is partially distilled and

brought into storage tanks to be finally shipped in tank vessels

to European, especially Austrian, harbors.

2. The second region for tank-cars embraces the transport

of refined oil from Baku to Batoum. This line is used most

because it supplies the great foreign commerce by means of

tank vessels. At the present time 7000 cars per month are at

an average transported from Baku to Batoum. In August,

1889, tne number of cars was 6613. and in September of the

same year, 6935.

3. The oil station of greatest importance next to Baku and

14
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Batoum is the city of Zarizyn on the Volga. The oil is brought

to the city in tank-vessels and stored in immense reservoirs, to

be finally shipped in tank-cars through the entire Russian

Empire, but especially to Moscow, Petersburg, Riga and

Warsaw, where the oil is again pumped into reservoirs and

finally transported to Austria-Hungary, Germany, and other

foreign countries.

Tank vessels. Like the pipe lines, which will be described

later on, tank-vessels have caused a revolution in transport

ing petroleum. The high freight which was formerly demanded

for shipping oil in barrels or tin canisters by steamships, sailing

vessels, etc., has been reduced to the minimum by the intro

duction of tank vessels. If we further take into consideration

the saving in barrels, the price of which is increasing daily, and

the avoidance of leakage, which, in shipping oil in barrels, fre

quently amounted to 10 per cent., and finally the saving of time

in filling and emptying the barrels, the great advantage of tank-

vessels will be readily understood.

In 1 87 1, the Astrachan merchants, Artemjeff, Ragosin and

Schipoff commenced the transportation of crude oil and re

siduum in tank-vessels. They used for the purpose ordinary

wooden vessels (barks), the oil being brought into the hold.

The water enveloping the exterior of the vessel prevented the

oil from penetrating the wood to any serious extent, the hold

being not filled deeper with oil than the water line. The deck

was loaded with oil in barrels or in iron tanks. A large num

ber of these sailing vessels were soon engaged in the petroleum

carrying trade on the Caspian Sea and Volga. But, of course,

they were not sufficiently safe, because, notwithstanding the en

velopment of water, the oil penetrated the planks of the vessel,

thereby causing considerable losses, and even conflagrations.

When Nobel, in 1871, laid the first pipe line in Russia, he also

endeavored to improve this primitive method of tank-transpor

tation. He first erected in the sailing vessels and barks which

carried the oil across the Caspian Sea to Astrachan, and

to Zarizyn on the Volga, cisterns similar to those used in
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steamers for storing drinking water, except that they occupied

the entire hold of the vessel. The oil was pumped into these

cisterns. In the same year he ordered in Sweden the tank

steamer "Zoroaster." When delivered this steamer did not

answer all requirements, but it was so improved by Nobel as to

allow of its being used for the transportation of oil. Nobel was

also the first who, to prevent the oil from penetrating into the

boiler and engine rooms, and from becoming heated, separated

the hold from the engine room by a partition filled with water

the latter being constantly renewed. In case of leakage the oil

can only reach the water, and, being specifically lighter, rises

to the top. At the uppermost point apertures are provided

through which the oil runs off".

Figure 58 shows the dimensions and construction of a modern

tank steamer as built in English ship- yards. A clear and com

prehensive description of one of the more recently built steamers,

the "Charlois," is found in The Marine Transport of Petroleum,

by George Herbert Little, an English naval architect.

"This vessel is 310 feet long, 39 feet beam, and 25 feet 3

inches deep, and is capable of carrying upwards of 3500 tons

of petroleum, besides bunker coal, on a moderate draft.

" The requisite subdivision into eight tanks of moderate size

is obtained by the introduction of nine thwart-ship bulkheads,

which are very heavily stiffened and made extra thick to with

stand the pressure due to any one tank being full, while the

others are empty. In addition to these there is a longitudinal

bulkhead running the entire length of the oil compartments in

the centre of the ship, which further subdivides each tank into

two. Wells or water spaces are formed at each end of the oil

compartments, which are filled with water when the vessel is

loaded with oil, and thereby isolate the oil from the rest of the

ship and boiler-room, to prevent risk of fire. Each tank is

provided with a smaller tank above, running up through the

'tween-decks to the upper deck, which is fitted to allow for the

expansion and contraction of the oil, due to the difference in

temperature, without permitting the oil to ever fall below
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the level of the top of the tank proper, which is essential

to the vessel's stability at sea. It is usual to carry these

expansion tanks about half full of oil. The expansion

tanks also serve the purpose of giving access to the tanks,

proper man-holes and Jacob's ladders being provided. A

special feature in this vessel, which the designers had par

ticularly in view, is the fact that she could, with very slight

alterations, be used for ordinary cargoes ; the expansion tanks

being arranged conveniently, and of extra size, for this purpose.

This is, we think, an important point. The machinery and

boilers are placed close aft, and clear of the oil compartments,

and the saloon and officers' and engineers' cabins and gallery

are abaft this, and therefore well clear of the tanks. The crew

are berthed in the forecastle, and there is a long bridge amid

ships, with a shade or awning deck, connecting it to the poop.

The shade deck was especially introduced by the designers to

make the vessel more seaworthy, as she is employed in the At

lantic trade, and this considerably reduces the amount of ex

posed deck. The internal fittings of this vessel are most

complete, and, as a further precaution against fire, she is

lighted throughout by electric light on the incandescent prin

ciple, the engines and dynamos being placed in the engine

room directly under the control of the engineers. There are

also steam heaters for all the cabins and the crew. Two power

ful pumps are fitted in the 'tween-decks with very complete

piping arrangements, each pump being capable of discharging

the entire cargo of oil in 30 hours. There is no double bottom

for water ballast, but tanks are provided on both ends for trim

ming purposes. For ballasting the ship when light, two or

more of the oil tanks are run up with water, special means be

ing provided for this purpose ; and when so laden the vessel is

much steadier at sea than if carrying ballast in the ordinary

double bottom ; and as these vessels have to make one out of

every two trips across the Atlantic light ship, this is very im

portant."

Experience has suggested some minor improvements sinca
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the " Charlois " was built. The vessels of later construction

have a somewhat greater carrying capacity. The expansion

tanks are not so large, but extend the whole length of the oil

tanks they are designed to relieve. The strength of the hull

has been still further increased by the addition of another deck

or horizontal partition running through the oil tanks, dividing

each into an upper and lower tank. This iron partition, with

its braces, adds materially to the stability of the ship both

when empty and full.

An American firm has recently undertaken the construction

of tank-vessels according to MacDugall's patent, and which are

claimed to form the future basis of a new tank transport of pe

troleum. However, thus far the matter has not progressed be

yond the experimental stage. The vessels are designed to be

towed. They are cigar-shaped, with a deck resembling a whale-

back.

In 1892, 59 tank-steamers were engaged in carrying petro

leum from the United States, 27 of which took their cargoes

from Philadelphia.

The appended table, from the Annual Report of the Secre

tary of Internal Affairs of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Part III, Industrial Statistics, 1892, gives the names of the

tank steamers that were engaged in carrying petroleum from

the United States in 1892. There were fifty-nine in all. Those

that carried cargoes from Philadelphia are designated by a

star. The table shows the tonnage of each ship, her capacity

to carry bulk oil, her length, breadth of beam and depth, and

the flag under which she sails. A second table gives similar

information in regard to the bulk sailing vessels that took

cargoes, in 1892, from the United States.
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LIST OF STEAMERS CARRYING PETROLEUM IN BULK FROM THE UNITED STATES TO

FOREIGN COUNTRIES DURING THE YEAR 1892.

Nami of Steame

Oil Carrying
C\pacity.

z

a

Registered
Dimensions of

Tonnage.
Steamer.

(English feet).

ross.
gth.

8
0.
0

O J 0 C

2,9'4 1.910 320 43 26

1,864
2,826

2,927 345 44 27

2,160
271
310

37
40

22
28

3,438 2,236 330 42 28
2,249 1,465 281 38

2I3,294
2,763

2,150 330 42 28
282,107 3" 40
262,411 1,573 294 37
263.393 2,179 339 43

3,162 2,411 3'9 43 29
3,095 ',995 334 44

*i2.794 2,090
1,858

310 40 38
3,394
1.643

305 39 26

1,321 250 35 24
3,002 1,978 310 4' 27
2.834 1,872 3" 39 25
2.293 1,642 280

3l
25

2,243 1,486 373 38 26
2,767 1,814 310 40 28
3,525 2,270 330 43 3'
2,715 2,101 310 40 28

3.'94
2,765

2,424 3'8 4' 33
2,074 310 40 28

2,75<> 2,101 310 40 38
2,597 1,881

2,096
300 37 30

2,737 310 40 28
2,123 1,621

•,563
270 36 a3

2,397 294 37 2*
2,707 2,099 310 40 25
2,542 2,007 310 39 26

',979 1,509
',948

270 37 35
2,701 300 39 a2

343 43 28
3,342 2,072 330 43 a!
2,357 ',554 294 37 26
3.300 2,153 330 43 21
3,507 2,257 33o 43 39

849 249 30 23
2,486 ',955

1.872
285 40 24

2,835 310 39 25
1,808 1,214

',634
260 36 25

2,421
2,675

270 39 31
2,160
1,086
1,596

285 40 3°
1,672 360 34 31
2,331

',326

292 37 35
2,023 370 37 35
2,73o 1.791 312 40 37
1,978 ',297 378 35 32
3,225 2,"9 3" 40

*82,716 2,107 310 40 28
1,362 1,114 235 33 2l2,765 2,110 310 40 28
2,336 ',54' 292 37 35
1,744

1)406
261 34 21

1,872 265 37 33
2,784
2,650

2,101 310 40 28

',745 300 40 18
2,891 2,297 3'5 4' 34

■ Allegheny.

• Apscheron . . .

•AnJ

"Astrakhan ...
•Astral
• Btyonne

' Beacon Light.
•Bear Creek...
• Breaerhaven.

Bnrgenn.
•Cadagua

Charlois.

Darial.

• Ubruj
• Elisc Marie .

" Fner^ie
• Geeslemunde

•Cluckauf

Cat Heil
•Hans ....

,540,000
650,000
,260,000
,500,000
960,000
,400,000
,260,000
,100,000
,350,000

>435,ooo
.100,000
275,000
,020,000
720,000

,175,000
850,000
980,000
,200,000
,500,000
,230,000
,425,000
,225,000
,255,000
,025,000

3,48o
4,450
1,800
3,655
4,350
2,800
4,o6o
3,665
3,195
3,920
4,165
3.195

2,960
2,000
3,48o
3,4'o
2,465
3,845
3.480
4,350
3,570

I 4.135
3,555
3,640
2.975

3.480

2,090
3,655
2,960
3,685

British.
Dutch.
Belgian.
British.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

German.
British.
German.
Spanish.
Belgian.
British.

do.
Danish.
British.

do.
German.
British.
German.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

British.
Dutch.

do.
do.

British.

do.
.In.

do.
German.
British.
German.
British.

do.
Belgian.
German.
British.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

German.
do.

British.
do.

French.
British.

do.
German.

•Took cargo from Philadelphia during 1892.
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Batoum is at present the principal harbor for the export of

fOmian petroleum, the tank steamers for foreign ports receiv

ing here their cargoes of crude and refined oil. For storing

the oil there are at Batoum 70 enormous iron tanks capable of

holding 7,000,000 pud. The yearly export of naphtha amounts

to 30,000,000 pud, which is almost exclusively shipped in tank-

vessels. In 1889, 26 tank-steamers took their cargoes from

Batoum. These steamers, or at least 25 of them, with a total

rapacity of 175,000,000 gallons, were especially built for the

Russian trade.

The accompanying table (p. 217) of importations of refined

oil at the principal harbors of England and the continent of

Ktiropc for 1 888 and 1889, has been compiled by Messrs.

Henry Funk & Co., of London. It shows the extraordinary

growth of tank transportation by sea.

In consequence of this great development of tank transpor

tation, storage tanks of considerable size have been erected in

the various harbors. The table on p. 217 gives all the present

tankage* in England.
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Statistics

Showing the Progressive Importations of Russian and American

Refined Oil in Tanks.

Importation of Russian and American Refined Oil in Barrels and Tanks,

1889 and 1888:

A. English Harbors.

American Russian American Russian
Refined Oil. Refined Oil.

Bristol, Cardiff, Glouces
ter and Sharnen

Newcastle and Shields. . .

In barrels. In tanks In tanks.

390,870
250,966

167,902
113,289

446,743
227,733

138,307
30,788
9,612

14,489
58,7'S

38,036

820,543 295,682 77l>«7

In barrels. In tanks. In barrels. In tanks.

533,063
280,349

3,5oo 5,675
6,633

346,875
160,495

178,672
19,365
21,990

7,058
12,790

2,500

1,033,439 3,500 21,866 520,160

B. Continental Harbors.

In barrels.

445,503

37,*°4
240,490
«5",590

In tanks. In tanks. In barrels. In tanks.

810,205
1,109,317
559,372
515.638

45,974
24,038

233,158

863,667 ; 347,883
187,506 614,966
677,582 I 68,909
329,742 I 142,563

874,787 2,994,532 303,170 2,058,497 1,174,321

In barrels. I In tanks.

38,798
38,295

8,264 178,136

8,264 255,229

Petroleum Tankages.

London.

Wharfs.
Capacity in

Barrels.
Proprietors.

-

27,000

40,000

10,000

100,000

90,000

20,000

25,000

At present leased.

London Oil Storage Co., Limited.

London Oil Storage Co., Limited.

Anglo-American Oil Co., Limited.

Tank Storage ond Carriage Co., Limited.

Davy and Goulden.

Manhattan Wharf

At Purfleet
M 11

Thames Haven Wharf.

313,000

London and Thames Haven Petrol. Wharf.
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Liverpool.

At Birkenhead 22,250 Liverpool Storage Co., Limited.

" " | 55,000 I Anglo-American Oil Co., Limited.

" " 52,000 Northwest Petrol, and Gen. Storage Co., Limited.

At Liverpool .. .' 107,250 . Mersey Dock and Harbor Board.

236,500

Barrow (Distributing Depot of the Liverpool Market).

At Barrow in Furness . 50,000

50.000

Furness Railway Co.

Kerosene Co., Limited.H It

100,000

Bristol.

40,000

50,000

90,000

Bristol, South Wales and West of England Petrol.

and Storage Association, Limited.

Anglo-American Oil Co., Limited.

20,000 K. Johnston.

Cardiff.

Shields.

6,000

25,000

31,000

Anglo-American Oil Co., Limited, Newcastle-on-

Tyne.

Crickson's Oil Co., Limited, Newcastle-on Tyne.

50,000 Anglo-American Co., Limited.

Hull.

1

Belfast.

At Belfast

Total
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Pipe lines} The magnitude of the petroleum interest made

it necessary to find some mode of transportation even cheaper

than a railroad. By force of circumstances, barges and tank

cars for oil in bulk displaced the truck carrying oil in barrels.

The pipe line in turn displaced the car and boat. The intro

duction of this mode of transporting oil is characteristic of the

American spirit of enterprise and marks an era in the petroleum

industry. The first suggestion of a pipe line for transporting

oil was, as far as known, made to C. L. Wheeler by General S.

D. Karns, of Parkersburg, West Virginia, in November, 1860.2

Mr. Karns said that as soon as he could raise the money, he

would lay a 6-inch gas-pipe from Burning Springs to Parkers

burg and let the oil gravitate to the Ohio river, a distance of

36 miles.

For some reason this line was never laid. Some years later,

the exact date is not known, a Mr. Hutchison, inventor of the

rotary pump which bears his name, conceived the idea of

forcing oil through pipes, and explained his plan to John

Dalzell. Subsequently Hutchison's plans became a reality, the

first pipe-line being laid from the Sherman well to the terminus

of the railroad at Miller farm, a distance of about three miles.

The inventor's idea of the hydraulic pressure of a column of

that length was certainly very exalted, and he took elaborate

pains to prevent the breaking of pipes. At intervals of fifty or

one hundred feet were air chambers like those on pumps, ten

inches in diameter, for the purpose of equalizing the pressure.

These queer protuberances gave the line the appearance of a

fence with ornamental posts, and excited great curiosity. The

weak point, however, was the jointing, which, as the pipes were

of cast-iron and imperfectly finished at their ends, was very de

fective, and the leakage from this cause was so great that little,

if any, oil ever reached the end of the line. It was a success

1 For much of the matter regarding pipe lines comprised in the following pages we

are indebted to the " Annual Report of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of the Com

monwealth of Pennsylvania. Part III. Industrial Statistics." 1892. ' F. S. Peck-

ham. Report on Petroleum.
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theoretically, but a mechanical failure. Thus the expectations

for easy and cheap transportation for crude oil raised by the

building of the first pipe-line were ruthlessly dashed to the

ground, and the inventor discontinued his experiments in de

spair.

In 1862, we believe, a bill was introduced in the Pennsylvania

State Legislature to authorize the construction of a pipe-line

from Oil Creek to Kittanning ; but, owing to the vigorous op

position of those interested in teaming oil, it was not passed.

Later a plan to lay a line down the Allegheny river to Pitts

burgh, for the same reason, came to nothing.

Samuel Van Syckle, of Titusville, was the first to put down a

working line. It was only four miles long, extending from

Pithole to Miller's farm, and carried but eighty barrels per day.

It demonstrated, however, the thorough practicability of moving

oil in this way. The difficulty up to this time had been in

making the joints of the pipe tight. Van Syckle overcame this ;

and, although his line faced an ascent of nearly five hundred

feet, the oil was delivered at the farther end practically without

loss. This line, together with another laid in the same year by

Henry Harley, from Benninghoff to Shafer farm, passed into

the control of a corporation known as the Allegheny Transpor

tation Company, by which it was operated.

The owners and drivers of oil wagons saw that this mode of

transportation must soon deprive them of occupation, and they

did what they could to retard the progress of the work. They

cut the lines, set fire to the tanks with which they were con

nected, and even threatened the proprietors and managers with

personal violence. An armed patrol and the arrest of the ring

leaders soon quelled this outbreak. The pipeage of oil was a

great general improvement, and personal interest had to yield.

To-day the oil region is a net-work of pipes ; and great trunk

lines, pulsing with the moving oil, supply the needs of New

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, Buffalo, Pittsburg,

Chicago, and of many intermediate points.

The growth, however, was gradual. Lines were first laid
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only to the refineries in the oil region, and to railroads taking

the oil out of the region. With the lengthening of the pipes

and the increase of pressure to force the liquid to greater dis

tances, men became more and more impressed with the possi

bilities of the new mode of transportation, and enthusiastic ones

began to believe there was no point short of the seaboard to

which the oil might not be sent. In 1875, an organization

called the Pennsylvania Transportation Company was granted a

charter, with power to construct a pipe-line to the seaboard.

The only outcome of this venture was the building of various

lines within the oil region. Short lines multiplied, and pipe

after pipe from the producing fields to the refineries and rail

road shipping points crossed and paralleled one another in every

direction. Competing companies waged war upon one another,

cutting rates to the point of doing business at an actual loss.

When the producer had run his oil into the storage tanks of

some of these concerns, he was not certain whether the certifi

cate received (for they all issued certificates instead of paying

cash for oil) had any value ; yet he must either send the oil

through the pipe nearest to him, or allow it to pass back into

the earth from which it came. The concentration of these

badly-managed competitive companies into some centralized

organization with systematic and economical methods was a

necessary consequence of the situation.

The United Pipe Lines' Association, first known as the Fair-

view Pipe Line, organized by Captain J. J. Vandergriff and

George V. Forman, became the starting point for such a move

ment. This association was incorporated under the general act

of April 29, 1874. Into it were merged from time to time the

other local lines ; the Antwerp, Oil City, Clarion, Union, Con

duit, Karns, Grant, Pennsylvania, Relief, the Clarion and

McKean divisions of the American Transfer Company, the

Prentiss lines, the Olean pipe, the Union Oil Company's line

at Clarendon, the McCalmont line, with others too numerous

to mention.

The first trunk line was laid in 1875 from the lower oil coun
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try to Pittsburg. It consisted of 39 miles of four-inch pipe

running from Carbon Centre in Butler county to Brilliant, a

suburb of Pittsburg. The trunk line to Cleveland next followed,

consisting of a six-inch line from Bear Creek to Hilliards, the

first pumping station, and from there a five-inch line to Cleve

land. The total length is about 1 1 1 miles. The trunk line to

Philadelphia starts at Colegrove in McKean county, and extends

about 235 miles to Philadelphia, six-inch pipe all the way.

From Millway, the last pumping station before reaching Phila

delphia, a five-inch branch runs down to Baltimore, a distance

of about 66 miles The Buffalo line is about 56 miles long,

having its initial point at Olean, N. Y. It is four-inch pipe.

The New York line consists of two six-inch pipes starting at

Olean, N. Y., and running parallel to each other through the

southern counties of New York State, to Saddle River, N. J.,

where the lines separate ; one going down to the refineries at

Bayonne, N. J., and the other going under the North and East

rivers to the refineries at Hunter's Pointy on Long Island. In

addition to the two parallel six-inch lines, the New York line is

looped at many of the stations ; that is, extra lines are put in

to relieve the pressure on the other lines and so increase some

what their capacity : thus making the total length of pipe used

762 miles, the distance traversed by the line being 313 miles.

The Tide-Water line of six-inch pipe, extends from Rixford

in McKean county to the refinery of the Tide Water Oil Com

pany, Limited, at Bayonne, N. J., a distance of 284 miles.

The Southern Trunk line starts from Morgantown, W. Va.,

and extends to Philadelphia ; a distance of 274 miles. This

line is composed of six-inch and eight-inch pipe, the total length

of pipe being about 364 miles.

We give below a table showing the actual length of each

trunk line. In addition to this there are many other large lines

connecting the various systems and different oil fields.

For example : Between Kane and Bear creek, a distance of

63 miles, there are five six-inch lines ; from Kane to Colegrove,

there are 22 miles of eight-inch pipe ; from Colegrove to Olean,
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30 miles of eight-inch pipe. The total pipe, including these

large connecting lines and the double lines and loops, amounts

to 3,000 miles.

ftttsturg Lint, four-inch pipe. Miles.

Bear Creek to Pittsburg 55

Buffalo Line, four-inch pipe.

Olean to Buffalo 56.25

Cleveland Lint, five-inch pipe. Miles.

Bear Creek to Simpson 29.81

Simpson to Warren 3°-23

Warren to Mantua 22.16

Mantua to Cleveland 28.59

IIO.79

Philadelphia Line, six-inch pipe. Miles.

Colegrove to Hunt's Run 23.41

Hunt's Run to North Point 25.90

North Point to Pine 25.73

Pine to Latshaw 454°

Latshaw to Millway 5'-94

Millway to Philadelphia 62.50

234.88

Baltimore Line, five-inch pipe.

Millway to Baltimore 65.80

Xew Yort Line, six-inch pipe. Miles.

Olean to Wellsville 28.54

Wellsville to Cameron Mills 27.91

Cameron Mills to West Junction 29.74

West Junction to Catatonk 27.37

Catatonk to Osborne Hollow 27.99

Osborne Hollow to Hancock 29.86

Hancock to Cochecton 26.22

Cochecton to Swartwout 28.94

Swartwout to Newfoundland 29.00

Newfoundland to Saddle River 2^-77

Saddle River to Bayonne, N. J 16.29

Saddle River to Hunter's Point, N. Y 12.26

Total (with loopings) 762.01
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Tide Water Line, six-inch pipe. Miles.

Rixford to Olmstead 28.7

Olmstead to County Line 36.0

County Line to Muncy 53-5

Muncy to Sh u man 33.9

Shuman to Hudsondale 27.65

Hudsondale to Changewater 52.5

Changewater to Uayonne, N. J 51.5

Total 283.75

Southern Line, eight-inch and six-inch pipe. Miles.

Morgantown to Watson 33-88

Watson to State Line 35-82

State Line to Knepper 66.67

Knepper to Millway 75.42

Millway to Philadelphia 62.50

Total (with loopings) 364.29

Crescent Pipe Line {Mellon Line), five-inch pipe. Miles.

Greggs to Milbank about 48

Milbank to Ingleside " 24

Ingleside to Saxton " 30

Saxton to Mount Holly " 55

Mount Holly to Florinal " 40

Florinal to Linwood " 60

Total 267

United States Pipe Line {Emery Line), double line, four-inch and five-

inch pipe. Miles.

Titusville to Tarport about 65

" Tarport to Westfield " 60

Westfield to Athens " 55

Total (two lines) 360

The trunk lines carrying Pennsylvania crude are nearly 3,000

miles in length ; but this does not include the net-work of two-

inch pipes that fairly cover the producing country, and serve

as feeders for the trunk lines. A representative of the Standard

Oil Company appearing before a committee of the State Legis

lature, in February, 1891, testified that the total length of lines
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transporting Pennsylvania crude was undoubtedly 25,000 miles ;

or, as one of the senators put it, " a girdle for the earth."

The lines are usually laid under ground 1 with bends, at in

tervals, to allow for expansion and contraction. The pipe for

these trunk lines is made especially for them. It is wrought

iron, lap welded, and comes in lengths of 18 feet. On each

end coarse and sharp taper threads are cut, nine to the inch,

and the lengths are connected with long sleeve couplings, also

screwed taper. The pipe is tested to stand a pressure of 2,000

pounds to the square inch, made necessary by the tremendous

pressure carried on some of the pumps. This is sometimes as

high as 1,500 pounds. It can be appreciated by remembering

that, in addition to overcoming the friction of the oil on the

line, which increases enormously as the rapidity of the flow is

increased, the large body of liquid is made to move with great

speed. It was found that the friction on the 108 miles of six-

inch pipe between Rixford and Williamsport, Pa., was equal to

a column of oil 700 feet high—that is, had this line had a

gradual descent amounting to 700 feet, the adhesion between

the oil and pipe would have prevented any flow, with the pipe

full of oil for the 108 miles.

At each station there are two or more storage tanks, of from

30,000 to 50,000 barrels capacity, the oil being received from

the station next before into one of the tanks, while the pump is

emptying another. In this way the movement of oil through

the trunk lines is made incessant. Most of the stations are

also provided with duplicate pumping machinery, so that there

need be no interruption of the flow of oil even when one pump

has to be stopped for repairs. The distance between stations

averages 28 to 30 miles, but loops are sometimes laid around a

station, so that one pump has moved oil as far as no miles.

Where the New York trunk line passes under the Hudson

river it is double—that is, one pipe is placed inside of another

with tight fitting sleeve-joints. The jacket pipe has its ends

'Opinions are divided as to whether the pipes last longer lying free or underground.

In Baku they lie free.

«5
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separated by a space of 12 inches to permit the enclosed pipe

to be screwed home. The sleeve is then pushed over the 12-

inch gap, and the whole space between the pipes is filled with

lead poured in melted. The line is held in place on the bo

of the river by two sets of heavy chains parallel with the pipe

and about twenty-five feet from it, one on each side. Every

feet a guide chain connects the pipe with these lateral chains,

beyond each one of these connections an anchor, weighing over

a ton, keeps the whole in place. The line crossing the salt

marshes approaching the river is laid in a rectangular wooden

box, filled with hydraulic cement to withstand corrosion.

The pumping stations arc located at central points in th

valleys. These stations consist of permanent buildings,

boiler house and a pump house, which contain the necess

steam power, and a steam and oil pump combined in one

pumps employed for this service are magnificent machines.

Most of them have been built by the Worthington Company.

Fig. 59 shows a pumping station of the " Transit Oil Company '

with the Worthington system. The Worthington pumps have

been described by the Engineering News and the Scic,

American somewhat as follows:

" Each pump has four steam cylinders—two high

low pressure—steam jacketed, each set working tandem, direct

acting. Each pair of cylinders actuates two single-stroke rams

of the exterior packed type. The engineer thus has the onl

possible source of plunger leakage always before him

steam, going from the high to the low pressure cylinder, pass

through a receiver, where it is heated. The valve boxes

subdivided into small chambers, with leather-lined

valves with low lift and large surfaces. The general dim

are :

Diameter of low pressure steam cylinder 66"

Diameter of high pressure steam cylinder 33"

Diameter of plungers

Stroke

Horse power, 440.

Average duty, 105,000,000 foot pounds per too pounds of coal.

Rated capacity, 1 ,500,000 gallons against a pressure equal to 2,000 feet head of water."
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The disproportion of diameter between the steam pistons and

pump plungers shows the nature of the service the pumps are

designed to perform. To maintain an even pressure on the

line, a pair of compensating cylinders and plungers at the outer

end of the rams take the place of the usual air chamber or fly

wheel. These are two vertical cylinders, each mounted on

trunnions near its centre. " A heavy pressure is maintained by

the accumulator and fluid on the rear of the plungers, tending

to thrust them out. As the rams of the main pump move out

ward from the centre position the compensating cylinders

swing on their trunnions and take increasingly oblique positions

as the pump gets nearer the end of its stroke. The compensat

ing rams are forced out during this period and re-enforce the

action of the steam, whose pressure is getting lower owing to

expansion. On the return stroke the compensating rams are

pushed back against the accumulator pressure, their cylinders

swinging back to the perpendicular position. In this period,

therefore, the action of the steam at a high pressure in the

steam cylinder is resisted by the rams. As the stroke returns

from the center in the other direction the compensating rams

act as in the other half stroke. By thus opposing the action of

the unexpanded and resisting the action of the expanded steam,

an almost even action is preserved at all periods of the stroke,

and a nearly constant pressure is exerted on the liquid

pumped." By this means the column of oil is kept continually

in motion without any violent concussion on the line, as is

generally the case with a direct-acting pump. During the last

few years the National Transit Company have been building

their own pumps, constructing for trunk line service enormous

triple expansion crank and fly-wheel engines, which are super

seding other makes of pumps on their lines. At each station

there is generally one of these high-duty engines and a low-

duty one for relief or emergency service. Most of the pump

ing is done by the machine just described, the other being em

ployed when the main pump is being repaired or adjusted.

A station equipped with a high-service pump has also seven
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or eight horizontal tubular boilers, 80 to 100 horse power each.

Six of the boilers are fired at once. They are placed in a

boiler-house 40 feet square, built of brick and covered with a

corrugated iron roof. The pumps are in a separate brick

building, being separated for greater safety from fire. The

stations are lighted by electricity, as the pump never stops

moving the oil forward every day and night in the year. The

stations are connected with one another and with the main of

fices of the pipe lines by independent telegraph wires. When

a producer's tank is measured and accepted by a gauger and

the oil passed into the pipe line, a report is telegraphed to the

central station of that section of the field. A complete record

of the capacity of each tank in the field is here kept, by which

the feet and inches of the oil indicated by the despatch are at

once converted into barrels and placed to the credit of the pro

ducer on the books of the pipe line. By this means, at the end

of each day, an accurate return can be made of the oil received ;

which, checked by an equally accurate report of the oil deliv

ered, enables the pipe line to know their stocks at all times.

At each station there are two or more receiving or storage

tanks built of light boiler iron ; the usual size being about 90

feet in diameter, and 30 feet high. These tanks have conical

roofs of wood covered with No. 20 iron. Each tank holds

about 30,000 barrels of oil. A general idea of the plan of con

struction of storage tanks can be learned from the following

specifications under which the tanks of many of the pipe lines

are built :
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Cleaning Pipe Lines.

All crude petroleum contains more or less amorphous or un-

crystalized paraffine or wax. Water mixed with crude oil

forms an emulsion or soapy deposit. The paraffine is known

in the oil region as " sucker-rod wax," because it collects on

the rods used for pumping wells. The emulsion is locally

known as " B. S." These two sediments, together with the im

purities naturally incident to the mining of petroleum and its

transfer from point to point, gradually choke the pipe lines,

particularly in colder weather. To clean them, a curious in

strument called a " go-devil " is sent through the pipe. These

scrapers or brushes have at different times been of various de

signs, the one now used being the improved instrument that

experience has shown is best suited to the work. It is a

spindle with a ball and socket joint near its center so that it can

follow the bends in the pipe. This spindle is fitted with steel

blades set radially. It is kept in position in the pipe by three

arms both in front and rear, with a guide-wheel on the end of

each arm. Oblique vanes put in motion by the moving oil ro

tate the spindle, and the steel blades scrape the pipe. At the

rear end of the " go-devil " a piston that approximately fits the

pipe, gives the instrument a forward motion, being impelled by

the oil pumped through the line. Until within a few years, it

was customary for men to follow the scraper in its trip, know

ing where it was by the whirring noise it made ; any obstacle

being located by the stopping of the " go-devil." This is no

longer thought necessary. A catch-box is placed at the other

end of the line, and the time of the trip is so well known that

the arrival of the little traveler can be quite closely timed. But

the lines are regularly patrolled to promptly detect any leaks,

although the system of checking from tank to tank makes it

impossible for any serious break to occur without detection.

Loading Racks.

The racks are used for loading oil from pipe lines into tank

cars, and are so arranged that any number of cars from one to
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an entire train can be loaded at the same time. They are con

structed after the following general plan : The main oil line

runs alongside the railroad track, and perpendicular branches

are carried up at intervals, equal to the length of a tank car.

A platform of a convenient height is erected, and each particu

lar branch-pipe is provided with a stop-cock and an elbow

above it. To this elbow is attached an adjustable pipe long

enough to reach the man-hole of the tank car as it stands upon

the track. To load a train, it is run upon the track in front of

the "rack;" the man-hole plates are all removed, the adjust

able pipes placed in position to discharge the oil into the tanks,

and the oil turned on. In this way as many cars as the rack

will hold, perhaps 20, holding 2000 barrels of oil, can be loaded

in an hour and a half.

Pipe Line Companies.

The trunk lines are controlled by the National Transit Com

pany ; the Tide-Water Pipe Company, Limited ; the Octave

Pipe Line; the Southwestern Pennsylvania Pipe Lines; the

Eureka Pipe Line Company ; the Buckeye Pipe Line Company;

the Southern Pipe Line Company ; the Charles Miller Pipe

Line ; the Western and Atlantic Pipe Line ; the Elk Pipe Line ;

the Crescent Pipe Line (Mellon Line) ; the Producers' Pipe

Line ; the Producers and Refiners' Oil Company, Limited ; the

United States Pipe Line (Emery Line), and the New York

Transit Company. The first two mentioned are the most im

portant. These companies move the oil from the region to the

terminus of their lines. The National Transit Company does a

very large proportion of the entire business. We believe it

holds the original charter granted to Andrew Howard and J.

S. Swartz and others under the name of the Pennsylvania Com

pany, by the Act of April 7, 1870. In 1880, it absorbed the

business and plant of the American Transfer Company ; and, on

April 1, 1884, the business and plant of the United Pipe Lines

—that branch of the organization being since known as the

United Pipe Lines Division of the National Transit Company.
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Pipe Line Certificates.

The National Transit Company and the Tide-Water Pipe

Company, Limited, are the only lines issuing certificates for

crude petroleum received. These are printed acceptances for

crude, and are negotiable the same as a certified check. We

give below copy of a certificate of the National Transit Com

pany.

Acceptance

No On. City, Pa., 18....

NATIONAL TRANSIT COMPANY, (1,000)

Through its UNITED PIPE LINES division,

Deliver to or order.

One Thousand barrels of crude petroleum (of 42 gallons each) on the

following terms, which are agreed to by the holder hereof :

1. It is agreed that the petroleum mentioned in this order is held by the

National Transit Company, subject to a transportation charge of twenty

cents per barrel, and a storage charge which will be at the rate of twenty-

five cents per day per thousand barrels, as long as the market price of cer

tificate oil is below one dollar per barrel; thirty-five cents per day when

the market price is from one dollar to one dollar and fifty cents per barrel,

and forty cents per day when the market price is above one dollar and fifty

cents per barrel ; no change, however, to be made in rate of storage on ac

count of prices going above or below the prices named, unless the market

price remains above or below the specified point for thirty consecutive

days, and that the point of delivery of such oil shall be within the United

Pipe Lines Division.

2. It is further agreed that this order shall be returned to the National

Transit Company for exchange within six months from date of issue, or be

subject to a storage charge of one twentieth (1-20) of one cent per barrel

3 X* daily thereafter until returned.

* 3. It is further agreed that the National Transit Company shall not, in

any event, be liable for any loss of crude petroleum resulting from light

ning, fire, storms or any other unavoidable causes, it being distinctly

understood and agreed that any such loss nr losses shall be charged pro

rata upon all petroleum in its custody at the time of such loss or destruc

tion, and that the quantity of petroleum called jor by this order shall be

reduced by its proportion of such loss or destruction.

4. It is further agreed that transportation and all accrued storage

charges shall be paid on the amount so deducted.

Order Accepted.

No Agent Registrar.

-

The system of issuing these certificates is, briefly, as follows :
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When a producer wishes to deliver oil from his tank, he

notifies a representative of the pipe line, who measures the oil

and gives a voucher for it, running it into the line. The oil

thus received is treated the same as a deposit in a bank.

Against it certificates are issued in lots of one thousand barrels

each, at the request of the owner. It is in these that the Oil

Exchanges deal. It is needless to take space to describe these

exchanges, located at New York, Oil City, Bradford, Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia, Titusville, and elsewhere ; nor the speculation in

oil certificates. The largest number of clearances reported for

any one year, is that for 1886, footing up 4,593,379,000 barrels.

This speculative feature of the industry has almost entirely dis

appeared. It is with some curiosity that we read in the U. S.

Census Report for 1 880, the following, such excitement having

now become so completely a thing of the past:—

" The fluctuations in the price of petroleum, during the

census year, rendered a speculative investment in the article an

object of exciting interest. June I, 1879, was Sunday. The

market opened on the 2nd, at 74^ cents per barrel. It con

tinued to fall, with little disposition to rally, until on the 17th

it closed at 64^6 ; and after fluctuating between 65 and 68 for

four days, it reached 75, and dropped to 69^ on the 25th. It

hovered about 70 until the 9th of August, when it began to

fall, reaching 64^ on the 27th. A slight rally held it at about

66 until the 7th of September, when an upward movement be

gan, reaching 96% on October 9th. It remained near 91 until

the 10th of November, when it again moved upward, reaching

$1.27^ on the 21st, closing that day at $i.22j^. On the fol

lowing day it ranged between %i.22]4 and $1.10!^, closing at

$1.18^, from which it rallied, reaching on the 2nd of Decem

ber $1.28^. Between the 10th and 18th it ranged between

$1.27^ and $1.10, and fluctuated greatly between $1.18 and

$1.09 from this time to January 15th, 1880, when it went down

in three days to $1.05, and steadily declined with scarce a

rally, till, on March 9, it touched 85^. It hovered between

85 and 90 till April 6th, when it again commenced to decline,
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reaching 71^ on the 21st. On the 5th of May it closed at

72^, and by the 26th had again reached the latitude of 93 3^,

closing on the 31st at 98^. It will thus be seen that the cer

tificates of oil in tank were worth that year from 64^ cents to

1 .28^ per barrel, and this variation of almost 100 per cent,

occurred between August 27th and December 2d, an interval

ot only sixty-eight days."

In the Caucasus the crude oil, as previously mentioned, was

formerly transported to the refineries, a distance of over 6

miles, by means of two-wheeled carts (arbas), 10,000 of such

carts making two trips a day, of course only in good weather.

In bad weather, high winds or rain, the arbas could, as a rule,

not be used, the roads being then impassable. Besides, during

the busiest portion of the year traffic between the oil regions

and the refineries was frequently interrupted by strikes of the

drivers (mostly Tartars and Persians), who raised the charge

for transporting the oil, which frequently amounted to 8 co

pecks per pood.

Under such conditions the profitable development of the in

dustry was impossible, and the refiners and producers of crude

oil were glad when they could work without loss. But since

1875, the industry, by the wonderful energy and ability of the

brothers Nobel, especially of Ludwig Nobel, has received such

an impetus that at present it almost equals the American oil

industry. In 1875, Robert Nobel began refining at Baku in a

small way, and was afterwards joined by his brother Ludwig.

The Nobel Brothers soon saw that with the existing facilities of

transport the profitable development of the business would be

impossible. They, therefore, proposed, in 1876, to the other

proprietors of oil wells to jointly build a pipe-line from the oil

region to the refineries, but were everywhere met with scorn

and distrust. Ludwig Nobel then laid the project before a

number of English capitalists with the proposition for them to

form a stock company with a capital of 3,000,000 roubles.

The carrying out of this project was prevented by the war be

tween Russia and Turkey, and Ludwig Nobel, at his own ex

pense, then laid down a pipe-line eight miles long.
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When Nobel commenced to build his line, the other refiners

and producers of oil combined against him, and to compete

with him, demanded from the Government a concession to

construct a railroad on the same line, which, however, was not

granted. When the pipe line was finished and in working

order, the producers and refiners, who had sneered at and ob

jected to the enterprise, saw its advantage and requested Nobel

to pipe their oil also to the refineries. The line did not only

pay its expenses the first year, but made a handsome profit.

The first pipe-line was arranged as follows : 1 The pumping

station and a large iron tank were erected at Balakhani along

side Group XV of the naphtha wells. In the pumping station

a 37-horse power engine drove a pump which forced the oil

into the tank and the pipe line. The latter is about six miles

long and connects the pumping station with Nobel's refiner)' in

Blacktown, Baku. The pipes lie free upon the ground and

make many curves and bends according to the condition of the

surface of the ground. They are 5 inches in diameter and the

oil passes through them with a velocity of over 3 feet per

second. The station at Balakhani is situated 207 feet higher

than the receiving station at Blacktown. To fill the principal

tank at Balakhani with oil, there are several pumps which

force the oil from the bore-holes to the principal station. At

the receiving station at Blacktown the oil is distributed in dif

ferent tanks and used as needed. The cost of building this

line was about 800,000 marks (about $200,000). It reduced

the expense for transporting the crude oil about one-third.

After the completion of this line the Baku Naphtha Com

pany constructed a pipe line from Group XV of the Balakhani

region to their refinery in Surakhani, and later on, from there

to a narrow sand-bank at Sichsk on the Caspian Sea where they

built a harbor. The total length of this line is about 9^ miles.

In 1878, more pipe lines were laid; the one constructed by

M. Mirsojeff from Balakhani to his refinery in Baku is over 8

1 Victor Ragosin : Die Naphta und die Napbta Industrie.
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miles long. The diameter of the pipes is 4 inches. The

Lianosoff pipe line from Group VII to Baku is about 8^ miles

long with pipes 3 inches in diameter. The pipe line of the

Caspian Company pipes the oil from Sabuntchi to the railroad

station ; from there the oil is carried in tank cars to the village

Kapsili, and from there through a pipe line to the refinery

situated in the vicinity of the village.

Thus one pipe line after another was constructed, and to-day

there are about 2 1 such lines which annually forward about 20

millions of barrels. Beside the lines leading from the oil region

to Baku and its vicinity, there are a number of branches which

lead from the 21 principal lines to the refineries. The total

length of these lines is at present about 125 miles. A map of

the pipe lines is given in Fig. 60.

There has recently been much talk about a projected pipe

line for refined oil which is to be constructed from Baku to Ba-

toum, so as to connect the Caspian with the Black Sea.

Petitions have been again and again submitted to the Gov

ernment to construct such a line or grant concession for its

construction. But notwithstanding the manifest advantage of

such a line, the Government will not permit its construction,

because the railroad and cars which were especially built for

the transport of oil would become comparatively worthless, in

volving a loss of several millions of roubles. However, to give

the Baku oil industry a better chance for competition, the

Russian Treasury Department has recently bought 1000 new

tank cars for the Baku-Batoum railroad, while at the same time

it is intended to reduce the freight, so that by granting these

accommodations American competition in European markets

may be considerably impaired.

In Germany the only pipe line is that of the Petroleum Com

pany, which leads from the oil regions to a collecting tank of

about 2,000 barrels capacity. From there the oil is pumped

to the station "Peine" where the refinery is located. The

total length of the line is about 6^ miles ; the pipes have a

diameter of 2.36 inches.



the refineries are not located in the immediate neighborhood

of the wells, the oil has to be transported to them in barrels
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upon wagons. Pipe lines of any considerable length and im

portance do not exist, and all the progress made in other oil

regions has not been utilized, because of want of capital, which

together with the fact that many of the oil lands are in ques

tionable hands is a hindrance to prosperity.

Tank wagons. The delivery of oil to retail dealers and

householders by tank wagons is extending the idea of bulk

Fig. 61.

transportation to its furthest limits. That there must be econ

omy and other advantages in this method of transportation is

indicated by the strong foothold it has gained, as it is quite

generally adopted in the larger cities and towns of the United

States.

A tank wagon, Fig. 61, consists of a horizontal cylinder of

steel about feet in diameter, and 8 feet in length, mounted

on four wheels similar to those used on heavy trucks. The

capacity varies from 250 to 1,000 gallons, the larger sizes being
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used in cities having paved, level streets ; the smaller sizes in

hilly outlying districts, or in sections where the trade is limited.

A few of the larger wagons are rigged for three horses. Each

tank has some sort of a manhole on top for the admission of

the oil, and some one of the various designs of outlet cocks

and measuring devices for drawing out the oil. These, with

the receptacle for the cans for carrying the oil into stores, the

driver's seat, and in fact all the minor features of the plan of

the wagons, differ in different cities.



CHAPTER VIII.

CRUDE OIL.

THE properties, occurrence and genesis of petroleum have

been fully discussed in Chapters III, IV, V and VI. For prac

tical purposes the theoretical speculations regarding the origin

and chemical composition of petroleum are of secondary in

terest. In the practice the criteria for the determination of the

value of a crude oil are of a very definite character, fractional

distillation, which gives a clear picture of the composition of

the oil, e., of the proportions of essences, illuminating and

heavy oils, being first in order, associated with the determina

tion of the specific gravity.

In the practice these two examinations suffice, as a rule, for

the determination of the value of a crude oil, the determina

tions of resin, sulphur, creosote oil and acid belonging to the

scope of more detailed examinations. Photometric measure

ments for the determination of the burning value of the frac

tions requires a special expense for apparatus and contrivances,

so that they can be used in rare cases only for the determina

tion of the value of crude oil.

Fractional distillation, determination of the specific gravity

and tests for resin, etc., will be discussed in this chapter, while

photometric measurements will be treated of and explained in

Chapter XI.

Fractional Distillation.

Since oils from various districts differ in regard to their

chemical composition, the determination of the specific gravity

alone does not suffice for the practice. Although it is gen

erally accepted as a rule that specifically heavier oils are of less

value, this holds good only for comparing the oils of one dis-

16 (241)
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trict with one another. Petroleum being a mixture of many

and heterogeneous hydrocarbons, the relative quantities of

which in the particular varieties vary very much and do not oc

cur in conformity with any law, a specifically heavier oil may,

under certain circumstances, yield in the practice better results

than a specifically lighter oil.

While, for instance, Pennsylvania oil of 0.855 specific gravity

is considered of low value, an oil of the same specific gravity

from the Caucasus belongs to the best varieties. In the first

kind the relative proportion of illuminating oil to other portions

of the oil is less than in the Caucasus oil. Hence, fractional

distillation is the only sure guide in regard to the yield of il

luminating oil.

In handbooks, etc., numerous analyses of crude oil made in

the laboratory are as a rule given, which as far as manufactur

ing on a large scale is concerned generally bear the stamp of

inaccuracy, they presenting in very rare cases only a true pic

ture of the yield of illuminating oil attained in practice.

This is a well known fact to the practical refiner, and is due

to the circumstance that laboratory analyses only give the re

sult of what is known in practice as first distillation. The yield

in operating on a large scale is, as a rule, greater, the difference

varying, according to the derivation of the oil, between quite

wide limits (5 to 25 per cent.). In executing an analysis the

derivation of the oil should always be taken into consideration,

and the properties of the fractions distilling over before and

after the illuminating oil should be determined. While in the

separation of the various fractions, the essences distilling over

up to 3020 F. cannot be separated as belonging to illuminating

oil, a small portion of them—that having the highest boiling

point—may be mixed with the petroleum without injury to its

quality, when the heavy oils distilling over after the illuminating

oil can also be used for illuminating oil, this having been

proved by experiments on a large scale. In this case the

specific gravity of the heavy oils should not be too high and

their color not too dark ; further, they must not suffer partial
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decomposition, this being of special importance, otherwise the

yield of illuminating oil will be decreased by the formation of

volatile hydrocarbons, and the burning value impaired by the

formation of non-saturated hydrocarbons.

A few examples will suffice to show the difference between

laboratory analyses and the results on a large scale :

Pennsylvania crude oil, analyzed by Chandler.

Specific gravity 0.813.

Benzine 15.5 per cent.

Illuminating oil 55.5 "

Paraffin oil 19.5 "

Coke and loss 10.0 "

Bradford crude oil, analyzed in the factory-laboratory of Dr.

Veith.

Specific gravity 0.819.

Benzine 10.5 per cent.

Illuminating oil 63.5 "

Paraffin oil 17.0 "

Coke and loss 9.0 "

The same oil distilled on a large scale, gave, after several

weeks' distillation, the following average result:

Benzine 10 to 12 per cent.

Illuminating oil 80 "

Paraffin oil 2 "

Coke and loss 6 to 8 "

Similar results were obtained with a Roumanian oil, which

on a small scale yielded 1 5 per cent, benzine and 40 to 45 per

cent, illuminating oil, and on a large scale, 60 per cent, illumi

nating oil and only 10 per cent, benzine.

The difference between the results obtained in the laboratory

and in the practice is greater with crude oils containing ben

zine, and smaller with oils poor in benzine, or with oils with

specifically heavier fractions after the illuminating oil, an ex
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ample of the latter being the Russian oils, in the case of which

the two results nearly agree.

A few of the many distilling apparatuses for laboratory use

may here be mentioned. The principal difference is in the

condensation, which may consist of a simple tube condenser or

surface condensers or air condensers of various shapes. The

most simple form is shown in Fig. 62. The retort, which is filled

with the fluid to be distilled, is either directly connected, as

shown in the illustration, with a Liebig condenser by a tube

Fig. 62.

fitted in the side of the neck, or is provided on top with a

tubulure having one, two or more bulbs. In this tubulure a

thermometer is placed. From the side of the tubulure a small

tube leads to the cooling contrivance where the vapors con

dense to be caught in the receiver. The object of the tubulure

is to force the heavier volatile fluids which condense in the

bulbs to flow back into the retort, and allow only the volatile

portions corresponding to the temperature to escape through

the lateral tube, thus rendering possible a thorough separation

of the different portions.
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Linnemann has improved this method with the tubulure by

placing in the wide tube Fig. 63, in which the vapors ascend,

from five to eight small cups of platinum wire, Fig. 64, eight

such cups being used for fluids with a boiling point below 3200

F., six for fluids with a boiling point up to about 3560 F., and

five for fluids with a boiling point up to 4820 F. Le Bel's ar

rangement, Fig. 65, is similar to the one just described. In

these cups, as well as in the bulbs, more fluid is condensed

than can flow through the meshes ; the vapors are thus washed

and come successively in contact with layers of fluid whose

temperature is lower, so that only the most volatile portions can

reach the condenser.

Since with this arrangement of the apparatus the tube and

the bulbs become gradually filled with fluid, and since all the

vapor condenses, the flame has from time to time to be re

moved to allow the fluid to flow back. In order not to retard

the progress of distillation it is more suitable to use the Hen-

ninger tubulure, Fig. 66, in which are also placed cups or balls

of platinum wire ; the condensed fluid, however, runs off

through the lateral tubes. To limit the radiation of heat, the

tube, during the further progress of distillation, is surrounded

with a sheet-iron jacket, so arranged that the escape towards

the top of the hot current of air is gradually cut off, and the air

surrounding the tube is constantly more strongly heated.

With any one of these apparatuses ( Linnemann's, Le Bel's,

Henninger's) a sufficient separation of the different fractions is

obtained and, what is of special importance, parallel determina

tions yield results which perfectly agree.

In France Regnault's apparatus, Fig. 67, is employed by

custom houses. A is a small copper cylinder provided at b

with a small tube bent downward. This tube passes into the

brass condenser B, which ends, above and below, in two narrow

metallic tubes g and i. The condenser is secured in the me

tallic cylinder /, which is arranged as a cooler for the reception

and discharge of water. The apparatus is secured to the trevet

P. The latter is provided with a horizontal board h I which
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serves for moving the stand V, which carries five cylinders

graduated in cubic centimeters, standing alongside one another.

Each of these graduated cylinders (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) can be placed

under the mouth i of the condenser B. 100 cubic centimeters

of the oil to be tested are introduced into the cylinder through

the tube a. The cylinder may be filled one-third full. The

thermometer T is so secured in the tube that it does not dip in

Fig. 67

the fluid and its bulb lies near the discharge pipe. The

cylinder A is finally heated by means of a gas or spirit-flame.

The oils contained in the crude product boil at different tem

peratures and may, for instance, be divided into the following

fractions :

Those which distil below 3020 F.

Those which distil at 3020 to 3560 F.
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Those which distil at 3 5 6° to 4100 F.

Those which distil at 4100 to 4640 F.

Those which distil at 4640 to 51 8° F.

The stand V is now placed so that cylinder No. 1 is under

the discharge opening while the fluid is brought to the boiling

point. As long as the temperature does not exceed 3020 F.,

Fig. 68.

the distillate is caught in cylinder No. 1, between 3020 and

3560 F., the distillate is caught in cylinder No. 2, and so on,

until with a temperature of 4640 to 518° F., cylinder No. 3

comes under the discharge opening.

The volumes of oil in each of the five graduated cylinders

are noted down, and the volumes obtained considered as cor

responding weights in the original mixture of oils. This
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method is not very accurate, since the specific gravities and

volumes vary in their behavior according to the fractions,

though for technical purposes this error is not of great im

portance.

To secure a uniform method of distilling, C. Engler has pro

posed an apparatus constructed by himself which does good

service for laboratory purposes. The apparatus, Fig. 68, con

sists of an ordinary round flask, A, 2}4 inches in diameter, with

a neck 0.59 inch in diameter and 5^ inches long.1 The height

of the delivery-tube for the vapors above the uppermost por

tion of the flask is 2.55 inches. The copper tube b, 0.39 inch

in diameter and 17.71 inches long, serves as cooling apparatus,

and, for the reception of the distillates, the burette c, proposed

by Thorner, which is cooled on the outside by the water reser

voir B. By this means the fractions can also be readily meas

ured and weighed in the flask C. For each distillation about

100 cubic centimeters are used, and so rapidly distilled that

from 2 to 2.5 cubic centimeters pass over per minute. Every

time when a point of fraction is reached the lamp is removed

and the thermometer allowed to fall at least 200 C, when heat

ing is renewed to the same point of fraction and continued as

long as perceptible quantities pass over.

The results of Engler's examinations of various kinds of oil,

which were executed under always equal conditions, are given

in the appended table :

1 The figures in the illustration refer to centimeters.
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Besides the normal distillations, which can be executed in

small quantities only, larger quantities of crude oil must also

be fractionated in the refinery-laboratory in order to make re

fining experiments, determinations of the burning points, etc.,

of distillates. About three quarts are as a rule used, the dis

tillates being divided into 10 to 20 fractions.

From the rising specific gravities a curve may be constructed

by graphic delineation which in a simple manner gives a clear

idea of the composition of the crude oil and renders possible

the determination of its value. Fig. 69 shows the results of

the distillation of an American crude oil.

A comparison of such curves can, however, be made only

with oils of the same derivation, since, according to the chemi

cal nature and condition of the oils, the difference in the

specific gravities, and hence, also the form of the curve, may

vary.

In many cases the determination of the specific gravities of

the fractions alone is not conclusive, and the temperature at

which the separate fractions are separated must also be espec

ially taken into consideration. This fact has been fully appre

ciated in Engler's standard distilling determination. The limits

of temperature between which the separate fractions have to lie

are not easily determined, and besides the choice of the dis

tilling vessel, the position of the thermometer in the latter is

also of influence. Even with the most accurate determination

of the temperature, a thermometer-correction for the lower

temperature of the mercury thread projecting from the vessel

has to be made, the formula for which is :

T—t + 0.000143 n ft—1')„

wherein T represents the corrected temperature, / the tempera

ture observed, t' the medium temperature of the mercury

thread, n the length of the projecting thread in thermometer

degrees, 0.000143 the empirical coefficient situated near the

'T. E. Thorpe. Jour, of the Chem. Soc, 37, 160, 1880.
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apparent expansion coefficient of the mercury in the glass

(0.0001 54).

The difference between the observed and corrected tempera

tures may be up to 3 C., a fact which in an accurate frac

tional distillation must unquestionably be taken into considera

tion. The importance of this fact was especially shown, in

1887, during the negotiations for adjustment between the two

divisions of government of the Austria-Hungary monarchy.

The question at issue was the protection of the threatened Ga-

lician crude oil industry, which demanded higher import duties

on American and Russian oils (the latter being called Kunst-

oele—artificial oils). Both governments (Austrian and Hun

garian) appointed experts who executed numerous distillations

with these crude oils in order to establish the difference be

tween artificial oil and crude oil. The experiments were, how

ever, without results.

As a criterion for an artificial oil, i. e., an oil once distilled

which has been colored and made specifically heavier by the

addition of residuum or crude oil for the purpose of importing

it as crude oil at a lower duty, the following test has been pro

posed : 500 cubic centimeters of the crude oil are refined with

3 per cent. of concentrated sulphuric acid and purified with y

per cent. concentrated lye. The resulting oil of a wine-red

color is brought into a small flat-burner lamp and the latter is

lighted. The flame is then set at a certain height and, if after

burning for two hours it sinks at the utmost y2 centimeter, the

oil is to be considered illuminating oil and be subject to the

higher duty. Attempts to introduce this method, however,

met with no encouragement, and in further experiments the

distilling method alone was adhered to. After many negotia

tions a mode of distillation was agreed upon, most factories ac

cepting Engler's method. Great attention was next paid to the

position of the thermometer-bulb in the vessels. How great a

difference there may be in the yield according to the arrange

ment of the thermometer-bulb is clearly shown by the following

parallel experiments with American and Russian so-called

artificial oils. Three series of experiments were made :
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4910F.,thethermometersittingtoohigh.



III.DistillationwiththeThermometer-Bulbdippingin.

A.Americancrudeoil,specificgravity,0.82b.B.Russianartificialoil,specificgravity0.8405. Usedfordistillation4-4grammes.Usedfordistillation4-6grammes.

I.-btainedupto-0-°F.-grammes.1.-btainedupto-0-°F.)'zgramme.

-.Fractionsobtainedbetween-0-°and-18°F.

Yield,

grammes.

-8
- -'

40 40.- -0.-

■-'
--

Specific
gravity.

0.S4

0.-86 0.800 0.818 0.8-9
0.89

0.804 0.846

Cubic

centimeters.

-0 -0 -0 -0 -0
-'

--'

16

Intervalsoftemperature.

-.Fractionsobtainedbetween-18°and---°F.
0.-9-S-180to---°F.

Yield,

grammes.

-0-°to94°F. 94°to--°F. --°to4-8°F. 4-8°to464°F. 4640to-00°F. -00°to-18°F. -0-°to-18°F.

-6'
9 -

ce-

Specific gravity. 0.-40 0.-60
0.-8- 0.-6-

Cubic

centimeters.

106S-

I6'S

Intervalsoftemperature.

-0
-*

-0-°to94°F. 94°to4-8°F. 4-8°to-18°F. -0-0to-18°F. -18°to---°F.

4-4grammesofcrudeoilyieldedupto--20F.S4-6grammesofartificialoilyieldedupto---°F.;

1.Upto-0-°F■..o,-grammes=0.-percent.1.Upto-0-°Fgramme—0.01percent. -.-0-°to-i8DF16-.-grammes(0.-6-)--8.1percent.-.-0-°to-180F■-3^grammes(0.804)1—4-.6percent. -.-180to--2°FSgrammes(0.-9-)=6.-percent.-.-180to---0F--grammes(0.846)I-.6percent. Totalyield(between-0-°and---°F.),19-.-gr.-44.-percent.Totalyield(between-0-°and---°F.)=S-.-gr.=6o.-percent.

In
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In the first, the so-called normal distillation, the thermom

eter-bulb dipped in the prescribed manner, into the layer of oil,

up to 4460 F., and after that, in consequence of the decrease

in the volume of the fluid, into the gas-space. The thermom

eter itself up to about 3920 F., sits in the neck of the retort.

Distillation proceeded drop by drop, and lasted \y2 to 1 ^

hours.

In the second series of experiments the extreme method of

placing the thermometer so that the bulb was entirely in the

gas-space close in front of the neck of the retort was adopted.

In the third series the thermometer-bulb was, during the en

tire progress of distillation, in the fluid about ^ inch from the

bottom.

Resume of the Final Results of the Three Experiments.

Used. Distillate Up to

Obtained. , 572° F.

Grammes. Grammes. Per Cent.

I. (With the thermometer-bulb in the oil up f American 411

to 446° F., afterwards in the gas-space) \ Russian 412.5

II. (With the bulb in the gas-space) j Russian*" 39^5

III. (With the bulb dipping in the oil).. . . { «J

168 41. 1

269 71.7

305 77.6

372 94-3

182.5 44-3

272.5 60.2

From the above resume it may be seen how different the re

sults of the distillations may be with the thermometer at varying

distances from the boiling fluid.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary to adhere to a definite

standard regarding the position of the thermometer-bulb, for

instance, to that proposed by Engler.

Specific Gravity.

The determination of the specific gravity is in the practice

exclusively effected with aerometers, Beaume scale (chiefly

used in this country), or with specific gravity and Beaume

scales, both referred to water as unity.
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The specific gravity of petroleum varies between very wide

limits, from 0.780 that of many Italian oils, while Roumanian

and East Indian oils, which are rich in paraffin, show even 1.3.'

The difference in the specific gravities is dependent not only

on the locality, but also on the depth of the wells from which

the oils are obtained. Although general rules, according to

which the densities decrease with the depth of the wells, can

not be laid down, the results of borings in different regions

have shown that, independent of the upper layers partially

resinified by oxidation, the oils become more thinly fluid with

an increasing depth. The reason for this phenomenon may be

explained by the fact, that the greater the depth at which the

oil is found, the less chance there is for the volatilization of the

lighter portions, this being prevented by the overlying masses

of earth. This also explains why crude oil from bore-holes is

specifically much heavier than that from flowing wells ; oil

pumped continuously is also much lighter than when pumped

periodically.

The specific gravity of crude oils is influenced by gases dis

solved in it as well as by water held in suspension. When the

oil is for some time exposed to the air, the specific gravity rises

perceptibly in consequence of the separation of the dissolved

gases—this loss according to Tumsky sometimes amounts to

35 per cent. ( ?)*—as well as by the oxidation of the hydrocar

bons, whereby the properties of the crude oil are changed to

such an extent as to render it, after long standing, unfit for ob

taining illuminating oil from it.

In determining the specific gravity, the temperature at which

the process is executed has to be taken into consideration,

since the volume changes with the temperature. With the

assistance of the expansion-coefficient the specific gravity may

also be determined for other temperatures. The specific grav

ities are generally referred to 120 Reaumur =15° C. = 590 F.,

and values perfectly accurate for the practice are obtained by

taking 0.0008 as the expansion coefficient for i° R., whereby,

'Tumsky, Technologie der Naphtha, S. 711. 'Ibid., S. 37.

17
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with a temperature of the oil above 12° R. (59° F.), the cor

rections have to be added, and below 120 R. (590 F.), sub

tracted.

The table given below is very useful in the practice, for the

better management and still more precise reduction of the

densities of mineral oils.

If the observed temperature of the crude oil is 120 R.=i5°

C.=59° F., the figure read off on the aerometer scale gives di

rectly the so-called true density for 120 R.

If, however, the thermometer shows another temperature, in

which case the figure read off on the aerometer scale is called

the " observed " or apparent density, the true density is found

from the observed density and the temperature with the assist

ance of the reducing table given below as follows : The table

has two entries, one in the uppermost horizontal column giving

the statements read off on the aerometer, hence the observed

or apparent densities from 750 to 890, and the other in the first

three vertical columns to the left for the statements of the

Reaumur, Centigrade and Fahrenheit thermometers. Where a

vertical and horizontal line cross, the reduction to I2°R, or

1 50 C, or 590 F., corresponding to the observed density and

temperature, is found. To obtain the true density for the nor

mal temperature of 120 R.,= i5° C.=59° F., the reduction

found has to be deducted from the observed specific gravity for

temperatures below 120 R., and added for temperatures above

12° R.

If, for instance, in examining a mineral oil, its density on the

scale of the aerometer is found to be 810, and the thermometer

shows the temperature of the oil to be 1 8° R.=22.5° C.=

74.750 F., the figure 810 has to be found in the uppermost

horizontal column, and the vertical column belonging to it fol

lowed down to the line on which, in the first three columns to

the left, which contain the degrees of temperature, stand the

figures 18, 22.5, and 74.75. On the crossing place will be

found as an addition the figure 5.2, which has to be added to

the observed density 810, making 815.2 the true density of the

oil at 120 R.=i5° C.=59° F.
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The observed specific gravity in the uppermost horizontal

column progresses from 10 to 10 degrees. It suffices in all cases

to enter the table with the figure divisible by 10 nearest to the

observed density. Thus, for instance, if on the aerometer scale

a density of 833.5 or 836 has been observed the table in the

first case would have to be entered with 830, and in the latter

with 840. It is also in most cases permissible to ignore the

fraction of a degree less than and to take the full degree

when it amounts to y or more.

In laboratories various instruments are used for more exact

determinations of the specific gravity. These methods of de

termination will be treated of in the Chapter on Oil Tests.

Determination of Resin.

The resinous products present in crude oil give it its char

acteristic dark to black color.

The content of resin is best determined as follows : Add to a

certain volume (generally 40 cubic centimeters) of crude oil, a

like volume (40 c. c.) of benzine free from fat, and mix thor

oughly in a graduated cylinder. Then add 20 c. c. of concen

trated sulphuric acid of 600, shake vigorously for a few

minutes, and allow to settle until the mixture standing over the

brown sulphuric acid has become perfectly transparent and an

increase in the precipitate is no longer observed. The in

crease in the volume of the sulphuric acid gives the content of

resinous products.

If, for instance, 40 c. c. crude oil and 20 c. c. sulphuric acid

have been used for the determination of resin, and the volume of

the sulphuric acid has, after the test, increased by 3 c. c, the con

tent of resin expressed in percent. amounts to 40: 3= 100: x;

x = j.$ per cent. The content of resin is closely connected

with the specific gravity and the color of the oil. The speci

fically heavier and the darker the oils are, the greater the con

tent of resinous products, which, generally speaking, varies be

tween 10 and 25 per cent.

All other examinations being essentially identical with the
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tests for illuminating and lubricating oils, which will be dis

cussed in detail in the Chapter on Oil Tests, only the determi

nation of sulphur will here be briefly given.

Determination of Sulphur.

The disagreeable odor of petroleum is chiefly due to a con

tent of sulphur combinations. The principal quantity of these

combinations being present in the most volatile portions, as

carbon disulphide, thiophene, etc., and being themselves of a

very volatile nature, an accurate determination of sulphur is not

easily made, but may be attempted as follows : Heat 0.5

gramme of the crude oil with about 20 to 25 c. c. of concen

trated nitric acid in a hermetically closed tube to from 3200

to 3560 F. The resulting product, after driving off the princi

pal quantity of the nitric acid, is diluted with water, mixed

with barium chloride and the sulphur determined as barium

sulphate. Or, for the purpose of oxidizing the sulphur con

tained in the oil to sulphuric acid, treat 0.5 gramme of the

oil with concentrated nitric acid and potassium chlorate re

mainder, and evaporate with concentrated nitric acid. The

rest of the analysis is executed in the customary manner by

evaporating, dissolving, precipitating with barium chloride, etc.

The content of sulphur in various crude oils has been previ

ously given in Chapter IV, Chemical Constitution.



CHAPTER IX.

MANUFACTURE.

Distillation — Condensation— Refining— Continuous Distilla

tion—Production of Lubricating Oils.

The greater portion of all the crude oil produced is used for

the manufacture of light products or essences (benzine, etc.,)

illuminating oil, and in working the residuum into lubricating

oils, etc. This is done in factories called refineries. This term

actually refers only to a special process of manufacture, but is

now used as a general designation. In many factories, especi

ally in this country, the process of treating the crude oil is car

ried through only to a certain limit, the products thus obtained

being subjected to final manipulation in other factories, the

actual refineries. There are manufacturers of lubricating oils

who confine themselves exclusively to this class of products,

and there are makers of illuminating oils who refine these

only. There are also refiners of the light products of petroleum

who devote themselves exclusively to this branch of the busi

ness. What is " residuum " to the refiner of illuminating oils

becomes " crude material " to the manufacturer of lubricating

oils. What is a " by-product," such as benzine, and sold as

such by the maker of illuminating oils, becomes " raw mater

ial" to the gasolene manufacturer.

The process of working crude oil is with few exceptions as

follows : The crude oil is subjected to distillation, whereby the

products obtained are, after condensation, divided into fractions

according to their specific gravity, color and special properties.

These fractions, called distillates, are in most cases subjected to

a purifying process consisting of a successive treatment with

chemicals (sulphuric acid, caustic soda, etc.). The residuum

( 262)
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is utilized for the manufacture of lubricating and heavy oils,

and as fuel, etc.

Location of a Refinery.

The choice of a suitable place for an establishment of this

kind is of prime importance. A mistake in this matter will

probably be fatal. The close competition will not allow any

thing short of minimum charges in the way of transportation of

the crude material or any deficiency in the convenience of

placing the refined product directly in the hands of consumers ;

whether this be intended for export or for the home trade. If

the oil is intended for export it is manifest that the refinery

should be so situated that sea-going vessels of large tonnage

may receive their cargoes at the wharves immediately adjacent

to the works. It is also of great importance that they be lo

cated with reference to railroad facilities, whether the crude oil

be received through pipe-line or not, for the reception of sup

plies of coal, sulphuric acid, etc. Formerly the largest re

fineries in this country were situated in the oil region, or at

least upon the line of the railroads issuing from that section.

They were usually built upon the sides of hills ; the storage

tanks being placed upon the highest points, so as to admit of

the crude oil flowing by gravity into the stills. A few estab

lishments of very large size were thus placed on the banks of

the Allegheny River, a few miles outside of Pittsburg. The

supply of crude oil was brought to them by the Allegheny

Valley Railroad, switches from which road entered the works,

both furnishing the crude and receiving the refined product.

The establishment of the pipe-lines and the growth of the ex

port trade have entirely changed the condition of affairs, which

at one time in the history of the oil business made such lo

cations highly advantageous. In this country, the largest

works now in operation are at Hunter's Point and Newton

Creek, Long Island ; Bayonne, New Jersey ; Point Breeze, at

the junction of the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers, Phila

delphia ; at Thurlow on the Delaware River, a few miles below
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Chester, and also near Baltimore, Maryland. Besides the facili

ties of shipment these refineries have the advantage of being in

close proximity to large manufactories of sulphuric acid and

chemical fertilizers, which purchase and utilize in the manufac

ture of super-phosphate of lime the immense quantities of re

fuse acid daily discharged from them. In this country, as well

as in Russia, the crude oil is, as a rule, carried by means of

pipe-lines directly into the still or smaller reservoirs. In other

regions where these means of transportation do not exist (Ga-

licia, Roumania, Germany, and some portions of America) the

crude oil is transported either in the primitive way—in barrels

—or, in more modern refineries, in tank-cars.

In Russia most of the refineries are located at Baku, in the

portion called Blacktown (Tschorny-Gordog). The ground

on which the refineries stand belongs to the City of Baku, and

the proprietors rent from the city lots of about 50 x 40, or 40

x 60 sachens.1 The average rent per year is 100 rubles per

1000 square sachens, and since a refinery of medium size, pro

ducing about 100,000 pood of kerosene per annum, requires

about 1000 square sachens, the rent for 1 pood of kerosene

amounts to o. 1 copeck, besides a so-called value-interest

(ozenotschni) of o. 15 copeck per pood.

A soft shell limestone with clay as mortar serves as building

material ; lime, which is very expensive, being used only in

rare cases. The latter is chiefly burnt at Surachani, the holy

fires being utilized for the purpose, and one pood of it deliv

ered at Baku costs 10 copecks.

Preparatory Operations.

The crude oil when delivered is stored in tanks to settle,

whereby mechanically admixed water, mud, sand, etc., are

separated. This settling is of prime importance, and in re

fineries possessing no large tanks the clearing of the crude oil

may be effected by coupling several smaller tanks. Filling the

stills with dirty crude oil may cause various disturbances. In-

1 1 sachen = 2.134 meters = 7 feet 1.213 inches.
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dependent of the greater consumption of fuel for the evapora

tion of the water and the danger of the oil rising too much,

the portions of the still exposed to the fire may become red-hot

and be prematurely destroyed in consequence of mineral sedi

ments depositing on the hot still walls.

Formerly the crude oil was exclusively received in barrels

which were rolled from the cars upon a skid placed upon the

receiving tank, buried in the ground ; the bungs being knocked

out, the contents were allowed to flow through a sieve, or wire

screen, into the tank. At present the crude oil is generally re

ceived in iron tank cars which are run on the track alongside

of the works ; a pipe commensurate with the capacity of the

car runs parallel with the track ; it is fitted with a number of

openings at distances from each other equal to the length of

the tank cars. These are each provided with a vent underneath,

to which is fitted a flexible pipe and stop-cock, and when all

the connections are thus made between the cars and the under

ground pipe, the stop-cocks are opened, the oil flows into the

pipe, the steam pump is set to work, and in a very short time

the contents of a train of cars are placed in the storage tanks.

The large refineries near New York and at Point Breeze,

(Philadelphia), Pittsburgh and Cleveland, and a few other

places, are connected with the pipe-line service. The oil is re

ceived by these through the pipe-line directly into the storage

tanks. In some cases the oil is conveyed a part of the distance

from the wells through pipes, and delivered at this terminus in

distributing cars, from which it is placed in tank cars and con

veyed in these to its destination. Formerly the contents of the

tanks or cars were determined by the actual measurement in

cubical inches regardless of the temperature ; but as it is well

known that oil is subject to the same changes of volume ac

cording to the temperature that other liquids are, the measure

ments of oil are now made to conform to the same law, and

hence extensive and most comprehensive tables have been

formulated to assist in the ready computation of the contents of

any vessel designed to contain it.
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The oil business is of such a nature that not every mode of

working customary in other industries can be employed in it

The operation consists, with the exception of isolated modifi

cations, in a continuous circulation of liquids, viz., of the crude

oil from the storage tanks to the stills, of the products of distil

lation from the respective reservoirs to the refining apparatuses,

of the finished products into tanks, and from there finally into

barrels and cases for shipment.

Kig. 70.

n

This movement of the various fluids is entirely effected by

means of pumps, the pumps used being either such as transmit

the oil, water, etc., by suction, or air-pumps (compressors) of

special construction which, by pressing upon the fluids (oil,

acid, lye, etc., in closed vessels), forward them.

For working on a large scale suction pumps are to be pre

ferred, as they can more rapidly be set to work and disturbance?
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are more certainly avoided. On the other hand, air-pumps are

very suitable for working on a smaller scale, they having the

advantage that the fluids (oils) remain free from water; while

in working with suction-pumps, especially with direct-acting

steam pumps, some condensed water is unavoidably carried

along with the oil, which has a disturbing effect upon the fin

ished product or upon the oil to be refined, the oil in the first

case being liable to be turbid, and in the latter, a dilution of the

chemicals used would be the consequence.

The direct acting steam pumps mostly used in this country

are the Worthington pump, Fig. 70, and the pump manufac-

Fig. 71.

tured by the Knowles Steam Pump Works of New York, Fig.

71. Both these pumps are distinguished by their quiet and

uniform running and their small consumption of steam.

Fig. 72 shows a compressor manufactured by the Knowles

Co. The greater the proportion of the steam piston to the air

—or compression—piston is, the greater the power of these
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Fig. 74.
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pumps. The air piston requires to be constantly cooled, since

the air and the piston are heated by the rapid rotation and

strong friction.

The process of treating the oil with chemicals, which will be

described later on, is assisted by the introduction of air. Figs.

73 and 74 show such air pumps for mixing the oils with chem

icals in the refining apparatuses. The principal requirements

of such pumps are : quiet, uniform running, the suction of large

quantities of fluid at one time, and a correspondingly long

stroke. As a rule, air-pumps sucking 785 to 1,309 cubic yards

of air per hour suffice to keep 22,000 to 33,000 gallons of fluid

in constant agitation.

Distillation.

The crude oil, being freed from mechanical admixtures by

settling, is subjected to distillation. This operation consists in

an evaporation of the constituents of the crude oil, which mostly

distil over without being decomposed and are then again con

densed. The object of this fractional distillation is to obtain

products which, after having been subjected to further purifi

cation, are more or less limpid and transparent, and answer all

demands for illuminating purposes. As petroleum in its crude

state is composed of an almost indefinite number of differently

compounded hydrocarbons, varying in volatility, and as the

manufactured products are almost countless in number, it will

be readily understood that the methods of manufacture must be

many, complicated and delicate. In the early days of the in

dustry but one product—refined oil—was sought for, and to

day the staple article of manufacture is the same product,

secured, however, in many grades. But the possibility of pro

ducing other valuable products soon became apparent, and

each year, experience and study in the art, have developed an

almost unlimited extension of the uses of petroleum.

The distillation of crude oil is, however, not of modern

origin. Thus Johann Lerche who, in 1735, visited the Caspian

Sea, writes that the petroleum found in the Caucasus did not
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burn when used in its original state; but when distilled it was

obtained of a pale yellow color and limpid as alcohol, and was

readily ignited. Although later travelers do not mention pe

troleum, it is a well-known fact that the inhabitants of the

Caucasus were at an early date familiar with the distillation of

naphtha. Certain it is, that the brothers Dubinin, serfs of the

Countess Panin, had, as early as 1825, fitted up a still at Mos-

dok. Some communications regarding the operations of the

brothers Dubinin, are found in the archives of the chief admin

istration of the Caucasus, and in documents of 1846, in which

they solicited from the government a reward for their efforts in

introducing and propagating the distillation of naphtha in the

Caucasus.

In their petition to Prince Woronzoff, they mentioned some

of the authorities and inhabitants of Mosdok as witnesses that

they had carried on the industry since the year 1823, and had

instructed many of the Don Cossacks in the art of "converting

black naphtha into white." For this, and to assist them in

further efforts, they asked the government for a loan of 7,000

rubles for ten years without interest. For various reasons their

request could not be granted, and their experiments fell gradu

ally into oblivion.

The process of distillation as well as the arrangement of the

plant was very primitive. With a description of their process

the brothers Dubinin also furnished a sketch of their factory,

which is still in the archives. Fig. 75 is a copy of their draw

ing. A is an iron boiler bricked in an oven; this boiler had a

capacity of 40 buckets full of naphtha. B is a copper lid for

covering the boiler after filling. C a copper worm leading from

the lid and passing through a vat containing water. D, a

wooden bucket for catching the " white naphtha." E, brick

work. F, fire-place with draft.

From 40 buckets of black naphtha they obtained 16 of white.

The white product thus obtained was not furthur purified, but

was sold in Nishni Novgorod.

In the United States experiments in distilling petroleum were
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also made at an early date. Professor Benjamin Silliman, Sr.,

in 1833, wrote:1 "I have frequently distilled it in a glass re

tort, and the naphtha which collects in the receiver is of a light

straw color and much lighter and more inflammable than petro

leum. On the first distillation a little water rests in the receiver

at the bottom of the naphtha, from which it is easily decanted,

and a second distillation prepares it perfectly for preserving

potassium and sodium, the object which has led me to dis

till it."

In 1862, Isaiah Warren and his father, being in the lard oil

Fig. 75.

and candle trade in Wheeling, West Virginia, commenced the

distillation of West Virginia petroleum in three 15-barrel stills.

The stills in general use at this time were made in three parts,

bolted or riveted together, and consisted of a cylindrical cast

iron body, to which were attached a boiler plate bottom, and a

cast iron dome and goose neck. They held about 25 barrels,

were heated from the bottom and bricked up on the sides, and

were sometimes protected from the direct action of the fire

by fire-brick. These stills were charged with crude oil, the

charge run off, the still cooled, and the coke cut out, often with

a cold chisel. When four-fifths of the oil had been run off, the

remainder was, when cold, as thick as pitch. At this time some

of the refiners introduced steam, which mechanically expanded

'Am. Jour. Science and Arts, (i) xxiii, 101.
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both above the charge and injected lircr^Sc 5n_ la the latter

case it becomes superheated, as lie i>c£iag p:tr:t of the oils

rivr* above that of water. It was, however, (considered prefer

able with the dense paraffin oils to superheat the steam before

it entered the oil. Sometimes, after the charge in the retort

was partly run off, it was the practice to allow a stream of fresh

oil to enter the still about as fast as the vapors were condensed.

In this way about twice the ordinary charge could be distilled

and the residue of the whole run down to coke. The light

naphthas were first taken off and were used for fuel. The dis

tillate was then run to illuminating oil until the specific gravity-

reached 36° Be. = O.843, ar|d tne remaining charge run down

till the distillate became of a greenish color.1 Some manufac

turers redistilled the illuminating oil and refined it.

Crude Oil Stills.

Experience has narrowed the style of stills down to two,

their competing merits being a source of much controversy

among practical men. These are known as the cheese-box and

cylinder stills.

The cheese-box still is shown in Figs. 76 and 77. It is 30

feet in diameter and 10 feet in height. It is supported by

circular brickwork in which are built 17 fire places, all com

municating with a central flue. The bottom has a double cur

vature. The discharge pipe of the still enters on the side; on

the inside is a swing-joint suspended by a chain wound around

a shaft which is operated from the outside of the still. From

'Jour. Franklin Institute, 338, i860.

"S. F. Peckham. Report on Petroleum.
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Fig. 76.

HORIZONTAL SECTION OF CHEESE-BOX STILL SETTING.

Fig. 77.

VERTICAL SECTION OF CHEESE-BOX STILL SETTING.

18
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the top of this still project three pipes, each connecting with a

drum stretching across the whole diameter of the still. From

this drum proceed 40 3-inch pipes leading into the condensing

tanks. In some stills, at the point where the vapors pass into

the drums, a perforated steam-pipe is placed. This is employed

only during the "cracking" process, and is thought to greatly

improve the quality of the oils, both in respect to color and

gravity, although the arrangement is not to be found in many

refineries.

The still is provided with man-holes, for the double purpose

of allowing the workmen to enter and clean it, and occasionally

to inspect its condition. One is placed upon the top of the

still, a second near the bottom plate, which allows the refuse

coke to be conveniently thrown out. The covers of these man

holes are generally fastened in their places by means of screw-

bolts and nuts. Many of the most expert and careful refiners

use pyrometers in their stills ; they are often of great assistance

both to the fireman and the distiller. Large size stills are built

of the very best quality of boiler-iron, of j or T65 inch thick

ness, securely caulked. The bottoms are of steel of the same

thickness. The increased expense in the use of steel for the

bottoms is more than compensated for by their enhanced dur

ability and safety.

The still is provided with steam-pipes both closed and per

forated. The steam issuing in jets from the perforated pipe has

been found to facilitate distillation by carrying over mechan

ically the oil vapors.

Cylinder stills. Diagrams of a cylinder still much used in

this country are represented in Figs. 78 and 79. The stills are

frequently set in banks of two or more, there being consider

able economy in thus placing them. The still is a simple hori

zontal steel or wrought iron cylinder 12^ feet or a little more

in diameter and thirty feet or a little more in length.

A cylinder of this size holds about 600 barrels of crude oil,

and is the size generally found at the seaboard works.

A circular dome about 5 feet in diameter and 4 or 5 feet
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high is set on the top of the still in the centre as an outlet for

the rising vapors, a wrought-iron gooseneck 15 inches^in

Fig. 78.

LONCITIDINAL-VKRTICAI SECTION OF CYLINDER-STILL.

diameter conducting them to the condensing apparatus to be

described later on. The still rests on brick-work which sur-

Fig. 79.

TRANSVERSE-VERTICAL SECTION OF CYLINDER-STILL.

rounds the lower half, the upper half being left exposed to
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facilitate the " cracking " or destructive distillation of the oil.

A double fire-box is built under the front quarter of the still,

but, by having the flue for the exit of the gases of combustion

in the rear, the heat is applied to the whole length of the bot

tom and well upon the sides of the cylinder. The still is also

provided with man-holes, with steam-pipes of various plans,

charging and draw-off pipes, gauges, vacuum and pressure

valves, etc.

Another form of cylinder still is shown in Figs. 80 and 81.

The still is suspended to the brackets P, while both ends of it

rest upon brickwork. The gases of combustion pass in the

direction of the line Z-Zv below and then above the arch C,

Fig. 80.

ascend in two lateral flues and then enter the tubes K. In

these flues they pass through the still in the direction of the

line Z-Z,, and enter the chimney at the back. The tubes A

of riveted sheet iron are, on the one hand, connected with the

lateral tubes, and, on the other, pass through the front plate of

the still. They traverse the entire length of the still, pass out

through the back plate, and enter the chimney. When the
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still is filled and in operation, the gases of combustion traverse

the described passage ; they ascend in the lateral flues and, the

slide T being open and the slides Tt and Tt closed, they pass

through the tubes and reach the chimney. When distillation

has progressed so far that the level of the oil is below the tubes,

the slide T is closed and the slides Tt and Tt are opened ; there

being no draught in the tubes, the gases of combustion then

Fig. 81.

pass directly into the chimney. The whole arrangement is

very advantageous, it allowing of a ready regulation of the

operation and thorough utilization of the heat. It has, how

ever, the disadvantage of the operation being more dangerous.

The heating tubes must be very carefully made, otherwise they

may become leaky and constitute a source of danger from fire.

This form of still is suitable for working larger quantities of

oil, and the heating being very intense, it may be given a capa

city of from 400 to 700 barrels. The thickness of the boiler

plate for constructing the still should be in accordance with its

capacity and somewhat greater than for other stills, since the

arrangement of the fire tubes requires a stronger construction.

The still is provided with all other contrivances previously
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described, such as man-holes, steam-pipes, gauges, etc. On

account of its greater capacity the gas dome is larger and it is

provided with a greater number of condensing pipes, generally

from five to seven. The discharging contrivance with the valve

Ei, which is regulated from above, may be highly recom

mended. It consists of a round rod, which carries on its lower

end a valve that fits in a valve-seat ; the upper end of the rod

passes through a stuffing box. For opening or closing the

valve the rod is not turned, but lifted by means of a toothed

gearing. This seemingly slight circumstance is of great import

ance, since, if the rod were turned and not lifted, it might be

readily twisted in consequence of changes of temperature in the

still, whereby the valve would be rendered useless. For indi

cating the level of the fluid in the still in some refineries a con

trivance 5 is used, which will be described, without, however,

recommending its employment.

The arrangement is readily understood from the illustration.

On the outside of the still a vertical pipe is connected by a hor

izontal pipe with the lowest point of the still. On the vertical

pipe, at determined distances from each other, are small test-

cocks; by opening these cocks the level of the fluid in the still

may be ascertained. The disadvantages of this arrangement

may be readily understood. In order to control it the tube

must be placed on the front of the still, hence near the position

of the stoker. By the careless opening of a cock or leakage oi

the connections, the oil may readily reach the fire and ignite;

thus a fire was actually caused in a large Buda-Pesth refinery.

The so-called wagon still derives its name from its resem

blance to an American passenger railway car. Figs. 82 and S3

show a form of this still used in Baku. It consists of the box

like still A, of wrought iron plates riveted together. It is 23

feet long, 14 feet in diameter and 10 feet high (counted from

the deepest part of the bottom to the dome). It is provided

with three domes a which convey the vapors to the condenser;

b is a man-hole, and c three pipes for the discharge of the resi

duum. The arrangement of the stays in the interior of the still,
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as well as the brick work with flues B and B, is plainly shown

in the illustrations. In order to protect the bottom of the still

Fig. 82.

the flame of the residuum-burners c, which open into the arched

flues B and B,, first strikes through beneath fire-proof arches,

Fig. 83.

turns at the end of the still, the bottom of which is there pro-



tedtd by fire-bricks, to the front, ascends, turns on both sides

of the still, first backward then downward and escapes into the

chimney through the floe Br

With a capacity of such a still of over 77,000 lbs., and a

charge of 66,000 lbs. of crude oil. 2*4 distillations, hence

» 54,000 to 176,000 lbs, of Russian crude naphtha., can be dis

tilled in 24 hours, which corresponds to a daily production of

from 44,000 to 55,000 lbs. of illuminating oil from Caucasus

crude oil.

The wagon still shown in Fig. 84 has a length of about 46

feet and a capacity of 2,500 barrels. To utilize the heat or the

hot gases to the best advantage, the bottom has three tray-

formed depressions, in each of which lie two flues F. The

flame strikes at E backward beneath the bottom, then forward

Fig. 84.

through both the flues, and passes into a chimney. Each de

pression is provided with a fireplace and chimney, and has on

the front side a tar-hole, which is closed like a manhole, and

serves for the discharge of the residuum. The cap A carries

on the end opposite the fire-place the pipe conveying the sup

ply of crude oil, and running its entire length, a headpiece, B,
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to one side of which are fitted 35 pipes, C, each inches in

diameter. These pipes are uniformly distributed and serve for

carrying off the gas and vapor. They all lead to a condenser,

which may also receive the pipes of another distilling ap

paratus.

The stills are frequently heated with crude oil, or the resi

duum. The arrangements for this purpose will be described

in detail in speaking of the use of petroleum as fuel.

In some refineries superheated steam is used as fuel, but the

expense of operation is thereby much increased, since the

quantity of coal required for the generation of steam and its

superheating is considerably greater than that needed for direct

heating. Although with the use of steam decomposition of the

. crude oil does not readily take place, the products of distilla

tion are of less value than those obtained by direct heating,

because the directly acting superheated steam carries along

particles of heavy oil and even of crude oil, and thus contam

inates the distillates In the production of lubricating oils,

superheated steam, however, plays an important part, and in

speaking of them, its nature and generation will be discussed.

Where crude oil is comparatively dear, and other fuel is not

cheaper, coal is used for direct firing.

No general rule can be laid down for the choice of a fuel ;

that which is cheapest and most readily obtainable will of course

be used. A comparison of the different varieties of coal shows,

however, that the quality of the fuel deserves due consideration,

since the consumption of fuel is less and the operation can be

more readily regulated by the use of the best quality of coal.

The gas dome or head forms an important part of the still.

Drops of oil carried along with the gases are retained in it, and

it is, therefore, advisable to insert in it nets to prevent the oil

from spurting over. In many refineries, chiefly at Baku, a

special dephlegmating contrivance is placed between the dome

and the still to retain the heavy oils which are mechanically

carried along; they either run back into the still or are directly

drawn off. This arrangement is of advantage only in working

crude oils poor in illuminating oil.
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The head or gas dome is of various forms and its location on

the still differs in different constructions. The old bomb-shape

with goose-neck has been abandoned, at least in refineries

working on a large scale. Its present form is, as a rule, that of

a cylinder with a circular or an elliptical cross section. For

more rapid cooling it is generally constructed of wrought iron,

and seldom of cast iron. Its proportions should be in accor

dance with the capacity of the still. With too small a dome

condensation proceeds badly, since the still evolves proportion

ally more gases than the dome can hold, which, in case they

cannot escape from the still, produce a tension in the latter and

cause disturbances in the distillation. With too large a dome

condensation is also defective on account of the heavy parts

being readily carried along. For the distillation of crude

oil a larger dome is used than for the distillation of the resi

duum, because in the first case stress is laid upon a partial con

densation, while in the latter case provision has to be made for

the rapid conveyance of the gases.

The dome is generally placed on the highest point of the

still, though on very large stills it is occasionally found on the

side. It should always be on the side of the still nearest to the

condensing apparatus, so as to make the connection with the

latter as short as possible. There are, however, many stills

with the dome on the opposite side or in the centre of the still.

The connection of the dome with the condensing apparatus is

effected by means of pipes, the number and shape of which

vary very much. Frequently a single conical pipe, which

starts from the side of the dome and becomes gradually nar

rower, forms the connection with the condensing apparatus.

But the use of several pipes is advisable. They consist of 3 or

4-inch gas pipes which rise either from the lid or from the side

of the dome. The inclination of the condensing pipes is also

of importance, because as a part of the condensation—namely,

that of the heaviest oils—takes place in the dome and in the

pipes by air-cooling, it will be readily understood that with in

clined pipes a portion of the heavy oils will flow back into the
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still and be decomposed on its superheated sides. This is the

case if the condensing pipes are but slightly inclined. In ar

ranging the distilling apparatus, it is, therefore, recommended

to take the composition of the oil into consideration. If oils

poor in illuminating oil are to be worked, the dome should have

a more elliptical cross section and the pipes leading to the

cooling apparatus should be slightly inclined. By this means

the heavy oils carried along condense sooner, become decom

posed and increase the yield of illuminating oil. On the other

hand, when working oil rich in illuminating oil, or when the

residuum is to be utilized, horizontal pipes or pipes with a slight

downward slant are used.

Condensing Apparatus.

The condensing apparatus serves for condensing the vapors

of the crude oil evolved in distillation. The portion of the ap

paratus intended for the absorption of the latent heat of the va

pors is generally constructed of copper or iron, these metals

being good conductors of heat. Successful condensation de

pends on the size of the cooling surface and the temperature of

the surroundings ; the lower the latter the smaller the cooling

surface may be, and vice versa. Cooling is, as a rule, effected

by means of water, though in exceptional cases air is used for

the purpose. Crude oil or residuum is occasionally used for

cooling, for instance, in winter when the water in the con

densers freezes ; this effects at the same time a saving in fuel in

consequence of the preparatory heating of the oil or residuum.

In the practice condensers with a much greater surface than

necesssary, according to calculation, for the mere condensation

of the vapors to a fluid are used, the purpose being to cool the

latter to such a degree that even the lightest portions cannot

volatilize. In many refineries at Baku and also in the United

States the distillates leave the condensing apparatus warm and

even hot, the cooling water being not changed and even al

lowed to become boiling hot. It is claimed that by this means

distillates with a high burning point are obtained. The disad
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vantage of such an arrangement will be readily understood

when it is considered that the advantages claimed are effected

at the expense of quality and yield.

The cooling of the vapors is effected on the sides of the

pipes, no actual condensation taking place in the interior.

Hence the condensing surface is augmented by an extended

pipe system with a narrow cross section, the relative cooling

surface being thereby increased. It must, however, be taken

into consideration that with the use of too narrow pipes, distil

lation and condensation may be disturbed by friction in the

pipes. For pipe condensers the counter-current system is de

cidedly the best ; the cold water on entering the condensing

apparatus meets the completely condensed oil and only cools it

off. On passing through the pipes the water becomes gradu

ally warm and meets hotter, though condensed products of dis

tillation, so that at the point where it leaves the apparatus it is

just capable of condensing the oil vapors.

The use of air for condensing purposes is not practicable, since

in consequence of its slight capacity for heat and its bad con

ducting power the apparatus would be required to be much

larger (nearly two hundred times as large) to produce the

same condensing effect as water. Air can only be used with

advantage in winter, but it is absolutely necessary in the pro

duction of machine oils, etc., which will be considered later on.

In case of a lack of water and great differences in temperature

between the seasons of the year, a form of condenser in which

water condensation is supplemented by an arrangement for

aerial condensation is employed.

Originally condensers were of copper coils, which were soon

supplanted by coils of iron pipe in an iron tank. Coils of

pipes are still sometimes used, but the general plan for con

densers is to have straight pipes of convenient lengths laid one

above another and connected together by return bends or

manifolds in a rectangular box of iron or wood. The arrange

ment is shown in Fig. 85. The worm 5 consists of straight

pipes connected with each other by knees. The arrangement
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of the separate pipes in a square is effected by each pipe join

ing the preceding with a slight fall, so that the product of con

densation flows slowly through the pipe-system and is thus

completely cooled. According to the quantity of the products

of distillation the dimensions of the pipes and their number

have to be changed, whereby it must, however, be taken into

consideration that increased condensation improves the yield.

For a still having a capacity of from 500 to 700 barrels, a con

densing apparatus consisting of six rows of pipes each from 5

feet to 10 feet long suffices. The initial diameter of the pipes

should be 9^ to 7^ inches with a gradual reduction to from

1^ to 3 inches. Such reduction of the pipe system is advis

able, since by successive condensation the volume of the pro

ducts of distillation is gradually decreased.

The pipes are held together by an iron frame, and lie, as pre

viously stated, in a box of iron or wood. The supply of water

enters at the lowest point, while the heated water leaves the box

through an overflow-pipe. Although this condensing apparatus

is much used, it cannot be recommended in all cases, its prin

cipal advantage consisting in that it occupies the least space.

Its form, however, is a disadvantage, since paraffin and sulphur

may readily deposit, causing obstructions in the pipes and dis

turbances in the operation. This objection applies chiefly to

spiral pipes, but also to pipes connected by knees. Hence

provision must be made for the condensing water to run off

much hotter, and experience has proved that with the use of

this condensing apparatus more non-condensable gases are ob

tained and the distillates do not show such favorable behavior

in the subsequent refining.

Closely related to the above described condensing apparatus

is the pipe-condenser of cast iron described by Engler.1 It

consists of 24 cast iron pipes, becoming gradually narrower and

communicating with each other. The pipes are arranged in

series of fours lying one above the other, and series of sixes ly

ing one alongside of the other.

' Dingler's Polytech. Jour., 260, 438.
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Parallel pipe condenser. Where space permits the parallel

pipe condenser with straight pipes may advantageously be

used. Figs. 86 and 87 show the arrangement of this system.

It consists of a spacious wooden box 295 to 328 feet long.

The entire structure rests upon strong pillars, and must be so

joined together with a strut-frame that no leakage and sfnking

of the box can be caused by the pressure of the water and the

pipes, as well as by changes in the temperature of the water.

The front sides of the box generally rest upon a small struc

ture which contains the contrivance for distributing distillates

Fig. 87.

to be described later on. The arrangement of the pipes is

very simple, From the gas dome the aerial condensing pipes

lead with a slight inclination to the condensing apparatus,

turn off at a right angle above the latter, and with a slight fall

run parallel the entire length of the condensing apparatus to

the arrangement for distributing the distillates. The pipes

rest upon supports which gradually become lower. The
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diameter of the pipes at the dome is, as a rule, about 3 inches,

but is gradually reduced to about 1 ^ to 1 J{ inches where the

pipes leave the apparatus. The pipes are connected one with

the other by coupling boxes. This simple arrangement makes

stoppages next to impossible, and the length of the pipes in

sures perfect condensation. The water enters at the lowest

point near the bottom and runs off through an overflow-pipe

on the other end. Repairs are seldom necessary. From time

to time, generally once or twice a year, the water is drawn off

to clean the pipes from an accumulation of mud.

Another form of condensing apparatus, which is, however,

seldom used, is the so-called box-condenser. It consists of a

closed box with perpendicular pipes through which the water

circulates, while the condensation of the oil vapors is effected

in the box. With this arrangement condensation must, of

course, be incomplete and irregular.

Lawrence's system of condensation has recently been intro

duced in some refineries, and found to work quite satisfactorily.

It consists of a tall, narrow box, the longitudinal sides of

which are made of corrugated metal. The oil vapors circulate

in the interior, while cold water constantly runs down on the

outside of the box, and by its evaporation reduces the tempera

ture of the oil, whereby, it is claimed, a more powerful con

densation is effected.

Distribution of the Distillates and Catching of the Gaseous

Products.

There are various means of regulating the discharge of the

distillates from the condensing pipes ; in the most simple form

they run directly from the condensing pipe into the storage

tank, while the non-condensable gases pass out from the end of

the pipe. In well arranged refineries a distribution of the

products according to their properties is effected at the point

where they leave the condenser, a contrivance being also pro

vided for the purpose of separating and carrying away the

gases. Such arrangements are shown in Figs. 85, 86, 87, 88.

19
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In Fig. 86 the product of condensation passes from the con

densing apparatus through the inverted siphon U into the box

K. By this inverted siphon the gas is prevented from pass

ing out with the oil, the latter forming, so to say, an automatic

fluid seal. The gas is forced to pass into the open air through

the vertical pipe G, or, by closing a stop-cock in this pipe and

opening another in the branch-pipe G, is conducted either to

the gas-holder, or further on and burned. The distillate enters

the box K where the water which has been evaporated and

condensed with the oil is allowed to settle, and is from time to

time discharged through the cock h, while the oil runs off

through the pipe a and the distributor L. This distributor

Fig. 88.

consists of a cast iron pipe provided on the sides with three or

more branches with the cocks hx, hv h3, etc. ; from the latter,

pipes lead to the distillate tanks. For cleaning the syphon U

and the box K small cocks are placed at their lowest points

through which mud, etc., is discharged. The box K is pro

vided with a small glass door, so as to enable the workman to

control the color and course of the distillate. The specific

gravities may here also be determined, and by closing or open

ing either of the cocks, hv hv hv the distillate be discharged in

any tank desired.
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Another very convenient arrangement for the reception and

distribution of the distillates is shown in Fig. 88. It is much

used in this country and is very similar in principle to the one

previously described. The distillate enters at a and passes

through the siphon c. The gases are forced to pass out at b

while the distillate runs into the cast-iron box d. The latter is

provided with the glass i i, through which the progress of the

distillate can be observed. From the box the distillate runs

through the distributing pipes, distribution being effected by

means of the three-way cocks e e and the ordinary cocks ff.

Through the pipes ggg the distillate runs into the collecting

tanks.

In Figs. 86 and 87 is shown an open method of distribution

tanks. With sufficient condensation and complete separation of

the gases this method is, in many cases, to be preferred to closed

distribution. The separation of the fractions is more simple,

and, when several stills are in operation, the control of the pro

gress and the quality of the distillates is more readily accom

plished. As seen from the illustration, the arrangement is very

simple. The distillates leave the condensing pipes a a a on the

front side of the cooling box in the small building, pass

through the siphon U and run according to their quality—

which is regulated by the application of smaller or larger sheet-

iron pipes—into the gutters R„ Rv R„ Rt. These gutters of

cast-iron are as long as the front side of the condensing ap

paratus and run parallel with it. On one end the gutters are

provided with a small pipe and a cock H, by means of which

the distribution of the distillates is effected. The condensing

pipes a a a, at a short distance from the point where they leave

the condensing apparatus, are provided with the vertical pipes

gv gv etc., and with the cocks k„ hx. The gas shut off by

the syphon ascends in, these pipes and—when the cocks are

open—through the horizontal pipe G into the gas holder, to be

used for illuminating and heating purposes.

When in the commencement the evolution of illuminating

gas is still slight, or when towards the end of the operation it
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becomes so large that the gas-holder cannot hold it, the cock

L is opened and the gas escapes into the open air.

Tanks for the Distillates.

Through the distributing pipes the distillate runs into the

collecting tanks, the size and number of which depend on the

mode of working, so that no definite directions can be given in

this respect. Regarding their arrangement the following may

be laid down as a general rule: The total capacity of the

tanks should, chiefly for the sake of safety, be at least equal to

that of the still, because as they have to be at a sufficient dis

tance from the still they form the first and safest place of

storage for the oil, and in case a still should leak, its contents

may be conducted into the collecting tanks through a pro

visional conduit.

The construction of the collecting tanks varies. They are,

as a rule, of a cylindrical shape, closed in most cases and pro

vided with man-holes. They are generally made of iron,

though wood is sometimes used. They are now almost uni

versally placed underground in order to give the distillate a

free fall from the distributor; with the latter they are con

nected by a system of pipes. To prevent their contents from

freezing they are provided with a steam coil, and at the lowest

point are furnished with a contrivance for the discharge of the

separated water. A contrivance may here be mentioned,

which has been found useful in practice when it becomes

necessary to pump one or the other of the fluids from a vessel

containing two fluids of different specific gravities. For this

purpose the suction pipe, which reaches nearly to the bottom

of the vessel, carries a movable double elbow with a horizontal

pipe. By lifting or sinking the elbow the fluid may be sucked

off at every level.

Process of Distillation.

Distillation is carried on cither periodically or continuously.

Continuous distillation will be discussed later on. Periodical
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distillation is used everywhere, even in the largest refineries,

when the supply of crude oil is not steady and sufficiently large.

The still is filled in the manner previously described by

means of pumps, or from tanks placed at a higher level. To

allow for the expansion of the oil, the still, according to its

shape, is filled J to J full. The crude oil is brought into the

still either cold or preparatorily heated by the residuum, after

which the actual distilling process commences.

The fire being kindled it is at first kept low, because if any

water is present, which is recognized by a suspicious bumping,

it is capable of hurling out the contents of the still, if there is

not sufficient empty space. With a gentle fire the fluid is agi

tated without causing injury, and the first traces of the lightest

products of distillation and of water appear in the condensing

apparatus. The quantity of water constantly increases until the

water in the still boils. This is designated " boiling of the

still." The quantity of water then decreases suddenly, and a

quite uniform stream of distillate runs from the " outlets." The

fire is now somewhat increased and kept low only when oils

containing benzine are distilled until the change to illuminating

oil is made. During the distillation of illuminating oil a strong

fire is kept up. When distillation has progressed so far that

specifically heavier and darker oils appear, the fire is slackened,

and the distillate runs off, even in the largest refineries, in a

stream not thicker than the finger. At this stage of distillation

a decomposition of the oil, the so-called " cracking," takes

place. If circumstances permit to keep up distillation in this

manner with a slackened fire, a considerable portion of the

heavy oils may be converted into light oils and mixed with the

illuminating oil.

According to the yield of the oils these general rules have to

be modified. With oils poor in illuminating oil, the residuum

of which is not very valuable, distillation must be forced more

and the decomposition of the heavy oils can be continued

longer than with oils rich in illuminating oil, or with oils the

residuum of which is valuable for the fabrication of lubricating

oils.
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The products of distillation may be divided into two princi

pal groups : a. Light oils, essences, or, as commonly called,

benzine. b. Illuminating oil or petroleum. Distilling for

heavy oils, after illuminating oil, is but seldom done in the crude

oil still. The heavy oils remain in the residuum, which is dis

charged and then worked by itself.

The benzine obtained in distilling crude oil can but seldom

be used as such, it being generally subjected to redistillation

and purification in apparatuses to be described further on.

Sometimes, however, a separation is effected while distilling the

crude oil, and the product thus obtained is either used as it is.

or subjected to chemical purification. The lightest products,

such as petroleum-ether, etc., are generally caught, gasolene

and ligroin being also obtained. This mode of working is,

however, not advisable, because the products thus obtained are

of less value ; the carrying along of heavy oils with these light

products being unavoidable, so that they can never be obtained

free from fat and water-clear. In every well-arranged refinery

working crude oils containing benzine, only one light product,

viz., crude benzine, is obtained in distilling crude oil. The

point at which the distiller "cuts off" his benzine and directs

the product into the illuminating oil tank varies according to

the kind of oil he manufactures, the quality of the oil being

largely determined by local conditions, by the laws regarding

the burning point, and by commercial usage. Where no im

portance is attached to the specific gravity and burning point,

the distiller will endeavor to introduce into the illuminating oil

as much as possible of the heavier constituents of the essences,

and increase the gravity by the addition of heavy oils. In

other localities he will separate as much benzine as is necessary

to obtain a good product. In almost all civilized countries the

test of 21° Abel' is the permitted limit. As a rule, a specific

gravity of 0.740 to 0.760, which corresponds to a boiling point

of 3020 F., may be designated as the point at which the dis-

1 See Chapter on " Tests."
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tiller should cut off his bezine and direct the product into the

illuminating oil tank.

The properties, as well as the specific gravity, of the first

product of distillation, viz., the crude benzine (also called crude

naphtha) vary very much. It is a very mobile liquid of a

slightly yellowish color, due to the presence of heavy oil, and

of a penetrating odor caused by a very volatile body containing

sulphur; its specific gravity varies between 0.700 and 0.730.

The second principal product of distillation consists of the

illuminating oil distillate. When only an average quality is to

be produced from a certain crude oil no further fraction is

made, distillation being continued as long as color, specific

gravity and inflammability will permit. The average specific

gravity illuminating oil must show to be marketable varies in

different localities. Thus the commercial varieties produced

in the United States show from 440 to 450 Be. (0.805 to 0.810

specific gravity) while the Russian illuminating oils show 410

to 420 Be. (0.820 to 0.824 specific gravity). Galician and

Roumanian illuminating oils generally show 430 to 440 Be.

(0.810 to 0.815 specific gravity.)

While no definite directions can be given, the product ob

tained between the specific gravities O.750 to 0.860 and 0.870

is considered illuminating oil distillate. If besides the ordinary

commercial varieties, special qualities, such as head-light oil,

are to be produced, the lighter products of distillation are kept

out until the Beaume scale indicates 560. In this process a

large percentage of oil between 620 and 560 is obtained, which

may be returned to the benzine tank, but is generally reserved

for the manufacture of a lower grade of oil.

The prcperties of illuminating oil distillate vary very much.

It generally represents a very mobile fluid of a yellow to

brownish, and sometimes red-brown color, and shows strong

fluorescence, mostly playing into blue, but sometimes, with too

rapid distillation, into green. Its odor also varies very much ;

oils which contain much oxygen have the characteristic odor

of creosote, while other oils, for instance Russian, have an
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Mznufeutttre jf Ligiz F^iiuczs jr Essences into Benzine, etc.

In distilling crude cu. crnde benzine is obtained before

illuminating oil. I: consists of a mixture of very volatile

hydrocarbons of speciric gravities 0.650 to 0.745. The division

of the^e hydrocarbons has been given on p. 74. The further

manipulation of the cmde benzine consists in redistillation

generally with indirect steam, and subsequent treatment of the

product* obtained. Fig. 89 shows the most simple form of a

rectifying still. The still A is surrounded by a double jacket

M through which steam passes in. To assist distillation a

steam coil is sometimes placed in the interior of the still. The

steam having a temperature of 266° to 284° F. passes in the

direction of a, and passes out, together with the water of con

densation, in the direction of b. The crude benzine is brought

into the still through c. m is a man-hole, / the discharge-pipe

for the residuum, dd the condensing pipes for the benzine

vapors, and k the cooling box. Distillation is effected by filling

the still three-fourths full and admitting steam into the jacket and

the coil ; drops of the most volatile portions appear immediately

in the cooling apparatus. The products of distillation should

at once be run into balloons or barrels, or through a closed

distributing apparatus into tanks placed underground or thor

oughly protected from the heat of the sun. The products thus
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obtained are either sold as they are, or the heavy essences—

the B and A naphtha—are purified. In the still remain some

water and a residuum consisting of the constituents of the

essences which boil at a higher temperature, and fractions of

illuminating oil carried along in the distillation of the crude

oil. The residuum is discharged through b to the illuminating

oil distillate.

With the still above described, different fractions of benzine

Fig. 89.

can be produced, but the lightest which are obtained seldom

show a specific gravity below 0.650 to 0.660. The apparatus

has the disadvantage that each fraction contains at the same

time portions which boil at a lower and higher temperature, a

defect partially due to the vertical arrangement of the still.

Figs. 90a, b, c, show a modified rectifying still, which
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facilitates the production of essences with a lower boiling point.

Rectification is effected by means of a steam coil, and is

assisted by a gentle direct fire. k is the horizontal, cylindrical

still, b, a, apertures for the admission of steam of high tension

which circulates in the 130 to 160 feet long copper-coil 5.

The benzine is brought into the still through c ; d is the man

hole, e the head, / the float-gauge, / the contrivance for dis

charging the residuum. The mode of operation is readily

recognized from the illustrations. The still being filled four-fifths

Fig. 91a.

5 5

full, a gentle fire is started and maintained to prevent the steam

from being condensed too much. The hot steam is admitted

at a, and circulates in the coil S. Distillation proceeds with

great intensity and uniformity. Condensation may be effected

in various ways.

Figs. 91 a, b, c, d, show a condensing apparatus which may

be used with special advantage where very volatile products are
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to be obtained, and where correct fractions, i. e., uniform initial

and final boiling points between not too great intervals, are of

importance. This condensation, which may be called " partial

condensation," is based upon a very original principle. It con

sists in the essences possessing the property of boiling rapidly

in the presence of bodies with large surfaces, for instance, iron

turnings. The arrangement of the apparatus to be described

here is based upon this principle.

Fig. 91b.

A, B, C, D, E, are cylindrical iron vessels, hermetically closed

with an iron lid and filled three-fourths full with iron turnings,

cleaned and freed from fat. Such iron turnings are also placed

in the cooling boxes, in which the water is constantly renewed.

F is a worm, generally of tin, resting in a cooling box, which to

make cooling more effective may be filled with ice. The entire

plant is arranged in the form of steps, so that two cooling

boxes, in this case A and B, next C and D, and finally E and F,

are at the same level. Cooling is effected by a counter-current
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system, which is regulated by an overflow-pipe, so that the cold

water enters at F, and after passing ED, C B is discharged at

A. From the cylinders a vertical pipe a to f leads to the

closed distributor of the distillates, and from there into the

closed collecting tanks.

The mode of operation is as follows : At I the vapors enter

the cooling cylinder and while a small portion—the heaviest—

condenses and runs off at a, the greater portion volatilizes upon

the iron turnings and passes over to B, where a similar process

takes place. The vaporized portion passes over to C, from

there to D, and from D to E, the condensed portions, which

constantly become lighter and more volatile, running off every

where. In F the most volatile portions are condensed, while

the non-condensable portions escape as gases.

In the commencement of the operation the cocks on the

pipes a to f are closed ; during the operation they are from

time to time opened to discharge the condensed products when

a sufficient quantity of them has accumulated in the cylinders.

Distillation in a column still is a customary and very useful

method of refining benzine. With slight modifications nearly

every kind of still used for rectifying alcohol or distilling benzol

may be employed. A still with an upright body is, however,

not well adapted for the purpose, because its active, i. e., its

vaporizing surface, decreases in the same degree as the con

tents of the still are reduced, and with rising boiling points a

heating surface that constantly becomes smaller is obtained.

Fig. 92 represents Heckmann's naphtha still with vertical

body. Distillation is effected by means of steam in a coil, the

steam entering at a, d and e. Before reaching the column C,

the vapors pass through the dome D. The column C consists

of a sheet-iron cylinder with horizontal iron plates g, the open

ings of which are partially closed by valves. The vapors pass

through the openings of the plates and are partially condensed,

the condensed fluid running back, while the non-condensed

fluids pass through n into the condenser 5, where they are

condensed, the condensed fluids flowing back through the pipe
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r. The vapors then pass into k, and from there into the appa

ratus A.

Fig. 92.

Heckmann's still, with horizontal body, is arranged in a

similar manner.
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The rectified products now possess nearly all the properties

that render them useful, but no matter how carefully they

may have been rectified, they still possess a disagreeable, pun

gent odor, this being especially the case with the C-, B-, and

.^-naphthas. This odor is especially perceptible when the

essences completely evaporate and may be considered free

from fat, i. e., when a sample evaporates at the ordinary tem

perature without leaving a perceptible trace—a grease spot—

behind. This odor may be covered by the addition of very

volatile oils with an agreeable odor, which is called scenting or

perfuming the essences. It is, however, advisable to render

the benzine odorless by subjecting it to chemical purification.

The manner of effecting such purification will be discussed

later on, but a few special apparatuses for the purpose may

here be described.

Fig. 93a and Fig. 93b show a purifying apparatus called an

agitator. A is a cylindrical vessel with a conical bottom. It

is lined with lead, and provided with a lid D which can be

hermetically closed. It rests upon solid brick pillars, and is

provided with a gallery and a pipe system for the fluid and the

chemicals. The three-way cock C placed on the lowest point

of the agitator serves for discharging the waste-products, the

wash-water, and the purified product.

When the apparatus A has been filled to a certain height

with the product to be purified, and the latter has been ascer

tained to be free from water, it is thoroughly mixed with

sulphuric acid by means of the stirring apparatus S, or in some

agitators by means of an Archimedean screw. As seen in the

illustration, the stirring apparatus is set in motion by the crank

K and the bevel gearing zz. Treatment from y?2 to 1 hour

with % to j4 per cent, of concentrated sulphuric acid suffices,

after which the acid, now of a red-brown color, is drawn off.

The acid product is of a light brown-yellow color and an

acrid odor of sulphurous acid, while the original odor has

entirely disappeared. The fluid is then treated with a small

quantity of dilute caustic soda solution until it is perfectly
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water-clear and has lost the odor of sulphurous acid. The

caustic soda lye is then drawn off, and the benzine, which

clears rapidly, is ready to be filled in vessels for use.

In this treatment care must be taken to effect the mixing

process as quickly as possible, because the most valuable pro

ducts vaporize very rapidly.

Fig. 94a and Fig. 94b show a plant used in some refineries.

Fig. 93a.

With this arrangement mixing is not required. As will be seen

from the illustrations, the naphtha has to pass through boxes

filled with chemicals, and arranged in the form of steps. The

vessels 1, 2, and 3 contain sulphuric acid, 4 and 5 the caustic

soda solution and wash-water, and 6 a filter filled with common

20
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salt and saw dust. At a the products pass from the rectifying

division through the sieve-bottom b into box I, where they

are partially treated with sulphuric acid. They next pass

through c into box 2, where they are again treated with acid,

and after being thorougly refined pass by their own pressure

through the pipe /, and at m enter the filter 6 and run off.

The advantage claimed for this apparatus is that, after it is

closed, even the most volatile essences can be refined without

loss. No satisfactory information could be obtained regarding

its working capacity.

Treatment of the Illuminating Oil Distillate.

Chemical Purification. To render the illuminating oil distil

late marketable it has to be subjected to a chemical purification

by being treated with sulphuric acid and soda lye.

Even as late as the early sixties illuminating oil was brought

into commerce with a dark lemon-yellow to dark red color.

This coloration is partially caused by iron salts which are

formed by the action of the free acids in the petroleum upon

the iron tanks, and dissolve in the distillate. It was endeavored

to get rid of it by treating the distillate with soda lye and also

with lime solutions. However, the oil thus treated deposited,

after burning a short time, a solid crust upon the wick which

prevented the oil from rising. It was then tried to free the oil

from the lyes by washing it with dilute hydrochloric acid, but it

burnt badly after such washing and retained its characteristic

yellow color. About 1865, Eichler of Baku treated petroleum

with sulphuric acid and lye, and thus created a method which,

generally speaking, has remained unchanged up to the present

time.

The action of sulphuric acid upon petroleum distillates has

not yet been fully explained. It is known that the crude dis

tillates contain, besides hydrocarbons, upon which it is supposed

sulphuric acid does not act, other admixtures which by the

action of the sulphuric acid and caustic soda is either entirely

removed or partially changed.
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As far as known these admixtures consist of aromatic hydro

carbons, fatty acids and acids of the series CnH,n—20„

phenols, tarry matter, sulphur combinations, etc. The action

of the sulphuric acid upon these admixtures differs, they being

partially destroyed or dissolved and changed to sulphonic acid

combinations, while another portion remains almost entirely

unchanged, and is removed only by the subsequent treatment

with lye. The volume of the distillates becomes constantly

smaller, while that of the sulphuric acid increases in consequence

of the absorption of the admixtures. The loss by distillation

frequently amounts to from 5 to 8 per cent. The concentrated

sulphuric acid forms with the aromatic hydrocarbons sulphonic

acids, and with many non-saturated hydrocarbons direct com

binations, while the tarry matter dissolves in the sulphuric

acid and imparts to the fluid a dark brown color. It has been

ascertained1 that the sulphuric acid also withdraws the oxy-

dized bodies from the distillate, so that by continuing the treat

ment of the latter with sulphuric acid all the oxygen may be

removed from the petroleum ; and if the brown sulphuric acid

obtained after treating the distillate be diluted with water, an

emulsion is formed upon the surface of which floats an oily

fluid containing oxygen which possesses a specific odor, re

minding one partially of camphor and also of oil of turpentine.

In the ordinary treatment of the distillate with sulphuric acid a

portion of the organic acids and of the phenoles remains un

changed. For the saturation and removal of these, as well as

for neutralizing the sulphuric and sulphonic acids retained in

the distillate, soda lye is used. Hence the process of chem

ically purifying the illuminating oil distillates consists in the re

moval of the injurious admixtures by means of sulphuric acid

and soda lye, whereby an entire series of chemical reactions takes

place, which are recognized by the fluid becoming heated.

However, the action of the sulphuric acid is not so simple as

may be supposed at the first glance ; just the reverse, its func-

1 Tumsky. "Technologie der Naptha."
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tion is quite complicated. In treating the distillates with sul

phuric acid, sulphurous acid is always evolved, a phenomenon

which cannot be explained by the above mentioned reactions.

Hence in treating the distillates with acid other additional pro

cesses must take place which produce the evolution of sulphur

ous acid. These processes, however, are not yet explained.

It can be readily understood that the appearance of sulphurous

acid is rendered possible only by the reduction of sulphuric

acid, but with our present knowledge of the chemical nature of

petroleum no definite answer can be given to the question what

these reducing agents are and in what manner they act. Re

peated experiments in treating distillates ten to fifteen times

with large excesses of sulphuric acid always showed a reaction

of the latter on the oils,1 which could be recognized by the

color of the acid, so that the function of the latter is more pro

found than might be expected. If the action of the sulphuric

acid were limited to the separation and destruction of the ad

mixtures, complete purification would be attained with the use

of an excess of acid. But since all the injurious admixtures

cannot be destroyed, no matter how long and with how much

acid the distillates may be treated, as evidenced by the dark

brown color of the sulphuric acid and the evolution of sulphur

ous acid, these phenomena would lead to the conclusion that the

sulphuric acid exerts an oxidizing effect on the hydrocarbons

themselves. This view is partially confirmed by the following

facts: Nordhausen sulphuric acid (fuming sulphuric acid

HjS,0;) acts more energetically upon the distillates and purifies

them better than ordinary sulphuric acid, H2S04. This must

be ascribed to the sulphuric anhydride which possesses greater

oxidizing power than the hydrate. Besides greater heating of

the distillates than is the case with ordinary sulphuric acid,

there is also a smaller yield of illuminating oil, which may be

explained by a more energetic oxidation of the hydrocarbons.

Now, if the well-known phenomenon of the oxidation by the air

' Tumsky. "Technologie der Naptha/'
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of the crude distillates as well as of the refined product is taken

into consideration, the ability of the hydrocarbons of petroleum

to resist reagents may be strongly doubted. If air at an ordi

nary temperature oxidizes the hydrocarbons, then sulphuric acid

can certainly exert an oxidizing effect with the evolution of

sulphurous acid, especially at a somewhat higher temperature

and in the presence of large quantities of heated air. The colora

tion of the acid is due to the solution in it of the tarry products

contained in the unrefined oil, which, however, may also be

formed by the oxidation of many constituents of the distillate.

These tarry substances are generally combinations containing

oxygen and are removed by purification, so that the content o(

oxygen of the distillate is decreased, which can be proved by

elementary analyses.1

Oil treated with sulphuric acid contains less oxygen than un

refined oil. Finally in treating the distillates with lye, com

binations containing oxygen—the phenoles and acids—are also

separated.

The property of an unrefined or badly refined distillate be

coming dark on exposure to the air is explained by the oxida

tion of the naphtha or kerosene acids, of the phenols, the tarry

substances, and partially of the hydrocarbons themselves. By

removing these admixtures (the phenoles, acids and tarry sub

stances) a nearly colorless petroleum can be obtained, which,

however, in time again becomes yellow, which is due to the

oxidation of the hydrocarbons by the action of the air. In

purifying the distillates with sulphuric acid the bad-smelling

constituents are also destroyed, and with the use of an excess

of sulphuric acid petroleum with an agreeable odor character

istic of pure hydrocarbons may be obtained.

For the chemical purification of the distillates ordinary sul

phuric acid of 66° Be. is generally used, fuming sulphuric acid

being employed only in rare cases for varieties of oil difficult to

purify, as for instance, Galician oils which contain a large quan-

1 Tumsky. " Technologie der Naptha."
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tityof admixtures. As previously stated, fuming sulphuric acid

acts more energetically and, therefore, of it smaller quantities

are required.

The quantity of acid required for purification, as well as the

duration of the process itself, depends on the degree of purity of

the distillates, the latter quality being closely connected with

the properties of the crude oil and the manner in which it has

been distilled. Thus, the distillates from Canadian oil, for in

stance, require much more acid and time than distillates from

Pennsylvania oil. The quantity of acid required is dependent

also on the specific gravity of the distillates ; the greater the

specific gravity of the oil the more acid is necessary. Oils

which have been exposed to the air for some time, as well as

distillates which have been subjected to overheating, are diffi

cult to purify, and in both cases the quantity of reagents has to

be considerably increased. It is, therefore, difficult to specify

the exact quantities of acid or of lye required for the refining

process, and only the limits between which a determined quan

tity of the chemicals varies in proportion to the purity of the

distillates and the requirements of the market, etc., can be in

dicated.

In treating the distillates with sulphuric acid the latter might

apparently produce polymerism of the hydrocarbons, in conse

quence of which the specific gravity would rise. This, how

ever, has not been observed in practice, and even specifically

lighter oils have been obtained when the distillates were sub

jected to the action of larger quantities of acid for a longer

time, which can be explained only by the fact that decidedly

more heavy tarry substances are removed than specifically

heavier products can be produced by the eventual polymerism

of the hydrocarbons.

As a substitute for sulphuric acid various reagents are used.

Thus the chromates, potassium permanganate, chloride of lime,

chloride of tin, nitric acid and other chemicals purify and bleach

as well as deodorize petroleum. However, the high price of

these reagents prevents their introduction in the practice as a
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substitute for sulphuric acid. In purifying Canada oQ dilute

nitric acid is sometimes used.' For the removal of the bad-

smelling sulphur combination, a large number of directions of

more or less doubtful value are known. Thus, for instance,

treatment with lead oxide and subsequent purification with sul

phuric acid (II. Frash, American patent No. 378,246) ; effect of

a mixture of blue vitriol, caustic soda, common salt and water

and digestion with flowers of sulphur, which, it is claimed, ren

ders the treatment with sulphuric acid superfluous (Kennedy,

German patent No. 43,145) ; and finally conducting the petro

leum vapors over hot iron or copper (Pitt and Van Bleck, Ger

man patent No. 45,958). Mawbery and Smith found that these

sulphur combinations consisted, especially in Ohio petroleum, of

ethyl, propyl and butyl sulphides, which has, however, been re

futed by Kast.

After the treatment with acid the distillate is several times

washed with water to remove the greater portion of the sus

pended acids, and then treated with solution of caustic soda.

Although the carbonate of soda is cheaper, it cannot entirely

replace the caustic soda. It might serve for neutralizing the

sulphuric acid, but as other admixtures (phenoles, naphthalic

acids) which arc insoluble in the acid have also to be removed,

the use of caustic soda is unavoidable. It has been endeavored

to replace the caustic soda by cheaper basic bodies, and alum

inium hydrate, ferric oxide, magnesia and other insoluble ox

ides, as well as lime, have been used in the practice, but on a

very limited scale. In the smaller refineries of the Caucasus

where fresh water is scarce, lime in the form of milk of lime or

of a fine powder is occasionally used for washing the oil.

Methods for purifying the illuminating oil without the use of an

alkali have also been proposed. Thus the illuminating oil after

treatment with sulphuric acid is to be mixed with different pul

verulent substances, for instance, with sand, pulverized glass,

clay, flour, etc., the purpose being to carry down the tarry pro

ducts.

1 Tumsky. " Technologie der Naptha."
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The distillates are subjected to the action of the chemicals in

an apparatus called an agitator. These agitators are mostly

iron cylinders generally deeper than they are wide ; in very

small refineries wooden vats lined with lead are occasionally

used. The chemicals being specifically heavier than the dis

tillates, their action is promoted by intimately mixing them

with the latter by mechanical means. Formerly this was done

by stirring by hand. An advance in this respect is an appar

atus with mechanical stirrer as shown in Fig. 95, the mixing

being effected by means of an Archimedean screw. The

Fig. 95.

apparatus being filled the machine is set in motion and the

acid or lye allowed to run into the inner cylinder in which re

volves the Archimedean screw. The screw lifts the mixture of

oil and acid, or of acid and lye to the upper end, where it runs

over the outer cylinder and after sinking down is again sucked
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into the inner cylinder through holes in the bottom, tht nrn.-

lation. as indicated by the arrows, being continuec un:::-^-

ruptedly as long as the machine works.

For working large quantities of oil at one tnnt mixer- o: un

kind with mechanical stirring apparatus art, however. n>r

suitable.

The most powerful and effective method of mixing tht ol

and the chemicals is by means of compressed air. However

before discussing the effect of mixing by means oi air and tht

arrangements required for the purpose, a few words may bt

said in regard to the mixing apparatuses themselves and ther

construction.

'I he refining apparatuses are constructed nearly everywhere

according to the same principles. They consist oi uprch:

cylindrical iron vessels with conical bottoms. The}- rest upon

strong brick or stone piers, or upon an iron construction, and.

when located in a closed building, are open on top. Wbei

standing in the open air they are provided with a light iron cap

fitted w ith trap-doors which serves the purpose of preventing

rain from entering. They are as a rule constructed of wrought

iron, the thickness of the plates varying between 2.36 and 3.15

inches. The conical bottom is generally somewhat thicker.

The apparatuses are, as a rule, lined with lead. The lead lin

ing may, however, be omitted if distillates absolutely free from

water are treated and dilution of the acid is not to be feared;

when treatment with acid and lye is not effected in one vessel,

the lye agitator also need not be lined. In refineries where it

is difficult to obtain distillates free from water the use of lead

linings is absolutely necessary, otherwise the dilute acids

attack the sides of the iron vessels and soon destroy them;

besides, the iron salts color the petroleum and produce turbid

ity. The lead plates are laid on the sides of the agitator and

lapped over the edges and soldered together, so that, as it

were, they hang in the apparatus. Strips of wood are generally

placed vertically between the iron plates and the lead lining.

The lead plates need not be thicker than from 0.15 to 0.23
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inch, or in very large apparatuses, 0.3 1 inch. Regarding the

shape of the agitators it is best to make them much deeper

than wide, because a more intimate mixture of the chemicals

can be effected in a narrow tall vessel, the current of air acting

more intensely and upon the entire surface, while in a low,

broad apparatus the distillate on the edge is but slightly agi

tated, and, hence, less attacked by the chemicals. The same

rule applies to the conical portion of the apparatus, this mode

of construction allowing of a far more rapid settling of the

chemicals used in the purification. The most essential portion

of the agitator is the arrangement for the conveyance of air.

Independent of the many possible modifications, which cannot

here be discussed, two systems maybe distinguished. 1. Con

veyance of air from above to below the so-called upper air-

blast. 2. Direct conveyance of air from the lowest point of

the agitator, the so-called under-blast. As regards the mode

of action there is no essential difference between the two sys

tems. In the first case, as will be seen from the description ot

the illustrations to be given later on, the air ascends through a

pipe-system on the outside of the agitator to the centre of the

latter and from there to the lowest point, where it passes out

through a distributing contrivance and in ascending mixes the

fluid. In the second case, the air passes in at the lowest point

and ascends through a similar distributing system. The con

sumption of power and the effect produced are the same in

both systems. However, the upper air-blast system is safer,

because should the blast from one cause or another be stopped

or the valves become leaky, it is impossible for the fluid to

penetrate to the compressors.

The refining apparatuses may be divided into two principal

systems. In the first system the entire process of purification,

from the treatment with sulphuric acid to washing out the last

traces of lye, is effected in one apparatus, while in the other,

separate vessels are used for the operations of acidification and

alkalization. Although the plant according to the first system

is cheaper, but one apparatus, which may be erected in the
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open air, being required, that according to the other system is

more advantageous, because the refined product is much better

and with an equal capacity a greater quantity can be refined in

the same time. The choice of one or the other system de

pends on local and other conditions.

Fig. 96a and Fig. 96b show the arrangement of an agitator

according to the second system. It consists of two cylindrical

vessels open on the top ; the bottom is funnel-shaped. The

apparatus is erected in a closed building to protect it from the

Fig. 96a.

weather. Both vessels rest upon brick piers and are so placed

that the lowest point of the acid-agitator A is at a higher level

than the upper edge of the lye-agitator B, so that the acidulated

oil can directly run through the pipe a into the agitator B.

The pipe b on the acid-agitator serves the purpose of discharg

ing a portion of the clarified oil. The upper agitator A is lined
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with lead, but the lye-agitator B does not require such protec

tion. The mixing of the fluid in both agitators is effected by

means of air, the latter passing in both agitators through the

pipe / and is distributed through the spider s. The latter con

sists of a cast-iron body bent upwards and downwards in the

form of a cone. The upper conical portion is screwed to the

pipe /, while a portion of the air passes out through the lower

end to keep the acid which deposits on the bottom in constant

motion. On the edges of the spider are lateral openings /„ /„

Fig. 96b.

/„ /„ etc., in which are screwed small pipes bent upwards,

through which the greater portion of the air passes out. The

distillates are pumped through the pipes dx, di; wu wt are

pipes for the wash water, while the pipes and mt serve for

transferring the chemicals by means of a pump through the

agency of compressed air. These pipes are generally placed
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in the centre of the apparatus and terminate in a spiral with

numerous openings through which the acid and lye pass out.

In place of a spiral, a Segner wheel is also used. In vessels

with funnel-shaped bottoms the waste products deposit rapidly,

and the danger of a small portion of the distillates being carried

away and discharged with them is reduced to a minimum.

Attention may here be drawn to the unsuitableness of agita

tors with straight or but slightly curved bottoms and with dis

charge cocks on the side. No matter how carefully the waste

products may be discharged, a small quantity of them always

remains behind in the apparatus ; and the separation of the

fluids being difficult to execute, a small portion of the distillates

is unavoidably carried along.

A suitable discharge arrangement is shown in Fig. 96 a. It

consists of a metallic three-way cock with large bores to pre

vent choking up by thicker tarry substances. From the three-

way cock one pipe leads to the tanks for the refuse acid and

soda washings, another to the drain for discharging the wash

water, and a third serves for conducting the refined product to

the filters, lead tanks, etc.

The operation with the agitator above described is essentially

as follows : The oil is pumped or allowed to run into the acid-

agitator and permitted to settle. The deposited water is then

drawn off, and the distillate, if it has been taken from different

tanks, is uniformly mixed by a few air-blasts. A sample of the

distillate is then immediately tested in the laboratory for the

approximate determination of its specific gravity and flashing

point, and the quantity of sulphuric acid to be used. The

quantity of the latter varies according to the purity and origin

of the distillate. For purifying Russian distillates to 2%

per cent, are used, for American distillates 2 to 3^ and even 4

per cent., the quantity required increasing with the yield of

crude distillate, since the heavier oils consume much more acid.

Galician and Roumanian oils are treated with 3 to 5 per cent,

or more, and even with fuming sulphuric acid. The quantity

of acid determined by experiment or experience is brought into
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the monte-jus. Treatment with all the acid at one time, as

carried on in some refineries, is objectionable, the acid being

not nearly so effective as the same quantity used in several por

tions. If used at one time a portion of the acid is rendered in

effective by its molecules being enveloped by the admixture of

tarry substances. Furthermore, with such large quantities it is

difficult to attain an intimate mixture and thorough action of

the acid, and besides, its efficacy is considerably decreased by

any water held in suspension.

Generally the sulphuric acid is used in two or three portions,

a small quantity, about one-tenth to one-fourth per cent., being

first added. The distillate being agitated by the air blast, the

above mentioned quantity of sulphuric acid is forced into the

agitator and allowed to act with constant agitation for about a

quarter of an hour, when agitation is interrupted and the product

permitted to stand quietly for about one-half hour. The acid

which deposits is generally of a light to dark brown color, and

considerably diluted by water withdrawn from the distillate. If

the latter contains much water the effect produced by the acid

is but slight and the distillate has to be treated once more with

another small portion of acid. It is then treated with a larger

portion, generally one-half the quantity of the remaining acid.

For this purpose the distillate is agitated, and when the deter

mined quantity of acid has been forced in, agitation is con

tinued for one-half to one hour. Samples are from time to

time taken, and the degree of efficacy of the acid is judged by

the manner in which it settles. If the black colored acid settles

rapidly in small beads this portion of the operation may be

considered finished, otherwise the acid settles slowly in the

form of small long-drawn out drops which adhere to the sides

of the test glasses. Agitation is then interrupted and the dis

tillate allowed to settle for two or three hours until a sample of

it shows but slight traces of suspended acid. The waste acid

of a dark brown to black color is then drawn off and the ope

ration repeated in a similar manner with the remaining quantity

of acid. The treatment with acid may be considered finished
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when a sample of the distillate forms a milk-white emulsion

when mixed with dilute lye. From a series of such tests made

one after the other, the proper moment can be readily deter

mined. After allowing sufficient time for the acid to settle, the

latter is discharged and the distillate drawn off into the lye-

agitator. At this stage the distillate has an odor of sulphurous

acid and a peculiar red-blue fluorescent color, due to its own

color and the very finely-divided tarry particles suspended in

it. Washing after acidulating is generally effected by treating

the acid distillate with large quantities of water. The water is

introduced into the agitator above the surface of the oil through

a rose or perforated pipe which runs around the entire circum

ference of the tank. As the water percolates through the body

of the oil the acid is gradually removed, and while the water is

thus flowing on at the surface of the oil it is allowed to escape

in a constant stream from the bottom. This water percolation

continues without agitation until as nearly as possible all traces

of acid have disappeared. The stop-cock at the bottom of the

agitator is now closed and a fresh portion of water added, and

the air-pump again set in motion. By this means the oil is

thoroughly washed. In the meanwhile the dark color of the

oil changes to a dirty yellow-white. A solution of caustic or

carbonate of soda of 2° to 40 Be. is then added with constant

agitation. The oil gradually acquires a milk-white color, and

when the calculated quantity of lye, generally between one-half

and one per cent., has been added, agitation is after a short

time interrupted, this being of great importance since, when

agitation is continued too long, emulsions difficult to separate

are formed. The soda solution is then withdrawn and the oil

washed to remove any traces of soda. Some manufacturers

purposely avoid this final washing, with an idea that a trace of

soda has a preservative effect upon the oil. The actual process

of purifying may now be considered finished.

The refined product is a fluid of a yellow to white color,

transparent or turbid from water held in suspension, and pos

sesses an odor which is not disagreeable. It may be con
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sidered finished as regards flashing point and specific gravity.

The oil is now allowed to flow by gravity, or is pumped into

the settling tanks or filtering apparatus to be described later on.

F'g- 97a and Fig- 97b show a refining apparatus in which the

distillate is entirely finished, the illustrations also showing the

Fic. 97a.

arrangement of the under-blast. For the treatment of the

same quantity of distillate the capacity of such an apparatus

must be considerably larger, since besides the longer time re-

21
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quired for refining, there must be sufficient space for the wash

waters.

The arrangement will be readily understood from the illus

trations. The apparatus consists of a cylindrical tank with

a conical bottom ; the latter should be very deep to facilitate

the rapid settling of the chemicals. The apparatus is generally

erected in the open air, and is provided with a light iron roof

Fig. 97b.

fitted with lateral holes for the pipe conduits, etc. The

dimensions of the apparatus vary according to its capacity.

It is generally between 10 and 15 feet in diameter, and includ

ing the cone between 20 and 30 feet high. The pipes for the

distillate, chemicals and water {d„ d„ w, m„ m2) are ar

ranged similar to those of the agitator previously described,

but the manner of agitating the contents by means of air

differs. The air conduit / enters the agitator A near its lowest
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point and terminates in the spider s, which is provided with

lateral openings and the air tubes l3, etc. The air valve

/•"prevents the fluid from flowing back into the air-compressor;

it is only opened when the latter is in action, otherwise the

effect is the same as that previously described and the opera

tion is carried on a similar manner. The quantity of acid and

the time during which it is allowed to act are the same as with

the agitator previously described, as well as the means of

transferring the chemicals. The quantities of calculated acid

are as a rule measured out in the monte-jus, but each filling of

the latter renders it necessary to discharge the air from the

apparatus, a process which is both time-consuming and ex

pensive, because it requires considerable time to discharge the

air from the apparatus and to again produce pressure after

filling, it being necessary for the latter purpose to put the air-

compressors again into activity. To avoid this an automatically

acting apparatus may be used with advantage. It consists of

a hermetically closed cast-iron box with three compartments,

the contents of which are accurately known. From the monte-

jus the acid is forced into this box. When one of the com

partments is full it is automatically emptied and closed. Since

every compartment holds the same quantity of acid, the num

ber of boxes emptied gives the amount of acid used. When

sufficient acid has been introduced, the connection between the

box and the monte-jus is closed, the latter, however, remain

ing under pressure so that it can at any time be put in opera

tion. The introduction of concentrated lye is effected in a

similar manner.

In the agitator under consideration, the acidulated oil re

quires more time for settling to get rid of the last traces of acid.

Taking this fact into consideration, it is evident that the wash

water will unavoidably dilute the acid still retained, whereby the

sides of the tank are attacked, while the color and quality of the

oil suffer at the same time in consequence of strong heating and

separated tarry particles. When the oil is nearly clear or con

tains but little acid in suspension, washing is immediately com
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menced. Large quantities of water, in powerful jets, are forced

through the body of the oil until it is nearly neutral. The

treatment with soda and the final washing process are the same

as with the agitator previously described.

The sulphuric acid used and the lye form the waste-products

of the refining process. Both contain in solution or chemically

fixed the constituents withdrawn from the distillate. The waste

or sludge acid is a tarry fluid of a light brown to black color

and a disagreeable acrid odor which is largely due to sulphur

ous acid. It is the most disagreeable and troublesome waste

product, its further utilization in the refinery itself being difficult

and limited. For economic reasons a portion of the sludge

acid may be again used. For instance, acid which has been

used in refining benzine is still of a sufficiently high grade and

light color to be employed for the preparatory acidulation of

illuminating oil for the purpose of freeing the latter from water,

while the last portions of the acid used in refining illuminating

oil, which is also of a high grade and light color, may be uti

lized for refining oils of a lower grade. The sludge acid from

refining lubricating oils may be mixed with lime or sawdust

and used for firing. It is, however, extremely difficult to uti

lize the principal mass of sludge acid obtained in refining il

luminating oil. A number of directions have been given tor

this purpose, but they are available only in isolated cases.

Where sulphuric acid is expensive, as, for instance, in the Baku

districts, it may be regenerated by diluting it with three to four

times the quantity of water, whereby all the oil is separated.

The dilute acid, which is of a rust-brown color, is concentrated

in iron kettles or lead pans to 6o° Be., and used for subordinate

purposes. In this country the sludge acid is generally sold to

manufacturers of chemical fertilizers and superphosphate of

lime. The refuse soda solution is generally also of a dark

color. It may be used for neutralizing acid and in the produc

tion of ordinary soaps, though as a rule it is permitted to flow

away without any attempt to utilize it.

Before describing the further treatment of the refined oil, a
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refining process that is but seldom used may be mentioned.

Many petroleum distillates obtained chiefly by the decomposi

tion of heavy oils and containing much oxygen, and from which

these oxidized products cannot be sufficiently withdrawn by

the acid, have to be treated before acidulation with concen

trated lye of 2 50 to 300 Be. The action of the lye upon the

distillate is, under these conditions, actually surprising. The

crude distillate of a dark color and disagreeable odor is en

tirely changed after being for some time treated with the lye.

It represents a fluid of a light color and slight odor, while the

lye used has been converted into a fluid of a brown-black color

and bad odor. This distillate can be treated better and with

less acid after the lye has performed a portion of the work of

the acid by withdrawing a great part of the tarry matters (acid,

phenoles, sulphur combinations, etc.). The further process of

refining does not differ from those previously described, only

the last lye, used for neutralizing the acid, must be very dilute.

After the treatment with chemicals, etc., the illuminating oil

is still, not yet marketable. It is turbid from water and par

ticles of lye held in suspension, and has to be cleared before it

is ready for sale. Clearing is generally effected in open shal

low pans exposed to the light, or the oil is subjected to filtra

tion. Where the work is carried on continuously and on a

large scale, filtration is generally necessary, because in the

season of the year when the consumption of oil is greatest even

a great number of large settling tanks would prove insufficient.

Filtration.

Filtering of the illuminating oil is a mechanical operation and

consists in the absorption of suspended particles of water.

Although a number of filtering materials are suitable for the

purpose, saw-dust and common salt, and occasionally animal

charcoal are, as a rule, used. Saw-dust on account of its

cheapness and great porosity is an excellent absorbent. When

employed in layers of sufficient depth it is capable of withdraw

ing all the water from the oil, but its effect is only a limited one,
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it becoming more and more saturated with the water retained.

A not less effective and cheap absorbent is common salt; being

very hygroscopic it withdraws the water and is dissolved by the

water retained.

In the practice one or the other of these filtering materials, or

a combination of both, is generally used. Fig. 98a and Fig.

98b show the arrangement of a filter. It consists of an up

right iron cylinder, deeper than wide, with a conical or curved

Fig. 98a.

bottom. The refined oil enters at the lowest point and runs off

through an overflow pipe or still more suitably through a fun

nel. In Fig. 98 a, the oil enters the filter through the pipe a.

On entering the filter the oil pushes against the lid d, whereby a

portion of the water is separated. The oil then passes through

the bottom bIt which consists of a one-inch thick oak board

perforated like a sieve and covered with linen for the retention

of foreign bodies. Upon this bottom the filtering material is

piled, the first layer consisting, as a rule, of saw-dust, next
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comes a two-inch layer of common salt, then a layer of saw

dust, and so on alternately up to a certain height. In many

cases the filter is open on top, but to prevent saw-dust or salt

from being carried along, and to accelerate the filtering process,

an oak bottom bx arranged similar to br, is placed upon the

filtering material and can be firmly pressed down upon it by

means of the screws s„ J2, etc. The oil penetrates the filter

ing materials, ascends to the funnel A, runs into the latter, and

from there to the tanks. The oil is now ready for sale.

Fig. 98b.

In refineries where filters are not used the oil is allowed to

become clear in settling tanks. These arc built of boiler iron

and large enough to contain one charge from the agitator. In

some of the larger refineries they are 40 feet in diameter and

10 or 12 feet deep. Before being used they are frequently

given two or three coats of white paint. They are provided

with a coil of hot-water pipe for the purpose of gently warming

the oil in very cold weather. This greatly facilitates the settling

of any water which may be left in it, and also its clearing.

These tanks are often entirely exposed on all sides, and are

simply provided with a roof to keep the rain out of them. By

this exposure the oil, in good weather, becomes in a short time

beautifully clear and brilliant. The tanks are also provided

with a pipe connected with the steam pump, which admits of

the oil being transferred from one tank to another used for the
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same purpose. This pipe runs from the circumference to the

centre on the bottom of the tank, and then straight up three or

four feet along the rim ; from the latter project a number of

radiating pipes, all of which are perforated with holes, to ad

mit of what is technically known as the

Spraying process. It sometimes happens that after the oil is

in the form of finished product, perfect in color, brilliant and

sparkling as could be desired, upon submitting it to inspection

to ascertain the " fire-test," it falls short perhaps two or three

degrees. A greater discrepancy than this manifests neglect of

duty on the part of the distiller, or mismanagement some

where. Where the difference is not greater than this the

difficulty is easily remedied by pumping the oil from one tank

to another and allowing it to pass through the sprayer shown

in Fig. 99. As every particle of the oil is thus exposed to the

air in small streams, the small percentage of benzine it may

contain is quickly volatilized and the fire test correspondingly
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elevated. It is again tested, and if found satisfactory, it is

ready for barrelling.

Barrelling.

The oil is seldom barrelled from the settling tanks, the latter

being usually connected with the warehouse and sheds on the

wharf by means of a pipe-line ; this pipe-line may empty into

what may be called a reservoir pipe, or a pipe of much larger

capacity closed at both ends, with a number of small pipes

inserted. To these are adjusted short sections of flexible gum

hose supplied with a patented barrel-faucet.

Fig. 100.

An apparatus for filling barrels, which works automatically

and requires no attention, is shown in Fig. 100. The petroleum

coming from the tank enters at a and passes out at b. A valve
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c in the interior of the apparatus regulates the flow, the lever

d opening and closing the valves. At the moment of filling,

the valve is opened by the lever d being suspended in a slit in

the float s, which is also in the interior of the apparatus.

When the level of the oil reaches the float s, the latter is

raised, whereby the lever d is released and forced back by the

spiral spring into the position shown in the illustration, thus

closing the valve.

On account of its shape, capacity and weight, the American

barrel has been almost universally accepted as the commercial

standard. It is made of American oak, all other varieties of

wood, for instance European oak and beech, being inferior to it

on account of their greater porosity and smaller weight. An

excellent description of the manufacture and preparation oi

barrels was given a few years ago by Mr. Boverton Redwood,

in his Cantor lectures before the Society of Arts, London, from

which we quote as follows :

"The oak staves are purchased ready jointed and seasoned

in Michigan, and the barrel heads are brought to the works

ready glued up. The first operation in barrel making consists

in fitting the necessary number of staves together in a thick

wrought iron ring or hoop circling their lower ends. This is an

operation requiring some experience and judgment. The embryo

barrel is then placed in an iron cylinder and steamed, whereby

the wood is softened. The staves are next encircled by a wire

rope connected with an engine, and are thus bent into shape

and drawn together, a second strong iron hoop being slipped

over their upper ends to hold them in position. The barrel is

then " fired " by burning some readily combustible material in

the interior, and the curvature of the staves thus rendered per

manent. A number of extra temporary iron hoops of great

thickness are next slipped on, and drawn towards the bulge ot

the barrel by means of an ingeneous arrangement of iron hooks

or claws actuated by steam power. The final operation per

formed upon the staves consists in placing the barrel in a lathe,

paring off the rough ends, and cutting the grooves for the

heads.
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" The barrel is then ready to receive the heads and to be

hooped. The hoops weigh collectively about twelve pounds,

and the total length of iron required for a set is 443^ inches,

so that putting the out- turn of finished barrels from one factory

at 10,000 per day, we have a length of about 70 miles of hoop

iron (weighing about tons) used daily.

" In order to render the barrels capable of holding their fluid

contents without leakage, they are coated internally with glue,

about one pound of glue to three barrels being required. The

glue solution is poured into the barrels hot, the barrels bunged

up, and rotated so that the solution coats the entire surface,

the surplus being afterwards drained out. There is some

pressure of steam in the barrel during the operation, and a

leak is thus at once shown. The barrels finally receive a coat

ing of the well-known blue paint on the staves and white paint

on the heads. Oil barrels returned to be refilled are often

cleaned externally by an arrangement of rapidly revolving

wire brushes, are steamed out, reglued and repainted.

" Before the barrels are filled, the hoops require ' driving ' to

take up the shrinkage of the wood. This was formerly done

exclusively by hand ; but Mr. Hopper has invented a success

ful machine for doing this by steam power. In this apparatus

the barrel stands on a platform arranged like an inverted

steam hammer, and on turning on the steam it is brought, with

a succession of blows, against a number of hinged stops which

closely encircle the barrel, and on which the hoops strike.

With one such machine the hoops of 2000 barrels can be

driven in ten hours by one man and two boys—an amount of

work which formerly entailed the hand labor of ten men."

Attention has recently been drawn to the use of iron barrels,

the advantages claimed for them being that they require less

repairing and do not require treatment with glue solution.

At the present time shipment in barrels has to some ex

tent, though not altogether, been superseded by transportation

of oil in bulk.

Shipments of oil to warm climates are made exclusively in
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cans packed in cases,1 as barrels, though cheaper per gallon,

are liable to develop leaks when exposed to decided changes

in temperature. Deliveries to the more distant ports of China,

Japan, India, Australia and South America are still, and prob

ably will for many years continue to be, made in those pack

ages, as bulk vessels cannot afford to engage in that trade

because no return cargoes can be secured, so that the whole

expense of the round trip would have to be borne by the load

of oil carried out, the steamer returning empty. Cases can be

packed close together, making a solid mass, with no loss of

space in a ship's hold. In this respect they have a decided

advantage over barrels.

The cans are of rectangular form, holding five American (or

four English imperial) gallons, and are put by twos into

wooden rectangular boxes. The outside dimensions of a case

arc about 20^ inches long by 15 inches high and 10*4 fnches

wide. This makes a very convenient package for handling,

the weight of the case with the cans full of oil being about

eighty pounds. The manufacture of the can and of the case

are distinct industries, the former requiring delicate and ex

pensive machinery and a large force of skilled mechanics.

Most of the raw material used in making the cans, including

the tin plate, is imported from England, the major part of the

heavy duty imposed being returned as drawback by the gov

ernment when the package of oil is exported. This is also

true of the case, much of the lumber used coming from Canada,

a duty being paid when it is brought into this country, and

refunded on such portion of the lumber as is made up into the

case and shipped abroad. Each can is fitted with a handle of

wire or tin, and a screw top from which the oil may be poured

when the consumer wishes to use it.

Continuous Distillation.

The chief advantages of continuous distillation consist in a

1 Annual Report of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. Part III. Industrial Statistics, 1892.
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great saving of fuel and of labor and time. The boilers are

continuously kept at a nearly constant temperature, whereby

waste of fuel is prevented and the plates of the boilers do not

suffer from rapid heating and cooling, which in periodical dis

tillation can scarcely be avoided. Singular to say, in the

United States the system of continuous distillation is but

seldom used, a fact which is very likely due to the greater con

tent of illuminating oil in the crude oil worked, continuous

distillation being based upon the attainment of larger yields

from crude oil poor in illuminating oil, as is the case with the

Russian product, The first experiments in continuous dis

tillation were made by Samuel van Sycles, of Titusville, Pa.

His patent bears date May 22, 1877, and suggests " a series of

stills in which the oil is maintained at a constant level by

means of a tank, in which a float on the surface of the oil as

it rises or falls automatically controls the flow of oil." An

apparatus constructed upon this principle of continuous dis

tillation was put in operation in Buffalo, and the products

actually placed on the market.

Fig. 101 shows a still constructed upon the same principle,

designed by James Cole, Jr., of Cleveland, Ohio. The follow

ing description of its mode of operation is sufficiently explicit:

The still A being charged with the liquid, such as petroleum

or any of its distillates, or the residual part left after a partial

distillation of petroleum, steam is passed through the pipes

BB, which we will suppose to be perforated as shown. As the

liquid warms, the lighter and more volatile portions will be-

volatilized and pass over, the very lighest passing over with a

very moderate heat, and, as the heat is increased, the heavier

and more condensable products successively vaporize and pass

over. If steam or air blast through the pipe G is employed,

these volatized products, as soon as they separate from the

liquid, are instantly caught up and carried out of the still. As

these products pass forward through the pipe D, the heaviest of

them are condensed in the condenser E, and fall as a liquid into

the second still, while the lighter portions pass on through the
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pipes V, etc. That which falls into the still A' may pass

through a rose F, so as to drop in form of spray through an

atmosphere which has been sufficiently heated to vaporize and

drive out all except the very heaviest of the liquid product,

which will remain in the still A'. The volatilized products con

tinue on forward through the pipe D1 and the condenser E', of

more power than the first, and here the next heaviest grade is

condensed and falls in like manner, preferably through a rose

into the third still, where a still greater heat is applied, or may

Fig. ioi.

be, leaving a certain grade of liquid, and passing the vaporized

or lighter products still further forward, and so on. The result

is that in the still A' a heavy oil is left suitable for illuminating

and for other purposes, where the oil is required to stand a high

fire-test, being entirely devoid of those very light and highly

volatile and inflammable products that will vaporize when a

very slight heat is applied, and may cause explosion.

In the still A' is a lighter oil of lower fire test, but still devoid

of the lighter and more explosive and more highly volatile pro
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ducts. The still Aa contains a still lighter product, and so on,

as far as the process is carried.

By carefully grading the successive degrees of heat in the

successive stills, this process may be carried to any extent de

sired, and the original oil may be separated into a large number

of slightly different grades ; or, in the same set of stills,

any one of the grades that has been collected above may be

treated in like manner, and be separated into separate and dis

tinct grades.

By faucet H the products remaining in the several stills may

be drawn off as collected, and by a feed-pipe J, the still A

may be supplied with fresh liquid as rapidly as distilled and

thus the process may be made continuous, and all the different

grades may be produced and collected simultaneously, and by

a single operation.

Faucets K may be located at suitable points for drawing off

and testing the products at any point.

In the Caucasus considerable progress has been made in the

direction of continuous distillation, Nobel's system being

shown in Fig. 102. The plant consists of a battery of stills,

there being, as a rule, four stills for preparatory heating and

fourteen actual distilling stills. These fourteen stills are placed

alongside each other, the total length of the row of stills being

from 157 to 160 feet. The stills are arranged in the form of

steps, the difference in level of the entire series being about

4# feet.

The stills are of a horizontal cylindrical form. Each still is

about 20 feet long and 8 feet in diameter. It is provided with

a dome G from which the products of distillation enter the con

denser SS, the supply of cooling water being regulated by the

pipe /. The condensed oils are conducted by a pipe-system to

a building in which the production of the different varieties of

oil is effected in accordance with the specific gravity of the

separate fractions. Each still is provided with discharge pipe

e, furnished with faucet h. By this faucet the residues heated

to 572° F. are discharged and run in coils of pipes through
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large preparatory heating tanks fillec^with naphtha to be dis

tilled later on, which is thereby heated to between 2300 and

2660 F.'

1 Engler. Erdoel von Baku.
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The lightest oils, at the utmost one-third per cent., volatiliz

ing thereby, are condensed in special condensers connected

with the covers of the tank, while the preparatorily heated

naphtha is raised to the filling reservoir. From the latter,

after the naphtha has cooled off to about 1940 F., the first

benzine still is uninterruptedly fed with the use of a regulator.

The residues are discharged into large brick tanks.

By the preparatory heating of the naphtha not only fuel is

saved, but also sand and mud are deposited.

All the stills are fired with residuum by means of Brandt's

"forfunca" B (see "Utilization of crude oil and crude oil pro

ducts for heating purposes" later on.) The arch N protects

the still from the pointed flame. The operation is carried on

as follows : The first four stills, which are somewhat larger than

the other fourteen, serve for separating the benzine and are,

therefore, also called benzine stills, the other fourteen being

the actual kerosene stills. Along the front side of the entire

battery runs the principal conduit A, which is a pipe about 7^

inches in diameter and a fall of one inch for the entire length.

From this conduit the pipes b and c branch off in front of each

still. The pipe b serves for filling the still. From the principal

conduit A, the naphtha passes through the opened valve b,

into the pipe b which extends to the rear end of the still and

terminates in a joint pointed downward. From the still the

naphtha returns through the pipe c and the opened valve c„ to

the principal conduit A, to flow in a similar manner into the

next still. In this case the valve at a, is always closed, so that

the naphtha is forced to pass through the still. From this

arrangement it will be readily understood that any still of the

battery may be excluded by simply shutting the valves b, and

c„ and opening the valve at a, >n the principal conduit A.

Distillation is effected in all stills with superheated steam,

which is produced in a pipe-superheater and enters the steam-

space through branch-pipes below and over the oil.

The following table shows the progress of some distillations.

22
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The stills Nos. 48, 49, 50, 51 are the preparatory heating

stills, to which are joined the actual kerosene stills 1 to 14. In

the horizontal column the temperature of a distillation and, be

low it, the specific gravities of the products are given. It will

be seen that the distillation of Russian crude naphtha com

mences at 1300 C (2660 F.) and goes to 3000 C. (5720 F.),

and that the specific gravity of the heaviest products used for

petroleum is between 0.855 and 0.860. The result of working

each still is nearly constant, the naphtha flowing through the stills

yielding in each of them fractions corresponding to the temper

ature of the still. The difference in temperature of two adjoin

ing stills amounts on an average to 70 or 80 C. The difference

in the specific gravities is also uniform, it being between 0.007

to 0.010 degrees.

Besides the general advantages of continuous distillation, the

result of the operation is a greater yield, amounting to about

36 per cent.1

This greater yield is due to the large vaporizing surface

which in Nobel's system is attained by the number of stills and

the constantly high level.

With this system of distillation the use of dephlegmators is

indispensable, otherwise heavy oils may be readily carried along

in consequence of the continuous supply of naphtha, the dan

ger being especially great in the last stills." Hence the vapors

of the last five stills are passed through separators, the last

three stills (Nos. 12, 13 and 14 of the table) being each pro

vided with two, one after the other, and the two preceding

stills (Nos. 10 and 11 of the table) each with one. Nearly 25

per cent. of the vapors are condensed, and the heavy oil thus

obtained either runs directly back into the kerosene still, or

what is the usual process, is caught in a special tank and

worked for lower grade solar oils.

A continuously working distilling apparatus patented by

Schuchow Intschik and Bary has recently been introduced in

some refineries.

1 Memoiren der Kaiserl. russisch. iechn. Gesellsch., 1889, Mai.

2 Engler. Erdoele von Baku.
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The apparatus, Fig. 103 consists of a metallic box A which

is placed upon the still B, or in its neighborhood. This box as

seen from the illustration contains any desired number (gener

ally nine) of shallow pans, which in combination with the sides

Fig. 103.

of the box form a series of chambers and maintain in them a

constant temperature. They collect at the same time upon

their surfaces the condensed vapors according to their temper

ature. The progress of the distillation is as follows :

From the still B the vapors of the distilling fluid enter the

box A, in which the}- circulate in the direction of the arrows

and touch the surface of the pan ef filled with naphtha, thus

heating the pan and consequently also the naphtha.

By yielding latent heat to the pans a portion of the vapors is
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partially condensed and falls in form of a fluid upon the plane

a b. The vapors which have not been condensed in this

chamber penetrate further through the hydraulic seal / into

the oil masses and stir them up, whereby a portion of the

heavier vapors is condensed, while the other portion is mixed

with the vapors escaping from the naphtha of the pan, and

enters through the slit d the second chamber. Here the enter

ing vapors touch the plane e1 f with less heated naphtha and

heat the latter, whereby they are partially condensed, while the

non-condensed portion passes through the hydraulic seal p1 to

act in the above described manner, the process being repeated

in each chamber of the apparatus. The latent heat of the

vapors ascending from below to above serves for heating the

naphtha, which moves in the opposite direction from above to

below to the still B. The closer the naphtha gets to the still

the hotter the vapors which it meets ; it becomes heated,

whereby the portions corresponding to the degree of heating

vaporize, so that only the heavy portion of the naphtha which

cannot be volatilized in the apparatus runs into the still. The

direction of the passage of the naphtha is readily understood

from the illustration. It enters through the pipe K1 the ap

paratus A, spreads out upon the planes e6 f6, and is heated

by the vapors which circulate in the second chamber and pass

into the fluid through The naphtha then pours through the

pipe K6 upon the plane c5fs which is heated by vapors pos

sessing a higher temperature, and hence a proportion of the

heavier fractions is here vaporized, while the other portion

passes through K% to e+f4, and so on. The portion which does

not vaporize upon the plane e f passes through the pipe K

into the still B.

The distillates formed by the condensation of the vapors flow

upon the plane a b and through the pipes g1 to g7 into tanks.

The pipes gt to gv before entering the tanks, pass an inclined

cylinder which plays the role of a preparatory heater; the

naphtha in going to the distilling apparatus passes this cylinder

and is thus preparatorily heated by the distillate.
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According to the statements of the inventors,1 the apparatus

possesses the following properties : It has a very small vol

ume, consumes little fuel and cooling water, and the separation

of the products of distillation is as complete as possible.

The still has a capacity of 400 pood crude oil, and with a con

tinuous supply works up 8000 to 10000 pood crude oil in' 24

hours. The specific gravity of the distillate upon the first pan

is 0.872, and that of the residum 0.920; 57 per cent, of distil

late is obtained. The difference in temperature between every

two pans is 300 C, which for an apparatus with seven pans

would make a total difference of 2100 C.

The excess of the naptha residuum runs off from the still

through the pipe L. It also passes the inclined cylinder filled

with naphtha and yields heat to it. The crude naphtha is forced

from a tank placed at a higher level through this cylinder into

the reservoir M.

The apparatus is claimed to be in successful operation in the

Schibajeff refinery at Baku. It has, however, undergone mater

ial improvements, such as the construction of a cast-iron recti

fying column, so that scarcely more than the idea is left of the

original apparatus. In the refinery above mentioned there are

five such stills. The apparatus is provided with dephlegma-

tion and fractional cooling, and is claimed to give a beautiful,

light product, the yield being several per cent, larger than with

ordinary stills. Thus far the apparatus has not been used for

lubricating oils.

Less satisfactory results, it is said, have been obtained in the

Rothschild refinery.

Experiments have recently been made in some refineries

with an apparatus for continuous distillation devised by Alex-

ejew, but the results thus far obtained are not sufficiently de

finite for its practical introduction.

In this apparatus distillation of the naphtha is effected with the

assistance of light hydrocarbons instead of superheated steam.

The hydrocarbons used for this purpose may be formed in dis-

1 Memoiren der Kaiseilich russisch. techn. Gesellsch., 1889, Mai.
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tilling the naphtha or naphtha residuum, or may be produced

in gas retorts of special construction. The light hydrocarbons

formed during distillation pass with the distillate into the con

denser, where they are separated from the oil and pumped back

into the still. This mode of distillation is used for periodical

as well as for continuous working. Fig. 104 shows a plant for

continuous distillation.

From the still A, the vapors of the distillates and the light

hydrocarbons pass through the pipe a into the first condenser

Fig. 104.

B, the distillate not condensing in the latter passing over into

the second condenser C, from which the non-condensed portion

enters through the pipe c the third condenser D. The non-

condensed distillate passes from D through the pipe d into the

fourth condenser E, and the portion which is not condensed

there enters through the pipe e the coil s of the cooler F. On

the lower end of the coil, as seen in the illustration, is a three-

way cock g, one pipe of which is turned downward and dips

into fluid 1 to 3 inches deep. Another pipe i turned up

wards is connected with a gas (air) pump V which pumps the
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light hydrocarbons through the pipe k back into the still A.

The pipe k is furnished with fine tubes and lies like a steam

coil upon the bottom of the still.

The condensers B, C, D and E, lie in the chambers G, H, I

and K. These chambers, and hence also the condensers, are

heated to various temperatures corresponding to the distillate

desired. The closer the condensers and the chambers are to

the still, the higher their temperature. Thus the first conden

ser B is heated to between 68o° and 7520 F., the product ob

tained being vaseline. The second condenser. C, is heated to

between 5720 and 68o° F., machine oil being obtained; the

third, D, to between 3920 and 572° F., the result being heavy

oils, and the fourth, E, to between 21 2° and 3920 F., the pro

duct being kerosene, while the vapors of benzine pass into the

cooler.

The hot heating gases from the still A are conducted through

the flues / into the chambers, and are regulated by the damp

ers r. On the bottom of each condenser is a discharge pipe e,

which is connected with a special cooler /. The mouth of this

discharge pipe lies somewhat higher than the bottom of the

condenser, so that the fluid can run off only after having at

tained a certain depth, the object being to give the vapors oi

the lighter hydrocarbons, which may have been mechanically

carried along, a chance to revaporize. To obtain greater de-

phlegmation (a larger cooling surface), the condensers are pro

vided with pipes. On the opposite end of the discharge pipe e

is placed, slightly above the bottom of each condenser, a

shoulder n, which is provided with a man-hole 0 and the chan

nel and is also connected with the pipes b, c, d. The still A

is continuously fed through the pipe 5 with crude oil from the

reservoir L, the crude oil being pumped into the latter from

the reservoir T, which is located at a lower level. The pump

sucks up somewhat more oil than required for feeding the still

A; the superfluous crude oil flows back through the overflow-

pipe u into the lower reservoir T.

To prevent the naphtha in the reservoir from becoming
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heated by the pipe S, the latter lies in the cooler W. The

cock Z serves for discharging the fluid from the still A.

If the apparatus is to be used for the fractional distillation of

residuum only two condensers are required.

The apparatus above described is said to be in use in the

Zollikofer refinery at St. Petersburg, and to yield good results ;

this statement being confirmed by experiments made by Alex-

ejew in the presence of a commission of experts. However,

according to private information, an apparatus in a Baku re

finery has not yielded satisfactory results.

It is claimed that from naphtha residuum the apparatus

yields about 80 per cent. crude kerosene of 0.824 specific grav

ity. With one distillation only about 30 per cent. of the crude

material are obtained as kerosene in the condenser E, but if

the oils condensing in the condensers B, C, D, are again sub

jected to distillation in the apparatus, the above mentioned 80

per cent. is obtained. This crude kerosene is then subjected

to distillation in ordinary stills. The product is a good illu

minating oil of 0.821 specific gravity, and amounts to about 67

per cent. of the crude material.

The Alexejew apparatus is said to work very quietly and re

quire no attention. However, as dephlegmating chambers are

required, it is much more expensive than ordinary stills, and

distillation having to be repeated three times, the consumption

of fuel is necessarily large. Hence it could only be introduced

in regions where naphtha is expensive and fuel cheap. That

the apparatus did not yield satisfactory results at Baku is very

likely due to the low price of crude naphtha prevailing there,

it differing but little from that of residuum, so that there is no

necessity of working residuum for illuminating oil, which is the

actual principle of this apparatus.

The yield of about 67 per cent, kerosene from residuum is

due, however, not only to the distillation being effected with

the assistance of the light hydrocarbons, but also to the quite

high temperature (about 71 70 to 7350 F.) prevailing in the

still. At this temperature the heavier portions undergo a de
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composition whereby the lighter portions formed are carried

away with the volatile hydrocarbons flowing in, the latter by

constantly stirring up the fluid preventing also the very heavy

portion from burning to the sides of the still.

In 1889, Mr. Dolinin constructed a continuous still for pe

troleum and solar oils, but as it has not been introduced in prac

tice, a description of it is unnecessary.

Lissento's method is based upon splitting the naphtha resi

dues between 81 20 and 9340 F. with a yield of 64 per cent.

kerosene of 0.805 specific gravity, and 30 per cent. of 0.860

specific grauity. According to Glasenapp this method, how

ever, is not practicable, because, 1, distillation is too slow on

account of the splitting of the hydrocarbons, so that twenty

times less oil can be worked than with the ordinary process ;

2, the kerosene obtained is of a dark color; 3, 20 per cent. of

acid are required instead of 0.5 to 2 per cent. for ordinary pe

troleum, and 4, crude naphtha is too cheap.

Utilization of Residuum.

The residuum obtained in the distillation of petroleum forms

the crude material for the production of valuable oils, fats, etc.

It represents, as a rule, a thickly fluid mass of a dark green to

black-brown color, and frequently congeals at the ordinary

temperature. It has an empyreumatic odor, frequently remind

ing one of creosote. Its specific gravity, as a rule, varies be

tween 0.880 and 1.0, but sometimes exceeds the latter. It

generally floats upon water, and is distinguished by particular

fatness, especially if derived from Russian oils. After the

thinly-fluid oils have been separated, it shows a high burning

point, and its boiling point is generally above 5720 F.

Thickly-fluid residuum, which congeals readily, generally

contains paraffine, though the congelation may also be due to

tarry admixtures ; residuum remaining fluid at the normal tem

perature contains very little paraffine. After distillation the

residuum is too hot to be immediately discharged without

previous cooling. Besides injury to every connection of the
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conduits in transferring the residuum by means of pipes, there

is also to a certain extent danger of spontaneous ignition.

This phenomenon of spontaneous ignition has not yet been

sufficiently explained, and fortunately has been confirmed by a

few cases only. It is very likely that at such a high tempera

ture the oil vapors form with the oxygen of the air a mixture

which readily ignites and explodes.

The residuum is generally cooled by means of water, a small

reservoir provided with a contrivance for a constant supply of

water being, as a rule, placed in the vicinity of the discharge

pipe of the still. In this reservoir lies a large coil through

which the residuum runs off, whereby it is sufficiently cooled

to be subjected to further treatment without danger. This

cooling arrangement may also be recommended for other

reasons ; with periodically working stills the residuum can be

rapidly discharged and no time is wasted in cooling the

residuum in- the still itself, as is the case where no provision for

cooling has been made.

In a crude state residuum is used for firing, and in a filtered

and refined state as a lubricator and for the production of

wagon grease and oil gas. Its use for fuel will be discussed in

another chapter, while its employment for the manufacture of

wagon grease and oil-gas does not strictly come within the

scope of this work.

Oil residuum is also largely employed in the manufacture of

asphaltic cement for street paving, which in the District of

Columbia is carried out according to a method strictly pre

scribed. This method, in brief, is to melt the asphalt at a

temperature not exceeding 3250 F., and then to add the oil

residuum previously heated to at least 1500 F., and by con

tinued agitation to bring the mixture to the condition of " a

homogeneous cement." The specifications of the Department

of Public Works of Philadelphia state that " the refined asphalt

and oil residuum will be mixed in the following proportions by

weight: asphalt, 100; petroleum, 16 to 22."'

' Asphalt Paving. Reports of Experts appointed by Special Sub-Committees of
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Not every residuum is suitable for the manufacture of lubri

cating oils, sufficient fluidity, which is a special advantage of

Russian oils, being the first requirement, and next viscosity

and purity. Russian residuum with an average specific gravity

of between 0.910 and 0.920 forms an excellent lubricating mate

rial when free from water and freed by filtration from suspended

tarry and coke-like constituents. Every residuum, if otherwise

suitable, must as a rule be subjected to treatment with chemi

cals. The process is comparatively simple, and the results at

tained are frequently surprising. The residuum suitable for the

manufacture of lubricating oil is generally treated as follows:

It is brought into small agitators lined with lead and completely

freed from water by means of indirect steam. It is then treated

with vigorous agitation at a temperature of from 1760 to 2120

F. with sulphuric acid. When the acid has for a sufficient time

acted upon the residuum, agitation is discontinued, and the

product allowed to stand for a short time, when the sludge acid

is drawn off as rapidly as possible, the latter becoming solid at

the ordinary temperature. The oil is allowed to stand for some

time longer to allow particles of tar held in suspension to de

posit, when it is drawn off, immediately treated with lye and

boiled bright in broad shallow pans. By this treatment a green

fluid of slight odor, transparent in thin layers, and of great

lubricating power, is obtained from the disagreeably smelling

black-brown residuum. The expense of producing such oil is

however considerable, since by the treatment with acid (gen

erally from 5 to 10 per cent.) a large portion of the residuum,

frequently one-half, resinifies with the acid. According to the

consistency of the residuum, thinly or thickly fluid oil is ob

tained, the latter being generally used as cylinder oil, while the

former is brought into commerce as " vulcan oil." According

to the derivation of the residuum, oils of quite a good quality

may also be obtained by simple filtration; thus the American

the Citizens' Municipal Association of Philadelphia and of the Trades League [of

Philadelphia to investigate Asphaltic Materials available for Street Pavements in

Philadelphia. 1894.
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and Galician vulcan oils (filtered vulcan oils) are filtered warm

with self-pressure through filters heated by steam. A vulcan

oil is supposed to be pure if a sample leaves very little or no

residue upon a paper filter.

The use of residuum as such, filtered or refined, for lubricat

ing purposes is limited, it being employed only for subordinate

parts of machines, for wagon axles, etc., where special stress is

laid upon a high burning point, viscosity and low price. Its

use for machinery, especially steam engines and tools, cannot

be recommended on account of its large content of tar, which

readily causes gumming. Oils obtained from the residuum by

distillation with superheated steam are almost everywhere used

as a substitute for the expensive vegetable oils.

The employment of lubricating oils of mineral origin is of re

cent date, it having attained its present importance only within

the last two or three decades. Prior to the use of super

heated steam, mineral lubricating oils were prepared from the

residuum by simple distillation, i. e., by vaporizing the product

and condensing the vapors. Distillation was at first effected in

cast-iron retorts and later on in sheet-iron stills. Although

with careful distillation a product of a beautiful color and suffi

ciently high specific gravity was obtained, it did not possess the

principal requisites of a good lubricating oil, it losing much of

its lubricating power by the manner of distillation. Very high

temperatures were required for vaporization, and the oil-vapors

coming in contact with the over-heated sides of the still suffered

partial decomposition, with the formation of lighter hydrocar

bons, which decreased the fatness of the oil and imparted to it

a disagreeable odor. To avoid these evils it was endeavored to

destroy, or at least decrease the odor by the use of more chem

icals, and to convert the oil into a tolerably useful commercial

article by the addition of vegetable and animal oils. These en

deavors led of necessity to improvements, and superheated

steam to assist distillation was first introduced, as far as known,

in Austria-Hungary by Mr. von Matscheko towards the end of

the sixties or in the beginning of the seventies. The introduc
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tion of superheated steam and other improvements to be men

tioned later on gave rise to an industry which has at present

assumed great proportions. This applies especially to the

Baku district, the residuum of the kerosene distillation offering

a material that is especially suitable for the production of lubri

cating oils. The development of this branch of industry is

largely due to the labors of V. J. Ragosin, the brothers Nobel,

Messrs. Schibajeff, Oehbrich, Tagieff and Sarkisow.

The oils obtained from Russian residuum are distinguished

by great viscosity, capacity of resisting cold and fire, and by a

minimum content of paraffine. Like the manufacture of petro

leum, the fabrication of lubricating oil consists in distillation

and subsequent refining of the distillate, the difference, how

ever, being that distillation cannot be effected with the use of

fire alone, but superheated steam has to be employed because

the vapors formed are so heavy that they can rise only with diffi

culty from the still. The superheated steam acts mechanically,

the object of using it being not so much to effect vaporization,

which it is not capable of accomplishing on account of its com

paratively low temperature, as to carry along particles of oil

and by enveloping them to protect them from suffering decom

position on the hot walls of the still. The oil thus retains its

lubricating power, and there is no inducement for the formation

of pyrogenous products with a bad odor. The steam may be

used either directly from the boiler as saturated steam with a

pressure and temperature corresponding with those of the boiler,

or as superheated steam.

For the distillation of crude oil saturated steam may be used

under limited conditions, but only for the vaporization of the

light hydrocarbons and for assisting kerosene distillation in

general. For complete distillation and the distillation of

residuum it is, however, entirely useless, because to attain

these comparatively high temperatures it would have to be

produced under a pressure which iron could not well resist,

and besides, the consumption of fuel would be enormous.

Hence, in the practice, superheated steam only is used for this
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mode of distilling, because steam can be readily superheated to

between 7520 and 93 20 F. without the necessity of increasing

the pressure.

Besides the above-mentioned advantages superheated steam

facilitates the operation for the following reasons :

1. The temperature of the superheated steam is not depend

ent on the steam pressure, 1. e., with the same steam pressure

the temperature of the steam can be raised at will.

2. Superheated steam as regards its thermal properties

closely resembles permanent gases, it remaining gaseous even

when heat is withdrawn and condensing gradually to water only

when cooled off very much.

3. The rejation of the temperature, pressure and volume of

superheated steam to one another is as follows :

p. V = 0.0051 T — 0.193 P K>

T meaning the absolute temperature, V the volume in cubic

meters, and p the pressure in kilogrammes upon the square

meter.

That is, the volume of the superheated steam is greater than

that of the saturated steam with the same pressure from which

it has been produced, and the difference in the volumes is pro

portional to the superheating.

The heating capacity of superheated steam is according to

Him 0.45, and according to Regnault 0.48. To obtain satu

rated steam of, for instance, 3920 F., a pressure of 16 atmos

pheres would have to prevail in the boiler. On entering the

still so much water is condensed by the yielding of heat that,

on the one hand, the operation would be constantly disturbed

by the large quantities of condensed water, and, on the other,

the steam would no longer be effective in consequence of yield

ing heat. But superheated steam remains gaseous, and is even

capable of vaporizing quantities of water and carrying them

along.

The steam after having been produced in the boiler is raised

to the desired temperature in the so-called steam superheater.
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In arranging the latter the superheating surface consisting of

the sides of the superheater has to be calculated ; it must be

sufficiently large to allow of a certain weight of steam being

heated to a certain temperature. The diameter of the pipes is

determined by the velocity of the steam, which in its turn is

dependent on the quantity of steam.

If, for instance, 100 kilogrammes of steam are to be super

heated in one hour to 2000 C. (3920 F.) with a pressure in the

boiler of 2 atmospheres, the quantity of heat required for the

purpose may be calculated as follows : The temperature of

saturated steam at 2 atmospheres is 120.60 C. (2490 F.) and

its heating capacity, according to Regnault, 0.48. Hence the

quantity of heat required for superheating is 100 (350-120.6)

0.48=6240 calories. From this quantity of heat the surface of

the superheater per square meter can be calculated according

to Peclet's well known formula :

K=v+v1=i24.72 K, #(a'-t) +0.552 K,^',

^representing the total yield of heat.

v=I24.I2 K.#(al-n.

v,=o.552 K,f,

v the heat yielded by radiation per hour and m2.

vx the heat-yielded by conduction per hour and m*.

iS the temperature of the surrounding medium.

/ the excess of temperature of the heat-yielding surface over the temperature of the

medium.

K a coefficient dependent on the condition of the surface of the body.

A"i a coefficient dependent on the shape and extent of the surface.

a a constant= 1.0077.

b a constant= 1.233.

From this formula the quantity of heat that is transferred by

one square meter superheating surface may be calculated.

However, in the practice an excess of steam is always used.

The superheater consists of a system of pipes in a suitable

furnace. In choosing a superheater care should be taken that

the material of which it is constructed does not suffer from the

heat and that the temperature of the steam remains constant

and is not subject to variations. The pipes leading from the
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superheater to the still should be insulated up to the point

where they enter the latter ; furthermore the pressure in the

boiler, and hence also in the superheater, should be constant.

Fig. 105 a and Fig. 105 b show a superheater of simple

construction. It consists of straight pipes with the connecting

pieces placed outside the furnace. It produces the same effect

as a superheater of pipes bent in the most artistic manner, and

has the advantage that a defective pipe can be removed with

great ease and replaced by a new one. The joints outside the

Fig. 105 a. Fig. 105 b.

furnace can be readily protected from cooling off. The last

pipe of the superheater is connected with the conduit leading

to the still, and is provided with a branch to allow the steam

to escape into the open air while it is being heated, and also

with a cock for the discharge of condensed water and for the

determination of the temperature of the superheated steam.

For the distillation of residuum it is necessary to superheat

the steam to three different degrees, namely, approximately to

302°, 4640 and 5720 F. The first degree is recognized by the

hand which, when passed through the steam escaping from the

test-cock, should remain perfectly dry. Steam superheated to

23
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the second degree has no longer the dense, white, nebulous

appearance of ordinary steam, but is bluish and thin like the

smoke of a good cigar. When the third degree is reached, the

steam escaping from the test-cock is not visible, though the

ordinary whistling noise of escaping steam is heard. As it is

very important not to superheat steam to above 5720 F., and

the steam itself furnishes no guide, the proper temperature is

recognized when a piece of paper pressed with a stick against

the pipe turns dark yellow. If it turns brown, or carbonizes,

the temperature is too high. The above-mentioned device of a

testing-cock for determining the temperature of the super

heated steam is preferable to a pyrometer, which is expensive,

and at the same time so unreliable, that after having been used

for a short time it is apt to lead one astray.

Regarding the choice of material for the superheater, the fol

lowing may be said : In many cases cast iron pipes are used.

However, if not made of the best material they crack readily

and require frequent repairs. Wrought iron pipes, though not

possessing these disadvantages, are not durable, as they burn

through very readily and become useless. Superheaters con

sisting of a combination of cast and wrought iron have recently

been constructed and have given general satisfaction where in

troduced. They are constructed of wrought iron pipes coated

with cast iron, this device answering the purpose, because the

outer cast iron envelope does not burn through very readily

and, being cast upon the wrought iron pipe, is held together in

case of cracking, while the wrought iron pipe being protected

from the flame cannot burn through.

Fig. 106 shows such a superheater. It is so arranged that

the steam enters at a place furthest from the fire-box and to

reach the still passes out at a place close to the fire-box. The

portion of the heater outside of the brick work is, up to the

still, protected by an insulating mass. The separate pipes rest

free in the superheater and can expand at will. They are con

nected by joints outside the superheater.

The best packing for the joints of the superheater is a com
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Fig 106.

bination of asbestos and metal. Packing of asbestos rings,

metallic sieves, etc., is not suitable, it being unable to resist the

high temperature and comparatively high pressure.

Stills for Lubricating Oils.

As regards their shape, stills for lubricating oils have in the

course of time undergone many modifications. Upright cylin

drical cast iron stills with bellied or semi-circular bottoms were

generally used. The steam was heated in cast iron pipes and

introduced into the still, a simple branch-pipe being, as a rule,
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used for the purpose. The oil vapors mixed, with the steam,

ascended, passed through a tall head, then through a cooling

coil, and after condensation were refined in the usual manner.

However, the products obtained by this process did not answer

all demands. Hence it was endeavored to obtain good and

faultless products by modifying the shape of the still, by select

ing the proper material, the perfect superheating and introduc

tion of the steam, and finally by the proper condensation of the

vapors.

The separate modifications may be described as follows :

First it was learned from experience that cast iron stills did

not answer the purpose, it being very difficult, in consequence

of the thickness of the material and its slight capacity of con

ducting heat, to bring the still to a temperature at which, on the

one hand, the oil would be properly heated, and, on the other,

the introduced superheated steam would not condense. The

oil remained cold and a considerable portion of the steam con

densed, which frequently caused the oil to run over and pro

duced irregularities in the process of distillation. If in the

course of the operation the still became sufficiently heated it was

very difficult to cool it off and regulate the temperature—a cir

cumstance of great importance in this mode of distillation.

Sheet iron stills were then successfully introduced ; they being

thinner, all the above described evils could be avoided. The

oils obtained were fatter and lighter, but not free from odor.

The principal reason for the latter defect was the use of upright

stills, the distance the oil vapor had to ascend being dispropor

tionately large to the vaporizing surface. The oil vapors car

ried along with the steam were forced to traverse a great portion

of their way in the still itself, and becoming partially condensed

on account of their high boiling point, they flowed back gener

ally on the strongly heated sides of the still, where they suffered

decomposition, though to a limited degree. This was the case

especially towards the end of distillation, when the heaviest and

fattest oils were obtained. This led to the adoption of horizon

tal cylindrical stills, a form which with slight modifications
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(oval cross-section) is now in general use in all Russian and

modern European factories. When the importance of rapidly

carrying away the oil was recognized, it was provided for by

low domes and discharge-pipes with considerable fall.

In modern times distillation with superheated steam is as

sisted by a vacuum.

Fig. 107 shows the arrangement of a distilling plant without

the use of a vacuum, together with the condensing apparatus.

A is the oval still ; B, the dome ; C the pipe for the oil-vapor.

The pipe C has the form of a coil with a constant fall ; its diam

eter at the initial point is 1 5 inches, but is gradually reduced.

At the points 1, 2 and 3, are pipes for the condensed oils,

Fig. 107.

which run into the three pots D, and from there into the reser

voirs. E is the cooling coil for the lightest products, F the

discharge pipe for the residues no longer fit for distillation ;

a and b are openings for the introduction of steam and oil ; c is

the man-hole, and d, e, f, g, h, i, the heating arrangement to

gether with the smoke flue.

Distillation is carried on as follows : When the residuum is

sufficiently heated, which is recognized by its boiling uniformly

and the appearance of drops of the lightest oil, steam is imme

diately introduced.

The superheater is heated a few hours before commencing
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operations, and the steam allowed to pass continuously through

it. The steam is sufficiently heated to allow of its introduction

into the still when it loses its white-gray color, and appears at

the test cock blue and transparent. It should be introduced

slowly and gradually, otherwise it might carry along not only

oil but also residuum. Its admission is regulated by partially

opening the steam-valve in front of the still and closing to

the same extent the valve on the pipe which allows the steam

to escape into the open air. Distillation commences immedi

ately, and opening and closing of the two valves is continued

until distillation proceeds quietly and vigorously. The steam

enters the still through a forked pipe, the holes in which

should be so arranged that while a portion of the steam pass

ing out is forced to flow along the bottom of the still to prevent

scorching of the oil and to expel the last heavy remnants,

another portion flows partially in a lateral and partially in an

upward direction. In the beginning of distillation the tem

perature of the steam varies between 2660 and 3900 F., but as

distillation progresses it is raised to between 4820 and 5720 F.,

but never above the latter point. Many factories work with an

average temperature of 3920 F., it being slightly raised only in

winter.

The quantity of superheated steam used varies, but as a rule

it suffices when in the product of condensation, the quantity of

water is in the proportion of 1:2, or at the utmost of I : I to

the quantity of oil.

The next important operation is condensation, the good

quality of the oil largely depending on it, because notwith

standing the use of horizontal stills and sufficiently and properly

superheated steam, the oils were formerly not entirely satis

factory. In Russia, especially in the Nobel and Ragosin

factories, a system has been introduced which is based upon the

proper conception of the physical elements of distillation.

While in nearly all the older refineries condensation of the oil

vapors and steam is effected in the old method by allowing

them to pass through one or at the utmost two pipes and then
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cooling them by water, the modern process is based upon

separate cooling by air and water.

The action of the steam being purely mechanical, since it

vaporizes the lighter portions of the oil and carries along the

heavier portions, it is evident that with the old process of con

densation, these vapors and particles of oil condense and com

bine in the pipe and the resulting oil does not possess a great

degree of viscosity and a high igniting point. By allowing,

however, this mixture of oil vapors and steam to circulate in

properly constructed pipes, and providing discharge pipes at

suitable places, the heaviest oils will first separate and run off,

next those which condense with greater difficulty, and so on.

Thus with a proper apparatus oils with different specific gravi

ties of varying degrees of viscosity and with different boiling

points, can be obtained at the same time and alongside one

another. The idea of aerial condensation, especially for light

oils, is, however, not new.

Every well arranged refinery has now introduced separate

condensation, whereby the vapors are separated according to

their volatility into fractions by dephlegmators cooled by air.

M. Albrecht's aerial condenser, seen in Fig. 105, is much used.

It consists of patent welded sheet-iron pipes about 7^ inches

or more in diameter, which gradually taper to 3)^ or 4 inches.

Each pipe is from 20 to 23 feet long, the total length of the

pipes varying between 1 3 1 and 1 64 feet.

The oil vapors condense in such a manner that in the begin

ning of the operation light oils appear at the first discharge

pipe, but in a few hours the flow regulates itself, so that a nat

ural separation of the oils is maintained up to the end of distil

lation. The difference in the specific gravities of the fractions

varies between 0.005 an^ 0 01 5 > according to the length of the

condenser. By this method of condensation the oils running

off at the first places of discharge are obtained almost free from

water, a larger quantity of water condensing only with the

lightest oil, while pure steam passes out from the terminal

point of the coil. Hence the oil does not require much time

for settling and can in a short time be used for refining.
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Mr. Benjamin J. Crew describes a condenser in which water

condensation is supplemented by an arrangement for aerial

condensation. The apparatus is rigged immediately above the

water tank and rests upon it. In the winter season it adds

very materially to the condensing surface, besides affording an

easy, rapid method of dividing the products of distillation at

one operation into at least three distinct gravities of oil or ben

zine.

Fig. 108 will illustrate this form of aerial condensation:

A represents the large pipe leading direct from the still and

connecting this with the condenser. B, the first air condenser,

is an iron cylinder of three-sixteenth iron, 30 feet in length, 24

inches in diameter. C, is an elbow connection between B and

the second condenser D, of same diameter as the first. E is an

elbow connection between the second condenser D and the

third condenser F. G is an elbow connection between the

third air condenser F, and the usual condensing pipe H, which

here enters the water in the tank /.

Fig. 108.
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Any light benzine which admits of condensation by simple

exposure to the air of the condenser B, passes through the

pipe / into the appropriate tank. A heavier grade of benzine

requiring a still greater degree of cold, is subjected to this in

the second cylinder and runs off through the pipe T. A still

heavier grade of the lighter products, which will not admit of

condensation, passes into the third air condenser and passes

off through the pipe K. Any product which requires a greater

degree of cold than the air will supply passes into the regular

condensing worm at H and is graded subsequently at the re

ceiving house in the usual manner. In the working of the ap

paratus in the early part of the operation, three grades of ben

zine are running at the same time, and also during the " crack

ing" process, a portion of light product the result of the de

composition of the heavier oils may also be received through

the medium of the air condensers.

Distillation of lubricating oil with the assistance of a vacuum

is now much carried on, especially for the production of very

heavy oils. The apparatuses used for the purpose vary in con

struction so that no general rules can be laid down.

Fig. 109 shows an apparatus with vacuum for the distillation

of lubricating oil as used in Nobel's refineries. a b are pipes

for introducing and discharging the residuum ; the superheated

steam enters at c. The distillates are conducted from the still

D into the dephlegmators d, dt, d„ the diameter of the pipe d

being 24 inches, that of dz 20 inches and that of d^ 15 inches.

At all lower points are discharge pipes leading to the condens

ing coils e, ex, e„ from which the oils run through the pipes f

f,f, into the tanks. The vacuum apparatus //'serves to as

sist distillation, the necessary vacuum in the dephlegmators be

ing produced by the exhaust pipe g. h is the water pipe for

the vacuum apparatus, A, the outlet pipe from the vacuum still,

while ha forms the hydraulic seal for the vacuum still; the

water pipe is provided with a sieve through which the cold

water is injected into the apparatus. With this arrangement

special condensers can be dispensed with, and on the other
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Fig 109.

hand, in consequence of the constant rarefaction of the air in the

still, distillation proceeds much more rapidly ; besides, the yields
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of oil are greater and their quality better. The fire-place is

separated from the still by the arch ; t, is the smoke-flue

leading to the chimney K. The still itself is 24 feet long, with a

diameter of from 5 to 6l/2 feet. In place of this vacuum ap

paratus of simple construction, pulsometers and directly acting

exhausters and ejectors are also used. With this separate con

densation, a great difference between the first and second con

densing pipes cannot be well determined, and they are generally

taken together. The lightest oils condensing with steam are

as a rule worked into illuminating oils (solar oils) of an infer

ior quality. In working Russian residuum, the specific gravity

of the oil increases from 0.860 to 0.925, while the specific grav

ity of the black-brown residuum, which in the cold is viscous

and almost solid, is 0.950 or more. There are, of course, var

iations according to the nature of the residuum and the manner

of distillation and condensation.

The yield and specific gravity of the separate fractions are,

according to experience gained in one of the largest factories,

as follows :'

Per cent Specific Limits of the

gravity. specific gravity.

First run 10 to 15 O.870 to 0.890

Spindle oil 9 0.896 0.890 " 0.900

Machine oil 40 to 42 0.911 0.900 " 0.918 to 0.920

Cylinder oil 3 " 4 0.915 0.925

In another large refinery the results were as follows :

Per cent. Specific gravity.

Solar oil 10 —

Spindle oil 10 0.897

Machine oil 25 0.908100.910 I

Cylinder oil 3 0.915 " 0.918

Hence the total yield of non-refined lubricating oil varies

between 38 and 54 per cent, of the weight of residuum, and

with a yield of 56 per cent, of residuum between 20 and 30 per

cent, of the weight of crude naphtha. From the light Bibicybat

1 C. Engler. " ErdSl von Baku."
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naphtha worked near Tagieff and Sarkisoff only 14 or 15 per

cent. is obtained.

By further subdivisions in the aerial condensers the number

of fractions can, of course, be increased, but, as a rule, not more

than two or three fractions of lubricating oil are worked for.

A considerable loss amounting to 2 or 3 per cent. is always

incurred.

The subjoined table shows the gradual increase, counted from

the commencement of distillation, in the specific gravity of the

distillates obtained with separate condensation from Caucasian

petroleum residuum.

After hours. 1st Pot 2d Pot. 3d Pot.

1 0.870 0.865 o.S6t

2 0.872 0.867 0863

3 0.875 0-870 0.866

4 0.877 0.873 0.869

5 0.880 0.876 0.871

6 0.884 0.879 0.874

7 0.887 0.882 0.877

8 0.890 0.885 0-880

9 0.894 0.891 0.884

10 0.896 0.893 0-886

11 0.898 0.895 0888

12 0.899 0.897 0.890

13 0.901 0.899 0.892

14 0.903 0.901 0.894

15 0.905 0.903 0.896

16 0.907 0.905 0.898

17 0.909 0.907 0.902

18 0.9 1 1 0.909 0.904

19 0.912 0.910 0.906

20 0.912 0.91 1 0.907

21 0.915 0.913 0.909

22 0.916 0.914 0.910

23 0.918 0.916 0.912

24 0.918 0.916 0.913

25 0.920 0.917 0.914

26 0.922 0.918 0.915

27 0.923 0.919 0.916

28 0.924 0.920 0.917

29 0.925 0.922 0.019

30 (Congeals at the ordinary temperature.)
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By working residuum of sufficient fatness a series of products,

that answer all demands of the industry, may be obtained.

Thus, besides specifically light oil of 0.880 to 0.890, which can

be used only for mixing purposes, there can be produced from

fat Russian residuum oils with specific gravity 0.895 t0 °-QI5>

that answer in every respect the requirements of a good lubri

cant. On the other hand, specifically heavy Galician residuum,

distilled in the same manner, yields oils only suitable for mix

ing and subordinate lubricating purposes. The distillates, es

pecially the heavy and fat ones, are advantageously used as

lubricants, because it cannot be denied that by the chemical

purification, to be described later on, the distillates lose a por

tion of their viscosity, the fattest constituents of the oil being

withdrawn by the sulphuric acid, and perhaps also readily oxi-

dizable by-constituents.

The chemical purification of lubricating oils is effected in a

manner similar to that of petroleum, but is much more difficult

and requires greater care, the conditions differing for every

variety of oil, and the correct mode of refining can only be

learned from experience. Hence it is difficult to lay down gen

eral rules regarding the purification of lubricating oil, every re

finery keeping its process secret, though this applies only to

some portions of the operation.

Before bringing the distillates into the refining apparatus it is

recommended to free them as much as possible from water,

which is usually effected in the distillate-tank itself, or in spe

cial tanks heated by steam circulating in a coil. After removal

of the mechanically separated water, the water held in suspen

sion by the oil is evaporated, the oil being dried in this man

ner. In some refineries it is then filtered before being subjected

to treatment with sulphuric acid. The distillate thus freed

from water can of course be refined much better and more

rapidly, the preparatory acidulation for the removal of water

not being necessary, and besides less acid is required. In older

refineries, the oils are treated with sulphuric acid, then neutral

ized with lime and rectified ; this method has, however, been

abandoned in modern refineries.
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Purification is generally effected in double agitators like

those previously described. The acid-agitator is lined with

lead and provided with steam, and stands at a higher level than

the lye-agitator. The latter has a steam-jacket and is heated

by direct steam and steam circulating in the jacket and in a

coil. The oil is always treated with highly concentrated acid

at as low a temperature as possible, since at a higher tempera

ture the acid exerts a strongly oxidizing effect, and the oil

turns out darker. The temperature for the treatment with acid

is dependent on the degree of fluidity of the oil, but 1040 to

1400 F. may be considered the maximum, while as low a tem

perature as 86° suffices in some cases.

The oil and acid are mixed either by means of air or a stir

ring apparatus. The acid is allowed to run slowly into the

strongly agitated oil, the mixing being continued until the pro

duct acquires a very dark color which, in thin layers, must,

however, be transparent wine-red, while with the light fall

ing upon it the oil should show a violet velvety lustre.

The quantity of acid varies, according to the specific gravity

and quality, between 4 and 1 2 per cent., and is generally used

in three portions. The settling of the acid requires several

hours and has to be carefully attended to ; the acid resin settles

and balls together very slowly, and has to be frequently re

moved. It often takes 24 to 36 hours before the oil is suffi

ciently pure to be treated with lye. While the upper layers

are nearly pure and may be allowed to run through a faucet

in the side of the acid tank into the lye-agitator, the oil in the

conical part requires much more time for settling. These acid

resins have recently been successfully removed by means of

centrifugals. The acidulated oil runs in a slow stream into a

centrifugal placed between the acid-agitator and the lye-agita

tor, and having been purified by the removal of the resins, flows

into the lye-agitator.

The treatment with lye is more difficult and requires special

attention, there being no other process in the manufacture of

lubricating oils which has to be so carefully controlled, hecause
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by simply working according to routine entirely different re

sults may be obtained with the same oils. The quantities of

lye and their concentration, the temperature of the oil, and the

duration of time the lye is allowed to act, must be carefully

considered. Most refineries treat this portion of the process as

a special secret. A few general rules, which may however be

modified as required, will here be given. The oil should be as

free as possible from acid and resins, since in treating it with

lye the latter dissolve and give it a dark color. The acidulated

oil is, as a rule, immediately treated with lye, the preparatory

washing with ordinary water used in the refining of petroleum

being not only superfluous but even injurious, since emulsions

difficult to separate and not acted upon by the lye are immedi

ately formed. In many refineries dilute soda lye of 20 to 40

Be. is used in such a manner that by the addition of water and

lye the proportion between oil and lye is so maintained that

soaps are formed which completely separate without carrying

along much oil. In other refineries the treatment with lye is

successfully effected as follows : With vigorous agitation 1

per cent. of 330 to 350 lye is brought through a fine rose into

the oil. The color of the latter, at first dark, becomes lighter,

and samples are constantly taken from the appearance of which

the process is judged. If flakes which rapidly settle appear

in the oil, the agitation and addition of lye must be immedi

ately stopped ; further agitation or continued addition of lye

would cause the formation of soaps difficult to separate. When

the proper moment has arrived the oil is allowed to settle

quietly, the process being assisted by the circulation of steam

in the jacket. The temperature of the oil before treating it with

lye is, in many cases, kept as low as possible, at least not

higher than the temperature during the treatment with acid.

On the other hand, some factories claim to work successfully

with hot lyes, but the results differ very much. To be sure the

soaps separate rapidly and there is less danger of the formation

of emulsions, but the color frequently suffers, it becoming rap

idly dark. When the treatment with lye is finished and the
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separated lye has been removed, the oil is carefully washed

with warm water, it being advisable to keep the oil at a tem

perature of from 1400 to 1760 F. and to wash with hot water

without agitation. Fourteen times the quantity of water is fre

quently required, especially with specifically heavy oils, to re

move the lye. When the wash-water is perfectly neutral the oil

is boiled bright. This is effected in shallow open pans, with

double sides and provided with coils. It is also advisable to

provide them with depressed bottoms for the removal of de

posited water and to heat the room in which the pans are lo

cated with direct steam, so that the oil may clear at as high a

temperature as possible. The boiling of the oil, assisted by air,

must be done very carefully, since, when heated too strongly, it

becomes dark later on.

When the oil is nearly clear or only slightly turbid from

water held in suspension, it is, in many refineries, rendered en

tirely clear by conducting it over filters heated by steam.

However, when sufficient pans are on hand, it is best to clear

the oil in them at a uniform temperature, because there is no

danger of the oil becoming turbid after some time, as is

frequently the case with filtered and apparently entirely clear

oil. This phenomenon is caused by the gradual separation

of organic salts and sodium sulphate, and can only be avoided

by carefully washing out the lye and allowing the oil to clear

for a long time.

The " Cracking" Process.

The importance of the process which has been technically

termed " cracking " cannot be over-estimated, because the idea

of producing by a peculiar process of distillation more volatile

products from heavy oils or even residuum must be of great in

terest. Professor B. Silliman was the first to notice the uncer

tainty of the boiling points of the hydrocarbons of petroleum

and to come to the conclusion that a portion of the hydrocar

bons could not be considered as educts (i. e., bodies previously

existing and simply separated by the process of distillation),
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but were produced by splitting during the process of distilla

tion. The following account of the circumstances leading to

the discovery of the cracking process is given by Mr. Allen

Norton Leet in his work on Petroleum Distillation :

" One cold afternoon in the winter of 1861-62, a sixteen bar

rel upright wrought-iron still in a refinery at Newark, New

Jersey, was about half emptied of its contents and the distillate

indicated 430 gravity with rapid tendencies towards lower fig

ures and darker color, and the still-man intended in half an

hour's time to cut off the remaining portion of the outflow into

the heavy oil tank. Having built a strong fire under the still,

which supposably would keep the distillate in rapid motion for

a time, the attendant locked up the refinery and went to dinner.

It happened that after finishing his meal, he was taken with a

fit, and when he was sufficiently restored to resume work, dark

ness had settled down upon the city. He had been away from

the refinery for four hours. When he had struck a light, to his

surprise and amazement he found a small stream of oil still

running into the distillate tank, quite cool, light in color and

480 in gravity. Failing to comprehend how the gravity and

color could both lighten up after a large portion of the contents

of the still had run off and after a much lower gravity had been

reached, and fearing something was wrong with the still, the

still-man drew the fire, awaiting the coming of the proprietor.

When the latter arrived a thin stream still issued from the end

of the worm, and to the surprise of both the specific gravity

had risen to 520. In order to study the effects of the internal

operations of the still, the proprietor had a heavy glass retort

constructed, and then by experiment discovered that after the

distillation of the heart of the crude oil, and when the gravity of

the distillate had reached 440 with descending graduation, by

reducing the temperature of the fire, the lighter vapors of what

remained in the still would be carried over. By close obser

vation of the motion of these vapors he discovered that a por

tions of the product would be condensed by the cooler upper

portions of the retort, and were returned to the oil of the retort.

24
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Here they were exposed to a higher temperature than was ne

cessary simply for volatilization and were decomposed, giving

rise to an increased yield of that grade of oil sought for. The

theory was tested upon a larger scale in the iron retort, which

was adapted for the new mode of distillation by removing

the brick work from the upper portion of the still. The ex

periment was a success, to the delight and profit of the manu

facturer."

The discovery, of course, did not remain a secret, and came

rapidly into use in most refineries, especially in regions with a

limited occurrence of oil (Germany), and where the residuum

did not furnish a sufficiently good raw material for the manu

facture of lubricating oil (Galicia and America.)

The fact that notwithstanding careful fractional separation of

the hydrocarbons of the petroleum, light products boiling at a

low temperature constantly occur in the remaining portions

boiling at a high temperature, and the above-mentioned obser

vations by Prof. Silliman regarding the irregularity of the boil

ing point of petroleum, must lead to the conclusion that in the

process of distillation the hydrocarbons originally present in

the petroleum are decomposed, and specifically lighter hydro

carbons are formed. Besides the light hydrocarbons formed

by decomposition, there is also produced a corresponding

quantity of heavy hydrocarbons not originally present in the

petroleum. The proportion between the lighter and heavier

hydrocarbons formed by decomposition is quite constant, and

the more of the former are formed, the more also of the latter

are produced. Thus in a distillation which yields many vola

tile, gaseous hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, ethyls) there will

always be observed a large quantity of heavy tarry and even

coke-like residuum, and vice versa.

Hence it is in the power of the distiller to regulate the

cracking process so that but few parts condensable with diffi

culty and just as few coke-like parts are formed, and that mostly

only good products suitable for illuminating purposes are ob

tained. The attainment of this object in the best possible

manner depends on the kind of distilling apparatus used.
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To be decomposed the hydrocarbons of the petroleum or

their vapors must come in contact with the hot sides of the

distilling apparatus. Hence the latter has to be so arranged

that the heavy portions and their vapors come in contact for as

long a time as possible with a large portion of the overheated

surface. The hotter the sides of the still are, the more rapidly

decomposition proceeds and the more light and correspond

ingly heavy parts are formed. Hence it is of great importance

to be able to regulate the temperature so that distillates suit

able for illuminating purposes are obtained with the cracking

stills to be described later on.

Although the nature of the decomposition the heavy oils

undergo by this operation is not yet thoroughly explained, it

may be supposed to be based upon dissociation and polymer-

ism. The distillates obtained by cracking have unfortunately

not yet been subjected to examination, but it would seem to be

incorrect to consider them as consisting of the same hydro

carbons as those obtained from crude petroleum, they being

very likely richer in aromatic and non-saturated hydrocarbons.

The cracking process based upon decomposition with the

assistance of hot iron may be explained by experiments of

Letny, Ragosin and others. They conducted petroleum re

siduum through iron pipes heated to a slight red heat and

obtained distillates with 1 5 to 20 per cent, of benzol and

its homologue (anthracene). A similar process must take

place in cracking heavy oils. The cracking still heated to a

gentle red heat may be considered a large pipe in which the

heavy oils suffer decomposition by coming in contact with it,

and form, though not to the same extent as in the above-

mentioned experiment, a considerable percentage of aromatic

hydrocarbons. That the hydrocarbons formed by the crack

ing process have a different chemical composition from those

occurring in crude oil is also proved by their behavior when

subjected to treatment with sulphuric acid and lye. The con

sumption of acid and lye is incomparably larger, the action of

the chemicals far more intimate, and the refined product more
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changeable and inferior in quality notwithstanding the most

careful treatment. Petroleum prepared from such oil has a

stronger odor, becomes dark very rapidly and possesses but little

burning power. Nevertheless the cracking process is an indis

pensable part of the manufacture of petroleum, because it

offers the means of realizing in a lucrative manner from re

siduum otherwise difficult to utilize, and of increasing the yield

of petroleum. However, the process is not cheap, and its

employment is rendered possible only by the small value of the

crude material. In working residuum by the cracking process

the consumption of fuel is very large ; thus, for instance, while

for the distillation of illuminating oil from crude oil about 22

pounds of coal are used for 220 pounds of crude oil, for the

same quantity of residuum about 50 per cent, of coal is re

quired, and it must further be considered that the product of

distillation obtained cannot be utilized as such, but has to be

subjected to further rectification, whereby residuum is formed

that must again be cracked. The process of cracking also

causes losses by the unavoidable formation of permanent

gases (about 6 to 8 per cent.) which in well arranged refineries

are caught and used for illuminating and firing purposes, but

as a rule are allowed to escape. The separation of the heav

iest hydrocarbons, asphalt and finally coke as the principal

quantity, must also be taken into consideration ; it generally

amounts to from 10 to 25 per cent, or more of the residuum

worked.

The cracking process is carried on in stills especially con

structed for the purpose. The upright form of still is most

suitable because the oil vapors, having to traverse a long dis

tance in the still itself, have a chance to condense partially and

in flowing back on the overheated sides to suffer decomposition

and vaporization. The still should be provided with a large

condensing dome and with suitable dephlegmators, the use of

the latter being absolutely necessary to increase the yield.

They should be so arranged that the oil-vapors meet large con

densing surfaces, that the heavy liquid oils can flow back into
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the still, and that only the most volatile oils are caught in the

distillate-distributor. The still is best provided with a convex

bottom; a flat or inward bulging bottom is not suitable, be

cause the first, if of wrought iron, burns through very readily,

and if of cast-iron cracks easily, and besides the superheating of

the oil and the separation of the coke are more difficult to

effect. The same objections apply to the inward bulging

bottom, to which must be added the filling space lost by its

shape. The still is generally constructed of cast-iron, the

temperature of the sides of the still being with this material

more constant and the durability of the still itself greater.

Where for economical reasons the still has to be constructed of

wrought-iron, the most exposed part of it, the bottom, should

be of cast-iron. The use of a wrought-iron bottom is objec

tionable, because it loses its shape and is destroyed in a short

time by the high temperatures prevailing in the still and the

separation of coke. The only advantage of a wrought-iron

bottom is that the still can be more rapidly heated. Wrought-

iron stills with bottoms which have been made especially resist

ant by the addition of ferro-manganese have recently been

introduced, but whether successfully or not, is not yet known.

Figs, uoaand nob show the construction and bricking-in

of a cast-iron still. It consists of an upright cylindrical body

and a hemisphere of cast-iron. Only very small stills are cast

in one piece; larger stills are cast in two parts and joined by

bolts and nuts, or during casting the cylinder is cast upon the

hot hemisphere. As seen in the illustration, the hemisphere is

provided with a shoulder a by means of which the still rests

upon the brick work. On the hemisphere is the beak 5 which

projects from the brick work ; it is provided with the valve V and

serves for the discharge of the hot asphalt. On the lid of the

still are a conduit for filling the still, a conduit for direct steam,

and finally the condensing pipes cc. The lid is screwed to the

flange of the still. The man-hole D serves for removing the

coke and cleaning the still. The arrangement for firing is as

follows : The flame from the fire-place A passes the fire-bridge



Fig. nob.
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B, ascends at N through the arch, washes the bottom of the

still, ascends laterally, and through the flue Z, passes round the

still. When the slide T, is closed, the flame ascends laterally,

again washes the still at Z„ superheats the sides, and on open

ing the slide T passes into the smoke-flue. If the work re

quires it, the slide T, is opened and the slide T closed ; the

heating gases then wash the still only once and pass immedi

ately into the smoke-flue. With this mode of operation the

still is filled with residuum or the oil to be decomposed. A

gentle fire is then started to evaporate any water which may

have been carried along. When the more volatile oils have

been driven off the actual cracking process commences, whereby

the fire must be kept in accordance with the products of con

densation, i. e., it must be decreased or increased according to

whether heavier or lighter products are formed. The distillates

when thoroughly dephlegmated are condensed in the manner

previously described. However, by this distillation paraffine

or paraffinc-like products are formed which readily clog the

condensing pipes, and hence the cooling water must be kept

warm and frequently boiling hot.

Regarding the capacity of the stills no general rule can be

laid down ; they should, however, be of sufficient capacity to

hold all the crude oil residuum. To save room and to avoid

repeated firing and heating, the still may once or twice be re

filled to the original depth towards the end of distillation. Fur

ther refilling is, however, inadmissible, because the products

obtained are not light enough and the quantities of coke sepa

rated so large, that the operation and the still would positively

suffer. The height of the still is generally 2 to 2J^ times

greater than its diameter. The thickness of the sides varies.

While according to some the sides should be cast as thin as

possible and the bottom portion thicker, there are many stills

with sides from 2.36 to 3.15 inches thick, and bottoms up to

5.51 inches thick. Both of these extremes should be avoided,

because, in the first case, the stills are not durable, and in the

latter, the consumption of iron used in their construction, and
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of fuel for heating them, is unnecessarily large. It is recom

mended to cast the stills with bottoms 2.36 to 3.15 inches thick

(and if of specially tough cast iron only 1.57 inches thick), and

Fig- ma.

D

with walls 1.57 to 2.36 inches thick. Such stills answer all de

mands and show no cracks or other defects even after contin

uous use for a long time.

Figs, ma and 1 1 ib show a form of a still K much used for
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working readily decomposable residuum. It consists of a

somewhat lower cylindrical upper portion and a hemispherical

bottom to which is cast the discharge aperture 5. The latter

projects from the brick work and is closed by a lid screwed on.

All other arrangements are similar to those of the previously

described still.

The mode of firing is, however different, the heating gases

coming in contact with a far greater surface of still. The flame

Fig. nib.

passes from the fire place A through the arch N, washes the

bottom of the still and, if necessary, passes through the flue

Z, into the smoke-flue. If the slide T be closed and T, opened,

the flame passes into the flue Z2 and into the smoke-flue only

after washing the sides of the still.

From the dimensions of the flues it will be seen that much

larger surfaces are swept by the heating gases and that the

temperature of the latter is much higher..

The mode of operating is nearly the same as with the still

previously described, but in most cases the work is carried on
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to complete coking, to avoid as much as possible the opening

and closing of the man-hole D.

The essential portion of the cracking process is the production

of specifically lighter oils, the formation of which is effected, as

previously mentioned, by overheating the heavy oils on the

sides of the still, which presupposes their vaporization. A portion

of the heavy oils is unavoidably carried along with the more

Fig. 112.

volatile oils, whereby the yield of the latter and their quality

are influenced. More intensely acting dephlegmation is there

fore absolutely necessary, so that by as large a condensing sur

face as possible of the dephlegmator the specifically heavy

oils are completely condensed and can flow back into the still,

where they again suffer decomposition on the overheated sides.
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Fig. 112 shows the arrangement of a dephlegmator which

has been used with great success. The oil vapors enter the

apparatus at a, are partially condensed and flow back into the

Fig. 113a.

still at b, while the non-condensable vapors ascend at c into the

space inside the jacket m, where they are also condensed, the

condensed products also running back into the still at e and
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only the lightest portion flowing at d into the condensing ap

paratus. When towards the end distillation has proceeded so far

that no oils appear at d, the distillate is discharged by simply

turning the cock at f.

There are a number of other condensing drums, which, how

ever, need not be described.

Figs. 113a and 113b show a form of still which may be re

commended, it consisting of a wrought iron upper portion with

Fig. 113b.

cast-iron hemispherical bottom. Such a combination is advis

able for several reasons. A still of the same capacity con

structed entirely of cast iron is more expensive and less dur

able. In case the bottom from one cause or another becomes

defective it can be readily removed and replaced by a new one.

Besides, the wrought iron portion is much more rapidly over

heated than is the case with cast iron.
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The still rests upon the claws P cast to the hemispherical

portion, which is of importance, since experience has shown

that a still not thus supported but rested upon the base 5 is

subject to more rapid destruction, because tensions produced

in the cast iron by overheating cause different expansions in

the hemispherical cast iron and upper wrought iron portions,

and when no provision is made for this, cracks in the casting

and leakages at the joints are unavoidable. It is therefore

best to leave a small space between the lowest portion and the

base S. The thickness of the hemisperical portion varies, but

should not be less than from 1.57 to 2.75 inches. The

wrought iron portion is made in the usual manner of plates

O.23 to 0.39 inch thick. The mode of joining the upper and

lower portions is of importance, it being frequently the source

of great annoyance. In many cases the joint is effected by

riveting a flange to the upper portion, a flange being also cast

to the lower portion. These two flanges are then either riveted

or screwed together and to make the joint especially tight cop

per rings and even iron cement are used. Such a joint, how

ever, is not durable, the simplest and most effective joint being

that shown in the illustration. The wrought iron and cast iron

portions, are simply pushed one into the other and secured by

rivets driven through holes in the edges. To make the joint

tight a wrought iron ring is inserted between the upper and lower

portions, which in case of leakage can be hammered down on

both sides. The still is bricked in as follows : At A is the

fireplace. The flames before passing out at the arches TV and

washing around the bottom pass a closed passage. When

the slide T is open and T, closed, the heating gases, after heat

ing the bottom, pass directly into the smoke-flue. If the sides

arc to be overheated, the slide T is closed and T, opened ; the

heating gases then pass through the flue Z2 round the still and

then through a lateral flue into the smoke-flue. The heating

can thus be regulated in the most simple manner. The slide

TM is only used when several stills are arranged in a battery and

one or the other still is to be put out of operation, for instance,

in case of Are.
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The process of distillation is similar to that previously de

scribed. By inserting the dephlegmator C condensation is

effected as follows. The vapors pass through the gas-pipes ee

into the dephlegmator. The lightest portions which are not

condensed there pass at d into the condensing apparatus. The

condensed oils run at b back into the still, b being the position

of the cock when closed and a when open. Towards the end

of distillation the heavy oils run at a into the condensing appar

atus. To assist distillation steam, usually superheated, is used

in some refineries, the object being to carry along the oil vapors

ascending with difficulty. It is also claimed that the use of

steam increases the durability of the still, the separation of a

much softer coke, which does not adhere firmly to the sides of

the still, being thereby effected.

In conclusion the result in working on a large scale may be

given. According to H. Deutsch ("Le Petrole et ses applica

tions, Paris ancien maison Quantin"), the loss after entirely

working the crude oil is as follows :

0.5 per cent, loss in the form of water and mud,

0.17 " " by evaporation in the storage tanks,

0.50 " " by pumping in the pipe conduits (?),

2.25 " " in the first distillation—non-condensed gases,

0.90 " " in the second distillation—non-condensed gases ( ?) ,

2.25 " " in the distillation of heavy oils,

0.65 " " in the rectification of benzine,

1.78 " " in refining.

9.00 per cent.

2.00 " coke.

1 1.00 per cent.—total loss.



CHAPTER X.

MANUFACTURE OF PARAFFINE.

While paraffine in a fossil state, under the names of earth-

wax or ozokerite, has been known in Europe from the earliest

times, the modern discovery that it is a product of distillation

of several organic bodies under high temperature belongs fairly

to the chemist Karl Reichenbach, who gave to the strange

compound it3 present name from parum and affinis, because it

appeared to him wholly destitute of chemical affinity. His dis

covery and its peculiar behavior in this respect was published

in the year 1830. The following year its presence in the

petroleum of Rangoon was noticed by Christison of Edinburgh.

He called it petroline, but hearing subsequently of Reichen-

bach's discovery, he was satisfied of the identity of the two

substances and withdrew the name given by himself. In 1833,

1834 and 1835. we have records of the separate discoveries by

the three chemists, Laurent, Gregory and Viobel, the former

showing that the oil distilled from shale contained paraffin.

From this time on organic chemistry was making rapid ad

vances, and we have frequent allusions to its presence in a

number of compounds as a result of destructive distillation.

To no one person does the credit more properly belong of

founding the commercial industry based upon the manufacture

of paraffine and its allied products than to Seligne of France, the

many improvements made in the manufacture of oil from

bituminous shale belonging largely to his genius and indefatig

able industry.

The minerals used for the production of paraffine oils are

shales and cannel coals. They are mined and brought to the

surface much in the same way as coal.

G. T. Beilby, in the Transactions of the Insurance and

(383)
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Actuarial Society of Glasgow, No. 7, describes the manufacture

of paraffine oils as follows :

The paraffine oil industry is based upon destructive distilla

tion ; so is the illuminating gas industry. The specialty of the

former is its low red heats, of the latter its bright red heats.

The distilling vessels, in which the destructive distillation of

shale and coal is carried on, are called retorts—they are made

of iron, or of fire-clay, or fire-bricks. They generally take the

form of vertical tubes, into the top of which the raw material

is fed by a valve or door. The bodies or tubes are arranged

in ovens heated by furnaces. The material, as it passes slowly

through the hot retort or tube, is subjected to the distilling

process, the vapors which come off are carried away by a pipe

on the side of the retort to a series of cooling pipes or con

densers in which the water and oil vapors are condensed and

run into tanks. The spent shale, i. e., the material from which

all the oil vapors have been driven, passes away through a valve

or lute at the bottom of the retort, and is removed as waste

material.

By the destructive distillation of shale we obtain two crude

products—crude paraffine oil and ammonia liquor. The latter

is water containing 2 to 5 per cent, of carbonate and sulphide

of ammonium. It is used for the manufacture of sulphate of

ammonia.

The other product, the crude oil, is a green or brownish

solid at temperatures below 8o° F. Chemically it is very

complex, containing a very large number of distinct substances.

From the oil-refiner's point of view it contains roughly two

classes of substances—products and impurities. The products

constitute about 70 per cent, of its bulk, the impurities account

for the remaining 30 per cent.

All the valuable products of crude oil, viz., burning oil,

lubricating oil and solid paraffine, are hydrocarbons or com

pounds of the two elements, carbon and hydrogen. These

various products differ from each other in many essential

qualities. In appearance alone each is clearly distinguishable
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from the others. Naphtha is a colorless, thin, bright liquid,

with a keen, persistent smell ; burning oil is colorless or slightly

yellow, more oily than naphtha, but still thinner than water, its

smell is less pungent ; lubricating oils are yellow, oily and have

very little smell. Paraffine is a white solid.

These products may be arranged in a series according to

their boiling points—naphtha boiling at from 900 to 21 2° F. ;

burning oils from 21 2° to 4500 F., lubricating oils from 4500

to 8oo° F., and solid paraffines from 6oo° to 8oo° F.

The impurities in crude oil consist chiefly of acid and basic

tars, and certain resinous or gummy bodies of high boiling

point.

The purposes of refining crude shale oils are: 1. To sepa

rate the impurities from the products ; 2. To separate the vari

ous products from each other. This double purpose is the key

to the several processes employed.

. Processes of Refining: /. Chemical treatment to separate

impurities from products. The princiqal impurities present in

crude oil are basic tars, acid tars and resinous or gummy bod

ies of high boiling point. The first and last mentioned, the

basic tars and resinous bodies, unite with oil of vitriol or sul

phuric acid to form heavy black tars, which readily separate

from the pure oil. The oil to be purified is thoroughly agitated

with a small percentage of oil of vitriol, so that every particle

of oil is brought into contact with the vitriol. The basic tars

combine with the vitriol, and separate from the oil in black

globules. If now the mixture be allowed to stand quietly for

a few hours, the separated tar settles to the bottom of its vessel,

and can be run off", leaving the oil clear. In addition to re

moving basic tars, the vitriol also makes into tar and removes

the resinous impurities. After the oil has been perfectly freed

from the tar separated by vitriol, it is run off into another agi

tating tank, and thoroughly stirred or mixed with a strong so

lution of caustic soda. This combines with the other class of

impurities—viz., the acid tars—which are substances nearly

allied to creosote or carbolic acid ; these also separate as a

*5
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brown or black tar, which in turn is allowed to fall to the bot

tom of the vessel, and is drawn off.

If the preceding processes are very carefully carried out, the

oil at this stage is nearly pure—i. e., it consists almost entirely

of pure products. But they are all mixed together, each spoil

ing the other, and preventing its being employed for its own

special use. The naphtha present renders the whole mixture

as unsafe as naphtha itself is; the burning oil is unfit for burn

ing by reason of the mixture with it of lubricating oil and par-

affine scale ; which are in their turn useless for the purposes of

lubrication and candle making, because of their mixture with

the burning oil and with each other.

2. The first step towards separation of the products from

each other is made by fractional distillation. Naphtha boils at

from 900 to 2120 F., burning oil from 21 20 to 4500 F., lubri

cating oils boil together at from 4400 to 800° F. If, therefore,

we place our purified crude oil in a still, boil off first the naph

tha up to 2120, and collect it, then the burning oils and collect

them, we shall have the lubricating oil and paraffine coming

over together.

This, roughly, is the process of fractional distillation as

carried on in shale-oil refining ; and is nearly in every respect

the same as in petroleum refining.

We have seen how naphtha and burning oil have been sep

arated from each other, and from the lubricating oil and par

affine, which are still mixed. For their separation the third

process is necessary, viz. :

3. Crystallization. If solid paraffine is mixed with burning

oil or naphtha, and warmed, the paraffine dissolves and disap

pears. If the solution be cooled down again to the atmospheric

temperature, or, better still, if it be frozen artificially, the solid

paraffine separates in crystals from the oil ; and if the mixture

of oil and crystals of paraffine be placed in canvas bags and

pressed, the oil passes through the canvas, leaving a cake of

paraffine crystal in the bag.

This is the crystallization process as applied in the oil-work.
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The lubricating oils and paraffine, which have been separated

at the stills, are cooled, so that the crystals of paraffine separate

from the oil. The cooled magma is then drained in canvas

bags, or, better still, is forced against canvas sheets in filter

frames. The oil passes through the frames, and the paraffine is

left in solid cakes. These cakes of paraffine are more perfectly

freed from oil by being wrapped in canvas sheets and pressed

between iron plates in a hydraulic press, being subjected to a

pressure of about 300 pounds per square inch. These cakes

of paraffine scale still contain coloring matter and some oil.

To make the scale fit for the candlemaker, it must be further

refined. With this object it is melted and mixed with a per

centage of specially prepared naphtha. The hot solution of

paraffin and naphtha is run into shallow tins in which it slowly

cools. The cakes are then turned out, wrapped in canvas and

again pressed between iron-plates in a hydraulic press. These

operations are repeated twice or three times until the paraffine

assumes the necessary degree of whiteness, after which it is

melted up in a still, and steam is blown freely through it to

carry off the traces of naphtha, which, if left in it, would give

the wax an unpleasant smell. The melted paraffine is finally

stirred with bone black, filtered through paper, and run into

cooling tins or candle moulds.

In this country paraffine is wholly a by-product in the manu

facture of lubricating oils or in the treatment of the heavy oils

proceeding from the distillation of petroleum towards the last

of the process.

In treating this subject from the standpoint of the American

refiner, the preparation of lubricating oils and the manufacture

of paraffine wax run so closely together, that in some points at

least they touch, and must be treated as though they belonged

to one subject. The manufacture of either or both begins

when the residuum is placed in the still. The first products of

this distillation down to about 320 Be. (which when they are

received into one tank, constitute an oil of 380) are returned as

crude oil.
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After the separation of this first part, the products of the still

are either again subdivided into at least two runnings, or run

into one tank, according to the peculiar views of the refiner and

the wants of his customers. If received into one tank, the oil

is pumped into the " paraffine agitator." This apparatus is con

structed upon the same general principles as the agitator used

for illuminating oil, excepting that it is provided with special

arrangements for heating its contents and retaining the dense

easily-congealed oil in a liquid condition. This is readily ac

complished by surrounding the agitator with a steam jacket,

which not only supplies the facilities for applying the heat

when required, but also affords a protection to the sides of the

tank from the chilling effects of the cold during the winter. In

the absence of this, in very cold weather, it would be almost

impossible to treat paraffine oil on account of the solidification

of the paraffine upon the internal surface of the tank ; no more

heat should be employed than is actually necessary to main

tain the contents in a fluid state, and the paraffine entirely

melted. The same general principles of chemical treatment

followed in the case of illuminating oil are observed here. The

amount of acid used is much larger, and is regulated by the

gravity and color of the distillate. Three, four, or even five

per cent. in volume is employed. Its action upon the oil is

very energetic, accompanied by the disengagement of an

abundance of sulphurous acid vapor, and the subsidence of a

heavy "acid sludge," requiring exit pipes and stop cocks for

drawing it off to be of larger diameter than those ordinarily

employed. The sludge upon standing becomes quite solid,

and is entirely a waste product. This treatment is followed by

the usual water and alkali washing. Care should be taken

throughout that the proper temperature be preserved, so that

the paraffine shall be maintained in perfect solution. When

this operation is completed, the oil is either allowed to flow by

gravity, or it is pumped into tanks, provided with a steam coil,

in order that its contents may be preserved in a perfectly lim

pid condition to permit of the settling of the water. This being
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withdrawn through a stop-cock at the bottom of the tank, the

contents are removed to another apartment, the temperature of

which has been artifically lowered by a freezing machine,

where it is subjected to the chilling process.

In the winter the ordinary temperature is sufficient to crys

tallize the paraffine. If the process is to be carried on during

the warm weather, the contents of the tank are barreled, and

the temperature of such a room may be reduced by a good

apparatus to io° or 150 F., even in very hot weather. An ex

posure of the paraffine oil for forty-eight hours to this tempera

ture chills the whole mass to a complete solid. From the bar

rels the contents are shoveled out into small bags of strong

cotton material and subjected to powerful pressure by means of

a hydraulic press. This pressure is slowly applied and gradu

ally increased, the operation being one requiring skill and ex

perience. If the pressure be too rapid and too severe, espec

ially at the commencement, a notable percentage of paraffine

crystals will be forced through the interstices of the bagging,

attended also, probably, with a rupture of the same, and a seri

ous contamination of the oil that has already passed through.

Unless this operation be skilfully conducted, enough crystal

lized paraffine, it may be in very fine particles, will pass through

the bagging to interfere materially with the "cold test" of the

oil. In the event of a difficulty of this kind, simple straining

through coarse muslin will frequently remove these coarse par

ticles of floating crystals.

From the refined paraffine oil, prepared and chilled as above

described, there should be obtained about three-quarters of a

pound of crude paraffine to each gallon of oil. The color and

appearance of this will of course depend greatly upon the charac

ter of oil the from which it has been separated. When removed

from the bags in which it has been pressed, it is somewhat

variegated in color, some portions being of a light lemon, others

presenting quite a greenish hue ; the crystalline appearance is

thorougly broken down by the immense pressure to which it

has been subjected. The contents of the bag are thrown into a
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steam-tank, where they are melted by live steam, one per cent.

of soda lye is added, and the whole thoroughly steamed, the

condensed water withdrawn, and when sufficiently cool to ad

mit of the process, about 25 per cent. of benzine is added and

the whole vigorously stirred until a homogeneous mixture is

obtained. The contents of this tank are ladled out into shallow

tin pans holding about 5 or 10 gallons each, which are allowed

to remain in the cold-air room for 3 or 4 days. This product

is again expressed in clean bags. The paraffine thus obtained

is in large crystals with a slight tinge remaining, and having a

much higher melting poiut (about 1300 F.) than the crude ar

ticle first described. The expressed " mother liquor " from this

second operation, is either run into the "stop-tank" (which is

a convenient receptacle for a variety of wastings, small residues

of sundry distillations, etc.) or thrown back into the benzine

tank for use a second time. The contents of the " stop-tank,"

when sufficient stock has accumulated, are pumped into a still,

which is generally kept for the special purpose, and the distil

lates proceeding from this are distributed according to their

character. If the density should admit of it, a large percentage

may be thrown down direct into the tank containing illuminat

ing oil.

Another process for the purhcation of crude paraffine consists

in grinding together benzine and paraffine into a magma, which

is submitted to the usual pressure. This process is repeated

until the pressed mass is white enough for ordinary purposes.

For the further purfication of the paraffine obtained either by

this or the former process, the wax is placed in a suitabie tank

and gently heated, with the addition of three to five per cent.

animal charcoal. The whole is thoroughly agitated by an air-

blower for several hours. The coarser particles of charcoal

are allowed to subside, and the melted wax filtered through a

wire-gauze filter, which is lined with flannel, the filtrate passing

as colorless as distilled water.

Other refineries rely largely upon the purifying action of oil

of vitriol for obtaining a white product. For this purpose a
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wax partially purified by re-crystallization from benzine and

pressure is selected. The same is gently heated to its melting

point, when about five per cent, of sulphuric acid is gradually

added while brisk agitation is sustained. The action of the

acid upon the melted wax is even more violent than upon the

paraffine oil, and some arrangement is necessary to carry off the

abundant vapors of sulphurous acid which are disengaged.

This can be accomplished by covering the agitator with a hood,

which will conduct these suffocating vapors into a chimney-

stack. The same arrangements for keeping the contents of the

vessel warm, which were needed in treating heavy oil, are re

quired here. After half an hour's treatment, the heavy acid is

drawn off at the bottom, a hot solution of soda-lye (five per

cent, of a solution 120 B.) is added. The agitator is again put

in motion, and the melted wax thoroughly treated, the soda-

washing is withdrawn from the bottom of the tank, which is kept

warm until it has completely settled, and the contents are

bright and clear. The wax is run into large flat cakes, which

when cool have a fine pearly lustre and are nearly colorless.

Decolorization through this agency appears to offer the most

perfect results. This process, however, is only employed upon

paraffine which has been partially whitened either by repeated

crystallization or by acid process, or by a combination of both

processes. To accomplish this upon a manufacturing scale

commensurate with the demand, a number of plans have been

suggested. One of the most complete of these is Ramdohr's

filtering apparatus, which is constructed to filter about 2,500

lbs. per day. The apparatus has the following peculiarities in

its arrangement: 1. The mixing of the paraffine with bone

black does not take place by the hand or through a mechanical

stirring device, but through a warm current of air previously

blown into the apparatus. 2. The paraffine treated with bone-

black flows of itself into the filter paper placed in a glass funnel,

and, after the influx has once been regulated, the operation

proceeds without demanding special attention on the part of

the workman. Even if, at times, less permeable paper should
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be accidentally placed in the filter, this, with some attention on

the part of the workman, cannot easily cause an overflow of the

paraffine, since the greater or less permeability of the paper is

easily observable during the first half hour and the feed-cocks

can be regulated accordingly by the workman. 3. The whole

apparatus is heated by waste-steam. 4. The mixing and filter

ing apparatus occupy little space.

The mixing apparatus A, Fig. 1 14, consists of a wrought iron

chest, with cast iron lid secured by screws, and made tight with

iron cement In this lid are three openings for the reception of

Fig. 114.

FILTERING APPARATUS—HORIZONTAL SECTION.

A, Mixing Apparatus; B, Filtering Apparatus.

three cast iron mixing kettles. These kettles are fastened to

the lid of the steam-chest by a few screws in order to prevent any

displacement which might cause the outflow tubes to become

leaky. The connections of the kettles with the steam-chest

are rendered steam-tight in the simplest manner by a band of

rubber, placed beneath the rim of each kettle. About 3 inches

above the deepest part of the bottom is cast a tube about 1 inch

in diameter, of such a length that its forward end provided with

screw threads projects about 1 inch through the side of the

steam-chest. At this point the plate of the steam-chest, which
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is about 0.079 inch thick, is strengthened on the inside by a

cast iron disk 0.59 inch thick, which is secured by means of

sunken rivets, and provided with four holes for the reception

of screw-bolts. From the outside a flange is screwed upon the

end of the above-mentioned tube and solidly packed against

the side of the steam-chest with chopped hemp intimately

mixed with red lead cement, so that the four screw-holes in

this flange exactly correspond to those of the inner disk.

When the flange has been firmly secured, the end of the kettle,

which is turned or planed level, should project about 0.079 to

0.1 18 inch above the flange. Four screw-bolts, each furnished

in the centre with a six-cornered swelling, are now placed in the

four holes provided for them and firmly and steam-tight drawn

against the outer flange ; each of the above-mentioned tubes is

furnished with a cock for the passage of steam. A tight con

nection is effected here as well as on the pipe distributing the

paraffine, and everywhere where finished paraffine has to pass, by

several layers of soft, unsized paper, with the avoidance of all

kinds of cement. It is advisable to provide the surfaces turned

upon the lathe with fine circulai grooves. In the lower por

tion of the steam-chest are placed six drawn copper pipes with

thin sides, packed in the manner of the tubes of locomotive

boilers, and connected by cast-iron joints outside the steam-

chest so that they form a coil, heated by steam in which the

air for mixing the bone-black and paraffine is heated. The out

let of this coil is connected with a pipe running obliquely over

the mixing kettle. From this pipe narrower blast pipes fur

nished with cocks run towards the centre of the kettle and ex

tend nearly to the bottom. The principal pipe for the heated

air, is, of course, to be protected from cooling by a jacket.

The filtering apparatus B, Fig. 115, consists of two chests,

one inserted partially into the other with a common front

side. Hence the latter is not touched by the steam, this ar

rangement having been made to prevent having a strongly-

heated surface on the side where the workman is mostly oc

cupied, and to render access to the actual filtering apparatus as
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convenient as possible. If here were a double wall filled with

steam it would absolutely have to be protected from too strong

a radiation of heat by a brick wall in front of it, which would

render attendance of the filtering apparatus more difficult.

Besides, the arrangement chosen secures a cheaper and simpler

construction, larger surfaces being made tight with difficulty

Fig. 115.

FILTERING APPARATUS—VERTICAL SECTION.

A, Mixing Apparatus; B, Filtering Apparatus.

against the action of melted and hot paraffine ; and as any loss

of paraffine should be avoided, the inner filtering chest serving

for its reception is cast in one piece. The attachment of the

steam jacket is simple and plainly shown in the illustration.

The bottom of the cast iron filtering chest inclines towards the

front and at the same time towards the centre from both sides.
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At the lowest point is an exit tube with stop-cock for the

discharge of the filtered paraffine. The interior of the filtering

chest is provided with an edge projecting about 2 inches, which

on the rear wall and at the same time on both sides serves for

the formation of a steam-space. Upon this edge rest 8

wrought-iron funnel supports, each of which is capable of hold

ing two glass funnels; thus there are 16 filters arranged in two

rows always in operation. The funnels are made of glass, this

material securing better control over the absolutely necessary

cleanliness than if they were made of tin. In the centre of the

filtering chest, running along its entire length and about 2 to

2$ inches above the glass funnels, is the paraffine distributing

pipe. It is of wrought iron I *4 inches in diameter, closed on

both ends, connected by three tubes with the corresponding

stop-cocks of the mixing kettles, and furnished on each side

with 8 cast iron cocks 0.15 inch in diameter. These small

cocks are screwed in, small pieces of wrought iron being for

this purpose fastened with hard solder in the proper places on

the distributing pipe. The mouths of the small cocks do not

lie perpendicularly over the centres of the filters, but are about

in the middle of one of their side walls, to prefent perforation of

the filter-points by droppings. The paper used for filtering is

a thin, but tolerably firm, unsized printing paper. A sheet

1.57x1.57 inches gives one filter, and suffices for the passage of

about 88 lbs. of paraffine; one filter is thus in use for 12 hours.

But little paraffine remains in the filter and can be recovered by

steam.

It being well known that the fresher bone-black is, the more

energetically it acts, it is recommended that large paraffine fac

tories prepare their own bone-black. In a business of less ex-

text, powdered bone-black has to be procured from factories.

Ramdohr recommends to reduce freshly-prepared, granulated

and dust-free bone-black to a fine powder in a simple pulveriz

ing drum, shown in Fig. 116. It is of cast-iron, 29^ inches

long, 19^ inches in diameter, and revolves with two wrought-

iron arbors riveted to the front-plates in metallic bearings.
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The drum is provided with an opening for filling and emptying

it, which is made tight by rubber. The drum is slowly re

volved, at most two turns per minute. In the interior of the

drum lies a massive cast-iron roller, 4^ inches in diameter, of

the same length as the drum. In 12 hours an apparatus of this

size will pulverize in the finest manner about 55 lbs. of bone-

black. The quantity of bone-black used does not exceed 3 per

cent, by weight, and the paraffine retained by it amounts to

about the same weight. This mixture of bone-black and par

affine is first collected in a double-walled kettle heated by waste

steam, whereby the greater portion of the paraffine is separated

Fig. 116.

PULVERIZING DRUM.

as a clear fluid, which is scooped up with shallow ladles and

placed directly upon the paper filter. The mixture, which is

now thin, is brought into a large iron kettle in which it is vigor

ously boiled with at least six to eight times the quantity of

water and the occasional use of a jet of steam. By the cooling

of the mass nearly all the paraffine separates upon the surface

of the water as a solid layer of a gray color, which is lifted off,

melted and filtered through paper, together with the other pro

duct. A repeated boiling of the mixture of bone-black and

paraffine is seldom necessary; the paraffine obtained in such

second operation scarcely ever covers the cost of the fuel used.

However, the bone-black retains a small percentage of paraffine

so tenaciously that it has to be driven off by heating the bone-

black if the latter is to be again used as a decolorizer, or even if
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it is to be employed in the preparation of fertilizers—super

phosphate.

The dried bone-black is heated in a horizontal cast-iron re

tort about yy2 feet long and 31^ inches in diameter with a

nearly elliptic cross section, and provided with a suitable re

ceiver for the condensation of the paraffine vapors. However,

even with the lowest possible melting temperature, these vapors

never consist of undecomposed paraffine but of paraffine with

a lower melting point and of oils as products of decomposition.

The bone-black in shallow wrought iron boxes each about 3

feet long and 1.47 inches wide is brought into the retort and

after the evaporation of all the paraffine, is allowed to partially

cool off for four to six hours. The boxes are then taken from

the retort, covered immediately with suitable lids, which are

luted with clay, and allowed to become cold.

The paraffine in the filtering box is occasionally drawn off

into moulds or boxes of various sizes and allowed to cool

slowly.

Paraffine is a colorless, waxy, or foliated crystalline, alabas

ter-like, semi-transparent mass without odor or taste, and resem

bles spermaceti. It is slippery but not greasy to the touch, and

is softened by the warmth of the hand so that it can be

kneaded.

American paraffine occurs in commerce chiefly in three qual

ities—A, B, C-paraffine, melting at 1350, 1280 and 1250 F.

Paraffines from Pennsylvania and Rangoon petroleum have an

average specific gravity of 0.869 t0 0.873. Hot absolute alco

hol dissolves about 3 per cent. of paraffine ; it is readily soluble

in ether, bisulphide of carbon, chloroform, benzine and volatile

oils. From ether and photogene it separates in the form of a

jelly, and from the other fluids as a crystalline mass. By heat

ing paraffine for some time in the air to 3020 F., it assumes a

brown color by the absorption of oxygen.

The oil obtained after the crystallization of the paraffine from

the heavy petroleum by pressure and decolorization is known as

paraffine oil or liquid paraffine and is officinal. It is a clear oily
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liquid, having a specific gravity of not less than 0.840 and boiling

not below 68o° F. It should be free from colored, fluorescing

and odorous compounds. When heated for a day with sulphuric

acid by means of a water bath, it should not become dark col

ored, and the sulphuric acid should become only slighdy

brownish. Metallic sodium placed in the oil should retain its

metallic lustre ; if it becomes tarnished it is an indication of the

presence of combinations of sulphur or oxygen. Alcohol

boiled with officinal liquid paraffine should not have an acid

reaction.

Fossil paraffine or ozocerite occurs generally in fissures and

cavities in the neighborhood of coal fields and deposits of rock

salt, or under sandstone pervaded with bitumen. The princi

pal deposits are in

Africa: Egypt.

AMERICA: Texas, Arizona, Utah, Canada.

Asia : Caucasus : Caspian Sea near Darbent. Baku ; the

islands of Swjatoi, Ostrow and Tachalkau ; Ekaterinodon ;

Station Kalachinsky. Persia : Truchmenia.

EUROPE: England : Newcastle. Roumania: near Plajesti

in Wallachia, and Stanik, on the mountain Zietriska in Molda

via. Austria: Lower Austria near Gaming; in East Galicia

near Boryslaw, Drohobycz, Dzwiniarz, Starunia, and near

Solotwina, besides on the northern slope of the Carpathians.

Germany : Wettin on the Saale ; East Friesland.

The deposit in East Galicia is the most interesting. The

ozocerite occurs there in a saliferous clay belonging to the

miocene of the more recent tertiary period, and forming a nar

row, almost continuous, strip on the northern edge of the Car

pathians, which runs from Silesia into Galicia and Bukowina,

and from there can be traced into Moldavia and Wallachia.

This miocene group of saliferous clay consists chiefly of bluish

and variegated clays, sands and sandstone, with nurrierous oc

currences of gypsum, rock salt and salt springs. In Boryslaw

the strata of saliferous clay form a perceptible saddle as they

sink on the south below the so-called menilite shales, which are
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very bituminous and foliated, and form here the most northern

of the Carpathians. The principal deposit of ozocerite con

verges with the axis of this saddle.

The ozocerite as obtained from the mines in Galicia is not a

commercial article, being contaminated by adhering earthy and

stony parts, and varying very much in appearance and consist

ency. The crude product is therefore subjected to several pro

cesses. The large pieces are picked out, while the small ones

are recovered by washing with water, the particles of ozocerite

floating on the surface and the specifically heavier contamina

tions sinking to the bottom. The two varieties of ozocerite

called respectively " Claub- und Wasch-Wachs " (hand-

picked and wash ozocerite) are then melted with a little water in

large open boilers over an open fire, so arranged that only the

sides of the boilers are heated. The earthy portion called

" Schmelzlep (smelted clay) forms a deposit on the bottom of

the boiler, while the melted pure ozocerite is ladled into moulds

of a capacity of no to 220 lbs. The "Schmelzlep" retains 6

to 12 per cent, of ozocerite so tenaciously that it can be ob

tained only by extraction. The moulds, generally of iron, have

the shape of a truncated cone, the inside being painted with

milk of lime to prevent the adhering of the block of ozocerite.

The ozocerite thus obtained forms the commercial article; its

melting point lies between 1330 and 15 8° F. Its price is gov

erned by the melting point, and also to some extent by the

color, which should be quite pale, but varies from pale green to

brown. A good commercial article should be plastic when

kneaded between the fingers, and plainly show every pressure ;

when cut with a knife the surface should not show a smooth,

cheese-like appearance, but some of the ozocerite should ad

here to the knife-blade. Notwithstanding these general tests

by which a good commercial article may be recognized, there

still remains to be decided the question whether the ozocerite

is best adapted for the manufacture of paraffine or ceresin ; for

the former the article with the lowest congealing point is the

best.
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The structure and melting point of ozocerite depend, accord

ing to E. Sauerlandt, on its principal constituents, paraffinc and

" waxy resin," because with the distillation of ozocerite con

ducted with superheated steam and the avoidance of decompo

sition, he distinguishes the following constituents:

1. Liquid hydrocarbons with a low boiling point.

2. Paraffines, chiefly with a melting point of from 1400 to

I58°F.

3. Resinous bodies called "waxy resins."

4. Bituminous resins.

5. Coke.

Paraffine and waxy resins are solid bodies, the latter, how

ever, having a higher melting point than the former.

Ozocerite was first worked on a large scale in Galicia, in

about i860, and up to about 1875, was extensively used for the

manufacture of paraffine. Distillation was at first carried on

only over an open fire. To prevent too strong heating and the

vapors of paraffine from rising too high, a still with quite a flat

helmet, Fig. 117, similar to a tar-still, was used. The product

Fig. 117.

of distillation was about 5 per cent, of benzine, 15 to 20 per

cent, of illuminating oil, 15 per cent, of "blue oil," and 50 per

cent, of paraffine mass or paraffine butter.

The paraffine mass obtained by distillation over any open

fire has a melting point of from 1 130 to 1220 F., and is treated
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in the same manner as paraffine obtained from petroleum, i. e.,

after complete crystallization, the paraffine scales are separated

from the oil by pressure. In the distillation the color of the

distillate must be taken into consideration ; the pale distillates

should be separated, as they can be more easily purified and

directly decolorized, and yield the finest qualities of paraffine.

Fig. 118.

A, press plates; B, head plate; C, screw; V, pump; E, paraffine reservoir.

Dehne's filtering press, Fig. 118, consists of a number of

grooved plates which form a system of filtering chambers. The

plates are of iron and are so constructed that the grooved por

tion stands back on both sides about ^ to ^ inch from the

outer frame. Over the grooved portion is screwed a perforated

sheet-iron plate, upon which is placed the filtering cloth. The

26
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grooved plates are placed upon a solid frame in such a manner

that they can be readily pushed apart. By means of two

strong head plates, one stationary and the other movable, and

two screws, the filtering plates with the filtering cloths between

them can be firmly pressed together, whereby the entire appa

ratus is made tight. The paraffine butter previously rendered

pasty in a mixing apparatus is conducted to the filtering box

system by the sucking and forcing pump, D, driven by steam.

In the tight filtering chamber the paraffine is immediately separ

ated from the oil, the latter running off clear from the separate

filtering chambers into a common gutter. The filtering cham

bers, when filled with paraffine, which is indicated by the pump

becoming disengaged, are emptied by screwing back the screw

C, which gives sufficient space to allow of the separate press

plates being pushed apart ; the scales of paraffine suspended

between the cloths then fall down by themselves. The opera

tion of emptying and reconstructing the apparatus requires 5

to 10 minutes.

The scales of paraffine thus obtained still contain 20 to 25

per cent, of oil. To obtain this the paraffine is packed in stout

bags and subjected to pressure in a hydraulic press with heated

plates. The expressed oils are purified like crude oils, and by

rectification yield a heavy illuminating oil and fresh paraffine

masses, which are treated in the same manner as the first.

The method of purifying the crude paraffine with concen

trated sulphuric acid has been almost entirely abandoned, as

also the distillation over lime or chloride of lime. The crude

paraffine, after melting, is at present treated in a similar manner

to petroleum paraffine, with about 15 to 25 per cent, of benzine

of not over O.785 specific gravity, and then subjected to pres

sure in a hydraulic press. The operation is repeated several

times according to the desired degree of fineness, and the ben

zine adhering to the paraffine after pressing expelled by treat

ing with steam for 10 to 12 hours. The paraffine is then fined

by digesting with bone-black in the manner already described.

The paraffine thus obtained shows a melting point of about

1440 F.
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It is self-evident that no matter how well the distillation of

ozocerite over an open fire may be conducted, losses of par-

affine will occur on account of the formation of a large quantity

of fluid products and gases. The yield under the most favor

able circumstances will not exceed 40 per cent. The most

rational method of distillation is, therefore, that with super

heated steam, introduced in 1875, whereby a good quality of

ozocerite will yield over 80 per cent, of paraffine, and others,

according to quality, 5 5 to 70 per cent. Two methods are in

use, viz., the introduction of direct steam into the fluid to be

distilled, or distillation in vacuo. The operation is conducted

in the same manner as with petroleum. About 3000 to 4000

pounds of the raw material are worked at one time, requiring

about twelve hours for distillation.

The decolorizing material retains a sufficient quantity of par

affine to make its extraction a paying operation. A very

simple apparatus for this purpose is that constructed by Thorn,

Fig. 119, which can also be utilized for other purposes, for in

stance, for the extraction of " Schmelzlep," etc.

In the interior of the extractor A is suspended the perforated

bottom C with the steam pipe S, for the reception of the

material to be extracted. Through the bottom of the cooler

B run the pipes for condensing the steam, and pass above into

the cupola. The centre pipe B alone passes through this

cupola ; it is provided with a valve, and, when it is to be used

as a distilling pipe for recovering the solvent, is connected

with a cooling pipe, a is a gutter fastened to the bottom of

the refrigerator, and serves to catch the solvent, which is con

densed here, and to distribute it over the material. The flanges

are so constructed that the gutter can be made air-tight by a

fluid and also by a rubber cord and clamps, m' and m", are

man-holes for the introduction and removal of the material.

The perforated bottom C, covered with a straining cloth, is

placed in the extractor and charged with the material to be ex

tracted, over which is poured as much of the solvent as it can

absorb. A further quantity of solvent is then poured into the
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extractor, so as to fill the space between the true and perforated

bottoms about half-full. After closing the apparatus air-tight,

the solvent is brought nearly to the boiling point by a steam

pipe. The vapors ascend in the pipe in the refrigerator, where

they are condensed, and extract the material by falling down

Fig. 119.

A, extractor; B, cooler; C, perforated bottom; »»', m", man-holes; a, bottom of

the refrigerator; B, condensing pipe; 6", steam-pipe.

upon it as a fluid on the points of the pipe and the gutter a.

The extract collects under the perforated bottom, where, after

disengaging the refrigerator and making connection with a

cooling worm, it is concentrated by distilling off the solvent.



CHAPTER XI.

METHODS OF TESTING OILS.

TESTS of illuminating and lubricating oils refer to the deter

mination of their physical and chemical properties with the as

sistance of various contrivances and apparatuses. In' the prac

tice an examination of the physical properties is, as a rule, con

sidered sufficient for the determination of the value of an oil.

However, the chemical properties, for instance the determina

tion of resin and sulphur, the behavior towards sulphuric acid

and lye, are not less conclusive, especially with more exact tests,

they together with the physical constitution giving a true pic

ture of the character and nature of the oil to be tested.

In determining the physical properties of the oils the follow

ing methods of testing have to be executed : Determination

oi the specific gravity ; fractional distillation ; inflammability ;

combustion; viscosity (power of rising in the wick); color

(colorimetric determination) ; photometric measurements (in

tensity of light), etc.

Specific Gravity.

This is of great importance for judging oils, because the

specific gravities of the latter are, generally speakfng, propor

tionally inverse to their volatility, and their determination fur

nishes a guide for proving the inflammability or dangerousness

as regards fire, of illuminating oils. Since oils boiling at a

lower temperature have a lower specific gravity than medium

oils, an admixture of such oils—consequently danger of fire—is

indicated by a lower specific gravity. On the other hand, too

high a specific gravity indicates the presence of a larger quan

tity of heavy oils boiling at a higher temperature, which causes

a loss of illuminating power by the oil not rising with sufficient

(405)
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force in the wicks of the lamps. However, the determination

of the specific gravity alone is not sufficient for judging an oil,

because by mixing very heavy portions with light essences an

oil of medium specific gravity may be prepared, which, not

withstanding its medium specific gravity, is unfit for burning in

lamps.

In the practice the specific gravity is ascertained by means

of hydrometers, densimeters, etc., according to the scales of

Baume, Fleischner, Brix and others. For the determination of

exact figures—five or six decimals—the picnometer, the specific

gravity balances of Mohr and Westphal, or the so-called aero

meter-balance of Reimann is used.

Baume's hydrometer is the oldest and is largely used, it

being employed, besides densimeters, in the United States,

Russia, and Austria. In Germany Brix's hydrometer is occa

sionally used, and in France, Gay-Lussac's.

Fig. i 20. Fig. 121. Fig. 122.

Fig. 120 represents the ordinary hydrometer graduated ac

cording to the Baume scale for liquids lighter than water. Fig.
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121 represents the combined hydrometer and thermometer, and

Fig. 122 the vessel usually employed for holding the oil.

The use of the hydrometers of Baume, as well as of Brix, re

quiring reduction tables, which is somewhat troublesome in

practice, densimeters from which the specific gravity can be

directly read off are recently more and more employed.

Fleischner's densimeter consists simply of a spindle graduated

from 0.600 to 1.000 or from 0.750 to 1.000, each degree being

divided into quarters.

Suiting's densimeter, also called Stelling's oil balance, can only

be used for heavy mineral oils or vegetable oils with a specific

gravity of from 0.900 to 1 .OOO. It is provided with a ther

mometer, the tube of which passes through the hollow body

and the tube for the scale.

Greiner's densimeter has four spindles giving the specific

gravity respectively from 0.600 to 0.700, from 0.700 to 0.800,

from 0.800 to 0.900, and from 0.900 to 1 .000.

In the hollow space of the densimeter is a thermometer on

which a normal temperature of 140 R. = 17. 50 C. = 63. 50 F.

is especially marked.

The tables for correcting the specific gravity and its compu

tation to the normal temperature have been given in Chapter

iii., p. 43-

The picnometer, Fig. 123, is one of the instruments used for

the more accurate determination of the specific gravity. It is a

small glass flask holding from 5 to 20 cubic centimeters. It

is provided with a glass stopper made of a piece of thermometer

tube so that, in case of heating, a portion of the fluid can es

cape through the small orifice without lifting the stopper or

endangering the flask. A thermometer may also be used as a

substitute for the glass stopper, but the flask must then be pro

vided with a lateral tube for the escape of fluid.

The flask is filled with water, closed with the stopper, and

weighed. It is then emptied, thoroughly dried, filled up to the

stopper with the oil to be examined, and again weighed. The

volumes of water and oil used being equal, it is only necessary
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Fig. 123.

to divide the weight of the oil by that of the water to obtain the

specific gravity of thc oil. For example :

Weight of the empty picnometer "-S32 grammes

Weight of the picnometer filled with distilled water. . .24.832 grammes

24.832

Subtract 11.532

13-300

Weight of the picnometer with oil 23.668 grammes

Weight of the picnometer without oil 1 '-532 grammes

12.136

We have now the proportion :—

13.300: 12.136 = 1 (specific gravity of water) : X. Consequently X =

1— = 0.91250 = specific gravity of the oil.

Another exact method of determining the specific gravity is

based on the well known theorem of Archimedes, which may

be thus expressed : When a body is immersed in a fluid, it

loses a portion of its weight; and this portion is equal to the

weight of the fluid which it displaces ; that is, to the weight of

its own bulk of that fluid. The oldest specific gravity balance
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based upon this principle is Mohr's, shown in Fig. 124. One

arm of the balance is divided into ten equal parts, and upon it

is suspended by means of a fine platinum wire a glass-vessel

embracing a thermometer, which is balanced by a weight

Fig. 124.

affixed to the other arm. The equilibrium caused by loss of

weight of the glass- vessel when immersed in water of 40 C.

(39.20 F.) is restored by appending an adjusted weight.

There are four weights (riders) No. 2 being equal, to ,>„, No. 3

to ,^ and No. 4 to of No. 1. If now after immersing the

glass-vessel in an oil, the riders are placed in the division

marks, the first indicates the tenths, the second the hundredths,

the third the thousandths, and so on.

Westphal's balance is constructed in a similar manner.

Reimann's aerometer-balance has the advantage of the division

marks on the arm of the balance being omitted, which con

tributes to the accuracy of the determination.
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Fractional Distillation.

This offers the only means of determining the quantities of

oils (heavy oils) which exert an injurious influence upon the

illuminating power of petroleum.

Distillation is of less importance in regard to testing the oil

as to its content of light essences, because the latter burn in

our lamps with excellent illuminating effect, and the determina

tion of the flashing point suffices as a protection against too

large a content of them. If the flashing point lies above the

permitted minimum, it does not matter whether many or few

essences are present. This applies especially to Baku oils.

In making the experiment, fractional distillation cannot be

executed in the ordinary manner, but in order to obtain re

liable results, certain precautions have to be observed.

According to Beilstein's 1 directions a retort provided with a

Glinsky dephlegmator is used. The entire apparatus (includ

ing the dephlegmator) is weighed ; the petroleum is then

poured in and the apparatus again weighed. A glass-tube

about feet long for cooling the vapors is fitted to the

dephlegmator, and distillation is so conducted that about 2

grammes per minute pass over. Distillation is carried on first

up to 3020 F., and then from 3020 to 5 180 F., the apparatus

being weighed each time. Three fractions—boiling below

3020, from 3020 to 5 1 8°, and above 518° F.—are thus ob

tained. Beilstein also suggests that a petroleum should be

required to contain less than 5 per cent, light oil and less than

15 per cent, heavy oil. Such requirement, however, could

apply only to Baku oils. For Pennsylvania oils, for instance,

it would be of no great advantage as it would enhance the price

of the product. Therefore, in view of the American heavy oils

burning with greater ease a standard permitting a maximum

content of 15 percent, of oils boiling above 5720 F. would

suffice, this being generally done in the practice.

For the above mentioned reasons it is also unnecessary to

1 Fresenius Zeitschrift, 22, 313.
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fix a lower limit. Besides it is advisable, in order to obtain a

complete picture of the nature of a petroleum, to divide the dis

tillation into sub-fractions of from 250 to 250 or from 500 to

500 and determine these according to volume or weight. If,

for instance, an oil contains 60 per cent, of constituents boiling

between 3020 and 5720 F., it is by no means unimportant

whether this quantity consists of 30 per cent, from 3020 to

3920, 20 per cent, from 3920 to 4820 and 10 per cent, from

4820 to 5720 F., or vice versa of 10 per cent, from 3020 to 3920

F., 20 per cent. 3920 to 4820, and 30 per cent. 4820 to 572°

F., an oil of the former constitution burning much better in

a lamp than one of the latter. In short, a sufficient decision re

garding the quality of an oil can only be obtained by dividing

it into separate parts.

For the execution of such distillation the arrangement and

method prescribed by Engler, which has been given in Chapter

viii., p. 248, is recommended.

That the values obtained by this method do not entirely

agree with the results of Beilstein's process is natural, but in

executing the distillation according to Engler's method the re

sults obtained by different experimenters are likely to agree

better than with the use of special boiling tubes, particularly if

the dimensions of the latter are not accurately determined and

controlled.

The results given in the appended table were obtained by

fractional distillation of different commercial varieties of Cau

casian (Nobel's) and Pennsylvania oils according to Engler's

method. The fractions were caught from 200 to 200. It is

still better, according to Engler's later proposition, to divide the

fractions from 500 to 500 or from 25° to 250, because the prin

cipal fraction from 1500 to 3000 C, (302°-S72° F.), which may

be designated standard illuminating oil, is more readily reduced

to the latter sub-divisions.
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For distillation 100 cubic centimeters of each of the petro

leum varieties were used.

On an average there were obtained from the separate

portions of the four Caucasian and the ten American kinds of

petroleum :

Below Between Above

1500 C. 150 and 100° C. 1900 C.

(302° F.) (3020 and 554° F.) (554° F.)

Caucasian petroleum 8.0 86.6 54 per cent. by volume.

American petroleum 16.9 57.1 26.0

However, as previously mentioned, it must not be supposed

that Pennsylvania oils burn worse in proportion to their con

tent of heavy oils than Caucasian oils, because experiments

have shown that the heavy portions in American oil injure the

illuminating power somewhat less than corresponding quantities

of Caucasian heavy oils of the same boiling point, which very

likely is connected with the considerably higher specific gravity

of the latter.

Below are given the results of distillation made by Engler

and C. Schestopal, of Alsace petroleum known in commerce as

"brilliant petroleum," as compared with Kaisercel (Imperial

oil) and ordinary Pennsylvania petroleum.

The specific gravities of the oils are :

Alsace brilliant petroleum 0.801

Kaisercel ■. 0.795

Ordinary Pennsylvania petroleum 0.800

For distillation 100 cubic centimeters of each were used ; the

experiments were made with Engler's apparatus.
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Varieties of oil.

g.Sf

II

lo

Alsace brilliant pe- fi 6 \

troleum * ,

Kaiseroel

Ordinary Pennsyl

vania petroleum.
212

0.8 10.5

8.2 15.9

12.5 17.2

24.7

20.9

16.9

20.0

16.2

154

15.4

12.S

«4S

o—

o

Above 572° F.

4.8 3.8 cubic 1

meters.

3-9 gr. —

1 1.8 1 1.7 cubic 1

— 9.61I3.3 13.5 12.5 12.0 9.6 gr. —

15.8 10.0 12.0 8.2511.0 I 7.8 9.0 26.15 cubic cent

imeters.

5.1 7.7 9.42 6.42 8.96 6.8 7.5 gr. —

From the table it will be seen that brilliant oil as well as

Kaisercel are within the limits of a normal petroleum, while or

dinary Pennsylvania petroleum is far outside of them and con

sequently is inferior.

The content of " normal burning oil" in thoroughly purified

varieties of petroleum, for instance, in American astral oil,

Kaisercel, etc., exceeds 80 and even 90 per cent., this being the

principal reason for the safety as regards fire and the excellent

illuminating value of these varieties of oil.

As regards the examination of lubricating oils and their frac

tions, the determination of their content of readily volatile oils

is, as a rule, sufficient, a distilling test, similar to that for illu

minating oil, being made according to Engler's method. En-

gler in his laboratory uses a small glass retort of the form and

size shown in Fig. 125 and distils in it 100 cubic centimeters of

oil so that about 2^ cubic centimeters per minute pass over.

With properly prepared lubricating oil by far the greater por

tion should boil above 5900 F. Hence distillation is inter

rupted at this temperature and the distillate measured in the

measuring apparatus, when distillation is continued.

If the asphaltum-like residuum, which cannot be distilled, is

also to be determined, distillation is continued, after removing

the thermometer, as long as anything passes over, and the resi
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duum determined by weighing the retort. Properly distilled

lubricating oils do not leave behind over three per cent, of

coke, and lubricating oils, not distilled but simply chemically

purified, not over 7 per cent., according to their derivation.

However, by direct distillation, the lubricating oils are de

composed, thinly-fluid (light) oils being formed, and conse-

Fig. 125.

quently show more light constituents than they actually contain.

Hence a true picture of the content of more or less volatile,

and especially of heavy oils, is not obtained by this mode of

distillation, and it is therefore recommended to execute distilla

tion either in vacuum or, still better, with superheated steam.

The latter method, which also serves for determining the

value of petroleum residuum (the portions boiling above 5720

F.) for working into lubricating oils, is carried on by means of
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an apparatus, Fig. 126, constructed by Engler,* which is based

upon the principle as the apparatus used in the lubricating oil

factories at Baku.

Fig. 126.

Steam generated in a small boiler is superheated in pipes to

about 5720 F., and to maintain it at uniform temperature is

conducted into the copper receiver R, which is provided with

a screw-lid made tight by an asbestos ring. In this lid are

screwed the tube for the reception of the thermometer d, also

the small cock /, through which in the beginning of the opera

tion the air is discharged, and the steam when the operation is

finished. The cock h serves for discharging the condensed

water. By heating upon a small gas-stove the temperature of

the steam passing through R is maintained at 5720 F. The

steam passes through a pipe covered with asbestos paper to B,

and from there into the oil through the pipe b, which is pro

vided with numerous small holes directed downward at an

angle of 450. The copper still B is about 7^ inches deep and

7^ inches in diameter, and holds about 6.6 to 8.8 lbs. of oil

(it may be made of any size desired;. Upon it is screwed a

helmet, also rendered tight by means of an asbestos ring. The

temperature in the still is indicated by the thermometer v in

the tube v' . The still B being filled with oil, it is slowly heated

upon a gas stove. With too rapid heating the oil, if water is

present, runs over very readily, and strong bumping takes

place. A more energetic heat should be applied only after the

thermometer v shows a temperature of 2660 F. When a tem

* Engler. " Die deutschen Erdole."
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perature of 5720 F. has been attained, the steam heated to 5720

F. is introduced from R into the still by closing the cock t, and

the vapors are conducted into the separatory condenser S

joined to the helmet by the connection c. This condenser

consists of copper pipe bent three times. It has a diameter of

about x/t inch and a total length of about 5 feet, each bend

being about 9^ inches long. Into the bottom of each bend is

screwed a small discharge-pipe 0, o„ o,„ which to cool the

distillates are placed in a vessel filled with cold water. With

the separatory condenser is connected a condensing coil K

cooled by water. This serves for condensing the rest of the

vapors, especially the steam. The neck of the helmet and the

separatory tubes should be covered with asbestos paper to

prevent the condensation of light oils and water in them.

In the commencement of distillation light oils and a small

quantity of water condense at s, s„ s„. These are removed

and combined with the distillate from K. However, in the

course of 15 to 25 minutes distillation progresses regularly and

the heaviest and thickest oils condense in the leg s and thinner

oils in s, and s,„ while the lightest oils together with steam pass

into K. It is a characteristic feature of this process that thick

oils immediately separate in the commencement at s, which is a

clear proof that a sufficient separation can never be effected by

the ordinary method of fractional distillation, in which in the

beginning light oils and then oils becoming constantly heavier

are caught; besides, the first so-called light distillate contains a

considerable quantity of heavy oils, which in Engler's apparatus

are separated in s or s,.

By this method four fractions are thus obtained, which are

weighed, whereby the content of the different light and other

parts is established.

Flashing Point.

Petroleum consists of a mixture of hydrocarbons and with a

preponderance of light volatile oils its use is dangerous. When

the readily volatile oils are not sufficiently separated by distil

27
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lation, petroleum frequently evolves vapors even at the ordinary

temperature of a room, which form, with the air in the oil-

holder of the lamp, explosive gas mixtures. According to

Chandler's experiments the most violent explosion occurs with

a mixture of i part petroleum vapor and 8 to 9 parts air , 1

part air and 3 parts petroleum vapor give a slight report, while

a mixture of 1 part air and 1 part petroleum vapor does not

explode. According to Thorner, the explosive mixtures con

tain at least 1.9 to 3.2 per cent, by volume of petroleum hydro

carbons. To what degree a few per cent, of naphtha reduce

the degree of temperature at which the oil evolves inflammable

vapors, is shown by the following experiments of Dr. C. B.

White, of New Orleans, Louisiana. With an oil which origin

ally yielded inflammable gases at 1130 F., the respective de

grees of temperature fell with the addition of 1 per cent, naphtha

to 1030 F. ; with the addition of 2 per cent, naphtha to 920 F.;

with the addition of 5 per cent, naphtha to 830 F. ; with the

addition of 10 per cent, naphtha to 590 F. ; with the addition

of 20 per cent, naphtha to 400 F.

The property of petroleum to evolve on heating inflam

mable vapors which explode when mixed with air is called

inflammability, and the degree of temperature at which vapors

are evolved in sufficient quantity to allow of their ignition, the

flashing point. The lower the latter is, the greater the danger

in using the oil in lamps or stoves.

By combustion is understood the property of petroleum to

take fire and continue burning when heated to a certain

temperature, and the lowest temperature at which it will take

fire is called the burning point. Hence, a distinction has to be

made between the flashing test and the burning test. These

two tests are often confounded. In the first case, only the

vapor over the oil burns or explodes, the combustion not ex

tending to the oil itself; in the latter case, the ignition of the

vapor is transferred to the oil itself, the latter continuing to

burn on the surface. The burning point and flashing point,

therefore, can never agree, and, in fact, the burning point of an
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oil may be from io° to 700 F. higher than the flashing point.

In ordinary petroleum the burning point is, as a rule, from 410

to S30 F. higher than the flashing point.

The flashing test is the most important test, as it is the in

flammable vapor evolved at atmospheric temperature that

causes most of the accidents. Moreover, an oil having a high

flashing test is sure to have a high burning test, while the re

verse is not true. In most countries regulations regarding the

minimum flashing point permissible have been established. In

making such regulations the degree to which the oil in the

burning lamps is heated above the surrounding air must, of

course, be taken into consideration. Chandler, in his experi

ments with 23 lamps and 72 varieties of petroleum, found that

during seven hours, with the air of the room at from 730 to 740

F., the temperature of the oil in the burning lamps ranged from

760 to ioo° F., the highest temperature of ioo° having been

reached in a metal lamp at the end of one hour. That this was

an exceptionally high temperature is shown by the fact that the

highest temperature reached in any other lamp was 920 F.

With the air of the room at from 820 to 840 F., the temperature

of the oil in the burning lamps ranged from 820 to 1200 F.

The temperature 1200 was exceptional, being confined to one

lamp. With the air of the room at from 900 to 920 F. the tem

perature of the oil in the burning lamps ranged from 840 to

1290 F., the highest temperature being exceptional.

From these results it appears that the temperature of the

oil in burning lamps often rises much above ioo° F., thus

reaching a temperature at which oil which does not emit a

combustible vapor below ioo° F. would be dangerous.

Apparatuses.

The large number of apparatuses constructed for determining

the flashing point may be divided into two groups, those of the

first group being based upon the principle according to which

the expansion of the vapor which the petroleum shows at fixed

temperatures is measured. In the apparatuses of the second
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group the petroleum is heated in a vessel to the point at which

the gases accumulated over the oil can be ignited or exploded

by bringing them in contact with a small flame.

I . Apparatuses in which the expansion of the vapor is measured.

The Salleron-Urbaine apparatus may be designated the most

complete of this kind. It consists of a brass or copper vessel

A, Fig. 127, in which is fixed the conical pillar D, and which

is covered by the plate d d, fitting on its upper edge. C is a

movable plate turning on the pillar D, and held in place by the

Fia 127.

screw n. In this movable plate is the cylindrical chamber B,

closed at the top by the screw-plug />, while its lower opening

can be placed in communication with the vessel A, by means

of the opening o, or, by turning the plate c, it can be sealed by

the upper surface of d. There are also in the plate d, a ther

mometer, a graduated tube ;«, 35 centimeters (13.78 inches)

long, and the regulating apparatus /, which consists of the
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screw r, so arranged that by raising or lowering it, the water

level in m is made to stand at zero.

Fifty cubic centimeters of water are put in the vessel A. B

is nearly filled with the petroleum to be tested, the screw / re

placed, and the whole placed in warm water until the tempera

ture has become constant. The water level in m is placed at

zero, and the plate C is moved until the opening of B comes

over the opening o. The petroleum spreads upon the surface

of the water in A, and by the expansion of its vapor causes the

water to rise in the tube m, when its height is read. By a com

parison of this number with the known expansion of the vapor

of normal petroleum at a corresponding temperature, the com

bustibility of the oil is determined. For this purpose a table

accompanies the apparatus, which gives the obtained vapor ex

pansion of normal petroleum in m, for different temperatures

sought

This method depends upon the supposition that the numbers

which express the expansion of the petroleum vapor run

parallel with the temperature of the inflammability of all kinds

of petroleum. It has been found, however, that this supposi

tion is not correct for all cases, inasmuch as the presence of a

small quantity of a very volatile hydrocarbon occasions, by in

creased temperature, a correspondingly greater pressure in the

tube m, without it being sufficient to form an explosive mixture

with air. Experiments made by Engler, on samples of petro

leum, prepared by mixing in varying proportions oils of low

and high boiling points, showed that a small percentage of a

volatile constituent, notwithstanding the equal inflammability

of the oils, occasions an uncorresponding increase of the vapor

expansion. A similar conclusion may be drawn from Biel's

investigations, recently published, as will .be seen from the ap

pended table showing the results obtained with various oils.
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Name of oil.

Vapor expansion at

35° C. in milli

meters of water-

column.

Flashing point ° C.

Standard oil

Astral oil

Kaiser eel

Russian Kerosene

ii ii

A

B

C

aoi

73

♦5

95

S

'3

26

48

44

26

28

30

a5

While, according to the above, vapor expansion may be con

sidered a valuable criterion for judging in general the proper

ties of an oil, it does not allow of drawing a direct and exact

conclusion as to its inflammability. The researches of Arthur

H. Elliot1 also lead to the conclusion that the vapor expan

sions obtained in this apparatus are very irregular.

II. Apparatuses in which the inflammability is directly observed

by igniting the vapors evolved at a certain temperature.

Extraordinary difficulties have been found to attend the con

struction of exact apparatuses for heating petroleum and de

termining thereby the degree of temperature at which a small

flame brought over the level of the oil may effect the ignition

of the accumulated vapors. The execution of such experi

ments also requires great attention, because rapidity of heat

ing, motion, quantity of oil, form of the oil-holder, size and

intensity of the igniting flame, etc., are factors which may con

siderably impair the results of the determination of the flashing

point. The results to be obtained are largely influenced by

the construction of the petroleum-holder. In this respect a

distinction is made between apparatuses with open or closed

petroleum-holder.

1 Report on the Methods and Apparatus for Testing Inflammable Oils.
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A. Apparatuses with open petroleum-holders.

Of the different petroleum testers of this kind, those of

Tagliabue and Saybolt will here be described.

Tagliabue's open tester. This apparatus, Fig. 128, was em

ployed in the official testing of petroleum in this country until

1879. It consists of a brass water-bath, A, upon the stand, B,

heated by the lamp, C. D is the glass petroleum-holder, in

which is immersed the thermometer E. The bath is nearly

filled with cold water, allowing for the displacement by the oil-

holder. D is filled to the top with the petroleum to be tested,

care being taken not to wet the rim, the thermometer placed in

position and the lamp lighted. The heating should be gradual,

and if necessary, the lamp be occasionally removed. When the

oil has reached the temperature at which the operator wishes to

begin testing, a small flame, either from a wooden splinter or

a gas-jet, is slowly and carefuJly passed over the petroleum,

Fig. 128.

r
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about half an inch from the surface. If no flashing takes place,

this is repeated as the temperature rises until the flashing point

is reached. During the testing the apparatus should be pro

tected from draughts of air.

To the group of open testers belong also the apparatuses of

Ernecke-Hannemann and of Lenoir, as well as the Saybolt

tester which was formerly used in England and the United

States, it having been adopted in the latter country, in 1879,

by the Produce Exchange of New York, in testing refined

petroleum.

Saybolt electric tester. This apparatus resembles the open

Flc. 129.

tester of Tagliabue, differing chiefly in the use of the electric

spark in place of the burning splinter. It is shown in Fig. 129.

and consists of the copper water-bath F, containing the petro-
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!eum-holder, which, with the other parts of the apparatus, are

placed on the tray C, and, for transportation, can be enclosed

in the box A. D D are the covers of two battery elements.

H is a current breaker, E an induction coil, and ^the conduct

ing wires for producing the spark over the surface of the

petroleum ; a is the thermometer of the oil-holder, and a' that

of the water-bath. The further details of the water- bath F may

be seen from Fig. 130. b is the glass petroleum holder, c a

small ebonite beam secured by the brass pins d d; ff are two

strips of brass ending towards the centre in platinum wires

which pass through the ebonite beam, and below the latter are

placed opposite to one another so that the spark can leap

across.

In using this apparatus the bath is filled with water, and

heated to ioo° F., after which the lamp is removed, the oil

cup, filled to within an eighth of an inch of the top with the

petroleum to be tested, is placed in the bath, and the thermom

eter is immersed in the oil until the bulb is just covered.

When the temperature of the oil is raised to 900 F. a spark is

produced by the key H, and after replacing the lamp the oper

ation is repeated every two or three degrees until the flashing

point is reached. The temperature of the oil when brought

into the water bath should not be below 550 F. and not above

Fig. 130.
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700 F. Oil with a flashing point of 1 100 F. or above is tested

at 900 950, 1000, 1040, 1080, u00, 1120 and H50F. Oils

with a flashing point of 1200 F. or above are tested at 1000,

1050, no0, 1 1 50, 1180, 1200, 1220 and 1250 F.

The easy supervision of this apparatus renders it possible to

execute several tests alongside of one another, and by supplying

the necessary connections and contrivances for breaking the

current the sparks from several apparatuses in use at the same

time can be produced by means of an induction-apparatus.

Like all petroleum testers with open oil-holder, the otherwise

very exact Saybolt tester has the defect of giving the flashing

point too high. This is readily explained by the escape of

vapors, by the warm current of air ascending from the appa

ratus, and by other accidental movements of the air. A too

high flashing point is also obtained if the level of the oil is kept

a few millimeters lower. But even by strictly observing the

rules accompanying the apparatus, there is a considerable dif

ference in the results with one and the same oil, they amount

ing according to numerous experiments by Engler to as much

as about 3 5.60 F.

B. Apparatuses with closed oil-holders.

These apparatuses yield more corresponding results, their

construction approaching more closely the plan of a lamp. The

petroleum is under similiar conditions as in the holder of a

lamp, inflammable vapors being gradually evolved which ac

cumulate in the empty portion of the vessel, become mixed

with air, and explode when ignited. The results obtained in

these apparatuses also correspond better one with another, since

the oil vapors are not carried away by the warm current of air.

As examples the apparatuses of Tagliabue, Abel, Bernstein,

Braun, Engler, Heumann, Victor-Meyer, Haas and Beilstein

will here be described.

Tagliabue's closed tester. This tester, Fig. 131, consists of the

water-bath A and the petroleum-holder B, both of brass. The

latter is provided with a cover, upon which are fixed the hood
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C, containing a rectangular opening a, the sliding bar b, for

opening or closing the aperture beneath it, and lastly, the ther

mometer D. There is also an improved form of this tester dif-

Fig. 131.

fering from the first in the arrangement of the cover, which is

shown in Fig. 132. In this a a is the cover, with openings

under the movable bar b b, by which they are closed ; // are

small openings in b b, closed by the piece e, held up by the

spring beneath it. By pressing upon the knob c, the apertures

// are opened, and the bar b b can be moved by the handle g.

In using this apparatus, the water-bath as well as the oil-

holder is filled, and the bath is gradually heated by the spirit

lamp. When the thermometer reaches a definite temperature,

a small flame is introduced through the opening a, into the

hood C : and at the same time the bar b, in Fig. r3 1 , is moved
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to one side, or, as represented in Fig. 132, the knob e is pressed

down in order to establish communication with the air by

openings b, or //. The testing is repeated as the temperature

rises until the flashing point is reached.

Abel's tester. This apparatus is used in England and, since

1882, has been employed in the official testing of petroleum in

Germany. It is shown in Figs. 133, 134, 135. and 136.

Fic. 133.

It consists of a petroleum holder closed by a cover. This

holder is filled with petroleum up to a fixed mark. Through

the cover a thermometer passes into the oil. The cover is also

provided with openings which can be opened and closed by a

sliding bar. The movement of the sliding bar is effected by

means of a small mechanism, the flame of a small lamp being,

by the same movement, so tipped that it comes opposite to the
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opening in the middle of the cover when the sliding bar is

drawn back. The flame thus comes each time in contact

with the petroleum vapors, but retreats after each contact.

Fig. 134.

while the openings in the cover are at the same time closed by

the sliding bar. This is repeated until the flashing point is

reached. G is the brass petroleum-holder with the brass ring

Kjg. 136.

r ; K are two knobs for lifting G, and h the mark to which the

holder is filled with petroleum. D is the cover, the arrange

ment of which is shown in Figs. 134, 135, and 136. The circu
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lar cover has a prolongation with a pivot for the sliding bar S ;

below are two small pillars s, and s2 for securing the mechanism.

As a protection from radiating heat, the prolongation is covered

below with ebonite e. Opposite to the prolongation are the

opening a, for the reception of the thermometer t, and along

side of it the strap b for the reception of the small lamp / sus

pended in two pivots; also a white bead /, 3.75 millimeters in

diameter, which serves as a measure for the size of the flame.

In the cover D are three rectangular openings o„ o}, o4, which

can be brought into correspondence with two openings in the

sliding bar 5 by turning the latter.

The object of the mechanism T is to effect a slow and uni

form movement of the sliding-bar D so that the gradual open

ing of the apertures o3, o3, o4 lasts exactly two seconds, and that

the slide-bar 5 finally returns to its initial position and closes

the apertures. W is the water-holder, consisting of two metallic

cylinders with flat bottom; the inner cylinder must be of

copper, while the outer cylinder, as well as the bottom, may be

of brass. The annular space between the two cylinders is

closed on top by a copper plate. Hence, the inner cylinder

alone remains open on top, so that the petroleum holder G can

be placed in it. g is an ebonite ring to prevent the conduction

of heat. The cover of the holder W is further provided with

the tubulure a2 for the reception of the thermometer t„ further

the funnel c for filling W and two brass rings gg. The excess

of water is discharged through the pipe y.

F is the trevet upon which the holder W rests ; U a copper

or brass jacket open below and closed above ; and L a spirit

lamp secured upon the plate w to one leg of F. The scale of

the thermometer t, for measuring the temperature of the petro

leum, is graduated in */2 degrees from + 100 to + 35°, while

the thermometer for the water bath is graduated only in

whole degrees from + 500 to + 600, the mark 550 being indi

cated by a red line. Finally, the tester is provided with a glass

pipette for filling the oil-holder with petroleum, and a gauge for

controlling the dimensions of the apparatus. The whole is en
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closed in a wooden box, in the cover of which a metallic baro

meter may be placed.

In executing the test the apparatus is to be placed in a

medium warm room, as free from draughts as possible, the

petroleum in a closed bottle being allowed to stand in the same

room until it has acquired the temperature of the latter. The

water is heated by means of the spirit lamp to from 44. 5 0 to

550 C. (red mark). G is then filled by means of the pipette

to the mark h with the petroleum to be tested. The cover D

is then immediately placed in position and the petroleum-

holder G, without shaking the petroleum, brought into the

holder W. The spirit lamp is then removed, and, in case the

temperature of the water has risen to above 550 C, it is brought

to that degree by the addition of cold water. When the tem

perature of the petroleum approaches the supposed flashing

point the wick of the small lamp / is ignited and arranged to

give a flame of the size of the bead /. The mechanism T is, at

the same time, wound up by turning the knob b. When the

petroleum has acquired the degree of heat prescribed for the

commencement of the test, the sliding-bar is set in motion by

pressing with the hand against the lever h, and by the move

ments of the sliding-bar the lamp is so tipped that its nose

comes opposite to the opening in the middle of the cover.

This operation is repeated every half degree until the flashing

point is reached. The experiment is then repeated with a fresh

portion of petroleum ; the petroleum holder, thermometer and

cover being first wiped and dried with a cloth and the petro

leum-holder cooled off, if necessary, by placing it in cold water.

If there be a difference of more than i° C. a third test has to

be made, and the average of these three determinations is taken.

Before commencing the test the marking of a suitable barom

eter in the work-room is read off in whole millimeters, and

based upon this the degree of heat at which testing has to be

commenced is ascertained from the following table :
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With the barometer Testing c

at from 685 to 695 Mm at + 14° C.

at over 695 to 705 Mm at + 14.5 C.

" 705 to 715 Mm ...at +15 C

" 715 to 725 Mm at + 15.5 C

" 725 to 735 Mm at 16 C

" 735 to 745 Mm at -f 16 C.

" 745 to 755 Mm at -)- 16.5 C.

" 755 t0 765 Mm at 4- 17 C.

" 765 to 775 Mm at 4- '7 C

" 775 t0 785 Mm at 4 17.5 C

The arrangement of Abel's apparatus as introduced in Eng

land is, generally speaking, the same as that of the apparatus

described above. However, it is not provided with a mechan

ism for setting the sliding bar in motion, the petroleum-holder,

A, as shown in Fig. 137, being simply moved forward and

backward by means of the handle, d. By the backward move

ment a pin strikes the lamp c, and the latter is so tipped that its

nose comes opposite to the opening in the middle of the cover.

Parrish naphthometer. This instrument is used chiefly in

Holland, and differs from those already described in that the

inflammable mixture is carried out of the petroleum-holder to

a stationary flame. It is shown in Fig. 138. A represents the

oil-holder, C the water-bath, D the support, and E the lamp.

The holder is provided with a projecting cover, in which is the

cylinder, d, having in its axis a small tube with a wick running

into the petroleum; e is a screw, against whose base rests the

glass plate, /, for protecting the thermometer from the heat of

the wick-flame, and lastly, B is a chamber communicating with

the air, in which are the openings a and b, the former for the

circulation of the air through the petroleum-holder, and the

latter to allow the oil to pass from B into A. The thermom

eter, c, is placed in the vessel B. The bath is filled with

cold water, and the oil-holder with the petroleum to be tested,

to a point one centimeter below the rim. The heating must be

slow and is effected by the spirit lamp, whose flame is only

1 to 1^ centimeters high. The small wick in d is then lighted.
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Fig. 137.

care being taken that the flame is not more than 6 to 7 milli

meters high. The heat of this flame produces a current of air,

which, coming in through the opening a, spreads over the sur

28
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Fig. 138.

face of the oil and passes out by the tube d, taking with it the

vapors evolved from the heated oil. When the oil vapors are

sufficient in amount to produce an inflammable mixture, they

are ignited by the flame in d, the flame being extinguished by

the sudden motion of the air. At this moment the flashing

temperature is read.

Bernstein's tester. In this apparatus, Fig. 139, the petroleum

is contained in a closed holder F, which is heated by a water

bath and from which the vapors evolved are displaced by water

pressure. In the cover of the petroleum-holder are two wicks,

w and v, placed vertically one above the other and fed by the

petroleum to be tested ; the upper wick is ignited after the oil

has been heated. In the cover is also the thermometer C,

the mercury bulb of which dips into the oil. The funnel-

shaped bottom of the petroleum-holder communicates by the

bent pipe G G, and the cocks K and L with the funnel S ; the

latter, by shifting the doubly perforated cock K can also be

brought into communication with the pipe J. R is a stirrer,

T a thermometer for the water bath, and m the mark up tp
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Fig. 139.

which the bath is filled with water. In executing the test the

petroleum-holder is taken from the water-bath, the latter filled

with water up to the mark and heated to the temperature, for

instance, 350 C, which corresponds to the minimum flashing

point. By using the stirrer the water is kept at a uniform tem

perature. In the meanwhile the lid is removed from the petro

leum-holder and the cock K placed in a horizontal, and the

cock L in a vertical, position. By means of a measuring flask
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accompanying the apparatus, the proper quantity of petroleum

is brought into F, and, after replacing the lid, water is poured in

through S until it flows out from the top of J. The cock K is

now placed vertically and the cock L horizontally, when the en

tire apparatus is placed in the water-bath and the funnel 5 filled

with water up to the lateral discharge-pipe. The petroleum

becomes heated and the water cooled off thereby is reheated to

350 C. until water and petroleum have acquired the same tem

perature. The wick w is now ignited and the cock L opened

(placed vertically). The water from the funnel 5 now presses

towards F, and from there forces the petroleum vapors evolved

through the small pipe below the lower wick. If the latter is

thereby ignited from the upper wick the minimum flashing

point lies below 350 C. and the petroleum is not admissible.

After each test the petroleum-holder is rinsed out with cold

water.

With careful manipulation this apparatus gives, according to

Engler's experiments with it, very satisfactory results. It has,

however, the disadvantage that for every determination of the

flashing point it has to be refilled, which is troublesome and

time-consuming. But for simply testing an oil as to whether it

is admissible or not, this apparatus is very useful and reliable.

0. Braun's tester. This apparatus is based upon a principle

similar to the preceding. It is shown in Fig. 140. A is a

cast-iron or copper block, weighing about 13 lbs. In this

block is a cavity B E, 2.95 inches in diameter and 1.77 inches

deep. In this cavity sits the bronze vessel H provided with a

glass-cover, F, in which is a small opening which can be closed

by a cork, K. In the bottom of H a small hollow cylinder, b,

is secured. L is a lamp secured to the leg, m ; it can be turned

and screwed up so high that its flame is brought directly in

front of the opening, C. The thermometer, T, sits in a bore

hole, 5, filled with petroleum. P and A7" form the stand for the

apparatus.

For the execution of a test the glass cover, F, is removed and

25 cubic centimeters petroleum are poured into H, until a small
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quantity of oil enters the small overflow cylinder />, from which

it is removed by means of a pipette. The cork, K, is now

lifted and the first 25 cubic centimeters of oil run into B, when

25 cubic centimeters more are poured into H, and the glass

cover is placed in position. In three to five minutes the oil in

B has acquired the temperature of the block, A. In about 10

minutes the flame is brought in front of C, and the cork, K, is

removed, the oil now running from H to B; the vapors in the

latter are displaced and brought to the flame. If an explosive

mixture has been formed the flame is extinguished by the sud

den combustion. This apparatus, like Bernstein's, also permits

only of a test at a definite temperature.

Braun has also constructed a glass apparatus based upon the

same principle in which the vapors are displaced by the water

of the water-bath.

Englcrs tester. The apparatus devised by Engler is of the

closed form, to which is added an electric mechanism similar to

that of the Saybolt tester. It is shown in Figs. 141 and 142.

It consists of the copper water-bath, A, heated by the spirit-

lamp, B. CC is a glass vessel for water, which has a filling

Fig. 140.
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mark etched upon it. mm is the cover, and n, the thermometer.

In the cover is the glass petroleum-vessel, D, also provided

with a filling mark, and to which is fitted the brass cover, oo.

The latter is shown in Fig. 142, in which will be noticed the

following details : ss are two movable covers, // the conducting

Fig. 141.

wires insulated by the ebonite rings uu, r the thermometer and

q the handle of the stirrer /, seen in Fig. 141. The conducting

wires terminate in platinum points in the vessel D, from # to

centimeter above the surface of the oil and at a distance of

1 millimeter from each other. For the production of the

electric spark, a chromate cell is used with an induction appar

atus, which gives a spark at least 2 to 3 millimeters long. The

electric apparatus of the Saybolt tester answers very well. In

using this tester the baths A and C are filled with water, and

D is filled to the mark with the oil to be tested. When the

petroleum vessel is in place, the water in C should stand one

centimeter below the rim. The wires are connected with the

induction coil and the lamp is lighted. As the temperature

rises to the testing point, the electric spark is allowed to leap
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across from degree tc degree, care being taken that the spark

continues from one-half to one second. After each passage of

the spark the oil is gently agitated by the stirrer. The opera

tion is continued in this way until an explosion occurs, by

which the covers, ss, are thrown open.

K. Heumann has improved Engler's apparatus by continuing

the stirrer into the upper portion of the petroleum-holder in

order to produce there a homogeneous mixture by mixing the

oil vapors evolved with air. In other apparatuses the specifi

cally heavier oil vapors remain lying on the surface of the oil,

so that the closer the flame is approached to the latter the

lower the flashing point is found. Heumann has also simpli

fied the means of igniting. In Fig. 143 a is the glass petro-

Fig. 143.

J

leum-holder, b a brass water bath resting upon g, c the stirrer,

d the igniting flame which is fed with gas from k through the
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pipe f. By pressing upon the spring i the flame can be low

ered into the vapor-space of the petroleum-holder a ; it after

wards rises by itself and closes the opening d. A thermometer

t passes through the hard-rubber cover into the petroleum.

In executing an experiment the necessary quantity of petro

leum is brought by means of a marked funnel provided with a

cock into a, and water up to the mark into b. The water, as

in Engler's apparatus, surrounds the petroleum-holder so that

the result is not influenced by the temperature of the room.

The lamp e is lighted and at the suitable moment the igniting

experiments are made by depressing k. The throwing open of

the cover indicates the flashing point.

Victor Meyer's method of determining the flashing tempera

ture. Meyer designates the temperature at which petroleum

agitated with a quantity of air flashes by the introduction of a

small flame as the true or absolute flashing temperature of pe

troleum. To determine the flashing point about 40 cubic cen

timeters of the oil to be tested are brought into a glass cylinder

of about 300 cubic centimeters capacity (according to experi

ments by Horler the results are independent of the size of the

cylinder or the quantity of oil used). The mouth of the cylin

der is closed with a doubly perforated cork. Through the per

forations pass two thermometers, one reaching nearly to the

bottom of the cylinder and the other but a few centimeters

below the cork. The cylinder is then placed up to its upper

rim in warm water. When the oil and air above it have ac

quired the temperature at which the oil is to be tested, the cylin

der is taken from the water, vigorously shaken, and allowed to

stand until the bubbles have disappeared, when it is opened.

A small gas flame is then introduced through a pointed glass

tube to see whether the vapor ignites. If the latter is not the

case the experiment is repeated from degree to degree until

ignition takes place.

Horler uses a somewhat different method for determining the

flashing point. He mixes, after the first ignition, some cold

water with the warm water, allows the open petroleum-holder
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to cool off somewhat, and repeats the same experiment at a

lower temperature. This is continued until the limit at which

no ignition takes place is reached. In using this method it is

necessary to allow the cylinder to stand quietly at least one

minute after shaking before introducing the flame, otherwise the

results will evidently be too low on account of the spray formed

by shaking, which is suspended in the gas mixture and vapor

ized by the introduction of the flame. The result is also, to a

considerable extent, influenced by the size and intensity of the

flame, a stronger flame giving a lower flashing point than a

weak one. Hence, in making comparative experiments, it is

necessary to use an igniting flame of the same size and in

tensity.

Haass' tester. This apparatus is based upon Victor Meyer's

principle of agitation with the use of the method of igniting the

vapors by an electric spark in a closed glass vessel employed

in Engler's apparatus. The apparatus is shown in Figs. 144

and 145. A glass cylinder with a foot is provided on top with

a brass edging, to which is secured, by means of a hinge-joint,

the hermetically closing cover d. For the convenient pouring

out of the oil, the edging / is also furnished with a lip e. It

also carries the brass socket h in which the thermometer in the

interior of the glass cylinder is so secured that it hangs free at

a distance of about ]/2 centimeter from the sides. The ends of

the poles in the form of platinum wires are screwed in brass

mountings at m m, and, after entering the glass cylinder, turn

upward so that the oil can run off. They end at a distance of

1 millimeter from each other. The platinum wires are further

connected with the copper wires K K, which pass through holes

in the glass foot and communicate by their lower ends with the

brass plate n n. The object of the glass jacket 5 5 of the

cylinder is to form a layer of air between the two cylinders, so

that after removing the entire apparatus from an air-bath which

serves for heating, the temperature of the petroleum is for some

time kept constant. This protective cylinder is also provided

on top with an edging, the arrangement of which will be seen

r
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from Fig. 145, which gives a view of the apparatus from above.

r r r are three pins provided with knobs, and serve as a guide

for the movable disk furnished with corresponding slits, re

turning the disk in one direction the three pins are pushed

forward (as can be readily seen in the illustration) so that they

serve as carriers of the inner cylinder, while by turning the

disk in the opposite direction they are pushed aside and permit

the jacket to be removed from the inner cylinder. A copper

air-bath serves for heating the apparatus. To prevent radia-

Fig. 144.

tion of heat the bath is covered with a clay plate, and is heated

by a spirit-lamp. On both sides, over the clay plate, a glass

cylinder, open on both ends, 8 to 9 centimeters in diameter and

18 centimeters high, is secured in a brass frame. By means of

a binding screw it can be raised and lowered so that, corres

ponding to the lower slit, which remains free, the warm air may

pass more rapidly or slowly through it. By suspending the

apparatus, shown in Fig. 144, in such a glass cylinder, and

shifting the latter as well as the lamp under the air-bath, one is
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enabled to effect the heating of the oil in the inner cylinder as

slowly as desired. The temperature is observed by a second

thermometer placed in the outer glass jacket.

For the production of the electric spark an apparatus simi

lar to that of the Saybolt tester is used. Instead of two

chromate cells there is but one, and in place of the special

current-breaker the zinc plate is arranged like a spring-balance

to dip for a moment in the chromic acid. After each pres

sure the zinc is again lifted from the fluid by the spring.

The wires of the induction-apparatus terminate in two brass

strips set in a board, as otherwise, every time before the spark

leaps across, the apparatus has to be taken from the digester

and then brought into connection with the pole ends of the

induction-apparatus, which would require repeated screwing in

and unscrewing of the pole-wires. By placing the test cylinder

upon these brass strips so that the brass plate on the foot of

the cylinder comes in contact with them, conduction is estab

lished, and on dipping the zinc plate the spark leaps across.

Fig. 146 shows the complete arrangement of the apparatus

Fic. 146.

with its auxiliary contrivances, seen from above. A is the test

ing apparatus shown in Fig. 144, B the air-bath, E the chro

mate cell, J the induction-apparatus, while at M are indicated

the brass strips set in the board and connected with the in

duction-apparatus.

In using the apparatus the inner cylinder is filled up to the
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mark with the petroleum to be tested ; the protective jacket 5

5 is then placed in position and the whole suspended in the di

gester B, Fig. 146, and heated so slowly that the two thermom

eters never show more than 50 difference. When the temper

ature, at which the test is to be made, has been attained, a is

taken from the digestor and vigorously shaken. The appa

ratus is then placed upon M so that conduction is established.

It is permitted to stand quietly for one minute to allow the oil-

spray to settle. The temperature is then noted and the spark

allowed to leap across for one second by pressing down the

knob on the cell E. If no ignition, by which the cover is

thrown open, takes place, heating is repeated and continued

from i° to i° or 2° to 2° until ignition takes place. Before re

using the apparatus, the oil-holder must, of course, be com

pletely cooled off.

Pease's tester. This apparatus, shown in Fig. 147, consists of

the usual water-bath A, an oil-holder B, and a spirit-lamp for

heating the water-bath. The oil-holder has many modifica

tions not found in other testers. To maintain a constant level

it is furnished with an overflow-pipe. Further the cover C is

readily movable backward in a horizontal direction, is slighdy

convex, and has in the centre a short pipe on which are the

screws that yield the electric current. In the cover is also an

opening for the thermometer.

In the apparatuses of Stoddard, Liebermann and Beilstein,

air is conducted into the petroleum to be heated and igniting ex

periments are executed with the mixture of vapor and air over

the surface of the petroleum. Stoddard conducts air continu

ously through the oil, which gives less accurate results, while

Liebermann and Beilstein from time to time conduct air

through it. Beilstein's apparatus, being the most complete,

shall here be described. It is shown in Fig. 148. A is a glass

cylinder 1.37 inches in diameter and 6.89 inches high; at 2.36

and 2.75 inches above the bottom it is provided with marks, it

being filled with petroleum up to the lower mark. B is a brass

pipe through which air is conducted, and it terminates below in
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a small rose c; t is a thermometer whose mercury bulb reaches

into the centre of the petroleum. The apparatus is placed in a

water-bath which is slowly heated (a rise of about i0 every 2

or 3 minutes) and at each rise of i0 air is forced through for 5

seconds so that the foam rises to the upper mark, a small flame

being at the same time held near the mouth of the apparatus.

Fig. 148.

Fig. 147.

The first experiment is always a preparatory experiment only,

and has to be repeated with the introduction of air at the flash

ing temperature first determined. With sufficiently slow heat

ing the results vary at the utmost degree.

A. Gawalowski of Briinn has recently constructed an appar

atus for determining the explosive power of petroleum in

lamps, which, as he claims, renders it possible to establish the
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degree of danger from fire which a commercial petroleum

possesses at the moment of lighting an improperly constructed

lamp. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 149. A contains the

petroleum to be tested. In the centre of the cover is screwed

Fig. 149.

in a Bunsen burner B, further a safety-valve and a thermometer

T. C is a small hook soldered to the opening of the Bunsen

burner, by means of which a valve W is held suspended in the

burner by a cotton-thread impregnated with ammonium nitrate.
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By heating the petroleum in A and placing a small flame at D,

the thread is consumed at the moment the gas mixture flashes

at C, and W is automatically closed. The flames at D and H

are extinguished and the temperature is read off on T.

Extensive experiments made by Engler in co-operation with

Haass have shown that one and the same petroleum gives very

varying flashing points when tested in different petroleum

testers. Of all the apparatuses in use Abel's gives the lowest

flashing points, those indicated by Engler's electric apparatus

being from 50 to 70 C. higher, by Parrish's naphthometer 50,

by Tagliabue's closed apparatus 90, by his open apparatus

from 1 40 to 20°, and by Saybolt's apparatus also from 140

to 200.

Even when one and the same oil is repeatedly tested with

the same apparatus, results which entirely agree are never ob

tained, and with the present state of petroleum testing one has

to be satisfied if such testers as Abel's, Beilstein's, Bernstein's,

Engler's, Haass's and Heumann's yield results within the

limit of i° C.

Flashing Point of Lubricating Oils.

For determining the flashing point of lubricating oils the old

method is still largely employed. It consists in heating the oil

to be tested in a porcelain dish or crucible in a sand bath, and,

when a slight evolution of vapor appears, to pass from time to

time, a small flame, either from a wooden splinter or a gas jet,

slowly and carefully over the surface of the oil. A thermom

eter dipping with the mercury bulb in the oil indicates the tem

perature of the latter. The flashing point is the temperature

at which the vapors on the surface of the oil flash with de

tonation.

This method has many defects, the principal one being that

the free access of currents of air to the surface does not permit

a uniform accumulation of inflammable vapors, so that, with the

air in motion, the results obtained with one and the same oil

may be entirely different. The flashing point is also influenced
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by the vessels in which it is determined, as well as by the depth

of oil in them, and even by the manner in which the flame is

passed by the hand over the surface of the oil.

This defective method led to the construction of apparatuses

similar to petroleum testers for the determination of the flashing

point. Pensky's apparatus for the purpose is shown in Figs.

1 50 and 151; it is arranged similar to Abel's tester.

Ftc. 150. Fig. 151.

In using the apparatus the oil-holder of cast brass is filled to

the point of the filling mark with petroleum. The cover con

taining the thermometer, etc., is then placed in position, and

the oil-holder is suspended by the projecting edges in a suitable

vessel, which may serve as a water bath, calcium chloride bath,

etc. For oils boiling at higher temperatures direct heating by
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wire nets or sand baths is employed ; however, still better are

hot-air baths which allow of a uniform temperature of 4000 C.

(754P F.). No matter what source of heat may be used, a

uniform temperature in the interior of the oil is produced by

the movable shaft J with the stirrer C. However, according

to the manner of heating, whether over a free fire, sand bath,

etc. (but not in an air bath), a difference in temperature shows

itself above the oil, and, for this reason, the apparatus is furn

ished with two thermometers, one dipping in the oil and the

other being placed above the oil near the opening L. The

most uniform heat for all temperatures is best obtained in a hot

air bath.

All preparations for heating, etc., having been made, the

fluid is agitated by turning the shaft J to allow of the escape

of the readily volatile bodies and the distribution of heat. For

testing the flashing point a small gas flame is from time to time

passed over the opening L. The flashing point is recognized

by a quick flash which goes out again, and the burning point

by the flame continuing to burn quietly. Both points are read

off on the thermometer. If there is a difference between the

temperatures of the oil and in the vapor-space, which may

happen by too rapid heating over an open fire or in the sand

bath, the mean of the two temperatures is taken.

To obtain uniform results a testing apparatus should answer

the following requirements : 1

1. The measurements of the apparatus to be used must be

exactly prescribed, and only accurately compared apparatuses

should be employed for testing.

2. The oil-holder must have a mark up to which it is to be

filled with oil.

3. The access of air-currents to the surface of the oil must

be accurately regulated.

4. The igniting flame must always be passed (best by a

mechanism) in the same manner over the surface of the oil.

' Holde. " Mittheilungen aua den Kdniglichen technischen Versuchsanstalten zu

Berlin." 1889. Heft 2.

29



5. Ksacrag most be eaected as uniformly as possible and

cverrnrarjg of any parts of the cfl be prevented by a stirring

acoaratss.

6. The apparatus most allow ot easy and convenient cleaning.

Tie test must everywhere he executed in accordance with

accurately itsted regulations.

Petsikys apparatus, above described, does not answer in a

jcfrciently satisfactory manner requirements 5 and 6. The re

sults vary frecaentiy in consequence of slight overheating and

the apparatus, especially the cover-parts, is difficult to clean.

These defects » ere overcome by A. Martens, who gave the ap

paratus the form shown in Figs. 152 to 155.

Ho'.de ic-und that the oil to be tested has first to be examined

as to a content of water, and ii such is found, it is freed from it

by shaking with calcium chloride and allowing it to stand one

day. Oils which foam bat slightly, or not at all, can be directly

u*ed, as well as oils in which foaming is due to air-bubbles.

After filling the oil-holder up to the mark, the cover with the

stirring apparatus and thermometer is placed in position and

the triple burner brought under the apparatus. If the flashing

point of the oil is supposed to lie above 1400 C, heating with

the full flame is continued up to 1200 C, when the flame is re

moved, the stirring apparatus vigorously worked and the ignit

ing flame set the size of a pea. When the temperature of the

oil shows 1400 C, igniting experiments are commenced and

repeated every 20 C. The flame should not be held more than

two seconds over the oil. When the flame becomes perceptibly

disturbed and larger, testing is continued from degree to degree

until flashing with or without extinguishment of the igniting

flame takes place in the vessel. The degree of heat read off at

that moment on the thermometer is noted down as the flashing

point. Towards the end of the experiment the thermometer

may rise as much as 120 C. per minute. Should flashing not

take place at 1600 C, the flame of the triple burner is again

brought under the apparatus, the wire net being interposed be

tween the bottom of the latter and the flame. If flashing has
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been observed at 1400 C, the flame, in a second experiment,

has to be removed at ioo° or 8o° C. The stirring apparatus

is then set in motion and igniting experiments commenced at

1200 or 100° C, as the case may be. If the flashing point lies

Fig. 154. Fig. 153. Fig. 155.

near the admissible limit it is advisable to control the determi

nation by a second test. In all other cases one test suffices if
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executed carefully and in accordance with the directions given

above.

The size of the igniting flame has no perceptible influence

upon the results, but it is recommended to be set in all experi

ments the size of a pea, since the appearance of flashing is more

clearly perceptible with a small flame. Filling the oil holder

up to the mark must be strictly adhered to.

To obtain a picture of the reliability of the method, repeated

experiments were made with the same oils and the results tab

ulated in Table I, together with those obtained by slow heating

without stirring. It will be seen that with constant stirring of

the oil and rapid heating the same results are obtained as with

slow heating, and hence that by agitation overheating of some

parts of the oil is avoided. The table also shows the faulty

determinations obtained by too rapid heating without the use

of a stirring apparatus.
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TABLE L

Preparatory Experiments for the determination of the flashing Points with Pensky's

improved Apparatus.

Flashing point in 0 C.

Slow heating. Rise

of the thermometer

Rapid heating. Rise of the
\ anetv and Number of the ex

periment.
thermometer towards the

end of the experiment

about io° per minute.

Mark of the towards the end of

the experiment 2°

per minute.

without stirring.
without

stirring.

with continu

ous vigorous

stirring.

1 164 156

160* '?1642

3

4

5

163

104

164

Mineral oil I» •63

Mean. .64 — 164

Difference between

ninximum &tid 2 — 1

1

2

3

4

164

164

167

164

167

'I9167

Mineral oil 27*
5

Mean. 165 — 167

Difference between

maximum and 3
— 2

I

2

3

4

121

122

122

«3

117

1 10

''3

121

122

119

122

I

('25)

Mineral oil 27*

7

"9
122

Mean. 122 — 121

Difference between

maximum and

minimum.

2 — 3 (6)

I

2
'75 172

'74

'74
Mineral oilI»

3

—

Mean. ~'75~
—

'73

Difference between

maximum and — — 2

* Rom 6° per minute.
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tit stark kas to be strict}}- adhered ix .

TA5JLI! 33.

MtucnJ oil

J"
:

156

156

•55

•57

'55

.*

3

•59 ■55

156 ,56 .5S.5 '54-5

Mmoil oil

I".
\ 2!

■75

«73

"73

176

176

•74

■74

3
—

Mean. .74 •73 176 •74

Mixture of
Iaxnd pe-

troleum.

i no

no

108 no 109

no2

J

4

•■3

110

in

Mean. no 1 10.5 112.S
1095

Since oils containing water yield faulty results, they have to

be freed from it before subjecting them to the test.

In Table III, the results of experiments made by Holde with

40 varieties of oil, are tabulated and show the great variations

in the determination of the flashing point by Pensky's improved

apparatus and by open dishes. The magnitude of these varu

tions obtained by the use of different methods shows the neces

sity of a uniform method.
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From these tables it will be seen that there is not only a con

siderable difference between the flashing points of one and the

same oil obtained with Pensky's improved apparatus, but also

that according to the variety of oil this difference may vary be

tween 70 and 450 C.

The experiments also show that by testing in an open cruci

ble, small quantities of readily volatile constituents flashing at a

low temperature are not established, since, on account of their

great volatility, they cannot accumulate on the surface of the

oil in a sufficient quantity to produce an explosion. Hence, in

all cases where a high flashing point is the principal require

ment, for instance, in machines working with compressed air,

testing in an open crucible has to be absolutely rejected, be

cause by this method the actually dangerous constituents are

not with perfect certainty recognized.

Holde finally draws attention to a source of error which has

been observed in an apparatus provided with an oil-flame for

igniting the vapor. The oil-flame when brought to the surface

of the oil to be tested was frequently extinguished by the evolv

ing vapors, in consequence of which flashing, in several experi

ments, took place 50 to 10° C. later than in an apparatus pro

vided with a gas-flame. By the use of a better wick-material

and a regular supply of oil this defect was remedied, and the

flashing point was the same as in the apparatus provided with a

gas-flame. Hence to avoid errors care should be taken to have

in all apparatuses the igniting flame of sufficient intensity to

prevent its being extinguished before the appearance of flash

ing.

The appended table ' gives the flashing and burning points,

as well as the constitution and other properties of machine oils

found in commerce.

1 S. Lamaniky. Dingler's polytech. Jour., 1883, 248.
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& 0 c
V

Names of the Oils.

fievis<

at190

>ntent carbon

t 2

M ashingpoin

il

0-°
a £■ 0 3 E -

03
S." per cent. per cent. 0 C. °c

0.917 .9. 86.27 12.71 227 *74

0.914 102 86.03 12.92 2«3 260

0.914 80 86.43 12.71 148 182

0.91 1 70 86.45 12.76 '57
«5

0.910 55 86.96 12.82 134 162

0.910 121 86.53 12.83 219
2l}

0.907 60 86.03 12.96 158 1S3

0.907 59 86.29 12.92 a°3 254

0.904 66 86.55 12.99 201 242

0.898 20 86.33 >3-°9 'Z1
201

0.894 20 86.49 «3-05 184 222

0.884 28 86.19 13.62 185 217

0.881 24 86.20 1353 187 214

0.881 26 86.14 13-73 188

0.916 23 76.70 12.03 — —

0.916 22 76.71 11.96 —

0.916 22 76.66 11.84 — —

0.879 9 79.16 12.59 — —

0.875 8 79-43 12.63

* Railroad carriage oil.

Viscosity.

By viscosity is generally understood the degree of fluidity an

oil posseses, or the resistance opposed by its smallest particles

to their separation. The viscosity of oils is not proportional to

their specific gravities, but to their internal friction, and hence

oils of the same specific gravities may possess entirely different

degrees of viscosity.

The viscosity of illuminating oil stands, according to ex

periments by C. Engler and J. Levin, in direct relation to the

rapidity with which the oil rises in the wick, and is a very im

portant feature for judging the qualitity of an oil. If the oil

cannot rise in the wick with sufficient rapidity to feed the flame,

the wick becomes carbonized and the flame retrogrades. En

gler and Levin have also shown that the rapidity of rising in

the wick is not dependent on the actual capillarity and the

specific gravity, but only on the viscosity of the oil, and the
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more viscous an oil is the more slowly it rises in the wick, and

vice versa. To recognize the capacity of an oil to rise in the

wick special lamps have been constructed, the oil holder of

which consists of a graduated cylindrical vessel on which the

distance of the oil-level from the upper burning edge of the

wick i. e., the height of rising, can be read off. The oil holder

is first filled up to the uppermost mark and by a tap placed

near the bottom the oil can be discharged so as to test its be

havior in burning (intensity of light, carbonization, etc.,) at

various levels.

The rapidity with which the oil rises in the wick may also be

ascertained by dipping a wick provided with lead pencil marks

in the oil to be tested and noting the time required for the oil

to rise to certain marks on the wick (10 centimeters, 15 centi

meters above the level of the oil). The lower end of the wick

is allowed to dip 5 centimeters deep in the oil, the experi

ment being best made in a dark room and placing a light be

hind the wick. For comparison an approved variety of petro

leum is used.

For the determination of the viscosity, viscosimeters, which

will be described later on, may also be used.

A few experiments by Engler and Levin from which the re

lations between the viscosities and the rising in the wick will be

readily seen, may here be given. The viscosity was deter

mined by the velocity of its flow in Engler's viscosimeter de

scribed below (Temperature 200 C. and water=i), and the

rapidity of rising by a wick especially cleaned and dried, which

dipped to a mark into the oil. The end of the wick projecting

perpendicularly was provided with lead pencil marks at 5 cen

timeters distance from each other, so that the time required by

the oil to rise to a mark at the height of 10 and 15 centimeters

was shown.
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Time of nine m

minute*,

Spcciiic op to up to

gravity. Viscosity. 10 cm. 15 cbj.

Caucasian illuminating oil 0.8205 :.04 3.50 8.5

American " " 0.800 1.08 4.00 nx>

Saxony solar oil 0.830 1.09 3.50 8.5

Oclheim flluminating ofl 0.819 ' '3 3-75 9-5

Pechelbronn " " 0.809 1. 17 4x0 11.5

American petroleum \ t 1.12 4.00 \is>

Caucasian " V0.800J 1.00 3x0 8j0

Saxony " > ( 0.98 2.50 7.0

American petroleum \ c 1.32 6.00 15.0

Caucasian " 1 0.825-! 1.08 3.50 8.5

Saxony " J » 1.04 3.00 7.5

American petroleum ■» r 140 6.50 16.5

Caucasian " f 0.830 -j 4-<°°

Saxony " ) \ U09 3.50 8.5

Although the results of the viscosity degrees above given are

not entirely in the inverse ratio to the time of rising in the wick,

it will nevertheless be seen from them that generally speaking

the viscous oils rise more slowly than the thinly-fluid oils, but

above all that the rapidity of rising stands not in direct relation

to the specific gravities of oils of different derivation. The

illuminating oils from American and Alsace (Pechelbronn)

crude oils, for instance, notwithstanding their relatively low

specific gravity (0.800 and 0.809) r'se more slowly than the

specifically heaviest—the Baku oil and Saxony solar oil, with

0.8205 and 0.830 specific gravities.

The rapidity of rising in the wick or the capillarity of illumi

nating oils is also determined by small glass capillaries, the

capillary tubes being provided with a millimeter-graduation

etched in and their diameters accurately measured. The tubes,

which may also be of different diameters, are placed at the

same temperature with their zero point upon the surface of the

fluid and the capillarities read off.1

If h represents the capillarity, s the specific gravity of the oil,

1 Engler. " Das Erddl von Baku."
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r the radius of the capillary tube and a the capillary constant

then :

The viscosity of lubricating oils and their behavior when used

for lubricating machines are of the utmost importance. A

lubricating oil should be so viscous as to prevent the direct

contact of the rubbing parts, so that, for instance, between the

bearing and axle, a thin layer is constantly maintained. Hence

the oil must to a certain degree be thickly-fluid, because the

less the viscosity, the thinner the layer of oil becomes and the

greater the possibility of the direct contact of the rubbing sur

faces is.

Since the oil is to serve the purpose of reducing friction, it

should be as thinly- fluid as possible. However, the thinner the

layer of oil between the rubbing surfaces is, the more firmly it

must adhere to them, if the oil, at a greater friction and re

duced power, is to resist the same pressure as a thickly fluid oil.

If, however, an oil is too thinly-fluid and possesses but slight

lubricity so that it does not adhere with sufficient tenacity, it is

squeezed out and the rubbing surfaces come in contact with

each other; if it is too thickly-fluid it may unnecessarily in

crease friction. Hence heavy machines require a somewhat

thicker oil than light. The temperature acquired by the lubri

cant is also of considerable influence. The warmer an axle

runs and the more the oil in the cylinder of a steam-engine is

heated, the more thickly- fluid it must be at the ordinary tem

perature. The determination of the degree of viscosity of an

oil at different temperatures is therefore of great importance.

The velocity with which the oil flows from an orifice is gen

erally used for the determination of its viscosity, it being sup

posed that the more slowly an oil flows from a small tube the

more viscous it is.

Most of the apparatuses used for this purpose consist of a

holder with a discharge tube, which can be closed. To main-

h rs

or a =
2
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tain the oil at a fixed, uniform heat, the apparatus is surrounded

by another vessel, which serves as heat-reservoir.

If the friction-constant, i. e., the viscosity (z) of an oil is to

be determined by means of the flow from a capillary tube, inde

pendent of the size and form of the respective apparatus, we

have, according to Poiseuille :

ir. r* p t,

8. v. L

Wherein r represents the radius and / the length of the out

flow tube, / the difference in pressure at the beginning and

end of the capillary tube, and v the quantity of fluid.

The formula given above,1 however, holds good only so long

as the tube may be considered capillary, and the proportion -

attains a certain value which is different for various radii of

out-flow tubes and various fluids and degrees of heat.

Magenbach' has given Poiseuille's experiments, and by the

oretical development has shown that by not keeping within the

imit of values for Poiseuille's law, correcting terms have to be

appended to the formula above given, which is inconvenient in

making experiments.

The reason for Poiseuille's law being of limited validity only,

has been found by Magenbach, and recently also by Petroff, in

the fact that in very narrow tubes only the movement of fluids

takes place in such a manner that the separate layers, which

must be imagined concentric, move with a rapidity increasing

towards the centre without their cylindrical form being changed

by a vortical or oscillatory motion. Hence, the path of each

drop of fluid is strictly a straight line. Under these conditions

Poisseuille's law, as shown by both authors, may be theoreti

cally deduced.

In N. Petroff's work, " Neue Theorie der Reibung," the

limits of value ar are given, for which Poiseuille's law loses its

'A. Martens. " Schmieroluntersuchungen." 1888.

1 Ueber die Bestimmung der Zahigkeit einer Flilssigkeit durch den Ausfluss aus

Rohren. Poggend. Ann., i860. S. 385.
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validity. There being no sharp limit, the figures are only ap

proximate values; if the law is to be valid the proportion -

must have greater values than given in the table.

Medium diameter of tube. Proportion

21

0.03 millimeter 70

0x4 " 80

0*9 " 120

0.1 1 " 170

0.14 " 180

0.65 " 360

The law represented by these figures will be readily recog

nized from the accompanying illustration, Fig. 156.

Fig. 156.

It will be seen that to allow of the determination of z by the

above mentioned formula for water of a lower degree of heat,

an outflow tube of 0.6 millimeter diameter must have a length

of 300x0.6=180 millimeters.

However, since in all the apparatuses mentioned below, the

diameter of the outflow tubes is considerably greater than 0.6

millimeter and their length considerably shorter than 180 milli

meters, it is evident that Poiseuille's formula cannot be ap

plied to them. This is also the reason why the "specific

viscosity," the relation of the internal friction of an oil to that

of water, cannot be determined, and why under otherwise equal

conditions entirely different values for the " specific viscosity"

are obtained with the various apparatuses.
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There are a large number of apparatuses, so-called viscosi-

meters, for determining the viscosity of an oil, i. e„ the velocity

with which it flows from an orifice. In such apparatuses the

outflow-orifice should not be a hole in an infinitely thin partion

(Mason's apparatus), nor should the outflow take place from a

capillary tube, because in the former case the viscosity is not

sufficiently marked in the velocity of the outflow, and, in the

latter, thick oils stick fast in the capillary tube or run out too

slowly. Further it is absolutely necessary that the dimensions

of the outflow tube as well as those of the oil-holder are accur

ately regulated up to the filling marks ; and finally it is advis

able to give the oil-holder as shallow a form as possible, in

order to reduce hydrostatic pressure to a minimum.

In the apparatuses described later on, the time required by

equal volumes of the oil to be tested and of water or of rape

oil at the same temperature is taken as the unit. The mode of

executing the experiment presents a series of sources of error,1

and hence it must be considered how to reduce these errors to

a minimum. The errors in the determination depend, on the

one hand, on the time-measures used and on the skill of the

experimenter. On the other hand, and this applies to the de

terminations according to directions by Fischer, Lamansky and

Engler, the error has to be sought in the fact that at higher de

grees of temperature the jet flowing out is more strongly cooled

off and flows into a cold vessel, so that the measured volume

cannot be considered a correct measure for the quantity of

flow corresponding to the experimental heat, and, hence, in

order to obtain correct figures the volume has to be calculated

to this temperature or to zero. This, however, is only possible

when the quantity of flow is measured at a fixed degree of heat

or determined by weight.

Apparatuses for determining the Viscosity.

Vogel's viscosimeter. This consists of a glass tube 34 centi

meters (13.38 inches) long and 4 cm., (1.57 inches) internal

1 A. Martens. " Schmierflluntersuchungen."
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diameter. It is graduated in cubic centimeters, and is closed

on top with a well-fitting glass-rod. The orifice has a diameter

of 35 millimeters (0.13 inch). By lifting the glass rod the

tube can be emptied. For measuring the time a sand-glass

running exactly minute is used.

Coleman's viscositneter. This apparatus differs from Vogel's

in that the glass tube provided with a thermometer and filled

with oil is surrounded by a glass cylinder for heating the oil by

steam. Since the temperature obtained by this means is not

uniform, this apparatus has no essential advantages over Vogel's.

Fischer's viscositneter. This is similar in principle to the ap

paratuses of Vogel and Coleman, but the oil-holder is so placed

that to heat the oil the orifice through which the latter passes

stands in a bath. This is of importance, as otherwise the oil is

considerably cooled off during its passage through the orifice.

Fig. 157 shows the apparatus. The copper cylinder A serves

Fig. 157.

for the reception of the oil and B B for the reception of the

30
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water used for heating. The outflow-tube a consists of a pla

tinum tube 5 millimeters (0.19 inch) long and from 1 to 2

millimeters (0.039 to 0.078 inch) in diameter. This platinum

tube is enclosed by a thicker copper tube ; it expands conically

above and below and can be closed by means of the small cone

b and the handle c. The handle is guided by three arms d on

the vessel A, the latter being secured in a similar manner by

the arms e to the vessel B.

For making the test, fill A up to the mark with 65 cubic cen

timeters of oil and B with water. Heat the water, stirring the

oil with the thermometer until the oil has exactly acquired the

temperature desired. Now place a narrow-necked bottle of 50

cubic centimeters capacity under the orifice, raise the cone and

determine the time required by 50 cubic centimeters of oil to

run out.

Fig. 158.

Lamanskys viscosimeter. The arrangement of this apparatus

is shown in Fig. 158. A is a brass cylinder for the reception

of the oil to be tested, and B the jacket for the reception of the

water, which is heated to the desired temperature by the intro

duction of steam from C. The oil flows out through the tube a.

1 millimeter (0.039 inch) m diameter, which is closed by the
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slide b. With this apparatus the time is determined which is

required by 100 cubic centimeters of oil to flow into a flask

placed under the orifice. The figure found for the time is re

ferred to that for 100 cubic centimeters of water as unit. With

the narrow outflow-tube, many thick mineral oils might flow

out too slowly or not at all.

J. V. Wilson's viscosimeter. This apparatus is represented in

F'K- 1 59. ar»d is thus described by Prof. Thurston : A is a glass

tube about 1 inch in diameter, graduated from 1 to 100, to

contain about 100 cubic centimeters of oil. BB is a glass

jacket about 3 inches in diameter, filled with water, as shown.

C is a thermometer indicating temperature in jacket. D a

Fig. 159.

small brass cock for withdrawing water from jacket. E a glass

flask for generating steam to heat water in jacket. Fa glass

tube connecting the steam flask E with jacket B, delivering at

bottom of jacket. G is a small cock for permitting an escape

of steam in order to regulate the amount sent into jacket. H
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is a spirit lamp on a stand. J a glass beaker to contain oil,

and K a cast-iron stand, with adjustable arms, for carrying the

apparatus.

The following table gives the time required by each of the

several oils to flow through the orifice of the above-described

apparatus and the temperature observed in the same oils when

used on a journal 3 inches in diameter making 1 500 revolu

tions per minute, the average being noted for an hour and a

half. It is seen that, as a rule, the more viscous the oil, the

more heat is developed by friction.

Name of Material.

Specific

Gravity

at

6o° F.

Rate of Flow.

6oc F. 1200 F. i8oc F.

Tempera

ture

Developed

bv Test

' F.

Water

Castor Oil

Rosin Oil

Engine Tallow

Tallow, or American Oil.

Neat's Foot Oil

Rape Oil

Lard Oil

Olive Oil

Sperm Oil

Mineral Oil, No. I

Mineral Oil, No. 2

iooo

960

990

916

916

9'S
880

905

»7S

solid

«43
112

108

96

92

47

45

30

'32

4'

37
40

4>

38

37
30

4'

26

*5
29

3°
28

28

>5»:
■55

14"

148

146

■43

'33
121

"7

Engler's viscosimeter. This apparatus is employed by all

railroads in Germany, Austria-Hungary and Russia, as well as

by most experimental stations, and has recently been intro

duced for custom-house purposes in Italy. It differs from the

previously described apparatuses in that the oil-holder is shal

low, in order to reduce hydrostatic pressure to a minimum.

The dimensions are also accurately fixed throughout, and the

outflow orifice is of such diameter that not too much time is

required in testing very thick oils. Fig. 160 represents the

latest improved form of the apparatus. A is a shallow brass

vessel for the reception of the oil, which can be closed by the

cover A,. The form and dimensions of A will be seen from the
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illustration. To the conical bottom of A is fitted the outflow-

tube a, exactly 20 millimeters (0.78 inch) long with a diameter

on top of 2.9 millimeters (0.1142 inch) and on the bottom of

2.8 millimeters (0.1102 inch). For exact normal determina

tions the tube is made of platinum, and for ordinary purposes,

of brass. It can be closed by the pointed, hard-wood stopper

b, and opened by withdrawing the latter. Three marks c are

Fig. 160.

placed at equal distances from the bottom and serve for meas

uring the oil, as well as for judging whether the vessel A stands

level. Up to the marks c the vessel A must hold 240 cubic

centimeters, which, with the slightly conical bottom and the
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dimensions given in the illustration, is actually the case. The

thermometer / serves for reading off the temperature of the oil

to be tested. The vessel A is surrounded by a brass jacket

BB, open on top. and serves for the reception of a heavy

mineral oil for heating the contents of A up to 1 500 C. (3020

F.) To prevent the oil from cooling off too much while pass

ing through the tube a. the latter projects only about 3 milli

meters (o.i 18 inch) from the jacket B. For observing the

temperature of the oil in B, a thermometer is fixed in the latter.

A trevet D serves as a support for the whole, and besides

carries the gas-pipe d, with four burners, by means of which

the oil is brought to and maintained at the proper temperature.

Under the outflow tube stands the measuring flask C with, two

marks, one at 200 cubic centimeters and the other at 240 cubic

centimeters, on the neck. To obviate a too great length of the

neck, which would also affect the outflowing jet and impair the

accuracy of the experiment, the neck is bellied.

To work with this apparatus the time must first be deter

mined which is required by water of 200 C (68° F.) running

from it to fill the measuring flask C to the lower mark. The

viscosity of the various oils at different temperatures is then de

termined in proportion to that of water of 200 C. (68° F.),

and the figure obtained is called the specific viscosity—vis

cosity degree—of the oils. To determine the specific viscosity

of the oils at different temperatures, as proposed by Lamansky,

is not advisable ; it being better to refer it. as is done in de

termining specific gravities, to water of one and the same tem

perature.

To test the apparatus as to its accuracy, the time in seconds

is determined which is required by 200 cubic centimeters of

water of 200 C. (68° F.) to flow from the vessel A filled up to

the marks c. For this purpose the vessel A is rinsed out suc

cessively with small quantities of ether, alcohol and finally of

water, the outflow tube being at the same time cleaned with a

feather and a small paper-wad and the hard wood stopper b in

serted. Exactly 240 cubic centimeters of water are then
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measured off in the measuring flask C and poured into the

vessel A, which thereby should be filled exactly up to the

marks c. The temperature of the water is then brought to 200

C. (680 F.), this being done by maintaining the water or heavy

mineral oil in the jacket BB at a uniform temperature until the

thermometer t shows exactly 200 C. (68° F.) and the ther

mometer fixed in B differs but slightly from it. The measur

ing flask C having in the meanwhile been allowed to drain oft

for at least one minute, is then placed under the orifice, the

hard wood stopper b withdrawn, and the time in seconds noted

by a watch or chronometer which is required for the measuring

flask C to be filled up to the 200 cubic centimeter mark. Be

fore allowing the water to flow care must be taken that it is

perfectly still and especially not in a rotatory motion due to pre

vious stirring. If the apparatus is properly constructed 50 to

55 seconds are required by the water to run out. The mean of

at least three determinations, which should not vary more than

0.5 second from each other, is however taken as the correct

figure and placed = 1. Very exact determinations should be

executed in a room having as nearly as possible a temperature

of 200 C. (68° F.).

In testing oils care must be taken to remove every trace of

moisture from the vessel A, this being effected by drying and

rinsing in succession with alcohol, ether and petroleum. The

apparatus is finally rinsed with the oil to be tested and then

filled with the latter up to the marks c (only thin oils can be

measured like water in the measuring flask C). By heating

the mineral oil-bath the temperature is then brought to the

degree desired, and maintained at that degree for at least three

minutes before allowing the oil to be tested to run out. The

time required for the oil to run out is determined in the same

manner as described above for testing the apparatus. The

figure obtained, for instance, 270 seconds, is divided by the

figure of the flow of water of 200 C. (680 F.) in the same

apparatus, for instance, 52 seconds, which gives the so-called

specific viscosity or degree of viscosity, hence, in this case,

W=5-2.
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Oils containing particles or water in suspension have to be

passed, before testing, through a dry filter. Instead of water,

rape oil may be taken as the unit in testing lubricating oils, but

water only in testing petroleum.

After a number of experiments with Engler's viscosimeter in

the technical experimental station at Berlin, the conclusion of

this being the most suitable apparatus has been reached.

Lepenau's leptometer. This apparatus, shown in Figs. 161

and 162, allows of a direct comparison of the viscosity of the oil

Fig. 161. Fig. 162.

to be tested with a standard oil, generally rape oil, under the

same conditions, two oil-holders, one of which is filled with the

standard oil and the other with the oil to be tested, being com

bined in one bath, and the oils passing out simultaneously

through two tubes of the same shape. A is the bath in which

the two oil-holders B B are so placed as to be surrounded on
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all sides by the fluid in the bath. For this purpose the parti

tion between B and B is open on top and below, so that the

fluid can circulate in it from a. The two oil-holders B B are

connected below by means of pipes with c c, whence the oil, by

three-way cocks, passes into a pipe in which outflow-orifices d d

of different diameters, according to the consistency of the oil,

are inserted ; t 1 are thermometers, the bulbs of which dip into

the oil passing through c, and /are rising pipes for the removal

of air bubbles. Through g the oil can be directly discharged

from B B, and by adjusting the three-way cock the oil can be

run off through d or through g ; or finally B can be shut off.

In making experiments, a is filled with a fluid for heating pur

poses. One of the vessels B is filled with standard oil and the

other with the oil to be tested, and after heating to the desired

temperature, both oils are allowed to run off simultaneously

through the orifices d d. The relative viscosity of the oil to be

tested, as related to the standard oil, is then directly found from

the volumes or weights of the oils run off.

At the ordinary temperature this apparatus gives very good

results ; it has, however, the defect that in consequence of the

outflow-orifices not being in the heating bath, the oils in them

will cool off several degrees, according to the surrounding tem

perature. The construction of the different outflow-orifices with

perfectly uniform internal dimensions might also prove diffi

cult ; the outflow-orifices should at least not be bent as in the

most recent constructions, they being difficult to clean and

keep in order.

Prof. Stefano Pagliani's viscosimeter "for the determination of

the internal friction of very viscousfluids." The apparatus con

sists chiefly of two parts, a pressure-reservoir for the produc

tion of the pressure required for the flow, and the outflow-

vessel.

A metallic stand carries on its lower end a metallic receiver

which is connected with the outflow-vessel, while the necessary

pressure in the latter is produced by a vessel filled with

water placed at a higher level. The outflow-vessel, the actual
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viscosimeter, consists of three parts, two graduated vertical

glass tubes of special shape and a horizontal tube which con

nects the two vertical tubes. The vessel stands in a box which

is heated.

One of the vertical tubes is filled with the oil to be tested, and

after the temperature desired has been reached, air is forced

upon the oil, whereby the latter rises in the other vertical tube.

After establishing the outflow-time T, the pressure / and the

volume v of the oil run out, the viscosity is determined accord

ing to the formula.

i=K p T {K being the constant). The apparatus is said

to be successfully used by the " Societa delle ferovie delle

Rete Mediterranea."

A. Marten's viscosimeter. This apparatus is shown in Fig.

163. The vessel A is placed upon a trevet in the air-bath

formed by the double-sided box B with a solid back glass wall

Fig. 163.

D and a movable front glass disk. The air-bath can be heated

by the burners E by means of the side-chambers F. The

thermometers T and H indicate the temperatures of the air-

bath and the oil. The stirrer K of platinum wire serves for
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agitating the oil in order to uniformly distribute the heat. The

vessel A and the flask C are provided with marks for measur

ing the oil. The stopper G of the flask C reaches through the

cover of the air-bath so that it can be withdrawn from the out

side. The heat can be readily regulated by the flame and by

from time to time opening the glass wall. This arrangement

has the advantage over an apparatus with oil-bath that the oil

which has run out is not cooled off and that the apparatus can

be readily cleaned.

B. Redwood's viscositneter. This apparatus has been adopted

by the Scotch Mineral Oil Association. The result is ex

pressed in minutes and seconds required by 50 cubic centi

meters of oil to pass through the tube of the apparatus at 210

C. (69.80 F.)

Testing the viscosity by means of the inclined plane. An ap

paratus for thus testing oils is illustrated in Fig. 164. It con-

Fi<;. 164.

sists of a piece of plate-glass set with considerable inclination

and heated by means of a vessel of boiling water to about 2000

F„ and held at a uniform temperature as indicated by the ther

mometer attached. A drop of oil placed at the top will flow

down. A scale on the side affords a convenient means of
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measuring the track of the oil. The length of time consumed

in its descent is the measure of its viscosity. This form of ap

paratus also allows of observing any tendency of the oil to

" gumming," which is here permitted by the oxidizing pro

perties of the air.

Besides the determination of the velocity of the flow of an

oil, there have recently been constructed viscoscineters based

upon different principles, of which J. C. Stahl's apparatus may

be taken as a representative. It consists of a glass tube which

can be closed on both ends by glass-stoppers. A short dis

tance below these stoppers the tube is provided with marks so

that when the tube closed at one end is filled with the oil to be

tested and the other glass stopper is inserted, there remains an

air-bubble of a fixed size between the stopper and the mark.

By holding the tube in a perpendicular position and then turn

ing it 1800 so that the glass stopper previously on top comes

below, the viscosity can be measured by the time required by

the air-bubble to ascend in the oil. The more thickly-fluid the

oil is, the more slowly the bubble ascends.

Manufacturers who are close observers have a variety of

simpler tests, such as timing a ball falling through an oil

column of known height ; rubbing a portion of the oil between

the thumb and forefinger; letting drops of the oil fall upon the

surface of the same oil in bulk ; exposing the oil for a few

hours, or a day, upon the surface of a piece of glass. These

tests (except perhaps the first) are not accurate, and oils are

not bought or sold upon their indications.

Tests as to frictional resistance.

Besides testing lubricating oils as to their viscosity, it is also

of importance to determine, by direct lubricating experiments,

their frictional resistance. The power of oils to decrease fric

tion depends, under all conditions, on their degree of fluidity—

their viscosity. The more thinly-fluid an oil is, the slighter its

frictional resistance. Hence, a good oil should be as thinly-

fluid as possible, but at the same time possess as much adhe
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sion as possible to form a sufficient layer between the rubbing

parts.

The extent to which friction is decreased by a lubricant may

be established either directly by determining the co-efficient of

friction, or indirectly by the heating which a bearing lubricated

with the oil to be tested shows in a determined number of

revolutions.

Many apparatuses serving for the determination of the co

efficient of friction admit also of forming a judgment regarding

the chemical behavior (thickening, gumming) of a lubricant

under the influence of strong friction ; of the consumption of

material, as well as of the lubricating power at various degrees

of temperature. In the absence of an absolute measurement

of the lubricating power all results are only relative, i. e., they

only show the extent to which the material tested deviates from

a lubricant of noted good quality, which serves as a standard.

The experiments may be executed in accordance with two

different principles. The rubbing surfaces (plates, bearings

and axles) may be provided with a quantity of oil just sufficient

for lubrication, and, besides the co-efficient of friction or

increase in the temperature of the rubbing parts, the time may

be determined, which, with a minimum quantity of oil used in

the experiment, is required for the total consumption of the oil ;

or, an excess of oil may be employed and the co-efficient of

friction or increase in temperature which shows itself within a

certain space of time may be determined.

Up to the present time no apparatus for determining the

lubricating power of oils has been constructed, which answers

all requirements. The defects inherent in almost all such

apparatus are due to the technical difficulty of constructing

rubbing surfaces unalterable under great pressure and strong

heating, and which remain constant, especially when thick and

thin oils are to be successively treated. There is the further

difficulty of uniformly distributing the oil to be tested between

the rubbing surfaces without a portion of it being forced out,

and the losses of heat in consequence of the conduction of the

metallic parts, and partially of radiation.
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The best results are obtained by always using the apparatus

on hand under as nearly equal conditions as possible, that is,

by testing oils not differing too much in consistency at a not

too varying pressure of the rubbing surfaces, and at a nearly

equal revolving velocity of the axles, etc., as well as at nearly

the same temperature of the air. Of the separate apparatuses

some, in consequence of their construction, are more suitable

for light, and others for heavy, oils.

It may here be remarked that in regard to the results ob

tained by testing the same oils with different apparatuses no

standard can be set up, the construction of the apparatuses

varying too much, and the conditions under which the experi

ments are made being never almost alike, so that a standard

has to be established for each apparatus, i. e., the results ob

tained with the oils tested have to be referred to those obtained

with an oil selected as a standard.

The most important apparatuses for testing the lubricating

power of the oils will here be described :

To the oldest completely arranged machines of this kind be

long the oil-testing apparatus of MacNaught of Glasgow, and

that of M. Hogson. Both machines are based upon the same

principle, and differ only in size and in the execution of meas

uring the magnitude of friction. The oils are tested as fol

lows :

The oil to be tested is interposed between two horizontal

disks, the lower one of which sits fast upon a vertical shaft and

revolves with it, while the upper one is loose and revolves only

by the friction caused between the two disks. The motion of

the upper disk is checked by a special contrivance, and the re

sistance which it opposes to this checking is equal to the fric

tion between the two disks. With Mac Naught's machine the

friction is measured by allowing the resistance to act upon a T

lever. A movable weight slides on the arm, on which is a scale

to note its position. A counterweight is attached to the oppo

site end of the lever so as to afford the means of a more deli

cate adjustment.
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With Hogson's machine the resistance of the disk is kept in

equilibrium by a spring balance, and the friction is measured

Fig. 165.

by the tension of the latter. This machine is so arranged

that the pressure to which the lubricant between the two disks
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is exposed, can be increased to within certain limits, and that

the velocity of revolution can be changed at will.

Woodbury's apparatus for testing lubricants} This machine

is shown in perspective in Fig. 165, and in elevations in Figs.

166 and 167. The lower disk is secured upon the top of an

upright shaft, its top being an annulus, ground to a true plane

surface. Upon this rests the upper disk, which is in the form

of a hollow ring, based upon a flat plate, and is made of a very

hard composition cast in one piece. The bottom of this disk

is scraped to a true plane surface, so that the contact between

these two disks is uniform.

A partition divides the interior of the hollow ring, forming

the upper disk, so that water can be introduced through the

connecting tubes to control the temperature of the disks or to

retain the heat of friction. The sides and top of the upper

disk are surrounded by a case of hard rubber, and the space is

filled in with eider down.

Ice water is generally used to reduce the temperature of the

disks nearly to the freezing point of water, and the friction is

noted at each degree of the rise in temperature due to the heat

of friction.

A tube of thin copper, closed at the bottom, reaches through

the bottom of the disk, and a thermometer with its bulb placed

within this tube, indicates the temperature of the frictional sur

face. A tube leading through the upper disk conducts the

lubricant under trial to a recess in the middle of the lower disk.

The upper end of this tube being of glass, indicates the supply

and rate of feeding of the oil. As the friction of a journal de

pends quite largely upon the method of lubrication, uniformity

in the manner of supply is of the utmost importance.

Over the upper disk a yoke with four arms rests upon four

columns, which extend through the upper disk to the middle of

the frictional surfaces, these columns being cast as a portion of

the disk. In the centre of this yoke is a hole with hemispherical

1 Trans, of Am. Soc. Mech. Engineers, vol. vi., p. 136, Nov., 18S4.
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bottom. The lower end of the upper spindle is round, and fit

ting into this hole makes a ball-and-socket joint. This con

struction transmits the stress due to the weight applied upon

the spindle to four points in the middle line of the frictional

surfaces, and the strains due to excessive loads will not distort

Fig. i 66.

the disks so as to interfere with the uniformity of the thickness

of the film of oil between the surfaces, while the ball-and socket

joint allows the surfaces to meet without any cramp or binding

due to imperfection or wear, which would prevent the surfaces

from revolving in a true plane.

3i
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The axes of the upper and lower spindle do not coincide, but

are on parallel lines about one-eighth of an inch from each

other. This prevents the surfaces from wearing in rings, be

cause the same points are not continuously brought in contact

with each other.

Fig. 167.

At the left of the machine a counter records the number of

revolutions made during any given time. A lever at the top

controls a small friction clutch, in order to stop or start the

counter at any time during an experiment.
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The dynamometer, shown on the right hand of the machine,

consists of a mechanism of segments and pinions for multiply

ing the deflection of a steel bar and indicating the stress neces

sary to produce such deflection, by the position on the hand of

a dial. An arm which ends in the arc of a circle projects from

the lower surface of the upper disk and is connected to the

dynamometer by a flexible brass tape. When the machine is

in operation the lower disk is revolved and tends to carry the

upper disk around with it, by a force equal to the friction due

to the lubricant between the disks.

The frictional resistance is obtained from the dynamometer

by the principle of couples of equal moments. The reading on

the dynamometer indicates a force of a couple whose arm is

the length of the lever projecting from the upper disk, and this

couple is opposed by a couple of equal moment, of which the

dimensions of the frictional surface form the data for computing

the arm, and the frictional resistance of the lubricant is the un

known quantity.

The co-efficient of friction is deduced from the data of obser

vation in the following manner: Let

p = weight on disks, pounds ;

R = outer radius of frictional contact, feet ;

r = inner ;

p = radius of any infinitesimal ring or band of the frictional

surface, feet;

N = number of revolutions per minute ;

W = reading on dynamometer, pounds;

I = length of arm on upper disk, feet ;

* = co-efficient of friction.

Suppose that the annular surfaces of the disk be divided

into an infinite number of elementary areas by equidistant

circles and radial lines, then will

Width of band =dP ( 1 )

Angle between two successive

radial lines (2)

Length of arc between two radii-pdti (3)
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Elementary area =pdpd« (4)

Area of annulus =jr(JF—r») (5)

Pressure per unit of area ~*np—t*) ^

Pressure on elementary area —^rjgtl^»\ W

Friction on elementary area :-^Jpw«) ^'

Moment of friction on ele

mentary area

Moment of friction on entire

mentary area = (9)

disk ^(i^^jf^ c°)

Integrating { f }^ (,,)

Substituting the limits =2 * ^ (I2)

Work of friction per minute =***PN.'(.*—*) ( ,3)

Resistance of the dynamometers r/jfyv (14)

The friction equals the resist

ance, hence 4 *~P'\}/f'~r^ 2 ir / wN (15)

t=r3 /,6)

This is not in a form convenient for continual use, and is sus

ceptible of much simplification, if the proper dimensions are

used for the various parts in connection with the frictional sur

faces, and the dynamometer arm. It is also important for the

sake of simplicity, that the length of the line of mean area of

the disk be one foot, so that the number of revolutions per

minute is equivalent to the frictional velocity in feet per minute.

For convenience, it was desirable that the area of the disk be

ten square inches.

If t=radius of circle, whose circumference is 12 inches, then

2-^=12 ('7J

c= 12 =1.909 inches (jfl

2IT
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Area within this circumference,

ire1— 1 1 46 square inches (19)

If this circumference divide the annulus of 10 square inches

area into two equal parts.Tthen the outer rim of the annulus

will circumscribe an area of 11.46+5= 16.46 square inches.

The radii corresponding to these circles are

/ A
^=-yi—=2.289 inches=.i9C7 feet : (20)

r=-^ ° =M34 inches=.U9S feet (21)

—r*=.o22i feet; ^"=^=.00523 feet (22)

Substituting these values inequation (16)

*-***m M>

This equation can be made still more simple if the length of the

arm / is of such length that

M

Substituting this value of $ in equation (23) we have

/=.3I56 feet=.3787 inches.

Generally the weight on the disks is referred to in pounds to

the square inch, then

If the reducing levers which have been referred to are used, the

reading of the dynamometer is one-fifth of the pull on the arm,

and when the machine is used with this attachment,

fw (26)

P

After the temperature of the disks has been reduced by a cur

rent of ice water, the circulation of the water is stopped, the

machine started, and the reading of the dynamometer noted at

each degree of temperature.

As the machine is generally used without the compound lev

ers, the column of coefficient of friction is obtained by divid

ing the dynamometer reading by five times the pressure in

pounds per square inch.
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Ingham and Stapfer's lubricant testing machine, in use in this

country as well as in Europe, consists of a horizontal shaft run

ning in two bearings in the vertical uprights of a cast-iron

frame. The shaft carries a third journal with adjustable bear

ings, which are set to any desired pressure by weighted levers.

By a thermometer inserted in the top brass the temperature is

observed. The shaft carrying the test-arbor is revolved by a

pulley keyed upon it. A counter records the number of revo

lutions. The oil to be tested is brought into a reservoir placed

on the top brass, from whence it runs to the sliding surfaces of

the test-arbor.

Fig. i 68. Fig. 169.

Professor R. H. Thurston s lubricant testing machine} The

construction of this machine is shown in Figs. 168 and 169.

At F is the journal on which the lubricating material is to be

placed for test. This journal is carried on the overhung ex

tremity of shaft A, which is sustained by the journals B, B', on a

standard D, mounted on base-plate E. The shaft is driven by

1 " Treatise on Friction and Lost Work in Machinery and Millwork," by R. H.

Thurston. 4th edition, 1891.
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the pulley C at any desired speed. A counter is placed at the

rear end of this shaft to indicate the number of revolutions.

The shaft is usually driven at a fixed speed, corresponding to a

velocity of rubbing surfaces approximating that of the journals

on which it is proposed to use the oil. The testing journal F

is grasped by bearings of bronze G, G', and with a pressure

which is adjusted by the compression of a helical spring J.

This spring is carefully set, and the total pressure on the

journal and the pressure per square inch are both shown on the

index plate N by a pointer M. Above the journal is a ther

mometer Q, of which the bulb enters a cavity in the top

" brass," and which indicates the rise in temperature as the test

progresses.

The "brasses," thermometer, and spring are carried in a pen

dulum H, to which the ball / is fitted, and the weights are

nicely adjusted and, as nearly as may be, in such a manner that

the maximum friction of a dry but smooth bearing shall just

swing it out into the horizontal line. The stem K K' of the

screw, which compresses the spring, projects from the lower

end of the pendulum and can be turned by a wrench. A

pointer O traverses an arc PP and indicates the angle assumed

by the pendulum at any moment. This angle is large with

great friction, and very small with good lubricating materials.

This arc is carefully laid off in such divisions that dividing the

reading by the pressure shown on the index N gives the cor

responding coefficient of friction.

The figures on the arc are the measure of the actual resist

ance of friction on the surface of the journal. Dividing this

frictional resistance by the total load gives the value of the co

efficient. As there is no intermediate mechanism, this measure

is obtained without possible error; and, as the resisting mo

ment changes very rapidly at low angles, great precision of

measurement is obtained. The machine can also be arranged

to give readings of this coefficient directly.

The effect of the machine is found from the relations between

the weight and dimensions of the pendulum to the dimensions
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of the testing journal and the pressure of the helical spring ex

erted upon the latter. Let

R = radius to centre of gravity of pendulum ;

F = effort due to weight of arm ;

/ = length of journal ;

r = radius of journal ;

W= weight of pendulum complete;

P = total pressure on journal ;

p = pressure per square inch of longitudinal section ;

T = tension on spring ;

0 = angle between arm and a perpendicular through axis ;

/ = coefficient of friction ;

Q = total friction.

When 0 is equal to 900,

FR=Qr (1)

And when any other angle,

FRsin. 0 = Qr (2)

Solving equation (2) with respect to Q,

Q=FR™° (3)

r

The coefficient of friction is

, Q F Rsin.O . .

/=/= rP (4)

The pressure per square inch is

F Air Air K*'

From this last equation the graduations on the right-hand

side of the index-plate are deduced.

From the equation

Ar=4//r (6)

the numbers on the left-hand side are determined.

By substituting in equation (1) the value of Q, in terms of

the co-efficient and total pressure from (4), it becomes

F R=f(p lr)r (7)
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Solving with respect to f, equation (7) becomes

FR

/= > (8)

4 plr

From the numerator of the second number of equation (8)

the graduations of the arc are deduced.

In applying the foregoing equations to the machine shown

in the engraving, the following numerical values may be given

to the respective symbols: F = 2.5 pounds; R = 10 inches;

r = 0.625 inches; /= 1.5 inches; 4 / r = 3.75 square inches ;

W = 6 pounds. Also a compression of i^j inches of the

spring corresponds to a tension of 100 pounds ; hence, for each

pound's tension, the spring will be compressed 0.1375 of an

inch.

The graduations on the right-hand side of the scale are ob

tained from equation ( 5 ) :

The first graduation will naturally be that value of / when T

is equal to O, which value is 1.6.

The speed of the machine when the belt is upon the largest

pulley of the cone, C, should be that which will give at the sur

face of the testing-journal the least speed of rubbing, which is

expected usually to be adopted.

The figures on the arc P P, traversed by the pointer O at

tached to the pendulum, are such that the quotient of the read

ing on the arc P P, by the total pressure read from the front of

the pendulum at M N, gives the " co-efficient of friction ;" *. e.,

the proportion of that pressure which measures the resistance

due to friction.

A printed table, furnished with every machine, gives these

co-efficients for a wide ran{>e of pressure after readings.

To determine the lubricating quality of an oil with this

machine, remove the pendulum H H from the testing-journal
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G G' and adjust the machine for the desired velocity. Then

carefully slide the pendulum upon the testing-journal, oil the

journal through the oil-cups, and set the machine in motion,

running it a moment, until the oil is well distributed over the

journal. At intervals of one or two minutes, observations and

records are made of the temperature given by the thermometer

Q and the reading indicated by the arc P P of the machine by

the pointer O. When both readings have ceased to vary, the

experiment may be terminated.

If the test is to be made with a different pressure, or with

another lubricant, remove the pendulum, clean the journal and

brasses with great care, compress the helical spring to the de

sired pressure, and proceed as before. If the oil to be tested

is to be used at a higher temperature heat the testing-journal

to the desired temperature by means of a Bunsen lump.

Professor Thurston has also designed a machine especially

fitted for railroad work.

The journal of this last-named machine is of standard size,

inches diameter and 7 inches long. The speed is intended

to be adjusted to velocities varying from that of a 26-inch

engine-truck wheel at 60 miles an hour, down to a 42-inch

wheel running 15 miles an hour. The pressure is adjustable

from a minimum total pressure up to 400 pounds per square

inch, or a load of nearly 10,000 pounds on the journal.

Friedrich Lux has in Germany improved Thurston's machine

by the addition of an automatic recording apparatus. The

pendulum of the machine carries an arm with a horizontal bolt

on its extreme end. This bolt raises and depresses a slide at

the right, which slide carries a pencil. A cylinder is mounted

behind the pencil-slide, and connected with clock-work, by

which it is made to revolve uniformly at a convenient rate.

Paper wound on this cylinder is thus made to move under the

pencil at a constant rate, and the rise and fall of the latter are

proportional to the swing of the pendulum, and vary with the

friction at the journal. The paper is ruled with a system of

vertical and horizontal parallel lines at equidistances. The dis
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tances between the vertical lines correspond to a round number

of revolutions of the shaft, so that the total number of tours the

apparatus has made can be conveniently read. The distances

between the horizontal lines are made equal to the sine value

of i°, so that the comparative review, as well as the calculation

of the absolute values of friction, proceeds with simplicity and

rapidity.

Duprez and Napoli s oil-testing machine. This machine,

Fig. 170, is also provided with an automatic recording appara-

Fig 170.

tus. It has, according to Lamansky, the advantage over the

machines already mentioned that a determined quantity of the

oil under trial can be subjected to the test, so that by compari

son it can be ascertained which oil, in a determined quantity
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and with a determined load and velocity, shows the greatest

constancy of the co-efficient of friction. The machine can also

be used for measuring the wear and tear of various materials

caused by friction.

Upon the smoothly polished disk A sits a similar disk B by

means of three cheeks fastened in B at an angle of 300. Each

of these cheeks presents to the disk A a contact-surface of ex

actly 10 square centimeters (1.55 square inches). The cheeks

transmit the pressure exerted by the weighted lever R to the

disk A, uniformly distributing it upon the latter. The disk A is

revolved by the pulley D, the disk B being carried along by

the friction between A and the cheeks S, S„ 5,. To the circum

ference of the disk B is secured a thin steel ribbon, the other

end of which is fastened to the circumference of a pulley readily

movable between points. This pulley and the pendulum P,

which in a state of repose hangs in a horizontal position, con

sist of one piece. The revolution of the disk B thus effects a

stroke of the pendulum P, which is the greater, the stronger

the friction between the cheeks S, S„ St.

Upon the table of the machine the carriage C is carried hori-

zontically and vertically to the axis of revolution of the pendu

lum. A projectionon P, which is guided in the vertical slit V oi

the carriage C. causes a displacement of the carriage propor

tional to the stroke of the pendulum and the frictional resistance.

Perpendicularly to the direction of this displacement a pencil

F is moved over a strip of paper upon the carriage C, with a

velocity dependent on the number of revolutions of the disk A.

By both motions, one of which is proportional to the frictional

resistance on the disk A, and the other to the travel of A, a

diagram is sketched, the area (product of force and travel) of

which must be proportional to the frictional work. Under

otherwise equal circumstances a poor lubricant consumes more

work by friction and a good lubricant less, so that from the

magnitude of the areas of the diagrams the value of the lubri

cants under trial may be deduced.

To avoid the necessity of calculating the areas of the
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diagrams the machine is provided with an apparatus which al

lows of the direct reading off of the proportional number of the

frictional work consumed during a fixed time with the use of

any lubricant. This apparatus consists of a cylinder T which is

constantly pressed by a spring against the circumference of a

disk placed concentrically with A. The axis of this cylinder

can assume' all possible inclinations in one and the same verti

cal plane, and is connected with the pendulum P, so that to

wards the horizontal it always incloses the same angle which

the pendulum forms with the vertical. The number of revolu

tions of the cylinder indicated by this apparatus is proportional

to the number of kilogrammeters consumed by friction, and

may serve directly for judging the value of the lubricant under

trial.

Of the oil to be tested 5 grammes (2.82 drachms) are inter

posed between the disk A and the cheeks 5, St, Sa. To obtain

comparable results the velocity of revolution must be main

tained as uniform as possible, a special regulator seen under

the table being supplied for that purpose.

With this apparatus Lamansky made experiments in Beil-

stein's laboratory. The apparatus was each time charged with

30 cubic centimeters of oil, this giving 1 cubic centimeter of oil

per 1 square centimeter of rubbing surface. The experiment

lasted 3 to 4 hours, the load with the same velocity of revolu

tion rose from 5 to 33 kilogrammes per minute, or with the use

of the same load the velocities of revolution were so varied that

one revolution was made in 0.75, 0.50, 0.35 seconds.

After every 625 revolutions the temperature in the upper

plate was observed, the variations in the temperature of the

work-room being at the same time taken into consideration.

By this the limits of the load and the velocity for the tested oils,

and hence, also, the availability of the latter for definite pur

poses (for light or heavy machines, for machines running

slowly or rapidly), were determined. The apparatus was finally

allowed to run with one and the same (maximum) load and

velocity for three to four hours with the oil, and the degree to
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which the friction remained the same and the temperature rose

was determined, from which conclusions regarding the con

stancy of the oil may be drawn.

The appended table, p. 495, shows the results obtained in test

ing a series of vegetable and mineral oils, the numerator of the

fraction in the column headed "duration of the experiment"

indicating the total number of revolutions and the denominator

the number of a revolution in hundredths of seconds. The

specific viscosity was determined by Lamansky's apparatus.

Lamansky's experiments confirm the fact that the co

efficient of friction is dependent on the viscosity of the oil;

fluid oils, i, e., oils with the least viscosity, have the smallest

co-efficient of friction, but cannot stand a great load ; in other

words, they cannot be used for lubricating heavy machinery.

Lubricant-testing apparatus of the Paris-Lyons Mediterranean

Railway. This apparatus was exhibited, in 1 878, at Paris. It

has the great advantage of furnishing guiding points forjudg

ing lubricants for heavily loaded axles of railroad cars, loco

motives, etc. It allows of observing the number of revolutions

of the axle and the velocity of revolution, as well as the heating

of the journal-boxes at varying velocities of the axles and with

different loads. Finally the consumption of oil and the be

havior of the oil upon the axle can also be judged. The ap

paratus is shown in Figs. 171 « and 171 b. Upon a solid stone

foundation stands the cast-iron frame A, on both sides of which

are guides for the shaft B which carries the friction-wheels cc.

The tires of both wheels are at a distance from each other cor

responding to the gauge of a railroad, and carry two ordinary

railroad car wheels D D whose axle E is fitted laterally in the

journal-boxes in. The boxes are arranged similarly to those of

railroad cars and serve for the reception of the lubricant under

trial. Resting upon the boxes there are on both sides strong

springs « « on the ends of which the weights ff act by means

of the levers 00. E can be loaded as desired by placing

weights upon it or taking them off. In the centre of each of

the two springs is fastened a screw / which can be lifted to
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gether with the springs from the driving wheel q by means of

the female screws z forming a worm-wheel and the cross shaft

s provided with screw-threads. By this means the load can be

entirely removed from the journal-boxes. On the lower shaft

there is further the driving wheel G, as well as a screw by

means of which the motion of the shaft is transmitted to a

counter. Besides the pointers, which indicate the number of

revolutions, this counter also sets in motion the pointer /, which

indicates upon the scale u the approximate velocity of the rim

of the wheels in kilometers per hour. The two friction- wheels

c c are turned eccentrically about 2.5 millimeters so that in re

volving there is a slight vertical oscillation, which is transmitted

to the upper wheels, thus imitating the jolting of the cars upon

the track.

In executing the test the lubricant under trial is brought into

the journal-boxes m m. The spring is then raised to remove

the load as much as possible from the upper shaft, and the

lower shaft set in motion. When the apparatus is running the

springs are gradually lowered, and finally loaded with a weight

corresponding to the intended use. The oil which with this

test stands the heaviest load at the greatest velocity without

heating the journal-boxes is to be considered the best.

Although the apparatus does not allow of accurately meas

uring the frictional resistance, the practical value of lubricants

is fairly determined by it. It especially furnishes sure guiding

points whether, with determined loads and velocities, hot run

ning of the axles is to be feared or not, which is of great im

portance as regards the use of oils for railroad purposes.

Professor E. Willigk's oil-testing machine. This apparatus

differs from the preceding chiefly in the choice of journals and

in that during the experiments special regard is had to the

temperatures. It consists of a vertical shaft bedded in the bot

tom plate of a cast-iron frame and revolved by a gearing. The

shaft carries on its upper portion a hollow cup-shaped cone

which forms the bearing of the test-arbor. The latter forms

another hollow cone of tombac which is fitted to the first so that

32
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it sits exactly upon its bottom. By means of a weighted lever

the test-arbor can be loaded at will within certain limits. The

inner space of the test-arbor is filled with mercury into which

dips the thermometer for observing the temperature.

A small portion of the oil to be tested is brought into the

lower part of the cone forming the bearing, and the machine

set in motion.

The quality of the lubricants is tested either by lubricating

the test-bearing with a determined quantity of oil and counting

the number of revolutions the machine makes until the bearing

has acquired a certain temperature; or the machine is allowed

to make the same number of revolutions and the temperature

which the test-bearing acquires with the use of various oils is

observed. With the first method the better lubricant is indi

cated by the greater number of revolutions, and with the latter,

by the lower temperature.

The results yielded by the second method suffice for prac

tical purposes, but it is better to use, instead of a counter, a

watch with a second-hand, and determine the increase in the

temperature by allowing the apparatus to revolve for the same

length of time at the same velocity with each kind of lubricant.

The chief object of the use of a lubricant is to decrease fric

tion by enveloping two metallic surfaces rubbing upon each

other, in order to gain work as well as to preserve the surfaces

in good working condition.

These general guides, on which depends the choice of a lubri

cant, also prescribe the course the examination or test has to

take. Generally speaking, an examination will, therefore, have

to deal with answering the following two principal questions:—

1. Does a lubricant intended for certain purposes possess in

a sufficient degree the ability of decreasing friction between two

metallic surfaces?

2. Has the respective lubricant the capacity of resisting, in

a degree corresponding to a certain purpose and for a suf

ficient time, the effects of the work it has to perform ?

With these conditions in view, R. Jahns, inspector of ma-
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chinery of the railroad management at Cologne, has recently

constructed and patented a very ingenious and useful appara

tus, which is very likely to be introduced upon all German

Fig. 173.

railroads. Jahns calls his apparatus " Testing machine for the

examination and choice of lubricants!' Its construction is

shown in Figs. 172 to 181.
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Fig. 174.

The part a of the hollow arbor x, Fig. 172, serves for the

determination of the capacity of the lubricant to decrease the

friction of two surfaces sliding upon each other.

To avoid as much as possible the influence exerted by the
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differences in the condition of the sliding surfaces, their width

is reduced to a minimum by the interior radius of the bearing b

sliding upon a being somewhat larger than the radius of the

exterior surface of the arbor itself. By these means the con

tact of both surfaces takes place only in a line parallel to the

revolving axis of the arbor, and, therefore, under always equal

external conditions.

The sliding bearing b, Fig. 175, is of steel sufficiently hard

ened to make a change in the condition of the surfaces on the

Fig. 175,

point of contact by cutting in or working in impossible. The

bearing b is fitted to a strap-like piece c, Fig. 175, the mass of

which is so distributed that the lower half has a greater mo

ment of oscillation than the upper.

The test of the lubricant in the sense of question 1, page 498,

is carried on as follows : The outer surface of the arbor a and

the inner surface of the bearing b are sufficiently moistened

with the oil to be tested, and thus kept during the experiment.

The mechanical process which begins with the revolution of the
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pivot is illustrated by the schematic sketches Figs. 176, 177

and 178.

The vertical line passing through the centre of gravity 5 of

the strap (Fig. 176) appears after the commencement of the

revolution of the arbor as shown in Fig. 1 77, and after several

oscillations forms an angle constant to the vertical line. This

angle depends on the intensity of the friction created on the

point of contact between arbor and bearing, and is always the

same for the same material at the same temperature. The

Fig. 176. Fig. 177. Fig. 178.

greater the total friction is, i, e„ the smaller the capacity of the

respective lubricant to counteract the friction between the two

lines of contact of the arbor and the bearing, the larger the in

clination of the strap from its vertical position will be, because

the component y, which represents the intensity of the friction

on the periphery of the arbor, becomes greater. The inclina

tion of the pendulum strap d indicates also the capacity of the

lubricating material to decrease friction between the two points

of contact, and is directly determined and read off in units of

circumference on the periphery of the lower portion of the

strap.

To test the lubricant in the sense of question 2, page 498,

the apparatus is provided with the following arrangements :

As explained in the beginning, the judgment in question

here must proceed from the heating produced by the internal

work of the lubricant in the layer between the arbor x and

bearing^ (Figs. 173 and 174).

The construction must', therefore, be such as to offer a suf.
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ficient guaranty that the heating observed originates from this

source alone, i. e., from the layer itself, as only under this con

dition can it be observed entirely independent of foreign in

fluences. To attain this object and to leave the working arbor,

so to say, in a pendent position, the latter was given the form

of a revolving body whose plane, set parallel to the axis of

revolution, is curved according to the arc of a circle, the centre

of which, however, lies outside the axis itself ; moreover, the

bearing used joints accurately to a portion of the upper surface.

Upon the bearing itself rests by means of two points the lever

A, Fig. 173, which is fastened in the frame, thus fixing the posi

tion of the bearing, and as this embraces the arbor, that of the

latter also. Vertically downward the arbor is only sustained

by the two rolls e.

In this manner the bearing, the running surface of which

serves for the experimental plane, assumes at the same time the

guidance of the arbor, the rolls e serving only for its support,

but without the production of any material friction, there being

no sliding between the circles of contact and the surface of the

arbor.

This arrangement fulfills the condition of an almost entire

thermic insulation of the source of the development of heat,

i. e., the layer between the arbor and bearing, and of the latter

themselves.

To test the lubricant about 12 drops of it are distributed

upon the surface of the arbor and that of the bearing. The oil

is kept uniformly distributed by the small strip of leather n

moved to and fro during the revolution of the arbor by the obli

que collar w.

The revolution of the arbor is effected at x by the belt r.

The arbor itself is hollow and hermetically closed on one side

by a spring-plate f, and is filled with vapors of sulphuric ether,

the expansion of which, with the quantity used, amounts on an

average to about ten times that of atmospheric air.

Now, when the arbor becomes heated by revolving and the

heat yielded by the layer of lubricant, the heat developed is
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communicated to the vapors in the interior of the arbor, which

causes an outward expansion of the spring-plate f. The move

ments of the latter with the required interpretation are com

municated to the pencil t, whose different positions correspond,

therefore, to the various temperatures of the arbor and of the

layer of oil. In front of this pencil moves eccentrically a strip

of paper /. Its motion is effected from the pivot at o (Fig.

172) by wheels and screws, so that a certain number of revolu

tions always correspond to a determined length of paper un

rolled. The proportions are so chosen that the strip of paper

only progresses 3.75 millimetres per minute, while the arbor

makes 250 revolutions per minute.

In order that the pencil may mark its positions upon the

paper without resistance, the arrangement is made (Figs. 179

and 180) that the strip of paper is lightly pressed against the

pencil only every fifteenth second, and the latter is at once re

leased, so that it may change its position without exerting a

restraining effect upon the spring-plate /. The mechanism of

the pencil is besides so arranged that its point moves in a

Fig. 179.
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straight line and parallel to the surface of the paper. Now.

while the strip of paper, as soon as the pivot is made to re

volve, moves in the direction of its length, the pencil changes

its position, according to the heat produced in the arbor, at a

right angle to the direction of the motion of the paper, and its

markings, every fifteenth second, form points of a curve which

gives a general picture (Fig. 181) of the development of heat

in the layer of lubricant and in the bearing and arbor.

The curve marked by the pencil soon forms a straight line,

running parallel to the direction of the motion of the paper, be

cause the temperature of the arbor remains constant very soon

after revolution begins, that is to say, when the effect of the

Fig. 180.

Fig. 181.

I K

a, temperature of air; i, permanency.

cooling off of the surrounding air is just as large as that of the

only slight development of heat in the still fresh layer of lubri

cant. This condition may suitably be called "permanency"

The distance of the degrees designating this condition from

the degrees corresponding to the temperature of the air is

differently given by this apparatus for the various kinds of

lubricants, but always exactly alike for the same kind. The

curve thus formed has the shape as shown in Fig. 181.

Now, by allowing the arbor to revolve sufficiently long, the

material adhering to it will be constantly reconveyed to the

place between arbor and bearing, and repeatedly exposed to
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the work originating there. As the quantity of lubricant re

mains, however, the same, the effects of the work sum up so

that the temperature of the arbor no longer remains constant,

but rises proportionally to the internal resistances of work of

the lubricant itself. The curve in its further course then takes

an upward direction as indicated by dots.

The more quickly the lubricant changes its normal condition,

the more resisting heat it develops ; and the greater its con

sumption, the more rapidly the curve ascends.

From the previously explained mechanical combination of

the machine it will be seen that the abscissa of the several

points of this curve represent the revolution of the arbor, and

consequently also the road traversed from the centre of gravity

of the layer of lubricant between the bearing and arbor, while

the ordinates of the changes in the condition of the layer ex

press its heating and the magnitude of its injurious internal re

sistances according to quantities of heat in corresponding

lengths of the ordinates.

The curve, therefore, represents a picture of the relations be

tween the road and resistance within one and the same period,

and the product of both consequently gives the magnitude of

that work of resistance which the lubricant has developed in

itself by the demand between arbor and bearing.

This product is directly represented by the area terminated

by the curve itself and the abscissa—the line of the temperature

of the air—passing through its point of beginning.

With different lubricants the internal work of resistance is,

therefore, under otherwise equal circumstances, proportional to

these areas, and their mechanical durability inversely propor

tional to them.

In this manner it is possible to express the mechanical effect

of a lubricant as compared with another by a fixed value of

figures which makes it also possible to answer the question

under § 2, page 498.

It may here be remarked that experiments with the described

testing machines are of value only within certain limits, and
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that a comparison of the results obtained with the different ap

paratuses is impossible. Even the results of two machines of

the same construction cannot, according to Engler, be com

pared with each other, since the slightest variations in the con

stitution (shape, hardness, etc.,) of the rubbing surfaces give

rise to considerable differences in testing one and the same oil.

Even the results with the use of one and the same apparatus

are not uniform and cannot be relied on, if the directions for

making the experiments are not strictly observed.

It is impossible to obtain exact, useful results if the test-sur

faces are not most accurately worked, for instance, if the axles

are not almost absolutely round, or are not placed in a per

fectly horizontal position and firmly secured ; further, if the

rubbing metal is not possessed of sufficient solidity and hard

ness to remain perfectly constant under the influence of friction.

According to observations by Engler, no testing machine is

entirely free from one or the other of the above-mentioned de

fects, and, in fact, a machine answering all requirements does

not exist. By further taking into consideration that the abso

lutely necessary conditions in making experiments are fre-

qently not observed with sufficient nicety, it is evident that the

results of experiments regarding the lubricating power of dif

ferent kinds of oil, which have from time to time been pub

lished, are of little or no value.

Experiments made with the various testing-machines always

lead to the same results, viz., that the coefficient of friction

stands in direct relation to the viscosity of the oils ; thinly-fluid

oils, i. e., oils of slight viscosity, have a small coefficient of

friction and will not bear a great load, while thick oils show,

with a light load, a large coefficient of friction, but will also

stand a heavy load. The latter, however, can be advantageously

used for lubricating purposes only when the axle and bearing

are warm enough to render them more thinly-fluid, this being

the reason why thick oils at first yield a large coefficient ol

friction, which constantly becomes smaller as the axle and bear

ing become warmer, and finally remains quite constant.
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From the results of Lamansky's experiments (see p. 493) it

is evident that in consequence of more uniform viscosity at

varying temperatures, vegetable oils also possess more uniform

and constant lubricating power than mineral oils, whose vis

cosity rapidly decreases with a rising temperature. It has

iurther been shown that the friction with one and the same oil

is considerably increased with an increase in the velocity of the

rubbing surface, and that when lubrication is effected by means

of wick the co-efficient of friction is considerably greater than

when there is a constant excess of oil between the axle and

bearing.

In regard to directly testing oils as to their lubricating power,

Lngler arrived at the following conclusions, which are based

upon numerous experiments made in the laboratory by him

self and others :

[. To judge of the value of a lubricant for a definite purpose,

it is advisable to use a testing machine whose construction and

other conditions correspond as closely as possible with the in

tended practical use. Thus, for instance, for railroad purposes,

the testing machine of the Paris-Lyons Mediterranean Railway

might be recommended.

2. Generally speaking, testing machines give the most relia

ble results when they are used within narrow experimental

limits (pressure and temperature). The execution of succes

sive experiments under very extreme conditions of pressure

and with oils varying very much in their degree of fluidity

should be avoided.

3. The direction of the revolving surfaces should always be

the same. If, for instance, with Thurston's apparatus, the axle

is allowed to run in a direction reverse to the ordinary, consid

erably stronger frictional effects will result.

4. Testing machines whose rubbing surfaces become strongly

heated give unreliable results for the direct measurement of

the frictional resistance, and hence it follows that machines

whose axles and bearings exhibit large surfaces of contact are

also to be excluded. It would be best for the contact to take
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and. ix general, tie heaxxg which eventually takes place, the

test has to be made with an excess of the ofl under trial. Only

in special cases is the supply of oil to be adapted as much as

possible to the intended practical use. for instance, by supply

ing the oils by means of wick.

9. For the determination of the durability of a lubricant

comparative tests have to be made always with the same quan

tities of oil, it being best to use no more than is necessary for

once lubricating the rubbing surfaces.

10. The rubbing surfaces of the testing machines should be

worked with the utmost accuracy, polished as smoothly as pos-

sible, and be of such hardness that they are not changed by

the experiments.

11. The viscosity of oils is so closely related to their lubri

cating power that, if the determinations have been made at the

respective temperatures, conclusions as to the usefulness and
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value of a lubricating oil may be drawn from it and by com

parison with other approved oils.

Photometric Tests.

The illuminating power of an oil is determined, with regard

to the quantity consumed, by ascertaining the intensity of light

emitted by a flame fed with the oil. The intensity of light is

determined by a photometer and the quantity of oil consumed

by weighing the experimental lamp before and after the ex

periment.

Photometers are based upon the principle that the intensities

of two sources of light, which equally well illuminate different

surfaces, are proportional to the squares of their distances.

Of the different photometers in use the most important shall

here be described.

Bunsen's photometer. This instrument is almost exclusively

used in Germany, partially so in Austria, and with slight mod

ifications in England. In Bunsen's photometer, a vertical sheet

of paper with a grease spot at its centre is exposed to the illu

mination of a standard candle on one side, and the light to be

measured on the other. The sheet of paper is placed inside a

dark box provided with two plane mirrors placed at such an

angle to the paper that an observer can readily see both sides

of the paper at the same time.

The box can be slid along a graduated horizontal scale, to

wards, or from, the light to be measured, and carries with it

the standard candle mounted on it at a constant distance of 10

inches. If the box is too near the light to be measured, the

grease spot appears brighter on the side of the sheet of paper

nearest the candle. If too near the candle it appears brighter

on the side of the sheet of paper nearest the light to be meas

ured. The position in which the spot appears equally bright

on both sides, is the position in which both sides of the paper

are equally illuminated, and the relative intensities of the two

lights are then directly as the squares of their distances from

the sheet of paper.
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Unit of light, or standard flame. All flames used up to the

present time are more or less imperfect and do not sufficiently

answer the requirements of a unit of light. The flame of a

candle or of a carcel lamp is most frequently employed for the

measurement of light, though under certain conditions the

flame of illuminating gas is also used for the purpose. While

in England but one kind of candle is used, which must be

of definite composition, in Germany the regulations regard

ing the candle to be used vary very much and are frequently

quite defective. However, candles, as well as carcel lamps, are

not constant as regards their intensity of light and subject to

variations of greater or smaller magnitude, so that the amyl

acetate lamp recently introduced by von Hefner-Alteneck may

shortly entirely supplant the candle, it answering best of all

sources of light proposed, the requirements of constancy and of

being readily produced.

London standard spermaceti candle. The light adopted in

the United Kingdom, under the authority of the Legislature,

and also in the colonies, as a standard whereby to estimate and

express the illuminating value of substances used in artificial

illumination, is that which is derived from a spermaceti candle

burning at the rate of two grains of spermaceti per minute, or,

as usually expressed, " sperm candles of six to the pound, each

burning 120 grains per hour." Few candles burn at this exact

rate, and in practice, " if the rate of consumption per candle

shall not have exceeded 126 grains per hour or fallen short of

114 grains per hour," corrections by calculation are made for

such variations from the standard rate. Hence, in England,

the consumption of candle-material during the time of observa

tion is also determined, Keates's candle-balance, Fig. 182,

being most frequently used for the purpose. The candle-

holder T, in which the standard candle is secured at the de

sired height by the screw K, is carried by the knife edge F of

the beam A by means of the steel arm L. On the long arm of

A is a shiftable weight E, which, when the candle is lighted

and burns normally, is slowly shifted towards the centre until
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the indicator C, moving in front of the scale D, strikes toward

the right. The attachment G on the end of the long arm of A

prevents the latter from being raised too much. By the

candle burning down its weight is decreased, and the indicator

C again approaches the zero point of D. When the latter has

been reached the time is noted by a watch, and observations

regarding the consumption of candle and photometric meas

urements are commenced. After finishing the latter, the

Fig. 182.

flame of the candle is extinguished, the time required for the

measurements read off, and the consumption of candle during

this time determined by placing weights in the pan N until the

indicator C points again to zero. The weights used represent

the consumption of candle-material during the time of observa

tion. The entire apparatus is secured to one end of the

photometer.

In making photometric experiments the flame of the stand

ard candle should be 1 ^ inches long. The standard candles

33
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are 8^ inches long from base to shoulder, and according to F.

W. Hartley are best prepared for making experiments as fol

lows : Cut each candle in two parts at 4^5 inches from its

base. This is best done by laying the candle on a clean level

surface and rolling it under the edge of a sharp knife. Cut

away half an inch from the top of the lower half, and also cut

away the spermaceti from the top half ; reduce the projecting

wick of the latter to half an inch in length. Take great care in

cutting away the spermaceti, not to injure the wicks in the

slightest degree. Burn the pieces of candles not too closely

together in a place free from draughts, until the flames attain

their maximum size, and each wick bends over and presents a

red point through the flame, then touch it with a piece of sper

maceti and blow out the flame. Always extinguish candles in

the way described, and thus preserve their wicks in good con

dition.

For conveniently measuring the size of the flame a shiftable

pin is connected with the candle holder, which is provided with

two fine metallic points at the desired distance (1 finches)

from each other. The lower point is so set as to accurately

point at the lowest part of the flame. When the point of the

flame touches the upper metallic point, the photometric

measurements are commenced. Since it is of importance that

the standard candles used should be as uniform in composition

as possible, it is advisable to determine the melting or the con

gealing point of the candle material by the method proposed

by RudorfT. Fill a glass flask of 150 to 200 cubic centimeters

capacity two-thirds full of the candle material and melt the

latter by immersing the flask in water of from 1400 to 176° F.

When all is melted take the flask out of the water, dip a sensi

tive thermometer into the melted material and, while constantly

stirring, observe the falling of the temperature. The tempera

ture at which the thermometer remains constant for some time

is considered the congealing point ; with the spermacetic candle

it lies at 43.5 to 44.50 C. ( 1 10.30 to 1 12. i° F.)

Munich stearin candle. This candle is to consume 10.2 to
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10.6 grammes (157.41 to 163.58 grains) per hour with a flame

of 52 millimeters (2.04 inches), and is to be composed of

stearin with 76 to 76.6 per cent, carbon.

Paraffin candle of the Verein der Gas- und Wasserfach-

manner. This candle is made of paraffin with a melting point

not below 1 3 1° F. It is 20 millimeters (0.78 inches) in diam

eter and of such a length that si* candles weigh 500 grammes

(17.63 ozs.). The wick should be made as uniformly as pos

sible of 24 cotton threads, and 1 meter (3 feet 3.37 inches) of

it should, in a dry state, weigh 0.668 gramme (10.3 grains).

In making measurements the size of the flame is to be 50 milli

meters (1.96 inches) ; trimming the wick of the candle is per

missible. According to experiments by Rudorff, the intensity

of light with this candle is not constant, it being in this respect

inferior to the spermaceti candle and the Munich stearin candle.

Von Hefner-Alteneck's amyI acetate lamp. Amyl acetate is

used for burning in this lamp. The influence of the wick is

very slight, and, besides, the size of the flame, after the lamp

has burned for a short while, remains constant for a consider

able time.

According to von Hefner-Alteneck's proposition the unit of

light is the illuminating power of a free burning flame ascend

ing from the cross section of a wick saturated with amyl

acetate, which completely fills a German silver wick-tube of 8

millimeters (0.31 inch) internal, and 8.3 millimeters (0.32 inch)

external, diameter, and 15 millimeters (0.59 inch) in length.

The size of the flame, measured, at least 10 minutes after light

ing, from the edge of the wick tube, is to be 40 millimeters

(1.57 inches).

A lamp constructed according to these directions is shown in

vertical section in Fig. 183 and in ground plan in Fig. 184.

The height of flame is indicated by the line of sight over the

two edges a and b. By sighting through the point of the flame

to the brightly illuminated edges a and b, and by turning the

disk S, the height of the flame is so regulated that the point of

the bright nucleus of the flame which appears about milli
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meter (0.19 inch ) below the outermost point of a semi-luminous

edge surrounding the nucleus, touches from below the line of

sight. The two edges, a and b, turned towards the flame, are

kept bright. The wick is made of coarse cotton thread; it

should completely fill the wick-tube and be capable of absorb

ing amyl acetate in excess of the quantity consumed. For this

reason it should not be pressed tight in the tube. It is best

prepared from separate threads of wick-yarn, or of a corres

ponding number of ordinary soft and thick cotton threads. A

cord of such thickness that it can be readily pressed together

to the size of the diameter of the wick-tube is made by laying

the separate threads parallel together without twisting. The

quantity of amyl acetate in the lamp is immaterial as long as

all the threads of the wick dip into it. The German silver

wick-tube must be firmly placed upon the lamp, otherwise the

size of the flame will be incorrect. The air-holes, m and n, on

both sides of the wick-tube must be kept clear.

To what an extent the illuminating power is influenced by

the pressure of the air has not yet been ascertained. The de-

Fig. 183. Fig. 184.
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gree of purity of the air in the photometer room is, however,

of considerable influence, and after each measurement the room

should be aired. From the report of a committee of the Ger

man Association of Gas- und Wasserfachmaenner, the relation

between the unit of light of the amyl acetate lamp, as above

defined, the English spermaceti candle and the German

paraffin candle may be seen. Six Bunsen photometers were

used and six observers made several thousand observations.

The results of these observations gave the following figures for

the illuminating power:

One German paraffin candle 1.224 Hefner lamps

' long English spermaceti candle 1. 145 " "

" short " " " 1. 148 " "

" non-separated, tested English spermaceti

candle 1.160 " "

" average English spermaceti candle '.1 5 1 " "

Or vice versa :

One Hafner lamp is equal to :

0.808 German paraffin candle,

0.879 l°ng English spermaceti candle,

0.875 short " " "

0.862 non-separated, tested English spermaceti candle,

0.870 average English spermaceti candle.

Hence the relation of the German paraffin candle to the aver

age English spermaceti candle is i .065 : 1 . The size of the

flame of the former was 50 millimeters (1.96 inches) and of the

latter 45 millimeters (1.77 inches). The appended table from

Schilling's " Handbuch fur Gasbeleuchtung" gives the number

of the different standard flames required for the production of

the same illuminating power :

Candle of the German

Association of Gas- Munich candle,

fachmaenner.

1000 887 977 102

1 128 1000 1 102 115

1023 907 1000 104

9826 8715 9600 1000

English spermaceti

candle. Pans carcel lamp.
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According to Schiele, a great difference in the readings is

frequently effected by turning the paper in the photometer,

and, according to Nichols, observations with one eye are much

more accurate than with both.

Carcel lamp. This is an oil lamp employed in France as a

photometric standard. It has a round wick and is fed with

rape oil. Like the standard candle the carcel lamp is a stand

ard only when it consumes a given weight of the light-produc

ing substance in a given time. The intensity of light is consid

ered standard when the lamp consumes exactly 42 grammes

(648.15 grains) of oil per hour. If the consumption is not

exactly 42 grammes, but between 40 and 44 grammes (617.29

and 679.02 grains) the relation between the consumption of oil

and the light evolved is, according to experiments by Audouin

and Berard, nearly constant and corrections by calculation are

made. With a consumption outside of these limits, the obser

vations are defective and have to be rejected.

The dimensions of the lamp and burner as prescribed by law

are as follows :

23-5 mm. ( 0-92 inch.)

Inside " " " 17.0 (i
( 0.66 )

45-5
14

( »-79 )

Distance of the contracted part of the chimney

200.0 M (11.41 u
)

Outside diameter of the chimney immediately

61.0 M ( 2-4
..

)

Outside diameter of the chimney at the upper

47.0 11
( 1-85

M
)

34-o ti
( «-33

>'
)

( o-°79 1

The wick used is what is known as light-house wick; it is

plaited from 75 threads, and in a dry state weighs 3.6 grammes

(55.55 grains) per decimeter. It is to be used in a dry state

and hence must be kept in a dry place or in a box with a

double bottom containing burnt lime for the absorption of

moisture. A new wick is to be used for every experiment. It

is trimmed close over the wick tube, and after filling the lamp
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with oil and raising the wick 5 to 6 millimeters (0.19 to O.23

inch) above the wick-tube, the lamp is lighted and the

chimney placed in position. To regulate the consumption of

oil, the wick is then screwed up, and the chimney so placed

that its contracted portion is 7 millimeters (0.27 inch) above

the end of the wick.

Harcourt's pentaneflame! Harcourt employs as the unit of

light the flame of a mixture of 210 volumes of pentane gas with

600 volumes of air which escapes with a velocity of ^ cubic

foot per hour from a J^-inch brass tube. At 6o° F. and with a

barometric pressure of 30 inches the length of such a flame is

2^ inches; its intensity is equal to that of the standard sper

maceti candle and is said to be very constant, so that the pen

tane flame is frequently used in England for photometric

measurements. When the mixture of pentane with air is not

exactly composed according to the standard, it is claimed that

for practical use it suffices to keep the flame at the above-

mentioned length of 2 \ inches in order to obtain the standard

incensity defined as the unit of light.

Pentane is obtained by distilling American petroleum at

1220 F. It is a colorless, mobile liquid of 0.6298 to 0.63

specific gravity. The mixture of pentane and air is prepared

by pouring 1 volume of liquid pentane into 600 volumes of air

contained in a gasometer immersed in water. The quantity of

liquid pentane used vaporizes with great rapidity and corres

ponds to 210 volumes of pentane gas at 6o° F.

The use of illuminating gas for the establishment of a unit of

light has also been frequently proposed. Methven thus em

ployed the flame of an argand burner, but numerous experi

ments showed it not to be suitable for the purpose. Giroud's

photorheometer has, however, greater claims to accuracy.

Giroud's photorheometer serves for keeping constant for a

longer time the volume of gas escaping from a burner, and

consequently also the length of the gas flame produced. The

'Rep. of British Assoc. for the Adv. of Science, 1885, p. 426.



gas enters through the cock L, Fig. 185, the space E, next

M M, washes around the pipe a', passes the opening D, goes
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through another opening above it and arrives underneath a

bell d d of light copper-sheet, which floats in the box A A.

The pipe a' passes through D and terminates above the bell d ;

its lower thinner portion, a, is firmly connected with d, the

diameter of the joint being exactly the same as the inside diam

eter of a". The diameter of the opening D is also the same as

the clear diameter of a'. The bell d and the pipe a1 dip into

and float in glycerin. The bell d d is provided on top with a

small round aperture o, through which the gas escapes and

finally reaches the burner. The velocity with which the gas

escapes through 0 depends on the difference in the pressure of

the gas below and above the bell. In the space E the varying

pressure of the entering gas does not exert a moving influence

upon the pipe a', it being apparent only by the rise or fall of

the glycerin in a'. The level of the glycerin in E may be

considered constant because the cross-section a' is infinitely

small in proportion to that of E. If the pressure beneath the

bell upon the unit of the surface 5 is designated P, and the

plane s, which connects a with the bell d is equal to the clear

width of a*, then the force acting from below to above is=P

(S—s). From above to below the gas-pressure acts over the

bell d. It is mostly dependent on the resistance of the flow of

gas from the opening of the burner, and is transmitted through

the bell D to the pipe a' and the column of glycerin in the

latter. It is =P (S—s). ' Moreover, the weight ir of the bell

exerts a downward force. Q and NN form a manometer. To

vary at will the consumption of the burner P the £/-pipe is pro

vided with the cock T and the handle R. The leg H enters

below the bell d, and the other leg communicates through the

opening /with the space over the bell. When the cock T '\%

opened, by turning it, a portion of the gas flows, without pass

ing through the opening o, into the space above the bell, the

effect produced thereby being the same as if the opening o in

the bell d had been enlarged. Hence the consumption of the

burner P is increased and may be varied at will by the cock T.

Giroud has proposed as a photometric standard a flame of
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67.5 millimeters (2.65 inches) produced by a burner 1 milli

meter (0.039 inch) wide. A flame of this length evolves a

constant light equal to ^ of that of a carcel lamp, and approxi

mately equal (0.96) to that of the spermaceti candle. The

height of the flame is marked by the wire V, secured by the

screw 5.

The room in which the photometric measurements are made

should be entirely dark, and, for the sake of comfort and con

venience, be of reasonable dimensions, that is about 12 feet

square and 9 feet in height. It should be well ventilated, al

though free from draughts, not subject to vibrations, and should

be maintained at a temperature as near to 6o° F. as circum

stances will permit. The walls of the room, as well as all ap

paratuses in it, should be painted dark to avoid disturbing re

flections. Before commencing the measurements, the apparatus

should be carefully examined to see that it, as well as the lamp

used in the experiment, is in thorough order. The selection

of a proper lamp is of great importance in judging the intensity

of the light of an oil, because oils from different localities re

quire, on account of the difference in their combustibility, the

use of burners with a varying supply of air.

For specifically lighter oils which as a rule burn readily (for

instance, Pennsylvania oil), ordinary burners will do, while for

heavier oils (for instance, Caucasus kerosenes), burners with a

greater supply of air have to be used. It may here be remarked

that an effect similar to an increased supply of air may also be

produced by contrivances which bring the air nearer to the

flame ; for instance, stronger contraction and deeper position

of the glass chimney, introduction of air through a tube in the

centre of the round burner, spreading the flame by means of a

disk, etc. By increasing the supply of air corresponding to the

specific gravity and combustibility of the oils, heavy oils also

burn with a good illuminating effect, provided the distance

from the level of the oil to the flame be not too great. But be

sides burning with difficulty, thick, heavy oils differ from light

oils in that they rise but slowly in the wick. Hence for correct
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photometric measurements, burners have to be selected which

by repeated trials have been found to yield the best illuminating

effect.

To obtain a correct picture of the illuminating power and the

illuminating value of a petroleum, the following points have to

be stated or be determined by experiments : System and size of

the burner, and the illuminating power in .the commencement

and at the end of the experiment, which should last at least 5

hours burning time. By testing for one or two hours only,

a sufficient guide for judging the retrogression in the illuminat

ing power during a longer period of burning is not obtained.

Further, the mean illuminating power for the entire experi

mental time (obtained by reading off the statement every half

hour) must be stated, as well as the consumption of oil per

candle and hour. According to Engler, the illuminating effect

of a good quality of oil with a ten line burner should not be

much below eight candle powers. The proportion between the

initial and final intensities should not be below three-quarters,

and the hourly consumption per unit of light not amount to

more than 3.5 grammes (54.01 grains) of oil.

Below some tests of the most common commercial varieties

of oil, which were made by Engler, Lew, Kraemer and Bctt-

cher, Zaloziecki, Schmelk and others, are given. Before dis

cussing them, however, the effect of burning upon the flashing

point and the specific gravity of the oil may be mentioned.

The investigations of M. Albrecht, Junker, Thorner and Eng

ler, show that neither the specific gravity nor the flashing point

is essentially changed during and after burning, and that the

opinion that first the lighter, and finally, the heavier constitu

ents rise in the wick is fallacious, it having been proved that

the oil rises and burns uniformly in the wick, the proportion of

light to heavy constituents being thereby quite constant.

Photometric measurements executed by Engler and Lew, with the

improved Bunsen photometer and a standard paraffine candle.

The appended experiments show: 1. That Caucasian oil
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burned in lamps constructed for the purpose gives as good a

light as American oil. 2. Although the initial illuminating

effect with American oil is greater than with Caucasian, there

is also a correspondingly greater decrease in the intensity of

the flame, so that towards the end of the experiment Caucasian

oil shows throughout a brighter flame than American. 3. The

consumption of ofl for the production of equal quantities of

light is about the same with both varieties of oil, it being, if

anything, less with Caucasian than with American oil. 4.

American oils burned in a lamp for Caucasian oils, and the lat

ter burned in a lamp for American oils, produced as a rule a

smaller illuminating effect. From the tables it will also be

seen that with certain varieties of oil the intensity of light with

reference to the consumption of oil is dependent on the lamp,

so that each variety of oil requires a special burner and a

special lamp.

The tables on pp. 527 and 528, show the fractions of com

mercial petroleum which under certain conditions as regards

lamps yield the most light. The difference of behavior in

burning between the same fractions of American and Caucas

ian oils will, in this case, also be noticed.
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The German varieties of petroleum have been tested by

Engler as to their intensity of light, and compared with Cau

casian and American illuminating oils occurring in commerce.

The results of these investigations will be seen from the ap

pended table, p. 530.

As regards the intensity of light, the Pechelbronn illuminat

ing oil from the older bore-hole, when burned in an ordinary

lamp, is, according to the results given in the above table,

slightly inferior to Oelheim oil, and considerably so to illumi

nating oils from Baku and Pennsylvania. Like Oelheim oil, it

burns best in lamps with an increased supply of air (Schuster

&Baer). In its general behavior in burning in the lamp the

Pechelbronn oil from the more recent bore-hole (No. 213)

closely resembles Pennsylvania oil, but surpasses it as regards

constancy of illuminating power after burning for five hours, as

well as with respect to the smaller consumption of oil. Like

American oil it burns to the best advantage in an ordinary

lamp, without an increased supply of air, while the Pechelbronn

oil from the older bore-hole (No. 146), as well as the Oelheim

oil, agree in this respect with the Baku oil.

In the appended table, p. 531, photometric measurements,

made by Engler and Schestopal, of Korff's Kaiseroel {Imperial

oil) and Brilliant petroleum from Pechelbronn crude oil com

pared with Pennsylvania petroleum, are given. The improved

Bunsen photometer and standard paraffin candle were used in

making the experiments.

34
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From the above results it will be seen that Alsace brilliant

petroleum closely approaches the well known and celebrated

Kaiseroel, and like the latter is suitable for both kinds of

burner.

The intensity of the light of an oil is seriously affected by lime

and magnesia salts dissolved in the oil. According to Red

wood, a content of iron of o.i gramme in iooo grammes of oil

is not injurious, while, on the other hand, by a content of 0.02

gramme of lime or magnesia salts in 1000 grammes of oil, the

illuminating power is reduced 30 to 40 per cent. in 8 hours, and

with a content of 0.1 gramme of lime salts in 1000 grammes of

oil, 85.5 per cent., and with a content of the same quantity of

magnesia salt, even 94 per cent. The different behavior of the

iron salts, on the one hand, and of lime and magnesia salts, on

the other, may be explained by the fact that the iron salts

separate on the point of the wick, and even fall off or remain

upon the wick without fusing, while the lime and magnesia salts

slag to a solid mass, and thus prevent the access of the oil to

the flame.

Colorimetry {Measurement of Color.)

Petroleum should show at the utmost a pale yellow color,

and good qualities of it should be entirely colorless. A yellow

color indicates insufficient purification or an addition of inferior,

especially of heavier, varieties of oil. Moreover, most varieties

of oil have a blue lustre, the cause of which has thus far not

been explained. A noticeable difference between the Ameri

can and Caucasian varieties of petroleum is found in the shade

of color. Caucasian petroleum, even of specific gravity 0.824

to 0.826, is white or shows at the utmost a slight yellowish cast,

while American commerical petroleum shows a stronger yel

low-green cast and more fluorescence.

Since the color of varieties of petroleum and lubricating oils

cannot be accurately determined by the naked eye, instruments

(colorimeters, chromometers) have in recent times been con

structed, by means of which the coloration permissible may be
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established. Stammer's improved colorimeter, Fig. 186, con

structed by Schmidt and Haensch of Berlin, is mostly used for

this purpose, especially in Baku. The box A contains the me

tallic cylinder c which serves for the reception of the oil to be

tested ; the bottom b of the cylinder c consists of a ground-

glass plate secured by means of a metallic mounting and

screws. The cylinder c stands upon a slide which can be

moved up or down by turning a button. By the same move

ment a pointer connected with the slide is set in motion,

whereby the extent to which the cylinder c has been raised is

indicated in millimeters on the scale m. In the cover of the

box is suspended the plunger-tube / also terminating in a similar

manner to c in a glass plate. The tube is secured in its position

by a small hand-spring f. On the bottom of the box lies in an

oblique position the bone-glass mirror p, through which, when

the door a is open, diffused light is thrown into the apparatus.

The light passes, on the one hand, through the oil in the cylin

der c and the tube t above it, and, on the other, through the

metal-tube z, blacked inside, which extends from the bottom of

the apparatus to the ocular. Through this ocular the rays of

light which have passed through c and z are, with the assist

ance of suitably arranged mirrors, combined upon a round

field of view, so that upon one-half of it are seen the rays of

light which have passed through c and upon the other half the

rays of light which have passed through z, and both shades of

color can thus be compared.

Instead of a colored fluid, a uranium-glass plate is used as

standard color. It is placed at u, in the ocular. To allow of

the convenient changing of the tube /, the ocular 0 can be

turned around its axis at x, and can also be shifted laterally.

For testing lubricating oils, which are much darker, the ap

paratus is provided with a short cylinder for the reception of

the oil.

The operation of testing the oil is as follows : The cylinder

c having been brought to its lowest position, is taken from the

apparatus, filled up to the mark with the oil to be tested, and
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Fig. 186.

carefully replaced. The tube t is then placed in position, a«i

the box A closed with the exception of the door a. The ap

paratus is then so placed that through a window as bright J

li^'ht as possible falls upon it, when the cylinder c is shifted
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upwards until both halves of the field of view show the same

tones of color. The higher the cylinder c is raised, the thin

ner the layer of oil between the bottom of the cylinder c and

the bottom of the stationary tube / becomes, and the brighter

also the field of view.

It is evident that this layer becomes thinner the more deeply

colored the oil is, and the pointer indicates the thickness of the

layer in millimeters on the scale m.

The tone of color and thickness of the standard glass are so

selected that the readings of the scale give the following values

for the customary commercial brands :

For standard white 50.0 millimeters.

" prime " 86.5 -

" superfine " 199-5 "

" water " 300 to 320 "

The apparatus allows of rapid work and convenient reading.

For sharp determinations several readings have to be made and

the mean of them is taken.

Although the coloration of the standard glass is an excellent

imitation of the tone of color of petroleum, it is evident that

with oils of different derivation there will be small differences in

the tone of color as compared with the standard glass, so that it

will not always be possible to arrange the cylinder so that the

two halves of the field of view show exactly the same colora

tion. However, the error caused by this is very slight, it being

within a few millimeters, and could not be avoided by the use

of a standard oil or other standard fluid.

It having been shown that petroleum acts upon metals, it be

coming thereby darker, though to a scarcely perceptible de

gree, the use of an apparatus with the oil cylinder c and the

tube / made entirely of glass is recommended for testing the

finest brands. Experiments made by Engler with such an ap

paratus yielded very satisfactory results.

An older form of colorimeter, which is still much used, is

shown in Figs. 187 and 188. It consists of two tubes A and B

secured to a frame. By means of the mirror C light is thrown
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into these tubes, and observed through a. The tube B con

tains a glass disk of a slightly yellowish color corresponding to

the standard petroleum. The coloration of the glass disk cor

responds to the figure 100 on the scale. The tube A is open

on top and closed below by a colorless glass disk. In the

outer tube moves, telescope-like, a second tube also open on

top and closed below by a glass disk. At a is seen a circle di

vided by a line, one side of which receives the light from A,

Fk. 1S7.

and the other from B, so that the coloration of both can be

readily compared. The oil to be tested is poured through i

into A, and after drawing up the inner tube as high as possible,

the two pictures are compared. If that on the side of the pe

troleum is too strongly colored, the inner tube and the tube B

connected therewith are screwed down to the point at which

both halves appear of the same color. The degree of colora

tion as compared with the standard is then read off on the scale b.

. Wilson's colorimeter, which is used in England, closely re

sembles the preceding apparatus. In Bremen the instrument

of Wilson-Ludolph is used.
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At the various commercial exchanges petroleum is generally

traded in according to definite colors, the oil being divided into

several brands corresponding to its brightness. Thus at the

London exchange four shades of color are recognized, viz :

Water while, prime white, standard white, and merchantable,

water white representing the brightest, and merchantable the

darkest kind. In Bremen there are the following varieties :

Water white, prime white, standard white, prime light straw to

white, prime light straw to standard white, light straw, and straw.

In the determination of the value of lubricating oils, the color

is in many cases decisive, though it is not, as with petroleum,

a standard for its quality. In judging mineral lubricating oils

it has to be taken into consideration whether they are to be

used as a substitute for, or as an addition to, vegetable oils.

This applies especially to commerce, in which case the utmost

brightness to straw yellow is of great value.

As mentioned in Chapter IX on Manufacture, mineral lubri

cating oils may be divided into two groups, one embracing the

oils directly prepared from the residuum by refining, and the

other the distillates. In the first case the color is in so far of

importance as it furnishes a guide for the purity of the oil ; the

lighter the oil and the more transparent or translucent it is in

thicker layers, the purer it may be supposed to be. The second

group of lubricating oils—the distillates—are in many cases ad

vantageously used as such. They are distinguished from the

refined product of the same derivation by greater viscosity, but

refining the oils became necessary in consequence of the preju

dice of consumers, who had been used to pale vegetable oils for

lubricating. The color of the refined product becomes, as a

rule, darker with an increase in the specific gravity. Thus the

lightest solar and mixed oils are lemon-yellow, the heavier

spindle oils orange to slightly wine-red, and the machine oils

dark wine-yellow to dark wine-red, frequently transparent only

in thin layers, while the cylinder oils are almost non-trans

parent or dark red. All oils show a green to blue-green

fluorescence. Oils of the same derivation and the same specific
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gravity should show the same color, a darker color indicating,

in this case, inferior refining.

Odor.

The odor of illuminating oils should be slight and not dis

agreeable, or still better, should be entirely absent.

A penetrating, disagreeable odor, such as is possessed by

many varieties of commercial petroleum, is due to constituents

of the crude oil, which have not been entirely removed in re

fining.

Lubricating oils should be odorless. A disagreeable odor of

lubricating oils is due either to defective distillation or insuffi

cient treatment with the customary chemicals, sulphuric acid

and rye.1

Behavior towards Sulphuric Acid.

Petroleum mixed with an equal volume of sulphuric acid of

1.53 specific gravity and shaken, should, after the acid has

settled, appear not darker, but rather lighter. The sulphuric

acid should thereby not acquire a brown or brown-black color,

but remain unchanged, or at the utmost show a slightly yellow

color. Brown coloration of the acid indicates insufficient puri

fication.

If the petroleum is adulterated with distillates of lignite,

wood, resin, etc., the temperature of the mixture, when shaken

with sulphuric acid, rises 200 to 50° C. (68° to 1220 F.)

When such petroleum is mixed with water, the petroleum sep

arates very slowly, it appearing, frequently, also colored and

dirty.

With pure petroleum the temperature rises at the utmost

50 C. (410 F.) and the petroleum separates rapidly from water.

To test lubricating oils, mix by frequent shaking equal

1 The disagreeable odor of many crude oils and illuminating oils is chiefly due to

non-saturated hydrocarbons which are completely absorbed by the sulphuric acid, and

hence remain behind with defective refining. (Kast and Lagai. Dingl. polyt Jour-.

284. 7«-)
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volumes of oil and sulphuric acid of 1.53 specific gravity and

let the mixture stand. Heat another sample of the mixture in

a water-bath, with frequent stirring, to 21 2° F. The sulphuric

acid separated from both samples should at the utmost show a

yellowish color; brown coloration indicating a separation of

carbon, etc. A considerable increase in the temperature also

indicates the presence of oxygenous admixtures.

Determination of acidity.

In the process of refining, both illuminating and lubricating

oils are treated with concentrated sulphuric acid, which has to

be removed by washing with lye and water in order to obtain

the oils free from acid. If, in consequence of defective purifi

cation, any of the acid remains behind, the illuminating oil

burns badly and evolves vapors containing sulphurous acid

which are injurious to the health. Lubricating oils containing

free acids attack the metals of the bearings and gradually de

stroy them.

To detect acid, shake the oil with water, separate the latter

from the former and mix it with barium chloride solution. In

the presence of sulphuric acid a white turbidity or precipitate

is formed. In place of water, it is better to shake the oil with

dilute solution of pure sodium carbonate, acidulate, after sep

arating the oil, with hydrochloric acid ; mix with barium chlo

ride solution.

However, the simplest manner of testing lubricating oils as

to the presence of acid, is as follows : Pour a few drops of the

oil into shallow depressions in a brass or copper plate and heat

the latter to 1220 or 1400 F., for a few hours. If the oil is

acid a green lustre, especially perceptible on the edge of the

oil, appears. By heating the oil for a longer time the tendency

of the oil towards acidity may be recognized by the degree of

the green coloration, which becomes constantly more pro

nounced.

The slightest traces of mineral acids may be established by

shaking with methyl orange solution (1 :iooo).
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vT^-iSA w ts £->ri becciaes vesy turbid, the oil

c/ri*.^'r<i. T.hr.vjt do-jbt, the above inendoned acids.

Determinations of minrraJ salts.

Admixtures of iron, lime, and magnesium salts are deter
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mined as follows: Reduce by distillation 100 or more cubic

centimeters of the illuminating or lubricating oil to about 20

cubic centimeters, evaporate the latter in a weighed porcelain

dish, glow, and weigh the residue. In this manner the entire

solid residue is obtained. The latter is then dissolved in dilute

hydrochloric acid and tested in the ordinary manner as to its

constituents.

Determination ofparaffin.

With lubricating oils this test is best combined with the dis

tilling test, the latter being executed in the same manner as in

testing petroleum residuum, by collecting the fractions from

about every 500 to 500 C, and determining by cooling them,

which of them contain paraffin. The paraffin may also be de

termined quantitatively by filtering, etc., or by the ether-alcohol

method (see Crude Oil).

Determination of resin and caoutchouc.

Many lubricating oils are adulterated with resin and caout

chouc to increase their specific gravity and viscosity. Such

oils when exposed to the air are not constant, are injurious to

the bearings, and offer greater frictional resistance.

For the determination of resin, boil a few cubic centimeters

of the oil with twice or three times its volume of spirits of wine

of specific gravity 0.88 to 0.90 in a test-tube for a few minutes,

then shake vigorously, and allow to cool. Take a portion of

the upper alcoholic layer and mix it with alcoholic solution of

lead acetate. If a resin is present a thick, flaky to caseous

precipitate is produced ; otherwise the fluid only shows a milky

turbidity.

Determination of rosin oil.

The best test for this purpose is that given by Valenta. It is

based upon the rotation of the polarized ray of light by rosin

oil and the optically inactive property of mineral oil. The oil

is brought into a polarizing apparatus and observed whether it
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is dextorotatory or not. In the first case rosin oil is present.

If the oil is colored, it is diluted with petroleum ether to make

it lighter, or treated with decolorizing powder (residue from

potassium ferrocyanide factories).

Although the quantity of rosin oil cannot be accurately de

termined by this method, its content in the mineral oil may be

approximately established, and this suffices for most purposes.

Rosin oil may also be qualitatively determined, according to

Hubl's method by titrating with iodine solution. The iodine

solution is made by mixing a solution of 25 grammes of iodine

in 500 cubic centimeters of 95 per cent, alcohol with a solution

of 30 grammes of mercuric chloride in 500 cubic centimeters of

alcohol; the mixture must stand 6 to 12 hours, and any pre

cipitate which may form in that time must be filtered off. It is

standardized by means of a solution of sodium hyposulphite

(about 24 grammes to the liter). The test is then applied as

follows : Dissolve 0.2 to 0.8 gramme of the oil in 10 cubic cen

timeters of chloroform. Add an excess of the above iodine so

lution, and after standing 1 to 1^ hours, determine the excess

of iodine by the sodium hyposulphite solution, using starch as

an indicator. By means of a simple calculation the amount of

iodine absorbed by 100 grammes of the oil is then determined,

and this is the " iodine number" for that oil.

The iodine number of rosin oil1 being considerably higher

than that of mineral oil, the presence or absence of rosin oil

may be established by the amount of iodine absorbed. There,

being, however, a considerable difference in the iodine number

of the various mineral oils, this method is not suitable for more

accurate quantitative determinations.

To detect rosin oil in mineral oils, glacial acetic acid may

also be used, according to Valenta. Rosin oil dissolves in

glacial acetic acid with ease at 122° F., but mineral oils very

sparingly; 10 cubic centimeters of glacial acetic acid dissolve

1 100 grammes of rosin oil absorb, according to Valenta, 43 to 48 grammes iodine,

and 100 grammes of mineral oil seldom more than 14 grammes.
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0.2823 to 0.6849 gramme of mineral oil and 1.7 to 2 grammes

of rosin oil. In mixtures the solubility does not, however, in

crease proportionally to the content of rosin oil.

Mix 2 grammes of the oil to be tested with 10 cubic centi

meters of glacial acefic acid, and heat, with constant shaking,

in the water bath for 5 minutes. Filter through a slightly

moistened filter, and in a weighed portion of the filtrate deter

mine the glacial acetic acid by titration with soda lye. The

quantity of oil dissolved is then calculated from the difference

in weight between the total solution and the glacial acetic acid.

For the detection of rosin oil in mineral oil, Demsky and

Morawski make use of the greater solubility of rosin oil in

acetone.

Shake 50 cubic centimeters of the oil to be tested with 50

cubic centimeters of acetone, allow to settle, and then evaporate

10 cubic centimeters of the acetone layer. Weigh the residue

and determine its specific gravity. The quantity of rosin oil

which has to be added for the oil to dissolve in exactly one-

half its volume of acetone is also determined. Demsky and

Morawski have made experiments with mixtures of mineral

oils of different origin with refined rosin oil. The results of

these investigations show that when in Caucasian oil the con

tent of rosin oil exceeds 50 per cent., and in American and

Galician oils about 35 per cent., the oil dissolves completely in

one-half its volume of acetone. In the absence of rosin oil,

which may be determined by means of the polariscope, the

derivation of the mineral oil may also be approximately

determined by the acetone method.

Cold test.

The value of lubricating oils is in an inverse ratio to their

tendency to thicken or even become solid at low temperatures,

and they are rated accordingly. The test consists in exposing

5 to 8 cubic centimeters of the oil to be tested in an ordinary

test-tube to chilling in a cold mixture or in a suitably con

structed ice-chest fitted with thermometer.
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For the exact determination of the congealing point of lubri

cating oils, Hoffmeister recommends the following method:

The oil is brought successively into different salt solutions

saturated at their freezing points, which are partially frozen by

a mixture of ice and common salt. To avoid over-cooling the

sample of oil is brought each time from a solution of a higher

freezing point into one of a lower.

Another method is as follows :

Bring into a glass vessel four inches in depth and three

inches in diameter the oil to be tested and place the vessel in

an ice-chest. A thermometer is placed in the centre of the oil

glass, and another thermometer outside of said vessel but in the

ice-chest. When the two instruments reach the required point

and indicate the same temperature, if the oil is still limpid, it

shall be taken as the proper cold test.

Tagliabue's standard oil-freezer. This apparatus is shown

in sectional view in Fig. 189. The freezer is a semi-cylindrical

metallic stand, divided into three compartments: The first,/,

is the oil-cooling chamber in which is the receiver, adjusted to

a rocking shaft, g, to facilitate the introduction of the regulation

oil cup therein, and to show by its motion whether the oil is

congealing or not. The second compartment, c, is the ice

chamber, which is filled with ice and rock salt for the cooling

process ; a faucet, h, is connected with it, to allow the melted

ice to flow out.

The third compartment, a, is a non-conducting jacket, lined

with patent mineral wool filling, to maintain an even tempera

ture in the cooling chamber, and to prevent a too rapid melting

of the ice.

Three thermometers, d, are inserted in the freezer—one on

each side of the cooling chamber, to denote its temperature;

and a third one in the centre, so adjusted that its bulb, pene

trating the middle of the oil, enables the expert to see through

a glass door (without opening the same) at what temperature

the oil commences to congeal.

Two stop-cocks, J, are attached to the bottom, communi
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eating with the cooling chamber, to force therein (by either

opening or blowing through them with a rubber tube) atmos

pheric or warm air, whenever it is desired to raise its tem

perature.

Fig. 189.

American lubricating oils congeal generally at 320 F., or

somewhat below it, while Baku oils have to be cooled to 140

and even to 40 F.

Determination offat oils andfats.

As is well known, fat oils are distinguished from mineral

oils by the former being capable of saponification, while the

latter are not. F. Lux has drawn attention to the fact that the

soap formed by the presence of even 2 per cent, of fat oil in

mineral oil suffices to effect congelation of the fluid on cooling.

The saponification of admixed fat oils takes place slowly be

low 3920 F., and best at about that temperature ; at a tempera

ture much above this the soap formed is again decomposed.

35
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Heating for 1 5 minutes is sufficient, and 2 to 5 minutes in the

presence of more than 10 per cent. of fat oils.

For the determination of small quanities of fat oils in mineral

oils containing a considerable quantity of hydrocarbons boiling

below 6620 F., it is best to use sodium, since the anhydrous

soap formed dissolves with greater ease in the light hydrocar

bons than the hydrous soap resulting from the use of sodium

hydroxide, which at the previously mentioned temperature of

3920 F., has the tendency of separating in flakes instead of dis

solving in the oil. All stirring or shaking in heating and cool

ing must be avoided.

On heating oils with over 10 per cent. of fat oils a percepti

ble odor of soap makes its appearance, which remains after

cooling. The bubbles of gas and air escaping from the sodium

or sodium hydroxide disappear immediately with pure mineral

oil, while, in the presence of fat oils they remain as a rule after

cooling, the walls of the bubbles acquiring a certain coherence

from the soap formed. With transparent oils this phenomenon

can be recognized in the presence of ^ of 1 per cent. of fat oil.

By using for the experiments ordinary test-tubes of about 15 to

25 millimeters clear diameter, mineral oils compounded with fat

oil form, on cooling, clearly perceptible funnel-like depressions

on the surface.

Gelatination of mineral oils containing fat oils takes place at

comparatively high temperatures, which, however, can be only

approximately determined, the transition of a body from a

fluid into a gelatinous condition taking place very gradually

and not within such sharp limits as to make the method avail

able for quantitative determination.

Although the limits of determination are not alike for all

mineral oils, and perhaps not for all fat oils, 2 per cent. of fat

oil in mineral oil can always be determined with certainty.

Preliminary test for the detection of larger quantities of fat

oils. To about 5 cubic centimeters of the oil in a test-tube add

a small piece of sodium hydroxide; heat the liquid directly

over the flame to boiling, and keep it boiling for 1 or 2 min
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utes. The presence of larger quanities of fat oil is detected by

the peculiar empyreumatic smell given off, and by the congeal

ing of the liquid on cooling. There being seldom less than 10

per cent, of fat oil present this, in most cases, ends the test. If

a negative result is, however, obtained, proceed as follows :—

Detection of smaller quantities of fat oils {to 2 per cent!)

Take two medium-sized beakers, of which the one can be

pushed into the other so as to leave a space of about 1 or 2

centimeters between the two. Into the larger beaker bring

enough melted paraffine to bring its surface, when the narrower

beaker is pushed into the larger, half way up between the sides

of the two beakers. Then fill the inside beaker with paraffine

to the same height. Fluids in test-tubes placed in a paramne-

bath thus constructed cannot be overheated. A thermometer

hung in the inner beaker indicates the temperature, which is to

be maintained at from 3920 to 4100 F.

Now supply two test-tubes with a few cubic centimeters of

oil ; add to the one some shavings of sodium, and to the other

a small stick of sodium hydroxide so that the latter is covered

by about 1 centimeter of oil.

Place the two test-tubes in the paraffine-bath and note the

time; allow them to remain quietly for 15 minutes, then take

them out, and, after freeing them from paraffine, let them cool.

In the presence of as much as 2 per cent, of fat oil, solidifi

cation takes place in one of the two test-tubes, or generally in

both, to a tough jelly, which does not run out by turning the

tubes upside down, and can only be detached from them by a

smart tap.

Mineral oils and fat oils can be quantitatively determined as

follows: Saponify 10 grammes of the oil in question with about

4 grammes of sodium hydroxide, 60 cubic centimeters of water,

and 10 to 1 5 cubic centimeters of alcohol. When saponifica

tion is complete, expel the alcohol and slightly oversaturate

the soap paste with dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.

Wash the fatty acids, including the mineral oil, very carefully,

until the wash-water shows no acid reaction. Then dissolve
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□e mixture in ether, fill it up to a determined volume, about

:cc cubic centimeters, and titrate an aliquot part with standard

m ine usual manner:

Sazmmri iJtaii.

: ,-aL u; ammec corresponds to 0.282 grammes oleic acid=o.884 olein.

I ■* •* -1 0.284 " stearic acid=0.8ojO <

I » * " " a256 " palmitic acid=o.8o6 ]

I * " * " 0.270 " fatty acids as mixture of margaric

acid=o.S48 margaric acid.

1 • * 0.25S " fatty acids=o.86o oiL

The deference between the quantity used for the examina

tion and the calculated oil gives the corresponding quantity of

mineral oC

TestJLt crdcsdte. carbolic acid, and allied substances.

For the determination of creosote, determined volumes of the

oil are generally shaken with soda lye, and the decrease in vol

ume which the oil suffers in consequence of yielding creosote,

etc., is determined. Graduated cylinders which allow of the

volumes being direcdy read off are used for the purpose. Lye

of specific gravity 1.35 to 1.40 is usually employed.

Brenken executes the reaction with soda lye as follows:

Bring into a graduated test-tube about 5 cubic centimeters of

soda lye of 1.4 specific gravity, add 10 cubic centimeters of oil,

shake vigorously, place the tube in a water-bath, and heat. In

a few minutes, the entire quantity of the soda lye separates

clear. The hot fluid is again shaken and allowed to stand

quietly in the water-bath, whereby the soda lye should again

separate clear and without loss of volume.

The presence of heavy coal-tar oils in mineral oils may, accord

ing to Brenken. be recognized by the appearance of a strong

reaction and heating on mixing equal volumes of oil and nitric

acid of specific gravity 1.45. But an acid of this concentration

attacks more or less every mineral oil and forms nitro-benzine

products, so that this method cannot be recommended.
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Determination of the constancy of lubricating oils.

It is of great importance that lubricating oils should retain

their consistency and not become thickly-fluid when exposed

Fig. 190.

i

to the air for a short time. The latter property is especially

shown by rosin oils or mineral oils mixed with resin. Nas-

myth's apparatus for testing the tendency of an oil towards

thickening or gumming on exposure to the air is very simple.
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It oonmt* of an iron plate 4 iradrir* viitt yj et jxmg, :-c the

upper nurface of which six eripaL-^zst^. pews are ptzaed

Thi» plate is placed in an ffyyjft* ^careens—sfj : nzca in 6

feet. The apparatus is used as fa-lews . fnrrgjcse that six

kinds of oil are to be tested to ckserzrae ^iici zi -fnrm wiE {or

the longest time retain its fizidhy vha at =ara r with iron

and exposed to the action of air. For dsn purpose poor out

ttirnultancously at the upper end of each -ncrrrrr'. groove an

equal quantity of each of the oils tinder trial The ax oOs now

make a fair and even start on the race down-til: some are

ahead the first day, and others are still ahead the second and

third day, but on the fourth or fifth day the bad ols begin to

fall behind by gradual coagulation, while the good oil holds on

its course. At the end of 8 or 10 days there remains no doubt

as to which oil is the best.

To Htart simultaneously an equal quantity of each of the oils

under trial, Albrecht uses the apparatus shown in Fig. 190.

A frame secured to the sides of the iron plate carries six glass-

tubes a a, one of these glass-tubes standing exactly in the cen

tre over each of the six grooves. The lower end of each

glass-tube is provided with a brass socket b with conical point

and as narrow an opening as possible. These openings are

closed by thin pointed brass wires c connected on top by the

cross-rod d. In the centre of this cross-rod is a hook which

can be hooked in the ring of the stem f. The latter can be

raised by means of the rods e e and screws. In filling the

glass-tubes the openings of the latter are closed by the brass

wires. When the tubes have been filled up to a mark the wires

are slowly withdrawn and hooked on to /.

Distinction of mineral lubricating oils of different derviation.

The determination of the characteristics of oils of different

derivation is very difficult. For American and Caucasian

mineral lubricating oils the following differences may be taken

as a basis: 1. In cooling American oils to 320 F. or below,

paraffine is separated and the oils become solid, while Cauca
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sian oils cooled to the same temperature separate no

paraffine, and only acquire gradually the consistency first

of grease, next of butter, and finally of tallow. If this test

leaves the question of derivation in doubt, it is advisable

to execute a fractional distillation and to cool off the frac

tions 250 C. (77° F.) at a time, whereby American oils will

be observed to separate paraffine. Galician oil and oil from

Pechelbronn flowing wells, as well as oils from Scottish shale

and Saxony coal, behave like American oils, while Oelheim and

Pechelbronn pit oils correspond more with Caucasian oils.

• 2. The specific gravity of fractions boiling at the same temper

ature is higher with Caucasian than with American oils. 3.

The refraction of light may also be used for distinguishing

heavy mineral oils of different origin, as shown by the appended

indices of refraction of separate fractions determined by Engler

with an Abbe refractometer.

Index of refraction.

Variety of oil.

Fractions Fractions

4640 to 5000 F. 554° to 590° F.

'•459 1.468

1 -459 1.467

M72 1484

M73 1485

The method of distinguishing mineral oils by the absorption

of iodine and their behavior towards nitric acid has proven not

reliable.



CHAPTER XII.

USES AND PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM.

Crude Oil.

In localities where crude oil abounds and where coal and

wood are scarce, it is used for fuel ; otherwise it occupies but a

secondary position in this respect, only such oil as cannot be

employed for the production of illuminating and lubricating

oils being utilized in this manner. For metallurgical purposes

it is advantageously used in some localities. A large number

of processes have been invented and patented for employing

crude oil in the manufacture of iron, amongst others the

"Whipple and Dickerson," or "Ambler process" and the

" Eames process." Of these the Eames process seems to have

been most successful. It has been put in practical operation

both in Titusville, Pa., and in Jersey City, opposite New York,

and has been made the subject of a most careful and exhaustive

examination by Professor Henry Wurtz and Professor R. H.

Thurston.1 The apparatus consists of an ordinary reheating

furnace with " generator " and steam-boiler attached. The

generator consists of a cast-iron vessel with alternate projecting

shelves attached to its sides. The oil on entering the apparatus

trickles over the shelves, from which it is swept by a jet of

superheated steam. The amount of oil required for this furnace,

which is capable of working charges of 3000 pounds, and mak

ing steam for the rollers besides, is a maximum of 30 gallons,

or 200 pounds per hour. The trickling oil is met by a jet of

steam moving in the opposite direction, and is at once com

pletely vaporized under a pressure of about 10 pounds, and is

carried into an adjoining furnace.

1 S. F. Peckham. Report on Petroleum.

(550
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Air subsequently mingles with the steam and oil vapor pre

viously described, and passes the furnace bridge, and burns

within the furnace, and then runs beneath the boilers to the flue

and stack.

The old bridge is completely bricked up, excepting a space

which extends across the furnace closed only by fire-bricks

placed on one end, and it is found that if this " combustion

chamber" has a horizontal thickness of more than eighteen

inches, the fire-bricks are fused.

Crude oil has been used as a remedial agent from the earliest

times, it being mentioned by both Pliny and Vitruvius.

Franqois Arioste discovered, in 1416, on Mount Libio, in the

duchy of Modena, Italy, a rock oil, with which he cured men

and animals afflicted with itch. In America the Seneca In

dians used crude oil as an external application, and in fact in

olden times the therapeutical effect of crude oil was considered

almost miraculous.

Throughout the oil regions of Pennsylvania petroleum bears

a high reputation as an internal remedy in cases of consump

tion, and there is no doubt of its efficiency as an external ap

plication for muscular rheumatism.

Petroleum products.

Of much greater importance is the utilization of a series of

products obtained from crude oil by distillation. From the

primitive beginning of the utilization of crude oil as such, an

industry has been gradually developed, partially by an increased

demand and partially by competition, which insures the use

and utilization of all the constituents of the crude oil. Al

though this industry is at present highly developed, it cannot

be said that all products are utilized to the best advantage.

Thus the intermediate oils between the actual illuminating and

lubricating oils are not profitably disposed of, they having to

be used either for heating or mixing purposes, and frequently

also for the production of gas. The products of petroleum

occurring in commerce are known by various names, accord
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ing to their specific gras-raes. A dasstncanon of these products

ha« been given oo p. 74. Sut dot die sake at convenience may

here be repeated.

1. Poi'/tea e&er cujco to 0.660

2. 'yaf-tae cc66o " a£8o

3. (^}*2t'Aemt in-; Tin --0.670 •* 0.707

4- fc-f/et/'/lsaa. Mfftrin 0-707 " 0.712

5- A-j*trv»e»xi rajAr'rTt -0.7x1 • 0.737

1. Katser'jH 'Imyeral -A, 0.780 to ojioo

2. Hlmimting 'a! I 'Aawricaw, - oSoo ** oJilo

3. tttmnrititXing 'Al II Rma; -0.820 " 0J25

4. Standard white -cl8o8 - 0J12

5. Priatc white 0.S00 « cl8o6

6. AstzaHs 0850 " 0.860

Luirumtimg nh.

1. Solar oils 0.860 to 0.8S0

2. Mixeri oib 0880 " 0.890

J. Spindle oil I 0.895 " 0.900

4. Spindle oil II 0.900 *• 0.906

5. Machine oil I 0.906 " 0.910

6. Machine oil II 0.910 ■ 0.915

7. Cylinder oils, pale 0.915 " 0.920

8. Cylinder oils, dark 0.920 " 0.950

9. Vulcan oils 0.910 " 0.960

Besides the above-named products, there are found in com

merce a considerable number of light, medium and heavy oils

with special names, which will be mentioned further on.

Volatile oils {light essences).

The properties and uses of the volatile constituents of crude

oil boiling below 3020 F. have already been described on p. 74.

They are at present employed to a limited extent only, but

with the more general introduction of petroleum engines their

use will be largely extended. According to the patented pro

cess of A. F. Bang and M. C. Ruffin it is claimed that petro
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leum-ether may be used for rectifying crude spirits on account

of its property of dissolving fusel oil and aldehyde and being

itself insoluble in alcohol.

The properties of gasoline have been given on p. 74. It is

one of the lightest products of the distillation of petroleum and

it has not yet been applied to any important industrial use save

the manufacture of illuminating and fuel gas. The quantity

produced is increasing yearly, so that the cost of this product is

decreasing and it is therefore very extensively used throughout

the United States as well as Europe for isolated lighting of

small towns, railroad stations, hotels, factories and private

residences.

The subject of artificial light has become of great importance

to all persons, especially to those out of reach of city gas. It

may therefore be of interest to enter into the details of produc

ing hght from gasoline and to give a description of the most

approved machine for the purpose.

The illuminating apparatuses mostly used are based upon

the simple principle of allowing a current of atmospheric air to

pass over, or come in contact with, a body of gasolene in so-

called carburetters. It is a well known fact that the process of

evaporation produces refrigeration, and as the process of mak

ing gasoline gas consists simply in the evaporation of gasoline

by its coming in contact with the above mentioned current of

air, it follows that there is a sensible loss of heat while the gas

is burning, and unless this loss is restored, there would be, in

the course of a few hours, a marked diminution in the quality

of the light.

A typical machine for the manufacture of this quality of gas

is the Improved Royal Gas Machine, manufactured by the

Pennsylvania Globe Gas Light Company, of Philadelphia, who

are the owners of the patents. Thousands of this machine are

in daily use throughout the United States, and we are credibly

informed that not a fire has occurred from one of them, nor a

life been lost. The machine has been accepted and approved by

the National Board of Underwriters, and in using it there is no

increase in insurance rates.



•■ ■ -•. V.«. '//./ '/ %iy.'.*xt it T-a—prr~—~t— vnle ±e gas
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arrangement mar the appearance of the ground, as the lawn or

garden can be as smooth and level as though it had never been

disturbed. The carburetter being in direct contact with the

earth, the temperature of which at the above-mentioned depth

is about 500 F., it is in obedience to the law of nature that the

Fig. 192.

loss of heat in consequence of vaporization is immediately

restored to the carburetter by the warmth surrounding it.

The blower or air pump is placed within the building, usually

in the basement, and as shown in Fig. 192 is propelled by cord,

pulleys and weights. It requires no manipulation excepting to

be wound up once or twice a week. Where a flow of water

can be obtained, it is recommended to use the blower shown in
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Fig. 193, which is propelled by water power. The holder on

top of the blower regulates the flow of water through a valve,

in proportion to the number of burners lighted. The blower is

automatic in its action, and when the burners are not in use,

the water ceases to flow over the wheel. The action of the

Fig. 193.

blower is perfect, producing a uniform and steady volume of

air. No attention is required for the winding of weights, oiling

of pulleys, etc.

A novel and improved appliance has recently been adopted

which makes the gas from this machine practically equal in

quality in all respects to city gas. This consists of an ait
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mixer shown separately in Fig. 194, and connected with the

machine in Fig. 192. It is constructed on practical scientific

principles. It is automatic in its action and produces a gas,

which, when burned through a plain open burner gives a uni

form light free from smoke, abolishing the necessity of adjust-

Fiu. 194.

ing burners which required some attention in the old style

machines. The apparatus is durable and reliable, and the only

attention required is the moving of the handle on the index

dial, by which means the gas can be changed to any desirable

quality.

Taking into consideration the candle power of light, it may
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safely be said that no artificial light has ever been produced

that will compare with this in cheapness, safety and reliability.

It has been found from numerous tests that the quantity of

gasoline necessary to produce a thousand feet of gas does not

exceed six gallons.

The cost of each light equal to an ordinary city gas-burner

of about s cubic feet is about one-half cent per hour. City gas

usually costs from $1.00 to 2.00 per thousand cubic feet, while

the gas manufactured by this type of machine will average

from 60 to 80 cents per thousand when compared with coal gas,

the difference in cost depending entirely on the location of the

supply of gasoline. A great deal can be saved in the cost of

this material by applying to those who are accustomed to

handling it, as there are special methods of transportation

which make it more economical and safer for the consumer.

As compared with petroleum lamps, the cost is about the same

for an equal number of lights, but if the estimate is based on

the quality of light furnished, the cost is 50 per cent, cheaper,

and 90 per cent, safer.

In districts where coal gas is not accessible, gasoline is also

frequently used for lighting streets, and by their system the

Pennsylvania Globe Gas Light Company furnishes a light re

sembling that of coal gas so closely that none but experts can

distinguish the difference. Upon the outside of any street

lantern is placed a reservoir holding sufficient fluid to burn one

night. Connected with this reservoir is a pipe and valve to

which is attached a patent burner that is practically a miniature

gas machine. By chemical process the fluid flowing into the

burner is vaporized, and when mixed with air—entering the side

of the burner—becomes a gas which burns with great brilliancy

and power.

The properties and uses of C, B, and A naphtha have al

ready been described on p. 75.

The classification of the various products of crude oil boiling

below 3020 F., as given on p. 554, has been generally accepted.

However, it may here be remarked that in no other branch oi
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the petroleum industry exists such confusion as in this, some

factories bringing into commerce the same products under all

kinds of names, and vice versa all kinds of products under the

same name.

Use ofpetroleum and its products for driving motors.

For small powers where steam cannot be used, because of

the complication, nor gas, when there are no gas works in the

neighborhood, petroleum engines supply a want and have no

doubt a great future before them. It is a peculiarity of these

motors that the fuel is delivered to them, direct, so to speak, in

its original condition. In a steam engine the water must first

be evaporated over a furnace ; in a gas motor the working

agent must either be distilled in a retort, or produced in a gen

erator. The fuel for a petroleum engine may be purchased

anywhere. No previous conversion into vapor is needed be

fore it is delivered to the engine, and thus the cost of an ad

ditional gasifying or evaporating apparatus is saved. An oil

engine is self-contained, and independent of any external

adjunct, but to turn this advantage to account the difficulties of

the constructor are somewhat increased. Not only must the

engine be designed to utilize the working agent, and obtain

mechanical energy from it, but the working agent must itself be

produced and the fuel prepared for combustion. This rather

complicates the working of the motor, since it must vaporize

the oil, keep the quality of the spray produced uniform, and

make it a proper medium for the heat imparted to it.

There are two methods by which oil may, in the cylinder of

an engine, be turned into a source of energy, viz. : Light pe

troleum spirit, naphtha, benzine, or carburetted air is exploded,

and drives out the piston of an engine by the expansion of the

gases, or ordinary illuminating or intermediate oil is used to

drive an engine by explosion and expansion, after its evapora

tion and conversion into petroleum spray. In the first case,

atmospheric air at ordinary temperature and pressure is charged

with volatile spirit, while in the latter the petroleum is pulver

36
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ized and broken up into spray by a current of air, with the ad

dition of heat.

It must not be supposed, however, that all oil engines can

be rigidly classed under either of these two divisions, because of

the complex nature of petroleum, and the different tempera

tures at which it evaporates.

The earliest attempts to use petroleum to produce mechan

ical energy were made soon after the introduction of gas en

gines. At that time, however, it was considered impossible to

use ordinary petroleum of about 0.800 specific gravity, because

the difficulty of evaporating it was so great. To break it up

into spray by a blast of air had not been proposed.

The Brayton engine and the Hock engine appeared almost

simultaneously, the former having been patented in the United

States and the latter in Austria. Brayton was the first to

employ ordinary heavy petroleum and kerosene, boiling at

about 3020 F. in the cylinder of an engine, instead of light

spirit or essence. In the Hock engine benzine or volatile

hydrocarbon gas, drawn from a reservoir at the back of the

horizontal cylinder, was used.

S. Marcus, of Vienna, uses light hydrocarbons (boiling

below 3020 F.) in the motor constructed by him. The chief

advantage of this motor is its adaptability without difficulty to

various industrial requirements. Its principal characteristics

are :

1. The use of a peculiar apparatus for the production of a

dynamic mixture which is formed from petroleum and air.

The inventor calls this apparatus the " vaporizer."

2. The igniting contrivance.

3. The use of a closed cylinder or lid has the double pur

pose of serving for the reception and expansion of the dynamic

mixture, and as a compression-air pump.

However, the engine is also constructed with the use of an

open cylinder upon the principle of Beau de Rochaz's four

cycle.

With the first movement of the piston from the rear cylinder-
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bottom in the direction of the shaft, the dynamic mixture is

sucked from the vaporizer; with the second movement—the

second cycle—the piston returns to the bottom of the cylinder

and compresses the dynamic mixture ; at the beginning of the

third cycle, as soon as the piston commences its forward

motion, an electric spark ignites the gas mixture, by the ex

plosion of which the piston is forced forward and converts the

heat developed into work. Finally, the fourth cycle signifies

the return of the piston to the bottom of the cylinder and the

expulsion of its exhaust gases, which are discharged colorless

and odorless.

If the motor is of the two-cycle type, with cylinder closed on

both ends, the dynamic mixture is sucked in, ignited and

exploded on one side of the piston with the first cycle, the air

being simultaneously compressed and forwarded on the other

side of the piston. The second cycle discharges, on the one

hand, the exhaust gases, and on the other, draws in air. The

general construction of the motor will be understood from the

following description : The petroleum, crude oil or benzine

is vaporized by means of revolving brushes, secured to the

periphery of metallic disks. These brushes revolve in a holder

partially filled with petroleum, and deposit the fluid taken up

upon several polished strips, the petroleum being thereby

atomized into infinitesimal particles which are absorbed by a

current of air passing by the holder. The mixture of air and

petroleum thus formed, is conveyed for the production of

energy to the working cylinder of the motor, where it is ex

ploded by an electric spark.

The atomizing apparatus as well as the firing contrivance

is kept working with a minimum expense of power by the

motor itself.

The vaporizer completely atomizes and vaporizes the fluid,

works very economically, and is easily manipulated ; it pos

sesses no parts subject to strong wear or frequent repairs. Its

use renders possible a uniform and reliable formation of oxy-

hydrogen gas, and allows of the use of less volatile substances,

whereby the expense of running the motor is reduced.
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The igniting apparatus is reliable even in damp rooms, and

entirely free from danger of fire, the spark being generated in

the interior of the exploding space. The Marcus motor may

also be used as a gas-motor.

The peculiar mode of atomizing the petroleum in connection

with the utilization of the hot exhaust gases, which constitutes

a part of the patent, allows not only of the use of very volatile

petroleum products, but also of relatively heavier kinds of oil.

Sufficient quantities of working gases are produced by a

slight revolution of the fly-wheel ; and the automatic igniting

apparatus becoming simultaneously active, the motor can be

readily and in a very short time set in motion.

Vaporization (production of the dynamic mixture) keeps up

with the revolution of the fly-wheel, so that the velocity of the

piston can be materially increased. On account of the prac

tical arrangement of the mechanical construction, the limit of

the velocity is much greater than with engines of similar con

struction, and even small motors may make 300 revolutions per

minute.

By numerous experiments it has been determined that a

horse-power performed by the Marcus motor consumes, on an

average, 0.4 kilogramme (0.88 lb.) of oil per hour. The con

sumption, as a rule, will, of course, be smaller with large,

powerful machines, while with very small motors of 1 to 1^

horse-power it may increase to 0.5 or 0.6 kilogramme (1.1 or

1.3 lbs.) per hour and horse-power.

Fig. 195 shows a two-cycle motor with horizontal cylinder a,

which, in this case, is entirely closed. The front side of the

cylinder is screwed to the frame b, which, besides the bearings

for the fly-wheel shaft the reversing shaft s, and the guide

for the cross-head, contains in the interior a holder for com

pressed air.

Like in a horizontal steam engine, the work of the piston is

transferred by means of the piston rod with cross-head and

drawing rod / to the fly-wheel shaft. The fly-wheel 0 is keyed

upon the shaft.
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The entire machine rests upon a cast iron base c, which con

tains the electric igniting apparatus /, and the petroleum holder

with the vaporizer d. The cylinder is jacketed so that it can

be cooled by water. On the side of the cylinder is the slide f

with the electrical contact (spark producer) and the cock g

for the admission of the dynamic mixture and of air. The

Fig. 195.

cylinder is also provided with the exhaust-valve v and pot e,

the governor h, the suction-valve i, and the compression-

valve k; finally with the compression-cock «, the eccentric x

with lever-motion for the magneto-electrical igniting apparatus,

and a safety-valve, y, on the holder for compressed air.

Fig. 196 shows a four-cycle motor with a vertical cylinder, a,

open on one side and secured to the standards b, b,. The
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upper bearings of these standards serve for the fly-wheel shaft

/ and the lower for the beam-shaft q. The work of the piston

is transmitted to the fly-wheel shaft by the beam r, which

swings around the shaft q, and the two drawing-rods, /, and /.

The other constituents of the motor are the same as in the

two-cycle motor.

Fig. 196.

Fig. l97 presents Spiel's petroleum motor. The engine is

horizontal and single-acting, standing on a solid base, with the

reservoir of oil above. The organs of admission, distribution

and exhaust are worked from an auxiliary shaft, geared from

the main shaft in the usual way. The exhaust is opened by a

cam and levers from this shaft, and ignition is by a flame

carried in a slide valve, working at the back of the cylinder ;

the Spiel being probably the only oil-motor firing the charge

in this way. A portion of the compressed charge of oil and

air in the cylinder passes through a grooved passage to a

chamber in the slide valve which, as the slide is moved by a

cam on the auxiliary shaft, is brought opposite a permanent
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flame in the valve-cover, and fired. A spring effects the re

turn movement of the slide-valve, when released by the cam,

and the lighted mixture is brought in line with the cylinder

port, when the remainder of the charge is fired. The pressures

of the charge in the cylinder, and of the flame in the ignition

port, are equalized by means of a small passage connecting

them.

Fig. 197.

The oil is drawn from the reservoir and injected into the

cylinder by a small pump, the piston of which is worked by a

cam, lever and spring from the auxiliary shaft. The air-

admission valve is also in connection with a cross-head

attached to this pump. At the bottom of the pump is a

double- seated horizontal lift valve, usually held open by a

spring, in which position it communicates freely with the oil

reservoir above. When the plunger pump is driven down,

carrying with it the cross-head, the air-valve is first lifted, and

air enters a mixing chamber at the back of the cylinder. As

the piston continues to descend, the horizontal valve is closed

and a passage opened from the pump into the mixing chamber.
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The pump sends a jet of petroleum-spirit into the air, and in

its passage it is broken into spray by striking against a projec

tion. Thus the out (admission) stroke of the motor piston

sucks into the cylinder a stream of air mixed with petroleum

spray. The engine has a ball governor which, if the speed

be too great, interposes a small projection between the valve-

rod of the pump and the levers working it. The two become

locked and cannot move, and the valve remains open, admit

ting air only to the cylinder, until the projection falls back,

and the speed is reduced.

The consumption of oil with the motor making 180 revolu

tions per minute is about i lb. per horse-power per hour. With

a 14 horse-power Spiel engine, having a cylinder diameter of

9^ inches, with 18 inches stroke, and making 160 revolutions

per minute, the consumption of naphtha was 0.81 lb. per horse

power per hour. The specific gravity of the oil used was about

0.725.

The Priestman petroleum motor uses almost any kind of

heavy petroleum, but is not suitable for light, volatile oil. It

is described by Mr. Bryan Donkin, Jr.,1 as follows : " It works

best with common petroleum, having a specific gravity of

0.800 and flashing point of ioo° F., but it may also be driven

with heavy Scotch paraffin of 0.820 specific gravity and flash

ing point 1500 F. Even common creosote of still lower

density is available, but there are practical difficulties in the

way of using it. Of course, the heavier the oil the thicker the

residuum will be, and the more carbon is deposited in the

engine, the oftener it must be cleaned. Nor can these very

heavy oils be properly treated in an engine cylinder, by raising

the temperature. If the oil is too much heated it is converted

into oil gas instead of vaporized spray, and tarry deposits accu

mulate in the working parts. The proper temperature of the

charge of oil vapor and air on entering the cylinder has been

determined by experiments at from 1700 to 3000 F., according

to the size of the engine. The proportions are 191 cubic feet

1 A Text-Book of Gas, Oil. and Air Engines. London, 1894.
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of air to 0.015 cubic inch of oil vapor for a 1 horse-power

.engine.

"The horizontal motor cylinder of Priestman's engine is

divided from a compression space, the proportional volumes

of the two being—clearance or compression, 88 cubic inches ;

volume described by the piston, 191 cubic inches for a 1 horse

power nominal engine. The piston works on to a crank shaft

through a connecting rod. At the back of the cylinder are

two valves—inlet and exhaust. The exhaust is worked by an

eccentric on the auxiliary shaft revolving at half the speed of

the crank shaft, to which it is geared by wheels in the usual

proportion. In the Priestman, as in most other oil-engines,

ordinary lift-valves are used of a simple type. Unless almost

perfect combustion is obtained, there is much more deposit

than in gas engines. The simpler the valves, the less liable

they are to become clogged.

" The most important parts of the engine are the vaporizer

and spray-maker. The oil tank is under the crank shaft, and,

when full, is sufficient to last for two or three days. A glass

gauge shows the level of the oil. A small air pump is worked

by an eccentric which also drives the exhaust valve. The air

to supply this pump is filtered through gauze and cotton wool,

and is then compressed into the oil tank at a pressure of 8 to

15 lbs. per square inch above atmosphere. This pressure

forces two streams of oil and air into the spray-maker, from

whence they are injected into the vaporizer. The oil is drawn

from the bottom of the tank, the compressed air from the top,

above the level of the oil, and both pass through a six-way

cock. When this cock is set upright, the supply of oil and air

to the spray-maker is cut off ; when the cock is turned to the

right they are admitted, and when set to the left they pass to a

small lamp below the vaporizer, used to heat it when starting

the engine.

"The spray-maker is one of the most ingenious parts of the

motor. The oil and air are injected into the vaporizer through

two concentric nozzles. The pulverization of the oil and its
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complete mixture with the air depend on the shape of the

nozzles, and their exact form has only been determined by

numerous experiments. The oil passes through the central

tube in a small stream, and, on being ejected from the mouth

of the nozzle, spreads out in a fan shape. The annular air

nozzle surrounds the central oil orifice, and the air is turned

back with considerable force to meet the issuing of oil at more

than a right angle, the result being that both are violently

driven out in a spray as fine as required. The oil and air from

the spray-maker enter at the pressure of the air-pump. At the

same time the in-stroke of the motor piston lifts the non-return

valve and draws into the vaporizer a supply of air from the out

side through a throttle valve. This auxiliary charge enters

through a number of fine holes in the circular air passage of

the vaporizer and a filtering layer of cotton wool. The sudden

inrush of fresh air sweeps forward the oil and air with it into

the cylinder.

"The vaporizer is divided into two parts. In the first the

oil and compressed air are mixed with, and broken up by, the

air admitted through the above-mentioned throttle valve ; in

the second the charge is completely vaporized by the heat from

the exhaust gases, which, at a temperature of about 60o0 F.,

are led through a pipe round the vaporizing chamber before

being allowed to escape into the atmosphere. Thus, there are

two admissions of air—one to the spray-maker under pressure

from the oil tank, the second at atmospheric pressure to the

vaporizer through the throttle-valve. In each case the oil is

sprayed, and is thus twice pulverized before the actual vapor

ization by heat begins. Unless the heat from the vaporizer

were also applied to the oil spray, it would condense and sep

arate from the air before reaching the cylinder. The vaporizer

is contained in the frame of the engine, under the cylinder.

The speed of the engine is regulated by means of a spindle

above the throttle valve. It contains a small V-shaped opening

through which the oil is admitted from the tank to the spray-

maker, and the wing of a valve is keyed to the lower part of the
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same spindle. The size of the sharp end of the V-shaped

opening, which is presented to the passage of the oil, can be

exactly regulated to admit a given quantity. If the speed is

too great the contrifugal governor, which is connected to the

spindle by levers, drives it down and partly contracts the open

ing admitting the oil from the tank. At the same time it acts

upon the throttle valve, and reduces the quantity of outer air

passing to the vaporizer. Thus the governor acts by diminish

ing the strength of the explosions, not by cutting them out

altogether, and the proportions of oil and air are always the

same per stroke. As no explosions are ever missed, the engine

works with great regularity.

"The charge after being thus converted into spray and com

pletely volatilized passes through the automatic admission valve

to the back of the cylinder. Here the usual series of opera

tions, carried out in the internal combustion engines of the

four-cycle type, takes place. The first out stroke draws in the

air through the throttle valve ; the charge is then mixed in the

vaporizer, passes through into the cylinder, and the next stroke

compresses it into the compression space. As the inner dead

point is reached, the mixture is fired by the electric spark, the

explosion drives out the piston, and, during the next back

stroke, the exhaust gases are discharged into the jacket round

the vaporizer and thence to the atmosphere.

" The electric spark for firing the charge is generated in a

battery. Two platinum wires are conducted from this battery

to the igniting plug inside the compression space, where they

are insulated in porcelain tubes ; contact is established at the

right moment by a projection on the eccentric rod, and an

intermittent spark is produced.

" The shaft driving the eccentric has three functions to per

form. It causes the electric ignition of the charge ; it works

the valve to open the exhaust, and it drives the small air-

pump, through which the oil and air are sent from the tank

to the spray maker. A small hand-pump is used to pump air

into the oil tank before the engine is at work. To start, all
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that is necessary is to work the handle of the pump, and to

turn the six-way cock, that a supply of oil from the tank may

reach the lamp below the vaporizer. When the lamp is lit, a

few turns by hand are given to the fly-wheel, to draw a charge

into the cylinder, the electric current is switched on, and the

engine begins to work. The oil tank and vaporizer are easily

accessible through the opening in the frame."

The type of the Priestman engine made in this country

resembles the straight-line steam engine of Professor Sweet.

Professor E. Thompson uses pure silver igniter electrodes in

lieu of platinum, as in the English engines. He considers

them better, and the wires do not get blackened or coated.

His oil engine is started with gas, which is more convenient

than oil for the lamp, and it runs at about 260 revolutions per

minute.

Lenvic's petroleum motor is also based upon the principle of

cold pulverization. Condensing chambers, which are screwed

to the cylinder, form a special feature of this motor. The

object of these chambers is to act as preparatory heaters to

increase the temperature of the gases in order to render com

plete combustion possible. The motor is furnished with three

distributing valves ; one connects the cylinder with the valve

chest, while the other two convey carburetted as well as at

mospheric air into the valve chest. The piston sucks both

kinds of air into the cylinder, where they are mixed with pul

verized gasoline. When condensation has taken place in the

cylinder, the gas mixture is ignited by an electric spark. The

motor requires about 400 grammes (14. 11 ozs.) of gasoline

per horse power per hour and with a velocity of 200 revolu

tions, does the work of three horse-powers.

The Daimler Motor Company, Cannstatt, manufactures sta

tionary petroleum motors for industrial purposes, as well as for

driving small boats. The motor is essentially a gas engine,

which automatically produces the required gas from the oil,

and conveys it for combustion into the working cylinder.

Low-boiling petroleum fractions of 0.680 to 0.700 specific
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gravity are used. A cylindrical brass vessel is filled half full

with oil ; through this oil atmospheric air is sucked and satu

rated with hydrocarbons (principle of the carburetter). The

production of an explosive mixture with atmospheric air is

managed by a regulating cock in front of the combustion-space.

If cold air is carburetted it takes up more hydrocarbons, and

hence more fresh air has to be introduced. The consumption

of oil amounts, on an average, to 0.6 quart per horse-power

per hour, and since the motor is automatically provided with

gas, all danger from explosion is excluded. The ignition of

the gases is effected by a cap kept red hot.

The oil-engine made by Altmann and Kiippermann of Ber

lin is compact and simple. It is vertical, and the piston works

upwards on to the crank. Admission, ignition and exhaust

are effected from a small auxiliary shaft, worked from the main

shaft by two sets of conical wheels. The petroleum is drawn

from the reservoir through a suction valve and delivered by a

small pump with adjustable stroke into the vaporizer, a shallow

vessel heated by a spirit lamp below. The lamp is protected

by a cover, and the hot ignition tube projects into the flame.

A separate receiver, into which air is compressed by an india-

rubber valve, feeds the lamp. The vaporized oil then passes to

another valve chamber, where it is diluted with air before

entering the cylinder. Here it is exploded and expands in

the same way as gas, the usual Beau de Rochas four-cycle of

operations being carried out.

In the petroleum-motor of List Bros. (German patent, No.

42,292), the vaporization of the oil is effected by the exhaust

gases flowing round and heating the motor. The oil intro

duced by a pump is thrown against the hot sides, divided,

partially vaporized, carried along by the heated air meeting it,

and completely pulverized.

G. Ragot's motor (German patent, No. 45,019), is arranged

similar to List Bros.' machine.

The gas-producer of F. Wintham (German patent, No. 41,-

419) which serves for the production of peculiar gas mixtures,
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consists of a combustion-space surrounded by a condensing

chamber, the gasification of the material employed taking

place in the latter. The gas produced is conducted to a

mixing chamber where it is mixed with air, or air and steam,

and then blown under pressure upon a red-hot grate or a filter.

With the use of fluid hydrocarbons the effect in this apparatus

is attained and maintained by the production of a white heat

upon or in the grate or filter. The gases resulting from com

bustion pass under pressure into an engine, and constitute the

driving power. The necessary air may be heated by the

exhaust gases radiating heat.

The characteristic feature of Dr. M. V. Schiltz's petroleum

motor is the arrangement of the valves by which the prepara

tory heating of the explosive mixture is rendered possible.

The engine uses the four-cycle ; the mixture is sucked in,

compressed, ignited when compression is complete, and the

products of combustion are expelled. The mixture of air and

oil is effected in a zigzag channel, with* a large vaporizing

surface which surrounds the explosion-space, and is to be

heated by it. Through this channel the working piston sucks

in air, and in it a small pump accurately measures and injects

the quantity of oil required for each working period. The oil

is pulverized to mist by the strong current of air, and the mist

is thrown against the warm walls, where it vaporizes, and is

intimately mixed with air. The mixture is thus finished be

fore it passes from the evaporating space through the admis

sion valve into the explosion-space. An ordinary illuminating

oil flame serves for igniting the mixture.

F. Wilhelm, of Erfurt, and J. Hargreaves have constructed

motors suitable either for illuminating gas or petroleum.

In M. E. Durand's motor only the light volatile constituents

of the oil are used, the heavy hydrocarbons being allowed to

accumulate on the bottom of the carburetter. The motor con

sumes about 0.667 quart of benzine of specific gravity 0.710

per horse-power per hour.

Further, may be here mentioned the engines constructed by
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J. H. Knight and Harfield (described in The Engineer, 1889,

p. 136), by A. E. Tavernier and L. B. Schlesinger, C. V.

Korytynsky's engine (German patent, No. 46,128), the motor

of the Societe des Tissages et Ateliers de construction Died-

erichs, at Burgoin, France, and the engine of E. Capitaine, of

Berlin.

E. Butler's engine works according to the compound prin

ciple. The petroleum engine of G. W. Weatherhogg, of Swen-

derbury, is a six-cycle engine, with a scavenger charge of air

introduced and expelled between each admission of oil-vapor

and air. The oil is injected by a pump into a vaporizing coil

heated by a blow-pipe flame, and in its onward passage to the

cylinder is diluted with the proper proportion of air. Ignition

is by hot tube.

Contrivances have also been constructed so that the gas pro

duced may serve not only for driving the engine but also for

feeding the heating flame and the igniting flame. Such an

apparatus has been constructed by H. Wadzeck, of Berlin

(German patent No. 48,637). By a peculiar arrangement of

the valves an intimate mixture of the produced gas with atmos

pheric air is effected by counter- current, and then the gas and

air are simultaneously shut off. In this apparatus vaporization

of the petroleum products takes place, and at the same time a

distribution of the vapors produced for the motive power, as

well for the heating and igniting apparatuses.

It has also been proposed to use petroleum vapors as a

direct substitute for steam in driving engines. Chevillard

describes a motor with petroleum vapors, invented by de

Quillfeldt, and constructed by the Societe Anonyme des

anciens etablissements Cail, as follows:1 The peculiarity of

this motor is found in the production and use of petroleum

vapors which are generated in a manner similar to steam in a

boiler, a portion of the vapors being used as motive power and

a portion for maintaining combustion. The boiler resembles

a serpentine-tubular boiler, and the actual motor a three-

1 Revue Indust., Febr. 23, 1889.
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cylinder single-acting engine, arranged in compact form below

the boiler. The portion of the petroleum serving as motive

power is condensed, and again conveyed to the vaporizer. In

this manner the engine is made entirely self-acting.

The consumption of oil is claimed to be 4.5 quarts per horse

power per hour. Since oil vaporizes and condenses more

readily than water, a very small heating surface suffices for the

production of a large quantity of oil-vapor.

According to a lecture by A. F. Yarrow before the Institu

tion of Naval Architects, experiments in the use of hydro

carbons for feeding steam boilers led to quite favorable results.

The hydrocarbons are evaporated in the boiler in the same

manner as water, and the vapors evolved brought for expan

sion into an engine ; they are then carefully condensed and

reconveyed to the boiler. Benzine of specific gravity 0.725 to

0.730 was used, the consumption amounting to about 5)7

quarts per hour. The evaporating temperature being very

low, there is said to be no danger of coke-like deposits in the

engine and pipe connections.

Instead of benzine a cheaper hydrocarbon (gas oil, par-

affine oil) was used as fuel, a considerable saving being

thereby effected, so that about 6.5 quarts of this heavy oil

were used per 4 horse-powers per hour.

The Fairbanks-Charter engine made by Messrs. Fairbanks,

Morse & Co., of Chicago, is shown in Fig. 198. A is the cylin

der, C the inlet valve to cylinder, D mixing chamber, £ gaso

line pump, F air gate, H the gasoline supply tank ; / and L

are air suction pipes, J is a rod coupled to the air-gate and

operated by the governor, K supply regulating valve, N N

pipe from pump to reservoir P, 0 supply pipe from gasoline

tank to pump, P is a brass pan or reservoir, Q ignition tube, R

chimney, 5 a Bunsen burner, T the burner supply tank.

The fly-wheel runs in the direction of the arrow. The

pump E works constantly, and keeps gasoline in the small

brass reservoir (holding % pint) at a level fixed by the height

of the overflow-pipe, which returns the surplus to the supply
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tank. The pump is very simple, and of such capacity that

excessive wear will not prevent its supplying plenty of gasoline.

The governor on crank shaft operates the air-gate F, whenever

a charge of gas is required. The air-gate F is a brass-plate

having two holes so arranged that in normal position a free

passage of air is allowed through the pipe /. When the gov-

Fig. 198.

ernor opens the air-gate the pipe / is closed, and the air is

sucked through the pipe L. In this pipe is a nozzle leading to

the reservoir P, and the passing air draws from the nozzle the

proper amount of gasoline, and forms a perfect, combustible

mixture of gasoline and air. Each suction takes fresh gasoline

from the reservoir, always the same quantity as controlled by

supply or throttle-valve K, and the charges of gas are therefore

of equal strength and value.

The ignition tube Q, is kept at a uniform heat by a simple

gasoline burner, furnished with the engine. This tube is sur

rounded by an asbestos-lined chimney R, which retains the heat.

The water tank varies with size of engine and holds sufficient

water to keep the cylinder at a proper temperature. The heat

37
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of the cylinder causes the water to circulate, the heated water

going to the top of the tank, the cold water entering the

cylinder from the bottom of the tank. The same water is used

continually, there being a very slight loss from evaporation.

Running water is often used, dispensing with the water tank

and saving the space required for it.

A motor made in several types, stationary and portable, is

made by the Vanduzen Gas and Gasoline Engine Company of

Cincinnati, Ohio. The admission, ignition and exhaust valves

are worked by rods and cams on an auxiliary shaft below the

crank shaft and revolving at half the speed. The engine is

fitted with a carburetter, though no heat is used to vaporize the

oil. An incandescent tube is used for igniting the charge.

The Union Gas Engine Company of San Francisco manu

facture several types of engines in which the motive power is

derived from either gas or gasoline. One of these engines, the

Pacific, which is also manufactured by the Globe Gas Engine

Company of Philadelphia, is especially adapted for marine use.

It uses the ordinary four-cycle, with electric ignition. It is

fitted with reversing gear and has a clutch-lever for starting

and stopping the propeller shaft. Water for the cooling jacket

is drawn from and returned to the water round the boat. The

engine itself is never reversed, but only the direction of motion

of the propeller and secondary engine shafts. The same Com

pany also make the Union and Regan gas and gasoline engines.

Use ofpetroleum for illuminating purposes.

Petroleum possessing the great advantages of an almost in

exhaustible supply and consequent cheapness, of burning with

out smoke or odor and yielding a beautiful light, has caused

such a revolution in artificial lighting that the use of vegetable

and animal oils for that purpose has been almost entirely aban

doned.

American illuminating oils are classed and sold, according

to their color, as " Water white," " Prime white," and " Stand

ard white," the latter term being chiefly applied to the products
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of the Standard Oil Company. The term "Kerosene" was

originally used by an American firm as a trade mark for its

heavy oils, but it has been gradually applied also to illuminat

ing oils, and those of Russian origin are to-day known under

that name.

Under the names "Mineral sperm," "Astralin," "Kaiserol"

(Imperial oil), " Pyronaphtha" and " Mohring oil," illuminating

oils of American and Russian origin are distinguished by their

great safety as regards fire. They are prepared from the por

tions of petroleum boiling at a higher temperature and from

their specific gravities and boiling points form the transition

from the actual petroleum to the intermediate and heavy oils.

On account of its chemical and physical properties petroleum

is chiefly employed as illuminating oil in lamps; all other

modes of use being of but secondary importance.

Without entering into a description of the historical progress

of the evolution of the lamp, it may here be briefly mentioned

that its form and arrangement have been changed in corres

pondence with the illuminating material. From the most

primitive form of an open vessel, called Tschirak in the Cau

casus, in which animal and vegetable oils boiling at a high tem

perature were burned, it gradually assumed the closed form

with a vertical arrangement of the wick for more fluid vegeta

ble oils (rape oil, olive oil). The introduction of petroleum,

however, brought about a complete transformation of the lamp.

Each lamp consists of three principal portions, viz. : the

oil-holder, the burner and the chimney, the latter serving for

the conveyance of air as well as for a protection against exterior

air movements. To be sure there are lamps without chimneys,

but they burn badly or require complicated contrivances.

According to the construction of the burners, the lamps may

be divided into two principal groups, viz. : lamps with flat

burners and lamps with round burners ; the latter may be con

structed with or without a flame-disk and the former with two

wicks (duplex burner) or with four crosswise wicks. Gen

erally speaking, the round burner is more complicated, while

the flat burner is more simple.
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To understand the importance of the several constituent

parts of the lamp, it will be necessary to consider more closely

the activity in burning. Above all it is of importance to con

sider the behavior of the wick and of the petroleum to each

other, and to determine conditions necessary for the attain

ment of the best illuminating results.

The wick of a lamp consists, as is well known, of a capillary

system through which the oil ascends to the flame. The force

with which the oil is sucked up through the wick decreases

with the lowering of the oil in the holder, the friction becom

ing constantly greater and the velocity of the current of oil

less. The gradual decrease in the supply of oil also affects the

intensity of the flame, it becoming weaker, the extent to which

this takes place, being chiefly dependent on the properties of

the illuminating material used. Besides the construction of

the lamp, which has considerable influence upon the intensity

of the light, it is frequently supposed that specifically heavier

varieties of petroleum ascend in the wick with greater difficulty

than specifically lighter. Beilstein, as well as Engler and

Lew, have, however, shown that the ascent of the oil in the

wick depends solely on its viscosity, and that Russian petro

leum is sucked up with greater ease than American, though

the latter is specifically lighter. With all lamps the intensity

of light decreases already during the first half hour of burning,

the reason for this being that during this time the level of the

oil is somewhat lowered as well as the temperature, which by

heating the air conducted through the burner causes a more

rapid vaporization of the oil. The retrogression in the intensity

of light during several hours' burning is attributed partially to

the lowering of the oil-level, partially to the oil thickening in

consequence of the more rapid combustion of the lighter con

stituents, and finally to the formation by the flame of a ring of

carbon on the end of the wick, which checks the access of the

ascending oil, and prevents its distribution in the flame.

The researches of Biel, Schmelck and others, prove that the

retrogression in the intensity of the flame is partially due to
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the increased height of ascent in consequence of the lowering

of the oil-level, but, according to Engler and Thorner, this con

stitutes but the smaller portion of all the causes.

As regards the thickening of the oil while burning in the

lamp, Albrecht, Junker and Thorner, and more recently Engler

and Thorner, have shown that this is not the case, and, hence,

has nothing to do with the retrogression of the flame.

The investigations of Engler, Lew, Zaloziecki and Thorner

have established the fact that the retrogression of the flame is

solely due to the formation of a carbon-ring on the wick, and

that the quantity of carbon separated on the wick depends, on

the one hand, on the quantity of heavy oils contained in the

petroleum, and, on the other, on the suitable arrangement of

the respective lamp-system.

As regards the supply of oil the size of the wick is, of course,

of material importance. It will be frequently found that in

some lamps the width and thickness of the wick are peculiarly

disproportionate to the flame. The quality of the cotton and

the tissue itself are of great importance as regards the suction-

power of the wick. The ascending power of the oil is also re

duced by moisture in the wick and, hence, the latter should be

dried before use. It is further recommended to frequently

change the wick, since after long use its minute canals are ob

structed by impurities whereby the ascending power of the oil

is decreased.

It has also been endeavored to render carbonization of the

wick impossible by substituting for the cotton incombustible

mineral substances, such as asbestos, mineral wool, etc. These

experiments, however, yielded just as little satisfactory results

as the construction of lifting contrivances to prevent the flame

from becoming lower during burning. R. Ditmar has proposed

an arrangement to convey an abundant and uniform supply of

oil to the flame without the use of artificial apparatus. He

furnishes the lamp with two wicks, one of which, the "suction-

wick," serves only for sucking up the oil and, hence, is con

siderably thicker than the "burning wick," which is a few

centimeters longer.
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Chimneys and burners. As is well known, two kinds of

burners are used, the older flat burners and the more modem

round burners. The form of the chimney has, in the course ol

time, undergone many changes. With flat burners the chief

object of the chimney is the production of a current of air and,

hence, it should actually be of a cylindrical shape. However,

for practical reasons, to render it more durable, the lower por

tion, which is exposed to the flame, is made wider. Strictly

taken, a rational form of the chimney would be one fitted to

that of the flame, consequently of an elliptic cross-section with

the longer axis corresponding to the longitudinal direction of

the flame. However, such chimneys are seldom used, they

being difficult to make and having the further disadvantage of

promoting a counter-current. With round burners, the chim

ney serves not only for the production of a current of air but

also for the more intimate mixture of the vapors of combustion

with the air sucked in. For this reason it is of a different

shape and with a cylindrical cross-section is drawn in at a cer

tain distance from the lower edge. The reason for this pro

vision will be readily understood by raising and lowering the

chimney of a burning lamp.

On raising the chimney the flame extends in length, becomes

darker and finally commences to soot ; on lowering the chim

ney the flame gradually becomes brighter and at a certain

position of the chimney acquires its maximum value. If, how

ever, the chimney is further lowered so that the drawn-in

portion presses upon the upper edge of the wick, the flame

again decreases, spreads out, is pressed against the sides of the

chimney and commences to soot. Hence the intensity of the

flame is considerably influenced by the location of the drawn-

in portion of the chimney. To explain this influence, Dolinin

and Alibegow investigated the manner in which the air is

supplied, and arrived at the conclusion that by drawing in the

chimney, combustion is more intense, and the illuminating

effect more brilliant.

In connection with this the following questions are of im-
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portance : What should be the diameter of the drawn-in

portion, and how far should it project above the upper edge of

the wick? Both these questions are answered by experience

that with a distance of 10 to 13 millimeters 1 of the drawn-in

portion of the chimney from the upper edge of the wick, the

inside diameter of the drawn-in portion should be the same as

the outside diameter of the wick, or slightly exceed it ( 1 or 2

millimeters). The height of the chimney varies, as a rule, be

tween 200 and 260 millimeters.

The effect of the flame-disk—a flat button inserted in the

upper portion of the wick-tube—is similar to that of the

drawn-in portion of the chimney. The initial direction of the

current of air ascending from the wick-tube is changed by

striking the disk and is forced obliquely against the flame.

By this means the flame is spread out in the form of a corona

and presents a greater surface to the external air entering

between the wick-tube and the chimney. The metallic disk

as well as the drawn-in portion of the chimney is of further

importance in that they cause a rise in the temperature which

is transferred to the gas-mixture.

In regard to burners, it may be said that, to judge from the

large number of most varying construction in use, the desired

degree of perfection has not yet been attained, and in fact, a

great portion of the burners found in commerce answer but

incompletely their intended purpose. The increase in the

consumption of Russian oil in Europe has led to the con

struction of special burners, its greater content of carbon ex

cluding the use of burners suitable for Pennsylvania oil.

Caucasian oil being very rich in carbon requires a larger supply

of air being conveyed to the flame and a very intimate mixture

of the air with the hydrocarbon vapors ascending from the

wick. Since the most varying qualities and mixtures of illum

inating oil occur in commerce, it will be understood that one

1 The distance depends on the gravity of the oil, lighter oil requiring a greater, and

heavier oils less, distance.
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and the same burner is just as little suitable for all kinds of

illuminating oil as one and the same grate for all kinds of fuel.

Lamps without chimneys but with special clock work arrange

mentfor furnishing increased aeration of the wick. Lamps so

constructed have a revolving fan to force a current of air

through and around the wick. The principle involved will be

best understood by the illustration, Fig. 199, of the Hitchcock

Fig. 199.

table-lamp. This lamp furnishes a bright, steady light. The

diagram shows how sufficient oxygen is delivered at the point

of combustion. A is a clock-work which, when fully wound

up by the key B, runs ten hours. This, by a series of wheels,
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drives the fan E E, which delivers a constant current of air in

the direction marked by the arrows. This air circulates around

the oil receiver G, keeping it cool, and in its upward course

impinges upon the flame H as it passes through the burner.

The flame is thereby sufficiently oxygenated to give the fullest

volume of light—the force of the mechanism being adjusted for

that purpose—and giving to tinted fabrics the proper appear

ance by night.

Lamps for heavy oils and residuum. A recent method of

making use of the more thinly-fluid petroleum residuum and

the products of its dry distillation (blue oil, green oil) is their

utilization for a peculiar kind of illumination. It was first

employed for technical purposes by the chemist Hannay 1 and

on account of the peculiar effect and cheapness of the light it

has been largely introduced under the various names of lucigen

light, Jupiter light. Wells light, oleo-vapor light, etc.

In the beginning of the eighties a simple arrangement was

used in the large iron works at Staveley in Derbyshire for

lighting the yard. A lamp of peculiar construction was con

nected with an iron tank holding about twenty gallons of coal

tar, which is cheap in that locality. This tank stood under

pressure from the boiler. The light emitted showed an in

tensity of about 200 candles, while the consumption of material

amounted to about two gallons.

This new mode of lighting was first introduced by the Luci

gen Light Company, Limited. Their success brought, of

course, a number of new forms and improvements. The Luci

gen Light Company itself and George Gerrard of Westminster,

have improved their light so as to answer all requirements.

In the meanwhile lucigen illumination was successfully used

in 1887, by the French War Department, especially in the

mobilizing experiments on a large scale of the 17th army corps.

For this purpose lucigen lamps of 2000 candle power each

were placed upon eight or nine tall posts at a distance of about

1 The inventor of these lamps was Prof. Donny (Soc. d'encouragement, 1857).
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656 feet from each other, and the oil and air-pressure conveyed

to them from a common oil-holder and air- reservoir. The

lamps burned without interruption for eight to ten hours, and

lucigen was found to be one of the most advantageous sources

of light as regards brightness as well as the cheapness and sim

plicity of the entire arrangement. This light was used with

special success in 1886, in building the Tay and Firth of Forth

Fie 200.

bridges. In England and Germany this mode of lighting has

been introduced in large machine shops, iron foundries and on

wharfs. According to Glaser's Annals, the plant costs less

than an electric light plant, while the working expenses are

about the same. A lucigen burner of 2000 candle power cost

from 48 to 56 pfennige ' per hour, about the cost of an electric

arc light of the same power. It may be remarked that the

1 1 pfennig = 0.2 cent.
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smaller the burner is, the finer and more fluid the oil used must

be. Fig. 200 shows the arrangement of a lucigen lamp. The

oil is conveyed under pressure through the pipe 0 to the nozzle

d and the mouth of the burner e, the steam or compressed air

superheated by the flame reaching at the same time the nozzle

d and the mouth of the burner e through the pipe a, coil k and

pipe m. The cylinder of combustion / is provided with air

holes g and the rim h to form a gutter for the oil condensing

in/.

On account of their connections with a principal oil holder

and the air forcing pump, the lucigen lamps of older con

struction have the disadvantage of being transportable to a

limited extent only. The Lucigen Lighting Company has

adopted a new form, which is shown in Fig. 201. Instead of

compressed air steam is used, which is generated in a boiler or

in the lamp itself. Further the illuminating material is not

pulverized by steam but first gasified and then mixed with

steam, a process which will be discussed in speaking of the

Jupiter light.

In the lucigen lamp, Fig. 201, the oil is contained in the

upper cylinder, while the lower taller cylinder serves for the

support of the former and contains the water yielding the

steam. The burner itself consists of a shallow iron pan with a

large central opening for conveying the substance of com

bustion into the interior of the burner. The supply of air can

be regulated. In setting the lamp to work, the burner is pre

paratorily heated by a spirit flame ; the water-holder is next

brought under pressure, and the water through a vaporizing

coil then enters the burner, where it is evaporated, passes out

as steam in the centre of the burner, and is mixed in the burner

with the illuminating agent which has in the meanwhile been

gasified. The pressure in the water-holder is constantly main

tained by a few strokes of the piston, while the oil from the

oil-holder continuously enters the burner through a siphon.

This lamp burns as long as the supply of water lasts, the

arrangement being such that a fresh charge of oil can be sup

plied while the lamp burns.
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The same Company manufactures a so-called pyrigen furnace,

Fig. 202. The lucigen flame is introduced into the furnace

and serves for heating rivets for boilers, ship-plates, etc. The

furnace may also work in connection with a lucigen lamp, the

arrangement of the compressed air being such that it can be

simultaneously used for heating, as well as for lighting.

Closely related to the lucigen light is the " Jupiter light " of

the Harden Star, Lewis and Sinclair Company, Limited, of

London. To prevent the loss of oil possible with the lucigen

lamp, the liquid combustible body is not pulverized by the

introduction of compressed air or steam, but first gasified and

then mixed with compressed air for complete combustion.

Fig. 203 shows such a lamp. The body of the burner consists

of the chamber a divided into two compartments by a hori

zontal partition. In the centre is the tube g, which can be

regulated by the spindle h. At c the compressed air enters the

chamber b, and passes through the pipe g into the chamber d,

which serves as oil-pan. The latter is connected with a lateral

oil- vessel c; the supply of oil is effected at / from the main

holder. The oil in the chambers e and d is kept at the same

Fig. 202.
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Fig. 203.

lead by floats. The lamp is covered by a cap, between the

walls, k and /, of which air is conducted to the upper part.

For setting the lamp to work, a small quantity of spirits is

poured upon the surface of the mineral oil, and after igniting it

the cap k I is placed in position. When the oil is sufficiently

heated for gasification to take place, the compressed air con

duit is opened, whereby the mixture of oil vapor with com

pressed air is effected, and outer air sucked in. The cap k I

being strongly heated fulfills the twofold object of conducting

to the chamber a the heat required for the gasification of the

oil and the preparatory heating of the compressed air, and of

conducting air preparatorily heated to the upper portions of the

flame. Thus complete combustion takes place, the result being

a brilliant, powerful light, without smoke or odor. Ordinary

creosote oils or petroleum residuum are used, and can be ob

tained at a low price. For several lamps of about 10,000 can

dle power, 2 horse-powers suffice for the air-compressor. The

lamps are made in sizes of from 100 to 2500 candle power.

Fig. 204 shows a lamp which consumes about 7 quarts per

hour.
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While formerly oil-vapor burners were based upon the

principle of the formation of a flame by compressed air, a

group of Lamps has been evolved in more recent times in

which only a gasification of the fluid combustible body takes

place, and the gas produced is burned together with atmos

pheric air. To this group belong the Wells light, the oleo-vapot

lamp, which is nearly identical with the first, the Beacon light.

Sunlight lamp, etc. Fig. 205 shows the arrangement of a Wells

Fig. 205.

lamp. The cylindrical tank a serves as oil-holder. It is filled

with oil by means of the hand-pump B through the piper,

when by further strokes of the pump an over-pressure of 1 or

1 l/i atmospheres, indicated by the manometer j, is produced.

The valve f, is then opened and the oil rises through the pipes

d and r to the burner. K is the vaporizer where the oil is vap

orized to pass through K, to the outflow-place where it is ig

nited, the flame being emitted from the combustion-chamber/

in the form of a bunch. In setting the apparatus to work a

small quantity of wool saturated with petroleum is ignited upon

the cup h to preparatorily heat the burner. In more recent
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constructions, the hand-pump B is improved so that the piston

carries a shiftable sleeve which serves as packing for the piston

and as valve-plate. The burner can of course be connected

with the oil-holder according to the purposes the lamp is to

serve. The pipe d can be revolved in a standard of the holder

so that the burner can be removed for cleansing, etc. For ad

justing the lamp at different heights the pipe r is connected

with the oil-holder by a number of knee-joint pipes. Accord

ing to the Revue Industrielle (1889, No. 27, p. 260,) the pre

paratory heating of the lamp requires about 7 or 8 minutes,

and the consumption of oil per hour is for 1000 candle powers

3.5 quarts, for, 2000, 5 ; for 3000, 6, and for 3500, up to 10.

The oleo-vapor lamp brought into commerce by E. Grube

Fig. 206. Fig. 207.

possesses, according to Glaser's Annals, 1889, the following

characteristics: The apparatus can be readily transported by

two men. The preparatory heating of the burner requires from

8 to 10 minutes. The flame, which is about 1 5 ^ inches in

height, burns with a beautiful bright light, without evolution of

smoke, and is perfectly weather-proof.

The burner is shown in Figs. 206 and 207. The gasifier A

consists of any desired number of rings R. The latter consist

of two halves r and r„ connected with each other by conical

pieces t. The separate rings R are connected with each other

by the channels «, as shown in Fig. 207. The oil circulates in

the direction of the arrows, and passes out at x.

The Sunlight lamp differs from the previously-described
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+zzzp$ in that gasification takes place not in the burner itself,

mc in the oil-holder. The apparatus consists of a boiler with i

T^-rlace underneath. For the purpose of setting the ap

paratus in operation the boiler is heated, the stop-valve of the

r.^re Varrrng to the combustion-chamber remaining closed until

x rr^ssrre oi about 7.5 lbs. per 0.061 cubic inch has been at-

'■isen the cock is opened and the gas ignited. A lamp

. t i>rct 2500 candle power consumes 10 quarts of oil per hour

-sr*i -asr to one and a half hundred weights of coke per 10

^ -rs. Tie light is bright and steady, and printing can every-

'» >i conveniently read within a radius of about 600 feet.

Utilization ofpetroleum residuum.

residuum remaining after the distillation of the crude oil

> ased for various purposes. According to its derivation it is,

a* ^ worked for lubricating oils which are obtained by dis-

:'...a;-on . where this cannot be done it is utilized in a mannerto

be icscr-bed later on. The residuum may be used as such for

''..bi-dcng purposes, the general rule being that only residuum

suitable tor the production of lubricating oils is fit to be em-

->io>wi tor lubricating purposes. On account of its low price,

.liK!, as a rule, great lubricating power, residuum is extensively

by railroads.

l":iccr the name of "Vulcan oil" residuum of American origin

wa*. first introduced, towards the end of the seventies, in

b jioi.v. I' rider the name of "West Virginia oil" a very vis

cous residuum which does not thicken is produced in America.

A special disadvantage of lubricating with residuum is its com-

pa:a:i\cly rapid thickening, or the ointment-like consistency it

acquires at low temperatures. Towards the end of the eighties,

Russian residuum was introduced in Europe, and on account of

its considerable viscosity, high flashing point, and low congeal

ing point, it is now employed by most railroads for lubricating

locomotives and cars. Experience has shown that the residuum

is also suitable for the cold portions of locomotives, the separate

constituents being sufficiently warm to allow of the residuum
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being sucked through the wick. However, for cars with period

ical and wicking lubrication the case is different, the number of

hot boxes being much greater than with the use of distilled min

eral oils. The principal reason for this is to be found chiefly in

the greater consistency and inferior congealing point of the resi

duum. Another disadvantage of residuum is that it readily

gums, and contains tarry and coke-like impurities which readily

clog the capillaries of the wicking. For this reason the mana

gers of many railroads have abandoned wicking-lubrication,

and to render the further use of residuum possible have intro

duced lubrication by pad. This consists of small pads pressed

by means of springs to the ends of the axles and kept con

stantly moist with oil.

Increased competition and many complaints about hot boxes

caused the manufacturers of mineral oils to subject the resi

duum to thorough filtration. As a condition for residuum fit

for use the following test has been prescribed : When the resi

duum is filtered through a paper filter no suspended coke-like

particles should be observed with a transmitted light upon the

filter. With the so-called winter oils—used in Europe from

October to March—the test is made at the ordinary tempera

ture ; and with summer oils—employed from April to September

—at a higher temperature.

For other branches of industry the use of residuum as a lubri

cant is of secondary importance, it being only employed for

that purpose where large quantities are consumed, for instance,

in mines, iron works, etc. One great defect of residuum is that

it soils the machinery and forms a crust difficult to remove, and

the use of pale transparent oils is to be preferred, if for no other

reason than that with their use it can be immediately detected

whether the machine to be lubricated is in order. So long as

the oil runs off clear the bearing is cold, but when the oil be

comes opaque or acquires a dirty color, it is an indication that

the respective part of the machine runs irregular, *'. e., hot, the

oil having become dirty from fine metallic splinters.

When the residuum is not suitable for lubricating purposes or

38
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Tr^ of aromatic rr.drocarboHS from residuum depends

cr.efy or. the teir.peratsre and next on the uniform supply of

r*\.l-y:Ti to the pipe? in which decomposition is effected. Tie

tvperhea.*;ng of the residuum may be effected so that the tar

formed :* to contain larger quantities of liquid and solid hydro

carbon*.

The retiduum is allowed to flow slowly through iron pipes

heated to between 1290- and 14800 F., whereby 40 to 50 per

cent, tar and 50 to 60 per cent, gases is formed, the loss of

coke-separation being slight when the process is correctly exe

cuted. When decomposition is effected in the presence of

good conductors of heat, the yield of tar, as well as of aromatic

hydrocarbons, is much larger. Laboratory experiments have

proved copper filings to be most suitable for the purpose. The

specific gravity of the tar obtained varies between e.095 and

1.027, a"d depends on the temperature, rapidity of sappry.

On an average there are obtained from naphtha ur t," po*

cent, benzole, 0.4 per cent, anthracene, and 7 per oent siph
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thalene. Coal tar yields nearly as much anthracene (0.3 per

cent.), but only about half as much (8 per cent.) benzole, and

considering that only 10 per cent, of tar is obtained from coal,

the yield of benzole from coal is much less than from naphtha.

Moreover, as previously mentioned, the yield of hydrocarbons

is dependent on the temperature, rapidity of the oil-supply,

and the size of the superheated surface of the retorts or pipes

in which decomposition is effected. With a temperature below

12900 F., more tar, but of a poorer quality, is obtained, and

with a higher temperature less tar, but the quantity of gas is

increased and much coke is separated in the pipes. The

smaller the supply of oil, within certain limits, the more tar is

obtained and the richer it is in benzole and anthracene. With

a larger supply considerable oil passes unchanged through the

apparatus, and when the temperature is also increased, the se

paration of coke also becomes greater. The shape of the re

tort should be such that it presents a large heating surface in

comparison with its content. The residuum should not be very

thick ; the more thinly-fluid it is the better, and heating must

be done as uniformly as possible.

According to the investigations of Lermotowa a good quality

of tar of specific gravity 0.994 to 1008 gives the following

fractions :

Up to 284° F. 36 per cent.

" " 3920 " 8 " (congeals on account of its content of naphtha-

ene).
H <• s0OO ,j j «

" " 5 72° " 4.7 "

Lermontowa obtained as much as from 20 to 22 per cent,

benzol and about 0.8 per cent, authracene.

The gas formed by the decomposition is very suitable for

illuminating purposes.

The question of the conversion of the residuum into tar-pro

ducts similar to those contained in coal tar is of great import

ance, especially for Russia with its immense quantities of petro

leum products and entire absence of the color industry.
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factonV, in Ku^ia, many attempts have recently been made to

obtain aromatic hydrocarbons in paying quantities from resi

duum ; the gas evolved thereby is to be utilized for illuminating

and heating purposes, for driving motors, etc.
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Fig. 208 shows an apparatus for the production of gas and

tar containing aromatic hydrocarbons, which was exhibited, in

1889, by Intschik at the St. Petersburg Exhibition for Illum

inating Articles and Gas Industry.

The residuum passes through a pipe into the box C located

on the upper end of a vertical retort, and flows over the edge

of the box upon the distributing cone A'. From the teeth of

this distributing cone, the fluid in small drops falls, in the form of

a hollow cylinder, lower down into the retort. Without touching

the sides of the retort, the fluid is first vaporized and later on

gasified. To distribute the heat as uniformly as possible in the

mixture of gas and steam flowing downward, the retort is

divided by partitions into several compartments, which com

municate with each other by spiral passages, whereby a re

volving motion is imparted to the gases and vapors, so that

fresh portions of them come constantly in contact with the hot

sides. From the lower part of the retort the gases and vapors

pass through the pipe K into B and then through a system of

condensers, Fig. 209, where the vapors are separately con

densed. The condensers are arranged in the form of steps, and

each of them is kept by superheated steam at a certain temper

ature, the highest temperature prevailing in the lowest con

denser. The mixture of vapor and gas passes through the pipe

a into the lowest condenser, and yielding there its least volatile

constituents, passes through the pipe b, into the second con

denser, next into the third, and so on. The last volatile por

tions are condensed by cooling with water.

By an ingenious construction the vapors precipitated in the

condensers are at the same time subjected to another fractional

distillation. When the fluid in a condenser, for instance, in Q.

has reached a certain depth it runs through the pipe b and the

funnel-pipe C, which reaches to the bottom into the closed

inner chamber A of the next condenser, and is again vaporized

by the higher temperature prevailing therein. The vapors are

condensed in coolers, while the non-vaporized residuum after

reaching a certain depth, runs off through the pipe d into the

outer chamber of the condenser.



For firing, pulverized naphtha residuum or generator-gas is

used, and every six retorts form a battery heated by one flame.
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By this mode of construction it is claimed the residuum can

.be converted without a great consumption of fuel into tar-pro

ducts rich in aromatic hydrocarbons.

Utilization of petroleum and petroleum products as fuel.

The use of petroleum in one or other of its varied forms as

fuel is traceable to the remotest antiquity. Its combustible

nature, with its heat-producing and light-bearing properties,

very early attracted the notice of even the most barbaric and

uncivilized nations. Its scientific adaptation to numerous

practical uses, in accordance with its chemical composition,

belongs to modern times. During the last thirty years a great

deal of attention has been paid to the subject, resulting in

many valuable inventions which have been reduced to practice.

Although it has been claimed that liquid fuel was used in the

commencement of this century, the first attempts of any im

portance in this direction were made in the United States,

where, in 1862, Bidle, and Shaw and Linton, obtained a patent

on an apparatus for the use of liquid fuel on steam-vessels.

The Bridge-Adam apparatus for locomotives appeared in 1863.

However, notwithstanding the many patented inventions for

the use of liquid fuel, this mode of firing did not become of any

technical importance, in a wider sense, until the question of oil

firing was again taken up in consequence of the prolific wells

of the Caucasus yielding such an abundance of petroleum that

other provisions, besides working it into illuminating and lubri

cating oils, had to be made for its utilization.

In most countries exhaustive experiments in the use of liquid

fuel have been made.

In England experiments, promoted and conducted by Sel-

wyn, were commenced in 1864, and are still carried on. The

apparatuses constructed by Aydon, Selwyn, Tarbuth, and

others, were tried in propelling vessels of various tonnages, and

their non-success was simply due to the high price of oil.

At the same time, in France, Audouin made experiments to

utilize the heavy oils of coal tar for the generation of steam.
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Assisted by the Emperor Napoleon III., M. Sainte Claire De-

ville made an exhaustive examination of the subject. The re

sults of this investigation were published in the Journal of the

French Academy of Sciences for the years 1868 and 1869.

These papers contain full particulars of his analyses of the dif

ferent oils employed, together with drawings of the furnaces by

means of which the oil was burned. Experiments were made

both upon locomotive and marine boilers. He was obliged to

report that at the then prevailing price of petroleum, it could

not advantageously compete with coal.

The question of the employment of petroleum as fuel in this

country in competition with our abundant coal supply is yet

engaging the minds of some of our acutest inventors. So far,

however, the general verdict seems to be that where the econ

omy of fuel alone is to be considered, petroleum must take a

second place. It is true that when economy of space for stor

age of fuel and convenience of handling are to be considered,

no fuel can be placed in competition with it. These two con

siderations are essential factors in determining its use.

In Russia M. Spakowski has assiduously labored for the in

troduction of liquid fuel for the generation of steam. A furnace

constructed by him in 1866 and improved later on, is consid

ered to-day one of the best in use on steamers on the Caspian

Sea. His furnace was succeeded by those of Kamenski, Lenz,

Brandt, Urquhardt and others. At present nearly all steamers

on the Caspian Sea and the Wolga are fired with liquid fuel,

and all the locomotives on the Batoum-Baku railroad are fitted

with apparatus for burning petroleum refuse, instead of coal,

under their boilers. Coal in that part of Russia being dear and

scarce, the economy thus realized is considerable. The evapor

ative power of residuum from the distillation of petroleum,

which alone has to be considered in this connection, is nearly

twice that of coal. This is shown by the theoretical evapor

ative values of different liquid fuels as compared with solid fuels

exhibited in the appended tables, as well as by experiments

made in practice.



NamesofOils.

HeavynaphthafromWestVirginia
LightnaphthafromWestVirginia.

LightnaphthafromPennsylvania.•
HeavynaphthafromPennsylvania.

AmericanPetroleum
NaphthafromParma

"Pechelbronn

M

I* II M u « (1

•t II 4* a M ««

SchistoilfromWauas(Ardeche)
CoaltarfromtheParisgashouse

NaphthafromBalachany
LightnaphthafromBaku HeavynaphthafromBaku

NaphtharesiduumfromBakurefineries

NaphthafromJava

HeavypetroleumfromOgaio

KindsofPetroleum.

Chemicalcomposition.

Carbon.Hydrogen.

Oxygen.
3-21.6 3-2

1.04
191.8 '•3 2-3 o-S6.96.9 2-4 5-7 2.1

(NO)8.2 OSN 104
O.I O.I 1.1 1.2 0.9 2-5

'3-3 14.1 14.8 >3-7

•4-7

13-4 .1.8 12.0

•3-3

13.6 12.7 11.4 12.1 12.6 11.5 7.6 12.5136 '2-3 11.7 12.0 10.4

83.584-382.0 84.9834 84.086.9
jg

79-580.4 86.2 82.2

8S-3
80.3 82.0 87.486.386.6 87.1

87..87..

Expansion- coefficient.

0.00072
0.000839

0.00084
0.000721

0.0000868
0.000706 0.000767 0.000793

l!0.000858

0.000843 0.000772

I0.000641

0.000813 0.000775

ll

0.000896 0.000743 0.000817 0.000724 0.000681
0.00091

0.000769 0.000685

Quantityof
evaporated

waterre ferredto
theunitof

oilcon sumed.

10.085 10.231 9.046 8.916 11.700 11.460 10.800 10.70010.83110.081

1423 "4-79 12.24 12.77 16.40

•5-55

15.02 14-75

Calorific effectin unitsof

heat. 10.180 10.223 9-963 10.672
9-77'

10.121 9.708 10.020 10.458

C Mt/1
73
O5MjeH Mv. O *o A

73
orMC2 0\o
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b. Solid Fuels.

Coal

Coke

Brown coal

Calorific effects in

units of heat,

on an average 7500

Peat, air-dry

Wood

6500

4500

3000

2800

These tables show:

1. That the chemical composition of the oils gives some idea

of their value as fuel ; the quantity of heat evolved by their

combustion generally increases with their content of hydrogen

and decreases with their content of oxygen.

2. The magnitude of the heating power of a fuel is depend

ent on the prevalence of carbon, because the product of com

bustion of the latter—carbonic acid—carries off but one-

fourth of the heat of the product of combustion of hydrogen-

steam.

3. The specific gravity of an oil exerts no influence upon its

calorific effect ; hence the heating value of an oil cannot be

determined from its specific gravity.

Practical experiments with Russian petroleum refuse burnt

in a series of shallow troughs under ordinary boilers have

shown that it evaporates 14^ pounds of water per pound of

refuse ; coal burnt under the same boiler gave an evaporation

of seven to eight pounds of water per pound of coal. Prof.

Unwin tested the evaporative value of petroleum under a

steam boiler, and found it to be 12.16 pounds water (from and

at 2120 F.) per pound of oil burned. The rate of evaporation

was 0.75 pound of water per square foot of heating surface. He

estimates the calorific value of the petroleum he used at about

25 per cent, higher than an equal weight of Welsh coal.

In using oil-firing for metallurgical purposes, pulverization

has to be effected by means of air, it being impossible to attain

with pulverization by means of steam as high a temperature as

is required for melting iron or other metals. Pulverization by
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means of steam is also absolutely useless in welding some

metals. Various experiments with steam-pulverization in

smelting furnaces have shown that a complete fusion of the iron

could not be attained, no matter how long the pulverizer was

kept in operation. For this reason steam-pulverization has not

been introduced for forges and other metallurgical processes, air

being exclusively employed. With the use of air forced

through a compressor into the apparatus the fire becomes

brighter and the iron soon acquires the temperature required

for welding ; cast-iron also is readily fused. This effect is pro

duced not only by the high temperature, but according to

Goulischambaroff, may be explained as follows :

Since with steam-pulverization there remains more dispos

able oxygen originating from the decomposition of the steam

than with air-pulverization, a portion of the oxygen exerts an

oxidizing influence upon the iron and prevents welding. The

oxygen in a nascent state acts very energetically upon the red-

hot iron, even if there is an excess of hydrogen in the furnace.

The advantages of oil-firing for metallurgical purposes are :

1. Saving in time; the work being accomplished 3^ times

more rapidly. 2. Saving in fuel and consequently in money,

the expense with the use of petroleum refuse as compared with

coal being in the Caucasus as 2 : 3.

From the above mentioned results of experiments it will be

seen that the evaporative power of liquid fuels is greater than

that of solid, but in estimating the one or other material, not

only the absolute evaporative power has to be considered, but

also the quantity of heat which can be utilized. With solid

fuels only about 60 per cent. of the evaporative power is util

ized, the other 40 per cent. being lost. This is due to the fact

that in heating with solid materials, the loss of heat is four times

greater than with liquid fuel. In heating with the former the

emission of a black smoke from the chimney will, as a rule, be

observed, which is due to incomplete combustion. Attempts

to attain complete combustion with solid materials have thus

far been successful only at the expense of the heat evolved, an
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excess of air which is required for complete combustion having

a cooling effect. On the other hand, with liquid fuel burnt in

a pulverizing apparatus of correct construction and working

properly, an excess of air is not required and only gases of

combustion escape from the chimney.

The useful effect of the boiler is also much greater with the

use of liquid fuel. Scheurer-Kestner and Menier found that

with coal the useful effect varied between 0.5 and 0.62, while

Besson in his experiments with petroleum found it to be 0.8.

The latter worked with a boiler under a pressure of 45 lbs., cor

responding to a temperature of the steam of 135° C. One

kilogramme of dry steam at this temperature contains a heat of

606.5 + °-3°5 * 135 = 648 units of heat. By supposing that

petroleum evolves in round numbers 1 1000 units of heat, it fol

lows that this quantity of heat equals HW; corresponding to

the heating capacity of 1 7 kilogrammes of dry steam. By taking

the average evaporative power of 1 kilogramme of petroleum

at 13.75, ^e useful effect of heating with petroleum is:

The apparatuses used for the combustion of liquid fuel are

known as forfunkas or sprinklers, and may be considered small

injection-pumps in which the oil flowing in slowly is carried

away and pulverized, to finally reach the fire-box in the form of

a fine spray.

Regarding the useful effect of forfunkas valuable guides are

furnished by Professor Thieme's experiments.'

He supposes that the consumption of steam amounts to 10

per cent.5 of that generated in the boiler, and that the evapor-

1 Practischer Cvursus der Darnpfmaschinen. Supplementband I (Russian).

' According to " Engineer," 1886, No, 1795, forfunkas use 8 to 10 per cent steam;

according to Wossnessensky, Lenz's forfunka uses J per cent. According to WasU-

jew the consumption of steam by a forfunka of Schirokow corresponded to 0.66 horst

power, the respective boiler being of 14 horse powers and feeding 21 forfunkas. Set

also I^w : " Die Feuerungen mit ftussigen Brennmaterialien." Stuttgart, 189a
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ative power of petroleum is twice that of coal, so that 1 kilo

gramme of petroleum generates 15 to 16 kilogrammes of

steam ; further, that the consumption by weight of petroleum

compared with that of steam in a forfunka is in the propor

tion of

I: 1.5=0.7.

With injectors the proportion of water to steam is :

12: 1= 12.

Hence the condensation of steam in the forfunka is very

small, the steam being utilized only for the pulverization of the

petroleum. If / designates the tension of steam in the boiler,

p1 the atmospheric pressure (/ and p1 in kilogrammes per I

square meter), £==9.81 meters the acceleration of the gravity, d

the density 1. e., the weight of 1 cubic meter of steam of the

tension p, and w1 the cross section of the steam-outlet, the con

sumption of steam in kilogrammes per second is

P^K.w' d\ 'gj (0

in which K is the coefficient which for conical mouth-pieces

K is to be taken =0.90 and for straight K=o.64,

The outflow-velocity of the steam in millimeters is

"'=o.975 v' 2g-tf- (2)

in which 0.975 means a coefficient.

The total outflow velocity of steam and petroleum :

f (1.5+O 1.5 V

r=o.6 v' (3)

The quantity of oil which passes through the outlet w per

second is :

-j,: =K.w.v (4)

when d' is the density, i. e. the weight of 1 cubic meter of oil
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equal on an average to 780 kilogrammes, and v the velocity in

millimeters per second, which, like in injectors, varies from 2 to

5 meters.

Example: The size of a forfunka with flat outlet and fed from

a 25 horse-power boiler with a tension of four atmospheres is to

be determined. Suppose that with good insulation 20 kilo

grammes of steam are generated per horse power per hour,

then the consumption of steam by the forfunka per second is:

P=o.i 25,2° —00 0.014 kilogramme
3600

p= 10334-4 =41336 Kilos per 1 sq. meter.

p' — 10334 Kilos per I sq. meter

2f= 19.62 meter.

Density of the steam at four atmospheres :

d— 2.23 Kilogrammes.

These values put into formula ( 1 ) give ;

P = 0.014 = 0.64. w1. 2.23. 1 19.62 31X102

' 2.23

0.014 = 745-6. w'.

vi1 = 0.000019 sq. m. — 19 sq. mm.

If the width of the slit be taken at ^ mm., the length of the

slit will be :

19. A = 26 mm.

3

To a consumption of steam of 0.014 kilogramme per second

corresponds a consumption of petroleum of 0.7. 0.014= 000.01

kilogramme = = 0.00001 15 cubic meter.5 870 3

With v — 5 m. velocity, the outlet opening for the petro

leum is :

0.00001 1 ?
w = —3 - - 0.000047 sq. m. = 47 sq. mm.

0.64.5

With the assistance of the formulae given above, it is easy to

determine the size of a forfunka, for instance, for a fire-box
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formerly fired with coal and whose consumption of coal per

shift is known.

If A is the consumption of coal in kilogrammes per twenty-

four hours, — would be the consumption of petroleum in the

2

same time, if the calorific effect of petroleum be taken as twice

that of coal, and the consumption of petroleum

2 24 3600

in kilogrammes per hour. Nowo.7.P= and/'=

2 24 3600

. is the consumption of steam per second of the

2 24 3600.0.7

forfunka. w' as well as all the other values can be determined,

since the values d, p, must be known.

The cross sections found from the formulae will have to be

taken somewhat larger in order to be on the safe side in all

cases ; the supply can be regulated by the insertion of valves

if the forfunka itself cannot be shifted.

Apparatuses for Stationary Boilers.

Although one of the apparatuses first proposed for oil-firing

was described, in 1843, by Pecler.,1 the year 1862 must be con

sidered as the year of the birth of oil-firing.

The apparatuses constructed for the combustion of liquid

hydrocarbons vary according to whether the fuel is to be used

in a liquid, gaseous or vaporous state. Hence a distinction is

made between apparatuses for hearth-fire, gas-fire and spray-

fire.

The original aim was to burn the liquid fuel directly under the

boiler, analogous to firing with solid material. However, com

bustion being incomplete, and the quantity of soot produced

very large, it was sought to modify the primitive mode of

hearth-firing by exposing the oil in a state of greater division

to the access of air. The most perfect mode of hearth-firing,

however, proved inadequate, the openings for the supply of oil

becoming clogged by deposits of coke, soot and residuum.

»Traite de la Chaleur, 1843.
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The practical introduction of firing with gasified fuel was also

unsuccessful, the oil-pipes becoming in this case choked up

with non-vaporized residuum. Independent of the great ex

pense, there is the further disadvantage of the danger arising

from the high temperature of the oil vapors, which is three times

as high as steam at the same tension.

The most recent method of combustion by pulverizing the

liquid fuel by steam, or more seldom by air, has, however, been

generally applied to practical purposes. In this method of

firing, the oil on entering the fire-box is pulverized by a jet of

steam or air, and is thus completely burned almost without

smoke. The air required for combustion is supplied by the

draught produced by the out- flowing jet.

The advantage of the employment of the steam-jet consists

in the mechanical effect of the intimate mixture of the gaseous

fuel with the oxygen necessary for combustion, and, moreover,

the steam probably exerts a chemical effect. At a higher tern

perature all hydrocarbons are inclined to deposit carbon if the

latter is not immediately consumed. Now it is probable that

the oxygen of the steam combines with the carbon of the hy

drocarbon, while the hydrogen of both is liberated. The mix

ture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen is completely burned

immediately after the introduction of sufficient air. It is, of

course, not meant that heat is gained by the decomposition of

the steam and subsequent re-combination of the constituents,

but simply that the oxygen fixed by the decomposition forms,

so to say, an insulating material for the carbon which facilitates

combustion.

Apparatuses for Petroleum and Residuum Firing.

The most simple, but at the same time, most incomplete

mode of firing, as still practiced in some small refineries at

Baku and in Galicia, consists in introducing the liquid fuel in

shallow troughs into the fire box, or allowing it to drip upon

stones, or in some cases directly upon the bottom of the hearth.

This mode of combustion is very incomplete, it being accom
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panied by a voluminous formation of soot, and a thick black

smoke constantly escapes from the chimneys of such plants.

Audouin's method of firing with liquid fuel was first tried in

1865, then abandoned, and again introduced in 1867. Audouin

being a gas expert, was especially interested in the utilization

of the heavy tar oil. He placed in the fire-box a tube of

refractory material about 3 feet long, the object of which was

to maintain the high temperature required for the volatilization

and complete combustion of the oil, and to protect the iron

plate from being burned. The door of the fire-place and

its casing were replaced by a plate of refractory material, to

which were attached at the top and in the centre rows of

small iron pipes. By means of a small tap each of these pipes

could be cut off from the supply pipe, leading from the oil

tank placed above the boiler. To the mouth of each pipe on

the inner side of the plate of refractory material was fitted a

vertical groove. The oil coming from the supply-pipe, on en

tering the grooves, was ignited and trickled down in them.

For stationary boilers Audouin allowed the oil to flow from a

supply pipe into a channel cut into the upper narrow surface of

the plate of refractory material that takes the place of the fire

box door, from which it overflowed into the vertical grooves.

The plate was provided, between the grooves, with openings,

about 0.19 inch wide, through which the air required for com

bustion entered the fire-box. The supply of air could be reg

ulated by a valve movable in sections, and fitted in front of the

openings.

Aydon, Wise and Field's nozzle sprinkler is one of the oldest

methods of burning liquid fuels. The apparatus is of very sim

ple construction. The petroleum or other liquid fuel is in

jected by means of super-heated steam into the furnace, so that

it spreads over the entire surface of the fire, and is completely

burned.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 210. It consists of an injec

tor, into which the super-heated steam passes through the pipe

i. The admission of steam is regulated at i2 by means of the

39
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plug ir. The petroleum reaches the injector through the shift-

able pipe j. A corresponding quantity of air entering through

the opening R, is mixed during the passage through the pipe

R3 with the steam and petroleum. The supply of air is regu

lated by raising or lowering the pipe j. The jet thus consists

of superheated steam, air and petroleum, and is injected into

the furnaee through a pipe entering above the door of the fire

box. This jet strikes a fire-clay bridge placed at a distance

Fig. 210.

of a few feet from the door of the fire box. A small quantity

of coal is kept burning upon an iron plate for the ignition of the

petroleum jet. The air required for the combustion of the

petroleum is introduced through openings in the fire-box

door.

In fitting a Cornwall boiler with this apparatus no changes

were required except boring a few holes in the fire-box door.

In half an hour the apparatus can be removed and the former

arrangement for coal firing restored. Practical experiments on

a large scale with this apparatus gave the following results:

Combustion was very complete. An intense violet flame

filled the space on the other side of the bridge, which proved

the thorough decomposition of the fuel, while the absence of

smoke furnished further evidence of the correctness of the prin

ciple upon which this invention is based. During two hours

i9/>2 kilogrammes (42.9 lbs.) ofwater'were evaporated for every

kilogramme (2.2 lbs.) of oil injected. During the experiment
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the boiler furnished steam of 2^ kilogrammes (5.5 lbs.) pres

sure per square centimeter (0.155 square inch) to an engine

which kept all the machinery of the works moving. The ap

paratus requires but little attention. By regulating the supply

of oil and steam the flame can be immediately augmented or

decreased.

H. de Bay and Ch. de Rosette's sprinkler. De Bay and de

Rosette of Paris propose (German patent No. 31,962) to intro

duce the oil by compressed air or steam into a retort which is

heated by the fire itself. For this purpose the oil runs from

the holder A, Fig. 211, together with compressed air admitted

through the nozzle a, into the retort C. The gases produced

pass through D into a holder E. A stronger current of com-

Fig. 211.

pressed air enters the holder E through the pipe F and carries

the gases through the filtering pipes m and n to be burned for

heating the boiler as well as the retort C. This effect is claimed

to become still more perfect by placing pipes G, Fig. 212,

which contain barium, potassium permanganate or other sub

stances readily yielding oxygen, in the firebox. A current of

compressed air enters these pipes, becomes heated during its

passage through them, absorbs the oxygen evolved, and passes

into the fire-box through the pipe x. By the entrance of this

current of air rich in oxygen, combustion is claimed to be
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made more cc=piete and the flame forced mem sera* it

froat porticos of the grate, so that no romboscSfe sabstaace

can reach the chimney. The grate is covered whh one or

more plates H, upon which is placed a layer of sclpiste of hae

or barium to prevent cold air from penetrating throegh it

bars of the grate.

F. Mcrtk's Sprinkler. A mixture of hydrocarbons and saper

heated steam is introduced into the fire-box of a boiler by

means of a net-work of pipes B, provided with holes m. Fig

213, and a pipe C also provided with holes n, placed in the

front part of the fire-box. For the purpose of regulating the

supply of gas-mixture, a nozzle q, provided with screw thread?,

is placed on the end of the injector A, Fig. 214, at the mouth

Fig. 214.

of the chamber h and a nozzle q1 of similar shape at the mouth

of the chamber //'.

Korting's Tar Sprinkler. This" sprinkler is constructed of
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iron, and essentially consists of a pipe from the front end of

which the tar issues in a thin layer to be atomized by a jet of

steam striking it at an adequate angle. It is then mixed with

atmospheric air and conducted to the combustion chamber.

Fig. 215.

The steam issues in a very peculiar manner, the effect being

that not a trace of tar can fall down. The supply of tar is reg

ulated by the nozzle A, Fig. 215, the bore of which may be
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larger or smaller according to requirement. By the pot T and

the sieve 5 in it all impurities are retained, so that the nozzle

A can clog up only under peculiar conditions. To be able to

clean it in such case without taking the apparatus apart, it is

only necessary to push back the case H and clean the nozzle A

with a needle. In case the actual pulverizer F should become

choked up, it can be immediately cleaned, while working, by

means of the needle R, after removing the lid V.

The pulverizer Z is placed by means of a short nozzle in an

Fig. 2 i 6.

opening in the furnace wall. The jet of steam, as mentioned

above, sucks with great energy the air for combustion through

this air nozzle, thus essentially assisting the attainment of per

fect combustion. Combustion is regulated by the steam-pips

D, and slides on the side of the pulverizer, which can be so
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arranged that only sufficient air to effect combustion without

smoke is admitted.

In gas-houses the tar holder is placed upon the retort furn

ace, Fig. 216, to keep the tar warm and thinly fluid.

Of great importance in tar-firing is a continuous supply of

tar, so that combustion is not interrupted. It is therefore re

commended to place a second holder S upon the furnace, and

connect it also with the pulverizer. From each holder a sepa

rate conduit, about 1 inch in diameter, leads close up to the

pulverizer, and each nozzle for regulating the supply is pro

vided with a stop-cock, so that the tar may be taken from either

of the conduits as desired. With the use of furnaces, in which

the lowest retort lies in the centre of the furnace, the pulveri

zer should be placed as low down as possible, so that the very

hot flame cannot act directly upon the lowest retort. With

furnaces in which the retorts lie on both sides, and in two

rows, and above them in the centre, a fifth or seventh retort,

the pulverizer may be placed at the ordinary height of the fire

box.

At the present time Korting's sprinkler is also used for oil

firing.

Drory's Tar and Oil Sprinkler.—The object of H. J. Drory's

apparatus for tar and oil is to effect as complete com

bustion as possible, without smoke, of the liquid fuel sup

plied at fixed intervals. The nozzle D, Fig. 217, sits in a

circular iron frame with a straight upper surface, which is

provided with two apparatuses A and B. The liquid fuel

is brought into A, while B serves for supplying previously

heated compressed air, or dry steam. The tar or oil is then

Fiu. 217.
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sucked into the nozzle, and on leaving it at E is forced against

the opening G of the mouth-piece F, and pulverized.

Inside of the nozzle D is a shiftable needle C protected from

injury by the case H. The object of this needle is, on the one

hand, to regulate, according to requirement, the flow of oil to

the opening E, and, on the other hand, to clean E when neces

sary. To attain complete combustion the distance between the

opening E of the nozzle and the opening G of the mouth-piece

may be changed as required, the mouth-piece F being for this

purpose provided with screw-threads, so that it can be shifted.

A form of sprinkler much used is shown in Fig. 218. It

Fig. 218.

consists of a i-inch iron pipe D, the front end of which is

flattened so that a slit about 0.019 to 0.039 mch wide remains

open through which the steam conducted through the pipe may

pass out. The tar or oil supplied by the pipe N is distributed

in the cup-like shoulder A, and runs from the front end of the

latter over the slit, where it is pulverized by the steam, and

finally burned.
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By giving the pipe D the form of Fig. 219, 220 or 221, the

flame formed will be more pointed, broad or medium. The

admission of air and oil or tar is regulated by cocks on the pro

longations of the pipes N and D.

Brandts forfunka or slit-sprinkler. This apparatus is shown

in Fig. 222. The pipes b and m pass through the cast-brass

piece a, b serving for the residuum which enters at N, and m

for steam, which is admitted at D. The residuum passes out

through an annular slit which can be regulated by means of the

cone f, the handle // and the spindle g, while the steam escapes

through a slit arranged around this annular slit. Between the

cone /and the headpiece i, the residuum and steam are mixed,

and appear at s in the form of a fine spray which is ignited.

When the apparatus is used, the cocks 0 and I are open, the ad

mission of steam and residuum not being regulated by them, but

by shifting the cone f.

Figs. 223 and 224 show the arrangement of the apparatus as

fitted to an ordinary Cornwall boiler. The residuum runs from

the holder R through the pipe N into the burner, while the

steam is supplied from the dome of the boiler through D. At

r the entire burner can be revolved, and by turning it 900 it

projects from the door /. To render explosions impossible ig

nition is effected while the burner is in this position, hence, be

fore its introduction into the fire-box. The necessary air enters

through holes in the door t as well as through a larger aper

ture, the size of which can be regulated by means of a slide.

Fig. 222.

3

f
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Lenz's slit-sprinkler. This apparatus is shown in Figs. 225,

226, and 227. It consists of the double brass-pipe a a', with

which is connected the cylindrical mixing chamber h, which

can be closed, below and above, by means of the screw-lid g.

The rods 0, which can be shifted by means of a key at p and p1,

run at t and n in solid bearings and terminate in eccentric ar

bors. The latter gear together with semi-cylindrical sliding

pieces e, and, according to the turn given at / and pf and the

position of the eccentric arbors, these sliding pieces can be

Fig. 225. Fig. 226. Fig. 227.

shifted up or down so that they approach more or less the tongue

b, whereby the supply of steam and residuum is accurately reg

ulated. The residuum in the form of fine spray passes out
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through the horizontal slit-like mouth s, which runs half or

somewhat less around the cylindrical chamber g. The supply-

pipes D and N for steam and residuum are provided with

cocks. This forfunka consumes about 6.6 to 7.7 lbs. residuum

of specific gravity 0.910 with ignition point 284° F. per hour

per horse-power.

Jogansoris sprinkler. This apparatus is shown in Figs. 228

and 229. A cast-iron pipe with screw-threads on the ends is di

vided into two compartments by the partition C. The upper

compartment for the petroleum communicates at the right with

the oil supply-pipe P, screwed into the coupling box B, and

Fig. 228. Fig. 229. Fig. 230. Fig. 231.

the lower compartment with the steam-pipe Q. Two semi-cir

cular disks M and N are placed in the coupling-box D, one

above the other, so that a small slit / p (Fig. 230) remains

open, through which the oil and steam can pass. This forfunka

is placed in the fire-box so that it projects into it not more

than a quarter of the length of the pipe A (Fig. 228). By this

mode of construction a long flame is obtained, the regulation

of which is rendered possible by valves inserted in the pipes P

and Q. The consumption of steam by this forfunka is com

paratively large.

Schuchoff's forfunka is shown in Figs. 232, 233 and 234. It

is much more complete than the preceding, and is extensively

used. It is made of copper and consists of three principal

parts A, B and C (Fig. 232). A is a pipe provided with tubes

and terminates in a cone. B represents a coupling box with

the tube b, C a hollow spindle with the opening a and the

guide g. The oil enters the spindle C through b and the open

ing a, and passes out at f At m the steam enters the annular
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space p p, washes around the spindle C, and escapes through

the conical end of the pipe A. It strikes the jet of oil from the

Fig. 232. Fig. 233.

periphery to the centre, pulverizes it and produces a flame, the

shape of which is seen in Fig. 233.

By turning the spindle C the supply of steam is regulated.

When the spindle is properly set, the nut D is screwed against

A. The coupling box B is secured by the nuts EF and the

disk H. The chief defect of this apparatus is that the steam,

at the moment it issues from the pipe A, strikes the periphery

of the oil-jet, in consequence of which the latter is drawn in

and combines to a jet of larger diameter only at a distance of

1 y2 feet from the mouth-piece, so that the front portions of the

boiler are but slightly heated, which is of great disadvantage.

The consumption of steam is quite large ; generally speaking,

the apparatus gives satisfactory results.

Apparatuses for Steamers.

For marine purposes oil-firing possesses many advantages.

Marine boilers have often been fired by petroleum. About

1867 experiments were made by Mr. Isherwood, of the United

States Navy, on board the gunboat " Pallas," on liquid petro

leum as fuel. He was convinced of its superiority to coal

in heating value, convenience of storage, weight, bulk, absence

of stoking, and consequent saving of manual labor. He

found also that the lighter oils, which explode very easily, burn

completely and leave no deposit. Against these advantages

must be set the great drawback of using petroleum to any great
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extent as marine fuel, namely, the danger of carrying an inflam

mable oil, giving off volatile gases at a low temperature in bulk

at sea.

The use of petroleum for steam fuel is determined by its cost

relative to other kinds of fuel. With the low price of petroleum

at Baku and the absence of wood and coal on the steppes of

Russia and the shores of the Caspian sea, there can be no ques

tion that petroleum is the cheapest and best fuel to be had

in that region. In fact, the Baku oil fields have created the

Caspian fleet. But in the United States the question lies be

tween petroleum and anthracite coal for ocean steamers, and

bituminous coal on the western rivers, and while there may be

circumstances under which the increased cost of firing with

petroleum would not be a valid objection to its employment,

a considerable increase in the use of petroleum for marine pur

poses in the United States cannot be looked for in the near

future.

Fig. 235.
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Bidl/s pan furnaces, figs. 235, 236 and 237 were con

structed, in 1862, in North America, and designed especially for

marine boilers. They consist of an iron box cast in one piece,

and at the bottom. The latter slants slightly backwards and is

provided with grooves radiating from the centre, see ground

plan (Fig. 237), which ensures an equal distribution of the oil.

A pump sucks the oil from storage-tanks in the bilge, and

forces it into a box over the boilers. From this box it is con

veyed through a pipe along the outside of the front wall of the

boiler, and it then runs through branch-pipes into the separate

furnaces. These branch-pipes enter in the centre of the fire

box, and immediately below their mouths are surrounded by an

iron basket filled with red hot coal or coke, which serves the

purpose of igniting the oil. The oil that escapes ignition runs

into the grooves, where it is burned. Small apertures (Fig.

Fig. 236.

236) in the bottom of the fire-box, in the immediate vicinity of

the entrance of the oil, were provided for the purpose of admit-
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ting sufficient air for perfect combustion, but were found to be

insufficient and large volumes of smoke were the result.

Fig. 237.

Bidle blew in more air by introducing fans and increasing

the number of apertures. Combustion was thereby improved,

but the entire arrangement became too complicated by the

fans which required special steam engines.

Fig. 238.

Shaw and Linton's furnace, patented in 1862, in the United

States, is designed for locomotive and machine boilers, and

forms the transition from hearth furnaces to gas furnaces. As

shown in Fig. 238, the crude oil passes from a holder placed at
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a higher level into a tank in the furnace, and flows on to the

fire-plate A, previously heated by a wood or coal fire. The

lighter oils vaporize and pass at B from the tank into the fire

box, where they are consumed. The non-vaporized oil runs

into the vessel C secured below A, which is heated to a greater

temperature, and here the heavier oils are vaporized. The

residue remaining non-vaporized passes through the opening

D to the floor of the furnace, the grate of the latter having

been removed and replaced by a cast-iron plate provided with

depressions. The residue is burned upon this plate. Along

side the oil supply-pipe enters a pipe for the introduction of air.

This mode of firing was defective in that the quantity of oil

vapors evolved could not always be brought into accord with

the amount which could be consumed, and to avoid explosions

a safety-valve for the escape of the excess of hydrocarbons had

to be placed upon the furnace. During the trials made by

Shaw and Linton with a marine engine, the oil was forced by a

pump from tanks in the bilge into a holder placed over the

boiler. Draught was promoted by a jet of steam blown into

the furnaces. To produce this jet of steam a subsidiary boiler

was heated with anthracite coal before the generation of steam

commenced in the main boiler, twenty-eight minutes being re

quired for the latter purpose with crude oil or residuum, and

sixty minutes with coal. 2.2 pounds of crude oil or residuum

evaporated 22.79 pounds of water, while the anthracite, it is

claimed, did not evaporate more than It.2 pounds of water.

The temperature of combustion was so great that the chimney

became red-hot about twelve inches from its base, which proved

that the heating surface was too small for the perfect utilization

of the heat. The introduction of this apparatus had to be

given up on account of the large working expenses it entailed.

Lens's new slit sprinkler. To make this apparatus more

suitable for locomotive and marine boilers, the straight slit-like

mouth has been replaced by a circular aperture running round

the cylindrical chamber, which insures a circular flow of the

oil-spray. In order to obtain a flame spreading more upward
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and downward, as shown in Fig. 239, the tongue also had to

be somewhat modified.

Fig. 239.

In all other respects the sprinkler is arranged like that de

scribed on p. 618. By these improvements the usefulness of

Lenz's sprinkler has been considerably extended ; it is, how

ever, also more expensive and less simple.

Spakowski's nozzle-sprinkler. This apparatus, Figs. 240 and

241, was first used in 1870, for marine boilers. It has since

been much improved, and its present simple form has been

applied to four steamers built in 1879 and 1880, for the Caspian

Sea trade. The liquid fuel, in this case illuminating oil re

siduum, flows out of the inner nozzle, which protrudes about one

Fig. 240. Fig. 241.

millimeter into the mixing pipe (Fig. 241), while the steam

issues from the annular aperture surrounding this nozzle.

40
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Through holes bored in the periphery of the mixing pipe the

jet of steam and oil sucks in the necessary quantity of air.

The mixing pipe at the same time prevents excessive air ex

pansion of the steam-jet, and thus slightly assists in pulverizing

the oO. The pulverization of the oil in this apparatus is, how

ever, not done as efficiently as in Urquhart's latest improve

ment. The jet of steam surrounding the oil acts vigorously

only from underneath the upper portion, expanding without

materially assisting pulverization, so that by looking through

a piece of blackened glass into the flame, drops of oil can be

observed falling down into the furnace, where they are burned

in their liquid state. The flame has a broom-like shape and is

very long, so that it acts most vigorously upon the fire bridge

and heats the other portions of the fire-box only by radiation,

and even that unequally. For very large fire-boxes one

sprinkler is not sufficient, two or three being required, which

causes complication. The supply of oil and steam for each

sprinkler is regulated by- means of separate cocks.

The first sprinkler constructed by Spakowski was used in

1S70. on the Caspian Sea steamer "Ivan," which is fitted with

a Perm low-pressure engine. The boiler had two furnaces and

worked with a pressure of 1.25 kilogrammes (2.75 lbs.) per

square centimeter (0.155 square inch), and had been pre

viously used for fourteen years with coal-firing. Each furnace

was furnished with three sprinklers, which, with 92 revolutions

of the engine per minute and 45 indicated horse-power, con

sumed 4.25 kilogrammes (9.35 lbs.) of residuum per horse

power per hour. In 1873, the steamer " Helma," which also

had a low-pressure engine, was fitted up with Spakowskis

sprinklers for oil-firing. The boiler worked 1.5 kilogrammes

(3.3 lbs.) of pressure per square centimeter (0.155 square inch)

and had two furnaces, each one provided with a sprinkler.

With 85 revolutions per minute and 21 indicated horse-power,

3.1 1 kilogrammes (6.84 lbs.) of residuum were required per

indicated horse-power per hour. In regard to this consider

able consumption of oil, it has to be remarked that the oil did
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not flow into the sprinkler from a tank at a higher level, but

had to be sucked up from tanks in the hold by an injector,

which caused a great waste of steam. Finally, the engines

were furnished with injection-condensers only.

Apparatuses for locomotives.

The use of petroleum for firing locomotives required a modi

fication of the apparatuses previously described ; constructions

had to be found which produce a broader flame and in which

the fire-box is not attacked by the point of the flame.

The first experiments were made, in 1868, by M. St. Claire

Deville. He first tried vertical grates the openings of which

were so calculated that back of them a fixed quantity of min

eral oil could be burned without the formation of smoke and

without the use of a perceptible excess of air. The latter con

dition St. Claire Deville considered of the utmost importance,

because, as shown by him, one of the greatest advantages, in an

economical respect, of the use of mineral oils for firing, is that

the oxygen has to be withdrawn from all the air conveyed to

the fuel in order to attain perfect combustion. The further

such grate was placed inside the hearth, the more it was with

drawn from the cooling influence of the air, and the more

strongly it was heated during the combustion of the mineral

oils.

St. Claire Deville considered the grate a series of lamps, and

the grate-bars the wicks, the oil being vaporized by them in

internal grooves. The air which entered the hearth through

the open spaces between the bars produced a very bright and

a very short flame, about 9.84 inches in length. Outside the

flame no products of combustion were perceptible, but a stout

platinum wire introduced into the dark portion became immed

iately red hot. The flame was therefore deprived of its carbon

like the outer (oxidizing) flame of the blow-pipe, with which

the apparatus may be compared. To augment the vaporizing

surface of the oil without increasing the external dimensions of

the grate, the rear wall of the grate was inclined at a certain
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ing combustion almost complete. The apparatus itself consists

of a central body with three channels ; the upper channel supply

ing residuum, the middle, air, and the lower, steam. The ends

of the sprinkler are fitted with the distributing pipes for oil and

steam, and as seen in Fig. 243 are secured by screws to the cen

tral body. The jet of steam issuing from the slit of the

sprinkler sucks the air throngh the central channel and brings

it into direct contact with the particles of oil to be burned, thus

Fig. 243.

promoting their complete and smokeless combustion. The

supply of oil is regulated by a slide A with sprinkler B and

hand-wheel, while the steam is regulated by a cock or valve.

Two setting screws D prevent the slide A from slipping back

when the apparatus is working. For inspection and cleaning

the sprinkler is brought into the position indicated by dot in

Fig. 245. This apparatus consumes such a large quantity of

oil per horse-power per hour that it can be used only where oil

is to be had for next to nothing.

Korting's pipe-sprinkler. This apparatus is represented by

Figs. 247 to 250. Its distinguishing feature is that instead of

the oil the steam passes through the inner pipe while the oil is

supplied to the outer pipe, this arrangement facilitating the

cleansing of the discharge aperture in case of stoppages. The
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9-.r~ tee. Fig. 246.

steam reaches the outlet through a pipe which becomes some

what narrower a short distance from its mouth. This pipe is

secured by a socket, to the back of which is fastened an elastic

chuck with two pivots, worked by two small levers. Upon the

axis of these levers sits another lever which can be moved by

Via. 247. Fig. 248.

moans of a drawing-rod and hand-wheel from ary .Tfsrri zixe

on the front of the boiler. When this lever is sacrer ae seed

is pushed over the inner pipe and regulates tbe isaarj: Jt :iL

while the jet of steam may be shut off by a valve rr =icl To

improve combustion on the surface of the cat-«. Tie t£ a si
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and steam passing out sucks in air through holes in the sides

of the out-flow cone. The air otherwise required for combus

tion enters through the ash-pit. With locomotive boilers the

jet of flame is projected, as shown in the illustration, against

the upper corner of the fire-box, but with marine boilers it is

thrown back on the fire-bricks behind. Korting's pipe-sprink

ler is especially intended for locomotive and marine boilers.

Fig. 249. Fig. 250.

It has the advantage of being very simple in construction and it

can be rapidly and thoroughly cleansed after unscrewing the

mouth-piece.

Urquhart's sprinkler, Figs. 251 to 254, is a very simple ap

paratus for locomotive firing. The residuum is injected into

the furnace by a simple blast. The principal advantage of

this sprinkler is that it allows of the fire being immediately in

terrupted as well as most accurately regulated while running

and stopping at stations. The pipe a (Fig. 251) containing

Fig. 251.

steam from the boiler passes down the center of the oil supply

pipe 0 ; the steam and oil mingle at the mouth of the nozzle,
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and are injected in the form of fine spray into the fire-box.

At the junction r of the pipe and the fire-box, air is drawn by

suction to the nozzle and enters with the steam and oil. The

tank E containing the oil takes the place of the former coal-

space in the tender between the water tanks W, so that in

winter on heating the water by the steam-pipe 5, the oil is also

heated. With the discharge-cock V there is further con-

Fig. 252.

nected a steam coil C, so that the oil enters, in a warm state,

the pipe P leading to the furnace, through which the pipe 5 is

also conducted for further heating. Any water separated from

the oil collects in a depression in W. To retain impurities the

filling aperture and discharge at C are fitted with filters. An

arrangement of the brick-work (regenerative firing) Figs. 253

and 254, by which the air entering through the front door of

the ash-pit is thoroughly heated, has also proved quite success

ful. The two tubes B allow of the flame heating also a portion

of the tube-plate under the fire-tubes. The supply of oil is

regulated by means of the spindle D, which is fitted with double

screw thread, brass nut and indicator. The latter moves upon

a brass scale graduated from o° to 200 and allows the fireman

to regulate the supply of oil during the night, since in the dark

vapor cannot be accurately distinguished from the smoke of the

chimney. What used to be the fire-door is bricked up, leaving

only a peep-hole through which it may be observed at night

whether the fire is bright or dark. To determine the quantity
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of oil consumed, the oil tanks in the tender are fitted with a

gauge, about 1 inch in diameter. This gauge is more than 5

feet long and is secured to a wooden frame furnished with an

inch-scale. Each mark on the scale is equivalent to a number

of pounds of petroleum in the rectangular tank ; and the engi

neer is thus enabled to read off on the scale the quantity of pe

troleum consumed. The tank of a six-wheel locomotive holds

Fig. 253. Fig. 254.

3 Yt tons of petroleum, and this quantity suffices for running a

train of 480 tons gross weight, exclusive of locomotive and

tender, a distance of 250 miles. Urquhart's system was first

used, in 1882 on the Grazi-Tsaritzin line, and the best proof of

its economy is that, from that time to 1888, it has gradually

and entirely superseded coal. The saving in money is stated

by Mr. Urquhart to be 43 per cent. In 1882, the consumption

of coal per engine mile, including wood for lighting up was

55.65 lbs., costing 7.64 d. In 1887, 30.72 lbs. of petroleum

refuse were used per engine mile, costing 4.43 d. The expense

of repairs was also much less, owing to the absence of sulphur

in the oil. There are 423 miles of railway on the Grazi-

Tsaritzin line, and 143 engines are now fired with petroleum.

For initial firing and generation of steam, steam is conveyed

to the petroleum locomotive by an engine kept for that pur

pose, whereby the sprinkler is set to work and a draught at the

same time created in the chimney. For initial firing steam
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may also be taken from a stationary boiler. If direct steam

cannot be had, it has to be generated. In the practice steam

of a pressure of 3 atmospheres can be generated from cold

water inside of twenty minutes ; by using this steam a pressure

of eight atmospheres can be obtained in about 40 or 50 min

utes from the time the sprinkler is first set to work. If warm

or hot water can be had for feeding, a pressure of seven or

eight atmospheres may be attained in about 20 to 25 minutes.

By observing the vapor issuing from the chimney, the admis

sion of oil may be accurately regulated, the rule being that the

vapor should be transparent and light, since if such be the case,

the air is introduced in proper proportion to the petroleum

burned. Moreover, combustfon is entirely under the control

of the engineer, and can be conducted without the generation

of smoke.

Apparatuses for hearths.

Of the various constructions for this purpose only a few may

here be mentioned.

Nobel and Wittenstrotris step-furnace has been used for a

number of years, it being also employed by Ostberg in the

manufacture of his wrought iron (mitis) castings. The system

consists of a series of iron troughs arranged in the shape of

steps. The oil enters the topmost trough, and then overflows

into the others, until it is all burned. The difficulties of attain

ing by this arrangement perfect, smokeless combustion have

been overcome by Messrs. Nobel and Wittenstein by the in

troduction of an artificially increased draught. By bringing

the cross section of the chimney into a certain proportion to

the surface of the oil exposed to the fire and by carefully regu

lating the admission of compressed air, Ostberg claims to have

attained a temperature sufficiently high to fuse wrought iron in

crucibles at a distance of 1 1 .8 1 inches from the grate-surface.

Westphal's sprinkler. From a tank placed 3 to 6 feet above

the burner, the petroleum runs through the pipe L, Figs. 255

and 256 and the valve T into the conduit K, and through small
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apertures 0 into annular grooves E, lying one in the other,

from which it passes out upward through annular slits. On

leaving these slits the oil is struck and pulverized by a current

of air, and when ignited burns with a very vigorous flame which

enters the hearth at H through the nozzle S, which is lined with

Fig. 255.

refractory material. The current of air produced by a blowing

engine passes through the pipe W and is divided by the inter

spaces r between the slits t. The mouth of the pipe W can be

set by a valve A. The ignition of the petroleum above the

burner B is effected by means of a torch through an opening

Fig. 256.

in the nozzle S, which can be closed by the lid d. The cock

U on the conduit L serves to empty the latter through the tube
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V, when required. As seen in Fig. 251 the entire apparatus

rests upon four supports b and can readily be placed anywhere.

For the purpose of cleaning, the actual burner B can be easily

removed and inspected.

The following advantages are claimed for this burner: The

attainment and maintenance of a very high temperature; a

pure flame without soot and without injurious gases ; ready

regulation of the intensity of the flame, and a clean and cheap

process of working. The apparatus is much used in Baku and

on the Volga. Three sizes, of 5.9, 7.87 and 9.84 inches exter

nal diameter, are now manufactured. The price of a 7.87

burner in Baku is about $63.00. It consumes about 33 lbs. of

petroleum per hour.

Petroleum stoves and furnaces for domestic purposes.

For domestic purposes a great variety of stoves, some of

them quite pretentious in size and ornamental in appearance,

are already extensively employed. In these, generally, a high-

test oil is used. They are mostly employed by small families,

and in the summer season, when the heat of a large coal-burn

ing cooking stove would be almost insupportable. The ad

vantages consist chiefly in the fact that as soon as the necessity

for the stove ceases, the fire is extinguished without loss of fuel,

and as soon as the necessity reappears, the fire is made and in

full blast without loss of time. These are two very important

desiderata. Besides, there is a positive economy in fuel, to say

nothing of superior convenience and cleanliness. In these

stoves either round or flat wicks are used, the size of which is

proportional to the amount of heat required. The heat gen

erated is quite sufficient for the ordinary purposes of a small

family.

Uses of lubricating oils.

The advantges, both pecuniary and beneficial, accruing to

modern civilization, from the introduction of the heavy pro

ducts of petroleum for the lubrication of machinery are hardly
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second to those resulting from the introduction of the cheap

and beautiful light furnished by its illuminating portion. It

would be difficult to exaggerate its importance and value to the

textile manufacturer, to the iron industry, and to the railroad

interests. The hydro-carbon oils, for the purpose of lubrica

tion, were at first received with but little favor ; indeed, the op

position was all but universal. The disagreeable odor always

associated with the imperfectly prepared oils first offered, dis

inclined superintendents of mills and factories to give them a

trial, even at prices much lower than those which they were ac

customed to pay. Insurance companies, on account of the ex

plosible inflammable vapors, said to be inseparably connected

with them, refused to take risks, except at greatly increased

rates, upon factories where they were employed. The objec

tions urged against their introduction were not wholly without

foundation, and incited the manufacturers to increased diligence

in removing them. Improved methods of treating these oils

soon resulted in greatly improved products ; the prolific yield

of the crude material from the wells further reduced their

market price. Accurate methods of testing their real econ

omic value were discovered and introduced into use, and thus

through their real merit in the face of often ignorant opposi

tion, these oils have made their way into general use and favor.

It is not to be inferred from what has been said, that animal

and vegetable lubricating oils are driven from the market, or

are likely to be. They have distinctly important uses, and

whether alone or combined with hydrocarbon oils, will still be

employed for the purpose of lubrication. Nothing has contri

buted more rapidly and more effectually to disarm the ignorant

opposition before alluded to, than the accurate tests of their

working value to which all kinds of machinery oils are now

subjected. These have resulted not only in discovering desir

able qualities in the hydrocarbon oils hitherto unsuspected, but

have pointed out methods by which objectionable features have

been either wholly removed or greatly modified.

Prof. R. H. Thurston, in his " Treatise on Friction and Lost
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Work in Machinery and Mill Work," furnishes the following

characteristics of a good lubricating material :

1. Enough " body" or combined capillarity and viscosity to

keep the surfaces between which it is interposed from coming

in contact under maximum pressure.

2. The greatest fluidity consistent with the preceding re

quirements, *. e., the least fluid-friction allowable.

3. The lowest possible coefficient of friction under the con

ditions of actual use, i. e., the sum of the two components, solid

and fluid-friction, should be a minimum.

4. A maximum capacity for receiving, transmitting, storing,

and carrying away heat.

5. Freedom from tendency to decompose or to change in

composition by gumming or otherwise on exposure to the air

or while in use.

6. Entire absence of acid or other properties liable to pro

duce injury of materials or metals with which they may be

brought in contact.

7. A high temperature of vaporization and of decomposition,

and a low temperature of solidification.

8. Special adaptation to the conditions, as to speed and

pressure, of rubbing surfaces, under which the unguent is to be

used.

9. It must be free from grit and from all foreign matter.

The consumer will readily recognize in the above all the de

sirable qualities that he requires, and the manufacturer those

points of excellence he aims to secure in his products. As to

what lubricant to use under certain specified conditions of

temperature, speed, and pressure, a practical trial under these

conditions will be the best teacher.

The managers of numerous railroads hold, even at the present

time, to the principle which, however, has not been practically

proven, that for lubricating passenger, mail and baggage cars,

vegetable oil or a mixture of vegetable and mineral oils should

be used. Among some the opinion prevails that for lubricating

cars running at greater velocity, a better quality of oil has to
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be used, it being supposed that with an increase in the velocity

there is greater danger of hot-running. Opinions differ also in

regard to the choice of lubricants for locomotives ; the position

of the management of many railroads being such that experi

menting never ceases. Exact experiments on a large scale

with entire trains have not been made, so that theoretical specu

lations are frequently the only guide. Joseph Grossman, in his

work " Die Schmiermittel," arrives at some novel conclusions.

His deductions, based upon Coulomb's experiments and the

more recent examinations of R. H. Thurston, show that from a

theoretical standpoint it would seem rational to lubricate freight

cars with a better, though more expensive quality of oil, and

passenger cars with the ordinary cheap oil. This, however,

cannot be carried out in every case, since with the greater num

ber of freight cars used it would be scarcely possible to lubri

cate them with expensive oil and the smaller number of passen

ger cars with cheap oil. For railroads with a level track or

slight grades, the use of a better quality of oil may therefore be

recommended, while railroads with steeper grades, which can

derive no advantage from the use of expensive oils, may secure

an economical advantage by the choice of as cheap an oil as

possible; in the first case a very thinly-fluid, but as viscous an

oil as possible, should be selected, and in the latter very thickly-

fluid oils.

For locomotives it is advisable for economical reasons to use

two kinds of oil. For cylinders and slide valves, oils dis

tinguished by a very high flashing point should only be used,

vegetable and animal oils being best for the purpose, since they

do not evolve inflammable vapors at the high temperature

(3560 F.) which prevails in the cylinder. On the other'hand,

mineral oils have stood the test only in very rare cases, toler

ably favorable results having been attained only with special

fractions, or still better with thoroughly refined residuum.

This furnishes one of the best illustrations of the principal dif

ference between vegetable and mineral oils. With the use of

the former the slide valves and locomotive always feel greasy,
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while, after the same working time, mineral oil leaves the sides

of the cylinders dry, they frequently appearing corrugated, and

coke-like separations are observed on the slide-valves and

pistons. This is largely due to the fact that at these high

temperatures, mineral oils, as compared with vegetable oils,

lose so much of their viscosity that they adhere in a scarcely

perceptible manner to the sides and suffer partial decomposi

tion in consequence of the prevailing high temperatures and

the pressure to which they are exposed, this phenomenon

being also frequently observed in large stationary engines.

Hence the annoying buzzing of the cylinder can be traced

either to an insufficient consumption of lubricating oil or to

readily decomposable oils, the natural consequence being a

considerably larger consumption with the use of mineral oils.

For the cold parts of locomotives pale mineral oils and thor

oughly refined residuum are very suitable, experience having

shown that the best mineral oils for the purpose are such which

at 122° F. show the same viscosity as rape oil at the ordinary

temperature.

For lubricating marine engines, mineral oils are suitable only

in very rare cases. The high temperatures prevailing in the

engine-rooms require lubrication, especially of high-pressure

cylinders, with very viscous mineral oil of especially good

quality and high flashing point, or still better, with animal oil

or a mixture of both.

For the lubrication of the cold parts of stationary engines,

the well-known mineral machine oils are very suitable and, with

the exception of the slide-valves and cylinders, may be used

on every part of the engine, all principal transmissions and

shafts*, while the cylinder and piston should be lubricated with

vegetable oils, or still better with pure mineral fats free from

acid, the so-called crude vaselines. As previously mentioned,

pale oils are to be preferred to dark oils, if for no other reason

than that dangerous friction of parts of the engine is indicated

by the change in the color of the oil caused by small metallic

splinters.
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Mineral oils of poorer quality are well adapted for lighter

transmissions and rapidly running turbines.

For the working parts of fine machines, for instance the

spindles of spinning machines, which make 8,000 to 10,000

revolutions per minute, and for looms, the selection of a good

mineral oil is of the utmost importance. For the lubrication

of spindles thickly-fluid and very viscous oils cannot be used ;

thinly-fluid and at the same time sufficiently viscous oils with

a high flashing point being only suitable for the purpose.

The following summary of the properties of mineral oils is

given in Spon's " Encyclopaedia of Arts:"

1. A mineral oil flashing below 3000 F. is unsafe.

2. A mineral oil losing more than 5 per cent, in 10 hours at

6o° or 700 F. is inadmissible, as the evaporation creates a gum,

or leaves the bearing dry.

3. The most fluid oil that will remain in its place, fulfilling

other conditions, is the best for all light bearings at high speeds.

4. The best oil is that which has the greatest adhesion to

metallic surfaces and the least cohesion in its own particles ; in

this, fine mineral oil stands first, sperm oil second, neat's-foot

oil third, and lard oil fourth ; consequently the finest mineral

oils are best for light bearings and high velocities. The best

animal oil to give body to fine mineral oils is sperm oil. Lard

oil and neat's-foot oil may replace sperm oil when greater

tenacity is required.

5. The best mineral oil for steam cylinders is one having a

density of 0.900 and a flashing point of 5400 F., with burning

point of about 6oo° F.

6. The best mineral oil for heavy machinery has a density of

0.890 and a flashing point of 3600 F.

As previously mentioned, the distillates obtained from the

residuum may be grouped according to their specific gravities

and viscosities, the so-called solar or mixing oils being the

lightest products obtained. The specific gravity of these oils

varies between 0.860 and 0.890, according to their deriva

tion. In consequence of their slight viscosity and low flashing

41
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point they are not suitable for lubricating purposes, being em

ployed only for small machinery, such as clocks, sewing ma

chines, etc. Since these fractions form quantitatively the

greater portion of the products obtained, provision must be

made for their utilization. If their specific gravity is low

enough, they are, in some cases, used as an addition to illumi

nating oils, and if pale enough and only slightly fluorescent

they are under the name of mixing oils added to vegetable oils

to make the latter cheaper. They are also used as wool oils

for preparing wool, as saturating oils in sugar houses, for the

production of vaselines and pale wagon grease, and finally, in

an unrefined state, for the production of oil-gas.

Of greater value, of course, are the heavy products of distilla

tion, discussed above, which are used for lubricating purposes.

Besides the general rules which govern the selection of a lubri

cating oil, it is also of interest to know the difference in the

quality of mineral oils according to their derivation, in order to

draw a conclusion as to their availability.

The cylinder oils embrace all the distillates boiling at a high

temperature, while the machine oils include all other distillates,

from the solar and mixed oils up to the cylinder oil.

The cylinder oils form a strictly defined group for one and

the same purpose, while, on the other hand, the machine oils

may be divided into various groups, they finding numerous ap

plications.

As will be seen from the tables pp. 644 and 645 the specific

gravities of Russian cylinder oils, which were examined by

Kunkler, rise from 0.91 1 to 0.923, and their flashing point from

1880 to 2380 C. (370.40 to 460.40 F.), and the specific gravities

of machine oils of the same derivation from 0.893 to 0.9*0 and

their flashing points from 1380 to 1970 C. (280.20 to 386.60 F.)

The specific gravity of the American machine oils examined

varies between 0.884 and 0.920, and their flashing point be

tween 1870 and 2060 C. (368.60 and 402.80 F.), and the

specific gravity of American cylinder oils between 0.886 and

0.899, and their flashing point between 2800 and 2830 C.

(536° and 541.40 F.).
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If we now consider the conherence of the oils with regard to

the purposes for which they are to be used, it will be seen that

all oils serving the same purpose also possess approximately

the same viscosities, and consequently that the viscosity is

closely connected with the lubricating power. Thus the Rus

sian spindle oils of 0.893 t0 °-%95 specific gravity show at 500

C. (1220 F.) a viscosity of 3.15 to 3.44, and Russian machine

oils of 0.903 to 0.909 specific gravity, at ioo° C. (21 2° F.) a

viscosity of 2.07 to 2.88. American spindle oils of 0.908 to

0.91 1 specific gravity possess a viscosity of 3.15 to 3.35, while

the American cylinder oils of 0.966 to 0.889 specific gravity ex

amined show at ioo° C. (212° F.) a viscosity of 4.17 to 4.82.

These investigations show that, as regards flashing point and

viscosity, American cylinder oils are far superior to the Rus

sian, and on the other hand, that Russian machine and spindle

oils surpass those of American origin.

It will further be seen from the tables, which also agree with

the practice, that flashing point and viscosity are independent

of each other, and that even very viscous oils may possess a

low flashing point. The American oils congeal near o° C.

(3 2° F.) with the separation of paraffine, while the Russian oils

acquire an ointment-like consistency at —io° C. ( + 140 F.).

American as well as Russian cylinder oils thicken sooner than

machine oils.

The lighter Russian oils possess a bluish, and the American

oils a greenish, fluorescence. American oils, almost without

exception, are distinguished, as compared with Russian oils, by

a better odor and taste, and greater purity of color. They also

show less inclination to volatilization, and consequently are

of greater constancy.

Regarding the properties of German oils, Engler finds that

the Oelheim and older Alsace pit oils resemble Russian oils in

so far that rising specific gravities correspond to rising viscosity

and flashing point. The more recent Alsace oils, however, are

distinguished from Russian oils by less viscosity if used for the

same purpose, and by congealing at a higher temperature.

As regards viscosity the Oelheim pale oils are inferior to

Russian, and about equal to American oils.
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From what has been said it will be seen that in selecting a

lubricating oil, its viscosity has first to be considered. The

next consideration is its flashing point, this being of special im

portance if the oil is to be used for lubricating heated parts of the

engine (cylinder, slide valves, etc.) or for lubricating parts

exposed to great friction. The third is its congealing point,

this being of importance if the oil is exposed to great differences

in temperature. All other properties are of varying import

ance according to requirement.

Mineral oils possess the valuable property of least attacking

metals. Redwood's investigations of the influence of lubricat

ing oils on metals at the ordinary temperature show that min

eral oil has no effect upon copper and zinc and attacks brass least

and lead most. Rape oil has no effect on brass and tin ; at

tacks iron least and copper most. Olive oil attacks copper

most and tin least.

Redwood's experiments also show that metals are least at

tacked by mineral oils and most by tallow. Similar experi

ments gave, according to " Le Moniteur des Produits chim-

iques," nearly the same results, iron being least attacked by

castor oil and most by lard oil. Bronze is most attacked by

olive oil and tin as well as lead least. Copper is most attacked

by lard, but not by mineral oils, which also have but little effect

on bronze. Copper is also strongly attacked by olive oil and

castor oil. The experiments proved tallow to be unsuitable

for lubricating parts of machines composed of iron and copper.

Engler and E. Kneiss trace the solubility of metals in liquid

hydrocarbons to the fact that the metals, in the presence of air,

are converted into metallic oxides, which are dissolved by the

acids formed from the hydrocarbons by oxidation with air.

In their investigations various metals in shallow dishes under

layers of oil of turpentine, rosin oil and petroleum, were for

some time exposed at a certain temperature to the action of

the air, and the quantities of metal dissolved determined.

American petroleum, with the access of air, dissolves nothing

of tin, zinc, magnesium and sodium, even after acting upon
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them for months, and traces of lead and copper only after a

long time. At higher temperatures it was shown that the solu

bility does not constantly increase with the temperature ; and

that the quantity of metal dissolved is the greater, the more of

it is used in proportion to the oil. It was also shown that the

oxidizing effect of the oil increases (with an arsenic solution)

with the quantity of the oil, and decreases with the thickness of

the layer of oil, but augments again with the concentration of

the arsenic solution.

Use of Petroleum for Medicinal Purposez.

Petroleum ether. Like methane, ethane and propane, the

butane contained in petroleum ether is perfectly harmless

when mixed with sufficient oxygen and inhaled. However, if

not mixed with oxygen it rapidly produces stupor. On the

other hand pentane produces stupor only when mixed with

sufficient oxygen. Applied to the skin petroleum ether acts as

a local anaesthetic, partially in consequence of the cold pro

duced by rapid vaporization and partially by reducing irritation

of the sensory nerves. Petroleum ether may also contain hy

drocarbons with a higher boiling point (heptane, oenanthilic

hydrogen C, H„, and octane, caprylic hydrogen C8H8). Its

stupefying action is then less rapid, the octane producing first

strong and lasting excitement and later on stupor, the latter

being as deep as that produced by chloroform.

Petroleum ether is also used for ointments or is applied in the

form of drops or spray to the afflicted parts. It has also been

quite successfully used for rheumatic pains and as an anaes

thetic in minor operations.

The action of benzine is essentially the same as that of pe

troleum ether. It is fatal to low organisms, for instance, cater

pillars, itch-insects, lice, fleas, etc., and is used for the destruc

tion of such parasites. It is also employed in place of turpen

tine for washing domestic animals, because it does not cause

the hair to fall out, but just the reverse promotes its growth.

Prof. Trousseau has successfully used petroleum, in place of
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nitrate of silver and blue-stone, in the treatment of conjunc

tivitis. Prof. Miller obtained with it the same results, and re

commends it especially for children and nervous persons. Dr.

Dubief designates petroleum a medium antiseptic (IX. Congress

of the French Opthalmological Society, May 5, 1891).

In cases of poisoning by petroleum, emetics are given, the

stomach is emptied by means of the stomach-pump and ice is

applied to the head.

L. Lewin has investigated the action of petroleum. Accord

ing to his opinion the question whether petroleum is a poison

can be answered neither in the affirmative nor in the negative,

the answer depending always on the special case. In " poison

ing " by taking petroleum internally appear partially diseases

of the stomach and intestines, partially diseases of the kidney

and disturbances of the central nerves. The behavior of the

secretions and excretions deserves special mention. In the

urine albumen and morphotic elements are frequently found;

the quantity of urine first decreases, later on increases to a con

siderable extent, and petroleum, it is claimed, floats upon the

surface. The excrements always contain petroleum. The

treatment consists of washing out the stomach, emetics, and in

case of collapse, stimulants. According to Lewin's experi

ments on animals an injurious effect upon the organism is

produced only by residuum and heavy oils. The urine of

rabbits poisoned with petroleum showed a petroleum odor, but

did not contain unchanged petroleum ; when boiled with nitric

acid a peculiar pine odor appeared. After repeatedly intro

ducing petroleum into the organism albumen appeared in the

urine, and when treated with nitric acid a resinous body sep

arated which can be extracted with ether and is very probably

a changed petroleum product. The dissection of " poisoned"

animals showed irritation and inflammation of the stomach'

lacerations of the bottom of the stomach and vessels, and promi

nent black points filled with blood on the mucous membrane of

the stomach. By reason of these investigations Lewin con

siders petroleum a poison. According to his opinion petro
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Icum vapors when inhaled are not poisonous, injurious effects

being produced only under extraordinarily bad external and

individual conditions.

Skin diseases are, however, of frequent occurrence among

workmen handling petroleum, especially the heavy oils, and

hence the utmost cleanliness and frequent warm baths are re

commended.

The skin diseases appear as acne in various forms, in most

cases, on the thighs, knees, arms, trunk, neck, face, ears, and

scrotum. They are as a rule caused only by heavy oils.

Officinal petroleum reddens the skin and causes the epider

mis to scale off and the hair to fall out, though its action is

weaker than that of oil of turpentine ; the hair, however, grows

again rapidly. Taken internally in excessive doses, it has

caused oppression, giddiness, palpitation, faintness and head

ache. Absorbed by the blood it acts similarly to oil of turpen

tine. It kills tape-worms, lice, etc., but does not destroy bac

teria. It is preferably used in veterinary practice.

Perhaps no more important contribution has for a number of

years been made to the Pharmcopoeia than the dense product

known variously as cosmoline, vaseline, petroline, etc. It is a

pale yellow, translucent, slightly fluorescent, semi-solid sub

stance. It melts at about ioo° F. and has a specific gravity of

0.850. It is insoluble in water, slightly soluble in alcohol,

freely so in ether, and miscible in all proportions with fixed and

volatile oils. It is not acted upon by hydrochloric acid or so

lution of potash, and has all the other characteristics of a mix

ture of paraffines. An ultimate organic analysis made by Mr.

J. Mass gave 97.54 per cent, of hydrocarbons. Under the

microscope, cosmoline, in common with most other fats, is

found to contain numerous small acicular crystals, doubtless

consisting of a paraffine of a higher melting point than the

mass : but these do not in any way interfere with its usefulness

because of their extreme minuteness and easy fusibility. Cos

moline may be kept indefinitely without becoming rancid, and

this, together with its indifference to chemicals and its readiness
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to take up any perfume, is sufficient to recommend it for phar

maceutical and toilet purposes in place of the fats generally used.

In the preparation of ointments, cerates, etc., it is in many

respects far superior to the animal and vegetable fats hitherto

employed. Having no chemical affinity or action on any of

the medical ingredients used, ointments compounded with

cosmoline as a base remain unchanged for years.

Cosmoline is prepared from the residuum of the distillation

of petroleum conducted on the vacuum process. This resi

duum is brought into settling tanks, heated by steam to keep

their contents in a liquid state. After the complete separation

of the fine coke it is withdrawn from these tanks and passed

through the bone-black cylinders, during which process the

color is nearly all removed, as well as the empyreumatic odor.

The manufacturers of petroleum ointment in Germany, who

use the term vaseline almost exclusively to designate the pro

duct, employ as raw material mineral tar, a kind of soft native

bitumen from Alsace and Galicia, and residues of American pe

troleum which are of a semi-liquid or unctuous condition and

yield a correspondingly softer or denser vaseline.

The raw material is purified and decolorized, either by treat

ment with sulphuric acid and bichromate of potassium and

subsequent digestion with animal charcoal, or by treatment with

the latter substance alone. Below are given two processes

furnished by two German factories. The first one accom

panies a petition for the granting of the privilege of estab

lishing the works; the second was communicated by the

manufacturer.

First process. 1 . The oil is heated by steam to about 86° F.,

mixed at this temperature with 10 per cent, of its weight of

sulphuric acid of 6o° B., stirred for half an hour and allowed to

rest, so that the carbonized portions may separate.

2. When clear the oil is washed with an aqueous solution of

potassium bichromate, whereby any remaining excess of sul

phuric acid is, at the same time, removed.

3. The residue from the acid treatment is mixed with lime,

neutralized, and disposed of to manure factories.
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4. The clear oil from the second stage of the process, after

being washed, is heated by steam to 1760 F., mixed with 10

per cent, of its weight of granular animal charcoal, and then

allowed to rest to permit the animal charcoal to subside.

5. After the latter is separated, the liquid portion is filtered

through filters heated by steam.

6. The residue is subjected to hydraulic pressure, the ex

pressed oil filtered, and the solid portion again used in the

next operation, a sufficient quantity of fresh animal charcoal

being added to make up for any loss or waste.

Second process. The raw materials, residuum or mineral tar,

are rendered fluid, and the liquid, after the separation of all ex

traneous matters, is passed through a series of charcoal filters

such as are used in sugar refineries.

After passing through twelve to fifteen of these cylindrical

filters, the original brownish-black color of the liquid has be

come wine-yellow. To render it colorless and limpid as water,

double the number of filters are required. The liquid acquires

a lower specific gravity the more discolored it becomes, but

when it has become colorless the specific gravity remains

stationary, no matter how long filtration may be continued.

After it has thus been freed from all bituminous matter, it is

transferred to the " duplicator " where it is brought in direct

contact with superheated steam, and the temperature is allowed

to rise to 4800 F. Samples taken occasionally from the boiler

should show no changes in the product after this temperature

has been kept up for a few hours. The finished vaseline,

amounting to about 25 or 30 per cent, of the raw material, is

finally filtered and filled into cans for shipment.

A great drawback in this method is the rapid exhaustion of

the animal charcoal, which is able to decolorize only a small

percentage of its own weight of crude vaseline. It is, therefore,

necessary to provide extensive facilities for extracting the por

tion of vaseline retained by the charcoal and to regenerate the

latter, which may be done by superheated steam at a tempera

ture of 7520 to 9320 F. It is for this reason that most facto
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ries use sulphuric acid for purifying, by means of which the

raw material may be brought to the color of beer, so that only

about one-third as much charcoal is required for final decolor

ation. It is, however, almost impossible to get rid of the last

traces of the chemicals employed, and for this reason the qual

ity of the vaseline obtained by the other process is much supe

rior. It is pure white, like the best tallow, and entirely taste

less. It is also odorless, not only when rubbed upon the hand,

but also when melted in water ; the latter property distinguish

ing it from all other varieties, which, on melting in water, evolve

a faint odor of petroleum. When melted, it yields a clear color

less liquid which, on cooling, returns to its former homogene

ous condition. Cold 98 per cent, alcohol dissolves, on shaking,

2.2 per cent, of vaseline. The residue left after the evaporation

of the alcohol is liquid at ordinary temperatures. Hot alcohol

dissolves it completely to a clear solution. On cooling, the

vaseline separates in flakes. It behaves in the same manner

towards benzol and ether, but is not completely soluble in the

latter even on warming. It does not impart an acid reaction

to water, and is not affected by solution of potassa. Boiling

sulphuric acid of 1.600 specific gravity and boiling nitric acid

of 1. 1 85 specific gravity have no effect on it. Fuming nitric

acid colors it yellowish-red and sulphuric acid of 1.820 grayish-

black. The acid itself acquires a yellowish-brown color. The

specific gravity of the vaseline is 0.848.

Saponification of Petroleum Products.

The fact that petroleum absorbs oxygen has already been

discussed in the chapter on " Manufacture " and only the in

dustrial application of this property needs here to be men

tioned. E. Schaal * has endeavored to convert petroleum into

acids by treating it in the presence of alkaline reagents with a

current of air. Hydrocarbons boiling between 3020 and 752°

F., together with a few per cent, of a finely pulverized mixture

• German patent No. 32705.
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of lime and caustic soda, are heated to the boiling point in a

boiler a, Fig. 257, provided with a back-flow condenser. A

current of air or oxygen is then blown in, more alkali is gradu

ally added, and the soap formed drawn off at C. The same ob

ject is said to be attained by bringing the hydrocarbons with

about 20 per cent. of caustic alkalies, or alkaline carbonates, or

other alkaline mixtures, in connection with oxygen-conveying

Fig. 257.

substances (copper salts, etc.) in a fine state of division, into in

timate contact with the air. Many hydrocarbons readily oxi

dize with chloride of lime, and others not at all. When the

action of the chloride of lime is complete, the lime is removed

by hydrochloric acid, the acids formed are extracted with alkali,

and the oil-mixture remaining behind is treated for a few hours

longer with soda lye at 3920 to 572° F. The fatty acids

formed may be separated by distillation in vacuum. The most

volatile acids yield, especially with methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl,

amyl and other alcohols, sweet-scented ethers for perfuming

purposes. The acids boiling at higher temperatures form with

glycerin combinations resembling natural oils, while the acids

boiling at the highest temperature yield soaps and fats. It is

also claimed that the sulpho-combinations of these acids, which
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are obtained by slightly heating with one-half or equal portions

of sulphuric acid, may be used for Turkey-red dyeing. By

treating petroleum distillates with soda lye, oxygenated hydro

carbons are withdrawn, which in the presence of soaps and al

cohol may also be converted into water-soluble combinations.

Engler and Bock also found that petroleum contains saponifi-

able naphthalene-carbonic acids, while Zaloziecky supposes

them to be the hydrocarbons of the methane series, which can

readily be converted into acids.

A distinction has to be made between this oxidizing pro

perty of the hydrocarbons and their saponification with fats,

the latter consisting simply in an intimate mixture of the

hydrocarbons with sebates. This process is well known, the

production of wagon grease and consistent lubricants for which

mineral oil is used being based upon it.

A novelty in this process is the use of sebates, which, when

melted, are capable of absorbing large quantities of mineral oil.

Prof. Dittmar of Glasgow succeeded in preparing such a

mixture which contained but a few per cent, of such sebates as

cementing material. The fact that mineral oil could be made

consistent in so simple a manner led to the most extravagant

expectations, such as solid petroleum which could be readily

transported, etc. Such expectations, however, have not been

fulfilled.

The so-called naphtha candles have also proved useless. The

mode of preparing them in the factory of K. L. Miller, in St

Petersburg, has not progressed beyond the experimental stage.

Petroleum with fats or fatty acids which are boiled with water

of ammonia or ammoniacal salts is used, or ammonia gas is in

troduced into a solution of fatty acids in petroleum. Candles

prepared from this mass have the defect of the petroleum vapor

izing from them, thus imparting to them a disagreeable odor

and bad appearance. Coating with varnish (amber or copal

varnish) produced only a temporary effect, the varnish being

gradually dissolved in the oil. It has also been endeavored to

give the surface a better appearance by the addition of resin
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and wax. According to statements emanating from the factory

the candles are prepared from 65 per cent, stearic acid, 30 per

cent, petroleum, 5 per cent, water, and about 0.8 per cent,

ammonia. An analysis by the Technological Institute of St.

Petersburg, however, gave only a content of 10 to 12 per cent,

petroleum, and 8a to 85 per cent, stearic acid, \yi to 5 per

cent, water and 0.6 to 0.75 percent, ammonia, the candles hav

ing thus lost in the course of a month the greater portion of

their petroleum. By being further exposed to the air for 45

days they lost 10 per cent, in weight. Photometric examina

tions were rendered difficult by the fact that the candles burn

with a very flickering flame and the separation of much carbon

on the wick. The illuminating power of a candle (four to the

pound) was found to be equal to 1.05 standard candles with a

consumption of 10.5 grammes (162 grains) per hour.

The use of fats for lubricating purposes, if not rendered nec

essary by special conditions, must under all circumstances be

designated as unsuitable. The advantage of a slight consump

tion of material is nullified by greater friction and consequent

greater consumption of fuel, as well as increased expense in

repairing bearings, etc. The loss by friction alone counter

balances the greater consumption of liquid oils. A consistent

fat answers the intended purpose only when it becomes fluid,

1. e. when the lubricated portions of the engine become heated

to or above the melting point of the fat. This increase in the

temperature can be attained only by friction of the metallic sur

faces, and greater expense of power, consequently greater con

sumption of fuel is required to overcome these resistances.

Hence for lubricating machines, transmissions, etc., all fats

should be rejected. It is different in the lubrication of cylin

ders and slide valves, for which purpose neutral fats may be

used. Lubrication with tallow is absolutely to be excluded.

Consistent fats, especially the so-called rosin-soaps, which

consist of lime soaps of rosin-oil in connection with petroleum

distillates of less value or residuum, are used as wagon grease,

etc. Their preparation does not come with in the scope of this

work, and the reader is referred to books on that subject.
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The oils are chiefly perfumed by the addition of oil of

turpentine, nitro-benzole and volatile oils, which simply cover

the petroleum odor. Rosemary oil is also used, especially for

oil which is to serve as an addition to degenerated olive oil.

Heavy petroleum products are also used to prevent boiler

incrustations, for impregnating wood, gypsum, etc. According

to M. Carden's experiments, petroleum not only prevents the

formation of incrustations in boilers but also dissolves old in

crustations. Care should be taken not to use large quantities

at one time, otherwise emulsions boiling with difficulty are

formed. According to L. Lyne the lighter oils are to be pre

ferred to heavy oils.

4»



CHAPTER XIII.

NATURAL GAS AND OIL GAS.

Natural Gas.

THE term " natural gas," " rock gas," " inflammable gas " or

" earth gas " is applied to a mixture of several gases. It al

ways occurs associated with petroleum or where the geological

conditions indicate the presence of the latter.

The principal use made of natural gas is for lighting and

heating purposes. As an illuminant it is much inferior to coal

gas. On account of its low specific gravity and small content

of carbon it gives a flickering flame, strongly affected by

draught. For this reason care should be taken to give the

burner as narrow a slit as possible, and in lighting streets to

see that the lamps are tightly closed.

The candle power of the natural gas of the Pittsburgh dis

trict is usually given as 8 candle power, of the Findlay, Ohio,

from 12 to 14, and of the Mendota, Illinois, as about 12.

Many experiments have been made to increase the illuminat

ing power of natural gas by carbonization with liquid hydro

carbons ; the results, however, have not been satisfactory. It

has also been endeavored to produce a brighter flame by alter

ing and improving the burner.

The most careful and interesting experiments that have been

made in the use of natural gas as an illuminant have been made

at Findlay, Ohio, under the direction of Mr. E. B. Philipp.*

The results of these experiments, briefly stated, are that the

best form of burner for natural gas is the argand. With a 36

hole lava tip argand burner, an accurate corrected candle

» Natural Gas, by Jos. D. Weeks. Washington, 1886.

(658)
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power of 12.57 was obtained. Where a flat flame was desired,

various flat flame Bray burners were used, with a corrected

candle power of 10.85. A special bat's-wing burner made by

the American Meter Company gave a corrected candle power of

1 1.57. These tests were made with the crude gas, but by par

tially purifying it by passing it through lime boxes, removing

the carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen, the candle power

was increased to 13.17. Mr. Philipp says in regard to the re

sults obtained : " The best general results are obtained by us

ing burners consuming from 8 to 9 cubic feet per hour. When

burned thus, the gas gives a good, satisfactory light, excelling

in a number of instances some qualities of coal gas."

In addition to the argand burners, various forms of regener

ative burners have been used, chief among which are the

Siemens and the Haupt. The Haupt seems in some respects

better adapted to burning natural gas than even the Siemens.

These are too well known to need description. Besides these,

what is known as the Todd burner, Fig. 258, has given most ex

cellent results. This burner is constructed on the principle

Fig. 258.
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Various devices have been invented for the use of natural gas

in stoves and grates, and where the plumbing is properly done

accidents can only occur on account of the gross carelessness of

those who start the fires. Automatic regulators have been ap

plied, by which the temperature of a room may be continued at

the same degree, with scarcely any variation for an indefi

nite period of time. The cheapness of natural gas, together

with its convenience, makes it a very desirable fuel. It requires

no store house, nor handlers, produces no ashes or other waste

matter, and if proper care is exercised may be used for do

mestic or manufacturing purposes with as much safety as any

other fuel.

The greatest value of natural gas is, however, for industrial

purposes. The demand for it in the Pennsylvania areas is en

ormous, hundreds of millions of cubic feet being consumed

daily. The first gas piped any considerable distance was, ac

cording to Jos. D. Weeks, from what is known as the Harvey

well, near Larden's mills, in Butler county, Pennsylvania. This,

at the time it was bored, in the fall of 1874, was the most po»
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erful gas well in the section. In 1875 it was purchased by the

National Gas Company, limited, and piped 17 miles through a

6-inch pipe made of iron % inch thick, to the mill of Messrs.

Spang, Chalfant & Co., at Era, near Pittsburgh. The gas was

turned into the pipe in October, 1875, and traversed the 17

miles in 20 minutes, the pressure at the wells observed being

1 19 pounds. The first use of gas in glass making appears to

have been at the Rochester tumbler works, at Rochester, Penn

sylvania.

In 1883, Mr. J. B. Ford, at the Pittsburgh plate-glass works,

at Creighton, Pennsylvania, succeeded in securing a supply of

gas for his glass works, since which time these works have been

run entirely by natural gas. The quality of the glass it is said

has been considerably improved.

It was not until 1883, with the piping of the gas of the Mur-

raysville district to Pittsburgh and the striking of gas in the

Westinghouse well, at Homewood, Pittsburgh, that natural gas

began to be used extensively as fuel. Prior to this time its use

had been exceptional and at isolated works, but with the piping

of this gas, and the striking of the Westinghouse well, the ex

tension of its use became instant and well-nigh universal for

manufacturing purposes in the neighborhood of Pittsburgh.

Its introduction into the rolling mills of Wilson, Walker & Co.,

and Shoenberger & Co., and the flint-glass furnace of the Fort

Pitt glass works, was rapidly followed by its adoption in other

establishments, until now few of the important manufactories of

Pittsburgh, that are so situated as to obtain a supply of gas

cheaply, use any other fuel.

From the Pennsylvania fields the search for gas extended to

portions of New York, Ohio and West Virpinia resulting in the

discovery of large areas of gas-producing territory in each of

these States. A very productive gas-territory has been opened

some 6 miles south of East Liverpool, in West Virginia, the gas

from which has been piped to this town and is being used in

the potteries for fuel and light.

In the Caucasus oil territory, especially in the Apscheron
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oil-field, enormous quantities of gas issue from fissures and

crevices. In the Surachani district this gas has for some time

been used by the Tartars for burning lime, and recently it has

been utilized on a large scale for this purpose, all the lime em

ployed in building in Baku and its vicinity being burned with it

in the neighborhood of Surachani. Engler, on his visit to the

Apscheron district, saw along the railroad from Surachani to

Balachani, at least 70 piles of limestone placed free upon the

ground, the flames entering these piles from small holes in the

ground. When the lime is sufficiently burned the holes are

stopped up. Fresh pieces of limestone are then piled up, the

holes again opened, and the gas is ignited. The gas is also

used in some refineries at Surachani, the most productive wells

of this district being enclosed in the immense yard of the

Kokoreff refinery. Pipes of quite large diameter driven in the

ground supply the gas for lighting the yard. The gas is also

used in the houses within the limits of the refinery and for heat

ing the stills. Forty large sheet-iron boxes connected by pipes

have been placed in a large square pit for the collection of gas.

From this reservoir pipes lead to the still of the illuminating oil

refinery. Mirzoeff also uses the gas for lighting and for heat

ing iron in the machine shop. The gas issues from a slit-like

vertical shaft and the flame about 3 feet wide passes into a

horizontal reverberatory furnace into which the iron to be

heated is brought.

In the fifties Admiral Wassiljefif made the attempt to con

duct the gas issuing from the ground in the island of Swatoi

into a chimney and use the latter as a light-house. However,

the flame was constantly extinguished by explosions, which

were very probably caused by the diameter of the chimney-flue

being too large or not sufficiently air-tight.

According to analyses by Bunsen and Schmidt the Caucasus

natural gas consists of:

Methane 92.49

Olefines 4.1 1

Carbon monoxide 0.93

Hydrogen 0.94

Nitrogen 2.13

93.09 92.24 97.57 95.56

3.26 4.26

2.18 3.50 249 44

0.98

049
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According to Sadtler the gas contains only from 60 to 90 per

cent methane, and only traces of carbon monoxide, but from 5

to 22.5 per cent. hydrogen. From the odor he also presumes

the presence of sulphurous gases as an admixture.

It remains to say a few words regarding the utilization of

natural gas, especially for industrial purposes.

The considerable pressure which prevails at the well and in

the principal conduits renders the use of the gas difficult, and

hence it has to be endeavored to reduce this pressure to a min

imum to make economical consumption possible. The older

method of regulating the pressure consisted in an ordinary

reservoir-system in which the high pressure of the principal

conduits was reduced by a large hydraulically closed reservoir

to the minimum of one pound for the so-called low-pressure con

duits for streets and houses. This system, however, did not

prove satisfactory, its action varying under varying conditions

of consumption, as well as with the pressure of the atmosphere.

Greater security was offered by the method introduced in 1883

and 1 884, by George Westinghouse, Jr., which consisted in an in

dependent and automatic reduction of the gas pressure for pri

vate and factory use. The Westinghouse regulator for house

use is so arranged that not only the pressure in the conduits is

reduced to a safe and economical limit, but in case of disturb

ances in the principal conduit, an automatic safety valve is

closed and cuts off the connection between the principal and

house conduits, which is of great importance.

By reducing the gas-pressure these combined regulators and

safety-valves also regulate automatically the consumption of

gas.

Fig. 2 59 shows a Westinghouse regulator in cross-section.

It consists of a capsule C, diaphragm D, safety-valve B, the

latter with inlet-opening A, and outlet-opening E. The gas

enters at A, and when the pressure becomes too strong, the

diaphragm D is raised and the supply of gas regulated by

leverage upon the valve B. With insufficient pressure the

weight G, and consequently the diaphragm D goes down,
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Fig. 259.

vvherebv the valve is entirely closed and connection between A

and E is cut off. rig*. 260 is an exterior view of the apparatus.

For factory purposes the regulator is arranged as fo

A, Fig. 261, is the actual regulator, B and C the loaded v1

with weight. At D the gas enters^the regulator, which cai"

regulated by the valve G, and at A it leaves the regula tor

through the pipe F. J indicates the prevailing pressure. 1'Pe

/c
excess of gas passes out through E. These regulators ha\

been generally introduced in Pittsburgh.

Figs. 262 to 276 represent a series of furnaces fitted

natural gas, the direction in which the gas and air enter
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combustion-space being chiefly shown. One of the greatest

difficulties in the use of natural gas is the deposit of carbon in

the flues, a badly constructed furnace becoming choked up in a

Fig. 261.

few hours. Such deposit is always caused by an insufficient or

incorrect supply of air.

Fig. 262 is an ordinary puddling furnace originally arranged

for coal, but now fitted for gas. The gas enters through four

8 y2 inch pipes, is ignited, and after playing around the walls A

and B passes into the hearth. The air enters at b through a

29^ inch pipe and is mixed with the burning gas. The furn

ace works 8 to 9 tons of iron in 10 hours with a gas pressure

of 10.58 ozs.

Fig. 263 is a directly-acting puddling furnace with an in

clined wall A, in which a better mixture of the gas and air is

effected.
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Fig. 264 is a continuously working regenerative furnace.

The gas enters through four Sj4 inch pipes above the fire

bridge, while the air enters beneath the furnace (the former

ash-pit) through a heating space, where it is preparatorily

heated and then mixed at the fire-bridge with the burning gas.

CAS

Fig. 265 is an ordinary puddling furnace. The gas enters at

a, and the air at B.

Figs. 266 and 267 show the arrangement of a furnace based

upon the principle of an argand burner, the air entering the
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centre of the flame. The air passes in at B, plays around a

brick arch, and ascends between the burners a a a.

The furnace Figs. 268, Nos. 1 and 2, is arranged similar to

the preceding. The air enters in the centre and on the sides

of the flame. The furnace is said to yield excellent results and

be free from deposits, etc. The gas enters the furnace at a and

b through two 29^ inch pipes, and the air through B.

Figs. 269, 270 and 271 are also regenerative furnaces with

open hearths. Fig. 272 is a plate furnace. The gas enters

below at a in the centre, passes out through small apertures ;

the burning gas mixture ascends and spreads over the entire

surface.

Figs. 273, Nos. 1 and 2, are smelting furnaces, and Figs.

274, 275 and 276, boilers with gas-firing. The gas enters at a,

and the air at b.

Oil-gas.

From the residuum of the distillation of petroleum and cer

tain products of distillation—the blue and green oils—gas is

also produced by decomposition. The blue and green oils are

products of distillation obtained from the less valuable petro

leum residues and derive their names from the strong fluores

cence inclining in the first case to blue and in the latter to

green. The specific gravity of these products varies between

O.870 and 0.905. On account of their slight lubricating value

and strong smell they are used only for the production of

wagon grease, and in more recent times, for the manufacture of

oil-gas.

Practical experience has shown that the heavy hydrocarbons,

especially the fractions of 0.870 to 0.890 specific gravity, give

the best results as regards yield and illuminating power of

the gas. Lighter oils give a larger volume of gas and decom

pose more rapidly, but the illuminating power of the gas pro

duced is far less ; while heavier oils yield less gas and leave a

large quantity of residue in the retort, which causes a rapid de

struction of the latter by burning. Crude petroleum containing
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much benzine and illuminating oil is less suitable for the pro

duction of oil-gas than crude oils which contain little benzine

and illuminating oil, but a large quantity of heavy oils. This is

explained by the fact that since the temperature of the retorts

has to be maintained at between 1652° and 18320 F., the ben

zine and illuminating oil are decomposed under regular carbon

ization, while the heavy oils are just properly distilled at that

temperature. Hence if crude oil is to be used for the produc

tion of oil-gas, it is best to take such as is not suitable for the

manufacture of illuminating oil. Another disadvantage of the

use of crude oil is that it leaves a heavy residue of graphite in

the retorts, which is not the case with distilled heavy oil.

The manufacture of gas from these residues is cheaper and

more simple than the process of distilling gas from coal ; be

sides, the cost of a plant of the same capacity is about one-half.

Oil-gas possesses greater illuminating power than coal-gas.

It burns with a white flame, and when properly purified, is en

tirely odorless. It contains four or five times as many ethyls

and homologous hydrocarbons as coal-gas. According to an

analysis by A. Hilger the composition of oil-gas is as follows:

Specific gravity of the gas 0.724

Heavy hydrocarbons 28.91 per cent

Light hydrocarbons 54-92 "

Hydrogen 5.65 "

Carbon monoxide 8.94 "

Carbonic acid 0.82 "

99.24 per cent

S. Lamansky, chairman of a commission of the Russian

Technical Society of St. Petersburg for " the examination and

availability of naphtha or oil-gas," gives the results of these

investigations as follows :

" Oil-gas, according to Rudnew, shows no combinations of

sulphur, ammonia, or carbonic acid. It is therefore less in

jurious to living beings than coal-gas. It does not freeze up

even in the most severe cold, and its illuminating power de
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creases only to an inconsiderable extent. Its quality is not

affected by long storage. The specific gravity of the gases

tested by the Commission was determined at the ordinary

temperature of a room with a Bunsen apparatus. It varied

between 0.67 and 0.88. The intensity of light was also deter

mined with a Bunsen photometer. The appended table shows

the mean results of various determinations, each of them hav

ing been made at the same time by several observers. A

spermaceti candle with a flame 1.77 inches long served as the

unit of light."

Naphtha gas from the factory.

Of Kusnezow, St. Fetersburg

Of Petrow and Tokarew

Of the mechanic factory of Nobel

Of Siemens and Halske's factory of regenerative

burners at St. Petersburg

Of Kalnikni's brewery

O

f i

X

0.82

0.85

0.67

Consumption of gas in

one hour for one can

dle power in cubic

meters.

In argand

burners.

O.OO31

O.OO254

0.030

0.0041

0.00389

In flat burn

er*.

0.0027

0.0028

0.0028

0.00424

0.00398

The average hourly consumption of naphtha gas for one

candle power amounts to 0.00299 cubic meter with an argand

burner and 0.00302 cubic meter with a flat burner. The cost

of the gas could not be accurately determined, it varying with

that of the raw material, etc. It was, however, shown that a

burner of 15 to 17 candle powers consumes per hour 45 liters

naphtha gas and 150 liters coal gas, and the cost per hour with

oil-gas is about 2.3 pfennige and with coal gas 4.47 pfennige.

As regards the manufacture of oil-gas on a large scale, the

various systems in use are based upon the same principle. It

is obtained by dry distillation, the oil being decomposed in

horizontal or vertical cast-iron retorts heated to a cherry red

(16520 to 18520 F.) Such gas plant consists of a furnace
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containing the retorts, one or more condensers for the precipi

tation of the tar-vapors escaping from the retorts, a washing

apparatus and one or several purifiers, in the first of which the

gas is purified mechanically, and in the latter chemically.

Further, of a gas meter for measuring the product, a gas holder,

a pressure-regulator for the uniform distribution of the gas and

avoidance of loss, and a manometer box for watching the pro

cess of distillation.

The manufacture of the gas is so simple that it can be done

by one workman, and since each retort, according to its size,

can furnish 15 to 25 cubic meters of gas per hour, but a few

hours are required for filling the holder, and the operation may

be interrupted at any time.

It is an error to suppose that oil-gas does not require thor

ough chemical purification, and for this reason the so-called

" cheap " gas apparatuses are insufficient for the practice, and

especially for working on a larger scale.

Oil-gas to be perfectly free from tar, ammonia and sulphur,

should have at least 40 to 45 square meters (430.57 to 484.39

square feet) purifying surface per 50 cubic meters (1765.7

cubic feet) of hourly consumption, and 8^ square meters

(94.49 square feet) condensing surface per 50 cubic meters of

hourly transmission.

Most of the cheap oil gas apparatuses have only condensing

and mechanical purifying contrivances, but no washer and

no purifier filled with bog iron ore, and hence furnish a

reddish light diffusing a strong odor. In an unburnt state

thoroughly purified oil-gas may evolve some odor; however,

during combustion carbonic acid and a small quantity of aque

ous vapor should be generated, but no sulphurous acid. The

retort forms the most important portion of the plant, and in

the course of time it has assumed various shapes, and forms the

basis of numerous systems.

According to Grotowsky gas apparatuses with horizontal re

torts are arranged as shown in Figs. 277 to 280.

The cast-iron retorts B rest in the brick furnace C. When



the retorts have been heated to a red heat, the oil is introduced

from the holder A through the inlet J. The gases and tar

vapors ascend in corresponding pipes to the vessel D, which

contains a layer of tar to prevent the gas from passing back
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into the retorts. From here the gas enters the condensers E,

in which it is freed by coke from the condensable portions of

tar. The gas then passes through F and from there into the

gasometer. The manometer H serves for measuring the

pressure when the gas leaves the retort. The test cocks K

serve for judging of uniform production, to control the color of

Fig. 280.

the gas and to discharge the tar precipitated in the pipe G.

The principal point in the operation is to attain a uniform

brick-red heat, which is readily effected by manipulating the

draughts, etc. Irregular heating may cause the retorts to

crack, which would occasion loss of gas, etc. When the re

tort is but slightly heated, much tar is formed in the condensers,

the oil not having yielded all substances suitable for produc

tion. Superheating the retort causes the separation of too

large a quantity of coke.

The yield with the same material depends solely on the tem

perature at which the operation is carried on. The lower the

temperature, the smaller the yield of gas, which possesses,

however, greater illuminating power ; and the higher the tem

perature the more gas, but of less illuminating power, is

obtained.

The following points serve as indications of the correct and

uniform production of gas:—
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1 . A uniform cherry red heat of the retorts.

2. A pale brown color of the gas coming from the test-

cocks.

3. Proportional production of tar; which may vary from 26

to 30 per cent., but should not exceed 33 per cent.

4. Slight heating of the tar-condenser.

Hubner, in 1870, constructed a vertical gas retort, which has

been improved by Schumann. It is, as a rule, lined partially

or entirely with chamotte. The process of manufacturing the

gas is the same as with horizontal retorts.

The advantages claimed for vertical retorts are as follows :

With the same wall surface the vertical retort permits within

a certain period of time a much larger charge of oil than the

horizontal retort, because the oil can be very well conveyed to

various portions of the red-hot walls and the oil vapors formed

be readily brought into more intimate contact with the latter.

For this reason the vertical retort possesses greater capacity

than the horizontal form.

The yield from a vertical retort is more uniform and larger,

because gasification is more complete, and tarry and asphalt

like residues cannot collect in it.

A smaller quantity of fuel is required for the production of a

certain quantity of gas.

Of the more modern gas producers, Hirzel's apparatus with

spherical retort and gas augmenter may be mentioned. It is

shown in Figs. 281 and 282.

A is the furnace for the retort B. The retort is fed from the

oil-holder L by means of the siphon-like contrivance a in such

a manner that only as much oil as can at one time be de

composed to gas reaches the heated retort, so that the latter is

always empty and the manufacture of gas may be interrupted

at any time by closing the cock on the pipe leading from the

oil-holder L. R R are manometers which indicate the pres

sure in the retort and in the condenser.

The gas generated in the retort passes through the pipe D

into the tar cylinder, the so-called hydraulic box E placed upon

43
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the furnace, in which it has to pass first through a layer of tar.

This layer of tar closes the mouth of the pipe D so that it is

impossible for any of the gas to flow back from the gas-holder

Fig. 281.

into the retort. It never decreases, but to prevent, on the other

hand, its increase, a pipe F is provided on the side of the hy

draulic box E, through which an excess of tar passes together

with the gas into the condenser G filled with coke. From the

condenser the gas passes into the special purifiying apparatus /,

filled with a suitable purifying mass, in which it is freed from all
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impurities. From this purifying apparatus it passes through K

into the gasometer.

To increase the yield of gas Hirzel's apparatus is provided

with a so-called gas-augmenter. It consists of a vertical

^/-shaped retort S, which is filled with small pieces of coke and

heated by waste gases of the principal retort. From a vessel

M water drips through the siphon pipe Q into one of the legs

of the retort S. Water-gas is formed which by mixing with the

oil vapors increases the yield.

The furnace of R. Schwarz is furnished with a retort which

can be revolved by an endless chain. The oil entering the hot

revolving retort describes in it a spiral course, so that it con

stantly meets fresh gasifying surfaces.

D. H. Knapp uses two retorts, one inside the other; the oil is

vaporized in the inner retort and gasified in the space between

the two retorts.

Pintsch's gas producer consists of two retorts, one above the

other ; the oil is gasified in the upper retort, and the gas pro

duced again heated in the lower, whereby condensation is

reduced to a minimum and the yield of gas consequently in

creased to a maximum. Pintsch's retort is especially suitable

for the manufacture of permanent gas for lighting railroad car

riages.

All other systems with simple retorts 2^ to 5 feet long,

vaporize, as a rule, the higher oils only, while the heavier

oils pass over into the hydraulic box and condenser, and run

off from the latter together with the tar. Pintsch was led to

the construction of the double retort by the desire to produce

an oil-gas for lighting railroad carriages, which could be com

pressed without again liquefying and losing any of its illuminat

ing power.

Pintsch's apparatus is shown in Figs. 283 and 284. From

the oil-holder B placed on top of the furnace, the oil intended

for gasification passes through an inverted siphon, over sheet-

iron trays C, into the upper retort A, and descends through

pipes to the lower retort D. It has now become a thick yel
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low vapor, in which shape it enters a hydraulic box E, where

it is partially washed, and thence passes to the condenser,

the tar being carried off by overflow pipes to a separate tank,

The gas is finally purified by forcing it through a vessel, the

lower part of which is filled with water, and the upper with

lime and sawdust. When cooled it can be stored in the con

denser at a pressure of about 10 atmospheres. The illuminat

ing power of the gas produced is about 40 or 50 candles, but

the pressure causes it to lose 20 per cent, of its lighting power.

Fig. 283.

Oil-gas may be used not only for illuminating and heating

purposes, but also for motors.

Burners for oil-gas should be furnished with very narrow

openings, otherwise the flame readily soots, on account of the

high content of carbon. The price of oil-gas, of course, varies

according to the cost of the raw material, fuel, mode of operat

ing, etc.



illuminating power of oil-gas by the admixture of air, as well as

the explosive property of such mixture.

Gas-mixture.
Specific

gravity.

Hourly con

sumption in

cubic feet.

Intensity

of light.

Hourly

consump

tion for

one candle.

Oil-gas 0.685 3-3 3> 0.107

Mixed with 5 per cent, of air 0.719 3-3 25 0.132

" 10 per cent, of air. . . o-732 3-3 21 0.157

" 20 per cent, of air °-755 3-4 '5 0.226

" 50 per cent, of air 0.796 3-3 5 0.600

From the above table it will be seen that by an admixture



-it ar ne =r.errfriz 4.' jA l.i :t ni-ras s increased, while the illu-

TtiiTgrrTTg zt 'v^rr s mnsiittrsciy reduced.

Tie r*~s:'.rr it nt± aienneaE rsririing the explosive prop-

-rr~7 :t i mnn :r xts anr ht wire as follows :

13 iit Explosion.

1 _- i None.

1 uiU Slight.

r -1 n Heavy.

r — - hi Very heavy.

1 3- h r/j Heavy.

: 33 n Slight

r— h r** Very slight

1 oi ~ None.

He~ot 2 m nrzr± :c tC-~35 a=c air is explosive in the pro-

pcrtfcc ct I T:".eme ^25 tt 5 f to 17.7 volumes air, 1. t., when

the mixture ccctams ->:c jess S5 per cent, and not more

than ^4-6 per cent. air. The m-:-st violent explosive mixture is

I volume c-H-gas wtti ;c j vtlnaes air.



APPENDIX.

USEFUL TABLES.

TABLE I.*

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND CONTENT OF DILUTE SULPHURIC ACID ACCORDING TO J. KOLB.

Specific Gravity at if C. (S9°F.) Referred to Water ofo° C. (j2°K)=\.

A &

2SO,

> "C

„

I

•Gravityd ContainsH ilogrammes

•u'

rt

:Gravityd PartsbyW

ntainH,S04.

ContainsH ilogrammes,

sBaume.
:Gravityd ContainsH ilogrammes,

a 2 cU ■ —

1

« a tn rt rt
<c 0

a
V ua * i 5USV 0

&
o

o.

q
a -a

ft
M 8<S a -a &

8°

0
a .aV 8U u y

a. 0 a.
Q tn - Q C/l •*

I LC07 '•9 0.019 23 1. 1 90 25.8 0.307 45 '•453 55-4 0.805

2 1.014 2.8 0.028 24 1.200 27.1 0-325 46 1.468 56.9 0.835

3 1.022 3-8 0.039 25 1.210 28.4 0.344 47 '•483 58-3 0.864

4 1.029 4.8 0.039 26 1.220 29.6 0.361 48 1.498 59.6 0.893

5 «037
H

0.060
2l

1. 23 1 3°-9 0.381 49 1.514 61.0 0.923

6 1.045 6.8 0.071 28 1. 241 32.2 0.400 50 1 -530 62.5 0.956

7 1.052 7.8 0.082 29 1.252 33-4 0.418 5' 1.540 64.0 0.990

8 1.060 8.8 0.093 3° 1.263 34-7 0.438 52 '•563 65.5 1.024

9 1.067 9.8 0.105 3' 1.274 36.0 0.459 53 1.580 67.0 1.059

IO 1.075 10.8 0.1 16 3 2 1.285 37-4 0.481 54 '•597 68.0 1.095

ii 1.083 1 1.9 0.129 1.297 38.8 0503 55 1.615 70.0 1. 131

12 1.091 13.0 0.142 1.308 40.2 0.526 56 1.634 71.6 1. 170

'3 1.100 14. 1 0.155 ! 35 1.320 41.6 0.549 57 1.652 73-2 1.210

«4 1. 108 0.168 1 36 "•332 43-° 0.573 58 1.671 74-7 1.248

'5 1. 116 16.2 0.181 37 '•345 44-4 0.597 59 1.691 76-4 1.292

16 1.125 •7-3 0.195 38 ■•357 45-6 0.619 60 1.711 78.1 '•336

'7 "134 18.5 0.210 39 '•37° 46.9 0.642 61 '•732 79-9 1.384

18 1. 142 19.6 0.224 40 '•383 48.3 0.668 62 '•753 81.7 '•432

'9 1. 152 20.8 0.239 41 '•397 49.8 0.696 63 1-774 84.1 1.492

20 1. 162 22.1 0.258 42 1.410 51.2 0.722 64 1.796 86.5 '•554

21

is

23-3 0.273

0.289

43 1.424 52.6 0.749 65 1.819 89.7 1.632

22 24-5 44 '.438 54.0 o-777 66 1.842 100.0 1.842

* Landolt and Boernstein, Physik-chem. Tabcllen, S. 140.

(679)
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TABLE II.*

OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND CONTENT OF CONCENTRATED SULPHURIC ACID.

i. According to F. Kohlrausch.
Specific Gravity at 18° C. (64.40 F.)
Water of 4° C. (39.20 F.) = 1.

2. According to Lunge and Naef.
Specific Gravity at 150 C. (590 F.)
Water of 40° C. (39.2° F.) = 1.

Per
Cent.

H,SO..

Specific
Gravity

Per
Cent.

H,S04.

Specific
Gravity
d V.

Per
Cent.

H,S04.

Specific
Gravity

Per
Cent.

H,SO..

Specific
Gravity
dY-

Per
Cent.

H.SO..

Specblc
Gravity

dy. dy- dy.

9°
91
91

1-8147
1.8200
1.8249
1.8290
1.8325
1.8352

96 1.8372
1.8383

1 1.8386

1.8376

'•8342

1.8185
1.8195
1.8241
1.8271
1.8294
1.8334
1.8339

94-
*94-84

1.8372
1.8387
1.8390
1.8406
1.8406
1.8410
1.8413

#98. 1.8411
1.8406
1.8409
1.8403
1.8395
1.83S4
1.8411

?
99
100

•90.20
•98!66

99-
_ *99-47
•'roo.oo
•100.35

9» • , 95-
1 *95-97

96.
93
94
95

v.48
92.

•92.83

93-
•'97.70

1 Maximum density.
Expansion co-efficient = 0.0x155.

* Directly observed.
1 Maximum density.
9 Minimum density.
Expansion co-efficient = o.c

* Landolt and Boernstein: Physik-chem. Tabetlen, S. 140.
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TABLE III.

SHOWING THE CONTENT OF CRYSTALLIZED AND ANHYDROUS SALTS IN SOLUTIONS OF

CARBONATE OF SODA.

According to H. Schiff.

allized| ydrous allized ydrous

i b

Anh

.Si
J

Anh

|

0

"o O
ificGrav

"o "3

o

da"1'
cent.

Its.

cent.

Its.y da.

\ u Oi
a 0

&»

1.0038 1 0.730 1.1035 26 9-635

1.0076 2 0.747 1. 1076
2Z

10.005

1 .01 14 3 O.I I 2 1.1 1 1 7 28 10.376

1.01 53 4 1482 1.1158 29 10.746

1 .0192 5 1-853 1. 1200 30 11. 118

1.023 1 6 2.223 1. 1242 3' 11.488

1.0270 7 2.594 1 1. 1284 32 11.859

1.0309 8 2.965 1. 1326 33 12.230

1.0348 9 3-335 1.1368 34 12.600

1.0388 10 3.706 1.1410 35 12.971

1.0428 1 1 4.076 1-1452 36 '3-341

1.0468 12 4-447 1. 1494 37 «3-7>2

1.0508 >3 4.817 1. 1536 38 14.082

1.0548 14 5.188 1. 1578 39 '4-453

1.0588 »S 5-558 1. 1620 40 14.824

1.0628 16 5-929 1. 1662 4« «S«9S
1.0668 ll 6.299 1-1704 42 15.566

1.0708 18 6.670 1.1746 43 I5-936

1.0748 •9 7.041 1.1788 44 16.307

1.0789

1.0830

20 7412 1.1830 45 16.677

21 7.782 1. 1873 46 17.048

1.087 1 22 8-«53 1.1916 47 17.418

1.0912 23 ' 8.523 , ,I959 48 17.789

J0953 24 8.894 1.2002 49 18.159

1.0994 25 9.264 1.2045 I 50 18.530
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TABLE IV.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND PER CENT. BY WEIGHT OF POTASH AND SODA LYES.*

POTASH-LYE. SODA-LYE.

d d d d d d

0 0 0 0 0

a

byweight

|

m
ighl

»o .

-H

m

%« S M --c. M -
6
■e

>.f >
St o>

bywe ravity
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bywe

>

byweS
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.O

*j o :rcent1
KHO.

*i _o ■rcent. Na-H.>ecific

(.-9
:rcen KHC >ecific

(-9
>ecific

(-9°
:rcen >ecific

(-9
:rcen

NaOl

V -
jecific

(-9

tn C/3 0, t/3 Oh <n Oh Oh </s Oh

1.009 I I.23O 25 I.525 49 1 .012 I 1.279 25 1.529 49

1.017 2 I.24I 26 'o539 5° 1.023 2 1.290 26 1.540 50

1.025 3 I.252 27 1.552 51 'o035 .5 1.300 27 1.550 51

'o033 4 I.264 28 1.565 52 1.046 4 1.310 28 1.560 52

1.04 1 5 I.276 29 1.578 53 1.058 5 1.321 29 1.570 53
1.049 6 1.288 30 1.590 54 1.070 6 'o332 30 1.580 54
1.058 7 I.3OO 3' 1.604 55 1.08 1 7 'o343 3' 1.591 55
1.065 8 I.3tl 32 1.618 56 1.092 'o553 32 1.601 56

1.074

1.083
9 1-324 33 1.630 57 1. 103 9 'o363 33 1.611 57
10 1-336 34 1.642 58 1. 115 10 'o374 34 1.622 58

1.092 11 1-349 35 1-655 59 1. 126 11 1.384 35 1.633 59

I.IOI 12 1.361 36 1.667 60 l-137 12 'o395 36 1.643 60

1. 110 '3 'o374 37 1.681 61 1. 148 '3 1.405 37 1.654 61

1. 119 '4 'o387 38 1.695 62 1-159 l4 'o415 38 1.664 62

1. 128 '5 1.400 39 1.705 63 1. 170 '5 1.426 39 1.674 63

•o'37 16 1 .412 40 1.718 64 1. 181 16 '■437 40 1.684 64

1. 146 17 1.425 4' 1.729 65 1. 192 '7 'o447 41 1.695 65

1. 155 18 1.438 42 1.740 66 1 1.202 18 1.457 42 1.705 66

1. 166 '9 1.450 43 'o754 67 1.213 '9 1.468 43 1-7i5 67

'o177 20 1.462 44 1.768 68 1.225 20 1.478 44 1.726 68

1. 188 21 'o475 45 1.780 69 1.236 2»» 1.488 45 1-737 69

1. 198 22 1.488 46 1.790 70 1.247 22 1.499 46 1.748 70

1.209 23 1.499 47 1.258 23 1.509
4l

1.220 24 1.511 48 1.269 24 1. 519 48

•According to Th. Gcrlach from Landoh und Ilocrnstein: Physik-Chem. Tabellen, S. 144.

The World's Production of Petroleum.*

In the following table is given for the first time an estimate

of the world's production of petroleum. It is not claimed that

this is complete, but simply an approximation to the actual

facts. It will probably be found to be an underestimate rather

* Mineral Resources of the United States, 1893. Petroleum, by Jos. D. Weeks, p.

532, Washington, 1894.
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than an overestimate. The production is given in barrels.

Often the reports of production are in tons, t In such cases, we

have assumed, in the absence of definite information, that a ton

produced 7 barrels of crude petroleum.

world's production of petroleum.

Countries. Production.

United States (1893)

Russia, Baku (1893)

Russia, elsewhere (1890)..

Austria-Hungary (1890) . .

Canada (1893)

Peru (1890)

India (1891)

Germany (1892)

France (1891)

Japan (1890)

Argentina (1891)

Italy (1891)

Great Britain (1892)

Other countries (estimated)

Total

Barrels.

48412,666

33,104,126

2S'>543
816,000

798,406

350,000

146,107

103,323

70,000

48,027

21,000

8,085

1,526

200,000

84,330,809

From the above table it appears that the total production of

petroleum in the world can be estimated at about 84,330,809

barrels. Of this the United States produced 48,412,666, or 57

per cent. ; Russia produced 33,355,669 barrels, or nearly 40 per

cent. ; Austria-Hungary is third in point of production, its out

put in 1890 being 816,000 barrels, or less than 1 percent,;

while the production of Canada in 1893 was 798,406 barrels, or

a little less than nine-tenths of one per cent.
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ABEL'S tester, 428-432

Abich, H., 80

Abich, H., remarks of, on Apscheron,

101, 102

Acanthoteutis, 145

Acetylene series, 68

Acid agitator, 3(ifi

sludge, 388

Acidity, determination of, 539, 540

Adams well, 108

Africa, ozocerite in, 308

petroleum in, 18, 19

Agitator, acid, 366

conveyance of air to the, 315

lye, 366

operation with the, 318-320

-paraffin, 388

Agitators, 313, 314

shape of, 315

systems of, 315-324

Aiken, A., 159, 160

Air-blast, upper and under, 315

Air, changes in petroleum by expos

ure to the, 71-73

compressed, for mixing oil and

chemicals, 314

conveyance of, to the agitator, 315

explosive mixture of, with oil

gas, 678

influence of the pressure of, upon

the illuminating power, 516,517

-pumps, 26!)

use of, for condensing, 284

Albertite, 39

Albrecht, investigations on the thick

ening of oil by, 581

Albrecht's aerial condenser, 359

apparatus, 550

Alexejew's continuous still, 342-346

Alizarine and aniline manufactories

in Russia, 596

Alkali, purification of oil without the

use of an, 312

Allegany county, N. Y., gas wells of,

109

Alluvinm, distribution of bitumen in

the, 113

Alsace lubricating oils, examination

of, 643, 645

oil in, 33, 160

photometric tests of, 529, 531

petroleum in, 33

results of distillation of, 413,

414

primitive mode of obtaining oil

in, 167

Altmann and Kiippermann, oil-en

gine of, 573

Ambler process, the, 552

America, map of the Middle Colonies

of 1755, 5

ozocerite in, 398

American barrel, 330

crude oil, analysis of, 251

oils, distilling experiments

with, 253-256

cylinder oils, examination of,

642-644

illuminating oils, classification of,

578, 579

machine oils, examination of,

642-644

"oil," 7

photometric tests of, 526, 528

petroleum, consumption of, in

various countries, 29

reduction in the price of, 29,

30

refined oil, statistics of importa

tions of, in tanks, 217

system of drilling, 175-184

vulcan oils, 348, 349

Ammonia liquor, 384

Amyl-acetate lamp, Hefner-Alten-

eck's, 515, 516

Analyses of petroleum, 49, 50

Anderson, 60

Andrae, A, 160

Andrews, Prof. C. B., 151

Angell. C. D., belt theory of, 14, 15,92

Angler, J. D., 166

Aniline and alizarine manufactories

in Russia, 596

Animal remains, residues of, 145

(685)
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Animals, facts supporting the hypoth

esis of the formation of petro

leum from, 143, 144

origin of petroleum from, 139-151

Anthracene, 71

yield of, from coal tar, 595

from naphtha tar, 594

Anticlinal ridges, concentration of

oil along the, 101

theory, advocates of, 96

summary of discussions on

the, 100-103

Anticlinals and synclinals, existence

of a definite belt of, 99

favorable influence of the, 96

occurrence of gas in the, 99. 100

Apallachiaus, the, 125

Apscheron, oil-bearing strata of, 101,

102

peninsula of, 24, 25

pits or cisterns in use in, 167

Archean strata, 126

Archimedes, theorem of, 408

Argentine Republic, petroleum in

the, 16, 17

production of petroleum in

the, 30

Aromatic bodies, production of, from

residuum, 594-599

hydrocarbons, containing gas

and tar, apparatus for the pro

duction of, 597-599

Arsenic in petroleum, 55

Artesian wells, 168-170

Artificial oil, criterion of an, 252

oils, definition of, 252

Russian oil, distilling experi

ments with, 253-256

Ashburuer, C. A., 96, 151

Asia, ozocerite in, 398

Asphalt, 164

ancient use of, 3

formation of, 127, 128, 140, 141

in Trinidad, 133, 134

nitrogen in, 51

rocks, 38

sulphur in, 54

synonyms for, 39

Asphaltic cement, use of residuum in

the manufacture of, 347

Asphaltine, 68, 69. 71

Asphalts, examination of, 3

Astralin, 579

Audouin, experiments of, with liquid

fuel, 599

Audouin 's method of firing liquid

fuel, 609

Augers, 170

Auger stem, 180

Australia, discovery of petroleum in,

19

Austria-Hungary, production of pe

troleum in, 30

Aydon, apparatus of, for liquid fuel,

599

Wise and Field's nozzle sprinkler,

669-611

BAKU, cost of lime at, 264

cost of sinking wells at, 25

fire worshipers at, 4, 20

first references to the oil region

of, 21,22

refinery built in, 23

petroleum bourse, report of the

executive committee of the, 28.

29

proceeds of the works at, 29

Bakusin, 656

Balakhani, oil-field of, 25

region, crude oil reservoirs in

the, 206

Balances, specific gravity, 408, 409

Baltimore pipe line, 223

Bang and Ruffin, patent of, -154, 555

Barrel, American, 330

Barrelling, 329-332

Barrels, apparatus for filling, 329, 336

coating for, 207

iron, 331

manufacture of, 330, 331

shipment in, 331

to make impermeable, 331

Barrow, tankages at, 218

Bast£nes, petroleum at, 123

Batoum, storage tanks at, 216

tankage, 28

tank steamers in the trade of, 28

trading from, 216

Baum^ degree, finding the specific

gravity corresponding

to any, 44

to find the, correspond

ing to any specific

gravity, 44

Baum6's hydrometer, 406, 407

Bay H. de and Rosette's Ch. de,

sprinkler, 611, 612

Beaumont, Captain, improvement of

the diamond drill by, 171, 172

Bebeabdt, oil field of, 25

Beck, occurrence of Bitumen men

tioned by, 4

Beilby, G. T., description of the man

ufacture of paraffin oils by, 383-387

Beilstein, 58, 62, 68, 64, 67, 68
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Beilstein, investigations on the ascent

of oil in the wick bv, 580

Beilstein's tester, 444^ 445

Belfast, tankages at, 218

Belt theory, Angell's, 92

Benzine, 74

manufacture of the light pro

ducts into, 296-307

medicinal use of, 647

petroleum, 75

point of cutting off the, 294, 295

rectifying stills for, 296-307

Benzole, 67

series, 66-68

yield of. from coal tar, 595

naphtha tar, 594

Bergheim and MacGarvey, 31 , 32

Bernstein's tester, 434-436

Bertels, 139

Berthelot, theory of, 122

Bertie, township of, observation in,

158, 159

Besson, experiments of, with petro-

, leum as fuel, 604

Bible, mention of petroleum in the, 2

Bidle, patent of, for the use of liquid

fuel on steam vessels, 599

Bidle's pan furnaces, 622, 623

Biel, researches on the intensity of

the flame by, 580, 581

Binney, C. W., hypothesis of, 132,133

Bischof, G., on gas-inclusions in the

Wieliczka salt, 129

Bitumen, brine accompanied by, 6, 7

distribution of, in the various

strata of the geological forma

tions, 112-120

division and nomenclature of,

37-39

in coal measures, 186, 137

mixtures of, with inorganic

masses, 38

mineral coal, 38

occurrence of, in Connecticut,

New York and New Jersey, 4

of the Ohio shale, 162, 163

Pechelbronn, 3

semi-fluid, use of, in the con

struction of Nineveh, 2, 3

Bitumens, fluid, 37

theory regarding the origin of, 3

Bituminous bodies, constitution of, 37

division of, 37

substances, activity in the inves

tigation of, 3

Blue oils, 667

Boehm, 76

Boettcher, W., 155

Bog-head coal, 38

Boiler incrustations, heavy petroleum

products for, 657

useful effect of the, with liquid

fuel, 604

Boilers, stationary, apparatus for fir

ing, with liquid fuel, 667-620

steam, hydro carbons for feed

ing, 576

with gas firing, 667

Boiling point of petroleum, 47, 48

Bolivia, petroleum in, 17

Bolley, 60, 68

and Schwarzenbach on the boil

ing point of petroleum, 47

Bone-black, pulverizing drum for,

395, 396

Bore-holes, tubing of, 195, 196

Boring, conveyance, and transporta

tion, 165-240

machinery of the Well Works

Co. of Aurora, 111., 192

Bothwell, Canada, 15

Boussingault, 68

investigations of bitumen by, 3

Box condenser, 289

Bradford crude oil, analysis of, 243

Brandt, furnace of, 600

Brandt's forfunka, 337

forfunka or slit-sprinkler, 617

Braun's tester, 436, 437

Brayton engine, 562

Bremen, varieties of petroleum recog

nized at, 537

Brenken's test for creosote, 548

Bridge-Adams apparatus for the use

of liquid fuel, 599

Briggs well, 109

Bright, 159

Brine accompanied by bitumen, 6, 7

with petroleum, 104, 105

Bristol, tankages at, 218

Broxburn, petroleum at, 34

Buch, L. v., 139

Buffalo pipe line, 222. 223

Bunsen, 80, 100

and Schmidt, analyses of natural

gas by, 662

Bunsen's photometer, 511

Burg, 71

Burmah, petroleum in, 35, 36

transport of crude oil in, 207

Burner, Haupt, 659

Siemens, 659

Todd, 659, 660

Burners, 583

and chimneys, 582-584

construction of suitable, 9
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Burners for oil gas, 676

photometric measurements,

522, 523

round, 582

Burning and flashing points of com

mercial machine oils, 457, 458

point, definition of, 418

Bussenius, 59

Butler county. Pa., gas wells of, 109

Butler's engine, 575

Byasson, H., theory of, 122

CAHOLRS, 56, 59

Cailletet, 110

California petroleum, 141

Calorific value of petroleum, 79

Camphene series, 68, 69

Canada and South America, oil re

gions of, 15-18

oil, purification of, 312

territory of, 15

petroleum, difficulty in refin

ing, 15

production of petroleum in, 30

Canadian system of drilling, 175-184

Canadol, 74

Candle balance, Keates's, 512, 513

London standard spermaceti, 51 2

Munich stearin, 514, 515

paraffin, of the VereinderGasund

Wasserfachmaenner, 515

Candles, naphtha, 654, 655

Cannel coal, 38, 146

coals, 383

Cans, size and manufacture of, 332

Caoutchouc, determination of, 541

Capillarity, determination of the, of

illuminating oil, 460, 461

Capitaine, motor of, 575

Carbolic acid, test for, 548

Carbon, combinations rich in, 69-71

oil, 8, 9

Carboniferous, distribution of bitu

men in the, 1 19

Carcel lamp, 518, 519

Carden's experiments on boiler in

crustations, 657

Cardiff, tankages at, 218

Carll, J. F., 96

explanation of the working of

the "jars" by, 182

investigations of, 86

Carnegie, ammonium carbonate found

by, in a gas well, 51

Carpathian menilite schists, 86

mountains, Austrian, petroleum

levels in the, 111, 112

occurrence of oil in, 101

Carpathian mountains, prospects of

striking oil in the, 100

oil zone, 161

petroleum in primary deposit in

the, 143

Carpathians, most productive oil re

gions in the. 125. 126

occurrence of petroleum in the,

126

Carpenter's rig, 175-178

complete set of irons belong

ing to a, 178

Cases, shipment in, 332

Castendyk, 137

Caucasian naphtha fields, total extent

of, 24,25

oil, photometric tests of, 535. 527

oils, results obtained by fractional

distillation of, 411-413

residuum, gradual increase in the

specific gravity of distillates

from, 364

Caucasus and Russia petroleum in

dustry in the, 20-30

collection of crude oil in the, 205.

206

early distillation of crude oil in

the, 269. 270

influence of the anticlinals on the

northern declivity of the, 102

natural gas, analyses of. 662. 663

Northern, naphtha region of, 2"

oil territory, natural gas in the,

661, 662

primitive mode of obtaining oil

in the, 167, 168

progress in continuous distillation

in the, 335

transportation of crude oil in the,

Cenomanian, distribution of bitumen

in the, 117

Cenozoic, distribution of bitumen in

the, 113-116

Centre bit, the, 180

Chalk, distribution of bitumen in, 116

Chambers, J. C, report of, 26

Chance, H. M., 96

explanation of the occur

rence of gas in the

anticlinals by, 99, 100

Chandler, C. F., .56, .58, 63. 68

analyses of Pennsylvania

crude oil by, 243

experiments of, on explo

sive gas mixtures, 418

on the flashing point, 419

Charcoal, animal, for filtering, 325
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"Charlois," description of the tank

steamer, 211-213

Cheese-box still, 272-274

Chemical constitution of petroleum,

49-84

Chicago, Niagara limestone at, 158

oil-bearing dolomite of, 162

Chimney, form of the, 582

height of the, 583

lamps without, 584, 585

location of the contracted portion

of the, 582, 583

Chimneys and burners, 582-584

China, artesian wells in, 168, 169

fire-wells of, 4

natural gas in, 84

Chloride of lime as substitute for sul

phuric acid, 311

tin as substitute for sulphuric

acid, 311

Chrismatite, 62

Christison, discovery of paraffin by,

383

Chromates, as substitute for sulphuric

acid, 311

Chrysene, 71

Chrysocene, 71

Clav auger, common, 17(1

Cleveland, trunk pipe line to, 222,223

Clevillard, description of Quillfeldt's

motor by, 575. 576

Cloez, theory of, 122

Coal, distillate from, 135

evaporative value of, 602

experiments with, 664

foliated, 38

formation of, from sea weeds, 132

measures, bitumen in, 136, 137

mineral and plants, origin of pe

troleum from, 130-139

mixtures of bitumen with, 38

objections to the formation of

petroleum from, 138, 139

oil, term of, 138

paper, 146

tar, yield of anthracene and ben

zole from, 595

Coke, 76

Cold test, 543-545

Cole, J., Jr., continuous still of, 333-

335

Colorimeter, older form of a, 535, 536

Stammer's, 533-535

Wilson's, 536

Wilson-Ludolph, 536

Colorimetry, 532-538

Color, measurement of, 532-538

Combustibility, definition of, 418

Condensation, Lawrence's system of,

289

partial, 306

separate, by air and water, 359

Condenser, aerial, Albrecht's, 359

box, 289

parallel pipe, 288, 289

pipe, 286

with aerial condensation, 360,361

Condensers, general plan for, 284-286

original construction of, 284

pipe, 284

ideCondensing apparatus, 283-289, 299-

302

use of air for, 284

Conductor, the, 179

Conjunctivitis, use of petroleum in,

648

Connecticut, bitumen in, 4

Continuous distillation, 3H2-346

Conveyance, boring, and transporta

tion, 165-246

Cow run, wells drilled at, 14

Copper in petroleum, 55

Coquand, M., theory of, 127

Coral reef, occurrence of petroleum

in a, 142

Corals, coruiform fossil, 140

Corundum, 173

Cory well, 109

Cosmoline, 76

properties and manufacture of,

649-652

raw material for, 650

Cracking process, 368-382

discovery of the, 369,

370

essential portion of the,

378

explanation of the, 371

stills for the, 372-382

Crawfurd, J., description of the pe

troleum wells of Rangoon by, 3

Credner, H., 142, 160

Creosote, test for, 548

Crescent pipe line, 224

Crew, B. J., condenser with aerial

condensation described by, 360, 361

Crude distillates, admixtures of, 307,

308

oil, 241-261

American, analysis of, 251

as a remedial agent, 553

collection of, 265, 206

confusion in terms applied to

the products of, 560, 561

criteria for the determination

of the value of a, 241

44
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KuHhiim, examination
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Hlilln, U71 li7H

'AM/ION, JoHrph <k- la Roche,

oil npriii«» mentioned by, .1

Mitnlcr Motor Co., motor of the,

57::, r,T.\

Dan forth oil, 7ft

Daubrce, expcrinieiits of, lUo, 152

tanks for the, 3J2

Distillation, 269-2S9

continuous, 332-346

Lassento's method of, 346

fractional, USD, 41(1-417

Beilstein's directions for, 410

of crude oil, iMl-lioti

object of, 2ti9

of lubricating oil with the assist

ance of a vacuum, 801-305
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Distillation, periodical, 292-296

process of, 292-290

products of, 294

properties of the first product

of, 295

simple, of residuum, 349

Distillations, continuous, progress of

some, 337-339

Distiller, point at which the, cuts off

the benzine, 294, 295

Distilling apparatuses for laboratory

use, 244-248

experiments showing the import

ance of the position of the

thermometer-bulb, 252-256

Distribution tanks, open method of,

2J>1 . 292

Distributors, 289-292

District of Columbia, method of using

residuum for asphaltic cement in

the, .347

Ditmau, R., arrangement for supply

ing oil to the flame, by, 581

mixture of petroleum and

sebates prepared by, 654

Divers, 71

Doliuin and Alibegow, investigations

on the supply of air by, 582

Dolinin's continuous still, 346

Dolomite, oil-bearing, of Chicago, 102

Donkin, 15., description of the Priest-

man motor by, 508-572

Down Holland Moss, 132

Drake, E. L., first well drilled by, 13

Drill, diamond, performance of a,

172.173

free-fall, 185. 180

Fauck's boring system

with, 186-188

operation with the, 191,

192

performance of a, 172

with diamond or steel crown,

170-173

Drilling, American or Pennsylvan

ian and Canadian systems of,

175-1*4

an oil well, operation of, 180-184

for petroleum, 170

strata encountered in, 199-201

systems, principal, 170

tools, 170-194

Drills, percussive, 173-175

Droobja well, 25

Drorv's tar and oil sprinkler, 015,

010

Dubief. Dr., on the medicinal use of

petroleum, 648

Dubinin Brothers, early distillation of

crude oil by the, 270

Dumas, J., on gas-inclusions in the

Wieliczka salt, 128

Duprez and Napoli's testing machine,

491-494

Durand's motor, 574

Durole, 68

Dvas, distribution of bitumen in the,

119

Dysodile, 38. 146

}JAMES process, the, 552, 553

j Earth auger, common, 170

Earth oil, synonyms for, 38, 39

term of, 38

Eck, 112, 161

Egyptians, ancient method of cutting

hard rock employed by the, 171

use of asphalt by the, 3

Egypt, petroleum in, 18. 19

fiichler, treatment by, of petroleum,

307

Eifel fissure, 125

Eisenstueck, 59

Elaterite, oxygen in, 51, 5'i

Emanation hypothesis, 121-130

Emanation hypothesis, reason for its

being untenable, 121-127

Emery core-tube method of Olaf

Terp, 173

pipe line, 224

Engine, Brayton, 502

Hock, 502

methods by which the oil in the

cylinder of an, may be turned

into a source of energy. 501,

502

oil, advantages of the, 501

Engineers' Society West Pennsyl

vania, experiments by the, 84

Engines, marine, lubrication of, 040

oil, see Motors.

petroleum vapors for driving, 575,

570

stationary, lubrication of, 040

England, experiments with liquid

fuel in, 599

lucigen lighting in, 586

petroleum in, 159

Engler, C, 06, 07. 73. 70, 77

apparatus of, for examining lu

bricating oils, 414. 410. 417

boiling points of Pennsylvania

crude oils according to, 48

conclusions of, in regard to di

rectly testing oils as to their

lubricating power, 509-51 1
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Engler, determination of the refrac

tion of light by, 551

distilling apparatus of, 248

examination of German oils bv,

643, 645

examination of natural gases by,

83

export of petroleum and petro

leum products, according to,

28

investigations on the origin of

petroleum by, 147-151

investigations on the retrogres

sion of the flame by, 581

on the use of natural gas for

burning lime, 662

tester of, 437-439

viscosimeter of, 459, 46S-472

Engler and Bock, on saponifiable

substances in petro

leum, 654

Haas, experiments of, on

the flashing point, 447

Kneiss, investigation by,

on the solubility of

metals in liquid hydro

carbons, 646, 647

Levin, experiments by,

on the viscosity of il- 1

luminating oils, 458- 1

460

Lew, investigations on

the ascent of oil in

the wick by, 580

photometric meas

urements by, 523-

529

Otten, on the chemical

nature of Argentine

oil, 17

Schestopal, photometric

measurements bv, 529,

531

Thorner, investigations

on the thickening of

oil by, 581

Enneskillen, Canada, petroleum from,

11, 15

Eocene, distribution of bitumen in

the, 115, lit;

Eogene, distribution of bitumen in

the, 115

Ernecke-Hanuemann tester, 424

Eruptive rocks, 125

petroleum in, 91

Ethane, 110

Ether, 74

petroleum, 74

Ethylene, 62-64

series, members of the, in Ameri

can crude oil, 63

Ethylenes, actual, 62-64

Europe, first artesian well drilled in,

169

ozocerite in, 398

Evans, Lewis, map by, 5

FABIAN'S free-fall drill, 185

Fairbanks Charter engine, 576-578

Fairview pipe line, 221

Faraday, 110

Fats and fat oils, determination of,

545-548

use of, for lubricating purposes,

655

Fauck's boring svstem, with free-fall

drill, 186-188

self-acting free-fall drill, 18S-194

jars, 192, 193

Fauvelle, system of, 173-175

Favosites, 140, 159

Feodorowicz, Dr., ammonia found in

petroleum by, 51

Ferris, A. C, introduction of carbon

oil by, 8

Findlay, Ohio, experiments with nat

ural gas made at, 658,

659

field, product of gas wells

in the, 108

Filter, arrangement of a, 326, 327

Filtering apparatus, Ramdohr's, S91-

395

materials, 325, 326

press, Dehne's, 401, 402

Filtration of illuminating oil, 325-328

Fire wells of China, 4

-worshipers of Baku, 4

Fischer's viscosimeter, 465, 466

Flame, Ditmar's arrangement for

supplying oil to the, 581

intensity of the, 580

pentane, 519

retrogression of the, 581

standard, 512

Flashing and burning points of com

mercial machine oils, 457, 458

point, 417-419

apparatuses for testing the,

419-458

definition of, 418

experiments on the, 447

Hoerler's method of deter

mining the, 440, 441

Holde's experiments on the,

454-457
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Flashing point, Meyer's method of

determining the, 440

of distillates, 296

of lubricating oils, 447-458

old method of

determin

ing, 447

points, experiments for the deter

mination of, 452-458

test, importance of the, 419

Fleischner's densimeter, 407

Flintshire, cannel coal of, 14(3

Flowing oil wells, 1 0-">— 111

Ford, J. B., introduction of natural gas

into the plate glass works of, 661

S. A., 80, 110

Forfunka, Brandt's, 617

formuke for determining the size

of a, 006, 607

Schuchoff s, 619, 020

Forfunkas or sprinklers, 604

Thieme's experiments with, 604-

606

Formation of petroleum, process of,

152-157

Fraas, O., 143, 144, 154

observations 011 petroleum

by, 141,142

Fractional distillation, 410-417

Bcilstein's directions

for, 410

France, experiments in, with liquid

fuel, 599, 000

production of petroleum in, HO

Frash, H., patent of. :il2

Fredonia, analysisof natural gas from,

82

Free-fall drill, 185, 186

Fauck's boring system

with, 1 80-188

self acting, 188-194

operation with the, 191,

192

performance of a, 172

tool, constituents of the, 188

Fric, Dr. A., 146

Frictional resistance, tests as to, 476-

511

Fuel, Besson's experiments with

petroleum as, 004

liquid, apparatuses for firing

boilers with, 007-020

Audouin's method of firing,

609

first use of, in the I'nited

States, 5!)9

Isherwood's experiments

with, 020, 621

Fuel, liquid, pulverization of, 608

useful effect of the boiler

with, 604

utilization of the evaporative

power of, 004

solid, utilization of the evapora

tive power of, 603, 004

use of crude oil as, 552, 553

utilization of petroleum and petro

leum products as, 599-636

Fuels, liquid, evaporative value of,

000. 001

solid, evaporative values of, 600,

602

Fulton, 80, 131

Funk & Co., table of importations of

refined oil by, 210, 217

Furnace, arrangement of a, based

upon the principle of an argand

burner, 006, 007

continuously working regenera

tive, fitted for gas, 066

directly-acting puddling, fitted

for gas, 005

Noble and Wittenstrotn's, 634

ordinary puddling, fitted for gas,

005, 000

plate, fitted for gas, 067

pyrigeu, 588

Shaw and Linton's, 023. 024

Furnaces and stoves, petroleum, for

domestic purposes, 030

Bidle's, 022. 02>i

fitted for natural gas, 004-667

for liquid fuel, 000

regenerative, with open hearth,

titted for gas, 007

smelting, fitted for gas, 007

GALICIA, collection of crude oil in,

200

commencement of a petroleum

industry in, 31

first scientific references to the

occurrence of petroleum in, 30

fish-shale group in, 101

methods of collecting oil in, 160

ozocerite in, 398, 399

petroleum industry in, 30-32

strata of, 137, 138

transport of crude oil in, 238, 239

West, analyses of crude oils from,

78

Galician crude oil, methane series in,

58

oils, phenols in, 53

residuum, oil from, 305

vulcan oils, 349
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Gallons, imperial, to reduce, to United

States gallons, 43

United States, to reduce cubic feet

to, 44

to cubic

feet, 43

to imperial

gallons, 43

Gas, absorption of, by water, 107. 108

Caucasus natural, analysis of,

662, 663

dome or head, 2S1-283

eruptions of, without oil, 106, 167 '

illuminating, use of, as a unit of

light, 519—522

-inclusions in the Wieliczka salt,

128, 129

inflammable, 658

machine, Royal Improved, 555-

560

manufacture of, from gasoline,

555-566

mixtures, explosive, 418

natural, 167, 658-667

natural and oil, 658-678

application of the anticlinal

theory to the occurrence

of, 116. 97

calorific value of, 84

candle power of, 658

constituents of, 110

experiments with, as an

illuminant, 658, 659

formation of, 164

furnaces fitted for, 004-667

in the Caucasus oil territory,

661, 662

principal use of, 658

regulation of the pressure of.

663, 664

substances accompanying,

110,111

use of, 84

for industrial purposes,

660

light-house purposes,

662

in stoves and grates, 660

utilization of, 663-667

occurrence of, in the anticlinals,

99, 100

oil, 667-678

apparatuses for, according to

Grotowsky, 670-672

burners for, 676

composition of, 668

experiments on the illumi

nating power of, 677, 678

Gas oil, explosive mixtures of, with

air, 678

Hirzel's apparatus for, 673-

075

illuminating power of, 668

Knapp's apparatus for, 675

manufa< ture of, 669-676

photometric tests of, 669

Pintsch's producer, 675, 676

points indicating a correct

and uniform production of,

672. 673

report on the examination

and availability of, 668.669

Schwarz's furnace for, 67 3

pressure of, 108-110

-producer, Wentham's, 574

rock, 658

sand, 167

shale ofNurscliau, 146

temperature of, in a Pennsyl

vania deposit, 110

uud Wasserfachmaenner, paraffin

candle des Vereins der, 515

wells, Pennsylvania, 169

Gaseous products, catching the, and

distribution of distillates, 289-292

Gases accompanying petroleum, 79-84

analyses of, 80-83

natural, and petroleum, 105-111

Gasoline, 74

manufacture of gas from, 555-566

Gault, distribution of bitumen in the,

117

Gawalowski's tester, 445—447

Gay-Lussac, analysis of paraffin by, 3

German lubricating oils, examina

tion of, 643, 645

oil, photometric tests of, 529. 530

Germanv, collection of crude oil in,

206

lucigen lighting in, 586

occurrence of oil in, 101

ozocerite in, 398

petroleum industry in, 33, 34

pipe line in, 237

primitive mode of obtaining oil

in, 166, 167

production of petroleum in, 30

Gerrard, improvement of the lucigen

light by, 585

Gesner, description of carbon oil by,

89

Gintl, Dr. H., 73, 79

content of paraffin in oils

given by, 60

experiments of, on the volatibility

of crude oil, 47
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Gentl, table on the relation between

the expansion coefficient and

density by, 45

Giroud's photorheometer, 519-522

Glinsky's dephlegmator, 410

Globe Gas Engine Co., engine of the,

578

Gmelin on Russian oil, 22

Gold in petroleum, 55

Goldstein, 60

Grabowski, theory of, 127

Graebe, '1 1

Grahamite, 39

Grates, use of natural gas in, 000

Great Britain, production of petro

leum in, HO

Green oils, 667

Gregory, 59

discovery of paraffin by, 383

Greiner's densimeter, 407

Grossman, J., conclusions arrived at

by, regarding lubrication, 639

Grotowsky, oil gas apparatuses ac

cording to, 670-672

Grube's oleo-vapor lamp, 591

Guembel, M. V., 126

HAAS' tester, 441-444

Hacquet, reference by, to the

occurrence of petroleum in

Galicia, 30

Hannay, use of residuum for lighting

by, 585

Hanover petroleum, 151

petroleum in, 33

Hanway, J., reference to the Baku

naphtha wells by, 21 , 22

Harcourt's pentane flame, 519

Harden Star, Lewis and Sinclair Co.,

Jupiter light of the, 588, 589

Hargreaves' motor, 574

Harper, 151

Hartley, W., on preparing caudles for

photometric experiments, 514

Harvey well, 660, 661

Haupt burner, 659

Havanna, asphalt near, 3

Hay, 80

Head or gas dome, 281-283

Hearths, apparatuses for firing, with

liquid fuel, 634-636

Heavv oils, 75

Heck'er, J., 31

Heckmann's naphtha still, 302-304

Hefner-Alteneck's amyl acetate lamp,

515, 516

Heliophyllum, 146, 159

Hell and Medinger, acids, examined

by, 53

investigation of

Roumanian

oils by, 52

Henuiger's tubulure, 245

Henry, nitrogen in elaterite found

by, 51

Herrmann, 60

Herodotus, petroleum mentioned by,

Hess, investigation of the products of

dry distillation by, 3

Hesse, O., sulphur found by, in

asphalt, 54

Heumann's improved Engler tester,

439, 440

Hilger, A., analysis of oil-gas by, 668

Hirzel's oil gas apparatus, 673-675

History of petroleum, 1-36

Hitchcock, C. H., 127

table lamp, 584, 5S5

Hochstetter, 137

Hock engine, 562

Hoerler*s method of determining the

flashing point, 440, 441

Hogson's testing machine, 478, 479,

4S0

Holde, experiments by, on the flash

ing point, 454-457

Hopper, machine for driving hoops

by, 331

Hiibl's test for rosin oil, 542

Hue, Abbe, description of Chinese

method of drilling wells by, 168,

169

Hudson River, passage of the trunk

pipe line under the, 225, 226

Hull, tankages at, 218

Humboldt, A. v., theory of, 123

Hunt, T. Sterry, 132. 139, 140. 143,

158, 159

Hurss, P., report on Bolivia petro

leum by, 17

Hutchinson, plan of a pipe line by,

219, 226

Hydrocarbon oils, early objection to,

for lubrication, 637

Hydrocarbons, 55-71

aromatic, containing gas and tar,

apparatus for the produc

tion of, 597-599

production of, from resi

duum, 594-599

composition of the, formed by

the cracking process, 371, 372

experiments in the use of, for

feeding steam boilers, 576
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Hydrocarbons, hexahydroaromatic,

64-66

liquid, solubility of metals in,

646, 647

non-saturated, change in, 139

other series of, 68-71

saturated, 56-62

uncertainty of the boiling points

of, 368

Hydrometers, 400, 407

Hypothesis, emanation, 121-130

reasons for its being

untenable, 124-127

TLLINOIS, gas wells of, 109

1 Illuminating oil, clearing of, 325

coloration of, 307

determination of the

capillarity of, 460,

461

distillate, 295,296

treatment of the,

307-325

nitration of, 325-328

first barrel of, soldin

the United States,

10

oils, 75

American, classifica

tion of, 578, 579

classification of, 554

determination of

acidity of, 539, 540 i

odor of, 538 I

viscosity of, 458-461

use of petroleum for, 578-592

Imbert, 84

India, occurrence of oil in, 103

production of petroleum in, 30 |

transport of crude oil in, 208

Indians, methods of the, for collecting

oil, 165

use of petroleum by, 5, 6

Inflammability, definition of, 418

Inflammable gas, 658

Ingham and Stapfer's machine for

testing lubricants, 486

Intschik and Barv's continuous still,

339-342

apparatus of, for the production

of aromatic hydrocarbons con

taining gas and tar, 597-599

Iron, crude oil in the manufacture

of, 552, 553

determination of, 540, 541

effect of, upon the intensity of

light, 532

in petroleum, 55

Irvine, R., on the occurrence of oil in

Egypt, 18, 19

Irwin & Peterson, well of, 11

Isherwood, experiments of, with

liquid fuel on board the gunboat

Pallas, 620, 621

Isocambylbeuzole, 68

Isocumol, 67

Isodurole, 68

Isoxylole, 67

Italy, petroleum in, 35

production of petroleum in, 30

JAHNS' testing machine, 498-567

Japan, mode of working wells in,

165, 166

petroleum in, 36

production of petroleum in, 30

Jars, 175, 180

Fauck's self-acting free-fall, 192,

193

mode of working of the, 182

Jet, 38

Joganson's sprinkler, 619

Johnston, L. C, on the occurrence of

oil in the Orange Free State, 19

oxygen found by, in elaterite, 53

Jones,Col.,construction ofburners by,9

T. Rupert, investigations of, 134

well, 109

Jonine, 64

Junker, investigations of the thick

ening of oil by, 581

Jupiter light, 5!»5, 588, 589

Jura,distribution ofbitumen in the,l 18

KAEMPFER, description of the

Baku naphtha wells by, 21

Kaiseroel, 579

Kalm, Peter, book by, 5

Kamenski, furnace of, 600

Karapctow's sprinkler, 628, 629

Karg well, 108, 109

Karner, M., 136

Karns, S. I)., first suggestion of a

pipe-line by, 219

Kast and Kunkler, examination of

Egyptian oil by, 19

Keates's candle balanee, 512, 513

Kennedy, patent of, 312

Kentucky,occurrence of oil in, 101 ,159

Kerl, Bruno, 60, 139

Keroseline, 74, 75

Kerosene, definition of the term, 579

Keyser, Dr., 8

Khatan, petroleum in, 16]

Kier, S. M. and McKuen, refining

of petroleum by, 7
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Kind's boring instrument, 185

Kuapp's apparatus for oil gas, 675

Knar, C, theory of the formation of

asphalt by, 140, 141

Knight and Harfield's engine, 575

Knowles compressor, 21)7-269

pump, 267

Knox, G., paper by, 3

Kobell, 135

Koch, Dr., 12, 13

Koebrick, invention of, 172

Konowaloff, 65

Korting's tar sprinkler, 612-615

pipe sprinkler, 629-681

Koubaii naphtha region, 22

Kraemer, Dr. G., 4l', 58, 59, 63, 65,

67, 69, 70, 77, 152, 155, 156

content of acid in petroleum

found by, 52, 53

experiments of, 52

011 oxygen in petroleum, 51

on the formation of petro

leum, 153, 154

sulphur found by, in German

oils, 54

and Boettcher, determination of

phenols by, 53

investigation of German

oil by, 51

Krueger, theory of, 133

Kiinkler, examination of Russian

cylinder oils by, 642-644

Kuuze, O., 131

Kurbatoff, 58, 63, 64, 67, 68

LABORATORY, distilling appar

atuses for use in the, 244-248

Lachowicz, 56, 58, 63, 65, 67

Lamansky, S., report of, on the ex

amination and availability of

naphtha or oil gas, 668, 669

viscosimeter of, 466, 467

and Jawein, experiments of, 011

the illuminating power of oil

gas, 677, 678

results in testing oils obtained

by, 494, 495

Lamp, activity of a, in burning, 580

carcel, 518, 519

constituent parts of a, 579

Hefner-Alteneck's arnyl acetate,

515, 516

oleo-vapor, 591

primitive form of, 579

retrogression of the flame of a,

581

Sunlight, 591, 592

thickening of the oil in the, 581

Lamp, transformation of the, 579

Wells, 590, 591

Lamps, burning, temperature in, 419

for heavy oils and residuum,

585-592

groups of, 579

lucigen, 587

without chimney, 584, 585

Laurent and Reichenbach, researches

upon paraffin by, 3, 4

discovery of paraffin by, 383

Law, Poiseuille's, 462, 463

Lawrence's svstem of condensation,

289

Lead oxide, purification with, 312

Le Bel, J. H., 64, 65, 71, 139

tubulure of, 245

work of, on Pechelbronn pe

troleum, 33

Leet, A. N., discovery of the cracking

process described by, 369, 370

Lefebre, 80

Lenoir tester, 424

Lentny, experiments of, 371

Lenvic's motor, 572

Lenz, furnace of, 600

new slit-sprinkler of, 624, 625

slit-sprinkler of, 618, 619

Lepenau's leptometer, 472, 473

Leptometer, Lepenau's, 472. 473

Lerche, description of the Balakhani

naphtha wells by, 21

J., 209, 270
Lermontorva, 596

investigations of tar by, 595

Lesley, J. P., 96

on the occurrence of oil in

Kentucky, 159

on tlie formation of Pennsyl

vania petroleum, 151

opinion of. 134, 135

Lesquereux, L., 131

Letny, Prof., 596

patent of, for the production

of aromatic hydrocarbons

from naphtha, 594

Leuckart, R., 141

Lew, investigations of the retrogres

sion of the flame by, 581

Lewin, L., investigations by, of the

physiological action of petroleum,

648. 649

Lichfield well, 109

Liebermann's tester, 444

Light, action of, upon petroleum, 46

-houses, use of natural gas for, 662

illuminating gas as a unit of,

519-522
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German, examination of.
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047
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odor of, 538

of different derivation, dis

tinction of, 550, 551
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Lubricating oils, uses of, 636-047

viscosity of, 461-464

Lubrication, Grossman on, 639

of locomotives, 639, 640

marine engines, 040

railroad cars, 638, 039

stationary engines, 040

use of fats for, 655

with residuum, 502-594

Lucigen burner, cost of a, 580

illumination, use of, by the

French War Department, 585,

58(i

lamps, 587

light, 585

Light Co., 585

light, use of, in building the Tay

and Firth of Forth bridges, 580

Lukasiewicz and Pzeh, analysis of

Galician petroleum by, 31

Lux's improvements of Thurston's

testing machine, 490, 491

Lye agitator, 300

treatment of lubricating oil with,

300-308

Lyman. B. S., 103. 165. 166

Lyne, L., experiments on boiler in

crustations, 657

MACADAM, Dr. S., on the solvent

power of paraffin oil, 54

MacDugall's patent tank vessels, 214

McKuen and Kier, refining of petro

leum by, 7

MacNaught's testing machine, 478

Machine oils, American, examination

of, 042 044

commercial, flashing and

burning points of7 457,

458

Russian, examination of.

042-044

Magenbach on Poiseuille's law, 402.

463

Magnesia salts, effect of, upon the

intensity of light, 532

determination of, 540, 541

Maltha, 38, 164

constitution of, 40

density of, 40

naphthalene in, 70

synonyms for, 39

Manufacture of paraffin, 383-104

petroleum, 202-382

Map of the Middle Colonies of

America, 1755, 5

Marcus, S., motor of, 502-566

Marine plants, petroleum from, 131

Markoff fountain, 25

Markownikoff, 05, 07. 68, 69, 71

and Oglobin, 64

acids examined by, 53

determination ofphenols

by, 53

examination of the ash

of petroleum by, .55

investigations of the ex

pansion coefficient by,

44

establishment of phenol by, 52

Marsh gas, 56-62

experiments on, 109, 110

Marten's tester for lubricating oils,

450-452

viscosimeter, 474. 475

Mass, J., analysis of cosmoline by,

649

Matscheko, introduction of the use

of superheated steam by, 349

Mawberry and Smith, investigation

of sulphur combinations by, 312

Mecca, Ohio, attempt to obtain oil at,

100

pits at, 4. 5

Medicinal purposes, use of petroleum

for, 647-652

Medlicott, H. B., 102. 161

Mellon pipe line, 224

Mendelejeff, Prof., 68

on the exhaustion of Russian

oil, 27

theory of, 122

Menier, experiments of, with coal,

004

Menilite schists, Carpathian, 80

Mesitylene, 07

Mesopotamia, asphalt in, 3

Mesozoic group, distribution of bitu

men in the, 116-118

Metallurgical purposes, oil-firing for,

602, 603

Metals, influence of lubricating oils

on, 046, (547

solubility of, in liquid hydrocar

bons, 646, 647

solvent action of petroleum upon,

53.54

Meteorological factors in the produc

tiveness of a deposit, 112

Methane, 56-62, Ho

Meyer. V., method of, of determining

the flashing point, 440

Middle Devonian, distribution of bit

umen in the. 119

Jura, distribution of bitumen in

the, 118
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Natural gas, use of, in stoves and

grates, 660

utilization of, 663 667

Nawratil, A., 78

sulphuretted hydrogen found by,

in crude oil, 54

Nendtwich, 69

Neocomian, distribution of bitumen

in the, 117

Nephtar or nephtoj, 2

Nervin, Mackeown & Co., 8

Newberry, 151

on the Ohio cannel coal, 146

New Jersey, bitumen in, 4

New York, arrival of first shipment

of petroleum in, 8

bitumen in. 4

natural gas in, 061

pipe line, 222. 223

trunk pipe line, passage of

the, under the Hudson

River, JrJ/>. 226

New Zealand, petroleum in, 20

Niagara limestone, 1->S

Nineveh, use of semi-fluid bitumen

in the construction of. 2. 3

Nitric acid as substitute for sulphuric

acid, 311. 312

Nitrogen in petroleum, -V). 51. 144

Nobel and Wittenstrom's step fur

nace. KA

Brothers5 impro>ement* in the

Russian oil industry by the,

'£ ■>. U'i

impro>ement in tank-transporta

tion by, -J\ 1

Nobel's system of continuous distilla

tion, -■-....!,

Nordhansen sulphuric arid, artion of,
■ ■■■

North American, marine formations

in. 13ii.

Nugent. Dr. N.. arro-jnt of the Trim-

dad pitch lake hy.

Ncrschan. ga3 shale, of, 1 {,>

Ohio, occurrence of oil in, 161

petroleum, sulphur combinations

in, 312

pits in, 4, 5

pressures and productions of k»*

in, 16*. 1(«»

shale, bitumen of the, 162, 163

wells drilled in, 13

Oil, Alsace, photometric tests of, JiVifP,

Ml

American crude, analysis of, 261
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Oils, blue, tili"

Caucasian, results obtained by

fractional distillation of, 41 1 -418

commercial machine, flashing

and burning points of, 457, 458

conclusions regarding the direct

testing of, as to their lubricat-

power, 509-551

crude, difference in, 155-157

shale, processes of refining,

3&5, 386

cylinder, 642

determination of mineral saltsin,

540, 541

phvsical properties of,

405

the specific gravity of,

405-409

fat, and fats, determination of,

545-548

German lubricating, examination

of, 643. 645

green, 667

heavy, 75

heavy, and residuum, lamps for,

585-692

hydrocarbon, earl> objection to,

for lubrication, 637

illuminating, 75

classification of, 554

determination of acidity of,

539, 540

odor of, 538

viscosity of, 458, 461

light, 74, 75

lubricating, apparatus for exam

ining, 414, 416, 417

behavior of, towards sul

phuric acid, 538, 539

chemical purification of, 365-

368

classification of, 554

cold test for, 543-545

color in judging, 537, 538

determination of acidity of,

539. 540

fat oils and fats in,

545-548

paraffin in, 541

resin and caoutch

ouc in, 541

rosin oil iii,541—543

the constancy of,

549, 550

examination of, 414 417

flashing point of, 447-458

from residuum by simple dis

tillation, 349

ils, lubricating, from Russian resi

duum, 350

influence of metals on, 646,

647

Marten's tester for, 450-452

odor of, 538

of different derivation, dis

tinction of, 550, 551

old method of determining

the flashing point of, 447

Pensky's tester for, 448, 449

residuum for the manufac

ture of, 348. 349

stills for, 355-365

test for creosote, carbolic

acid and allied substances

in, 548

uses of, 636-647

viscosity of. 461-464

lustreless and perfumed, 656

methods of testing, 405-551

mineral, summary of properties

of, 641

table for the reduction to the

normal temperature of the

densities of, 259

Oelheim lubricating, examina

tion of, 643, 645

paraffin, manufacture of, 383-387

minerals for the production

of, 383

Pennsylvania, results obtained

by fractional distillation of,

411-413

removal of fluorescence from, 656

results of testing, 494, 495

Russian cylinder, examination

of, 642-644

machine, examination of,

642-644

solar or mixing, 641 , 642

substances used in perfuming,

657

volatile, classification of, 554

uses and properties of, 554—

.561

wool, 642

Olefines, 62-64

Oleo-vapor lamp, 591

light, 58-5

Oligocene, distribution of bitumen in

the, 115

Olszewski, K., 101. 110

Optical properties of petroleum, 45,

46

Orange Free State, petroleum in, 19

Organic origin of petroleum, 130-152

Origin of petroleum, 121-164
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Orthoceratites. 1¥>

Ortoo. Prof. E.. 151. 154. lot*. H~

on the anticlinal theory. SC.

Oxygen and its combinations, 51^54

processes which take place in -Jie

absorption of. 72

Ozocerite, Hz, I»4

constitnents of. 4<»i

erode, treatment of. "f>

distillation of. 4»i0. 4)>1

formation of. 127. 12S>

from the island of Tschelekon.

ocenrrence of. 3i». 3f9

structure and melting point of.

4uu

synonyms for. 39

yield of paraffin from, 403

PAGLIANTS viscosimeter, 473. 474

Paleozoic group, distribution of

bitumen in the, 119. 120

Palewski, 67

Pallas, description of the Kouban

naphtha region by, 22

Paper coal, 146

Papyraceous lignite, 146

Paraffin, 56-02

agitator, £88

American, commercial qualities

of, 397

commencement of the manufac

ture of, 00

constitution aud properties of,

00, 01

content of, in various oils, 60

crude, purification of. 390, 391,

402 ,

crystallization of, 386, 387 , 389,

390

determination of, 541

discovery of, 3, 59, 383

fossil, occurrence of, 398, 399

liquid, properties of, 397, 398

manufacture of, 383-404

in the United States,

387-391

oil, 75

crude, 384

properties of, 397, 398

oils, manufacture of, 383-387

minerals for the production

of, 3K3

original presence of, in petro

leum, 61, 02

properties of, 3!I7

researches upon, 3, 4

Parana, specific gravity of, 397

Thorn's apparatus for extracting,

4U3. 4(4

Paraffins, fossil, 62

presence of. in petroleum, 59, 60

Parallel pipe-condenser, 2.88, 289

Paraxylol. 67

Paris-Lyons Mediterranean Railway,

testing machine of the, 494-4H7

Parran. theory of, 123

Parrish naphthometer, 432-134

Panl, C. M., 101, 12-5, 137

and Tietze. investigations by, of

the occurrence of petroleum in

the Carpathian mountains, 100

Pease's tester. 444

Peat plants, formation of petroleum

from, 132. 133

Pebal and Freund, determination of

phenols by, 53

Pechelbronn. bitumen of, 3

Peckham, F. S., 60, 63. 07, 76, 135,

141, 144. 151.1*.

158

opinion of, on the

crushing effect of

the explosion of a

torpedo, 201, 202

statement regarding

the curbed pits bv,

5

sulphur found by, in

California petro

leum, 54

Peclet, apparatuses for oil-firing de

scribed by, 007

Peclet's formula for calculating the

surface of a superheater, 352

Pelouze, 56, 59, 08

Pennsylvania crude oil, analysis of,

243

length of pipe

lines carry

ing, 224, 225

methane ser

ies in, 57

yield of illum

inating oil

from, 77

demand for natural gas in, 660

fact in the occurrence of oil in,

98

gas wells, 100

Globe Gas Light Co., improved

Royal Gas Machine manufac

tured by the, 555-560

oil deposits, 90

sand, 86
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Pennsylvania oils, results obtained

by fractional distillation of,

411-413

petroleum, formation of, 151

pits in the oil regions of, 4, 5

State Legislature, introduction of

a bill for building a pipe line in

the, 220

system of drilling, 175-184

Transportation Co., charter1

granted to the, 221

use of natural gas in, 107

Pensky's improved tester, experi

ments with, 4-52-458

tester for lubricating oils, 448,

449

Pentane, 519

flame, Harcourt's, 519

Percival, occurrence of bitumen men

tioned by, 4

Percussive drills, 1 73-17-")

Persia, naphtha springs of, 4

Persians, methods of the, for collect

ing oil, 165

Peru, oil fields of, 17, 18

production of petroleum in, 30

Peterson and Dale, refinery of, 12

Petrocene, 70, 71

Petrolene, 68

Petroleum, action of sulphuric acid

upon, 307-310

Alsace, results of distillation of,

413,414

analyses of, 40, .50, 77, 78

and its products, use of, for driv

ing motors, 561-578

natural gases, 105-111

petroleum products, utiliza

tion of, as fuel, 599-636

residuum apparatuses for fir

ing boilers with, 608-020

residuum apparatuses for fir

ing hearths with, 634-636

residuum apparatuses for fir

ing locomotives with, 627-

634

residuum apparatuses for fir

ing steamers with, 620-627

Argentine, properties of, 16, 17

as an antiseptic, 648

behavior of, towards sulphuric

acid, 538, 539

benzine, 75

Besson's experiments with, as

fuel, 604

boiling point of, 47, 48

brine with, 104, 105

burning point of, 418

-oleum, calorific value of, 79

Chandler's experiments on the

flashing point of, 419

changes in, by exposure to the

air, 71-73

color of, 532

combustibility of, 418

commercial varieties of, 537

complaints against, 9

composition of, 49

conclusions in regard to the ori

gin and formation of, 163. 164

condensing points of the separate

combinations of, 126

constitution of, 40

crude, density of distillates of, 76

percentage of commercial

products obtained from,

76, 77

density of, 40-42

determination of the density of, 42

quantitities of

heavy oils,

exerting an

injurious ef

fect upon

the illumin

ating power

of, 410-417

use of, as fuel,

621

diseases due to, 049

drilling for, 170

early experiments in distilling,

269-272

knowledge of, 2, 3

use of the word in the United

States, 5

ether, 74

medicinal use of, 647

use of, for rectifying crude

spirits, 554, 555

expansion co efficient of, 44

facts supporting the hypothesis

of the formation of, from ani

mals, 143, 144

first treatment of, with sulphuric

acid and lye, 307

flashing point of, 418

fluctuations in the price of, 234,

235

gases accompanying, 79-84

groups of distillates of, 73

industry in the United States,

4-15

inflammability of, 418

injurious effect of, upon the or

ganisms, 648, 649

45
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products, heavy, use of, for pre

venting boiler incrusta
tions, ti-ri7

saponification of, 652-t>>4

uses and properties of, 553.

:>*

prospects of striking, in the Car

pathian mountains, J00

quantities of fractions of, 73, 74

refuse, Russian, evaporative

value of, wi

regions, difference in the crude

oils from various, 156-157

relation between the expansion

co-efficient and the density of,

I.,

siiponilinlile substances in, 654

— -Jhe formation of,

2=e :C *s 1 sc'Sstirnte for nitrate

:-" s£Lverand blue stone,

:cr 1" cmmating pur

poses, 578-592

cedicinal purposes,

<>47-652

ases and rrowrties of, 552-657

i?t« tcr driving engines, o7o.

>ie occurrence of, 89

T'.iiUliraiion of, 46. 47

well, story of the first, 13

worfcs. largest, in the United

States. 2»i:>. :_"H4

worid'sproductionof, table of, t>SM

Pecrolia. Canada, 1-5

Petroline. 7»i. 3.NJ

properties and manufacture of,

649-652

Pfeiffer, Dr. E., 129, 143

Phenanthrene, 71

Philadelphia, specifications for mix-

ingasphaltand residuum in,34T

trunk pipe line to, 222. 223

Philipp, E. B., experiments of, with

natural gas, 6->S, 659

Phillips. C, analysis of natural gas

by, 82

Phosphorus in petroleum, 55

Photometer, Bunsen's, 511

room, the, 522

Photometric experiments, execution

of, 513, 514

measurements, burners for, 521.

523
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I'liotometric measurements, by Eng-

ler and Lew, 523—5:5)

Schestopol, 52!-

sn

tests, 511-532

of naphtha candles, 655

oil gas, 669

Photorheometer, Giroud's, 519—522

Physiological properties of petro

leum, 48

Picnometer, the, 4o7. 46*

Piedboeuf, J. L., 126. 142

Pintsch's oil gas producer, 675, 676

Pipe condensers, 2M. 2*6

line certificates, 233. 204

Companies, 232

first. in Russia, 235. 236

in Germany, 237

stations, equipments of. 22*.

229

lines. 219-239

cleaning of. 231

friction in, 22-5

gradual growth of, 220. 221

in Russia. 236. 237

laying of, 225

pumping stations of. 226

pumps for, 226-228

riotous demonstration

against, 220

storage tanks at stations of.

225

trunk lines, table showing actual

length of each, 222-224

Pithole Creek, curbed pits at, 5. 166

Pitt and Van Bleck, patent of. 312

Pittsburgh natural gas, candle power

of, 658

trunk pipe line to, 221, 222, 223

Plants and animals, origin of petro

leum from, 151. 152

mineral coal, origin of petro

leum from, 13O-139

marine, petroleum from, 131

residues of. 145

Plate furnace fitted for gas, 667

Pliocene, distribution of bitumen in

the, 114

Plumacher, E. H.. 1*

Plutarchus.petroleum mentioned by,2

Poggendorf, J. C, 12*

Poiseuille's law, 462

Polishing oil, 75

Polo, Marco, report on the oil regions

of Baku by, 22

Potash and soda lyes, table of specific

gravity and per cent. by weight of,

682

Potassinm permanganate as substi

tute for sulphuric acid, 311

Pounds, avoirdupois, to find the num

ber of, in one cubic foot of any sub

stance. 44

Prague, early use of petroleum in, 31

Pressure 1n the formation of petro

leum, 155

of gas, lOS-110

Prestwich, 159

Priestman motor, 56S—572

Primary and secondary deposits, 85-92

deposits, existence of, 158-163

Propane, 1 1 0

Prott, S. \Y., theory of, 123

Prumier, L., 71

Pseudocumol, 67

Pterophvllum, 145

Puddling furnace, directly acting,

fitted for gas, 6(>5

ordinary, fitted for gas,

Olio. 666

Pumps, 260-209

for pipe lines, description of, 226-

22*

Punjab, petroleum in the. 161

Purification, chemical, of the illumi

nating oil distillate, 307-325

Putzoel, 75

Pyrene, 71

Pyrigen furnace. 5s*

Pyrmont, asphalt of, 3. 123

Pyronaphtha, 579

Pyroschists, 141. 161

OUILLFELDT'S motor, 575. 576

Quintus Curtius Rufus, petro-

leum mentioned by, 2

RACKS, loading, 231 . 232

Ragosin, experiments of, 371

Ragot's motor, 573

Railroad cars, lubrication of, 638, 639

Ramdohr's drum for pulverizing

bone-black, 395. 396

filtering apparatus, 391-395

Rangoon petroleum wells, 3

Reamer, the, 184

Red Sea, petroleum in a coral reef on

the shores of the, 142

Redwood, B., determination of the

densities of petroleum by, 46

investigations of the influence of

lubricating oils on metals by.646

manufacture of barrels described

by, 336. 331

on substances affecting the in

tensity of light, 532

f
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Redwood. B-. vasoDtfnr:eter of, 47-3

Reiineries. lar-iest. :a the United

States.

Russian. :>-4

term ct. :>2

Refinery, location ot 4. 2r>t. 264

Peterson a=d Dale *. \ -

Refining apparatuses, construction

of. SI 4. M i

apparatuses. systems of. 315-324

apparatus, str^iie vessel. 321-324

apparatus with two separate ves

sels.

preparatocv operations of. 264-

process, seldom used. 325

waste products of the. 324

quantity ot su'.phurie acid in. 311

Regenerative furnace, continuously

working, fitted for gas.

furnaces with open hearth fitted

for gas. >>»'7

Regnault's distilling apparatus, 24.-

24*

Reichenbach, K.. 135.

discovers of paraffin bv, 3,

59. SSI

and Laurent, researches upon

paraffin by, 3. 4

Reinipp, reference to the Baku re

gion by, 22

Residuum, 75. 76

and heavv oils, lamps for, 5S3-

592'

petroleum, apparatuses for

firing boilers with. t>0>S-620

petroleum, apparatuses for

firing hearth with, 634-030

petroleum, apparatuses for

firing locomotives with,

627-4>34

petroleum, apparatuses for

firing steamers with, 620-

627

Caucasian, gradual increase in

the specific gravity of distil

lates from, 364

cooling of, 347

evaporative power of, 600

firing stills with, .'{37

for the manufacture of lubricat

ing oils, 348, 34!t

Galician, oil from, 365

lubrication with, 592-594

production of aromatic bodies

from, 594-399

properties of, 346

pulverization of, 602. 603

Residuum, readily decotnposable.still

for working, 376. 377

Russian, oils from, 350

simple distillation of. 349

spontaneous ignition of, 347

treatment of, for the manufac

ture of lubricating oil, 34*

utilization of, 340-355. 592-3SH

Resin, determination of, 541

in crude oil, determination of

260. 261

Resistance, frictional, tests as to,

470-511

Retorts, vertical, advantages of, 673

Rhaetic. distribution of bitumen in

the, 118

Rhetian formation, occurrence of oil

in the. 16

Rhigolene, 74

Richthofen, 84

Roberts. Col. E. A. L., use of the tor

pedo suggested by, 201

Rochester tumbler works, introduc

tion of natural gas into the, 061

Rock gas, 6-58

oil, 38
-structure and oil-bearing, con

nection between, 08, 99

Rocks, eruptive, 125

petroleum in, 91

Roehrig. Dr. E., 136

Roemer, II., 86

Ronalds, 80

Rose, H., on gas inclusions in the

Wieliczka salt, 128, 129

Rosin oil, determination of, 541-343

mixture of, with petroleum.

10, 11

soaps, 655
Rotatorv method, drilling tools for.

170-173

Roumania crude oil, analyses of. -4-1

favorable influence of the anti-

clinals upon the oil regions of.

101

mode of obtaining oil in, 167

petroleum industry in, 32, 33

Rozet, theory of, 123
Rudnew, analysis of oil gas by, 66.S

Russia, absence of color industry in.

595
and the Caucasus, petroleum in

dustry in, 2(i-.''0

aniline and alizarine manufac

tories in, 596

birth of the oil industry in, 24

decline in the price of petroleum

in, 28, 29
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Russia, earlv use of tank vessels in,

210, 211

exhaustion of petroleum in, 27

experiments with liquid fuel in,

600

export of petroleum and petro

leum products from, 28

first pipe line, 285, 236

monopoly of working oil springs

in, 23

output of petroleum in, 23

petroleum supplied by, to the

markets of the world, 28

pipe lines in, 236, 237

primitive method of obtaining

naphtha in, 24

production of crude petroleum in,

26

petroleum in, 30

railway transportation in, 27, 28

refineries in, 264

regions of, traversed by tank

cars, 209, 210

sale of oil territory in, 23, 24

tank cars in, 27, 28

use in, 209, 210

waste of oil in, 25

Russian artificial oil, distilling ex

periments with, 253-256

cylinder oils, examination of,

'642-644

machine oils, examination of,

642-644

oils in the form of distillates,

flashing point of, 296

petroleum, consumption of, in

various countries, 29

refuse, evaporative value of.

662

refined oil, statistics of importa

tions of, in tanks, 217

residuum, oils from, 350

SADTLER, S. P., 60, 80

analysis of natural gas by, 663

Safety oil, 75

Salleron-TJrbaine apparatus, 420-422

Salses, 111, 126

Salt, common, for filtering, 325

Sand pump, the, 184

Sandstone, asphaltic, 38

Saponification of petroleum products,

652-654

Sargasso Sea, 131, 132

Sauerlaudt, B., investigation of ozoc

erite by, 400

Saw-dust for filtering, 325, 326

Saybolt electric tester, 424-426

Schaal, C, investigations of, 52

saponification of petroleum

products according to the

method of, 652-654

Scheererite, 62

Scheurer-Kestner, experiments of,

with coal, 664

Schiltz's motor, 574

Schlesinger's engine, 575

Schinelck, researches on the intensity

of the flame by, 580, 581

Schmidt, 80, 596

Schneider, Dr. O., reference by, to

an Arabian inscription found at

Baku, 21

Schoenberger & Co., introduction of

natural gas into the rolling mills

of, 661

Schorlemmcr, 56, 60, 63, 67, 68

and Chandler, combinations of

the methane series in Pennsyl

vania crude oil established by,

56, 57

Schubert, J., table of expansion cal

culated by, 45

Schuchoffs forfunka, 619, 620

Schuetzenberger, 64

Schultz, 67

Schwarzenbach, 60, 68

Schwarz's furnace for oil gas, 675

Scotland, petroleum in, 34

Screw auger, the, 170

Seaweeds, formation of coal from, 132

Secondary and primary deposits, 85-

92

deposits, 158

Seligne, improvements in the manu

facture of shale oil by, 383

Selwyn, apparatus of, for liquid fuel,

599

experiments with liquid fuel by,

599

Seneca oil, 8, 166

Seneca Oil Co., 13

Senecas, religious ceremony of the, 5

Senoniau, distribution of bitumen in

the, 117

Settling tanks, 327 , 328

I Seyssel, bitumen at, 160

I Shale oils, crude, chemical treatment

of, 385, 386

processesof refining, 385,

386

purposes of refining, 385

products obtained by the destruc

tive distillation of, 384

Shaler, N. S., 151

Shales. 383
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Shales, rich in oil, 102

Shaw and Linton, patent of, for the

use of liquid fuel oil steam

vessels, 59!)

Linton's furnace, 623, 624

Sheffield well, the, 107

Sherwood oil, 74

Shields, tankages at. 218

Shropshire coal measures, bitumen in

the, 136

petroleum in, 159, 160

Siemens burner, Ooi)

Silliman, Prof. B., description of the

mode of ob

taining oil by,

166

oil spring near

Cuba, N. Y.,

by, 4

experiments in distilling

petroleum by, 271

on the boiling points of

hydrocarbons, 368, 369

Silurian, distribution of bitumen in

the, 120

Silver in petroleum, 55

Sinker bar, the, 182

Sjogren, Dr. Hj., 102

Sludge acid, 324, 388

Smelting furnaces fitted for gas, 667

Smith, William, 13

Soda and potash lyes, table of specfic

gravitvand percent. by weight

of, 682

carbonate of, table showing con

tent of crystallized and anhy

drous salts in solutions of, 681

caustic, substitutes for, 312

treatment with, 312

solution, refuse, 324

Solar or mixing oils, 641, 642

Solubility and solvent powers of pe

troleum, 71

South America and Canada, oil re

gions of, 15-18

Southern trunk pipe line, 222. 224

Spady, J., 05

Spakowski, first sprinkler constructed

by, 626

furnace constructed by, 600

nozzle sprinkler of, 625-627

Spang, Chalfant and Co., introduction

of natural gas into the mill of, 661

Specific gravity and content of con

centrated

sulphuric

acid, table

of, 680

Specific gravity and content of dilute

sulphuric

acid, table

of, 679

and per cent. by weight

of potash aud soda

Ives, table of, 682

balances, 408, 40!)

finding the, correspond

ing to any de

gree Baum£,44

degree Bauine

corresponding

to any, 44

of crude oil, determina

tion of, 256-260

oils, determination

of the, 46.5- 469

table of the, correspond

ing to each degree of

Baumd's hvdrometer,

43

Speechley, analysis of natural gas

from, 82

Spiel's motor, 566-568

Spirit, petroleum, 75

Sprayer, the, 328, 329

Spraying process, 328. 329

Sprinkler, Avdon, Wise aud Fields,

609-61 \

Brandt's. 617

de Bay and de Rosette's, 611, 612

Drory's tar and oil, 615, 616

form of a, much used, 616, 617

Jogansou's, 619

Karapetow's, 628, 629

Korting's, 629-631

tar, 612-615

Lenz's, 618, 619

new slit. 624, 625

Morth's, 612

Schuchoffs, 619, 620

Spakowski's nozzle, 625-627

Urquhart's, 631-634

Westphal's, 634-636

Sprinklers or forfuukas, 604

Stalil's apparatus for testing the vis

cosity, 476

Stammer's colorimeter, 533—535

Standard flame, 512

Statistics of importations of Russian

and American refined oil in tanks,

217

St. Claire Deville, experiments of, in

firing locomotives with

liquid fuel, 627. 628

experiments of, with

liquid fuel, 600
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St. Claire Deville, nitrogen in maltha

established by, 51

Steam, pulverization of liquid fuel

,vith, 608

superheated, action of, 350

advantages of, 351

heating capacity of, 351

introduction of, for distilling

residuum, 349,350

the use of, 272

tests for, 353, 354

superheating of, 353

vessels, patents for the use of

liquid fuel on, 599

Steamers, apparatuses for firing, with

liquid fuel, 620-627

Stelling's densimeter, 407

Stelzner on the occurrence of oil in

the Argentine Republic, 16

Stenars, D. K., ou the occurrence of

petroleum in Scotland, 34

Stenhouse, 60

Still, arrangement of the gas dome or

head of the, 281-283

cast iron, construction and brick

ing in of a, 373-375

cheese-box, 272-274

continuous, Alexejew's, 342-346

Dolinin's, 346

Intschik and Bary's, 339-342

for working readily decomposa

ble residuum, 376, 377

Heckmann's naphtha, 302-304

ozocerite, 4(16

primitive Russian, 270

wagon, 278-281

without the use of a vacuum, 357

with vacuum for the distillation

of lubricating oil, 361-363

Stills, continuous, Nobel's system of,

335-339

crude oil, 272-283

cylinder, 274-278

firing of, with residuum, 337

for the cracking process, 372-382

lubricating oils, 355-365

rectifying, for benzine, 296-307

Stoddard's tester, 444

Storage tanks, specifications for, 230

Storer, F. H., 56

Stout and Hand, first barrel of oil

delivered to, 9

Stoves and furnaces, petroleum, for

domestic purposes, 636

use of natural gas in, 660

Strabo, petroleum mentioned by, 2

Strata encountered in drilling, 199-

201

Strippelmann, 151, 152

Strohmeier, nitrogen in asphalt found

by, 51

Subterranean oil reservoirs, 91, 92

Sulphuric acid, action of, upon petro

leum, 367-310

behavior of petroleum

towards, 538, 539

concentrated, table of

specific gravity and

content of, 680

dilute, table of specific

gravity and content of,

679

fuming, action of, 309

quautitv of, for refining,

311

substitutes for, .311, 312

treatment of lubricating

oil with, 366

Sulphur in crude oil, determination

of, 261

in petroleum, 54, 55

Sulphurous acid, evolution of, 309

Sundhenski naphtha region, 27

Sunlight lamp, 591, 592

Superheater, arrangement of a, 351,

352

choice of material for a, 354

construction of a, 352, 353

of wrought iron pipes coated with

cast iron, 354

Peclet's formula for calculating

the surface of a, 352

Surface wells, 89

Synclines, gas in the, 97

Syria, asphalt in, 3

bituminous deposits in, 142

I^ABLE for the reduction to the

normal temperature of the den

sities of mineral oils, 259

of the specific gravity corres

ponding to each degree of

Baum£'s hydrometer, 43

Tables, useful, 679-683

Tagioff fountain, 25

Tagliabue, apparatus for mixing oils,

construcledby, 10

closed tester of, 420-42K

open tester of, 423, 424

standard oil-freezer of, 544, 545

Tankage, Batoum, 28

Tankages, 217. 218

Tank cars, 20K-210

in Russia, 27, 28

introduction of, 207, 208
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Tank steamer "Charlois," descrip

tion of the, 211-213

Zoroaster, 211

steamers and sailing vessels carry

ing petroleum from the

United States, 214-216

Russian, 28

trading from Batoum, 216

transportation, development of,

216

vessels, 210-214

according to MacDugall's

patent, 214

wagons, 239, 240

Tanks, collecting, construction of, 292

for the distillates, 292

settling, 827, 328

statistics of importations of Rus

sian and American refined oil

in, 217

storage, specifications of, 230

Tar, 75, 76

coal, yield of anthracene and

benzole from, 595

investigations of, 595

mineral, 38

constitution of, 40

density of, 40

formation of, 127, 128

synonyms for, 39

naphtha, yield of benzole, an

thracene and naphthalene

from, 594, 595

Tarbuth, apparatus of, for liquid fuel,

599

Tareutum Oil, Coal and Salt Co.,

petroleum struck by the, 12

Tate, N., 60. 68

on the boiling point of Amer

ican crude oils, 47

phosphorus and arsenic

found by, in crude oils, 55

Tavernier's engine, 575

Techno-chemical examination of pe

troleum, 73-78

Technological Institute of St. Peters

burg, analysis of naphtha candles

by, 655

Temper-screw, the, 183

Tennessee, occurrence of oil in, 101

Terp, Olaf, emery core-tube, method

of, 173

invention of, 172

Tertiary, distribution of bitumen in

the, 114

Test, cold, 543-545

Tester, Abel's, 42S-432

Bernstein's, 434-436

;er, Braun's, 436, 437

Engler's, 437-439

Ernecke-Hannemann, 424

Gawalowski's, 445-447

Haass', 441-444

Heumann's improved Engler,

439, 440

Liebermann's, 444

Lenoir, 424

Marten's, for lubricating oils,

450-452

Parrish, 432-434

Pensky's, for lubricating oils,

448, 449

improved, experiments with,

452-158

requirements of a, 449, 450

Salleron-Urbaine, 420-422

Savbolt electric, 424-426

Stoddard's, 444

Tagliahue's closed, 426-428

open, 423. 424

Testers, oil, 419-458

Testing machine, Duprez and Na-

poli's, 491-494

Hogson's, 478, 479, 480

Ingham and Stapfer's,

486

Janus', 498-507

MacNaught's, 478

of the Paris-Lyons Med

iterranean Railway,

494-497

Thurston's, 486-491

Willigk's, 497, 49S

Woodbury's, 480-485

machines, defects inherent in, 477

results obtained with,

508. 509

value of experiments

with, 507, 508

oils, methods of, 405-551

the viscosity by an inclined plane,

475, 476

Tests as to frictional resistance, 476-

511

for creosote, carbolic acid and

allied substances, 548

photometric, 511-532

of oil gas, 669

simple, for viscosity, 476

Texas petroleum, 141

Thallene, 70

Thermometer-correction, formula for,

250

distilling experiments, showing

the importance of the position

of the bulb of the, 252-2-56
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Thieme, Prof., experiments of, with

forfunkas, 604-606

Thompson, Prof. C, improvements in

the Priestman motor by, 572

Thore\ theory of, 123

Thorner, investigations of the retro

gression of the

flame by, 581

thickening of oil by,

581

Thorn's apparatus for extracting par

affin, 403. 404

Thurston, Prof. R. H., characteristics

of a good lubricating

material furnished by,

637, 638

machine of, for testing

lubricants, 486-491

Tide Water pipe line, 222, 224

Tietze, E., 125, 137

P., 142

Tocchi, A., discovery of oil by, in

Australia, 19

Todd burner, 659. 660

Toluole, 67 1

Tools and implements for handling

the tubing and sucker rods, 205

auxiliary, 195-201

drilling, 180-182

weight of the, 182

for the recovery of tubing, 198,199

free-fall, constituents of the, 188

withdrawal of broken or defec

tive, 199

Torbanite, 38

Torokin on the exhaustion of Russian

oil, 27

Torpedo, crushing effect of the ex

plosion of a, 201, 202

Torpedoes, mode of employing them,

202-204

use of, 201-204

value of, 202

Townsend, R., 102, 161

Trans-Caspian oil region, 102

Transit Oil Co., pumping station of

the, 226

Transportation, boring and convey

ance, 165-240

Transport, primitive methods of, 207,

208

Trias, distribution of bitumen in the,

118

Trinidad, asphalt in, 133, 134

pitch lake, 3

Trousseau, Prof., use of petroleum

by, as a substitute for nitrate of

silver and blue stone, 647, 648

Truax, 70

Tschelekon, island of, ozocerite from,
03

Tubes, sinking the, 196-198

Tubing of bore-holes, 195, 196

recovery of, 198, 199

Tunbridge, J., gold found by, in the

ashes of crude oil, 55

Turkestan, occurrence of oil in, 102

Tweddle, H. W., 70

UHLIG, V., 142

Union Gas Engine Co., engines

of the, 578

Unit of light, 512

comparisons of, 517

illuminating gas as a,

519-522

United Pipe Lines' Association, 221

United States census, petroleum statis

tics collected for the, 205

collection of crude oil in the,

206

early experiments in distil

ling petroleum in the,

270-272

use of natural gas in the,

661

the word petroleum

in the, 5

first artesian well drilled in,

169

attempts in the, to use

liquid fluid, 599

barrel of illuminating oil

sold in the, 10

employment of the dia

mond drill in the, 171

largest petroleum works in

the, 263, 264

manufacture of paraffin in

the, 387-391

mode of cutting out lining

tubes in the, 199

oil lines in the, 92

petroleum industry in the, 4-

15

petroleum supplied by, to the

markets of the world, 28

pipe line, 224

primitive methods of collect

ing oil in, 166

production of petroleum in,

30

question of the employment

of petroleum as fuel in the,

606
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United States, steamers ami sailing

vessels carrying petroleum

from the, 214-216

transport of crude oil in the,

207, 208

tank cars in use in the, 20!'

Upper Devonian, distribution of bit

umen in the, 11!)

Eocene, distribution of bitumen

in the, 115

Jura, distribution of bitumen in

the, 118

Silurian, distribution of bitumen

in the, 120

Urbana, gas wells at, 109

Urphelite, 62

Urquhardt, furnace of, (iOO

sprinkler of, 631-634

V'AL DK TRAVERS, formation of

the asphalt of the, 140. 141

Valenta's test for rosin oil, 542, 543

Vandergriff, J. J. and Forman, G. V.,

the United Pipe Lines' Association

organized by, 221

Vanduzen Gas and Gasoline Engine

Co., motor of the, 578

Van Sycle, S , experiments in con

tinuous distillation by, 333

first working pipe line put

down by, 220

Vapors, petroleum, for driving en

gines, 575, 576

Vaseline, 76

properties and manufacture of,

649-652

raw material for, 650

Vegetable substance, decomposition

of, 145, 146

Venango oil sand, attempt to sink a

shaft to the, 166

Venezuela, petroleum in, 18

Viobel, discovery of paraffin by, 383

Viridine, 70

Virlet d'Oust, theory regarding the

origin of bitumens of, 3

Viscon, 656

Viscosimeter, Coleman's, 465

Engler's, 459, 468-472

Fischer's, 465, 466

I,amansky's, 466, 467

Pagliani's, 473, 474

Redwood's, 475

Vogel's, 464. 465

Viscosimeters, 459, 464—4715

Viscosity, 458-464

apparatuses for determining the,

464-476

Viscosity, simple tests for the, 476

specific, 463

Stahl's apparatus for testing the,

476

testing the, by an inclined plane,

475, 476

Voelkel, 69

Vogel's viscosimeter, 464, 465

Volcanoes, mud, 111, 126

Volatile oils, classification of, 554

uses and properties of,

554-561

Volatilization of petroleum, 46, 47

Voltzia, 145

Vulcan oil, 592

oils, filtered, 349

W

ADZECK, apparatus of, 575

Wagner, R., 76

Wagon -still, 278-281

Wall. G. P., 159

theory of, 133, 134

Walter, B., 71. Sti

H. , on the early use of petro

leum, 31

Warren, 63. 68

C. M., 56, 59, 63

investigation of Pennsyl

vania crude oils by, 58, 59

de la Rue, 59, 67. 70

I. , distillation of petroleum by,

271,272

Wassiljeff, Admiral, use of natural

gas by, for light-house purposes,

662

Water, absorption of gas by, 107, 108

contents of one cubic foot of, 43

gallon of, 43

presence of, in the formation of

petroleum, 155

transportation of crude oil by, in

the United States, 208

washing the distillate with, 312

Wealden, distribution of bitumen in

the, 117

Weatherhogg's engine, 575

Weeks, J. D. on natural gas, 660

report on the production of

petroleum in the United

States, by, 30

Well, oil .carpenter's rig for an, 175-1 78

operation of drilling a, 180-

184

Well Works Co. of Aurora, 111., boring

inachinerv of, 172

Wells, artesian,'l68-170

Chinese method of drilling, 168,

169
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Wells, cost of drilling, 204, 205

cost of sinking, at Baku, 25

early method of drilling, in the

United States, 169

surface, 89

Wells lamp, 590, 591

light, 585

Westinghouse regulator, 663, 664

well, striking gas in the, 661

Westphal's specific gravity balance,

409

sprinkler, 634-636

West Virginia, natural gas in, 661

occurrence of oil in, 101

oil, 592

petroleum, 141

wells drilled in, 13, 14

Whipple and Dickerson process, the,

5o2

White, C. B., experiments of, 418

J. C, 96

White Oak, W. Va., operations at, 14

Whitney, Prof. J. D., 139

Wick, ascent of oil in the, 580

carbonization of the, 581

incombustible, 581

size of, 581

Wieliczka, salt of, 128, 129

Wilcox district, gas wells of the, 109

Wilhelm's motor, 574

Willigk's testing machine, 497, 498

Wilson, introduction of the use of

superheated steam by, 272

Wilson's colorimeter, 536

viscosimeter, 467, 468

Wilson, Walker & Co., introduction

of natural gas into the rolling mills

of, 661

Windikiewicz, 137

Wintham's gas producer, 573, 574

Witte & Co., ozocerite factory of, 23

Wombridge, petroleum collected at,

136

Woodbury's machine for testing lu

bricants, 48IM85

Wool oils, 642

World's production of petroleum,

table of, 683

Worthingtou pump, 267

pumps for pipe lines, description

of, 226-228

Wrigley, H. E., 96

Wurtz, 80

^YLOLE, 67

YARROW, A. F., experiments of, in

the use of hydrocarbons for feed

ing steam boilers, 576

ZALOZIHCKI, investigations on the

retrogression of the flame by, 581

Zaloziecki on saponifiable substances

in petroleum, 654

Zante, island of, asphalt in the, 3

Zaphrentis, 140

Zeuschner, old reports on the occur

rence of oil in Galicia, found by, 30

Zietrisikite, 62

Zinckeu, C, 102, 103

observations on the origin of

petroleum by, 141

" Zoroaster," tank steamer, the, 211

Zuirek, 60
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BAIRD.—The American Cotton Spinner, anc Manager's and

Carder's Guide:

A Practical Treatise on Cotton Spinning; giving the Dimensions and

Speed of Machinery, Draught and Twist Calculations, etc. ; with

notices of recent Improvements: together with Rules and Examples

tor making changes in the sizes and numbers of Roving and Yam.

Compiled from the papers of the late Robert H. Baird. I2mo.
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BAIRD.—Standard Wages Computing Tables :

An Improvement in all former Methods of Computation, so arranged

that wages for days, hours, or fractions of hours, at a specified rate

per day or hour, may be ascertained at a glance. By T. Spancler

Baird. Oblong folio ?5.oo

BAKER.—Long-Span Railway Bridges :

Comprising Investigations of the Comparative Theoretical and

Practical Advantages of the various Adopted or Proposed Type

Systems of Construction; with numerous Formulae and Tables. By

B. Baker. i2mo.

BAKER.—The Mathematical Theory of the Steam -Engine :

With Rules at length, and Examples worked out for the use of

Piactical Men. By T. Baker, C. E., with numerous Diagrams.

Sixth Edition, Revised by Prof. J. R. Young. l2mo. . 75

BARLOW.—The History and Principles of Weaving, by

Hand and by Power:

Reprinted, with Considerable Additions, from " Engineering," with

a chapter on Lace-making Machinery, reprinted from the Journal of

the "Society of Arts." By Alfred Barlow. With several hundred

illustrations. 8vo., 443 pages ..... J10.00

BARR.—A Practical Treatise on the Combustion of Coal:

Including descriptions of various mechanical devices for the Eco

nomic Generation of Heat by the Combustion of Fuel, whether solid,

liquid or gaseous. 8vo. ....... $2.50

BARR.—A Practical Treatise on High Pressure Steam Boilers:

Including Results of Recent Experimental Tests of Boiler Materials,

together with a Description of Approved Safety Apparatus, Steam

Pumps, Injectors and Economizers in actual use. By Wm, M. Barr.

204 Illustrations. 8vo. . S3.00

BAUERMAN.—A Treatise on the Metallurgy of Iron:

Containing Outlines of the History of Iron Manufacture, Methods of

Assay, and Analysis of Iron Ores, Processes of Manufacture of Iron

and Steel, etc., etc. By H. Uauerman, F. G. S., Associate of the

Royal School of Mines. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings from Drawings by J. B.

Jordan. i2mo $2.oc

BAYLES.—House Drainage and Water Service :

in Cities, Villages and Rural Neighborhoods. With Incidental Con.

sideration of Certain Causes Affecting the Healthfulness of Dwell

ings. By James C. Bayles, Editor of " The Iron Age " and " The

Metal Worker." With numerous illustrations. 8vo. cloth,

BEANS.—A Treatise on Railway Curves and Location of

Railroads :

By E. W. Beans, C. E. Illustrated. l2mo. Tucks . $1.50

BECKETT.—A Rudimentary Treatise on Clocks, and Watches

and Bells :

By Sir Edmund Beckett, Bart., LL. D., Q. C. F. R. A. S. With

numerous illustrations. Seventh Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

1 2mo >2-25
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BELL.—Carpentry Made Easy:

O. The Science and Art of Framing on a New and }mprove4

Sy-'em. With Specific Instructions for Building Balloon Frames, Barn

Frame*, Mi 1 Frames, Warehouses, Church Spires, etc Comprw.g

also a System of Bridge Building, with Bills, Estimates of Cost, and

valuable Tables. II ustrated by forty-four plates, comprising aej'hr

lao figures. By William E. Bell, Architect and Practical BmUier.

8vo. . >5 lo

BEMROSE—Fret-Cutting and Perforated Carving:

With fifty-three practical illustrations. By W. Bemrose, Je. 1 toU

quano $1. 50

BEMROSE —Manual of Bubl-work and Marquetry:

With Practical Instructions for Learners, and ninety colored desagr.-

By W. Bemrose, Jr. I vol. quarto .... ti-OO

BEMROSE.—Manual of Wood Carving:

Willi Practical Illustrations for Learners of the Art, ?nd Original and

Selected Designs. By William Bemrose, Je. With an Intro

duction by Llewellyn Jewitt, F. S. A., etc. With 128 illustra

tions, 410. $2-5°

BILLINGS.—Tobacco :
Its History, Variety, Culture, Manufacture, Commerce, and Various

Modes of Use. By E. R. Billings. Illustrated by nearly 200

engravings. 8vo. ........ i3.--<

BIRD.—Toe American Practical Dyers' Companion :

Comprising a Description of the Principal Dye-Stuffs and Chemicah

used in Dyeing, their Natures and Uses; Mordant*, and How Made;

with the best American, English, French and German processes for

Bleaching and Dyeing Silk, Wool, Cotton, Linen, Flannel, Felt,

Dress Goods, Mixed and Hosiery Yams, Feathers, Grass, Felt. Fur,

Wool, and Straw Hats, Jute Yam, Vegetable Ivory, Mats, Skins,

Furs, Leather, etc., etc. By \Vo<id, Aniline, and other Processes,

together with Remarks on Finishing Agents, and Instructions in the

Finishing of Fabrics, Substitutes for Indigo, Water-Proofing of

Materials, Tests and Purification of Water, Manufacture of Aniline

and other New Dye Wares, Harmonizing Colors, etc., etc. ; embrac

ing in all over 800 Receipts for Colors and Shades, accompanied h

170 Dycii Samples of Raw Materials and Fabrics. By F. J. BIRD,

Practical Dyer, Author of " The Dyers' Hand-Book." 8vo. (10.00

BLINN.—A Practical Workshop Companion for Tin, Sheet-

Iron, and Copper-plate Workers :

Containing Rules for describing various kinds of Patterns used by

Tin, Sheet-Iron and Copper plate Workers; Practical Geometry;

Mensuration of Surfaces and Solids ; Tables of the Weights of

Metals, Lead-pipe, etc.; Tables of Areas and Circumference*

of Circles; Japan, Varnishes, Lackers, Cements, Compositions, etc.,

etc. By Lf.r.iy J. Blinx, Master Mechanic. With One Hundred

and Seventy Illustrations. 1 21110. ..... $2.50
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BOOTH.—Marble Worker's Manual :

Containing Practical Information respecting Marbles in general, theit

Cutting, Working and Polishing ; Veneering of Marble ; Mosaics ;

Composition and Use of Artificial Marble, Stuccos, Cements, Receipts.

Secrets, etc., etc. Translated from the French by M. L. Booth.

With an Appendix concerning American Marbles. i2mo., cloth tl.50

BDOTH and MORFIT.—The Encyclopaedia of Chemistry,

Practical and Theoretical :

Embracing its application to the Arts, Metallurgy, Mineralogy,

( leology, Medicine and Pharmacy. By James C. Booth, Melter

and Refiner in the United States Mint, Professor of Applied Chem

istry in the Franklin Institute, etc., assisted by Campbell Morfit,

author of " Chemical Manipulations," etc. Seventh Edition. Com

plete in one volume, royal 8vo., 978 pages, with numerous wood cuts

and other illustrations $3-5°

BRAMWELL.—The Wool Carder's Vade-Mecum .

A Complete Manual of the Art oi Carding Textile Fabrics. By W.

C. Bramwell. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated.

Pp. 400. l2mo $2 S°

BRANNT. —A Practical Treatise on Animal and Vegetable

Fats and Oils :

Comprising both Fixed and Volatile Oils, their Physical and Chemi

cal Properties and Uses, the Manner of Extracting and Refining

them, and Practical Rules for Testing them ; as well as the Manu

facture of Artificial Butter, Lubricants, including Mineral Lubricating

Oils, etc., and on Ozokerite. Edited chiefly from the German of

Drs. Karl Schaedler, G. W. Askinson, and Richard Brunner,

with Additions and Lists of American Patents relating to the Extrac

tion, Rendering, Refining, Decomposing, and Bleaching of Fats and

Oils. By William T. Brannt. Illustrated by 244 engravings.

739 pages- 8vo $7 $o

BRANNT.—A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Soap

and Candles :

Based upon the most Recent Experiences in the Practice and Science;

comprising the Chemistry, Raw Materials, Machinerv. and Utensils

and Various Processes of Manufacture, including a great variety of

formulas. Edited chiefly from the German of Dr. C. Deite, A.

Engelhardt, Dr. C. Schaedler and others ; with additions and lists

of American Patents relating to these subjects. By Wm. T. Brannt.

Illustrated by 163 engravings. 677 pages. 8vo. . . $7-S0

BRANNT.—A Practical Treatise on the Raw M-jterials and the

Distillation and Rectification of Alcohol, and the Prepara

tion of Alcoholic Liquors, Liqueurs, Cordials, Bitters, etc. :

Edited chiefly from the German ol Dr. K. Stammer, I)r. F. Eisner,

and E. Schubert. By Wm. T. Brannt. Illustrated by thirty-one

engravings. 12nn0. ....... >2.c,o
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BRANNT—WAHL.—The Techno-Chemical Receipt 3oo*t

Containing several thousand Receipts covering the latest, most ire

portant. and most useful discoveries in Chemical Technology, arK

their Practical Application in the Arts and the Industries. Editec

chiefly from the German of Drs. Winckler, Eisner, Heintze, Mier

zinski, Jacobsen, Roller, and Heinzerling, with additions by Wm. 1.

Brannt and Wm. H. Waul, Ph. D. Illustrated by 78 engravings

:;mo. 495 pages 52 oa

BROWN.—Five Hundred and Seven Mechanical Movements .

Embracing all those which are most important in Dynamics, Hy

draulics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Steam-Engines, Mill and other

Gearing, Presses, Horology and Miscellaneous Machinery; and in

eluding many movements never before published, and several of

which have only recently come into use. By Henry T. Brown

i2mo . $i.oti

BUCKMASTER.—The Elements of Mechanical Physics:

By J. C. Buckmaster. Illustrated with numerous engravings,

izmo $1.00

BULLOCK.—The American Cottage Builder :

A Series of Designs, Plans and Specifications, from $200 to $20,000,

for Homes for the People ; together with Warming, Ventilation,

Drainage, Painting and Landscape Gardening. By John Bullock,

Architect and Editor of " The Rudiments of Architecture and

Building," etc., etc. Illustrated by 75 engravings. 8vo. i3-50

BULLOCK.—The Rudiments of Architecture and Building :

For the use of Architects, Builders, Draughtsmen, Machinists, En

gineers and Mechanics. Edited by John Bullock, author of " The

American Cottage Builder." Illustrated by 250 Engravings. 8vo. $3.&o

BURGH.—Practical Rules for the Proportions of Modem

Engines and Boilers for Land and Marine Purposes.

By N. P. Burgh, Engineer. l2mo. . . #1.50

BYLES.—Sophisms of Free Trade and Popular Political

Economy Examined.

By a Barrister (Sir John Barnard Byles, Judge of Common

Pleas). From the Ninth English Edition, as published by lhc

Manchester Reciprocity Association. 1 2nn0. . . . $1.25

BOWMAN.—The Structure of the Wool Fibre hi its Relation

to the Use of Wool for Technical Purposes :

Being the substance, with additions, of Five Lectures, deliveren at

the request of the Council, to the members of the Bradford Technic il

College, and the Society of Dyers and Colorists. By F. II. Bow

MAN, D. Sc., F. R. S. K., F. L. S. Illustrated by 32 engravinr s.

8vo $6."jo

BYRNE.—Hand-Book for the Artisan, Mechanic, and Engi

neer:

Comprising the Grinding and Sharpening of Cutting Tools, Abre- <e

Processes, Lapidary Work, Gem and Glass Engraving, Varnishing

and Lackering, Apparatus, Materials and Processes for Grinding and
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Polishing, etc. By Oliver Byrne. Illustrated by 185 wood en

gravings. 8vo. $5-Oc

BYRNE.—Pocket-Book for Railroad and Civil Engineers:

Containing New, Exact and Concise Methods for l-aying out Railroad

Curves, Swilches, Frog Angles and Crossings ; the Staking out of

work ; Levelling ; the Calculation of Cuttings ; Embankments ; Earth

work, etc. By Oliver Byrne. iSmo., full bound, pocket-hook

form S'-7S

BYRNE.—Tne Practical Metal-Worker's Assistant: t

Comprising Metallurgic Chemistry ; the Arts of Working all Metals

and Alloys; Forging of Iron and Steel; Hardening and Tempering;

Melting and Mixing; Casting and Founding; Works in Sheet Metal;

the Processes Dependent on the Ductility of the Metals; Soldering;

and the most Improved Processes and Tools employed by Metal

workers. With the Application of the Art of Electro Metallurgy to

Manufacturing Processes; collected from Original Sources, and from

the works of Holtzapffel, Bergeron, Leui>old, Piumier, Napier,

Scoffern, Clay, Fairbairn and others, liy Oliver Byrnk.. A new,

revised and improved edition, to which is added an Appendix, con

taining The Manufacture of Russian Sheet-Iron. By John Percy,

M. D., F. R. S. The Manufacture of Malleable Iron Costings, and

Improvements in Bessemer Steel. By A. A. FESQUET, Chemist and

Engineer. With over Six Hundred Engravings, Illustrating every

Branch of the Subject. 8vo $5.00

BYRNE.—The Practical Model Calculator:

For the Engineer, Mechanic, Manufacturer ol Engine Work, Navai

Architect, Miner and Millwright. By Oliver Byrne. 8vo., nearly

OOO pages gj OO

CABINET MAKER'S ALBUM OF FURNITURE;

Comprising a Collection of Designs for various Styles of Furniture.

Illustrated by Forty-eight Large and Beautifully Engrave! Plates.

Oblong, 8vo S2.00

CALLINGHAM.—Sign Writing &nd Glass Embossing:

A Complete Practical Illustrated Manual of the Art. By James

Cai.i.ingham. i2mo (1.50

CAMPIN.—A Practical Treatise on Mechanical Engineering:

Comprising Metallurgy, Moulding, Casting, Forging, Tools, Work,

shop Machinery, Mechanical Manipulation, Manufacture of Steam-

Engines, etc. With an Appendix on the Analysis of Iron and Iron

Ores. By Francis Campin, C. E. To which are added, Observations

on the Construction of Steam Boilers, and Remarks upon Furnace*

used for Smoke Prevention; with a Chapter on Explosions. By R.

Armstrong, C. E., and John Bourne. Rules for Calculating th«

Change Wheels for Screws on a Turning Lathe, and lor a Wheel*

cutting Machine. By J. La Nicca. Management of Steel, Includ

ing Forging, Hardening, Tempering, Annealing, Shrinking and

Expansion; and the Case-hardening of Iron. By G. Edf. 8vo.

Illustrated with twenty-nine plates ami too w»od engravings 5?.00
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CAREY.—A Memoir of Henry C. Carey.

By Dr. Wm. Elder. With a portrait. 8vo., cloth . . 75

CAREY.—The Works of Henry C. Carey :

Harmony of Interests : Agricultural, Manufacturing and Commer

Manual of Social Science. Condensed from Carey's " Principle

of Social Science." By Kate McKean. i vol. i2mo. . S2.00

Miscellaneous Works. With a Portrait. 2 vols. 8vo. 1 10.00

Past, Present and Future. 8vo $3.50

Principles of Social Science. 3 volumes, 8vo. . . $7-5°

The Slave-Trade, Domestic and Foreign; Why it Exists, and

How it may be Extinguished (1853). 8vo. . . £2.00

The Unity of Law : As Exhibited in the Relations of Physical,

Social, Mental and Moral Science (1872). 8vo. . . {2.5a

CLARK.—Tramways, their Construction and Working:

Embracing a Comprehensive History of the System. With an ex

haustive analysis of the various modes of traction, including horse

power, steam, heated water and compressed air; a description of th*-

varieties of Rolling stock, and ample details of cost and working ex

penses. By D. Kinnear C'.ARK. Illustrated by over 200 wood

engravings, and thirteen folding plates. 2 vols. 8vo. . %12.50

COLBURN.—The Locomotive Engine:

Including a Description of its Structure, Rules for Estimating its

Capabilities, and Practical Observations on its Construction and Man

agement. By Zerah Colburn. Illustrated. i2mo. . $1.00

COLLENS.—The Eden of Labor ; or, the Christian Utopia.

By T. Wharton Collens, author of " Humanics," "The History

of Charity," etc. tamo. Paper cover, $1.00 ; Cloth . {1.25

COOLEY.—A Complete Practical Treatise on Perfumery:

Being a Hand-book of Perfumes, Cosmetics and other Toilet Articles.

With a Comprehensive Collection of Formula;. By Arnold J

Cooi.f.y. 121110 I1.5C

COOPER.—A Treatise on the use of Belting for the Tran*.

mission of Power.

With numerous illustrations of approved and actual methods of ar

ranging Main Driving and Quarter Twist Belts, and of Relt Fasten

ings. Examples and Rules in great number for exhibiting and cal

culating the size and driving power of Belts. Plain, Particular and

Practical Directions for the Treatment, Care and Management o'

Kelts. Descriptions of many varieties of Beltings, together witrj

chapters on the Transmission of Power by Ropes; by Iron and

Wood Frictional Gearing; on the Strength of Belting Leather; and

on the Experimental Investigations of Morin, Briggs, and uthers. By

John H. Coot'ER, M. E. 8vo 13-50

CRAIK.—The Practical American Millwright and MMler.

By David Craik, Millwright. Illustrated by numerous wood er*

(rravings and 'wo lolding plates. 8vo. ...» 33-5°

$1.25
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CREW.—A Practical Treatise on Petroleum :

Comprising its Origin, Geology, Geographical Distribution, History,

Chemistry, Mining, Technology, Uses and Transportation. Together

with a Description of Gas Wells, the Application of Gas a.; Fuel, etc.

By Benjamin J. Crew. With an Appendix on the Product and

Exhaustion of the Oil Regions, and the Geology of Natural Gas in

Pennsylvania and New York. By Charles A. Ashburner, M. S .

Geologist in Charge Pennsylvania Survey, Philadelphia. Illustrated

by 70 engravings. 8vo. 508 pages .... $$.00

iCROSS.—The Cotton Yarn Spinner :

Showing how the Preparation should be arranged for Different

Counts of Yarns by a System more uniform than has hitherto been

practiced; by having a Standard Schedule from which we make all

our Changes. By Richard Cross. 122 pp. i2mo. . 75

CRISTIANI.—A Technical Treatise on Soap and Candles:

With a Glance at the Industry of Fats and Oils. By R. S. Cris

TIANI, Chemist. Author of "Perfumery and Kindred Arts." Illus

trated by 176 engravings. 581 pages, 8vo. . . . $15.00

CRISTIANI.—Perfumery and Kindred Arts :

A Comprehensive Treatise on Perfumery, containing a History of

Perfumes from the remotest ages to the present time. A complete de

tailed description of the various Materials and Apparatus used in the

Perfumer's Art, with thorough Practical Instruction and careful For

mula;, and advice for the fabrication of all known preparations of

the day. By R. S. Cristiani, Consulting Chemist and Perfumer,

Philadelphia. 8vo. fio.oo

COAL AND METAL MINERS' POCKET BOOK:

Of Principles, Rules, Formulae, and Tables, Specially Compiled

and Prepared for the Convenient Use of Mine Officials, Mining En

gineers, and Students preparing themselves for Certificates of Compe-

tency as Mine Inspectors or Mine Foremen. Revised and Enlarged

edition. Illustrated, 565 pages, small l2mo., cloth $2 00

Pocket book form, flexible leather with flap . . $2.75

DAVIDSON.—A Practical Manual of House Painting, Grain,

ing, Marbling, and Sign-Writing :

Containing full information on the processes of House Painting IB

Oil and Distemper, the Formation of Letters and Practice of Sign-'

Writing, the Principles of Decorative Art, a Course of Elementary

Drawing for House Painters, Writers, etc., and a Collection of Useful

Receipts. With nine colored illustrations of Woods and Marbles,

and numerous wood engravings. By Ellis A. Davidson. l2mo!

$300

OAVIES.—A Treatise on Earthy and Other Minerals and

Mining :

By D. C. Davies, F. G. S., Mining Engineer, etc. Illustrated by
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DAVIES.—A Treatise an Metalliferous Minerals and Mining:

By D. C Davtss, F. G. S_ Mining Engineer, Examiner of Mir.es.

Quarries and Collieries. Llustrared by 14S engravings of Geological

Formations, Mining Operations and Machinery, drawn f:om ibt

practice of all parts of the word. 2d Edition. l2mo., 450 pages $5.00

DaVIES.—A Treatise cm Slate and Slate Quarrying:

Scientific, Practical and Commercial. By D. C. Davies, F. O. S.,

Mining Engineer, etc With, numerous illustrations and foMinj

places, im . J2.0C

DAVIS.—A Treatise cot Steam-Boiler Incrustation and Meth

ods for Preventing Corrosion and the Formation of Scale .-

By Charles T. Davts. Iliustrated by 65 engravings. 8vo. $1.50

DAVIS.—The Manufacture of Paper:

Being a Description of the various Processes for the Fabrication,

Coloring and Finishing of every kind of Paper, Including the Dif

ferent Raw Materials and the Methods for Determining their Values,

the Tools, Machines and Practical Details connected with an intelli

gent and a profitable prosecution of the art, with special reference to

the best American Practice. To which are added a History of Pa

per, complete Lists of Paper-Making Materials, List of American

Machines. Tools and Processes used in treating the Raw Materials,

and in Making, Coloring and Finishing Paper. By CHARLES T.

Davis. Illustrated by 156 engraving*. 608 pages, 8*vo. $6.00

DAVIS.—The Manufacture of Leather:

Being a description of all of 0 Processes for the Tanning, Tawing,

Currying, Finishing and Dyeing of every kind of Leather ; including

the various Raw Materials and the Methods for Determining their

Values; the Tools, Machines, and all Details of Importance con

nected with an Intelligent ami Profitable Prosecution of the Art, with

Special Reference to the Best American Practice. To which are

added Complete Lists of all American Patents for Materials, Pro

cesses, Tools, and Machines for Tanning. Currying, etc. By Charles

Thomas Davis. Illustrated by 302 engravings and 12 Samples of

Dyed Leathers. One vol., 8vo., 824 pages . . . #10.08

DAWIDOWSKY—BRANNT.—A Practical Treatise on the

Raw Materials and Fabrication of Glue, Gelatine, Gelatine

Veneers and Foils, Isinglass, Cements, Pastes, Mucilages,

etc. :
Eased upon Actual Experience. By F. Dawidowskv, Technical

Chemist. Translated from the German, with extensive additions,

including a description of the most Recent American Processe-. by

William T. Brannt, Graduate of the Royal Agricultural College

of Eldena, Prussia. 35 Engravings. l2mo. . . . f2-S0

DE GRAFF.—The Geometrical Stair-Builders' Guide :

being a Plain Practical System of Hand-Railing, embracing all iti

necessary Details, and Geometrically Illustrated by twenty-two Steel

Engravings ; together with the use of the most approved principle!

of Practical Geometry. By Simon De Graff, Architect 41a.

*t.«J
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DE KONINCK—DIETZ.—A Practical Manual of Chemical
Analysis and Assaying :

As applied to the Manufacture of Iron from its Ores, and to Cast Iron,

Wrought Iron, and Steel, as found in Commerce. By L. L. Dg

KoNiNCK, Dr. Sc., and E. Dietz, Engineer. Edited with Notes, by

Robert Mallet, F. R. S., F. S. G., M. I. C. E., etc. American

Edition, Edited with Notes and an Appendix on Iron Ores, by A. A,

Fesquet, Chemist and Engineer. i2mo. . . . I1.50

DUNCAN.—Practical Surveyor's Guide:

Containing the necessary information to make any person of cnrm

mon capacity, a finished land surveyor without the aid of a teacher

By Andrew Duncan. Revised. 72 engravings, 214pp. l2mo. $1.50

DUPLAIS A Treatise on the Manufacture and Distillation

of Alcoholic Liquors :

Comprising Accurate and Complete Details in Regard to Alcohol

from Wine, Molasses, Beets, Grain, Rice, Potatoes, Sorghum, Aspho

del. Fruits, etc. ; with the Distillation and Rectification of Brandy.

Whiskey, Rum, Gin, Swiss Absinthe, etc., the Preparation of Aro

matic Waters, Volatile Oils or Essences, Sugars, Syrups, Aromatic

Tinctures, Liqueurs, Cordial Wines, Effervescing Wines, etc., the

Ageing of Brandy and the improvement of Spirits, with Copioai

Directions and Tables for Testing and Reducing Spirituous Liquors,

etc., etc. Translated and Edited from the French of MM. Duplais,

Aine et Jeune. By M. McKennie, M. D. To which are added the

United States Internal Revenue Regulations for the Assessment and

Collection of Taxes on Distilled Spirits. Illustrated by fourteea

folding plates and several wood engravings. 743 pp. 8vo. $1000

USSAUCE.—Practical Treatise on the FabricationofMatches,

Gun Cotton, and Fulminating Powder.

By Professor H. DUSSAUCE. l2mo. . . . . $3 00

E-YER AND COLOR-MAKER'S COMPANION:

Containing upwards of two hundred Receipts for making Colors, on

the most approved principles, for all the various styles and fabrics now

in existence; with the Scouring Process, and plain Directions for

Preparing, Washing-off, and Finishing the Goods. i2mo. $1.00

EDWARDS.—A Catechism of the Marine Steam-Engine,

For the use of Engineers, Firemen, and Mechanics. A Practical

Work for Practical Men. By Emory Edwards, Mechanical Engi

neer. Illustrated by sixty-three Engravings, including examples of

the most modern Engines. Third edition, thoroughly revised, with

much additional matter. 12 mo. 414 pages . . . $2 on

EDWARDS.—Modern American Locomotive Engines,

Their Design, Construction and Management. By Emory Edwards.

Illustrated i2mo $1.00

EDWARDS.—The American Steam Engineer:

Theoretical and Practical, with examples of the latest and most ap

proved American practice in the design and construction of Steam

Engines and Boilers. For the use of engineers, machinists, boiler-

snikers, and engineering students. By Emory Edwards. Fully

illustrated, 419 pages. i2mo. - $2.30
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EDWARDS.—Modern American Marine Engines, Boilers, an*

Screw Propellers,

Their Design and Construction. Showing the Present Practice ol

the most Eminent Engineers and Marine Engine Builders in the

United States. Illustrated by 30 large and elaborate plates. 410. $5.00

CDWARDS.—The Practical Steam Enginesr's Guide

In the Design, Construction, and Management of American Stationary,

Portable, and Steam Fire- Engines, Steam Pumps, Boilers, Injectors,

Governors, Indicators, Pistons and Rings, Safety Valves and Steam

Gauges. For the use of Engineers, Firemen, and Steam Users. By

Emory Edwards. Illustrated by 119 engravings. 420 pages.

f 121110 J2 50

EISSLER.—The Metallurgy of Gold:

A Practical Treatise 011 the Metallurgical Treatment of Gold-Bear-

ing Ores, including the Processes of Concentration and Chlorination,

and the Assaying, Melting, and Refining of Gold. By M. ElsSLER.

With 132 Illustrations. I2ino $3 5°

EISSLER.—The Metallurgy of Silver:

A Practical Treatise on the Amalgamation, Roasting, and Lixiviatton

of Silver Ores, including the Assaying, Melting, and Refining of

Silver Bullion. By M. Eissler. 124 Illustrations. 336 pp.

1 2mo $425

ELDER.—Conversations on the Principal Subjects of Political

Economy.

liy Dr. William Elder. 8vo $a 50

ELDER.—Questions of the Day,

Economic and Social. By Dr. William Elder. 8vo. . I3.00

ERNI.—Mineralogy Simplified.

Easy Methods of Determining and Classifying Minerals, including

Ores, by means of the Blo\v| ipc, and by Humid Chemical Analysis,

based on Professor von Kobell's Tables for the Determination of

Minerals, with an Introduction to Modern Chemistry. By Henry

Erni, A.M., M.D., Professor of Chemistry. Second Edition, rewritten,

enlarged and improved. i2mo. $3 00

FAIRBAIRN.—The Principles of Mechanism and Machinery

of Transmission *
Comprising the Principles of Mechanism, Wheels, and Pulleys.

Strength and Proportions of Shafts, Coupling of Shafts, and Engai;

ing and Disengaging Gear. By Sir William Fairbairn, Bait

C. E. Beautifully Illustrated by over 150 wood-cuts. In out

volume, i2mo (2.5c

FLEMING.—Narrow Gauge Railways in America.

A Sketch of their Rise, Progress, and Success. Valuable Statistics

as to Grades, Curves, Weight of Rail, Locomotives, Cars, ere. By

Howard Fleming. Illustrated, 8vo $1 00

FORSYTH.—Book of Designs for Headstones, Mural, and

other Monuments :

Containing 7S Designs. By James Forsyth. With an Introduction

by Charles K'.utkll, M. A. 4 to., cloth . . >i 00
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FRANKEI HUTTER.—A Practical Treatise on the Manu

facture of Starch, Glucose, Starch-Sugar, and Dextrine:

Based on the German of Ladislaus Von Wagner, Professor in the

Royal Technical High School, BudaPest, Hungary, and other

authorities. By Julius Frankel, Graduate of the Polytechnic

School of Hanover. Edited by Robert Hu iter. Chemist, Practical

Manufacturer of Starch-Sugar. Illustrated by 58 engravings, cover

ing every branch of the subject, including examples of the most

Recent and Best American Machinery. 8vo., 344 pp. . $3 S°

GARDNER.—The Painter's Encyclopaedia:

Containing Definitions of all Important Words in the Art of Plain

and Artistic Painting, with Details of Practice in Coach, Carriage,

Railway Car, House, Sign, and Ornamental Painting, including

Graining, Marbling, Staining, Varnishing, Polishing, Lettering,

Stenciling, Gilding, Bronzing, etc. By Franklin B. Gardner.

158 Illustrations. 121110. 427 pp $2.00

GARDNER.—Everybody's Paint Book :

A Complete Guide to the Art of Outdoor and Indoor Painting, De

signed for the Special Use of those who wish to do their own work,

and consisting of Practical Lessons in Plain Painting, Varnishing,

Polishing, Staining, Ppprr Hanging, Kalsomining, etc., as well as

Directions for Renovating Furniture, and Hints on Artistic Work for

Home Decoration. 38 Illustrations. 1 2mo. , 183 pp. . JS1.00

SEE.—The Goldsmith's Handbook :

Containing full instructions for the Alloying and Working of Gold,

including the Art of Alloying, Melting, Reducing, Coloring, Col

lecting, and Refining; the Processes of Manipulation, Recovery of

Waste ; Chemical and Physical Properties of Gold ; with a New

System of Mixing its Alloys; Solders, Enamels, and other Useful

Rules and Recipes. By George E. Gee. !2mo. . . $1.75

GEE.—The Silversmith's Handbook :

Containing full instructions for the Alloying and Working of Silver,

including the different modes of Refining ^nd Melting the Metal ; its

Solders; the Preparation of Imitation Alloys; Methods of Manipula

tion; Prevention of Waste ; Instructions for Improving and Finishing

the Surface of the Work ; together with other Useful Information and

Memoranda. By George E. Gee. Illustrated. i2mo. $1-75

GOTHIC ALBUM FOR CABINET-MAKERS:

Designs for Gothic Furniture. Twenty-three plates. Oblong $2.00

3RANT. —A Handbook on the Teeth of Gears :

Their Curves, Properties, and Practical Construction. By George

B. Grant. Illustrated. Third Edition, enlarged. 8vo. $1 00

GREENWOOD.—Steel and Iron:

Comprising the Practice and Theory of the Several Methods Pur

sued in their Manufacture, and of their Treatment in the Rolling-

Mills, the Forge, and the Foundry. By William Henry Green

wood, F. C. S. With 97 Diagrams, 536 pages. !2mo. {2.00
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GREGORY.—Mathematics for Practical Men:

Adapted to the Pursuits of Surveyors, Architects, Mechanics, and

Civil Engineers. By Olinthus Gregory. 8vo., plates $3-oa

GRISWOLD.—Railroad Engineer's Pocket Companion for the

Field :

Comprising Rules for Calculating Deflection Distances and Angles

Tangential Distances and Angles, and all Necessary Tables for En

ginecrs; also the Art of Levelling from Preliminary Survey to the

Construction of Railroads, intended Expressly for the Young En

gineer, together with Numerous Valuable Rules and Examples. By

W. Griswoi.d. i2mo„ tucks l'-75

QRUNER.—Studies of Blast Furnace Phenomena:

By M. L. Grunkr, President of the General Council of Mines o!

France, and lately Professor of Metallurgy at the Ecole des Mines.

Translated, with the author's sanction, with an Appendix, by L. D.

B. Gordon, F. R. S. E., F. G. S. 8vo. . . . $2.$e

1 land-Hook of Useful Tables for the Lumberman, Farmer and

Mechanic :

Containing Accurate Tables of Logs Reduced to Inch Board Mens,

ure, Hank, Scantling and Timber Measure; Wages and Rent, by

Week or Month; Capacity of Granaries, Bins and Cisterns; Land

Measure, Interest Tables, with Directions for Finding the Interest on

any sum at 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 per cent., and many other Useful Tables

32 mo., boards. 186 pages .25

HASERICK.—The Secrets of the Art of Dyeing Wool, Cotton,

and Linen,

Including Bleaching and Coloring Wool and Cotton Hosiery and

Random Yarns. A Treatise based on Economy and Practice. By

E. C. HASERICK. ///us/rated by 323 Dyed Patterns of the Yartu

iv Fairies. 8vo $7-$a

HATS AND FELTING:

A Practical Treatise on their Manufacture. By a Practical Hatter.

Illustrated by Drawings of Machinery, etc. 8vo. . . St.2$

HOPPER.—A Practical Treatise on Caoutchouc and Gutta

Percha,

Comprising the Properties of the Raw Materials, and the manner or

Mixing and Working them ; with the Fabrication of Vulcanized and

Hard Rubbers, Caoutchouc \nd Gutta Peccha Compositions, Water-

froof Substances, Elastic Tissues, the Utilization of Waste, etc., eic,

rom the German of Raimbnd Hoffer. By W. T. Brannt.

Illustrated 121110 >2.tc

HAUPT.—Street Railway Motors:

With Descriptions and Cost of Plants and Operation of the Various

Systems now in Use. I Jmo. ..... JI-75
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HAUPT—RHAWN.—A Move for Better Roads:

Essay* on Road-making and Maintenance and Road Laws, for

which Prizes or Honorable Mention were Awarded through the

University of Pennsylvania by a Committee of Citizens of Philadel

phia, with a Synopsis of other Contributions and a Review by the

Secretary, Lewis M. Haupt, A. M., C. E. ; also an Introduction by

William H. Rhawn, Chairman of the Committee. 319 pages.

8vo. $2.00

HUGHES.—American Miller and Millwright's Assistant:

By William Carter Hughes. i2mo $1.50

HULME.—Worked Examination Questions in Plane Geomet

rical Drawing :

For the Use of Candidates for the Royal Military Academy, Wool

wich; the Royal Military College, Sandhurst ; the Indian Civil En

gineering College, Cooper's Hill ; Indian Public Works and Tele

graph Departments; Royal Marine Light Infantry; the Oxford and

Cambridge Local Examinations, etc. By F. Edward Hui.me, F. L.

S., F. S. A., Art-Master Marlborough College. Illustrated by 300

examples. Small quarto J2.50

JERV1S.—Railroad Property:

A Treatise on the Construction and Management of Railways;

designed to afford useful knowledge, in the popular style, to the

holders of this class of property ; as welt as Railway Managers, Offi

cers, and Agents. By John B. Jervis, late Civil Engineer of the

Hudson River Railroad, Crolon Aqueduct, etc. i2mo., cloth $2.0C

KEENE.—A Hand-Book of Practical Gauging:

For the Use of Beginners, to which is added a Chapter on Distills

tion, describing the process in operation at the Custom-House for

ascertaining the Strength of Wines. By James B. Keenk, of H. M.

Customs. 8vo. $1.25

KELLEY.—Speeches, Addresses, and Letters on Industrial and

Financial Questions :

By Hon. William D. Kelley, M. C. 544 pages, 8vo. . $2.50

KELLOGG.—A New Monetary System :

The only means of Securing the respective Rights of Labor and

PrO[>erty, and of Protecting the Public from Financial Revulsions.

By Edward Kellogg. Revised from his work on " Labor and

other Capital." With numerous additions from his manuscript

Edited by Mary Kellogg Putnam. Fifth edition. To which i»

added a Biographical Sketch of the Author. One volume, !2mo.

Paper cover J 1.00

Bound in cloth 1.50

KEMLO.—Watch-Repairer's Hand-Book:

Being a Complete Guide to the Young Beginner, in Taking Apart,

Putting Together, and Thoroughly Cleaning the English Lever and

other Foreign Watches, and all American Watches. By F. Kemlh,

Practical Watchmaker. With Illustrations. l2mo. . $1.25
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LARKIN.—The Practical Brass and Iron Founder's Guide;

A Concise Treatise on Brass Founding, Moulding, the Metals and

their Alloys, etc.; to wnich are added Recent Improvements in th*

Manufacture of Iron, Steel by the Bessemer Process, etc., etc. By

James Larkin, late Conductor of the Brass Foundry Department ia

Reany, Neafie & Co.'5 Penn Works, Philadelphia. N«w edition,

revised, with extensive additions. !2mo, . , . S2.50)

LEROUX.—A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of

Worsteds and Carded Yarns :

Comprising Practical Mechanics, with Rules and Calculations applied

to Spinning; Sorting, Cleaning, and Scouring Wools; the English

and French Methods of Combing, Drawing, and Spinning Worsteds,

and Manufacturing Carded Yarns. Translated from the French of

Chari.es Leroux, Mechanical Engineer and Superintendent of a

9pinning-Mill, by Horatio Paine, M. D., and A. A. Fesquet,

Chemist and Engineer. Illustrated by twelve large Plates. To which

is added an Appendix, containing Extracts from the Reports of the

International Jury, and of the Artisans selected by the Committee

appointed by the Council of the Society of Arts, London, on Woolen

and Worsted Machinery and Fabrics, as exhibited in the Paris Uni>

versal Exposition, 1867. 8vo. . £5.00

LEFFEL.—The Construction of Mill-Dams :

Comprising also the Building of Race and Reservoir Embankments

and Head-Gates, the Measurement of Streams, Gauging of Water

Supply, etc. By James Lekkel & Co. Illustrated by 58 engravings.

8vo. £2.50

LESLIE.—Complete Cookery:

Directions for Cookery in its Various Branches. By Miss Leslie.

Sixtieth thossand. Thoroughly revised, with the addition of New

Receipts. i2mo Jt .50

LE VAN.—The Steam Engine and the Indicator:

Their Origin and Progressive Development ; including the Most

Recent Examples of Steam and Gas Motors, together with the Indi

cator, its Principles, its Utility, and its Application. By William

Barnet Le Van. Illustrated by 205 Engravings, chiefly of Indi

cator-Cards. 469 pp. 8vo $4 00

LIEBER Assayer's Guide :

Or, Practical Directions to Assayers, Miners, and Smelters, for the

Tests and Assays, by Heat and by Wet Processes, (or the Ores of all

the principal Metals, of Gold and Silver Coins and Alloys, and of

Coal, etc. By Oscar M. I.if.fif.r. Revised. 283 pp. !2mo. Si. 50

Lockwood's Dictionary of Terms :

Used in the Practice of Mechanical Engineering, embracing those

Current in the Drawing Office, Pattern Shop, Foundry, Fitting, Turn

ing, Smith's and Boiler Shops, etc., etc., comprising upwards of Six'

Thousand Definitions. Edited by a Foreman Pattern Maker, author

i#f " Pattern Making." 417 pp. !2mo. . . . >3 °0
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LUK1N.—Amongst Machines:

hui'/r ]Je»crii*i"n- „l the various Mechanical Appliance* used

in the Manufacture of Wood, Metal, and other Substances, tzmo.

CUKIN.—The Boy Engineers:

Whai They Did, and How They Did It. With 30 plates. iSmo.

LUKIN.—The Young Mechanic 1

Practical Carpentry. Containing Directions for the Use of all kinds

af Tools, and for Construction of Steam-Engines and Mechanics

Models, including the Art of Turning in Wood and Metal. By John

Lukin, Author of "The I-athe and Its Uses," etc Illustrated

I2nv>. #1.75

MAIN and BROWN.—Questions on Subjects Connected with

the Marine Steam-Engine :

And Examination l'a|>er»; with Hints for their Solution. B;

Thomas J. Mais. Professor of Mathematics, Royal Vaval College,

and Thomas Brown, Chief Engineer, R. N. i2mo., cloth. ft.oo

MAIN and BROWN.—The Indicator and Dynamometer:

With their Practical Applications to the Steam-Engine. By Thomai

J. MAIN, M. A. F. R., Ass't S. Professor Royal Naval College,

Portsmouth, and Thomas Brown, Assoc. Inst. C. E., Chief Engineer

R. N., attached to the R. N. College. Illustrated. 8vo. . $lxyo

MAIN and BROWN.—The Marine Steam-Engine.

lty Thomas J. Main, F. R. Ass't S. Mathematical Professor at iht

Royal Naval College, Portsmouth, and Thomas Brown, Assoc

Inst. C. K., Chief Engineer R. N. Attached to the Royal Naval

College. With numerous illustrations. 8vo.

MAKINS A Manual of Metallurgy:

By GKORGk HotiARTH Makins. 100 engravings. Second edition

rewritten and much enlarged. i2mo., 592 pages . . (3 oc

MARTIN.—Screw-Cutting Tables, for the Use of Mechanical

Engineers :

Showing the Proper Arrangement of Wheels for Cutting the Threads

of Screws of any Required Pitch ; with a Table for Making the Uni

versal Gas-Pipe Thread and Taps. By W. A. Martin, Engineer.

8vo. 50

MICHELL.—Mine Drainage:

Being a Complete and Practical Treatise on Direct-Acting Under

ground Steam Pumping Machinery. With a Description of a large

number of the liest known Engines, their General Utility and Iht

Special Sphere of their Action, the Mode of their Application, snd

their Merits compared with other Pumping Machinery. By STEPHEN

Mlt'HKl.l . Illustrated by 137 engravings. 8vo., 277 pages . Jb.OG

MOLESWORTH.—Pocket-Book of Useful Fonnu?je and

Memoranda for Civil arid Mechanical Engineers.

By GuiLKORtl L. Molesworth, Member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers. < hief Resident Engineer of the Ceylon Railway. Full-

bound in Pocket-book form . Si ot
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MOORE.—The Universal Assistant and the Complete Me-.

chanic:

Containing over one million Industrial Facts, Calculations, Receipts,

Processes, Trades Secrets, Rules, Business Forms, Legal Items, Etc.,

in tvery occupation, from the Household to the Manufactory, By

R. Moore. Illustrated by 500 Engravings. i2nio. . $2.50

MORRIS.—Easy Rules for the Moasurement of Earthworks :

By means of the Prismoidal Formula. Illustrated with Numerout

Wood Cuts, Problems, and Examples, and concluded by an Exten

sive Table for finding the Solidity in cubic yards from Mean Areas.

The whole being adapted for convenient use by Engineers, Surveyors,

Contractors, and others needing Correct Measurements of Earthwork.

By Elwood Morris, C. E. §vo $1.50

MAUCHLINE.—The Mine Foreman's Hand-Book

<)l Practical and Theoretical Information on the Opening, Venti

lating, and Working of Collieries. Questions and Answers on Prac

tical and Theoretical Coal Mining. Designed to Assist Students and

Others in Parsing Examinations for Mine Foremanships. By

Robert Mauchline, Ex-Inspector of Mines. A New, Revised and

Enlarged Edition. Illustrated by 1 14 engravings. 8vo. 337

pages #3-75

NAPIER.—A System of Chemistry Applied to Dyeing.

By James Napier, F. C. S. A New and Thoroughly Revised Edi

tion. Completely brought up to the present state of the Science,

including the Chemistry of Coal Tar Colors, by A. A. Fesquet,

Chemist and Engineer. With an Appendix on Dyeing and Calico

Printing, as shown at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867. Illus

trated. 8vo. 422 pages $3 5°

NEVILLE.—Hydraulic Tables, Coefficients, and Formulae, for

finding the Discharge of Water from Orifices, Notches,

Weirs, Pipes, and Rivers :

Third Edition, with Additions, consisting of New Formula; for the

Discharge from Tidal and Flood Sluices and Siphons; general infor

mation on Rainfall, Catchment- Basins, Drainage, Sewerage, Wa'.er

Supply for Towns and Mill Power. By Iohn Neville, C. E. M R

I. A.; Fellow of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland. Thick

l2mo $5.50

NEWBERY.-Gleanings from Ornamental Art of every

style ;

Drawn from Examples in the British, South Kensington, Indian,

Crystal Palace, and other Museums, the Exhibitions of 1851 and

1862, and the best English and Foreign works. In a series of 100

exquisitely drawn Plates, containing many hundred examples. B»

Robert Newuery. 4to. $12.50

NICHOLLS.—The Theoretical and Practical Boiler-Maker and

Engineer's Reference Book:

Containing a variety of Useful Information for Employers of Labor.

Vocemen and Working Boiler-Makers. Irou, Copper, and Tinsmiths
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y the General Steam-using Public, and t

Use of Science Schools and Classes. By Samuel Nxholls.

trated by si xl ten plates, 1 2mo. ..... {2.50

NICHOLSON.—A Manual of the Art of Bookbinding :

Containing full instructions in the different Branches of Forwarding

Gliding, and Finishing. Also, the Art of Marbling Book-edges and

Paper. By James B. Nicholson. Illustrated. i2mo., doth $2.2$

NICOLLS.'—The Railway Builder:

A Hand-Book for Estimating the Probable Cost of American Rail*

way Construction and Equipment. By William J. Nicolls, CivA

Engineer. Illustrated, full bound, pocket-book form %2.00

NORMANDY.—The Commercial Handbook of Chemical An

alysis:

Or Practical Instructions for the Determination of the Intrinsic ot

Commercial Value of Substances used in Manufactures, in Trades,

and in the Arts. By A. Normandy. New Edition, Enlarged, and

to a great extent rewritten. By Hesry M. Noad, Ph.D., F.R.S..

thick I2nv>. $5-00

NORRIS.—A Handbook for Locomotive Engineers and Ma-

Comprising the Proportions and Calculations for Constructing Loco

motives; Manner of Setting Valves; Tables cf Squares, Cubes, Areas,

etc., etc By Septimus Norris, M. E. New edition. Illustrated,

lamo $1.50

NYSTROM.—A New Treatise on Elements of Mechanics:

Establishing Strict Precision in the Meaning of Dynamical Terms:

accorrpanied with an Appendix on Duodenal Arithmetic and Me

trology. By John W. Nystrom, C. E. Illustrated. 8vo. $2.00

NYSTROM.—On Technological Education and the Construc

tion of Ships and Screw Propellers :

For Naval and Marine Engineers. By John W. Nystrom, late

Hcting Chief Engineer, U. S. N. Second edition, revised, with addi

tional matter. Illustrated by seven engravings. l2mo. $i.>0

O'NEILL.—A Dictionary of Dyeing and Calico Printing:

Containing a brief account of all the Substances and Processes in

use in the Art of Dyeing and Printing Textile Fabrics ; with Practical

Receipts and Scientific Information. By Charles O'Neill, Analy

tical Chemist. To which is added an Essay on Coal Tar Colors and

their application to Dyeing and Calico Printing. By A. A. Fesquet,

Chemist and Engineer. With an appendix on Dyeing and Calico

Printing, as shown at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867- 8vo.

491 paces I3.S0

ORTON.—Underground Treasures-.

How and Where to Find Them. A Key for the Ready Determination

of ail the Useful Minerals within the United States. By James

ORTON, A.M., Late Professor of Natural History in Vassar College,

N. Y.; Cor. Mem. of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia,

and of the Lyceum of Natural History, New York j author of the

"Andes and the Amazon," etc. A New Edition, wiih Auditions.

Ulunrated $(.50
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OSBORN.—The Prospector's Field Book and Guide :

In the Search for and the Easy Determination of Ores and Other

Useful Minerals. By Prof. H. S. Osborn, LL. D., Author of

" The Metallurgy of Iron and Steel ; " "A Practical Manual of

Minerals, Mines, and Mining." Illustrated by 44 Engravings.

i2mo #1-50

OSBORN.—A Practical Manual of Minerals, Mines and Min

ing:

Comprising the Physical Properties, Geologic Positions, Local Occur

rence and Associations of the Useful Minerals; their Methods of

Chemical Analysis and Assay : together with Various Systems of

Excavating and Timbering, Brick and Masonry Work, during Driv

ing, Lining, Bracing and other Operations, etc. By Prof. H. S.

Osborn, LL. D., Author of the " Metallurgy of Iron and Steel."

Illustrated by 171 engravings from original drawings. 8vo. #4-50

OVERMAN.—Tht; Manufacture of Steel :

Containing the Practice and Principles of Working and Making Steel.

A Handbook for Blacksmiths and Workers in Steel and Iron, Wagoi)

Makers, Die Sinkers, Cutlers, and Manufacturers of Files and Hard

ware, of Steel and Iron, and for Men of Science and Art. By

Frederick Overman, Mining Engineer, Author of the " Manu

facture of lion," etc. A new, enlarged, and revised Edition. By

A. A. Fesquct, Chemist and Engineer. l2mo. . . $1.50

OVERMAN.—The Moulder's and Founder's Pocket Guide :

A Treatise on Moulding and Founding in Green-sand, Dry sand. Loam,

and Cement; the Moulding of Machine Frames, Mill-gear, Hollow-

ware, Ornaments, Trinkets, Bells, and Statues ; Description of Moulds

for Iron, Bronze, Brass, and other Metals; Plaster of Paris, Sulphur,

Wax, etc. ; the Construction of Melting Furnaces, the Melting and

Founding of Metals ; the Composition of Alloys and their Nature,

etc., etc. By Frederick Overman, M. E. A new Edition, to

which is added a Supplement on Statuary and Ornamental Moulding,

Ordnance, Malleable Iron Castings, etc. By A. A. FESQUET, Chem

ist and Engineer. Illustrated by 44 engravings. l2mo. . $2.0H

PAINTER, GILDER, AND VARNISHER'S COMPANION:'

Containing Rules and Regulations in everything relating to the ArU

of Painting, Gilding, Varnishing, Glass-Staining, Graining, Marbling,

Sign-Writing, Gilding on Glass, and Coach Painting and Varnishing;

Tests for the Detection of Adulterations in Oils, Colors, etc.; and a

Statement of the Diseases to which Painters are peculiarly liable, with

the Simplest and Best Remedies. Sixteenth Edition. Revised, with

an Appendix. Containing Colors and Coloring—Theoretical ana

Practical. Comprising descriptions of a great variety of Additional

Pigments, their Qualities and Uses, to which are added, Dryers, and

Modes and Operations of Painting, etc. Together with Chevreul'r

Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colors. l2mo. Cloth £l.y>

1PALLETT.—The Miller's, Millwright's, and Engineer's Guide.

By Henry Pallett. Illustrated. [2mo. . . . $2,Ot
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F. Malepeyrk. Traniiated from the French, by A. A. FESOUCt;

Chemist and Engineer. Illustrated by Eighty engravings. Jn one

vol.. 8vo., 659 pages . . . . . . • 5fi

ROPER.—A Catechism of High-Pressure, or Non-Condensing

Steam-Engines :

Including the Modelling, Constructing, and Management of Steam-

Engines and Steam Boilers. With valuable illustrations. By Ste

phen Roper. Engineer. Sixteenth edition, revised and enlarged.

l8mo., tucks, gilt edge 82.00

ROPER.—Engineer's Handy-Book:

Containing a lull Explanation of the Steam- Engine Indicator, and its

Use and Advantages to Engineers and Steam Users With Formula

for Estimating the Power of all Classes of Steam-Engines; nlsv,

Facts, Figures, Questions, and Tables for Engineers who wish to

qualify themselves for the United Stales Navy, the Revenue Service,

the Mercantile Marine, or to take charge of the Better Class of Sta

tionary Steam-Engines. Sixth edition. l6mo.. 690 pagts, tucks.

ROPER.—Hand-Book of Land and Marine Engines :

Including the Modelling, Construction, Running, and Management

of Law1 and Marine Engines and Boilers. With il'ustrations. By

Stephen Roper, Engineer. Sixth edition. l3mo.,h cWs, gilt edge.

ROPER.—Hand-Book of the Locomotive :

Including the Construction of Engines and Boilers, and the Construc

tion, Management, and Running of locomotives. By Stephen

ROPER.—Hand-Book of Modern Steam Fi'e-Engines.

With illustrations. By Stephkn Roper, Engineer. Fourth edition,

I2mo., tucks, gilt edge ....... S3.5C

ROPER.—Questions and Answers for Engineers.

This little book contains all the Questions that Engineers wiil be

asked when undergoing an Examination for the purpose of procuring

Licenses, and they are so plain that any Engineer or Fireman ol or

dinary intelligence may commit them to memory in a short time. By

Stephen Roper, Engineer. Third edition . . $300

BOPER.—Use and Abuse of the Steam Boiler.

By Stephen Roper, Engineer. Eighth edition, with il'ustrations.

l8mo., tucks, gilt edge ....... $2.00

ROSE.—The Complete Practical Machinist 1

Embracing Lathe Work, Vise Work, Drills and Prilling, Taps and

Dies, Hardening and Tempering, the Making and Use of Tools,

Tool Grinding, Marking out Work, etc. By Joshua Rose. IlltisJ

trated by 356 engravings. Thirteenth edition, thoroughly reviseJ

and in great part rewritten. In one vol., I2mo., 439 pages <2.$e

ROSE.—Mechanical Drawing Self-Taught:

Comprising Instructions in the Selection and Preparation of Drawing

Instruments, Elementary Instruction in Practical Mechanical Draw

S2.50
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rag, together with Examples in Simple Geometry and Elementary

Mechanism, including Screw Threads, Gear Wheels, Mechanical

Motion*, Engine* and Boilers. By Joshca Rose, M. E. Uluurated

by 330 engravings. 8vo, 313 pages .... >400

ROSE.—The Slide- Valve Practically Explained:

Embracing simple and complete Practical Demonstrations of th.

operation of each element in a Slide-valve Movement, and illu-tral-

ing the effects of Variations in their Proportions by examples care

fully selected from the most recent and successful practice. Br

Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated by 35 engravings Ji co

ROSS.—The Blowpipe in Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology:

Containing all Known Method* of Anhydrous Analyst*, many Work

ing Examples, and Instructions for Making Apparatus. By Liect.-

Coloxel W. A. Ross, R. A., F. G. S. With 120 Illustrations.

!2mo. .......... $2.O0

8HAW -Civil Architecture:

Being a Complete Theoretical and Practical System of Building, con-

tuning the Fundamental Principles of the Art. By Edward Shaw,

Architect. To which is added a Treatise on Gothic Architecture, etc

By Thomas W. Silloway and George M. Harding, Architects.

The whole illustrated by 102 quarto plates finely engraved on copper.

Eleventh edition, ato. ....... $10.00

8HUNK.-A Practical Treatise on Railway Curves and Loca

tion, for Young Engineers

By W. F. Shunk, C. E I2roo. Full bound pocket-book form $2 00

SLATER.—The Manual of Colors and Dye Wares.

By J. W. Slater. i2mo li-oo

SLOAN.—American Houses :

A variety of Original Designs for Rural Buildings. Illustrated by

26 colored engraving-, with descriptive references. By Samuel

Swan, Architect. 8vo. $1.50

8LOAN.—Homestead Architecture :

G>ntaini.:g Forty De-igns for Villas, Cottages, and Farm-houses, with

E.says on Styiw. Construction, Landscape Gardening, Furniture, etc.,

etc. illustrated by u,r'»ards of 200 engravings. By Samvel Sloan,

Architect. 8vo. ... .... $i-Sa

SLOAN E.—Ho.re Experiments 11. Science.

liy T. OConor Slow, E. M., A.M., r... O. Illustrated by 91

engravings. i2mo. ..... . $1.50

SMEATON.—Builder's Pockt.: -Companion :

Containing the Elements of Building, Surveying, and Architecture ;

wi'.h Practic.il Rules and Instructions co^^ected with the subject.

By A. C Smeaton, Civil Engineer, etc. i2mo. . . it jo

SMITH.—A Manual of Political Economy.

By E. Peshine Smith. A New Edition, to which is added a full

Index, izmo fi 25
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8MITH.—Parks and Pleasure-Grouads :

Or Practical Notes on Country Residences, Villas, Public Parks, and

Gardens. By Charles H. J. Smith, Landscape Gardener and

Garden Architect, etc., etc. l2mo. .... $2.00

SMITH.—The Dyer's Instructor:

Comprising Practical Instructions in the Art of Dyeing Silk, Cotton,

Wool, and Worsted, and Woolen Goods j containing nearly 8of>

Receipts. To which is added a Treatise on the Art of Padding; an<J

the Printing of Silk Warps, Skeins, and Handkerchiefs, and the

various Mordants and Colors for the different styles of such work.

By David Smith, Pattern Dyer. i2mo. . . $2.00

SMYTH.—A Rudimentary Treatise on Coal and Coal-Mining.

By Warrington W. Smyth, M. A., F. R. G., President R. G. S.

of Cornwall. Fifth edition, revised and corrected. With numer

ous illustrations. I2mo. ...... $'-7S

SNIVELY.—Tables for Systematic Qualitative Chemical AnaK

ysis.

By John H. Snively, Phr. D. 8vo $1.00

SNIVELY.—The Elements of Systematic Qualitative chemical

Analysis :

A Hand-book for Beginners. By John H. Snively, Phr. D. i6mo.

$2.00

STOKES.—The Cabinet- Maker and Upholsterer's Companion:

Comprising the Art of Drawing, as applicable to Cabinet Work;

Veneering, Inlaying, and Buhl-Work; the Art of Dyeing and Stain

ing Wood, Ivory, Bone, Tortoise-Shell, etc. Directions for Lacker

ing, Japanning, and Vanishing ; to make French Polish, Glues,

Cements, and Compos1. ns ; with numerous Receipts, useful to work

men generally. Bv Stokes. Illustrated. A New Edition, with

an Appendix upor .ench Polishing, Staining, Imitating, Varnishing,

etc., etc. !2mo $1.25

STRENGTH AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF METALS;

Reports of Experiments on the Strength and other Properties of

Metals for Cannon. With a Description of the Machines for Testing

Metals, and of the Classification of Cannon in service. By Officers

of the Ordnance Department, U. S. Army. By authority of the Secre

tary of War. Illustrated by 25 large steel plates. Quarto . $10.00

SULLIVAN.—Protection to Native Industry.

By Sir Edward Sullivan, Baronet, author of "Ten Chapters 011

Social Reforms." 8vo. ....... $1.00

SULZ.—A Treatise on Beverages :

Or the Complete Practical Bottler. Full instructions for Laboratory

Work, with Original Practical Recipes for all kinds of Carlior.atea

Drinks, Mineral Waters, Flavorings. Extracts, Syrups, etc. By

Chas Herman Sulz, Technical Chemist and Practical Botiler

Illustrated by 428 Engraving*. 8ii* i>p. Svo . $10.00
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SYME. —Outlines of an Industrial Science.

TABLES SHOWING THE WEIGHT OF ROUND,

SQUARE, AND FLAT BAR IRON, STEEL, ETC.,

By Measurement. Clolh 63

TAYLOR.—Statistics of Coal :

Including Mineral Bituminous Substances employed in Arts and

Manufactures; with their Geographical, Geological, and Commercial

Distribution and Amount of Production and Consumption on the

American Continent. With Incidental Statistics of the Iron Manu

facture. By R. C. Taylor. Second edition, revised by S. S. Halde-

man. Illustrated by five Maps and many wood engravings. 8vo.,

cloth 1 10.00

TEMPLETON.—The Practical Examinator on Steam and the

Steam-Engine :

With Instructive References relative thereto, arranged for the Use of

Engineers, Students, and others. By William Templeton, En

gineer. i2mo. . $1.00

THAUSING.—The Theory and Practice of the Preparation of

Malt and the Fabrication of Beer:

With especial reference to the Vienna Process of Brewing. Elab

orated from personal experience by Julius E. Thausing, Professor

at the School for Brewers, and at the Agricultural Institute, Modling,

near Vienna. Translated from the German by William T. Brannt,

Thoroughly and elaborately edited, with much American matter, and

according to the latest and most Scientific Practice, by A. Schwarz

and Dr. A. H. BAUEr. Illustrated by 140 Engravings. 8vo., 815

pages $ro.oo

THOMAS.—The Modern Practice of PhotogTaphy:

By R. W. Thomas, F. C. S. 8vo. ... 25

THOMPSON.—Political Economy. With Especial Reference

to the Industrial History of Nations :

By Robert E. Thompson, M. A., Professor of Social Science in the

University of Pennsylvania. l2mo. .... $1.50

THOMSON.—Freight Charges Calculator:

By Andrew Thomson, Freight Agent. a(mo. . . $1.25

TURNER'S (THE) COMPANION:

Containing Instructions in Concentric, Elliptic, and Eccentric Turn,

iug; also various Plates of Chucks, Tools, and Instruments; and

Directions for using the Eccentric Cutter Drill, Vertical Cutter, and

Circular Rest ; with Patterns and Instructions for working them

I2mo fl.25

TURNING : Specimens of Fancy Turning Executed on the

Hand or Foot-Lathe :

With Geometric, Oval, and Eccentric Chucks, and Elliptical Cutting

Frame. By an Amateur. Illustrated by 30 exquisite Photographs.

<2.oa

I3.O0
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VAILE.—Galvanized-Iron Cornice-Worker's Manual:

Containing Instructions in Laying out the Different Mitres, and

Making Patterns for all kinds of Plain and Circular Work. Also,

Tables of Weights, Areas and Circumferences of Circles, and other

Matter calculated to Benefit the Trade. By CHARLES A. Vaile.

Illustrated by twenty-one plates. 4to. . . .. $5.00

VILLE.—On Artificial Manures :

Their Chemical Selection and Scientific Application to Agriculture.

A series of Lectures given at the Experimental Farm at Vincennes,

during 1867 and 1874-75. By M. Georges Ville. Translated and

Edited by William Crookes, F. R. S. Illustrated by thirty-one

engravings. 8vo., 450 pages {6.00

VILLE.—The School of Chemical Manures :

Or, Elementary Principles in the Use of Fertilizing Agents. From

the French of M. Geo. Ville, by A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and En

gineer. With Illustrations. !2mo. .... I1.25

VOGDES.—The Architect's and Builder's Pocket-Companion

and Price-Book :

Consisting of a Shot: but Comprehensive Epitome of Decimals, Duo

decimals, Geometry and Mensuration ; with Tables of United States

Measures, Sizes, Weights, Strengths, etc., of Iron, Wood, Stone,

3rick, Cement and Concretes, Quantities of Materials in given Sizes

and Dimensions of Wood, Brick and Stone; and full and complete

Bills of Prices for Carpenter's Work and Painting ; also. Rules for

Computing and Valuing Brick and Brick Work, Stone Work, Paint

ing, Plastering, with a Vocabulary of Technical Terms, etc. By

Frank W. Vogues, Architect, Indianapolis, Ind. Enlarged, revised,

and corrected. In one volume, 308 pages, full-bound, pocket-book

form, gilt edges $2.00

Cloth 1.50

VAN CLEVE.—The English and American Mechanic :

Comprising a Collection of Over Three Thousand Receipts, Rules,

and Tables, designed for the Use of every Mechanic and Manufac

turer. By B. Frank Van Cleve. Illustrated. 500 pp. !2mo. $2.00

WAHNSCHAFFE.-A Guide to the Scientific Examination

of Soils:

Comprising Select Methods of Mechanical and Chemical Analysis

and Physical Investigation. Translated from the German of Dr. F.

Wahnschaefe. With additions by William T. Brannt. Illus

trated by 25 engravings. 121110. 177 pages . . . £1.50

WALL.—Practical Graining :

With Descriptions of Colors Employed and Tools Used. Illustrated

by 47 Colored Plates, Representing the Various Woods Used K

Interior Finishing. By William E. Wall. 8vo. $2.5*

WALTON.—Coal-Mining Described and Illustrated:

By Thomas H. Walton, Mining Engineer. Illustrated hv 24. ,'argt

and elaborate Plates, after Actual Workings and Apparatus. *5.o*
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5VARE.—The Sugar Beet.

Including a History of the Beet Sugar Industry in Europe, Varietle

of the Sugar Beet, Examination, Soils, Tillage, Seeds and Sowing,

Yield and Cost of Cultivation, Harvesting, Transportation, Conserva

tion, Feeding Qualities of the Beet and of the Pulp, etc. By Lewij

S. Ware, C. E., M. E. Illustrated by ninety engravings. 8vo.

WARN.—The Sheet-Metal Worker's Instructor:

For Zinc, Sheet- Iron, Copper, and Tin- Plate Workers, etc. Contain

ing a selection of Geometrical ProKems ; also, Practical and Simple

Rules for Describing the various Patterns required in the different

branches of the above Trades. By Reuben H. Warn, Practical

Tin- Plate Worker. To which is added an Appendix, containing

Instructions for Boiler- Making, Mensuration of Surfaces and Solids,

Rules for Calculating the Weights of different Figures of Iron and

Steel, Tables of the Weights of Iron, Steel, etc. Illustrated by thirty-

two Plates and thirty-seven Wood Engravings. 8vo. . $j oe

WARNER.—New Theorems, Tables, and Diagrams, for the

Computation of Earth-work :

Designed for the use of Engineers in Preliminary and Final Estimates

of Students in Engineering, and of Contractors and other non-profes

sional Computers. In two parts, with an Appendix. Part I. A Prac

tical Treatise; Part II. A Theoretical Treatise, and the Appendix.

Containing Notes to the Rules and Examples of Part I.; Explana

tions of the Construction of Scales, Tables, and Diagrams, and a

Treatise upon Equivalent Square Bases and Equivalent Level Heights.

The whole illustrated by numerous original engravings, comprising

explanatory cuts for Definitions and Problems, Stereometric Scales

and Diagrams, and a scries of Lithographic Drawings from Models i

Showing all the Combinations of Solid Forms which occur in Railroad

Excavations and Embankments. By John Warner, A. M., Mining

and Mechanical Engineer. Illustrated by 14 Plates. A new, revised

and improved edition. 8vo $4.00

WATSON.—A Manual of the Hand-Lathe :

Comprising Concise Directions for Working Metals of all kinds,

Ivory, Bone and Precious Woods; Dyeing, Coloring, and French

Polishing; Inlaying by Veneers, and various methods practised to

produce Elaborate work with Dispatch, and at Small Expense. By

Egbert P. Watson, Author of " The Modern Practice of American

Machinists and Engineers." Illustrated by 78 engravings. $1.50

WATSON.—The Modern Practice of American Machinists and

Engineers

Including the Construction, Application, and Use of Drills, LaOio

Tools, Cutters for Boring Cylinders, and Hollow-work generally, with

the most Economical Speed for the same ; the Results veri6ed by

Actual Practice at the Lathe, the Vise, and on the Floor. Together
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wtth Work«l»op Management, Economy of Manufacture, the Steam

Engine, Boiltrs, Gears, Belling, etc., etc. By Egbert P. Watson

Illustrated by eighty-six engravings. I2mo. . . . £2.50

WATSON.—The Theory and Practice of the Art of Weaving
by Hand and Power •

With Calculations and Tables for the Use of those connected with the

Trade. By John Watson, Manufacturer and Practical Machine

Maker. Illustrated by large Drawings of the best Power Looms.

8vo. . $6.00

WATT.—The Art of Soap Making:

A Practical Hand-book of the Manufacture of Hard and Soft Soaps

Toilet Soa|>s, etc., including many New Processes, and a Chapter 011

the Recovery of Glycerine from Waste Leys. By Alexander

Watt. 111. i2mo. $300

WEATHERLY.—Treatise on the Art of Boiling Sugar, Crys

tallizing, Lozenge-making, Comfits, Gum Goods,

And other processes for Confectionery, elc, in which are explained,

in an easy and familiar manner, the various Methods of Manufactur

ing every Description of Raw and Refined Sugar Goods, as sold by

Confectioners and others. i2mo (1.50

WIOHTWICK.—Hints to Young Architects:

Comprising Advice to those who, while yet at school, are destined

to the Prolession; to such as, having passed their pupilage, are about

to travel ; and to those who, having completed their education, are

about to practise. Together with a Model Specification involvii.g a

great variety of instructive and suggestive matter. By Georcb

WightwicK, Architect. A new edition, revised and considerably

enlarged ; comprising Treatises on the Principles of Construction

and Design. By G. HusKlssON Guillaume, Architect. Numerous

illustrations. One vol. !2mo {2.00

WILL.—Tables of Qualitative Chemical Analysis.

With an Introductory Chapter on the Course of Analysis. By Pro-

essor Heinrich Will, of Giessen, Germany. Third American,

from the eleventh German edition. Edited by Charles F. Hikes.

Ph. D., Professor of N.itural Science, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa

8vo. . $t .50

WILLIAMS.—On Heat and Steam :

Embracing New Views of Vaporization, Condensation, and ExpV>

sion. By Chari.es Wye Williams, A. I. C. E. Illustrated 8vo.

*2.5°

WILSON.—A Treatise on Steam Boilers :

Their Strength, Construction, and Economical Working. By Robert

Wilson. Illustrated t2mo 4*2.50

WILSON.—First Principles of Political Economy:

With Reference to Stuesmanship and the Progress of Civilization.

Hy Professor W. D. Wilson, of the Cornell University. A new and

revised edition. I2ni<>. ....... $1-50
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WOHLER.-A Hand-Book of Mineral Analysis:

By F. WoHLER, Professor of Chemistry in the University of GSttin-

gen. Edited by Henry B. Nason, Professor of Chemistry in the

Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York. Illustrated.

I2mo $2-5°

WORSSAM.—On Mechanical Saws :

From the Transactions of the Society of Engineers. 1869. By S. W.

Worssam, Jr. Illustrated by eighteen large plates. 8vo. 32.50

RECENT ADDITIONS.

BRANNT.—Varnishes, Lacquers, Printing Inks and Sealing -

Waxes :

Their Raw Materials and their Manufacture, to which is added the

Art of Varnishing and Lacquering, including the Preparation of Put

ties and of Stains for Wood, Ivory, Bone, Horn, and Leather. By

William T. BRANNT. Illustrated by 39 Engravings, 338 pages.

I2inn $3.00

BRANNT—The Practical Scourer and Garment Dyer:

Comprising Dry or Chemical Cleaning ; the Art of Removing Stains ,

Fine Washing; Bleaching and Dyeing of Straw Hats, Gloves, and

Feathers of all kinds; Dyeing of Worn Clothes of all fabrics, in

cluding Mixed Goods, by One Dip; and the Manufacture of Soaps

and Fluids for Cleansing Purposes. Edited by William T. Brannt,

Editor of " The Techno-Chemical Receipt Book." Illustrated.

203 pages. i2mo. j2.oo

BRANNT.—The Metallic Alloys:

A Practical Guide for the Manufacture of all kinds of Alloys, Amal

gams and Solders used by Metal Workers, especially by Bell Founders,

Bronze Workers, Tinsmiths, Gold and Silver Workers, Dentists, etc.,

etc., as well as their Chemical and Physical Properties. Edited

chiefly from the German of A. Krupp and Andreas Wildberger, with

additions by Wm. T. Brannt. Illustrated. i2mo. $3.00

BRANNT.—A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Vine-

gar and Acetates, Cider, and Fruit-Wines :

Preservation of Fruits and Vegetables by Canning and Evaporation ;

Preparation of Fruit- Butters, Jellies, Marmalades, Catchups, Pickles,

Mustards, etc. Edited from various sources. By William T.

Brannt. Illustrated by 79 Engravings. 479 pp. 8vo. S5.00

BRANNT.—The Metal Worker's Handy-Book of Receipts

and Processes :

Being a Collection of Cl'emical Formulas and Practical Manipula

tions for the working of all Metals; including the Decoration and

Beautifying of Articles Manufactured therefrom, as well as their

Preservation. Edited from various sources. By William T.

Brannt. Illustrated, iamo. $2.50
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DEITE.—A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture cf Per«

fumery :

Comprising directions for making all kinds of Perfumes, Sachet

Powders, Fumigating Materials, Dentifrices, Cosmetics, etc., with a

full account of the Volatile Oils, Balsams, Resins, and other Natural

and Artificial Perfume-substances, including the Manufacture of

Fruit Ethers, and tests of their purity. By Dr. C. Deite, assisted

by L. Borchert, F. Eichbaum, E. Kuuler, H. Toeffner, and

other experts. From the German, by Wm. T. BRANNT. 28 Engrav

ings. 358 pages. 8vo. $3 00

3DWARDS.—American Marine Engineer, Theoretical and

Practical :

With Examples of the latest and most approved American Practice.

By Emory Edwards. 85 illustrations. i2mo. . $2.50

EDWARDS.—goo Examination Questions and Answers:

For Engineers and Firemen (Land and Marine) who desire to ob

tain a United States Government or State License. Pocket-book

form, gilt edge S1 -50

POSSELT.—Technology of Textile Design :

Being a Practical Treatise on the Construction and Application of

Weaves for all Textile Fabrics, with minute reference to the latest

Inventions for Weaving. Containing also an Appendix, showing

the Analysis and giving the Calculations necessary for the Manufac.

tuie of the various Textile Fabrics. By £. A. Posselt, Head

Master Textile Department, Pennsylvania Museum and School of

Industrial Art, Philadelphia, with over 1000 illustrations. 29a

pages. 410 ?5-0°

POSSELT.—The Jacquard Machine Analysed and Explained :

With an Appendix on the Preparation of Jacquard Cards, and

Practical Hints to Learners of Jacquard Designing. By E. A.

PosseLT. With 230 illustrations and numerous diagrams. 127 pp.

4to 830a

POSSELT.—The Structure of Fibres, Yarns and Fabrics:

Being a Practical Treatise for the Use of all Persons Employed in

the Manufacture of Textile Fabrics, containing a Description of the

Growth and Manipulation of Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Silk Flax,

Jute, Ramie, China Grass and Hemp, and Dealing with all Manu

facturers' Calculations for Every Class of Material, also Giving

Minute Details for the Structure of all kinds of Textile Fabrics, and

an Appendix of Arithmetic, specially adapted for Textile Purposes.

By E. A. Possei.t. Over 400 Illustrations, quarto. . $10.00

RICH.—Artistic Horse-Shoeing :

A Practical and Scientific Treatise, giving Improved Methods of

Shoeing, with Special Directions for Shaping Shoes to Cure Different

Diseases of the Foot, and for the Correction of Faulty Action in

Trotters. By George E. Rich. 62 Illustrations. 153 pa^es.

12n10. $1.00
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RICHARDSON.—Practical Blacksmithing :

A Collection of Articles Contributed at Different Times by Skilled

Workmen to the columns of "The Blacksmith and Wheelwright,"

and Covering nearly the Whole Range of Blacksmithing, from the

Simplest Job of Work to some of the Most Complex Forgings.

Compiled and Edited by M. T. Richardson.

Vol. I. 210 Illustrations. 224 pages. l2mo. . . Ji.oo

Vol. II. 230 Illustrations. 262 pages. l2mo. . . $1.00

Vol. HI. 390 Illustrations. 307 pages. l2mo. . . $1.00

Vol. IV. 226 Illustrations. 276 pages. l2mo. . . $1.00

RICHARDSON —The Practical Horseshoer:

Being a Collection of Articles on Horseshoeing in all its Branchea

which have appeared from time to time in the columns of " 1 he

Blacksmith and Wheelwright," etc. Compiled and edited by M. T.

Richardson. 174 illustrations S1.00

ROPER.—Instructions and Suggestions for Engineers and

Firemen :

By Stephen Roper, Engineer. i8mo. Morocco . $2.00

ROPER.—The Steam Boiler: Its Care and Management:

By Stephen Roper, Engineer. I2mo., tuck, gilt edges. $2.00

ROPER.—The Young Engineer's Own Book:

Containing an Explanation of the Principle and Theories on which

the Steam Engine as a Prime Mover is Based. By Stephen Roper,

Engineer. 160 illustrations, 363 pages. l8mo., tuck . #3.00

ROSE.—Modern Steam- Engines:

An Elementary Treatise upon the Steam-Engine, written in Plain

language ; for Use in the Workshop as well as in the Drawing Office.

Giving Full Explanations of the Construction of Modern Steam.

Engines : Including Diagrams showing their Actual operation. To

gether with Complete but Simple Explanations of the operations of

Various Kinds of Valves, Valve Motions, and Link Motions, etc.,

thereby Enabling the Ordinary Engineer to clearly Understand the

Principles Involved in their Construction and Use, and to Plot out

their Movements upon the Drawing Board. By Joshua Rose. M. E.

Illustrated by 422 engravings. Revised. 358 pp. . . $6.00

ROSE.—Steam Boilers:

A Practical Treatise on Boiler Construction and Examination, for the

Use of Practical Boiler Makers, Boiler Users, and Inspectors; and

embracing in plain figures all the calculations necessary in Designing

or Classifying Steam Boilers. By Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated

by 73 engravings. 250 pages. 8vo $2.50 .

SCHRIBER.—The Complete Carriage and Wagon Painter:

A Concise Compendium of the Art of Painting Carriages, Wagons,

and Sleighs, embracing Full Directions in all the Various Branches,

including Lettering, Scrolling, Ornan'enting, Striping, Varnishing,

and Coloring, with numerous Recipes for Mixing Color*. 73 Illus

trations. 177 pp. i2mo $ I Ofl
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